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FIFTH ANNUAL 
Report of the State Geologist. 
IOWA GEOLOGICAL SURVEY, I 
DES MOINES, December, 31, 1896. f 
To Governor F..M. Dl'Clkeand J;£emb87's ·0/. the Geological Board: 
GENTLEMEN-I have the honor to r'eport that during 1896 
the work of the Iowa Geological survey has been carried 
forward in accordance .with the plans approved by the board 
at the beginning of th~ year. In selecting the counties to be 
investigated the survey was influenced by two considerations. 
First, these counties contain geological deposits of great 
. economic importance, and it seemed desirable to have them 
brought to publicattentio~ as early as convenient. . Second, 
. the counties were so chosen as to elucidate as large a number 
of geo19gical problems as, possible. With the solution of 
questions relating to the. indurated rocks and the overlying· 
loose or superficial deposits in certaincareiullyselected typ-
icallocalities, the work in other localities may be prosecuted 
more expeditiously and more satisfactorily. With this end in 
vi.ew investigations were made in Johnson county for the 
purpose of extending the work begun by Professor Norton, 
on the Devonian system of Iowa, in Linn. The geological 
formations of Johnson county carry the Devonian section 
up through more than seventy feet of strata not represented 
in Linn county, though the lowest Devonian beds in thenrst 
named county are the exact equivalents of beds well described 
11 
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by Norton in his Linn county report. After finishing Johnson 
county my work was transferred to Oerro Gordo for the rea-
son that in Cerro Gordo the newest or latest Devonian beds 
are exposed. Beginning with beds that arerepresent~dilear 
the top of the . Devonian section in Johnson, Cerro Gordo 
county shows a succession of Devonian stra,ta of remarkaQle 
. . 
interest, which add mOl'ethan a hundred feet to the DevonIan 
section at the localities previously studied; By. combining 
the exposures in Linn, J ohhson and Cerro Gordo counties, a 
complete section of the Iowa Devonian may be made j'and 
the several mem?ers of the section may be So described that 
Devonian beds in any 'of the counties where rocks of this 
system. are exposed, may be at once· refe:rred to their' proper 
horizon. Certain horizons furnish brick: and tile clays; others 
building stones, and others lime-burrung I,'()cks of· desirable 
qualities, and the intelligent workman may readily know 
whether or not these are present in his neighborhood: 
The Devonian beds of' Cerro Gordo are overlain by R;inder-
hook beds belonging to the Lower Carboniferous. The . 
exposures of Kinderhook, however, in Cerro Gordo are not 
important. But in Marshall county the Kinderhook reaches 
its. most important development,.· andextehsive quarries,· 
employ~ng large amounts 'of capitalaTld labor,. have for some 
time been .operated in· strata of this formation. Marshall 
. county was, therefore, one of the areasselectedfo:r;investi-
gation, and was assigned to Dr. S. W. Beyer,of Ames. Dr; 
Beyer's work develops much of importance in connection 
with the Kinderhook as shown by his report on .. Marshall 
county herewith submitted.' "In addition to the 'Lower Car-
boniferous strata ·so prominently developed in the eastern 
part of this county, Marshall also contains the attenu;1ted 
and deeply .eroded marginal beds of the coal measure series. 
The beds of this latter· series found in Marshall county 
belong to the Des Moines' stage, or lower coal measures of 
some authors. This stage, however, so. far as Iowa is con-
cerned, is best developed in Polk county, and hence this 
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county constitutes one of the most important of the areas 
. surveyed during the past season. The work in Polk county 
was done' by NIr. H.F. Bain. It was indeed begun some 
years ago, but it was carried on only in short intervals spared 
from pressing duties in the office. Owing to the importance 
of the area from both a stratigraphic and an economic point 
of view, it was deemed wise to press the work to completion 
during the field season of 1896. ,In connection with his work 
on Polk county Mr. Bain 'has also made a complete survey of 
Guthrie county. Guthrie county carries the Carboniferous 
section from the Des Moines stage with which the section 
ends in Polk, up through a portion of the Missouri stage; 
and in this county tp.ere is furthermore a marginal deposit of 
special interest belonging to the Upper Cretaceous. The 
problems in both Polk and Guthrie are very intricate, but 
they have been worked out with great success,as will be 
recognized by consulting the reports of Mr. Bain included in 
the present volume. 
Madison county sh()ws more clearly than either Polk or 
Guthrie, certain interesting phases developed in the south-
ward extension of the Des Moines and Missouri stages of the 
Carboniferous. The Winterset limeston~, the lowest member 
of the Missouri stage, is important, not only on account of 
its utility as a building stone, but because i~ marks a very 
definite stratigraphic horizqn. It seemed desirable to make 
a careful study ,of this limestone, together with the beds 
immediately above and below it in order that the work in 
Iowa may be properly correlated with that done on the Upper. 
Carboniferous strata by the geologists of Missouri and Kan-
'sas. Madison county was therefore selected for investiga-
tion, and was assigned to Professor Tilton, of Indianola. 
Professor Tilton received instructions to note carefully the 
successive changes in the conditions of sedimentation which 
th~ beds of the county record, and to take particular account 
of the faunal changes in passing from the beds below the Win::. 
terset horizon to those above it. The oil and gas horizons of 
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southeastern Kansas occur in· Upper Carboniferous strata 
and the ·supply is related to certain· well defined beds that 
may be traced through southwestern Iowa. 
In the counties named the superficial deposits present 
problems of scarcely less interest than the indurated rocks. 
Johnson and Marshall are traversed by the extreme southern 
margin of the Iowan drift, and both counties contain heavy 
beds of loess that are genetically connected with the melting 
and retreat of the Iowan ice. Cerro Gordo county illustrates 
the character of the Iowan till at some distance back f:romits 
, 
southern margin, while the western part of the county is 
occupied by morainic hills and ridges and characteristic ket,-
tIe holes,which in this region mark the eastern margin of 
the Wisconsin drift. The west~rn part of Marshall county 
also shows the influence of the Wisconsin drift sheet, and the 
extreme southern limit of the Wisconsin: lobe is found at the 
south end of Capitol Hill in Des Moines, Polk county. In 
Polk county the Wisconsin drift overrides loess of Iowan age 
in the northern part of the city of Des Moines, while to the 
northwest this drift rests. on till of Kansan age. • The oldest 
drift sheet, so far recognized in Iowa,. a drift older than the 
Kansan, is also exposed in Polk county. The southwestern 
margin of the Wisconsin drift passes through Guthrie county, 
making this county one ·of the strategic areas in . which to 
study the superficial deposits. 
Froman economic standpoint the soils of Iowa constitute 
the most importa;nt geological formations in the state. The 
first step in the study Qj:, soils necessitates a careful investi-
gation of the superficial deposits, and accurate mapping to 
show their distribution. The· composition of soils· in .any 
given area, and the~ purpose to which they are best adapted, 
depend whol1y.~on the character of the loose surfacematerials. 
Soils on drift covered areas vary with the age and origin of 
the drift itself. Loess soils have their special characteristics 
and uses. While in the matter of soils· Iowa, as in many· 
other respects, has the best, yet the highest rewards of 
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agriculture will not be realized until the husbandman takes 
advantage of information furnished by the geologist and,· 
recognizing the fundamental differences in soils, adapts crops 
and methods of culture to the needs and possibilities of' his 
particular area. 
The study of the drift, and of the loose surface materials 
derived from it, has an economic bearing in another direction. 
Enormous quantities of vegetable matter have been included 
between successive sheets of till, and the decomposition of 
the organic materials thus included in the superficial deposits 
generates natural gas. In a few known areas this gas has 
been stored in sufficient amount to make it useful in the heat-
ing and lighting?f dwellings, and the information at hand 
justifies the conclusion that the conditions necessary for the 
generation and storage of gas from this source are best ful-
filled near the terminal margin of an overlapping sheet of 
drift. 
The six counties named above, aTe geologically important 
therefore, in respect to both indurated rocks and superficial 
deposits, and reports on these counties accompanied by the· 
necessary maps and drawings are herewith submitted in the 
confident belief that they will be four;td of great practical 
interest to the people of Iowa. 
In addition to the counties reported on in the published 
volumes of the Survey, an¢!- the six counties described in this 
report, the field work is partly or wholly completed in 
Buchanan, Delaware, Fayette, Howard, Cedar, Scott, Dallas, 
Story, Plymouth, Union, Lyon and NIarion. 
The year's work has also included the publication and distri-
bution of Volume V, of the reports of the Survey, besides the 
monograph of Mr. A. G. Leonard on the lead ana zinc of 
Iowa, and that of Dr. Beyer on the Sioux quartzite. These 
last two publications will constitute a part of Volume VI of 
the reports of the Iowa Geological Survey. The remainder 
of the volume will be occupied by the elaborate and valuable 
report of Professor Norton on the Artesian Wells of Iowa, . 
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the manuscript of which, with necessary illustrations, is now 
ready ~pr. the" prin.-ter. , . , 
We have also on hand, ready, for publi(;ation, a .paper by 
Professor' Pammelonthe Grasses' of ,Iowa .. ' IntelUgent 
farmers will find this last paper of ' much practical iIltere'st .. 
Its early publication is recomm.ended.' , 
It is gratifying to note that the publications ot the Survey 
are being, more andmor:e "appreciated, and ar~, !eceived 'by, 
the people of the state, as well~s by men of science evety.. 
where, with increasing favor. Requests .for copies of the' 
reports from persons to whom they would be of great value, 
but who; under a strict construction of the present law g.9v-
erning the distribution of the vol.umes, are not entitled to 
rec~ive them; are very numerous and indicate' a widespread 
interest in the geological reSources ()f the state. ' H~gh 
schools in counties already reported' on i~~veintrodueed the 
separate county reports as works to be read by the pupils 
studying geology, and so have adopted one of the best possi-, 
hIe lIlet;trods for disseoonating the' informatton collected by 
the survey. "Newspapers, with theirusuql public spirit, have 
aided indissem.inating information by summarizing reports of 
local interest. ~fr. Leonard's paper on lead and' zinc was, 
puhlished. entire, with ilhistrations,by~ofueof the papers , 
of Dubuque. Some modification of the law relating to d.is-: 
tri1:)ution, whereby interested citizens .of Iowa may obtain the 
reports without charge, is greatly to be desired .. 
,Building Stone8.-, , , During the year the testing of the col-
lection. of building stones m.entioned in the last annual report 
has, been completed andttie results are now being prepared 
for· publication. . The collection included specimens, from 
, many of the more important quarries of the state and from 
some undeveloped le.dges. Unfortunately the collection was 
not as complete as could be desired, though an effort "was 
made to obtain samples from all the principal quarries. Many 
of the quarrymen failed torespqnd at all, and others did not 
send in the required cubes at the specified time. The work 
:.:,' 
.:.. .. 
;.. .. 
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must accordingly be regarded as essentially preliminary, 
though it is complete as far as it was carried on. In all 
thirty-three· specimens were tested, representing thirteen 
. quarries in eight formations . 
.. The specimens were dressed to two-inch cubes and then 
subjected to compression tests, the work being done at Ames 
by Prof. ·A .. Marston and Messrs. Murray and Bain. 
Duplicate specimens were studied at Drake University, chem-
ical analyses being made by Mr. Harry McCormick and 
absorption teste by Mr. H. B. Murray. The survey is under 
great obligations to these gentlemen and to Professor Mars-
ton for their co-operation. Mr. Bain is summarizing the 
results, which wiUpe published in some of the future reports 
of the survey and will probably also be given local publica-
tion. The various quarry owners have already been informed 
by letter of the results of the tests on their stone. 
Oement.-The past year has been an unfavorable one for the 
development of new industries in the state, so that no prog-
ress has been made in the direction of opening up the cement. 
beds. The' material shipped Mr. S. B. Newberry for 
examination was found to ·be too low in. lime for use alone. 
It will be necessary to find in the neighb.orhood beds of purer 
chalk to mix with the other material. It is believed that this 
can be done, and Mr. Bain is to take up the work in Plymouth 
county for the coming se~son, with a view, among other 
things, of clearing up this matter. 
Studies pursued with the object of determining the dis-
tribution of certain types of soil and their relation to the 
drift sheets covering the state have incidentally demonstrated 
that the succeesion of Pleistocene deposits is more complete 
and more clearly indicated in Iowa than in any other corre-
sponding area of this continent so far· studied. . The mar-
gin. of the Wisconsin drift sheet was traced some years 
ago by Upham, but until recently this was the only Pleis-
tocene deposit whose boundaries were approximately known. 
Two sheets of till were differentiated by McGee in northeastern 
. ... 
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Iowa, but it remained for the -present survey during the· 
past two years to recognize the southern· limits of McGee's 
upper tilL MI'. Bain. has pointed out a body of drift below 
McGee's low:er till, and sharply differentiated from it, and 
Mr .. Leverett of the -U. S. Geological Survey, has demon-
. strated the existence of drift in southeastern Iowa, inter-
mediate in age between the lower and upper till of McGee. 
The Pleistocene history of Iowa as now for thefii'st. time 
clearly deciphered includes the following succession of events, 
each of which- has -had its influenceindetermining the pr~sent 
condition. and characteristics oTlowa soils. 
I. First stage of glaciation,. Albertan. Invasian of Iowa 
hy glaciers and distribution of lowest sheet of till. 
II. First interglacial stage, Aftonian . . Melting and retreat 
. ,".. . 
of glaciers and deposition ·ofgravels, followed by a long 
period of forest growth,development of soils, and modifica~ 
.. tion of the original· drift. . . 
III. .. Second glacial stage, Kansan. Coid moreinten~eand 
.. glaciation. more general than during theflrst·- stage; Dis., 
tribution of McGee's tower till. 
IV. Secolldinterglacial stage, BuOhctntLn. Intr04ucedby 
deposit jon of gravels in Buchanan, Black Hawk,Floyd,Cerro 
Gordo and other comities. This stage was yerylong and the 
surface of the second drift -sheet was·profoundlymodified by 
erosion, oxidation and leaching· befor~ it _came to a close. ... . 
V. Third stage of glaciation, Illinois. During this stage 
. . 
only a small part of Iowa, embracing portions of Louisa, Des 
Moines and Lee counties, was invaded by glaciers; . The ice 
came from the northeast, hrlnging boulders from the eastern 
shores of Lake Huron. 
VI. Third interglaci'3il stage (unnamed), during which the 
modification of the second drift .. sheet proceeded over the 
greater portion 6f Iowa. The small area occupied by the 
third deposit of drift also suffered more or less of inodifica tion. 
VII. Fourth glacial stage, Iowan. -During this stage the 
northern half of Iowa was overrun by glaciers. The southern 
:'; 
·c· .. ·· 
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limit of this incursion may be traced a few miles north of 
a line drawn from Iowa City to Des Moines, and thEm deflected 
northwestwardly to Plymouth county. It was during this stage 
that the enormous granite boulders so conspicuous in Bremer, 
Black Hawk, Buchanan and other counties in northeastern 
Iowa were transported and deposited where they now lie. 
VIII. Fourth interglacial stage, Toronto (?) This fourth 
interglacial stage was short as compared with the second, 
and probably with the third. The amount of erosion, oxidation 
and leaching that during this interval took place in the sur-
face of . the fourth sheet of drift is altogether inconsiderable. 
The amount of change that has taken place since the begin'-
ning of the interval up to the present time is comparatively 
small. 
IX, Fifth glacial stage, Wisconsin. The last invasion of 
Iowa by glacial ice occurred in times so recent, geologically 
speaking, that the youngest sheet of till exists practically in 
the condition in which the glaciers left it. The area in Iowa 
affected by this last invasion is nearly triangular in shape, the 
base of the triangle coinciding with the north line of the 
state from Worth to Osceola counties, with the apex located 
at Des Moines. In the northern part of this; area there are 
numerous stretches of ill-drained lands, the surface is only 
very gently undulating and the stream channels, where 
defined at all, have cut only a fo?t or two into the prairie 
sod. 
X. The recent stage, since the retreat of the Wisconsin 
ice, brings Pleistocene history down to the present. The 
recent stage, while long-as measured in years, has been too 
short to produce any appreciable effect in the s~rface of the 
Wisconsin drift. 
The work of the Iowa geologists in differentiating the 
Pleistocene deposits and incidentally deciphering Pleistocene 
history has received the recognition and indorsement of the 
highest authorities on Pleistocene geology in the United 
States. Prof. T. C. Chamberlin, chief of the Pleistocene 
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division of the United States Geological Survey, at various 
. . 
times during-the past year,madevisits to a' number of the 
typical localities in Iowa and verified the interpretations of 
the local geolbgists .. 
Prof. R. D. Salisbury, also connected wit~ the United 
States Survey, and in charge of the Pleistocene work of the 
Geological. Survey of New . Jersey, accompanied Mr. Bain 
upon. a short· trip across the northern portion of the state, 
going as far. west as Sioux City and Rock Rapids. Thetopo-
graphic characteristics of the.Iowan and the Wisconsin were 
studied and the probable equivalence of. the drift sheets east 
and west of the Des Moines lobe was tentatively decided 
upon. The correlation fOrms a good basis for the next sea-
son's work, and is of particular value because of Professor 
Salisbury's wide experience in geographic work. 
Mr. Leverett spent a considerable portion of the field sea-
son in Iowa tracing out the Illinois drift and studying the 
effect of that invasion upon the' drainage ,of southeastern 
Iowa. While the work was done for the national Survey the 
. very. interesting results have been from time to time commu-
. . . 
nicated~o us. This courteous co-operatIon has been of great 
value and will greatly lessen the cost of the survey of the 
Pleistocene deposts of that region when . it shall be under-
taken. The result of all this combined work on the part of 
the state and the national Surveys, has been to make Iowa 
classic ground for the study of Pleistocene deposits. 
The Pleistocene deposits not only determine the nature of . 
our soil, but the water supplies for more than half the inhabi-
tants 'of Iowa are derived from them, and in them the only 
known permanent gas wells within the state occur. The 
saving that may be effected by a thorough knowledge of 
these deposits is sometimes very great.' For example the 
gas that is found in Pleistocene sand and gravel undercondt, 
tions easily understood, has led persons unacquainted with 
its origin to infer .that a ~eep well would tapa larger reser-
voir of this desirable material. Accordingly wells have been 
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bored at great expense in ut.ter disregard of all the known 
conditions affecti:ng the genera.tion and storage of natural 
.. gas,andthe end was loss and disappointment. A very slight 
acquaintance with the· thickness,structure and contents of 
the Pleistocene would have savep. all the expense and dis-
appointment .. Lumps and masses of coal occur also as con:' 
stituetitsofthe drift series and, ill not a few instances, these 
" indications" have led to large. expe:i:tditure in sinking 
prospect shafts under conditions that made failure a foregone 
conclusion. -
As already noted in determining the counties to be investi-
gated during the past season, the great importance of the 
coal beds of the state was recognized and a large share of the 
survey work has 'been devoted to their study .. In Polk 
county Mr. Bain has carefully examined the coal ·horizons 
already known, with a view of determining the probability of 
.the .. existence of deeperhoI'izop.s. In connection with the 
. problem· of the inftuenceo:f the settling of one coal seam upon 
the formation of the overlybig bed, a visiiwas made. by him 
to theKebnline 6f the WhitebreastFuel· 00.· near Ottumwa, 
where a hitherto unsuspected lower coal has been found. The 
line of investigation seems likely. to yiel~important economic 
results. In Madison' .county Professor Tilton, in Dallas Mr. 
Leonard, and .. inGuthriec6unty Mr. Bain; have been tracing 
in detail the eastern outcrop of the Winterset limestone. The 
tracing of this ·limestonei~ of ~direct economic interest,. since 
east of it. the Des Moines .. or productive coal measures out-
crop. West of itthe barren beds of the :Missouri stage are 
the su·rface formation; and the coal-bearing beds can only be 
reached by deeper working~ . Professor Norton's work upon 
- the deep wells indicates that the current estimates upon the 
thickness of the coal measures of southwestern Iowa are seri-
ously in. error, and it is proposed to take up field work in the 
r~gion within the coming year for the purpose of determining 
this and other questions. It is a pleasure to recall at this 
point the accuracy of much of the early geological work in 
3 &'2 L 
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. the state an<,l the.way in which predictions made when the 
geology of the region was so imperfectly' understood have 
since been verified. 'ThusW orthen*, as a result of work done 
a,t Des Moines in 1856, said: ' .. "A good supply of amuGh bet-
ter quality (of coal] may u:ridoubh~dly be obtained hysinking 
a'shaft to the lower seallls;whichare probably not more than 
two or three hundi'edfeetbelowthose in the above section. ,.,'" 
Some years after deeper shafts.were sunk, andnow'there is'a . 
large amount of coai mined. from these 10werh6rizons. In. 
Guthrie county Mr. St. Johnt; in speaking of asaIidstone 
found in sinking a' shaft at Panora, said: . "Beneath the 
sandstone the horizon of the Lacona coal would 'be ·reached 
probably at a depth of ten to twenty feet, but since the coIl-
tinuity of this bed is known to bein~errupt~d, so' that it has 
the character of a local deposit; we cannot with certainty say 
whether the'coal1Vill be founqat this locaiitYornot."· This 
isofparticuiarinterest,notonlYfromthefac~ t:q.at coal has .' 
since been found and is now :mined at the leveL indicated, but 
.. from the recognitionqf.thedifference.between.a·coalbe'd. and. 
a coal horizon. The location of the. coal horizons is properly 
the work of the geologist, while the finding of the coal bed 
along . that horizon .. is the work' of the prospector. Other 
instances of. predictions which have been. v~rifiedInigh t 
readily be cited,but that is. aside from present· purposes., ,It 
is sufficient to state that the continued study 'of the coal 
measures isshoFing that· despite. their. great irregularity 
.there is a certain arnomit of order in them, and as their· study . 
is'contined new criteria for structural work are being formu- . 
lated. '. .~, 
Museum.-The collections of the'Survey have continued·to 
grow both by donation an,d by ~he efforts of the variousme~­
bel'S of the force. The museum has been visited by a large 
number of people, many of whom were strangers' and unaC-
quaintedwith the ,resources of the state. The displays of 
* Hall: Geol. Iowa, Vol. I, p, 171. 1858. 
t White: Geol. Iowa, Vol. II, p. 109. 1870. 
... ", 
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buildingstones, brick,claygoods, and minerals form. an effect-
ive advertisement for the state and it is proposed to enlarge 
them from time· to time. The formation of a collection and· 
the building up of a_ museum is believed, however, to be an 
incidental rather than a primary function of the Survey, . and 
until the funds appropriated for the survey are e-nlarged, but 
little can b~ spent on museum· work. 
The office work of the Survey has b~encarried on as here-
tofore, except that Mr. Leo:nardhas been in charge the lat-
ter half of the year. The drawing has been mainly done -by 
Mr. F. C. Tate, though the map of Johnson county, submit-
ted herewith was prepared by Mr. M. F. Clements, a~d the 
Cerro Gordo map by ~1:r. C. G. Meier. The Marshall map was 
drawn and engr~ved by 11essrs. A. Hoen & Co., who have pre-. 
viously d<?J?e work for the Survey. The remainder"_ of the 
county maps submitted were eJ?g~aved and printed by the 
Iowa Printing. Co., of Des·lvloines. 
. The correspondence of the Survey has been heavy,includ-
ing as it does numerous requests for identification, estimates 
and opinions. ... The exchanging of the Survey reports for 
those of other surveys· or . scientific societies, with the 
acknowledging of the incoming literatur~, is alone a matter of 
some considerable labor. ··This division of the work has been 
in charge of -the secretary, Miss Newman. 
. During the year the_ Iowa Survey has profited by numerous 
." . . l 
cOur'tesiesfromgeqlogists and organiza,tions in no way 
directly connected with it. The visits of Chamberlin- and 
Salisbury, and the-season's field work of Leverett, in connec-
tion with the study of the Pleistocene, have already been 
noted. A number of strategic points in the state were also 
visited by Prof. G. F. Wright for the purpose of studying 
these same deposits. The Survey receives f1'6e1y the results 
of the. observations of these specialists and the benefit of 
th~ir judg;ment. 
Within the past few months the old State quarry in John-
son county has yielded remains of a remarkable fish fauna.· . -
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:The beds in which the remains occur are of Devonian age, but 
rio such assemblage of Devonian fishes has hitherto been 
found in North America or, for that matter, in. the world. 
The materialhas·been placed in the hands of Dr. C; R. East:.. 
man, of the Museum of Comparative Zoology, at Cambridge, 
Mass~; and he generously proposes to study the coUectionand 
prepare the material for publication without cost to the Sur-
vey. ConcerniIlg the matter of public~t~on,some joint 
arrangement whereby a part of' the edition may bear the 
.' imprint of the Museum of Comparative Zoology, and part 
that of the Survey can probably be effected to ,mutual 
ad-yantage,. 
The most important work by outside organizations in Iowa 
,is that of the Topograp~ic Division of the United States 
Geological Survey. Early in the s"eason, . a party of topog-
raphers began work in northei:tster:n Iowa, the object being . 
to complete the topographic' map of that poi,tion of the state. 
Some years ago topographic mapping was begun in eastern . 
Iowan and carried.northwa.rd from the, paralle16f 419 3C)'.It 
is now proposed to extend the work t~ the)iorth line of the 
state. The importance of this work to thelowaSuryey is 
. difficult to estimate. The district to becoV:ered· embraces 
the part of the driftless area that exteridsintolowa.·,. The 
peculiarities of the area are such that geological work can 
scarcely be done with 'any acceptable degree 6f exactitude 
without the aid of a topographic base" map, and without s.uch 
a base' map geological mapping is practically out of' the 
question. Witll the completibn of the topographic work and 
the pUblication of the maps"oy the United States Survey, the 
geological work in that interesting region may be. prosecuted 
with success, and With less than half the l~bor and expense': 
that would oth~rwisebe involved. 
General Supel'vision.-During .. the past year considerable 
time has been spent both by Mr. B3}in and myself, in general. 
studies, particularly upon the drift, and in field trips with other 
members of the Survey. It is 'believed that the best 
::;"':. 
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preparatibn for making a satisfactory report upon any small 
area in the state is a preliminary study of regions where the 
different formations are most typically developed. This has 
been particularly necessary in taking- up the s~udy of the drift 
since thecrite:ria used in the discrimination of the drift 
formations are different from those used in other geological 
work. With this in view the various members of the Survey 
have, from time to time, made visits to. those points in the 
state where the different formations are best. developed. 
IndividuallVork.-11y own work, apart from the super-
vision above noted, ·has embraced a general direction of sur-
vey work, the reading and editing of manuscripts submitted 
by different members of the force, the answering of endless 
inquiries by correspondents, the identification of fossils col-
lectedin the several counties investigated,and the examina-
tion of various materials submitted by citizens of the state 
with,a view of determining their economic value. All this 
was merely incidental. . During the year I have completed 
the field workinJohn~oll and OerroGordo counties, and have 
. prepared the manuscript reports on these counties, with maps 
and illustfatiohs. . These reports are now submitted as a 
part of the accompanying volume. The field work was 
extended into Floyd county. . Reports on Buchanan and 
Delaware counties will soon be ready for submission. A 
paper has been prepared op. Pleistocene Iowa, and another 
on the state quarry beds in Johnson county. Early in the 
year some anomalous conditions encountered -in boring· the. 
P0stville well wereinvestigated j and a special paper has been 
prepared and published on the great stone quarries at Oedar 
Valley in Cedar county. 
During the early months of the year Mr. Bain was ·mainly 
employed in the office, his time being ,principally taken up 
with supervising the printing of Volume V, which was then 
gojng through the press. The field work in Polk county was 
carried on at the same time and short excursions into various 
portions of the state were taken for the purpose of making 
3 G. Rep 
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general correlations. In the spring the determination of the 
relations of the : drift deposit south of Des Moines .0cGupied 
s" ome' time,and iit May tb,e Guthrie county work was taken up. 
July 1st Mr.B~inwas given pa,rtial1eave of absence, since 
which ti:r;ne a portion o'nly "of his . time' has been . devoted to 
survey work, Mr. Leonard. taking his place ih the office. 
During the remaining months of the year most of Mr. Bain's 
time, so far as it was' devoted to survey work, was spent in 
Polk and Gutbrie counties; the reportsllport' these "areas "" 
being submitted herewith. He has spent soDie time; however, 
in more general studies of the drift problems of the state in 
company with Messrs. Chamber lin, Leverett, Salisbury; Til-
ton,. Beyer and Leonard. During the . season " he made some 
studies of the soil value of thelo.~ss;presenting a paper 
. upon the subject to the . State Horticu!tural·. So.ciety ill 
November. " . 
- Mr.A. G .. Leonardbegan work in J une, taking the place: of 
Mr. Bain, in the office. Whenever thecon~itiOiisintheoffice. 
have made it possible, Mr. Leonard has spent t~~time' tn:freld " 
work, devoting special attention to DaUascortnty. " 
Prof. W.H. Norton has devoted the time that could b~ 
spared for work in" connection with. the survey t9 completing' 
his report on Artesian Wells .. This workp'rovedfobe one 'of 
much greater magnitude. than was at firstsupp~sed. The 
interpretation of the. well records is a t'ask requiring a vast 
. amount of conscientious· labor, . and the ·correspondence 
involved in procuring records and. giving -directions Jor keep- .. 
ing them, consumed a great deal of time. The report as now 
. ."\'!;: 
presented brings the records to date, but the work of collect-
ing information as new wells are bored in the future should 
be continued. The expense will be trifling compared -with the 
value of the definite information which well records properly 
interpreted are capable of affording. Short supplementary 
reports, bringing the records up to date of publication, . may 
be issued from time to time as occasion" seems to warrant. 
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REPORT OF M R. A. G. LEONARD. 
row A GEOLOGICAL SURVEY, } 
DES MOINES, December 31, 1896. 
SIR-.·Ihave the honor to submit herewith a report of the 
work done since ent~ring upon my present duties last June. 
Much of my time during the summer was given to fie1d work. 
Several we~ks were spent in Guthrie county, part of the time 
in company with 11:1'. Bain; in studying the drift and Creta-
ceous rocks of that region. In July field work was com-
menced in Dallas county and was continued at intervals until 
the end of the season .... Considerable material was collected 
for a report on the geology and economic resources of the 
county. 
During the last of August and early part of September sey-
eral trips were taken into Decatur and Clarke counties for 
the purpose of studying the 1-1issouri or upper coal measure 
limestone, and also to estab~ish more definitely the eastern 
limits of the formation. The limestone was studied at Osce-
ola and Davis City·in Iowa, and Cainsville, Missouri, and its 
. border located at several points. The limits of the formation 
had already been determined farther north in Guthrie, Dallas 
and Madison counties. The value of this stone as a quarry 
rock makes the determination of its distribution and extent a 
matter of no little economic importance. 
As a preliminary to the study' of the drift deposits numer-
ous points of interest in Polk county were visited during the 
summer. Trips were made to Polk City, Berwick, 1fitchell-
ville and the vicinity of High Bridge. A day was spent along 
29 
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the Skunk river in determining the width and extent of its 
broad alluvial bottoms. Since the completion of the field 
season, as well as previously, a portion of my time has neces-
sarily been taken up with the routine work of the office. 
Considerable progress has also been made in the preparation 
for publication of the resultsof investigations inthe field. 
Very respectfully, 
To PROF. SAMUEL CALVIN, 
State Geoloqist. 
A. G. LEONARD, 
Assistant State Geoloqist. 
.. 
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REPORT OF MR. W. H. NORTON. 
MOUNT VERNON, Iowa, December 1" 1896. 
SIR-I have the honor to transmit herewith the report just 
completed' on the Artesian Wells of Iowa. The scope of the 
work has already b~en indicated in my report for the year 
1895. During the present year, several months have been 
given without reservation to this investigation-a much 
longer time than was considered necessary at the op~ning of 
the year. The delay thus caused in the completion of the 
volume is only in a measure to be regretted; since the report 
now includes a much fuller treatment of several important . 
topics than otherwise would. have been possible, and coUates 
a large amount of most valuable data from wells recently 
sunk in different parts of the state. 
Your obedient servant, 
WILLIAM HARMON NORTON. 
To PROF. SAMUEL CALVI~, PH. D., 
Director I01.J)(t Geological Survey. 
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.. INTRODUCTION~ 
SITUATION AND AREA. 
'. . 
. Johnson county is situated neal' the southern lh;nit of what 
'iskfiow as the east central part of thestate.From.Daven~ 
· port directly west to the west line of this county the distance 
. is' abolltfo:rty. miles. MU.scatineis, however, the nearest 
point of illlPortanceon the Mississippi river,and this point is 
· only, about seventeen miles distant from the southeast corner 
· of J olins on county. Referred to the United States landsllr-
veystlie·, COUl1ty is included in townships 77-81. north, ahd 
ranges,'S-8 ·west· of the firth· principal meridian. Its ··area 
embpaces aboutsix~square miles moretl:>an seventeen con-
gressionaltownships.In forlllthe countyis a square ·to the 
.~()utheastc.ornerof which there is a ppendedan ,area six miles 
inl~:ngthf~omnQrth.tosouthand having an average widthof 
abollt~eyen ]llil~s.Theeasterl1hounda,ryofthe appended,' 
areaIsacontinuatioD. of:.the. east line of the square making 
.. Upthemain bOclyofth~county; its western boundary. follows .. 
the '\yiriding&hannelofthelowa river .. 
, .•.• ··OwingtOthelocation of the territoriaL capitai at Iowa Oity 
.in~839,J()hns6n -wasbne of the first of the interior. counties 
to'hes~tiled~ A few piqneershad taken up claims here 
'beforethe"capitalwaslocated. ,.Theyhadbecom~ familiar in.' 
'a,gener~l'waywith the abundant, supplies of building stone 
.-w-hichtheregion w~s' capable of furnishing; and the'· known 
geo19gicaf r~sources of .the region exerted, no small influence 
in~'det~rminingthe8itetobe chosen for ,tb.e seat of govern-
me~tforthellewterritory~ •. ' . 
. , .' GEOLOGICAL . WORK IN"JOHNSON COUNTY. . 
,'Thepibneergeologist, Dr. DaviaD~:Lle-Owen,wasth~first. 
to dogeoi6gicaJ wOrk'hlJohhsol1Cotil1t.Y aridplaCetll~~esults' . 
·on scientiff~.r~cord.·' 'In 185Qh~ ·~xa])~.ine,d:t1ie rock expo~ti~~~-
. at Iowa City;' .. He followed up the Iowa i'iv-er .and noted the, 
JiaturaleXposuresin'1t-s banks to a-p()intbeY91ld .thelinijtsd{ 
, . _ _. - - - .... ' ,- _ i",._.. • 
. -'. " 
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JohnsonC0unty. He explored: the valley of Rapid creek and 
, made a record cifthe outcrops along' that stream. Herecog-
nizedthe. fact that the limestones belon,g:'to the· DevonIan' 
system and,' that. certain:· sandstones found at a number of 
places ihthe countyareCarlJoniferous.,* . 
In 1855 Prof. James HaJ.l began, work as state geologist of 
Iowa, and in the prosecution ofhfs investigations thege()l~gyof 
J ohnsoncountyreceivedinore or less attention. Tn :Profes~ 
sar 'Hall's reportt there are references to the. rockexposure~ . 
at:Io.wa City on' pages 131-133, and begiIlning on page 260 a 
. brier space is devot,ed to the discussion of the' geology of 
J ohnson,Linn, BentoI;land Iowa counties. . ' 
·I)r~O. A. White;state,geologist of Iowa from 1866 tq1869 
inclusive, note$some of the geological features of; JohhsQll ' 
-<-·county in his report.+,. On page188,vQLJ, there is a refe!':., 
ehceto the}'Birds eye"ma~blewhiclioccurs illth~Devonian' 
. limestone of th~: county, andQnpages 3Q8and';j09, voL II. , 
there ii3'abrief descripti()noftl:t~"old" St~te Quarry" . which 
'.' is located on the Iowa river eight ortenmilesnorthwe~tfi.om.·· 
: .. ' Iowa-Oity. 'Ther~, is also areferen.cetoancient peatfron1 a . 
Johnson countywellon page 402, voL -II.... " . 
. Tn his memoir on thePleistoceneHist(')ry.:9fNorthea~tern, . 
Iowa§.Mr. W JMcGeem:;tkes:lrequent refereIice'.~to the" 
indurated ro~ksand sl1pefficial (=teposits of J ohIisondounty~ . 
and C. R .. Key~sll irihisGonipilation of the, glacial$cotings 'in' 
Iowa, refers to some instances of ic~pl9:ningne~rIowa OitY .....• 
. Besides the official' reports noted short papers, each deal:. 
ingwitha restricted raIt.ge of geological .. phenomena pre-
senfedbyJohnson COUhty;"haye appeared~ from time to time 
in' scientific journals' and other publications. A~biig 'the. 
authors contributing such papers may be 'm~ntioried, Barris,. 
Calvin,Keyes, Shimek, Webster and White. ' . 
. ~ - - - . ~ 
*Reportofa Geol.Burv.of Wis., Iowa and Minn., by David Dale Owen, 1852, PI> •. S5-Slt 
1'Eeport on Geol. Burv. of the Sta.te otTowa, votl .. 1858. . .. . " 
:J;Report'onthe Geol. Surv.Qf the S~ate of Iowa, by Charles A.Whlte,M. D., vols.IandII. 
Des Moines; 1870. . . 
'§Th-ep:leistocene lIistory oflS'o~theastel'n Jow,a. by W J McGee, Eleventh Ann. Rept. U; 
S. Geol. Burv., Pa.rt r. Wasbington, 1891. . . ., '..;, 
I!Iowa Geol. Burv., vol. nI, pp.152-15.3. Des Moines, i895 .. 
,? 
TOPOGRAPIDCAL DESCRIPTION. 
" 
PHYSIOGRAPHY. 
TOPOGRAPHY. ' 
. (jenerral,descrripti01:i.-Johnson county lies within' the area 
'of anomalous topographic forms described by McGee*; an 
area in which drift plain interdigitates with loess ridge; an 
area'in which the rivers go out of their way to avoid low Iying 
plains and cut channels longitudinally through ranges of hills 
that rise forty, sixty, or eighty feet above ,broad lowla~d. 
surfaces tliatappareritly might have been traversed with less-
difficplty, andcertainlywo1l1dhave afforded a shorter and, 
moredirect'coursB;an area in which the divides are low and, -. 
, ',,', ,I, ' 
the highlands border the river valleys. Th~ cOllntypresents, 
an unusual number of topographic phenomena for thereasop: 
that it is traverseclbyterminaldepositsofthe Iowan glaciers,. 
"deposits forming irreguiarsilluous. ridges thatlllaypossibly , 
deserv~'to r.anlr asmora.ines.Alongthe, nort,hern border of 
'.the ·co1!ntythere ar~~h~Fefore ,somesmalllobe~of the Iowan 
drift :sheet,continllou8 ~tli the ,gently' undulating plains 
~haractef.ist~cof' regionsoccupiedbydeposi ts ,of Io-\van age 
in the counties'north of J olinson. ' Inthe southern part of the 
county ~n stream valleys are wider and deeper, and the relief 
in g~ne~a;lbolderthan in_the drift plains north pfthe Iowan . 
moraine .. The'greater age 'of the Kansa.n deposit has afforded ' 
larger opportunities· for the agent~of erosion to carve and 
otherwise 11lodiEYthe surface. 'Through the northeru,half of 
, "' the cOllnty the,' Iowanm6raine already noted extends in a, _ 
series of loops,andforms irregular ddges varying from forty to 
eighty feet in height. These morainic ridges are cornposed, 
largely oi ',drift, but' they contain more or less sand, and are: 
not infrequently overlain at the summit b:r loess.~t\.fine yel-
lowsahdjs a very common constituent of these ridges, and 
the highest points 'are sometimes crowned with it. Outside 
the moraine, and usually blending with it more or less,per-
fectly, are interlobular an.d sub-marginal deposits of loess of 
* Ope cit.. p. 231. 
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considerable thickness, distributed over spaces from two to 
six miles inwidtb.· Where the :loess formsdeepdep'osits it 
exhibits the usual rounded steep s{ded hills, deep '. V -shaped 
ravines ,and other' topogra,phicfeatures 'th~t everywhere . 
accompany heavy >accumulations of thisniateriaL' (Fig. 1). 
There are areas in' which the loess blends with the older drift 
FIG. 1;' -Lt:less topograI>hy n~ar Iowa.();ty. -
. , - . . 
'plainssDuth' of, the 'moraine" the loess jinal~yfbrllling:'buta " . 
-thin.veneer overthe-surf~?e,.·' and·· 6nlyp~rtlydisguisingthe 
-topographief9~'msimpressedllPontheKansandriftduring . " 
the interglacialinterva,LL(1stlytherearelevelplaiIls ot 
-considerable extent covered;with .alluvium. .' ...... , .' .' . 
.. Iowan d1!ijtpZairt8 "~li few sIP-aU 10 bes of low all drift extend 
-, ,- -, '- . -:" . - -. <.~~-: - --~,. ." . . 
iu.-to the.nort.hern, part of,.J ohnson eOlinty,cinly . two of which, . 
howeyer, are large enough to make an impression worthy of 
noteouthe general to'pbgraphy .. OUeofthese,lobestraverses 
Big Grove -arid Cedar townships. The direction of its ,axis is 
:soutl:teast,~ndthe length, inthectmnty,is approxi1J1atelY t'e.n 
miles.· Sol~~jssitu~ted·uear.onemargin,and·forthisreason 
tltis lobe Ill~Y appropriately be:uamed the Sololllohe ..... !JJhi~ 
lobeof Iowan drift, like all other typical areas o:ccupiedby 
. . / --
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the same deposit, is ch~racterizedhy yellow till, large, light-, 
colored granitehowlders, and by the "fact tbat it occupies a, ' 
'low plain when com:1?~red with adjacent 10ess~coveredareas. 
which are in. general highlands .of moderate elevation. ,li 
ridge bounding the Solon lobe passes from near the northwest. 
corner of Cedar township to sections 1 and,2·of Graham, 
. -
from 'which point it curves backintoCedar,makes a long- , 
sweep through. sections 35, 34 and 33, andtrendingnorthw~st, , 
pass~s south 'of Solon, and on to near the northeast cornerof 
Big Grove township. Tbe.Burlington, Cedar Rapids & Nbrth-, 
ern Railway ftnds a iiaturalgap'through the ridge near Solon 
and thence f(jilo~~ tbe margin of the drift plain,with the ter-
.rilinalor interlobulai' ridge on the one handandlow~lyirrg, 
level bowlder-strewn fields on the other; until it leaves the, 
cou:utynearEly. 
Iowan bowlders are more or less common up to the very 
foot oftheridge de~c~ibed." They areIIlost'Gomn:lOn whererain-. 
,wash ·has remqvedthe rich,black loam which isvery'generally 
de-velopeabnthe'surface.ofthelowandrift. A·typical bowl- , 
der-strewhair~ais found north of the'Cedar Rapids road- in the 
N w~ 'qr~.of: Sw; qr.of Sec. 15', Big Grove township. Within 
a sma~ spa~e are gathered a large.,numberof masses of gray 
granite,someof:which are twelve to fifteen feet i:ndiameter~ 
These-cond lobe is largerandwidertban the first .. North 
Li,b~rty is situated welL within its area, on a portion ,that 
exhIbits the"'~ypical 'characteristics of Iowan drift"plains in 
cOllnties.fa;rtherriortli~This broad digit-like extension of the-
:rowan drift will therefore be called the North Liberty lobe. 
The topography of ,this lobe has been modified in two ,ways. 
since its-map.tle. of, Iowanurift was deposited~ The Iowa.' 
river travers'esthelobefromwest to'east and has developed' 
abro~d,flood plain into which the .southern portion of 'the-
,drift plain: gradually blends." N orthof theriver,accumula: 
tiens of loess of ; greater or less thickness overlie, 'in -places, 
. the Iow~n ilriftcand ,conceal the phy:siographic:ieatures that, 
but for, theirpresence,w0uld. normally be ;pres~nt. ,Allowing-
•• 'l,o 
:. r..~ 
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.' for~hese modifie~tionsof tl1earea :the Nc>rthLtb:erty 16bemay' 
S=:J::!:!~~~F~3~!ttS1a~~!:~;!~E5;~ . 
]ying'd:dft~plain;mergrng.withollt 'break"a$a;]ie~dy-n()ted; , 
. jntothebro1i~anuvialvaUey6ftheloW:a·ri\f~r.: ..• j{oI'th6fth~ 
. -
than fourfu iles in width,allll,0st eqliallydiyidedb~tweeritJ;ie:two .' 
.·;~::~~f:~!~e~:~h~~~~i~g~h~t~~~~~ita;f~:=n~t ..• 
...... ' . 
.... . :.:.' . 
. Like the Solon lobe 6f:Iowandplit:,theNorth.Lioerty ldbe' . 
~7:f:~~~as~FtJ;kf:f~~yb~::,~!~~!~:tb~e;~ •• 
level oftlte bo"Ylder~.dbt-t~dpla,ihs .. Th~drift in: the h~l1s,wher.~. '. 
'~xpos~d,provk§to b~ieneraUyof.tll~:E3iiisa[n;type;;~ery~ghly . '. 
'oxidized near 'what was·· theoldsurfae~,Witl1 th~tisu:al'a'cc,pm:" 
. ,- paniment of s~allstrl~ted 'bowl<lers,~nd~ passing~doWnward . 
into the bluish,unoxi~iz~(r faci~s'bf thisoider' she~t,of't~ll.- .. ' 
Along the northeastside of ~heI6petb.e bounding lUlls'trend .' 
';almost directlynorthwest-south~astfromsection 5:of' Jefferson 
. - ?,' ~. 
.' ':": .: .. -.' 
'.~ : .... 
. ... ': ... ::: ...... '. 
._ ... ; :;.:' . - ".- ... ,:: .:;: ~ -- . .' 
- ;._; :-- .':: 
;.~~~: . 
:~}':., 
~ •... 
J~~ -' .: 
.~-:: 
~~::-
~f.' 
ti~~ . 
. i~::-· 
~::~ 
~\~' 
1:.~-~ . 
-~~~~. 
~r. .: . 
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township' toiection 17 of ~ehi1t()wi1ship'.Frdin the poirit 
,histnairied~the'highl~hds ~weepar()tind:.to~ard the ~est, and '. 
':aftertrav~rsihg 8ec~iQn~ 24,23 and 22 ofMadisorii<?wrfShip,c 
.. :. 'they trend northwest, to leave the county'finanyin.s~ct.i()n6 .. ' 
ofo"rlordtowiisb.ip~ . . . ..... . '.' .•... . .... ,. . '. 
...~. t¥rd:afea<Q!:Iowan drift,butof .rather~maU' extent, 
. 6ccurs inthenortheast~rnpartbf.Jeffer~()nto\vnship. _ .. ~huey-' 
.·ville is situated-at~he ·sOi1.thernilia:rginof thi!; area:.rt'he -
····hlns:wh.ich_~n:iark thebouhd~ry:o:f:tl:ieariftplainrise with.ih 
.. thelii:n.tt~. of.the viflageplat. : IiIltl?-Bdiately ,wes,t of the viUage' 
·the -:rid:ges~paratin-g the.S~u¢yVilie· areafrolllthe'Nortll 
Liberty:lobe, -andmad~,llP ohiefiyof I¥ansan'-drift, extehd$ .... 
nortb;we8t:tq th~ ~otintyline.:. 8outhwa1:~d a seri~s,()f loess-. 
cCbV"er~dhillsrise'sev~1:lti feet above the drift plaiurwhile'-
'·eastward.the~;~realhend;; ·With 'rather' ,indefinite' bdundades . 
. intotheS()lou·lohe. ' .. ',-; ... ' ., . ".. '. 
Ir.... elong~t¢&.ri4gesQf ·sa!ldJJ;hat .. oWet4eir '()tig~p.· toeventsOtak -..... 
~~:. . • . 
~f 'directib}j,oftlle ice_~dv~lIl~rit.-' :Theu-':heighrvaries fi'otn.ten -I to iift~nortweJltif~~t. . . . . '. . '. . 
i. .... . -. KCljngan' .drift· ~plairi8~.:.M<:n·e- . th~~. two.;tb.irds . of Johnson 
i~'" '." ·~6UlJ.tyn~turaP.y~eloJigs-~othe.ar~a oCG~pied .. exclllsiveiy'by . .~-, " . Kansan·drift. :Bi,it abrQacl. ~belt of deep loe~scextena:stht()ugh 
.. ,;. .. 
, t,I!e cellt:ralpartof the cOllntysQuth of .the' margin of the towan. ' .. 
lobes, '. 'effectually concealing -the.. drift . surface beneath;-
and loess,;hec<?1Djng 'gradually th~imer; ~antl~s . the 8urfaGe . 
.", -. 
. ' 
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andpa;rtlydisguisesthepr,e-lbe~sial topography all thew}1 y.to 
thes0uther:n limito'fthecoi1~ty,~ , T9-erear~area~,how~v;er, 
whereJpessi,sabsent,()r so.thi1ithatth~physiogfaphic fea~'" 
, ture~imposedupon, tp.Bsudaeeof the K,ansandiiftd-dring' 
the intetglacialintervals'm~y still hea~cerpained. Inthe 
southwest~rtlpartofthecounty,includinKthevalley6f Old, 
Man creek and, the,region~outhofit, th~rejsatypical~rea' 
, of Kansan drift, only;slightly'm~difiedbyloess.'"T,hesur£ace 
isrgllingbut the curves are less sharp and theirregularitie.s' 
'much'lessthanin the area of;'deep loessbetw-eentheva,lley 
, of OldMancreekand,thesoutberninargin of the Nortb. 
Liberty lobe of Iowan drift. The §~rface'showseverywh.ere 
the longcontinuede:fIect'6ferosionwhichcarved,thesurface 
6fthe old drift sheetinto a' series of llliniature hills and val- " 
leYs.T,he yaJleyo~ Old:Mancreekhas.~be~ncutdown.100· 
feet ,intp what was a t 'first a , ,gently ", undill~tingdtiJtplain, 
and theyal,leyhas gradllallyexpandedun.tilit,is1llQr~th.an, , 
haIfa, m.ile,inwidth. " ,Theminorstreamsliaye, cut'y~lleysor . 
, .',proportiona:t~ wid tih 'anq., depth,.aIld' tllewh61e region' exhibits .' 
topographic features6f,mucllgr~ater"llll1turity -thant1ios~~>f .. ,. 
areas occupied1JYIOwan·(Irift.· , . ' 
, 'Scott ahdLincoln townsllips,afford (]jIlotnerarea ofth~ 
,~am~type. ,.' A1I,the county.s()uthpf.Ja.linedra\~nfrolll'east.,." 
towest:throltgh the.middlB,.()f$cottand.B:~rainto\vriships. 
lll~Y .besaiqto" constitute onearea,Bxlli1>itiIlgthe,physio- " 
graphic features of the.J{aIlsandrjft;<.ht\t .tb.rol1ghthisarea ., , . 
, the Iowa river ha$, cutavatley from ~orth:to s()u~h.and has " 
"', de~elop~dabroad flood.plain 'withdiatalluyium-covered sur-' 
face that is in sttikil;tg contrast;with,theirFeg111ar:i~i~s'of,~J;t,~' . 
typical,driftsuriace on either side. ,~few. comparatiyely 
level areas or~aIlsan ,drift,not even yet·,in~aqedbyth¢head 
wat,erspf. the' sp:lalJer ,gr~inage. stJ;'e~tns, occuratcett~dn 
·point~;a~'fo:r.ex~lllple, iIl,the,cEmtr.aipart of Washington, and 
Scottt9~~shipsinth~.w~f;t~rnp~rt 9I:Shatqn. " ,. ,,' .',',' , 
'ToEo.r!rap]~.1;f)lihe,lo8t$8. ,:6haracteristi~ IQ~l:1s. :~qp?graphJr,t~; . 
{jxhibited, th,rougp.out.; (~~~. broad:)?~lt' of:.deep.)ge~s ;,~~~9A-' 
'. ; ....... : ' .. :.: .. " '" -' .'. 
-- -
:-' .. -:.: .. '. . ' ..... :" -- ...... : 
... 
-' 
. '.:'- .' 
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: . '. '-': .' . -' . 
-,p~sses.aer9_!S~:th~,midd,leofthe:c9~nt:ry.frofu.~~st'to~est;: in -
~tIre:ip.~~~lob1ilar.'spa;~~:·h~t~e¢ntheSoi-Pn a~d-;N9r~h_J,;..ihert,y:. -.' 
-.·a~eas-.bf,iowaD.::drift;-in a.sm.all·al~e;:lrjnthesouthwest,ernpart 
·~~:~f~{f~~:t~~l£~~!~::~Ev~~JL~~~C~~ . 
~1l~faceis--:6-arved i~to~"_:~¢ry jntiicate- system ,()f~hills~~lid 
ravih~s.·Th~_cur"\Tes~Te:-;a11 a;bru.pt, ~thehills -,are'steep and 
sharply, rounded.::r,thk t~_vines~re,a:eepand aIigular ''at, the -'_ 
-,b(jtto~,_amJ:thesni!,!a;c~,wher~euJtivated ,or distllrbed, is, , -
gtriIied. atldga~h~t(biI'ti(;entkrosion.-Tile transition fr,oIn-
_th~c()mpal?:3AiiyelyJevel:ddft:-plain.s of Iowan -agetotb.e ridged • ; 
andbil\9wil()es~j~alwaysabrubt,but the physi()graphyo~ -
:theJqessgr~4esivithotit' -~n:ysharp line ofdemarkatipll in~o 
.... '. 
:.:-< ';. 
--,lJ;;;v.f!rflq()clp~avn8·Tln a:few- iristanc~sthe JIQod 'plains of -. 
. the~ i~aj9r~tr~a#i~';::b~e()~e-~6Il~pi<i1ious ·toPQg·raphic~fe~ ~:U~~$~'" " .
. '. Ip,-;~he: p.·ortl1e~~~,ern-parl-ofCeCl.a.r ;towns_h~p the C~dartiver- ." 
Wanderf?lhrough:a broad alluvial, phiin, two'mHesor mor,~i~ '. 
'- '. . -- .' .... . . -: , -.. . -..•.. . . .. -. . . - -\ - ; --
~i~~p.~.,PIlthe· w~stthis 'p~arn is~overloQked by hm~ :pfloess-
····"iiftytQs~'V~nty f~e~jrl-.height .. -rr:4,e;.gr~a~_-·plai~,,>-fol:lowe4_by , 
,theIQw~riy~;r; f;r.:91.U:;theIowa:,J ohit$onbou;nda.ritowil.~I'~:t.he .' 
.. ' .. ~tr~aW:;J~nt~ts:a-.- --qornparati:vely -nar;r<?w._:C3Jn.YQ~D:_:.;at!tp-~,-01d· . 
Roberts-F~rry-b;ridge; ison,eof _the m~st important:areas:bf 
its.kindinthe country,alldis only excelled in areaVexteritby _ 
:the-rapfdty~wi4enihg- 'alluv1:tb plaii upon- which'-:tlie ,river 
'. enters -aft~r~ eDie~gln~ :1.r6~;·-tits; ::c~~y6ii- s6tit~' o~ ~ Iowa- :Oity~ 
..... :: ... :~ .... ~.:.::.: .. :;f··~'I·,~f:·~(·/: : c~·c·;·;.'}.;;~'r,·~ ~";.;·:.·f.- .~~.: . - .... .-:~. - ... ~~ {'-:.,. ~ .... J:_ • . r ,.~:.~:;:. 
' • .,1 
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InPleasaht Vaney, Lincoln -and~ Fremont'toWnsnips.'thislast 
, plain attains a wldthof manyDiiles~:occupyingpractie3Jlyan 
ofF-remont . township, aridilliitirig with' a plain Of :similar 
character that includes the lowercours~ of the Cedarriver 
. and extends even beyond the Mississippi below MuscatlI1e. 
Lake basins.-A few small depressions,'lrettle holes or lake ~ . 
. basins occur-inth~ North Liberty drift platn," neafthe litre' 
along w hiCp. the drift and-alluvium)Iierge into ()necontin,.. 
uous. surface. The basin of Swari.lake; :which:1iescp.refly 
in sections 4 and 5 of Madison township,is. the .. l~tge~tof 
these depressions. Its length. is nearly half "a -rnile;.~i1d:it 
has an area of about sixty acres .. At the 'period o{"settle~ 
'. ment of the country, fifty years. ago, Swan lake was a be;:tllth .' . 
fullittle sheet of clearwater, twe~ve to fifteen feet ih depth, · 
and well stocked 'with fish.' The riin of th~lake,sup~rficia~iY· 
at least, is composed of: 'sandana'gravel, liut the entire 
depf~ssion is mainly hollowedoutofthe·stiffqriftclay. -For 
, some years Swan lake. has been silnplya]~na:rshsupportirig':·a 
luxuriant growth: of sedgesalld rushes.' TheoriginaJb~siIl·i~· 
. now largely>fiUed. Rain washhascarri~din>sand and clay,: 
dust has he,enblowninby the whids,· aridthe.ahhmil decaY~;9f. 
rank vegetation has contributed no smallam.0urit of peaty· 
matt~r .... The ponds and 'lakelets thaton~e()cclipiedthe· 
, numerotrsOthe,r depressions. of . the regiorih~vellletth~. 
'same fateasSwanlake~ It is .. probablethat ·a;llthe depres.,-. 
sions here noticed had the sawe origina~dwereduetothe. 
final meltingofdetac~edmasses of ice included inthe gla.cial· 
debris. . .... .,' . . 
. '. . . 
Anomalous divides.- The SolQn-~rift lobe constitutes. o~e 
of the anomalous.dividesso well described by McGee in tbe 
work already cited.<?c°Fromthis low plain the larid'rises 
abruptly, and to a height of ,nearly lOO:feet', in approaching' 
the valley.of the Cedar river on the one hand, or the valley. 
of the.Iowa ,river on the other. .'. ..... _ ..... 
Table of ekvations .-. The following table cOll!piled from 
. Gannett's Dictionary of Altitudes shows th~ elevation,iufeet, 
above sea level of some of the principal pomtsin the county: 
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, Oxford __ :.. ___________ .:_.:._ ~ ___ ,,_" _________ ~- ________ - ______ .145 
• ' ,," ,', 69'"' Tiffin ________ , ____ ;., __ :.. _______________ :-_ - ,., -----.,.-------- - .. () 
. Iowa City, Chicago, Rock Ishpid & Pacific Railway _.,. ___ 685 
Iowa City, Burlington,' Cedar Rapids&N orthern Railway 667 
Solon __ .. ______ :. ____ ,.: _____ .i ___ .. .,; __________ :- __ - _ _ _ ,_:c '_ 79<1 
Morse ~~ ____ .,. __ -.,.-.:..,. ... -----"-.::_------------~ " ______ "- ___ 763 ' 
" Elmira ______ ---c- ____ • __ ..:...;_~ ... .;_.,.----"'-- ____ .,._ '- ___ -__ ~ ---'- 751' 
Lone_Tree _____________ -' __ :._~ ___ ..: ____________________ ~ __ 711 
DRAINAGE. 
The streams of Johnson county are not> very numerous. 
Onemasterstream,tlle' Iowa river , con troIs almost ,the entire 
drain3j'B of the county. A 'very small area in the northeast-
.erncoi'nel' of Cedar township pays tribute to the Cedar river, 
whileinthe southwestern' part ofWashingtcHl.township the 
valley of Deer creek'isdtained into the Englishriver._This 
.0 last stream, however ,whileflowingthroughW ashington , 
coun.tyis·atributary"of the Iowa. ' 
° 11ieIow([;1'iver • ..:..:.;Withiri theli±nits 'ofJohnsonc()untvthe 
• -.: ..... ".:.- ---- •• -,:~. c._,-,_-·- - "," : ,'- :"'-- -:" _.:-- ',,- _' '_.' -<":'_" _. ,'- ~,.-'>'''--._. - , __ ' __ : __ " --,,'~,' .--. 
'Iowariverhasacourse, count.ingits'iluinerous sinuosities, 
()f "more" than-fiftymiles ,in lengthiFroll1 Iowa . county it ", 
crosses into. Johnson. in section 31, township 81N.;R. 8" W. '0 
For more thahhaU the widt4 C oithe C0unty the,. general 
couI'seof· thest.reamis' efLstward.· In section i9, to:wnship 81 
° N~,:R.6W., it turns at . rjght angles to its :Iorme:rcollrse" 
, fbrmJngthe greatelbow'sofrequently mentioned by McGee, * 
andthencefiowsin the main southward, finallyrormingthe 
. western boundary of Fremorit township.'Beforepassing 
,Fremont township, the general, course' is changed towardthe 
sQutheo3.£ti'c.:3,ndthisdirection is maintained, until the river' 
, reaches the low flood plain of the Mississippi. 
Iil the first . part of its c6illse,aft~rpassing t1;te w~stern,' 
,boundaryof the county, the Iowa river winds back and forth 
in thehroadfloodplainalready mentioned; but above the iroll' 
bridge south of ShueyviUeit leaves the plain to cutlongitud-
inaUy through ridges, composed ofJoess, drift and limestone, 
, ., .. that rise nearly 100 feet above the . level- of the plain froIn 
[f 
'E *PleistGgene H1storyof Northeastern Iowa.. ' 
. . 
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which it . turned aside. Even ,the highest part of., the drift, 
that, niergingwith the,.flo()dpla,in,.re~tCh~s beyond North ' .. 
Liberty in·.·the· •. norniaL ilirectiol1.oi" the stre~m,.lsseyenty feet 
,lower than the hillsthrougi} whichthe.indireQt,. roundabout. 
channel has b~en cut. At the great elbow it would have 
required Only a few milesofeuttingin. thedirectiouprevi-
olislyfollowed to ha;veeiiabled tlie'riverto .reach thelow drift' 
plain of' the Solon lohe, butasirlbwlands of Iowall drift were 
sOmethingespe<;ially to be avoidedtllestreani .abruptly"· 
changes its course to thescnithward to Iollow.t1;le fI,lghinter., 
lobular loess-covered-area, . until" it finally em~fg;e~uiollthe . 
low alluvial plain south of Iowa City;., , ... , ... , .... '.' 
Deepf~rm wells show that the IOWq,river,'in its GoursefrQm 
.the westlineofthecollntyto whereit~nters its.darry-on sOllth- , 
of Shueyville;followsclosely.a pl'egla.ciaI:-yalley.thathad. 
beenexca vatedtoa dept hbf15Qfeetpelowthepresent level .. ' 
ot the' river. . . The gorge followed by the. stream fromtheiron .• 
bridge.to.Iowa,City is ,collparativelyrecen~,.andinlarge· '. 
part isprobably'post-Towan~ '.. Atait.eventsthebed~nd~id~~. 
qfthe ch~nnel.are .. inplaces .. stillrocky,.and in portions of . its • 
. cQursethestreamis even hOW cutting into native-ledges'of-
Devonian iillle~tone .... ' South of· Jowa City .thestream£ollows . 
. anoldandvery wide' gorgethat,as .. sho.wIl~by a .num.ber'of . 
boriIlg.s, W(18 originany200:fe~tdeeperthantheJ!-resent yalley; 
In. SOIUe places, and probably throughout .. _ its .. 'wllo1eextent, 
thegorge'was -.filledwith.Kansan drift, and this drift, -in the 
present river valley, is now ,overlain' by eight, or telL f~et 
. -,' .;- - - - .- - - . : 
ofalluvium.-
> . - . :- . ;:~ .. ;;. ..- - -'- - . - ."- , .:; 
Olea?' '. creek.-· .... The. Iowa"' river re.Geives. no. very important· 
-tI'ipiitarie~withill.the.limits ()f Johnso~couP,ty~ .. 'Clea~ cree~ . 
isthe.fir,~t()tany consequenGereceiy.ed·frQ~,the.west. It rises 
"ill Iowa county ,and follow-sa ,gene.ral direct~oJilalittlesouthof' 
. ea~tthroughOrlord and Olear Creek; town~hips ~J;ld. join~ th~ 
Iow~ jn', LlJcas,towp.shipnear.C9r(11vill~.: :Er:O]11a~OyeTiffifi ' 
to .its,cori:ftllenc~witb..the . I();w~, Clear creekfl.<{wpc 11.13. ~aUey . 
that, in it'spresent asp~ct, lias ahist9ry-rtj~yi,ugg-9a~'E;-.t9the: 
• ' ..... _. '. '." ".," I . , .• ' . 
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'close.ofthe 'Kansan ice stage. The depth of the valley meas-
uredfromthehiglierhill tops is 100 feet and the width varies 
fromahaUto three-fourths of a mile. ,Deep wells again show 
,that' partsat .least of this valley were scooped out to much· 
grea ter'depths in pre-Kansan' time., ' 
An interesting tributary of Clear creek is Buffalo creek, 
which j'oins the larger stream afewmilesaboveTiffin. Bm'-
',Ialo creek drains apart of the N ort:h Liberty drift lobe. It 
-'hascu.t thFough the rim of loess-covered hills which bound 
, tbedriftplain,but its direction is southwest, atright angles 
totheJiormaldirection that would have been taken by atrib-
utaryofClear ereek,provided the major stream had developed 
its drainag'ebasin by ordinary, processes of erosion. It is 
doubtlesstruethat,ln the long inter~glacial interval between 
tlleelose of the Kansan arid the coming or the Iowan stage, 
the " drainage area of Clear creek was normally developed, 
with~,denClritic system of channels, reaching out on either 
"side'pf the main ~xlsto the margin of the basin. In such a 
'system, in ,the'latitude ofTo-wa, the greater part ofthedrain:-
'ageareawould~vEmtuallycometolie on the northside of the 
principal ea~t"west' valley.' ,During the Iowan stage the 
,rr9rther~" part,ofthisIiormallydeveloped drainage area was 
'invaded by theN orthLiber,tylobe of Iowa~ice; and marginal 
cdepdsits6isandand loess w.erepiled upinside the basin in • 
such a way astoobliteratet?-e regularly· developed channels 
, on the north side of the valley .. Accordingly the drainage 
al'eaonthe north is reduced to a narrow belt of highlands 
'whic~isbroken through at one point by the erratic course of. 
Buffa,locreek.The particular combination of circumstances 
that, determined -the direction in 'which this affiuent·, cuts 
through the rim of hills and brings its tribute from the low 
Iowap. drift:':plaincan only he conj ectured. 
'As'lsalsotrue'oistreams:fiowing east 'or' west.in thelati.,;: 
tud,6 of Iowa; Clear creek follows the southern margin of its . 
val1ey,-clo'se'tb the foot, of the northward facing bl9::ff~.,: 
Furthermore the southern wall of the valley is':steep;: while 
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that ,on the, north'rises with gentler slopes, to the more 
rapidly," recedirig 'highlands ,and is more profoundly ca~ved 
and sculptured by the,agents,of erosion. 
Old Man creek.-Old Man 'creek drains the southern part of 
John,son county, west of the Iowa river., Rising in, Iowa 
county it pursues ,a general eastward· Gourse'to join the 
larger' stream. Its'valley, like that of Clear creek; is deep 
andwide,.andits hj,story dates from the.retreat of the Kan-
- ... - . . .'-
san ice. Its drainage area is normal. The naturalcourse~of 
development suffered nointer~erence by the encroachment of ' 
Iowan ice,or the accumulation within its' area of marginal 
deposits of loess. . 
Near its confluence with the Iowa river Old'Man creekflQws 
. - , ' " 
southeast,' and its tributaries in this part of its, COiITSeare 
themselves eastwardly flowing streams., But wbere "the 
directiQnof :the main channel is toward the'east, the stream 
flows near the southern .edge of-its. valley. There are 'steeper ' 
'bluffs on the southside than on'thenorth. :~he larger part 
of, the ,drainage basin, lies north of the ,priJicipaJ axis." 'The 
headwaters of the northern afiluents reaCh to within a mile, 
or even less than 3, mile, of the v'alleyofClear~reek;':w:hile ", 
on the opposite side of the axis, Deer Greek,an,d. o.ther 
, branches of English river-thenext~eastwardflowing stream 
south-rise within hailing distance, and restrict the drainage ~,' 
of Old Man creek in this direction to a fraction:oi a mile. ' 
The r~gion drained 'by Clear creek and OldMahcreek is 
included in the Loess-Drift Area of McGee.-:<- NlcGee,howeveJ:\ 
regards the topography and drainage of the, area as related ' 
notto a single plane,bllt to a} series of planes,each inclined 
to the south and up tilted along !ts northern edge. The east- -
ward flowing stream is, in each case, located nea,r tlle south-
ern margin of the plane to which it is rela,ted, and the steep 
southern wall of each -respective valley is simply the elevated' 
margin of the llext succeeding plane onth~ south. tN 0 . 
descriptioIf' could more felicitously represent the' present 
""t'lt:ibtoCene History ot Northe~stern Iowa., p. UI, et seq. 
fOp. Cit., pp. ID41a; , , 
• 
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aspect and relations of the several drainage basins of the 
area under consideration. . But it seems possible after all to 
.. refer the whole system of drainage basins included in. the 
LO ess" Drift Area t(}~asingleplane, and that plane the origi-
nuLgeiltly sloping surface oJ 'the great drift sheet after the 
retreat' of the-Kansan ice;- _. This··surface, in the region under 
discussion; was drained by a humber of parallel streams , each 
f1owi~g.tow:ardtheeast ...... As sool1asthesestreams cut chan-
_nelsofanYGOIisiderabledepth, the. two. sides of each channel 
. w~rex1ifferently affected bytheagen ts of erosion. The north-
ward.:f.a:cing surfaces _suffered less than the· opposite side.of. 
-.' . 
-the channel·froDl- the alternations of freezing and thawing 
a!ldconsequent effects 9ferosion, in early winteraJ4d spring. 
They.' were_ less affected by the droughts of summer, which 
tendedto~heck thegrowtll of vegetationandrenderthesurface 
. . rttorepulv-erulentand: .m()re ea,silyattacked by dashing rain 
·storms.-Theresultwastbat'asthechanneLwasdeepenedthe 
north-side otthe valley receded more rapidly than the south; 
-__ ·.·the·slopes soon became gradu.al,·.·ihe sma111ateral streams on 
·tlleri:or~hcut back.intpthe'llighiandwith greater facility 
and:greaterspeed, :robb~ngthe :secondarystreams developed 
oiiJhe south side· of .the:next.·drainagearea to the north;· and 
. s_o'asa- re5ultofri6rma,1 causeseachd~ainage basin became 
.. lJ:nsynimetricalandwasconverted into a sloping plane with 
the main drainage stream . along its souther:n margin. .The 
ea~t-west .streamsofthedriftless area show similar effects as 
a result of the same cause, only the effects . are modified in 
c011sequenc,eofthe-faet that the stl'eam valleys are cutin 
indllr.ated rocks in place of the loose materials of theKansan 
drift ... The northward . facing bluffs, however, are steeper 
than, .those. on the . oPP9siteside of' the· valley. They. are 
generttllywooded,· ore at least are clothed with ranker vegeta-
tionth;:tt affords protection from atmospheric disintegration .. 
As a result of the . larger amount of material carried down 
. -. ~ .. . . 
from the southward facing slopes on the northern side,. the 
. , . . 
bottom of the valley inclines southward, and the stream runs 
_t· .. 
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clb~e to ,the foot of the steep bluffs that face toward the' 
north. 
, Iilthe case of Clear creek and Old Man creek t:heaspectof 
the, drainage' area'has ih each, c~sebeenmore or'lessrii6difi~d 
by the deposition of loess. .As already~Ii6ted Clear creek. 
, hasin'hassufferedmorefromthis causethan theuther. In' 
. the drainage basin of Old Man creek tlie loess is simplyq;thin 
veneer spreado'Vertopograpliic forms that had practically 
reached their full present development, before the loess was 
laid down. "It is true the loess on the hill tops is usually a 
little thicker than' on the slopes or,inthebottom of the 
ravines, and so, taking no account of erosion of thebottolll'of 
the valley;s since, t4e inequalities of the surfacaseem to have 
been somewhat accentuated asa res,ult of its deposition; but 
after all the difference is sO small~hatjt tnay:-1:?edisregarded, 
and we may look upon the present surface~sessentially what 
it would have been had there been no deposition of loess. , 
Pa~die'tf (;reek~-A smaUin termitten t streatn,'knownas ~ar­
·dieu ,creek, begins nearNorthLib~i'ty;cuttiti'g'itsway'in a 
southeast directionthrollgh the marginal loess covered ridges 
surrounding the North'Liberty driftpHtin, aIidjoins the Inwa 
~ about two miles above Coralville~ , 
Rapid creek.~ From the n()l'thand.easttlieI()wareceive~dew 
streams of any consequence~' Ra,pid Creek is the most impor-
tant. It traverses the Idessbe~t south of the Solonlobe; cutting 
c, ", through to the'Kansan drift,andthroughthedrift down into 
the Devonian limestone,. 'That, part o:fits' channel which lies 
above the northeast: corner or :section' 36, Newport township, 
isprobablycomp'arativelytLew}'Itis in thlspart'of its valley 
that the stream ,runs' over "limestones. "The valley may have 
been made since the loesS' 'Was laid down; " 
-BandB1'8C1'eek is a:small and very erratic tributary of Rapid' 
cl;eek;that; like its 'priniary, drains apart or 'the 'deep loess ,0 
ah~a south or the Solon lobe. 'Its history Cloes not 'antedate 
the' deposition or the loess;' 'ItscoU:fSe is first ,southwesf;' 
,t~eii tlifriillg ~t right: ang-le8ft: Ilows 'norVhwcst;arra 'when 
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-almost within a . stone'sthi'ow of the Iowa· river it. bends 
. sharply to th~ south to unite its waters with Rapid creek. A 
high loess ri<ige causes the sharp bend a mile above its mouth . 
. . All other creeks flowing into the Iowa -from the north and 
. eastare;smalt . Two. breaks int:p.e rim of hills 'marking the 
-southwestern boundary. of the Solon lobe of Iowan drift-.one 
in section 23 and the other between sections 16 and 17 of Big 
G;ovetownship-. permit small streams to carry off the drain-
.. age-waters from the low drift plain .. '. . -
A number of small streams, nearly parallel to each other, 
drain thedrifteoveredareas of Monroe an4. Jefferson town-
.- ships. Oneolthemost important of these is Knapp creek 
that passesdiagonalJ,y through the western part of Monroe 
tbwnshipand jOins'the Iowa river in section 27,T. 81N., R. 
VIIIW~ 
STRATlGRAPHY. 
General Relations of-Strata~-· 
. A number. of· geological formations outcrop within the 
limits of·Johnsoncouhty. The in-durated rocks,however;· 
. are very generally concealed bythethlck.mantleof loose 
niaterials, in the form of drift,loess~ndalluvium, which 
cover the> whole surface in some placesto--a depth of 300 
feet~.Alr rock exposu~esare limited to the northern and 
northeastern portions of the county. . In the absence of such 
exposures in the southwestei'n townships the McKinley quarry 
in Washington county, one-half milesoutnofthe 'J()hnson 
countyline! in Bec.5, Tp. 77 N.,R.~III W.,is important as 
throwing light on the geological age of the rocks immediately 
beneath th,edrift in the adjacent portions of Johnson. _ 
The known geological formations of Johnson county and 
-their taxonomic relations,areshown in the subjoined . 
6 G_ Rep. 
.. 
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SYNOPTICAL TABLE. 
GROUP. SYSTEM; 'SERIES.' STAGE. 
Recent. Alluvium. 
Pleistocene 
'Cenozoic. or 
Quaternary. •. ·IIo\V~nTin. Glacial. 
I . 
. KansairTill. 
------1--
, Paleozoic. 
I 
I 
Carboniferous 
Devonian. 
Silurian.' '. 
Upper Carboniferous.· 
Mississippian, or . ...... .' .. ' . < . 
'.. .' .. ' .' . \ Kinderhook· . 
Lo~er Carboniferous. .'. .' . . .. ' .• 
'.,~. ,_._-I'· _ -_- --'-;." 
Middle Devoniall. 
(Hamilton? ) 
Anamosa." 
Le Claire. 
Gc:qlogical Formations . 
. SILURll\N SYSTEM . 
. ' LE CLAIRE LIMESTONE.· 
. .' 
So far as knowntheL~Claire . limestone is .. the old~stgeo-:. 
Jogicalformation naturally exposed within the limits of .' . 
,J ohnson . county. A few small' outcrops of, this limestone 
occur near the base of the bluff which' overlooks the Oedar 
river in the southwest quarter or the' northwest quarter of . 
~section 2,Oe4ar township. A precipitous eliff, exposing the 
claminated quarry stone of the Anamosa stage, fronts the 
-~ 
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river in the northeastern part of section 3 and adjoining parts 
. of section 2 of the .township named. The bluff is about half 
"a mile in length, when it gives way at its southeastern end to 
-a low-plain which is a part of the alluvial lowlands extending 
for, some miles on both sides of the stream. The small expos-
ures-of LeClaire limestone referred to are seen at intervals 
iromtwentyto thirty rods back from the river near the foot 
of~he hill where it -faces the low plain and trends ne~rly at . 
right angles to the stream. The Le Olaire limestone is here 
a very.finegr~ined, . hard, highly crystalline dolomite, light 
buff· or creamiil color~ The several, exposures indicate a . 
thickness of about twenty feet. No fossils were seen. The 
reference of the rock to the Le Olaire-stage is based on lith'-
ologicalandstra tigraphical grounds alone. . As usual with the 
thoroughly"doiomitized and crystalline beds of this horizon, 
the rock would make a very superior quality of w hite lim~. 
ANAMOSA LIMESTONE. 
Oharacteristic beds 'of the Anamosa stage overlie the Le 
Claire limestone-in the bluffs already noted in sections 2 and 
3 ofOedar township. 
FIG. 2. View in the old McCune Quarry, Ana.mo~a Limestone, Cedar Township, 
Johnson County, Iowa.. 
:: '. 
'.: ' 
'. .' .'~.' 
, ' 
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,This exposure of AnamOs3istoneisabollt'f6rty f~etin thick~· .. ' 
.'. ness~ The upper thirty feet is Il()t'dividedintodeftnite layers, - ,', 
but it splitsreadlly along "the planes of ~ lamInation in.ti:)" 
,smooth~silrfaced 'slabs bf any'd~slred .thickhes~., In this part ' 
. of theexposurethere, are InanYcoIlch~tiOJi~ot~chert.;tn' 
,~ost'r~spects it agrees with th~ upper ~lJ.ite jimestone,~oftb.:e '. 
, qmirrtes at "Stolle City. ".'. . " ' 
In the]owerpar,tof tb.eplllffthe stoIle.isa y(3iloW,tj~rthY;·· ", 
rathe).~coars~dolbmite; more 'd~fi~itely, di~ided into1ayers',,' ' 
free from lamination ana"th~refor~shCrwihg:Il.o -teudencyto ' 
part ,except' along the planes ofb~dding. ,'Ill:lithologiOalchar:., ',', 
,acters' theselbwer layersresem:bH~thebui1ding'st6n~beds, of, "," 
Anamosa' age,atLe Claire,ih Scott6ou~tY.'-'lni.e~edge~ of" 
'non-larriinated'stone~atthe base'b:f~p.e'exposure r~rigeffoln . 
. four to eleven inches in ,thickness. 'A.c9rP.:pletesectio~of:the.' '. 
~luff, 'n6tallexposed,however,:~t~any-~nepl~ce;.,wduld'gi\i~ 
,thefollowirig~ , ....... ,", , 
',' ]fEET. 
5;' ir~nac~o-us, light colored:ioess~_~.,~_~~ .. _~",_' __ ,.,,~::,_~ t~4" •.. , ..... , 
4. pebbly~ift, eontainmga larg~number 6f:bo~X~ers, .. ; ...... . 
~::~f~~:t~e~;:~~:_f_:~t_::_~:~~~~~~_; ~~~t~:4 to: 6 .•....... 
3.· La;:rDirtated bed of Ari~niosa .1imesto~ewithQut defi,. . 
',nite ,partings;witlln;i~Iiy letiti~Uiarii.p.d,ir!,eg~-' .. 
. ' lar cOJ).cre.tions. ofch~I'-~~_,~ ~~~_ .. ~;;,';~).; ''--'~ __ ~~_:,. ....•.. 
~." . ::: :. . 
. ,2. Yellow; non-1aminate,d l~ages of~Anamosalimest.on..e : 
.' . . ,fromJom to el~:Ven'inches jn~t!rickne~~_':'"'~';-~"','io: .. 
' .. I..,Hard, light colored crystallineq,Olomi~e'6fLe'.· .... 
Clai~e stage ___ ,. .. ~ .. ~_~~--,_-_ .. _:_-~~.,-_~~~L:.,.,_.;_,.20;; 
. The laillinatecLquarry sto1i~ofthis19c~lity,l1as be~~knpWn .. 
'and,-. to~ a .moderate exteiit,utilized.'for1i1oreth:all)ialfa,ceti~ .. ·, 
, ,turY.' It ik ·~~t this 'lqcalItythat Qw~Iie~idelJ-tiY)'~fei$ -in 
speaking of, ,the 'Source i)f the p1a,te~i~1·· ~~-~~" ~?rgt~+est~nes'. 
by the, pioneer' "stonecutter,S Of IowaCity.,*·: . Owen, "howij~er;" 
locates, the exposu~e in the south p~rt-of>towIl.shiI> '821>r.\;R. ' 
V'W.,'inplaceof in its true Po,sftion' w:'the',Ilorthpatt,,'of 
. township' 8t; a~d-lnste~dof 'r~fetr.ing-the'strata·:t~J:the~Silu:' 
. *Report of a Geol. Surv. of Wis., Io,wa and Minn., p. S4.Philadelphia, 1852,. ' 
. ........ .' - . . 
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, rian he includes them in his description of the limestones of 
Red'Cedar, etc., belonging to the Devonian. 
Lack of facilities for transportation has prevented the 
development of quarrying and lime burning industries in con-
nection with these exposures of Anamosa and :Le Claire lime-' 
stone. 
BERTRAM AND COGGAN BEDS. 
, ' 
In the counties of Jones and Linn th0 Anamosa limestone,is 
, . succeeded by a coarse, irregularly bedded, earthy .or non-
crystalline dolomite 'that Professor Norton has called the 
, Bertram limestone. *. The beds of Bertram limestone are 
again succeeded in Linn county by what the same author calls 
the Coggan beds. t The Coggan ?edsare composed of "soft, 
, , buff, magnesian, fossiliferous limestone," and with the depo-
sition of this limestone the record of' the Silurian in Iowa is 
"', 
brought to a close. NQ representatives ,of either Bertram or 
Cogganbeds have been seen in Johnson county. 
DEVONIAN SYSTEM. 
WAPSIPINICON STAGE. 
ZFtis anclIndependence beds.-· In Linn an~ Cedar counties-
and probably the'same is tru0 of most other counties in ,which 
the contact of Silurian and Devonian occurs-the magnesian 
limestones of the Niagara series are followed by non-mag-
, riesian limestones and shaly bedsQf the Devonian. Immedi-
ately above the Ooggan beds,where" the series is complete, ' 
there lies a' fine grained, drab colored limestone, called the 
Otis limestone, and this is' succeeded by the shales and 
shaley limestones of the, Independence shales. Both Otis 
and Independence beds belong to the Wapsipinicon stage 
as defined by 'Norton.:t Neither Otis nor Independence 
beds, however, are known to be exposed in Johnson county. 
The lowest memb.er of the Devonian serIes observed in 
·Iowa Geol. Surv., vol. IV, p. 1ll5. Des l'lfoines, 1895. 
tIbid, p. 138. 
:::Op cIt., p. 155 .. 
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natural-exposures: is the brecciated phas-e of theWapsL· _ " 
pInlCon stage, which is well- illustrated,at Solon in Big 
Grove township; - The geographical' area within which out-' 
crops of Bertram, Coggan, Otis and Independence strata 
might be expected to occur~ ,the area betweenthe-c1iffof 
Anamosa limestone on the 'Cedar river and the -outcrops of ' 
breccia at Solon, is deeply covered with drift. N'o str0amval., 
leys -cut down to the underlying rocks. Indeed,in portions of 
this area the rocks do not come -within 200 feet of the sur; 
face~ -, A well drilled, on the farm of -Mr. J.A. Henik in sec-
tion 17 of Cedar township reached rock at a depth of 222 
feet,and other deep wells in the same neighbor:hoodshowthe, 
- , 
same great depth of the superficial deposits. This region,or 
at least a part of it, seems' therefore to be occupied by a, pre~ 
glacial valley over which the limestones and Bhaies were cut " 
away, probably down to the Delaware stageni_the 'Niagara. 
-Tlte F(tyette b1'eccia,-Southwest of the exposures of Niagara--
limestone on the Gedar river the first rocks seen, in place 
occui' at Solouand beiong tothebreeciatedpha~e oftheWapsi~' 
pinicon stage. " This phase is typically illustrated in the great 
railway cut at Fayette, for which reason :NlcGee has called-,' 
the formation the"Fayette breccia. The breccia occurs within 
.., . . ;. '. . '. 
the corporate limits of' Solon and in the sUJ,~roun:ding neigh;. 
borho'od.' The characteristics and various phases ofthiszoiie, 
as they appear in Linnc0unty, have been very fully described . 
by Nor~on.*· -
Forty rods north of the center of section 24,' Big Grov'e ' 
township, arid the same'd1st'ance from: the northeast corner of 
the original town of Solon, tne road cuts through ledges of" ' 
breccia that- corresp()nd toN orton's first andsecohd stages. 
On the whole, beds corresponding· to the ';second, stage pre:: 
dominate. The rocks are- made. up of angular fragments of 
very fine grained,'gray or drab limestone lying in all possible" 
positions- in- a softer, lighter colored, gray matrix. 89me of 
the fragments are homogeneousth!opghout and break_with 
*Iowa Geol. !5urv., vol. IV, p.157. Des :rt1oines, 1815. 
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conchoidal fracture ; _ some are very finely lall1inated and tend 
to split along the lamination planes. No fossils occur in this, -
portion of the breccia either in the matrix orin theeillbedded 
fragments. __ 
Thestreets in the northern edg.e of Solon pass over ledges, 
of breccia which illustrateN orton's second and third phases 
of this formation. The phase exhibiting the fine-grained, 
-drab colored fragments is overlain by the phase in which the 
,fragmenis:are lighter gray or buffjn color and coarser and . 
. m.oregranular in texture. The embedded fragments of this, 
. third phase contain well preserved' specimens of Atrypa 1'etia--
ula/pis, A. Ctspera, Orthis iowensi8 and PentCtmerU8 . (Gypidula) 
·ei)rhis. 
'On the Cedar Rapids road, in the western edge of Solon, 
there are exposures of beds partly brecciated that occupy a 
pqsition geologically higher than the beds just described .. 
The fauna is more extensive an-d includes the following:.Dol- . 
. atocrin1./;8 ... ·C sp.und.), -FaVQsites aJ![Jenensis, F. placenta or a closely· 
.. related species differing chiefly in the mode of growth, Stro- -
pheod07l;taciim1~ssa, _. Orthismacj({;rlanm;,. ' Spirijm' penn(ttns, 
Atrypa-reticulctris, . A. clspera, .Rhynchonellct 'irntermecli(l and 
Pent(unm;us comis. Besides the specIes mentioned there are 
casts ofa large gastropod,' probably a :Platystoma, and an. 
un.determined species of Gomphoceras.' The~trata at this. 
point are yery much sJ:tattered,.thebeddingplanes areoblit- . 
'erated"oblique joints intersect the beds and divide the mass. 
". into numberless shapeless pieces :trom, a few inches to '5L foot 
91' more in diameter ,the color ranges through various shades. 
of light brown, yellow and gray, and the t~xtureis coarse and 
granular. The . stone is quarried and used forb1iilding pur-
poses toa.limitBd ,extent. The beds here correspond well 
'withthe-fonrthstage of the brecciated zone as desCl~ibed; .by 
. - . ~ . 
. Norton; They ,are, 'geologically equivalent to the' Spirifer 
pe~natU8'beds-,of_Buchanan county. 
On the low hill which rises above the level of the beds " 
described, there are numerous weatheredcoralla of Philli2J8-, 
. . 
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. astreabilli'nqsi, and Acerv'liZa11ia davidsoni.Thecorals are' 
~ot in.plaGe, but are, parts or the 'residual products resulting . 
from the decay of ,strata that normallylie above the level Of 
th~horizonexposed in the roadway .. ~~tlndependence,Troy 
. Mills and Other typical 10calitiesPh.illipsastrea occurs imme-
{liatelyabove . the SpiJ'ijm1 'pennatuszone, and Acervularia 
' . . clavid~·oni· occupies a position from ten, to :fiiteenfeet . higher. 
Twenty rods west of the pdintjllsteonsidered there is 
anoth~r exposure oIL.thesouth side ofthetoad~ Thebeds 
here·· have a' strong local dip toward theeast,andtlie . west·· .. 
. end of' the exposure shows the fine grail1eddrah rraginents, 
free from fossils.,characteristie .• of the' lower phases 01 the-
brecciated zone. .-
. - . .. ... 
~hereare some exposures of theF~yette breccia on the 
headwaters·.·.of Rapid. Greek, the most important being that. 
w~choccursonthefarm of Mr. J.Beecher,near thenorth: 
. €astcornerofsection' 22, Grahain towns)lip (T. 80·:N.,R.V· 
'. W) .... Here the rocks have been quarried toa,considerable 
. extent. . Thephaserepresented'is . ~o.4,of. Noftbn: . III SO,1ll6 . 
of the beds the brec'ciationis moreeompletethananyseenat 
thecorresponc1inghorizonnearSolon .... r.['he 'fauna inGhides . 
thesmallFavo~itesthat hasheenprovisionallyreferred to.F. . 
placenta,. together .. with - Orthisiow({nsis,. AtryparetiQula'l'is, 
A.aspera,and Pentamerus. . comis..Tb.is is the DlOst easterly 
exposure of Devoni:irl..rocks in 'J ohn.soncounty, the most east- . 
erlyexposure, indeed,of any kind in this direction until the 
ledges of Niagara' limestone are encounteredalongtheOedar 
'riverinCedarcounty. <Between the Beecher quarry and the' _ . 
- . . - -.- "": - -' -' ',- -' 
exposllresofNiagl;1raon the. Cedar,there extends.the same 
preglacial valley that separates the Devonian outcrops near 
Solonfrorn.the cliffs of'Ni~gara limeston~ in :section2 .of· 
Cedar township. ..' 
. The southwesterly dip of the strata, if uniform, would carry''' 
the breccia below the succeeding members of' the Devonian 
series in passing down the valley. of Rapid c:reek; but the 
strata have be'en. thrown into a series of lqWf61ds. (Fig. 3), 
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, . and so at a few points in the axes of the anticlines the brec-
. cia is revealed farther down the creek. The mostinstructi ve 
exposure due to the cause mentioned was seen in the Be. qr. 
FIG; 3; Localdip due to folding of Devonian stra.ta.South bankof Rap1dcreek, Section 20, 
. Graham township. 
. . -- - . -. .-
blth:e Ne .. i 'oiBee. 20, Graham township. Here the fold is 
quite sharp, the strata dipping from theaxisori' either side at 
anangleoI:filteen. degrees. The cliff at: this point is higher 
than usual,and in the axis of the£old shows the folloWing 
section. 
FEET. 
3. Evenly bedded, rathersoft,shaly limestone,yellow-
ishirl color, capable of being quarried in large slabs; , 
characterized by many small indiViduals of . Atrypa 
a.sp~ra.and numerous body.plates and: segments of 
stems ofMegistrocrinus farnsworthi _____________ .: 6 
.:' ,:. :- .. ".' ' . 
. 2 Hard rock, not shattered or brecciated, few fossils, a 
number of coralla of PhiJjips8strea billingsi in a 
single layer near the middle of the bed, aryd a large 
celled species ,of Alveolites _. ___ '_~_'-",,"_~ _______ ~,"_,..,_. 8 
1. Fourtp.phase of brecciated zone, imperfectly bedded, . 
. rock hard but very much shattered, . ,and divided 
into small angular :pieces by 0 bUque joint~. FaUila 
contains Orthisiowensis) Atrypareticularis, A. aspera 
and Pentamerus comis_ ~ .. ____________ ~ __________ ~ __ ' 12 
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.' tn this section ·nu1p.ber ibelQngs. tq th.e 'Wapsipinicoustage, 
.·-while numbers.2 and 3 repr.esentt4eC~darValleystage·of the 
'. Devonian. 'Owing to tp.e ~harpIl.essofthefold ,thePhillip~~ 
astreabeds 'descend below: the level of thecreek'afew rods .. 
. . '-
east 01 the axis,andthE3Megistocrinus.:bBds ,attain a~hiek· , 
ness ,olfifteenfeet~ ~ 
. THE CEDAR.VALLEYSTAGE .. ' . 
.... All, the .·limestone hedsiiiT6wa. of'Devomanage, at least all 
·lying.between:the· ... Tndependence • sh(l;les •• and . the Lime. Creek 
shales, ~have been grouped url(ierthename of . qedarValley 
limestone byMcGe~e *alld.Key~s.f·· .· .• Norton,thowever,,·places. 
the .·.Fay~tte·breccia,. "inoluding.the .. SPiriter pen}~atu8· .. :beds, 
. together with the Independence. shales ana the Otis limes~6ne, 
undel' ;theW apsfpinicon stage; According to ··this ·arrang~­
.1ll61lt .···theCedarValleystagepeginswith·tne coral" beatirig 
liotiz()u overlyingtheSpi1·1;!erpenncttus.beds. '.' .... . 
Thecharact~risticsof the Cedar Valley lim~stolle, asdevel ~ 
opedln Johnson·county, arebestillustratediuthe following· 
. sections. . ' . , '. . 
". TypiCAL' LOOALi~IESANDEXpdstJR:Es. 
The Bxposure which mostclearly~how8the,:contactof . the . 
Cedar Valley with 'theWapsipinicon'.sta,geisthat. already' 
described ,in the' northeast quarter hfsection'20;' Graham' 
township. ThePhillipsa,gtreabeds, number 2, and theMegist~ . 
'-', ocritmsbeds, nuillher3,p£ thatseQtion belong tothe(Jedar ' 
. Valley,whileth~.brecciatedheds,num:berl,beloIigto Nor~ . 
ton'sWapsipinic6n •.. The 11egistocrinus beds' are well exposed. 
at many points farther down th~ creek,their last appearance 
along this stream QCClu'ringIlear the northeast corner of sec~. 
tion 36, Newport township.", c 
. Near Solon, along a smaIl creek,that'flows:tJhrough the 
northernpart'ois'ection 26, Big Q-tovetownship,there are .~ 
several sDlallquarries, .. workedjn the. 1vlegistocrinus' beds . 
. ~*Eleventh Ann. Rept. U:S. GeohSnrv.', p.31i. 
tlowa Ge::Jl.Surv .. vo1. I,p3!,. . 
t Iowa Geot Surv., vol. I V, p; 157, . 
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, ' , 
,The layers are soft, shaly, and in color vary from lightgray 
,to yellow. They'areintersected by oblique' joints which, 
hbwever,do notintei'fere 'Yith quarry'ingoutblo~ksof con~ 
siderablesize. ,'Thebedding is parallel. ' The fauna includes 
PhCt(JOPS1'CtnCtGreen,two or three species of:Platyceras or ' 
Capulus, BtropfteocZonta demissa Conrad; O}'thisi61}JensisHall, 
'Spirijer pennatusO\ven, Bpii>ije;' 8ubuncUjeru,s' M.&W., At1'YPCt 
, /((}tiquZaris Linne"A. 'aspeJyt Scloth. ,.ff/)3gistocl'in11S j(tJ'nsw01,thi 
White, . .A:ulocophyUum princeps Hall, Acervularia, related to 
'A~ davidsoni.asthatspecies is generally ,recognized, Favo-
, siteSctlpenensis A. Winchell, or a related species, a hemispheri-
cal species like F. emnwnsi Rom. , and AstJ'ceasponqia ham'il-
torwnSis' M. &W.Tpe beds in these quarries are equivalent 
,:totheMegistocrinusbeds of the preceding exposure. The 
, , .A.trYpaasperais 'sm,allas is usual in beds of this horizon. ' The 
'Megistocrinus,Aulocophyllum;small A~ 'aspe?Ytand Astrcea~ 
, spoitgia are' the most' characteristic forms of the Megisto-
crillll~ fauna. ' 
, At,Eicher'squarry, Fmated inthe leitbank of the Iowa 
, river in northwest quarter of section 27, ,Newport township, 
the following section is exposed. 
FEET. 
9. Brown limestone; with crinoid stems, a , Qladopora 
relate<ito the form descri1;>edbyHallas Stria. to- ' 
pora rugosa, but having the branches and polyp 
tubes very much sml:'.ller, and a large coarsely 
ribbedval'ietyof Atr~~pareticrilar:is _____ .___ _____ 4 
8. Drab granular limestone, no -fossils _____ ~ ~ __________ ., 8 
7." (J.oral reef composed chiefly of eoralla of Acervularia 
davldsoniE. &;a:.,but containing many coralla of 
Favosites and Ptychophyllum __ ________ ____ ____ 2 
6. "'11:od.eratelyhardbed with "crinoid stehts, Spirifcr par-
,ijat1us,At.rypareticllJaris,Favosites, CyatnQphyl-
lUlll,Cystiphyllum,etc."~ __ ,------------~--~ .- H-, 
, 5. Shaly limestone with many small crinoid stems, Cho-
neUs sciwla Hall, Spirifer parryanus Hall,' Tenta-
culites hoyti White, and, Monticl1lipora monticola·' 
White __ ,-",'____ ______________________________ li 
, , 
4: Hard ledge withmany small crinoid stems,Cladopora, 
, - J?tychophylluin. and "some. large coralla of Acer- " 
, vularia' __ ~ __ '_' _________ :.. ___ :.;. ____ '-'_ -'_"" ________ '_ _ _ __ 2 
-- ~ 
. -~ 
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',,' , " " FEET. 
3. Yellow 8halybedwithAt~ypa, Orthis,etc~-; __ ~ ___ .:._ ,,2 
2. Yellow and gray shalylim>estone; withoutiossils __ ;. __ ]3, 
1. Moderately hard ,linlestoi:le,iriterseetedhy a munber 
of,oblique'.'jOints,'light 'colo~ed,la~~nated,With 
'inany'stemsegnientsand some pei'fect dalycesof 
Megi~to>ermus,and", other"speciescharaeteristic" of ", 
the Meg-istocrjnJ1sfauna.¥egistocrinusbeds:~_~ 15" 
, ' , 
"AttheHutchinso'nquitry(figure4) ,onthewes't side bfriver 
at IowaCity,thesect~on exposedshows-'" ',' 
FEET. 
11. Loess~ _,~,._' __ ~ __ ,~~ '-~ .. __ ;. .. ~ • __ ~ .. ________ ~ _:~.~ __ . 2 'to "6 ' 
10.' Kansan drift ____ ~ ____ "'_~_ .. ~;.. ___ ~ .• ____ ;.. _____ ~ ____ '"_ 8 
. ",-", ',' .. ' .. ' - . ',,' -" .. - . " . 
9. White limestone, fine .gramed,breaking withcOl,~-' 
choidal Jrllcture, containlng in placesmariycasts. 
of Straparolluscydostomus HaJL __ -.~-,: ,_~ __ ~~_;..., 12 
8. R~theI' ,fine gl'ained, 'grayish ,lim~8t()Ile,.cr{)wded, in. 
someplacEls with. stems of Idio$i'rolIlRciespitosul11 
Win. _______ ~_..:~._~_ . .;~ ____ c: __ '-" .. _ •• .:. _: _______ 'c2 
7. Gray,earthy,.granular Ihnest()ne~, _____ ;.____ __ -, __ '.__ 6 ' 
6. Irr~gularlybedded limestoneinrath~rthick layers' 
, ,with '. m~nylnclu~edcbral~a' of"Ace~vu1l1ria,Stro: 
'ma topol'a, Idipsproma, etc _:-_ ~~ .:~.; .. >~_~ .:. .... _ ... ~~~ _;.10 
5. Hard, grayisll:blileliinestone,"weatheringyellow,in 
let;lges6to lOiIlchesthick"qUite free frbrnfbssils_ 5" 
4.' ,Coral reef (No. 7of.Eicher's quarry),_~~ ____ ~_-,",,~,,~ ,2 
3, ' Bluish-grayJjmestone~~ ____ -,,) _____ > __ 5._~,::~~, _______ ·4 " 
2. ,D~rk eoloredhedwithm~nycorals"Cystiphyllum, etc~ 1',' 
1. Blue limestone, in heavy Tedges, 1 to 2 teet in thick-
n~ss,withAtrypa. reticularis,~'pjiiferparry8.tJus ___ · ,6, ' 
Numbers l' and 2 of "the> HtitchiIlsou'quar:l'Y' section are 
equivalent, to ,ulunbers5and6at Eicher:S,'Yltile'nuIIlber5,' 
though only. five feet ilithicktiess,.is .equivalent'to8a,nd,90j . 
the, Eicher qU<;Lrry.AttheEiCherqua,rrythe,upperIllostm~m. 
her of the section-is stillbelowtheldiostromahorizon,which· 
, is represented by numberB, of the Rutehinson section. 'About 
one ... half mile east of Eicher's quarry, in the valleyoI Sanders 
creek, the ldiostrbma beds, with their -characte;risticerinkled~ 
, coralloidstems,are well exposed. The channel of the creek' 
cuts down to the coraLreef bed,number iofEicher's, nu:inJ,>er", 
4 of Hutchinson's. Between the two bridges at Iowa City an' 
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FIG. 4. ViewinHutchinso~Quarry, westsideofriver at IowaOity . 
. exposure shows that the' white limestone intheupperpar~ 
. of the H:utchinsollquarrygrades upinto a peculiar brecciated 
phasesixtoeiglitfeet irithickness . 
. A veryinstructivesectionis fo:und at tbeEuclid Sanders 
q:uarry (Fig. 5) south of the old Terrill mill near Iowa City. 
FIG. 5. Sanders QUll.rry near the old Terrill mill northof Iowa Oity. .The part worked at the 
time of T,aking .the view lies between two parallel points. 
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. . . 
This quarry has peen worked forsomeyearsby1-1r~ .. -Gilbert 
Irish. .The section, . below a thiii· bed of loess ahdKansan·· 
till, ·shows-. 
, 8 .. _Hard,-ferruginQus,.re9-qish.-b~_8~n~s.a,ndstone.o(])e~-: '. 
Moines stage, lJPpel' Carbonifel'Q'Us __ - ., - - - "' "'.,';.,'; - .:. ...• 6 .. 
. 1 .. ·-Wh:itish-gray,fine_gr~ined1iIIlesWne~·- __ · ~:;.:_~_~.,., __ ., .8-
.6. Idiostrpmaheds, cont~ining.·~s us,ualm~Ily.masslve .. 
stromatopo~oidsand~ociecorall~of ... AcerVl11ari~.,_.15 
... 5; "Heayytough ledgeofiiinest()ne: __ :':"f~. ___ : •• __ ~ __ ~.:".,;_:A· . 
. 4.:81 uisli-gray:lini~st()ne, wea t heringy~1l0wJe.oAta,ll.i~Il5" • 
·largei.·.···.colrse.··ribhecl •.. Atrypas.:ap.d.the.sllHt11' 
brahc~ed!srhaU celledCladopora' found. at. same· 
'.' horiioain·Eich9rlsquarry~c_~. _____ ., __ .~.,: __ ~~ ___ .,~_··.8·· 
3. Bluish~graY liInestone.· in·twQ ledgeS~ .. first ... ledg~ ·.90n-
: .taihingmanycrlnoid stems~'~ '.~ _~ __ •. _________ :; ____ ~ .,' 4 
2. CoraL reef equivalen.t to '4 ~fRutchin:SOIi'S::pid 7 of 
Eicher's ____ .. .;.;;. __ ~_ .;;;;~ __ ~~~ ... ___ , .. ; __ .:. _____ "'.; __ ., ___ :.·2 
1. Bluislibedswith greatmlm~ersofbl'okeE;crush·ed, 
. detached valves-of ,Spirifel' pBrrYBimsandthe. 
, . . _ . _ '. - ". _ _ _ "_ ~,-,:> _ -,: _._,' .' .. :- _.' '" - . __ ~_ '.' ,'_." .': _ ,_. '. - c. 
,·robust,la;rgecelled.CladopOr~{C.iowensisOwetl'-
. sp,) described as Stria.iopdr~r~gosa.lJy Ihl1L _~," __ . 2-
'. . . -
The coral reef biidoftl1e~J'~ii~dingsectionsisvery­
constantthrougho.ut th~COUIlty._ . The.reefis 'madeupeJiiefiy. 
of cor all a of Ace.r'v.uZcl/ria d«:viil$pni]j. '.&]1., with_w gieh are 
associated.PtYChOphYllum ... vep8ifor!~e .... IIall, .. · .. ·.fd1)osites_(tlp}Jjensi8 . 
Winchell,.and··· a' F.avo~it¢~TeSenlblirigF.-etnm.{msiRoIIiitlger, 
but differingfl'oIJ:l.it· ... only iIlhaving'£hetablllCB .cQmpl~~e.:.The 
reef .•. is'preceded-bY'beds containillg •. ·Bpil'ifel~·'1!@'1.yan1.l8:J]:all, 
ana Olaaopoi'a ioioen~i8Qwei1;Itis£olloWed'b'y'bBds·th~t~a;re at . 
first barren,bllt whic~generally, afewfeetab(),v~-th~reef,. 
becomefossili.ferousand yieldthe·largecoarserlbbed··;Atrypa 
. l'eticu;larisarulthe smallunnamedCladopora. ofthesanietype . 
as 0. io;wen8i8.:Lith()logicallytb.ebeds'ab()ve·the-r~ef are 
different in. different loca,lities.lnsQIlleplac~s"ll:i~yare hard' 
bluish-gray-limestone, in. other pla,ces, 'partlyon:accourit of 
weathering, they 'are yellow .limeston.e, . and iIi'sttlL ()ther 
localities they present the'app~ar,ance of. yellow calcareous 
shale. 
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A few rods southeast of the bridge over Rapid creek, near 
the northeast corner of section 36, Newport township, the coral 
reef is seen extending across the wagon road. All the exposures 
: between that point andtb.e headwaters of the creeknear Elmira 
lie -belQwthe coral reef horizon. The most easterly exposures, 
as alr('adydescribed, belong to the brecciated phases of the 
Wapsipinicon stage. This same coral- reef, with the same 
-association of beds, lithologically and paleontologically, 
'above and below it, occurs as'far north as Littleton in 
Buchanan county: 
Between Linder's boat- house and the bridge at Butler's 
landing, sections,33 and' 34, Penn township, the rock expos-
, ures in south bank of river embrace all the strata between 
theCystiphyUum -and S~ -parTyanu8 beds beneath the coral 
~reef" and'tne\vhite, fine grained limestone at the top of the 
sectionsinthe Hutchinson and Sanders quarries. The coral 
reeioc:cursin.the bed ofa smail wash west of the boat house, 
, , 
,and iniollowing it down the river it' rises higher and higher 
above the water. It ,here a,fiords spe~imens of Acervulm'ict 
ddvicls()nt of e~ceptiOnal beatityand perfection. The white 
-lim.estoneatthe top of the bluff was formerly used exten-
sively for lime burning. " Theupper surface of this hard, -fine 
grai11.ed limestmie retains glacial scorings which; as l1s~al in 
.this vicinity, have an average direction of south 63° east. 
Some portions of this limestone are much~hattered and show 
a tendency tqbrecciation. 
In the northeast quarter of the northwest quarter of section 
"21, Penn township,there is a rock-walled ravine which leads 
down to the river in the n?rtheast quarter of the same sec-
tion, and exposes the full series of beds from a few feet 
b~low the coral reef to the top of the white limestone. . The 
DoraIs ar:,e here distributed through a . greater thickness of 
rock than at the other localities described, and are associated 
with large specimens of Spirijer pal'l'yanu8, the coarse ribbed 
Atrypa 'l'eticuictPis and PentamereUct dubia.' The white lime-
,,stone and part of the Idiostroma bed were formerly made 
.. 
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" , 
into lime to a Iimitedextent. The limekiln at this point, how-
ever, has for' some years been aba,ndoned.. " ' , 
A short distance east of- the locaiityabove described,in the, 
bluff formiligth~ left bank of-the river,th~reisan exposure, 
, extending ~ for :more than half a mile above the niouthof 
Turkey creek " 'Turkey creek has here cut a valley. U50fe~t 
in depth, and up this valley forsorne distanc¢ there, are 
exposures of the same bedss,een in the~bluff facing the r~ver. 
In ther~verbluffs,as well as ill the bluffs' otitstributary,' 
the rocks are largely concealed by talus,and hence it is 
impossible to make a section in detail. "At the upper enq. of 
the river bluff, however, almost directly ~op.thQf the center 
ofs(jction 15, inN'~'Ypor'ttownshiPr the strata at the level of 
the water contain PhillipsastJ'ea billinqsiand.Acermila1;iclpro-
lunda. We have here the lowest member of the ,Cedar Valley 
stage. ,About' seven,. feet of the" PhHlip-Sastr~a bed are 
, : oJ." . < .".. ". ~ '. 
exp08ed~Tb.e, bed does not show. definite .stratification, and" 
it br~aks up, on ~eathering,intosmallangular chips. ,', " 
,The Megistocriuus" bedsfollow,a$usual,' 1510$e cont3Ji1;iing 
, ' , ' ',';' , ," " ", .", , ,', ", Phillipsastpea. They are regu~arly stratified, 'andthe efiect 
oftbe weather breaks~ them up into large ~labs or' plane-" " 
surfaced,blocks. Some letyersareheav:y, hard,and capable 
of furnishing good quarry stone., OtheI'saresoft;shaly, yet· 
lowish in color and agree well witl1'the common, , pliasenear 
Solon and alOl~gRa pidcreek. ,Theusu31fossilsoc:cur~Orpthi8 
i(noensi8 beingin·solleplacesunusually' abundant. ,Above 
the- Megistocri:nusbeds the'rocksare shalyasat the Eicller 
quarry, and the hill slope is covered with talus., Among the 
loose: material are m~ny weatheredcoralla of Acervulctrict. 
davidson?:, along' with species 01 Favosites, ',' r<liostroma -and 
other.forms,all oi which~belong to higher:horizQns. Seventy 
feet above the level of the river, near the south end· of the ' 
bluff, a ledge~eeniit ,place contained Acm'v1.11m'iclt dCt1)idson'i~ 
and in 'the biuff. facing Turkey creek, eighty feet above the 
level of the valley, there is an aban.doned lime kiln, near 
which is an old quarry showing the ldiostro~a bed overlain 
-- ~ -. . - ~, ~ 
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by white, nne grained, horizontally bedded limestone. 
'Between th~ base of ,the Phillipsastrea beds and the summit 
of the white limestone there occurs the whole thickness,'of 
. . ". - . 
the Cedar Valley stage as it is developed in Johnsoncou~ty. 
The quarry north of the iron bridge, in section 25 of Jeffer-
sontownship, shows, some modifications of the succession of 
strata occllring farther down the river. The following is the 
'section at this point. 
FEET. 
10. Loess _________ ~ _________________________________ 2 to 10 
9. ,Pebbly drift, Kansan _______________ ..; ________________ 3 
8. Decayed limestone, with bowlders of disintegration 
embedded in highly oxidized dark reddish-brown 
residual Glay- _:- _.'- -: ____________ ~ _ _ ____ _ __ _ _ _____ _ 3 
7. Light colored" evenly bedded, fine grained white lime-
stone ________________ .;_'- ___ ... _' _______ ~ _______ ;. ____ 10 
,6. Coral breccia, composed ofcoralla. of Acervularia, 
sm~ll cYlindirical Favosites, a peculiar Diphy-
phylluni, a" very elongated Cyathophyllum, Idios-
tr()ma and massive stromatoporoids ________ '-_ 5 to 8 
5. Reef of closely ~rowded.masses,ofAcervularia __ .. __ ... _ 2 
4. Regularheavyhiyers of fairly good quarry stone, con-
tainingcorallaof Acervularia and Favosites 
sparselrdistributed ____________________________ -: _' 5 ' 
3~ Bl:ue limestone in layers from 6 inches to 2 feet thick, 
composed offragmentsQf crinoids and broken 
. shells of brachiopods~ __ ~ __ ~ ___ :. ________ -' __ :. ___ .:.;- _ 7 
2. Shale andshalylimestone ______ ::____ ______ __________ It 
1. Heavy blue limestone with concretions of pyrites ____ 2 
", .Spirijer;pennatu8 occurs in thelowerpartofnumber3. Inthe 
upper part are S.par1'yanu8and S.aspe'l'.Number 4 contains, 
besides the 'corals, ])ielasma iowensis,PentamB1'ella dubia 
and aCono.cardium. No.5 seems to be the coral reef hed of 
the • sections , ne(Lr ,Iowa City With the layers between the 
Acervularia'reef and the Idiostroma bed omitted.N o. 6 is the 
-. - . . -. 
Idiostrolllabed, but it' is here very much richer in true corals, 
such as Favosites, Cyathophyllum, Diphyphyllum, and Acer-
vularia, . than usual. Nos. 7 and 8 together 'represent the 
white limestone with which the normal Devonian sections of 
the county terminate. 
7G. Rep. 
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At. the raHway quarry, on land belonging to Mr. E. Clark, 
in the westba~k of the river north of Coralville, beds equiv-
alent to the upper part of the se~tions already described, . are 
exposed. " Beneath the overlying loess ~nd -drift-the following ,,' 
strata occur. 
FEET. 
5.WhiteliniestOne _____ ~ ______ , ____________ ~ __ .;; ___ ... _____ 12 
4. Stratum cNwded, with casts of Straparollu. cyclosto-
. . . -. . . . mus, Hall ________ .' ________________________ :~, ______ --' 1 t 
3. 'Limestone weathering into thlufragments, containing 
. some specimens of Idiostroma and colonies of a cyl-' : 
mdricalFavosites _____ -____ • ___________ ;.___ ______ _ 4 
.. . . -
2. Gray' limest~ne crowded wit.h'IdiOstroma and other 
. stromatOporoids. This with No.3 repres,entsthe ' 
IdiostroIIia beds of preceding sections ____ .. __ ..;:- _ _ _ _ 8 
1. Hard blue limestone, c(intaining some large coralla of 
Acervularia ~ _____ ;" ___________ ,----.,,- '-' __ "- __________ .. 4 
At the' state quarries on the west side of the "dver in sec-
, tion 5, of Pelni tOwrlship, the. Cedar Valley lirii'estones:are " 
exposed neal' the base of the river bluffs:and iIi the sides of 
the s~a,l1 tributary vaU~ys." One of these valleys, 'in the left 
bank of which there are three or four quarries which may be ' 
called the south quarrieso£the state .quar:ry stone, gives "a,' 
complete section from the upper part of the Megistocrinu.s. 
beds to the white, 'fine~grained li1.riestonewith which t11e 
Cedar v~lley' stage 'terminates in this locality. Near the'~iver 
the beds containthestemsegments~ of crin.oids,"ti).e Atrypa 
aspera and the" broad Orthi8wwensis. of the Megistoc:rinus, 
zone. For a short dlstance, following' the ravitle' hack from 
th~ river, the beds are not well exposed, .but thirty rods from 
. , ,.' , .' , ,,~ " 
t4e mouth ()rthevalley the beds show the horizon of SpirijBl' 
par1'yan'u8" above which the coral, reef bed is typically 
developed, and this is followed by '''yellow 8haly limestone. , 
Further up -the valley exposures are found at in.tervals. On~­
half mile back from the river the ldiostroma bed occurs in 
sides and bottom of the small creek channel, and is followed 
n<?rmally by the white fine-grained limestone. A thin layer 
above ~he Idiostroma zone is crowded with shells of Strap-
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arollus cyclostQmus. The bed~, as they successively appear 
in the creek in following up the ravine, give the normal sec-
tion of the Cedar valley stage and nothing more. T~at sec-
.. tion does not include the quarry stone of ,the state quarries. 
In the bluffs along the river front the quarry stone rests onthe 
MegistocriIiusbed, but in the secondary valleys its base rises 
~n the bluffs more rapidly than the bottom of the ravine 
ascends, and within less than one-half mile back from the river 
. it entirely disappears. The beds constituting the state quar-
ries are a local deposit, and do not belong to the Cedar valley 
seGtion. 
From the several sections and exposures described the 
ge"neral section of the Cedar valley st~ge may be constituted. 
GENERAL SECTJON, CED.lit VALLEY LIMESTONE. 
FEET. 
n. White,. fine;..graified limestone, brecciated in upper 
pa.rt. Fossils rare except in bed near base, which 
is. sometimes crowded with shells of Str-aparol1uB 
··10. 
cJ"c1ostomus _ .. - -'- __ --- __ .:. _____________ ... __________ 20 
Upper Idiostromabed of Hutc.hinson· quarry. This 
bed is not everywhere separated from the lower 
oed': N o~ 8_ -- -____ .. _ ---- . _ --- __________ .___ ____ ·2 
'S;~'Gray, limestone, resembling No.H_________ _________ ~ 
S. Bed with-large stemmed Idiostroma, spherical stro--
matoporoids, some colonies of Acervularia and 
many ~mall cylindrical forms· of Fa vosites . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10 
7. Beds varying much in different localitie~, usually 
.. shaly and yellow i:r;l color after exposure to 
weather __________________ -' __________________ 5 to 10 
6 .. Coral reef ~_~ ____ ~ ___________________________ . _______ 2 
5. Bed with numerous small crinoid or cystidean stems, 
CladopoTa iowensis Owen, and Strobiloqstites 
calvini Wllite-Nos. 5 and 6 of Eicher's quarry ____ 3 
4. 'Blue quarry,stone ill most quarries, with CystipbyJ-
lum .. conifonc,Cyatbopbynum robustum, Ptycho-
phyllumandAcervularia. Nos. 3 and 4 of Eicher's 
quarry _______________________________ .. _______ 4 to ·8 
3. Beds varying locally, usually without .fossils, No.2 
of Eicher's quarry __________________________ 12 to 20 
2; Megistocrinus beds, typically developed iIi the quar-
ries one and one-half miles southwest of Solon, 
and along Rapid creek in sections 20 and 21, 
Graham tOw:riship ___________ ~_:..· ___ :.. ____ ~ _________ 15 
. 1 .. Phillipsastrea beds ____ . ___ .,,---:---..:..:,....: . .,-- ..: _________ ~._ 8 
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The most southerly exposure".,.of Cedar valley limestone ,in 
the coun~y occurs'on land' belonging to Mr. ' J amesMc-
Collister near the center of section 22 in Lucas township. 
There are beds exposed in the riverbank, and there are reefs 
of rock in the river channeL The beds exposed areequiv~­
lent to 3, 4 and 5 of the Hutchinson quarry section.N orth 
'4- of 'the NIcColiister place, on ,land belonging to the ,Richard 
Sanders' estate, there is an abandol1edquarry showing the 
Idiostroma beds overlain hvthe white limestone. The: most 
. ". . ". u . ' . 
westerly~ exposure in the valleyol Clear creek" oCcurs at the 
old woolen mill in section 1, T. 79- N., R.7 W. ,All rock 
exposures ,of every kind' are limited,to the northern part of 
the northeastern half of the county. 
'. STATE QUARRY LIMESTONE.,. 
. ", ' .. -
,At the stat~ 'quarries,orNorthBendquardes, 'in' sections 
5 and 8.of'Penn township, there is .a ,body' of limestone of 
Devonjan age,possessing marked oharacteristics which set it 
off sharplyfromthe'rest~! the Devonian inloW-a. ,,',' r.rhefo~m-' 
ation has a' thickn.essofaboutforty feet. At present there 
is some uncertainty as to its exact taxonomic relations. 
On fresh fracturethestate quar~y rock is lightgrayin color. ' 
In texture it varies somewhat in different beds, but near the 
middle of the fOl'mation it is composed of coarse, 'imper-
fectly comminuted fragments of brachiopod shells cemented 
together, the spaces being filled. with interstitial cal~ite. 
Among the recognizable species of shells Atrypa retiQ'ttlaris is 
the most?ommon, but 'someJ:>eds contain very large numbers 
of Dielasma (Ol'ancena) i()loensis. At some horizons shells of 
an Orthothetes :;tre comlllon. Orthisirnpressais not rare and 
'RynohonellC! puqnus (Puqna-x puqnus) occurs' occasionaily. , 
The sheils, or fragments. <?f sheils, making up the liIIleston.e 
are no~ embedded in a m.atrix. They are simply piled on each 
other and cemented together in a' manner illustrated by the 
formation of the modern coquina along the east coast of 
Florida. The rocks near the middle of the state quarry beds 
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a.re a brachiopod coquina having the interstices completely 
filled with crystalline calcite. 
Near the middle of the formation the rock consists of thick -
ledges which,· some years ago, were worked extensively. 
(Fig. 6~)From these beds came the large limestone blocks 
used in the. foundation of the new state capitol. Although 
-. FIGili.Vlewin the Sta.te Quarry,S(:lction5, Penn township. A man standsln front of the 
principal ledge from which the llmestoneblocks used in the fouridation of the .present 
state capitol wereob1ialned.Someofthe rejected blocks iIi the toreground contain con-
siderable quantities of chert wIth whIch are a.ssociated great numbers ot fish teeth. 
- - " -. -
'. . . . . . 
. the ledges show no definite lamination, and split as readily in . 
one direction as another, the weathered surfaces on opposite 
sides of thenumerou~ joints often show obscure . signs of 
. oblique bedding. The material was evidently swept into 
phtce by moderat~ly strong currents. 
T4e ledges worked in connection with the building of the 
newcapitol~rethe heaviest afforded by the formation. The 
. lowest one is four feet in thickness. It is made up of rather 
finely triturated brachiopod ~hens, the most common species 
being Atrypa1'eticularis. This bed, it seems, did not furnish 
satisfactory material for it- was quarried only to a limited 
extent. The ledge furnishing the greater number of available 
blocks lies directly above the first. It is five feet in thick-
; 
,-
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ness, and is intersected by numerous joints. Among the 
great multitude of unrecognizable fragments of which it is 
chiefly composed it conlains large numbers of· entire detached. 
valves of Atrypa and Orthothetes. . The next ledge in ascend-
ing order which yields usablestohe is separated from the last 
bya talus covered space of two or three feet.· It also is nve 
feet thick, . and in.itAtrypaand·Dielasmaarethe ,prevail-
ing brachiopods. Ina fourth ledge, four feet in thickness, 
the rock is nne-grained, . the materia is are very perfectlycoin-' 
ininuted, species ,cannot ~erecognized, but it is evident that 
the bed is composed of debris from brachiopod shells mingled 
with tritll!ated fragments of· crinoids. . Above the ·.fourth 
ledge the layersvaryfromsix inches to two feet in thickness, 
and toward the upper part of the expo.~ure therdck is made-
up almost whollyoftherelllains of efiIl9ids~>". 
Below· the ,first ledgenotedabove,the>b~iis vary from a few 
inchestoa Joot or IIwre ih thickness,th~thitiner·beds,pre"· 
vailingIle~r, the base of the formation. 'BracI)'iopodshells 
constitute. the·· major part. of· the • material of .~hich .·'theyare 
composed. . . . ... . . 
. The stcttequarryfish bed~-., . Among the waste material of the 
main quarry there are many large blocks,eighteeriinches 
thick; through w4ich·masses of chert are irregularly distrib-
uted. The position of the bedfrom which the chert-bearing 
.. blockswel'eobtained, was not-determined; though it is prob-
able that it liesihthe talus covered space between ledges2 
and 3 of the main workable portion of the quarrfWhat-
ever its position it is a bed of remarkableinterest,for it is in 
~ ._" 
places crowded with fish teeth tha~lie embedded in the chert 
.. or among triturated brachiopod shells in the calcareous por-
tions ofthelayel'.' It looks as if anentirensh fauna had suf-
fered death at once. Such general fatality may have been 
produced by any one of several probable causes; and further-" 
more the cause; whatever it may have been, was doubtless in: 
some way related to the crustal movements recorded in the 
reglon, and to be more particularly noted further on. Changes 
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in{)ceaniecurre,nts attended by rapid elevation or depression 
of tmnperature,earthquake shocks even, or concentration of 
'seawaterinatemporarilyisolated basin, would.be competent 
to produce the observed result. Whatever the cause, it was 
effeGtive,andevery square yard of sea bottom received its 
. quota of dead fishes . 
. . ' Severa(generaand species are indicated amid the profusion 
offish remains interred in this old cemetery. One of the most 
cbfumon,fdl'lllS is the well known Devonian type, Ptyctodus.-
Teeth of this genus are sometiwes literally crowded together 
to forni a sort offish tooth conglomerate .. These teeth or 
. tritors vary in. size and shape, and in the degree of wear to 
. whichthey were"sl1bj ected before the death of their owners; 
but iIl the opiilion of experts to whQm they have been sub-
mitted, they probably all belong to the single species Ptycto-
dU8caZgeoZu8. Along with Ptyctodus are remains of one or 
l1l0re'speGiesof Devonian Placoderrns, as indiCated by great 
nUlllbers of imperfect dermal . plates. . The Dipnoan genus 
. Dipterus-is-repl'esent~d'by a number .of th~ in~eresting' wing-
shaped teeth characteristic of this very old but per~istent 
.. type; and there are teethevidelltly related to Dipterus, but 
so diff~:renta,s probably to make generic separation necessary . 
: But 1rioreinterestingthanall the rest, and far outnumber- 'r 
- ,illgthe<teeth that. could at first sight be referred to. Di pterus, 
or to related-genera, is a vas.t assemblage of teeth of varying 
shapes and dimensions, that bear a striking external resem--
blancetothecfushing teeth of certain genera of Lower Car-
boniferotlsshal'ks .. IIi the opinion of Dr. Q~ R.Eastman, how-
ever, it.isdoubtful if there are any Selachian'teeth in the 
. erttirelot. lIe findsthat, microscopically, so far as sections 
-have been made, they are all identical in structure with the 
teeth of Lung fishes or Dipnoans. '. Tney seem indeed to be 
primitive Dipnoans, exhibiting a stage of evolution not far 
removed from the point whence the Dipnoan and Elasmo-
branch type diverged; and their careful study Win doubtless 
throw much light on the nature of the relationships e#sting 
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between these two groups ... of:fi.shes. . Dipterinefishes have 
long been. known fro~the Devonian of eastern Europe, but it 
is only recently that this type has been found in the Devonian 
of America. Until the discovery of the state qllarryfish -~ed 
our Devonian Dipterines all belonged to a single genus, and 
came from the Upper Devonian formations (Chemung ~a~d 
Catskill) of Pennsylvania. Now we.fiIid tb,e typern the Mis-
sissip-pi valley; but here it il; represented by several genera, 
~nd is connected by inter-gradations with exceedingly primi-
tiveDipnoan forms. It is a matter of interest as yet unex~ 
plained that the collections, so far as determined, affordIio 
examples of teeth of true sharks. 
The material has been placed in the hands of Dr. Eastman,. 
who will in due time furnish a full report upon it~ In the 
meantime -the scientific significance and bearip.gs of the dis-
covery are well· set forth in his prel~minary notes in another 
part of the .present volume. His final report will be awaited, 
with very great interest. . .. 
. . ~ ", . 
IJistribution.-At present the State Quarry limestone· is-
known only in Johnson couIity, Iowa, though itd?ubtless 
will be found at . many other points· in Iowa, and probably in 
adjacent states. 'J:he mainhodyas now recognized occurs in 
sections 5 and 80f Penn township (Tp. 80 N., R.VI W.). It is 
found in the bluffs on the west side of the Iowa r:iver from 
the north lineo! .section 5 toa little more than one-fourth of 
" a mile ,below the north line of section 8, the principal develop-
ment occurring near the south side of the first named section. 
The· width, of the area' occupied by.the formation in this 
region is less than half a mile~ In fact in following up the 
small tribut~ry valleys the State Quarry stone is in most cases . 
found to disappear in less than one-fourth of a mile. 
A second body of State Quarry limestone is found near the 
southwest corner of section 20 of Graham township, at which' 
point the forma~ibn is alm,ost exclusively crinoidal as to 
composition;· a third body of this limestone, but of no grea~ 
thickness, is seen near the top of the hill southeast of the' 
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bridge over Turkey creek in section 23, Newport township; 
and another body of the same'stone oceurs in rather .puzzling 
relations to the Megistocrinus beds in section 23, Big Grove 
to-wnship, southwest of Solon. At the last named locality 
Rhynchonella or Pugnax,is the prevailing fossil. The very 
fossiliferous limestone' seen near the base of the quarry south 
of Shueyville is of. a very different character and belongs to 
a different horizon. * 
Taxonomic relations.-As already intimated, the taxonomic 
relations of the State Quarry stone are not very clear. At 
nrstit seemed that it might possibly represent locaJ deposits 
!mlde contemporaneously with the Cedar Valley beds, but 
later inve~tigation~ indicate that it is younger than the. 
Cedar Valley and was laid down on a deeply eroded surface. 
In support of this view it may be noted that at the mouth of 
the" ravine below the" south quarries in section 5 of Penn 
. ' township, the State Quarry stone rests on the Megistocririus 
. beds of the Cedar Valley stage. In following up the ravine 
the quarry stone rise.s <higher and higher in the bluffs and 
soon disappears, while the members of the normal Cedar Val-
ley section app'ear successively in the bottom of the creek. 
The .contact of the two formations cannot, however, be defi-
pit ely traced. On Rapid creek in section 20 of Graham town-
ship, the relations are nearly the same;J the State Quarry stone 
occurs' only a shortdistanGe above the Megistocrinus beds. 
At Solon theequival~nt of the State Quarry stone occurs on 
the westside of a small ravine,while on the east side of the 
ravine, only four or five rods distant, the typical ~fegistocri­
nus beds', wholly different in character and with an entirely 
different fauna, occur at the same level. The quarry beds at 
the last named locality are composed largely. of shells of 
Pugnax (Rhyncnonella). They extend' westward along the 
north side of the valley of a small creek for about one-eighth 
of a mile and then suddenly disappear, their place in the low 
, bluff being taken by the normal Megistocrinus beds of the 
"-McGee: Tenth Census Rept. vol. X, Quarries and BUilding St-one, p. 262. 
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Cedar Valley section. In the bluffs above tbebridge over . 
. Turkey creek, at -the point already noted, in section ,23 of 
Newport. tOWn~hip, these beds occur ,above thewhite'lim~­
stone at the top of the Cedar Valley f6rmation,so far as it is 
developed in this part of Iowa. NO'Devonianbeds?fany 
kind have so far been found above the State Quarry stone. 
The anomalous relations of thisioruiation, the limited areas 
to which. it isconfined,the<abrupt niaIiner in which it 
a ppears and disa ppears, sorp.etimes a tthelevel of one member 
of the Cedar, Valley section and. sometiniesat· the level of' 
another, alllead to theconclusion~that itwasde1>osited 
. unc()mforinablyontheCedar Valleyli:mestoneafter the lapse .. ' 
ofaeollsiderable erosioninterva;L(Fig .7.) The. same view 
Fm. 7. . Hypoth~tical sectlonshowlngthtlpr(jbablerelatioIis: oftlle Stll.teQIla.l"tY~toneA,to . 
the Ceda.r Va.l1ey limestone B, along the river: trontinsectlon5, Peini tolmshl~. . 
. . " -.' ." 
iseven·.more .. strongly~uggestedby •.. ·the •..•• fact.·thatin.· .. certain . 
respec~sthe fauna· of.theSta teQuarrybeds.isuniqlie.r;rhe 
deposit near . Solon furnishesPuqnax puqnu8Ma,rtin,ffIelo(}ri~ 
71/,--(;8 calvin'i Wachsmuth, and a very peculiar strom-atoporoid, .' 
none oJ wllichls found in the otherDevoilianfbrm~tioIls. 
. . .... '. . ~ ' .. ' '.' 
Of otherspeciesthathav6. a greater-verticalrange, as for 
example At1'ypa rreticulctris, there issufficiellt variation to dis-
tinguish them IT~mindividualsof the same species found at . 
other hor~zons. The Orthothetes,so common in the heds in 
section 5 of Penn township, is associated withPugnax; and' 
like it is limited to·the State Quarry stage .. The great mass 
of cemented crinoidaldebrlscomprising the beds. '. in Ura;;. 
ham township and the upper ten or fifteen feet· of the forma-. 
:: .. ;-. 
~.~. 
: .. # 
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'tiah at.the state quarries, 'has no parallel in any other stage 
of the I6wa Devonian. The presence of Dipterus~ which else-
,w.p.ere, occurs, only in the upper Devonian, tends likewise to 
. separatethisffom the, underlying Cedar Valley formation. 
'Tl1tbts connection it may be ,noted that the' Rhynchoneiloid 
:sbelr -Puqnarr; PVXjn:U8 is, a "Carboniferous rather than 'a 
Devonian type~ It, is true that this species is found in th.e " 
llpper'Devcnlian .of New York, and at the same horizon in, 
Eur6pe; butlt is in theCarboniferolis, particularly in Europe, 
thatttattains its fullest development. Faunally, therefore, 
thetelations~~ o~ the State Quarry limestone are with the 
'upper,and notwi~h the middle Devonian as is the case with 
, 'thegedar Valleyb~ds; and so all the phenomena relating to 
. ;this limestone, and its interesting f:;.tuna seem to require for 
".their interpretation a number of--cfustal movements' and a ' 
. , ' 
-'p~~iQd of 'erosion in the Iowa Devonian, heretofore unsus-
pecte&' 
CARBONIFEROUS, SYSTEM. 
.. ... 
KINI1ERHOOK STAGE. " 
Norocks.of-Kinde;hoolr age ar"e. naturally exposed within 
th~]i~t~Qf Johllscni county,:and yet there can be 110 doubt 
th~-t Kinderh()ok, 'beds . occur beneath the superficial deposits 
in'WashIngton,> Sharon. and ,other southwestern townships. 
'. Atc tlleMcKinley,quarry,one-:half mile south of the' co~nty 
',.line,jnse~tion 5, Tp.77 N.,E.. VIII W.:, beds of the Kinderhook 
" areexpos~d~ in the side ora small valley. ,The rock consists 
'ofhea-vy,ledgesofyellowish brown sandsto~e &eparatedby 
t4ih: bandsof chert. The base of the quarry is 120 feet below 
the cre!:!;t of the l:>hiffw hose summit coincides with the general 
l~yel ()f the 6ouritryfor many mil~s to the north, Iiortheast 
and northwest. "Fro;Ill'the dip oftlie Kj.nderhook beds at the 
q~arrY'mentionedjtisinferredthat they extend underneath a 
considerable area in the southwestern part of Johnson county. 
bESMOlL~ES STAGE. 
" .Ge'(U3t'al desoription.--In the northea,sternpart oIthe county 
there are ,numerous outliers of coal measure sandstones and' 
. .; ..... ~ . .:.: ':! . 
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shales balongiilg .tothe·])~s:Moinesstage. Deposits' .of:~his 
stage . were once··generaloyer .the.w~oie ~areaf brtt' 'erosivfJ' 
. agents" have '·s~ep.t;th~m n:~aI'ly ~ll: away,amlit is OlilY'ina 
. few'fayored locaJittes t1iattbeYJia~e!J~efiprbtectea aIidpre; 
. .', ~erved~.t)uring. :thetltn~repi'ese:ritedbythe ,LoW~i' ·O~rbon:' . 
. Herous(¥is$issippi~h) ;series . the '. northeastern :patt6fth~ . 
c6Untf·wa~ .. drY;l~rid'and'stibjec.t··to .sllba~ri3l. erosldh~. ···With '.' 
.ther.~trea.tof ,tp.~:Kil1de.rhqok sea the whole .. county hecain~ 
subject' to·~hesattieillfluEm~e~. > • As the lalldroseh.igh~r.and '.' 
lllgherabov~se~' level; d.e~p -valleys werecutin]'Jevonlanarid 
. Kinderhook strata., 'During tli~1)esM()iries·s~ag~ofthe:Car-· 
bop.if¢rou~,'howevel'.,·the· .. colilltywasp~rtof~igteatarefL.of .. 
. subsidence over which'~hese~ e-veiltu~llyreiurhed~ll.dspread . 
sheets :0(: qoalmeasllfe .. ~4~les··and :~~n~~()~es.The ergsion . 
v~ll~ys .wete:fill~d, and thehiglll~D:ds ~ay. ey:eu'have: ·been. 
coveredWith,Carl>oniferousse4im.e:nts~ . De.nu.datloit·hasJoll.g . 
since ',st~ipp~dQff these sed,inientse:x:cepf:where,theY. ''Y~re 
protecte~jn:th~ pra~p~r;bQniIer&lls-va,lleys.", .... . 
co~~=e~~~:'t J~~:Z!n~;~~~c~:ib~:~ 
. the . northern parto~ low-aCitYand.e:Xte"(lds:b~yond 'th~iniddte ' . 
. . !~r~~~~:!!£:ti£:·~i:1it~2!;~!~!:o~ 
directly over the center of 'the valley~ The "right wall of the 
~vaney.js seelt __ at'theS:aIid~rs <fu.arrY.b¢low the' old IDill where . 
coal·measu~e·. depos.its."()ver1~·'·erodededge~.of 'Ue-vonian' -. 
8trat~~(Fig.8.)·'T1:t~ left wall is seeirip:Sanders'pastlil'e,. 
thirty rods 'e3;St:,of ,tli~ :barn .. · ~T'he 'coalllleasure "beds 'end 
··abr~ptlyandth~jr. place'istak~n'by- tt,:e white Jime"s.tohe' of 
.... th¢l11?per'partofiihe CedarV alleY'~t~ge ... ' m:he leItwall was 
at "this pointnrore precipitous ,than the rtgllt, ·for only a few 
rods 'a,waya snaftmade . in, prospe.etingfor· coa.lwentdown." 
from forty to, sixty feet without st:i-iking·liplastone.. . 
North-of~he old T~rrill mill~ there' are two exposures of 
shaly sandstone . belonging to the. Iowa City Carboniferous.' 
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FIG'S, ContactofCarboniferou8wlth DavonIa.n strata.JLt the Sanders quar~y northot Iowa 
Oity. The.heavyledgesat theright a.re Devonianlhriestones: the rapIdly weathering' 
ta.lusforllling beds at the left of the limestone are UpperCarbonlferous sandstone. There 
is here seen a portion of thinocky cliffs that marked the right side of a pre-Carboniferous 
valley.. . . 
'.' outlier. (Fig. g.) The beds here contain nodules of iron 
pyrites, and there are many large l~m.ticular or spheroida~ 
concretions. . ,The exposed edges of the strata are stained in 
. places by the oxidation of the pyrites. By the first settlers 
FIG. 9 . . Outlier of Carboniferous sandstone north of the Terrill mill, near Iowa. O1~y. 
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o~ this region. thesebed$w.ere quiteextel!sively quarried for 
bllilding stolle, but -their tendency to . disc()lorationand to 
spilt into thin lami}ileQnweathering led to their disuse: ~At 
the residence o:fM~. Sa:nders the beds are quite shaly,and 
contain a thin layer of coal varyjng fro'mhaifanincht() an 
inch .or·· two in thickness. In the . pasture of Samuel Hess, 
-soqt!! ()~-the Sanders pasture, there are beds'of shale, too 
thi:p. t,o he of use, lmt()f e.x:cellent quality for· the _ nianuf~cture 
of pO,t,teryorpavi:p,gbrick. . 
The old· valley in. . which the Iowa, City outlier o~curs has a 
dir~ctio:h east of SQuth, cutting through the Hess pasture and 
th,epasture next on the south. It passes under the high hill 
in. t4e no:rthern part of Towa City,and-has been re-exeavated 
in part by the present valley of R~lston creek. 
-Ashaft.dug on the JaIid of Mr. Hess-showed.the following. 
section. 
FEET., 
6. 'Loess _____ ._. ___________ . ___ . ___ ':. ___________ .. _ __ __ ___ _ __ 6 
-5. Shale and-shaly rock _______________________ ~-------- 40 
. 4~_ Whitesandstone-: ________ .. __ ,. __________ -: __ :._:; _____ ~- 2t 
3 .. Shale ___________________ :. ____ . _____ .,. _____ ~----:...;-~--., - 3 
2. Sandstone __________ ... ____ ~ ____________ . _______ .. ______ 5 
1. LimestOne (Devonian) _______ • _____ ~ _________________ 10 
Number 1 is pevonian, numbers 2, 3, 4a-nd 5 belo~g to the -
D~s ::M:oines stage of theCarbonife;rom~.· . _ '_.-
·T/l,e.i..ma;~~outliel'-.-· Jhesecond.. b04 y qfCarbqlliferons 
deposits in JOhnsoIlcounty is.on landbelo1igingtotlH~ Amana -
society and may be called the Amana outlier.' This outlier 
begills in th~ salientbhi:ff that occupies thea.nglelJetween 
the I.owa river bottom and the ialleyo~ Kna_pp creek,in s~c­
tion27 of Monroe township. . From this potnt it continues 
wel3tw3ird in th~ bluffs facing the riverint9 Iowacounty~ 
Thedep9sit is ,here a heavy bedded, and often crqss oedded, 
sap,c1stone'(5omposed- of cbarse grains of _ silica im~erfectly' 
cemented with iron oxide and calcium carbonate.· Tliecolors 
are --dingy red and brown with some da;ker purplish' ~t~ealrs~ '. 
The rock has b~ell quarried at various points, and one of the 
""' "" .. 
. . .. , 
. ' 
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·quarries recently worked is near the mouth of Knapp creek . 
.. ·.·~h~:foliowing secton is -there exposeq. 
FEET • 
. ' 5> Loess and till' _____________ ~ ______________ : _______ 6 t08 
1- 'Sandy sh~le'-~--~---~~---.,- ~ _______________________ :'__1 ' . 
. 3. Whitesanc;lstone ---- __ -______ ~ _________ ... ___________ :. . i 
2~Heavy.,bedded sandstone ____ ~ ______ ;. __ :; ______________ 10 
.. iT~ltisdown to creek ____ .: ____ ;._.: ____ · ___________ ~_~ ___ '_ .15 
:. :' ~ .... 
.·.S~alLpatches of Carboniferous deposits are found at inter-
.~a1s~lon,g·the:i()wariver, and thel'eare some in other parts 
. 'of.tl:tecQunty. ". One on Rapid creek in section 30, Newport 
· . t<>",iiship(Tp~ 80'N~ ,R. V W ~) . is. mentioned by O~en, * and 
' ... ' M:c(je~tjjotes the common, occurrence of small outliers along 
····.tli~Iowa'river,.betweenI(rWa City and the great elbow of the 
.' ·str~*m,atthe~orthend·of Penn township.. Some of these 
", ,,:'a~~~~en'o~ the .top of the 1>luffsin the 'neighborhopdofthe 
·~:-,"~t~t~:9.11~rJ:'ies.· .... . '. - . . .' 
....... , ·,·:'Fo$8~l8~---<'rhe .. coa;l.m~~sura beds of .' Johnson county· have 
.'. ··.·_:Yield~d .few recogni2~able fossils. Plant re.mains ~ay reason-
_-~~lybeexpe.cte~to -occur in' the shaly porti()D.s of the form:' 
.·:~ti()~,but.' in these 110 . recent excavations hayebeen made~ 
':'C~:rtain .sandstone beds. 9f· the·' Iowa 'City outlier near Ter-
· .. rii1'~·min-have furIiished speciinens of . Lepidodendron arid 
·.··.Cai~~ite8. . . . ' .. 
PLEISTOCENE SYSTEM . 
...... '-';'. 
. . .. ' .. 'The~surface of .Johnsoncounty is very generally covered' 
· ·:-\vith. Pl.ei~~o6eiledeposits.,These include an· older and a 
<'youn,gei-drllt sheet, a' bed of loess and, along the stream val~ . 
';·leys., heds~:f alluvium.. ,-
KANSAN DRIFT • . 
. '.All the .kn9wn drift in· the ~sollthern half of the c6unty 
'. ·b~lQhg~tothe.Karisan age. There may hea pre-Kansan drift, . 
sheet beneath the Kansan, for throughout the greater part of 
.. Ibwa:theKansan drift records not the first, but a second ice 
·1ri~,a~iQD.-which .. spread glacial detritus over an older she~t of 
• *Owen's Geol.Burv. of Wls" Iowa.&.nd Minn., 11-..87. 1852. 
tElev6n.th Ann. Rep U. S. Gaol Surv" p. 309. Washtngton, 1891. 
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till. But the older till,sofarasknown,isnotexposedatthe . 
'surfacewithhlthe limits of Johnson county ... ·Itspresence, 
howevel',se~ms tobeilldicatedby.an ulistratified bltieclay' 
beneath. a:black,'friable soil with w.oody. fhtgllents,in 
McGee's wellrecord"No ......• 172~*Thewel1·referred ,to is 
located, in section .• 1 of Graham townsbip. = Theblueiillabbve 
the soilandfor~stbedisprobablyKansan. ··Yelibwtill . 
. recorded ~~.occurringabovethe blue., maybe either· Iowan or.' 
. upper oxidizedK~n:s~n" and. the sandy .bedsatthesurface· 
belollgtothe age of tlH~ l()ess~' 
The Kansan-drift,which is the onlydriftkn6Wn. ill all the 
." southern part of thecounty,'is'usuallyoverlainbylpess,b~t . 
the' loess and . the drift upon . which itliesareseparatedbya 
longintergl::iJcial interval. At nu'mberlessl1oints.the lQess'hQs 
been removed by erosion, and the Kansandfift is exposed." 
The' surface .of··.·the·.dr~twa8very·. much, Illodified ••... by Dleteor'.c 
agencies, and by .thegro'wth of~ plantsbeiore the 10888' was 
laiddowIlo . In'thefirstpUwe itwasverydeeplyeroded, asi~ .. 
indiGated bytheiact that the loess forms a relatively thin.-:· . 
veneero£ 'ne~rlyunif()rmthickness . over <.t4e ridges . and' 
'1'a vines ofara:therhoiderosional topography, which mtd'beeh 
fully developed before aJlyloesswasdeposited .•. Inthesecond'··· 
place, during the interglacial" interval,: thesuperficialm~te .. · 
rials of the Kansandriftwere'vel'Y completelY9;xidized. The' 
drift of this stage was a t firstahlue clay,:~ndis so stilLatdepths. 
beJ-Pw the.ilifluenceof.oxidiziuK·agents. But~at'andnear'th~ 
surfacetlie ferrouso~de of· the blue clay . was' changed.tothe 
red and brown oxides,Withthee:iIect thatheneatb, the l()e~s 
the Kansan till is d~rk reddish brown ineolor. >Th.~Original 
drift was ri(!liin lime carbonate, and at moderate de.pths it .. 
retains all of this constituent that it ever possessed,but as 
a third change to he noted as occurring before-depositiollof 
loess, the superficial part of the deposit had . the calcareous' 
matter completely removed, partly by growth of plants and 
partly by the leaching effects of meteoric waters. Fourthly,-
. . . , . ~ 
·Eleventh .A.nn.Rept" U. S. Geol. SurY., p.~. 
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within the zone subject to the effect of modifying agents, all 
,bowlders of certain kinds of granite suffered decay. They 
crumble under slight force into a coarse sand; many,especi-
ally near the surface, ',are now represented by masses of inco-
h¢reIl.tparticles distributed through finer glacial 'debris. 
,~atllral sections showing the reddish brown oxidized zone 
, oft:b.eKansandrift overlain by loess, charged with disin-
,~~~I,{ratedgranite bowlders, and having its line of contact with 
the loess conf()rming to the inequalities of the present sur-
face and maintaining ,essentiaL parallelism with it, occur at , 
numer()~s,pointsalong the roadways in the southern part of 
the county. One of these exposures is found in the wes~side 
or asmaJl valley near the northeast corner of section 30 of 
> Lucas townsliip. AnQtherof equal significance is seen south 
of the bridge over OldMan creek near Windham. Along the 
'w~st:aIid' south sides of section 10 in Washington township 
,there are several good exposures of the same kind. There 
arein.factscores o~ similar exposures in Washington, Sharon' 
a;n.d.()ther.southern~ownships; OIle of the most instructive ' 
beiIlg,seenon the county line eightyrods east of the south-
, "westcornerof~ectiori33, and another near the northeast 
corner of ~section 19, both in 'Washington township. ' In Scott 
tO~Ilshipthere are excellent sections showing thes~m~ phe~ 
"n()m~na. 'A railway cut near the northeast corner of section 
'7, 'andaumllher of cuts in the wagon road which follows the 
" " s.outhlineof sectionslto"5will serve as examples. All the 
, '.'~ases are consistent, and all support the view that a very long 
intervaL elapsed between the deposition of the Kansan drift 
.. and the laying down of the loess which, to a large extent, 
'prevented further change. 
, As already intimated the Kansan drift was originally a blue 
clay. 'The bowlders of the Kansan are small when compared 
with those of the Iowan till. Specimens exceeding four feet" 
, i~ diameter are very rare, and it is seldom that any-portion 
of the bowlders project above the surface of the thick sheet 
of. drift. The Kansan bowlders are very largely dark colored, ' 
,8 G. Rep. 
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·1I~e·,grai~~a·'·.varieties; .. 6f ... trapfth0ugh· ... there.· •• ·.are •.••.. maIly •.•. ·sDlall· 
. light,x;()lored:granites,:.and . (jceasiolial1y : one •. ' fihds'nlllllefous 
trallsported.· .:fragments. · of.; limestones, 'sandston~s ·:'()!:.9tlier 
:sedimentary.rocks .. ·;Qfthe·jncluded. ·p'ehblesandc •. boWI~le~,· .. ' 
. unllsual;num hers~areplaned and··.skiate'd 'on .oIl~.:ortwO·'~siaes, 
.a·.·.fact·~ .. which.lndicates .•. ·that,· .• n;otwithstanding.;·t.~e .... gre.~~'.tlljek-
.. ··ne~s:0f.;the.·.Kan~an· .. deposits,·.·.a:large •.• part.·.()f ... the.cln~te.1?i~l·was.· • 
. transported' duriIlg.all,or·part.of i~s . journey; 'assubgiacial 
·drift.·····.... . ' . 
". ,'Glacial" 8dol~irU;8. ~There ··are ... a. few •. ·p'ointsiIrthe;col1;nty 
.wliere-tlleKansan drift .. ··rests: on planed a,Ildscored.lei!ges.:of 
liIJl~stone.· .' In general it is"the hard, 'brittle;finegraiIied . 
. W hite Jimest()~ein·.the upper:.part:ofthe Cedar Valley stage . 
. .• ~;~a.~~.: .. 4a§i· preseryed. •.. ·.th~,glacial.·.marlrings.. '.' Such' •.. marki~gs 
:qcSW;t',a.tthe.sllmmit()f'"the.,Rut¢hinsQ.R~qu~p:ry:~;nd/a.t;p9~P.ts· '. 
between· .. ·the .• quarry .··arid···.'·the. upper· .. ·.bridge.west:.·.or·::I()~a,Qity: 
. At· ... the site .. of·the .. 01.1. woolen • inill'.?n Clear·£reekthe-roc}r$in '. 
. ., the-bott9mof£liestre~1ll~re .. yery •..• beautifullyplanedCl?late .. 
"l),'and at. t4elime. quarry'o:fMr.LiI,ider, .. twoWiles.llorthwest 
of. Iowa City, ,th(j.white·· .. l iineston:· .retains'ilreglacia1.§trire: 
. The direction otthestrire is'e.s$entiallythesameatall?the. ' 
pOints.observed,.thelIiainlnovement of the ·icebein~rsouth 
63° east. ..' ••.. ...... . .. 
IOWAK DRIFT •. 
. - ". . 
TheyQunger' ,'drift sheet'(jXposed in Johrison • cO:Ul1~yis . 
~nownas.the .Iowan~ . Itisliinit~dto· the northerup'art bl 
tIle county, . and is especially Interesting. for the reason: that, •. 
. so far as it appears . in this county; it w~s deposited-byt4,e 
.e~reme solithern; lobulate"ll1Clirginof the' IowaIljc~~r.rwo 
lobes oftliis ice sheet, pushing ()utbeyoI1dth.e.avel'ageJimit,. 
ip.v::ided-Johnson· county and deposited typical'Iowa,ndrift:.in . 
tWD <Astillct areas whlch, inthe description of thetopo~raphy . 
of the·.coUJ,lty; have been called respectivelytlie.Solon lobe 
'-and' the-North Liberty lobe. . The limits of these beds: have 
alrea<iyheen·described. The Iowan drift differsfrcmithe 
Kansau>jn anuinber- of particulars. ·It is -uotcovetecl'by 
IOWA GEOLOG'CAL SURVEY. PLATE, III. 
GLACIAL PLANING ON DEVONIAN LIMESTONE. CLEAR CREEK, WEST OF IOWA CI TY. 
-,', 
0'.'_·:'0 
- .' 
o • • . ' • 
i~ . 
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"l()ess;~ '. Its surface _has suffered but little erosion since it 
Vl~S~: depdsited~The Tolling' cOlli1:trysouth of the.Iowan· 
· ,··m.~rgin,carved .as it is into a series of rounded hiils and 
's~~ep'"sided, i'aVines, -is in· marked contrast with the very 
. getttly:lludu.lating surface of the Iowan drift, where-the 
.... ·.w~terwaY8 -.have cut but a few feetb~low the generallev-el, 
arid an unbroken plain stretches away to' the horizon. 
O:B~tw~en Corahillean.d North. Liberty the' distance.' is -. some 
siX. Iniles;butinpassingfroIIlthe first t.o the second- village 
_ . the :roadwindsfof. more<than·· two-thirds of the wayatnong 
'. ;loes~-_Goveredhi1l8 alid deep.gorge-likevalley-s that illustrate 
· .... -the;topograp4yoftheKa~san area where it is' covered with 
'. -•. ' ~th.ick mantie.ofloess~ But a mile and a·half sotith'of N olih 
. Liberty .. the .lo~sse~d8abrup:tly,th~steep hills and deep 
-~-v'alleYsa..re left hehirrd> and the roadway leads out upon a drift 
'~h1inthat as-yet :hasscarc~H:.ybeen attacked by- the agents 
; .... oferosiolh. Tlietransitioli is SO sudden.ast6 create surprise . 
'.··.,OM 
. : . ~ 
. -··; .. I~·is likepassil1g illto ·a·.new country. . 
'g:he- . plaill:uponwhlch the rqad enters -south of N orlh 
Lihertyis o~cupiedby'prosperouS farnis with black, m~llow . 
· easiiycultivated. soil. '--13:eneaththe soil there isayellowtill 
.· .. w:hichshowsscarcelyanyevidence of change sinc~_it. was: 
.'. ·······:l~iddowri.: -O.xidationisnotmoremarked at the ~urfa~e than 
. _in'the-de~per ·parts.of the depc>sit.Calcareous '~atter is'· 
"ab-olltasablindant-atth¢_gtas~roots as it is ten feet lower-
-p.oWp..> > The bowlders are sound and hard-,show.tng no signs' 
of.de~ay~_Furthermorethebowlders are of gray granites 
_witJI~v~rYIewif al1yoffinewained~ dark colored tr3rp~ Not 
.. ' ·.···II1aIiy<Of the howld.ers are-<planed or scrat~hed, and there are' 
.sca.rcely al1y~f~agmentsof' transported sedimentary rocks. 
_ '_The Jllargi~ otthelowan drift lobes'iuJohnsoncountY"are 
'.' marked by hills that rise from forty to eighty feet above the 
~clev¢l oftlle drift plain. These moraine-like' hills have already 
been·desi;ribed in discussing the topographic features of the 
.. county. 
., 
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This isa deposit of fine glacial silt evidently derived from 
the Iowan. drift. In Johnson county it is distributed in 
regions that lie heyondthemargin Of the area' that wascov-' 
eredhy Iowan ice. With. the .exceptionofthepaha of McGee 
it isveryunusuaLt0findloess~ anywhere ,illanyepnsiderahle 
amount" very far within the territory' occupied by Iowari·till .. 
. Thehill~·thatmarkthemarginal1imitsoftheIowan ice sheet 
are everywhere deeply covered hythisdeposit,andall the 
remaining portions of the countyoutside~he Iowan drift 
lobes were overlain to a gre~teror less depthhy thes~1l!.e 
material. ' 
General description.-· . Theloess of Johnson eoub.iyis a part 
of the extensive deposits of this material distributed over' 
certain areas in eastern Iowa.· Illsorrie pa:rticulars it is quite 
distinct from the loess of the MissourLriver valley .. With· 
respect to Iowa" therefore, there a,retwodistinct phases of 
loess, one of which may be' c~edthe eastern loess, tlleother 
the. western. Where typicaUy;dev~loped this eastern loessis~ .. 
yellow cl3iym.ixed withparticl~s of silica too fine to bedenom- . 
inated sand, and cQntaininga cQnsiderable amount of dissem-
·inated calcium carbonate. In Johnson county, however, the' 
deposit is very vari~hlein ·corrtposition., In the hills that 
. were heaped up around the,margi~of the Iowan ice, the loess 
often contains a large percentage of sand. This sand may 
. -' -- - - -....... - - -'. t-
be gray in color and may make up more than half the deposit 
as is particularly true in the neighborhood of Solon,and in 
parts.of the low moranie hjlls which extend southeastwardly 
from Solon to section 36, of Cedar township. More frequently 
the sand is nner,brjght yellow in color, and, mixed with a 
. greater proportion of the, typical eloess clay. This phase 
of the sand is well illustrated at numerous points, as, for 
example, in sect.i.ons 8, 17, 21 and 22, of Big Grove township, 
and in sections 19 and 30, of Penn. Then again the materials 
first transpo'rted from the margin of the Iowan ice and depos~ 
ited over the extra marginal surfaces were coarser than those 
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transported later, for at the base of the deposit, for some. 
dista.ncefrom the· source of supply, there is usually a sandy 
layer underneath finer and more typical loess. This sandy 
layer,wh.ich Gonstitutes thesub-loessial sand of Norton, is 
not- found; however, more than a few miles beyond the margin 
of the Iowan. drift . 
. Gene8is.-··· That the loess is a silt derived from the finer 
materials of the Iowan drift is supported by. the color and 
. composition of ,the deposit, by i.ts geographical relations to 
. the margin of this drift sheet, and by its superposition some-
tim.es on Iowan till and sometimes on eroded and oxidized 
surfaces of Kansan till. The nature of the agents whereby it 
. was transported and deposited is not so clear .. Some beds of 
the deposit may possibly indicate transportation from dried 
and dustysurface~~by wind; but the thick body of loess piled 
. ~ -
llparoum-:tth-e margin of the Iowan drift, . with accompanying 
sands near the source of supply. and finer silt carried to greater 
.qistances, seems ." to be best explained by assuming slug-
gishcurrentsfrom the melting. ice sheet as the agent of dis-
tribution and deposition. To summarize the facts relating to 
the distribution of the coarSer and finer materials of the loess 
it may be stated that at a (iistance greater than six or seven 
. . \ 
.. milesfrom the margin of the Iowan drift the whole'sheet of 
. loess is composed of fine silt; the greater the distance from 
.themargin, the less yellow and more ashen in color the 
deposit becomes; thesub-Ioessial sands overlain by true loess 
are' limited to a belt around the drift lobes three or four or 
five miles in width; and in the moraine-like hills contiguous 
tothe ,drift margin the entire thickness of the loess from 
base to surface is frequently arenaceous. 
Fossils and other aontents.-Since the depositton of the loess 
some segregation of its limy constituent has taken place, and 
calcareous concretions known as 10ess-kindchen are more or 
less common in typical portions of the. formation. In some 
:fip.e clayey beds verticaL "pipes," apparently due to deposi-
tion of iron oxide in successive laminar sheaths around long 
~ ~ 
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,. , 
, ' .' 
, .slenderrootscof plants,attract ~ popular attention on account 
. ,of their shape and conspicuOllsreddish brown Golor.· Certain 
darkcolored,fil1egrained portions of the loess are veryfossil-
if~rolis. " Shells of Ferll.ssacia,lielieina,Mes.odon, Patula, 
Pupa,SucdiIiea, Vallonia, Vertigo,Zoriitesa:ndafewother 
genera 6fhtnd Snails are common. Along with· the more. 
strlctiyterrestial cformsare species of, the'pondfrequentiIlg 
genera Limnffia, Physa and Planorbis, while very rarelyther~ 
, occur. shells of the aquatic bivalve ~Pisidium.~~()f.B~ 
Shlmek, who probably has handled more of these fossils than 
any other collector,identifiesabollt sixty species from this 
.formation. 
ALLUVIUM. 
Alluvial deposits occupy areaS otgreater or ,less extent 
aloilgallth~principal drainage streams 01 the. county..K 
broad.,;belt"of warm,san:dy alluvIum, underlain by 'gravel, 
: occupie'sthevalleyof theIowari~er ~romthepoiDiatW'hiCll' 
. the stream crosses the westlilleofthe cou.ntyuntilit enters 
. thegorg~boundedlJylQess .covered hills,nearth~<iron1>ridg~' ' 
south of Shueyville. , 'There are smaller ,'areas of ~allu viuma t 
intervals bet'ween the iron bi'idgeand Iowa City .. South of . 
Iowa City there is a eontinwJUs alluvia:! plain which widens 
r,apidly, particulatly on~' the east side of theriver,and 
embraces many square lniles,ofrichfarming lands in Lucas,~, 
Pleasant Valley and Frembnttownships. ciearcreek'and" 
O!d Man creek: rbn in wide v~lleys, and eac~ has itsfiood, 
plain covered with heavy deposits of alluvium. Rapid creek, 
inits lower coursefiows for somelnilesthrough a rich alluvial 
'plain. A similarplaill,onb6thsides of the Cedarriveroccu-
pies a number of square miles in the northeastern corner of 
the county: 
DEPTH OF ELEISTQCEN-E DEPOSITS~' 
The Pleistocene "'deposits of Johnson county vary greatly in 
'dep~h. Ther~are places where the' indurated, rocks are 
exposed without any covering of loose. superficial materials , 
, .~ f 
. ~' 
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, . whatever, and there are other places where the deepest wells 
r~ported have failed to penetrate the entire thickness of the 
s:upe:rficial deposits. In the central part of Cedar township 
, ,wells, are bored ' to a depth of 200 to 225 feet before reaching 
the indurated rocks, while at Solon, on one side and McCune's 
, quarry in sections 2 and 30f Cedar township on the other, the 
rocks come to the surface. There is here evidence of apre~ 
,glacial, r()c~-"Walled valley 200 feet' in , depth. The plain 
. through which the Iowa river fiowsf!-'om·the west line of the 
county to the ironhridg6) . has 'deposits of. river sand and 
, gravel 150 feet in' depth. The loess and drift in the southeast 
. corner of Scott township have an aggregate depth of 200 feet 
asshown by well bo:rings, and awell at LoneTree, Fremont 
township, was bor~dthrough alluvium and drift to a depth of 
" '212 feet ,without reac~ingthe bottom of the Pleistocene. At 
Oxiord,alld other . points 'in the valley of Clear creek" the 
Pleistocene bedsI'each a depth of 256 feet, and south of Fry-
,town, in Washington township, ,a well is reported 282 feet 
" . d~epwithout encountering anything hut loose, superficial 
. 'materials. , 
THE PREGLACIAL, SURFACE. 
C01l1bining,theevidencefrom well records' and known rock 
',exposures,it is seenthat the preglacial surface o~ple county 
was very irregular and was diversified with deep valleys and 
. rocky, precipitous hills, as a result ofa period of erosion 
ilnmediatelypreceding th~distributi6n of the first glacial. 
drift. ,The drift sheets, which aggregate in some places 300 
feetin'thickness, leveled ,up the irregular surface by filling 
the valleys with glacial detritus. Only in a comparatively 
few cases do even the preglacial hilltops project above the 
surface of the thick mantle of unindurated loess and drift. 
The obliteration of the preglacial hills and valleys by the dis-
tributionof loose surface materials, has contributed much to 
the-convenience and success of every citizen of Iowa. 
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,SOILS .. 
Thesoils,ofJ()hnson county maybe arranged infourdivi-
siohS b¢tween which WilL be found in some jnstancesnumer.; . 
ous intergr,adations.. " , .' '. . . . '. ' . .-
I.' Tliesoilofth~ IowandriftlobesisprobablY.the -inost 
distinct of any of the divisions. It is typically a rich, mellow 
black loam 'of grea tdeptli,easily tilled ahd.'veryprodhctive. 
Evidences of .. thrift; . and ,prosperity abound thrQughout th~· . 
. region over which the Iowan drift isdeposited~ " . 
2. Kansan drUt overlain by~ thinven~erof loessconsti-
tutes the -secbndtype of Johns.on . county soils. This type is 
best. developed' southoi,Old Man cr.~ek_ in . Washington, 
Shar()nand Liberty towhships;butexcellent examples Of. it . 
are found throughout Scott township and in the northern . 
part .of Lincoln. Thissoilfsex,c~pti0t.1ally fertile and . 
responds most generously to the labors ,of tb.e farmer .. ' Ithas 
atleast one advantagffovertlie soils of the I()wandrlftlobes 
inthatitisfreefrolltlie:great nUIIibersof granite bowlders .. 
which 'sometimes encumper' farms located on, Iowan drift. ' 
, The eleganthornes, large, Qverfiowi:ngbarns,,1Vell.keptst()ck, . 
~nd~Upossiblelabors~~ingdevices, that.areseen01i every . 
. hand where this soil exists, . attests its great productiveness .' •. 
• when thelabor of the farm is.directedbyquickenedilltelli-
gence. 
3. Alluvial soils occupy-a· considerable area within this 
county. The' distribution, qfalluvlllinhasalreadybeen 
noted .. Some parts of the al1uvialplainsinth~ northern 
part of the county are rather sandy, but in general the 
soils of these plains rank· wIth the best. As: a rule they 
are warm, mellow,ri<;h in ,plante food, and ,~thoroughly. under-
drained ,by reason of thebeds'ofgravel which usually occur 
at no' great depth from: the surface.' The;-1argestareas of 
alluvial soils occu~rin Oxford,Madison, Pleasant Valley and 
. Fremont tqwnships. .' . . . . . . 
4. A fourth type of soil occurs in the-heaped up ridges' 
around· the margin of the Iowan drift andDiri the region' of, 

'. 
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deep loess which is found for a distance of three or four 
_miles south ot the margin. Loess is of course the prevailing 
material constituting the soils of this type, but near the 
margins· of . the drift lobes there is· more or less of sand. A 
-sa.ndy ridge-extends from Solon southeast to section 2, of 
Graham township .. Sand mixed with loess clay occurs in all 
them~rginalridges around the Iowan lobes,but· the greater 
part. 01 the_ area has soils composed of typical loess. The 
region is very much broken and rolling. No vegetable mould 
de'velopsover the loess ridges. The yellow loess clay is 
tu.rned over by the plowshare, and to one accustomed to the 
rich ~lack loam of the drift covered areas the fields p-resent a 
very uninviting ang barren ~ppearance. Loess is rich in lime 
carbonate and some other substances utilized by plants, so 
that where the surface is comparatively level good crops are 
produced though at relatively great expenditure of time and 
hlibor. On the steeper slopes, however, -that some persist in 
cultivating, the soil washes badly, the surface is gashed and 
furrowed by every rain, great irregular ditches expavated by . 
. erosion are not infrequent, the crops are poor and thin, and 
.. the labor invoived in cultivating the soil is excessive as com-
pared with the. reward. Small, uncared-for, unpainted houses, 
un.grasseddooryards, straw covered sheds, and the few imple-
ments· of husbandry that have been laboriously gathered 
together wasting in sun and rain for lack of shelter, are . 
characteristic of the hilly regions covered by deep loess. 
Deformations. 
No marked deformation of strata indicative of folds affect-
ingany considerable thickness of the crust have been observed 
in Johnson county. There are, however, numerous small local 
folds in both the Wapsipinicon and Cedar Vaney stages of the 
Devonian. Some of the best examples of such local plications 
-occur along Rapid creek in sections 20 and 21 of Graham 
township. Others are found near Solon, and quite a number 
occur between the Robert's Ferry bridge and Iowa City. 
"j"" "" ~-
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Some of _ the folds are probably due to inequalities of deposi-
tion. Strata increase rapidly in thickness when traced iu 
certain directions, and aga.in they feather out completely. 
Lens-shapedinasses of no great horizontal extent are some-
times intercalated between certain-beds that elsewhere are 
in contact, a fact well illustrated at an abandoned quarry 
south of that now worked byG. R. Irish on the property of 
Euclid Sanders. The strata laid down on the uneven surface 
exhibit a number of fiextir~sthat simulate true folds. 
Unconformities. 
There a~e two -striking cases of unconformity among the 
indurated rocks of oJ ohnson county. The first occurs between 
the Cedar Valley and State Quarry stages of the Devonian. 
Between these two stages there is a "record of an erosion 
interval heretofore unsuspected in the Devonian of Iowa. 
The Ce'darValley beds belong to the Middle Devonian. The. -
State Quarry limestone , with itS types of Chemung and Cats;. 
kill faunas) must be correlated with the Upper Devonian. 
The second case of unconformity exists between Devonian 
limestones and Carboniferous shales and sandstones of the 
Des MoiI)es stage. The erosion interval prec~ding the depo-
sition of the Des Moines sediments was much longer than 
that between the Cedar Valley and State QU::trrystages of 
the Devonian. During this last interval the land stood prob-
~ ably higher than at present, for the gorge in which the Des 
Moines shales and sandstones at the home of Eue-lid Sanders 
were laid down descends sixty feet below the channel-of the 
present river. ".~".c..c 
The indurated rocks are overlain unconformably by the 
earliest drift; the Iowan drift is unconformable on the Kansan,. 
and the loess i.s conspicuously unconformable with the Kansan' 
drift upon which it lies throughout all the region south of the" 
limit reached by the Iowan ice. 
:"""-: 
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ECONOMIC PRODUCTS. 
Building Stones . 
... Anct'Tnosa staqe.--The exposure of Anamosa limestone, 
Niagara series, in sections 2 and 3 of Cedar toWnship has 
been quarried since· the early settlement of the county. In 
the upper part of. the exposure the rock is very finely lami-
nated,. without definite hedding planes, through a thickness 
.. of tllityfeet. The stone is, however, easily split along the 
planes of lamination, and so it is possible to take out smooth-
surfaced blocks of alu{ost any desired dimensions. There is 
more or less chert along some of the planes in the upper part 
of the quarry. Below the laminated portion, down to the 
level of the river, there are ten feet of definitely bedded, non-
laminated ledges, from four to eleven inches in thickness, 
. capable of·affording good. material for many kinds of masQu;r.y. 
The productiveness of this quarry is checked by lack of facili~ 
. ties for transportation . 
. . TIw· Wapsipinioonsta.qe.-Brecciated beds of the Wapsipini-
con stage ' of the- Devonian are quarried at Solon and at the 
. 13eecher quarry near Elmir~. The stone from these quarries 
is\lsedto' supply a rather limited local demand. 
The Oeda!rValley staqe.-.There are numerous small quarries 
in. beds belonging to the Cedar Valley stage, but none are 
work~d . on an extensive sGale, and. none at present are 
~ngaged in shipping stone beyond the limits of the· county. 
Still itmu~t be said that the aggregate amount and value of 
the stone annually taken from these quarries -is very great. 
The. biocksfrom certain beds are easily shap~d wit~ the 
hamxp.er and are. well adapted to rough surfaced· ashlar. 
and rubble work. . For. cellar walls, foundations,and all ~ 
·ordinarymasonrya large area of country is dependent on the 
product o~ quarries in this stage of the Devonian. 
~~e Megistocrinus beds, No. 2 of the general section (p. 71) 
are· quarrie'd . along Rapid cre.ek in sections 20 and 21 of 
Graham township. The same beds have been worked even 
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more extensively . a mileand a half southwest of Solon. In the 
lower part of the Eicher quarry the Megistocrinusbeds were 
worked. Hard ledges of this . zone from which large blocks 
of excellent· quality, With parallel surfaces,might be quar-
ried, occur near the upper end of the blu:IIabove the mouth of 
Turkey creek, in section 15 of Newport ~ownship. 
The Hutchi~son quarry on the westside of the river at 
Iowa City works the beds . of the general section numbered 
4 to 11 inclusive .. DUring the working season this quarry. 
employs from six to eight men .... The. product is used chiefly 
in Iowa City, but a considerable amount of it is taken ,to the 
country to be used in foundations for· ·.barns . and other ·struc-
tures. The best building stone comeS from the lower part of 
the quarry. The Sanders· quarry south of the old mill llear 
Iowa City furnishes annually a large amount.of rock which 
finds its market in the towns and farming communities of the 
county. The ledges furnishing the most serviceable stone. 
lie above nUI1lber6 of the general section. The material 
. from. the uppermost 'beds comes' out in rather .shapeless 
blocks, but a large amount of it is used for rip-rap in the 
immediate vicinity·ofthe quarry . 
. . The Crowleyquarryinthe·channelof theriver.southof the 
old bridge at Iowa City, works only a few beds, including 
some be] ow and some above the coral reef, number 6. The 
aggregate thickness of the beds does not exceed ten or twelve 
feet. The quality· of the· stone is the same as from cor-
responding beds in other quarries. . 
The. quarry near the Iron bridge, two and one-half miles 
south· of 8hueyville, has been'" worked by different persons 
for a number of years. . The stone is in general of the same 
quality as that furnished, by the quarries near ,Iowa City, 
. rather superior if there 'he any difference, but suited only for 
such structures as maybe built of stone shaped roughly and" 
quickly with the hammer. In this'quarry the beds numbered 
8,·9, and 10 in the general section are b~ended into one, and .. 
this single bed is exceedingly rich in . true corals such as 
' .. : .. :.... 
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. Acervularia, CyathophyUum, Diphphyllum and Favosites. 
Idiostroma . and other stromatoporoids are abundant, but 
th~yare not so prominent as in the corresponding beds 
farther south. . 
·.The railway quarry north of Coralville furnishes stone of 
the same quality as that from the other quarries of.the Cedar 
V~lley stage; the best product coming from the-firm blue ledges 
above the ·cQral reef,. number 6 of the general section. The 
-McCollister quarry in section 22, -Lucas township, is worked 
in rather light-colored beds between the .coral reef and the 
stromatoporoid horizon number 8.Nu~merous other quarries 
have been operated temporarily at this horizon, the wor~ 
. being . done in each. case to. supply _ the immediate needs of 
some small neighborhood, or probably of only a single farm. 
Th~ aggregate annual v5l'lue of the building stone, taken from 
'. this stage is large, but the work is distributeda,mong many 
.quarries.- In none _ is the _ equipment very expensive. '. The 
'. ledges ate loosened up by blasting~ ahd afterwards broken by 
sledgesj:p.to pieces convenient to be handled without hoisting 
_ma~liinery. 
-The State _Qua'f':l'Y stetg6.-The beds of the State Quarry stage 
are' capable of furnishing a building stone that in point of 
dUfabilityandease of cutting is unexcelled~ The rock resists 
the ~ctionof the weather admirably. The ledges vary from 
a ~ewinep-es to five feetin thickness, and thus-furmsh a wide 
range of choice, so-far as dimensions are concerned. The state 
qllarriesare locatea in sectio~ 5 of Penn' township, in the 
west bluff of the Iowa river. They were first ~orked in con-
nection Withth~ ~uilding' of the old capitol at Iowa City. 
They were worked _ even more e~tensively to furnish blocks 
for the foundation of-the new capitol at Des Moine's. Among 
the prodllctsof these quarries are bases for heavy monuments , 
blocks for bridge pier~, curbstone, crossing-stone, and stone 
for . ordinary building purposes~ The finer grained ledges, 
composed of thoroughly triturated shells of brachiopods and 
skeletal parts of crinoids, afford good material for cut sto~e 
of the best grades. 
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For some years these quarries have been practically idle 
owip.g to the lack of transportation facilities and the expense 
of getting the product to market. A few smaU',openings in 
the thinner bedded portions of the deposit. are still operated 
to supply a rather limited local demand. Some of the, smaller 
quarries in this horizon are in section 8 of Penn township. 
There are a few north of the main quarry in section 5. In 
seetion 20, of Graham towns~ip, beds of this horizon are quar-
ried on a limited scale, and the exposure near Solon has also 
been worked to a small extent. The main body of this lime"' 
stone in 'Penn township is the only one likely to attain com-
mercial value in the future. 
Des jl:[ovnes ".stage.-' Carboniferous sandstones of the Des 
Moines stage have been quarried at a£ew.pointsin.the county. 
The first work in beds of this horizon was done near 
Iowa City. In 'the early deyelopmentof'thecity'a'Iimnher of 
houses were built o£the laminated, shaly sandstonetak~nfrom .. 
quarr~es opened in the Iowa/City outlier near the Terrill , 
mill. The rock was found to discolor badly, ~hd in other 
ways it soon showed the effect of weathering .. InreceIit' 
yearsstonefrorp. beds of this stage near Iowa City has been 
neglected. " '.' 
The Amana outlier of the Des . Moines 'stage, included in 
part in sections 27 to 30 of Monroe township,is a coarse non .. 
< laminated, rather friable sandstone. This has been , quite 
extensively worked by the, Amana society., There is. one 
quarry in the salient head}andnear the mouth of Knapp creek, 
and a number of other exposure~ have been quarried more or 
less, between Knapp creekand the western limitofthe county. 
Railway Ballast and ROfl<i Material. 
For some yea:rs the Chicago, Rock Island &Pacinc Rail- -. 
way Co. operated a stone crusher at "the quarry north of . 
Coralville. The crushed stone was used for ballast along the 
line of the road. For such purpos.esthe material is excellent 
and the supply inexhaustible. 
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. The products of, the quarries near Iowa City have been 
used extensively in macadamizing the public streets, and 
recently a large amount of crushed stone has been employed 
in ,making concrete foundations for brick paving. . In the 
absence of available gravels it can .only be a question of time 
until the use of macadam is extended to the clayey thorough-
fares outside the cities. Throughout most of the northeast-
ern half of the county stone for macadamizing the country 
.. rl?ads>will be found in convenient locations and inexhaustible 
abundance. 
Ornamental Stone. 
The corals embedded in the different zones of the Cedar 
Valley limestone are, in most ca,ses, preserved in such a way 
as to ,.render them available in the manufacture of paper-
weights and other smallobjects for which stone taking a high 
polish may be used. The artIcles ~o made are very attractive, 
and' the annual value of' the product is not inconsiderable~ 
The original structure of the corals is perfectly preserved, 
and infiltrated calcite'fillsthe pores, rendering the whole 
compact and in-,condition to receive a very beautiful polish .. 
These polished corals have long been k~ownas Iowa City 
marble .. The species available for the manufacture of orna-
mental article~are ACe1'V1.llaria davidsoni,Phillipsastrea bil-
ling.si, Favosites, different sp~cies, and the various massive and 
crespitose stromatoporoids. The first is the common "birds 
eye" of the marble shops. The second, in common parlance, 
is " cats eye. " All the species 01 Favosites are grouped under 
. th~eommon name of " fish egg," and the massive stromato-
. poroids furnish the "wavy marble." Specimens for cutting 
and polishing are not found in pieces of any considerable size. 
Flagging Ston'e. 
Flag stone of excellent quality is furnished by the thinner 
bedded portiQns oft~e State Quarry . formation. Large 
amounts have already been used for sidewalks in various 
parts of the county,· and there is an abundant supply for all 
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future needs. "Flag stones of alm'ost allY desired . dimensions 
maybe obtained. Even when laid in: the most trying situa-
tions these Jlags are unaffected by the weather, and under 
the ordinary tread of foot passengers they last indefinitely. 
Limes. 
Stone suitable for the manufacture of lime occurs in the 
county at two horizons. The Le Claire limestone exposed on 
the Cedar river in .section 2 of Cedar township 'would make a 
lime equal to the best made anywhere in the world., There is 
no evidence t~atit has been utilized in Johnson county, but 
beds of ',the same age_and of similar quality furnish the limes 
of deservedly high reputation from Cedar valley, Sugar creek 
and Port Byron. ' The white limestone, ~umber 11 of the gen-
eral section of the Cedar Valley stage, has be~n burned into 
lime at a number of points in the' 'northeastern part of the 
county. - One of the most 'Important kilns producing lime ' 
from beds of this zone wasoper~tedbyMr. Linder in section 
34, Tp. SO, N., R. VI, W. Kilns using stone from tp.e same 
horizon have been worked in sections'S and 2'1 of Penn town-
ship, near Iowa City in Lucas township, and near the north-
east corner of section 22 in Newport township. The local 
limes, however, have been almost entirely superseded by more 
desirable magnesian limes made frqm theLe Claire stage at 
Cedar valley and Sugar creek in Ceda~ county. 
Sand. 
Building sand has been obtained at a number of localities, 
the most important beds" economically considered,being 
found in the present flood plain of the Iowa river near Iowa 
City. There are some fairly good -beds ,9f sand in abandoned 
'flood plains, or plains that _are now submerged only during 
the very highest floods, as is illustrated jn the southwest" 
quarter of section 22 of Lucas township. There are also 
sands in the Iowan area southeast of Solon; and along the 
Iowa river in Oxford and Madison townships there are sand 
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beds '~f considerable exent. .v ery little sand suitable for 
building purposes is found in the south western part of the' 
county .. 
Clays. 
'The clays of the county support a number of brick and tile 
factories .. 'Workable clays are confined chiefly to the loess 
andalluviuIn. Clays of good quality~re found in the Carbon-
ifer6us outlier near Iowa City, but the beds are toothin to be" 
worked with profit. 
, .', lliverJunction.-A brickyar.d owned by J. D. Musser is 
. ope-rate~at River Junction. The clay used is a thin layer of 
alluvIum 'and vegetable mould overlying Kansan drift.' Hand 
moulded, sand-rollett brick. are made, dried on the yard, and 
.burned in' a common cased kiln. Two kilns, with a capacity 
. " 0:f500,000 -each,are burned annually. No machinery is used 
, . beyond tb.e ordinary horse-power pug mills. 
',' , •.. O{fJjo1·d.-AtOxford, a'brickyard,is owned and operated by , 
, ':M:r.J ohnW.'Oxer. An alluvial clay or modified loess over-
:lyillg till of Kansan age, is used. The bed is about twelve 
feet~jiithickness~ith two feet of black loam at ,the top, 
beneath'whicll is a band of strong bluish clay, followed in" 
des<;endiJtgord¢rby reddish, highly fer~uginous clay which 
llliglit'be uf;ed in .the manufacture of red pressed brick. A 
stearn plant and Plymouth: machine with force feed constitute 
·the' principal partof.the equipment~ The brick are side' cut; 
"th~y~re :dried in sheds and burned in cased kilns~ The 
.mac~inehasa capacity of 30,000 brick per day. . In actual 
practfce~hedaily output when running is .from 10,000 to 
1~, OOQ~ To prevent checking the clay has to be mixed with 
'sand. . . 
.Xiffin;-. Brick and tile are manufactured by tl+eTiffin Tile 
Co;.':t\n alluvialchiy from. the flood plain of Clear creek 
furnishes the raw material. The clay bed is ten to twelve 
. feet'thick, and is underlain by sand. It is only recently that 
. the cotiipanyhas unde:rtaken the manufacture of brick. The, 
plant: ernbraces a steam plant of forty-five horse-jiower, a' 
9 G.Rep. 
t-
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Brewer-Tiffany machine, with a capacity of 10,000 three-inch 
tile daily, steam heated drying sheds, two circular down draft 
kilns twenty~twofeet in diameter, -a repress machine,and the 
necessary trucks, elevators, tramways and chutes for handling" 
the material in the various stages of _manufacture. The pro-
dw.ct embraces· six siz~s of drairi tile, from three to eight 
inches inclusive, together with side.,cut and repressed brick. 
Iowa Oity.-AtIowaCity there" are two yards that make 
brick, and one that makes brick and tile. In all cases the 
clay used comes from the loess. The yard of Mr. Goss is 
located in the northeastern part of the city. The loess here 
hasa thickness of more than thirty feet, and the part recently 
. worked shows a ver~ical breast of eighteen feet. The lower 
part of the exposure is a fine bluish clay, streaked vertically 
and horizontally with red. The vertical streaks are. due to 
the' 'pipes" of iron oxide already noted. The lower bluish 
phase of the loess is very fossiliferous. The ·upper part of 
:the vertical face is yellow in color, but there are a number of 
undulating, horizontal ferruginous bands that mayrepl'esent 
successive surfaces· covered at intervals by wind~driven dust 
~or water~laid silt. The brick are handmade, dried on the yard 
-.each tier,when drying, hayjng separate l'o6fand side. cur-
tains for protection from rain-. - and burned in· large clamp 
kilns .. 
Mr: C. Gaulocher operates a yard just east of that belong-
ing to Mr. Goss. ·-The clay usedjs essentially the.same, and 
the process of manufacture is not materially different. No 
machinei~y is u~edbeyondth~ ordinary pug milL Thehrick 
are sand rolled, hand made, and the temporary cased kiln is 
used for burning. The annual product of the Gaulocher and 
Goss yards, together, approximates _ 2,000,000 'hrick. The 
brick have a good color and are' of excellent quality for ordi: 
nary structural purposes. . 
The third yard is located in the southeastern part of the 
. city and known as the Nicholas Oakes Brick and Tile works. 
The product of this yard includes ordinary structural brick, 
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. sidewalk brick, repressed brick, and drain tiling ranging from 
. three to eight inches in diameter. Various grades of loess 
clay are used, and are mixed for the several products in the 
proportions demonstrated by experience to be best. The bed 
of clay now used is eighteen feet in thickness. A thirty-
horsepower steam plant, and a Nolan & Madden auger 
machine adapted to make both brick and tile, constitute the 
IllOst· important part of the equipment. The machine has a 
capacity of 12,000 three-inch tile, or 40,000 brick per day. 
End cut brick are produced. A Perfection repress machine, 
with a capacity of 5,000 a day, is operated part of the time. 
The ware is dried in permanent sheds. Two down draft kilns, 
each twenty-two feet in diameter, are used for burning tile .. 
The brick are burned in a common clamp kiln, the kiln having 
a capacity 'of 400,000. Three million. brick have been made 
. by this firm in a single year. During the season of 1896 fif-
teen kilns of tile were burned. 
Minerals. 
'T.here, are a few minerals that occlirin the county, but in 
quantities too small to be of economic importance. There 
areS()lIle thin seams of potter's clay in the IowaCity Carbon-
ifer6usoutlier, and near the home.of Mr. Euclid Sanders the 
same forrruition contains a thin vein of coal. Coal has also 
, 
been found either in the drift or immediately beneath it at a 
number ofpoints in Washington township, and indications of 
coal are not uncommon in other localities. 
Crystals of zinc sulphide (sphalerite) are frequently met with 
in sin~ll ca,vities or pockets in the C~dar Valley limestones, 
and good exalllpies of ferrous sulphide (pyrite) is common at 
'. the same horizon. These minerals occur here generally in 
beds containing embedded corals such as Acervularia and 
massive Favosites. In certain localities these corals have 
beeJ;l transformed into hollow geode-like masses as a result or 
solution, and it is in the cavities so formed that the sphalerite 
and pyrite are usually found. More frequently,' however, the 
cavities are lined with beau~iful crystals of calcite. 
':,..':' .~ . ~ . ::', ., . . ....... ' .... : .. 
, . . ." ......... ~ .. :. ."' ' .. ' 
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Water S1ipply~-
- The Iowa and Oedar rivers are the only streams of the 
county that can -be certainly _ counted as permanent during 
periods OT drought. -Portions of the county distant from th~se 
_ streams must depend on wells. fora permanent water supply ... 
--Fortunately water ·isabundantin the superficial deposits at -
depths ranging.iromnftyto 300 feet. At very few points is --
any-rock drilling necessary to get bbunteoussuppliesofpure, 
wholesome water. 
Water Powers. 
- - -
The principal-water po~ers in the eoup.tyare two, one at 
Coralville _ a1;ld oneat the Terrill mill north of Iow:a City, 
. . . . .. -
both on the Iowa river. __ Atthe-fi.rst the headis twelve feet, -. 
at. the second it:is seveD:0r ~ightfeet;·Ateaeh there is water. -
-enough ·going to waste to' supply additionaljndustries~th-
power. 
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FOREST TREES OF JOHNSON COUNTY. 
, BY T. H. MACBRIDE •. 
I 
, . r;L'he,foUowing is a list of the native larger shrubs arid trees 
growing in Johnson county. 
Asi'Jnina,triloba Dunal. Common Papaw. Found sparingly 
"'jnthe southern partaf the county .. 
. ,Tiiic6 0 arnel~i(}ana L. . Basswood. Common. 
'Xanthoxylum ct1nericanum. Mill. 'Northern Prickly ash. 
Sometimes reaching a height of fifteen feet. 
i!teleat1"ijoliata L. Hop-tree. Not common. In southern' 
. part of' county.' ._ 
.~uQn:y'Jnus .. cttropuipureus J acq. Burning bush. Common . 
. . ..... jlhcl'lnnus lanceolc6~Ct pursh. Buckthorn. . Not rare. 
··..J!:sculu8glably;t Willd. Fetid Buckeye. Found only in the 
south~esterh part of tbecou~ty. 
':4oer SaaOhC6rinum Wang. '. Hard maple, Sugar maple. Not 
rare.' OGcurriIlgchiefiyon rocky hillsides. 
' .. 1tcm·clct8YcqrpumEhrh. Soft . maple. Common along streams. 
:Ac~r.1~il.br1J/iaL. Red maple. Rare. 
" ··:.:¥egunclo acei'oides Moench.· Box ' eider.' Common . 
. '·Staphylec6tr;·ifoliaL. American Bladder.:nut. Rather :f~e­
que,nt .. ' 
llhfuis glc6bra L. Smooth stlmach. Common. Often,becoIn-
.. iIlg o.a:sm~ll tree. 
'Robiniapse~"dacacia L~' Common locust, Black locust. . Not 
rare., Frequently cultivated for ornament. 
. Gymn{/olaclu8 canadensis Lam. Kentucky Coffee-tree. Rare. 
'. "GZeditschia :triaccl~thos L. Honey Locust. Rather common. 
o Often almost destitute of thorns . 
. Prunu8 c6mericanct Marsh. Wild plum. Very common. 
, Prunu8 viginiana L. Choke ·cherry. Common along 'rocky 
hillsides. 
,prunu8 serotinc6 Ehrh. W~ld cherry. ,Frequent. Scattered 
throughout the forest-area or the county. 
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Pyrus c01'onaria L. American crab apple. . Everywhere 
comnion. • 
Or'atceflU8 coccinea L. Common hawthorn. ' Common. 
Oratcequ8 coccinea L. var. mollis Torr. and Gray. Red haw-
thorn. Common. The comparatively large fruitof this form 
is edible. 
Oratcequs tomentosa L. Scarlet thorn. Common. 
Oratcequs c1'us~tJctlli L. 'Cockspur thorn.' N otrare. 
Amelanchim' canadensis Torr. and GraY,. Shad-bush, Serv-
ice-berry, June-berry. Common along rocky slopes. 
Cormls asperifoliaMx. ' Dogwood. Not rare in sandy places. 
Corm.ts stolom"jera Mx. Red -osier dogwood. Common along 
streams. 
Oorn'tLs paniculcttc6 L'Her. Panicled cornel.' Very common 
on high grounds~ 
Viburnum dentatumL. 'Arrow-wood. Rather rare. 
Vibupnum lentcttJo L., Black haw, Sheep-berry., Still quite 
common along streams~ 
Vibw'nurfa p1"unifolum L.Black haw. Rare. This and the 
preceding species wereform'erly verycommon,but the clear-
ingof creek and riverbottQms for pasture and farm lands has' 
materially affected both species, the latter. perhaps suffering 
more. 
Cephalanthu8 occiclentalis L. Button -bush. Common in 
swampy places. 
Frax'inus americana L. White, ash. Common. Chiefly 
~long streams. 
Fraxinu8 viridis Mx .. f. Green ash. Less frequent than 
the preceding~ 
Ulmus fu2va Mx. . Slippery elm, Red elm. Common. 
Ulmus americ(bna L. ~ American elm, White elm. Very 
common., 
Celtis occidentalis L. Hackberry. Very common along the 
Iowa river. 
KOl'us.rubra L.Red mulberry.. Not common. More fre-
quently found in the northern part of the county. 
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Platanus occidentalis L. Sycamore, Buttonwood. Rather 
common along t.he Iowa river. 
Juglans cinerea L. Butternut, White walnut. Common on 
hillsides and along streams. 
Juqlalts niq!,a L. Black walnut. Becoming rather less 
common. Formerly very abundant along all the streams in 
the'county. 
Oaryaalba Mott. Hickory. Very common, chiefly on 
higher grounds. 
Oal'ya 8ulcata Nutt. Shell-bark. One tree, probably of 
this species, is found near Iowa City. 
Oarya amara Nutt. Bitter-nut, Pignut. Common, chiefly 
on higher groun~s. Specimens of bitter-nuts, resembling 
.Oal'ya porcinct Nutt.have also been collected, but the occur-
rence of the species in Johnson county is not established 
beyond question. 
Betula niq1'a L. River birch, Red birch. ,Common along 
the larger streams. 
Oorylrtt8 amm'icana, Walt. Hazel-nut. Very common. 
Ostrya virqinica Wild. Ironwood, Hop horn:-beam. Very 
common, chiefly on higher groun~s. , 
Cal'pinus caroliniana Wild. Ironwood, American horn-
beam. On rocky banks along . the smaller streams. Less 
common than the preceding. 
Quercus .alba L. Whiteoak. Very common. 
QuerC'l.t8maCrOC({;rpct 11x. Bur oak. Very common. 
Quercus m'tthlenberqii Eng. Chestriut oak.' Foundocca-
sionallyon,rocky hillsides along the Iowa river. 
, Quer01J,s rubra L. Red oak. Common on higher grounds. 
'Quercu8 coccinea Wan'g. Scarlet oak. Common chiefly on 
lower grounds. 
Quercus coccinea Wang, var. tinotoria Gray. Quercitron, 
Black oak. Rare . 
. . Quercus palu8tl'i8 Du Roi. Swamp oak, Spanish oak, Pin 
oak. Occasional along the Iowa river in the northern part 
of the:county. 
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QU6'}'cu8inLbl'icariaMx. Shingle oak, Laurel oak. Found 
only inthe southern part of the county, whe~e it is not rare 
on the Iowa river and Old Man's creek bottoms. -
Salix nigra Marsh. Black, willow .. Common along the 
Iowa river and other streams. 
Salix clmygdaloides Anders. Black willow. Common with 
the preceding. 
Sali{;()" discolor Muhl. Glaucous willow; Pussy _ willow. 
Quite. common on low grounds, chieftyalong smalFstreams. 
Salix (J01odata M uhL Heart-leaved willow. - Common on low 
grounds. 
POp1i,z~l8 tJ'em'lIloides Mx. -American aspen, Quaking asp. 
Common generally onlow g'rounds~ _ -
Populus grandidentataMx. Large-toothed aspen, Quaking 
asp. _ -Poplar. Very common, soon taking possession of neg-
lected clearings on higher grounds~_ 
- - Populus rnonilifera _ Ait. Cottonwood, Necklace poplar. 
Common on low grounds. 
Juniperu8virginianaL. _ Red cedar.-Formerly common on 
rocky bluffs along the- Iowa river. Now quite rare. 
The nomenclature in the above list isthat of the sixth 
edition -of Gray's ManuaL 
ON THE OCCURRENCE OF FOSSIL FISHES IN THE 
-DEVONIAN OF IOWA. 
BY DR. C. R. EASTMAN. 
The fish faunas of the Devonian and Oarboniferous systems 
_ present such marked differences as in a measure to justify 
the assertion ~hat a great revolution in ichthyic-development 
took pla~e toward the close of thefdrmerperiod; During " 
the Devonian, the fishes commonly known as Placoderms 
greatly preponderated ov~r the Elasmobranchs, which con--
tinued to h()ld a subordinate position,both relativ~ly _and -
40·· •• 
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-absolutely, from the date of their initiation onward. But 
with. the. ex~inction . of the Placoderms at the cl.ose .of the. 
.. . 
-~evtmiaii, the Elasmobranchs entered upon a new era of 
development, increasing pr.odigi.ously in point .of numbers 
a:qd'variety, attaining greater size, and bec.oming more for-
midably armed .. In contrast with the remarkable dearth .of 
Eta~;rnobranchsinthe·Silurian and Devonian, upwards of 600 
. spe~i~shavebeend~scribed fr.om the Carbonifer.ous 'of this 
GountryandEur.ope; and it is probable that this group .of fishes 
w3;!?much . more abundant during the Oarboniferous than at 
present or during any other ge.ol.ogic period. * -
.. ··WTththeexception. of OladoditS and· its allies, very few 
repr_eserftatives oLOarboniIerous genera have been met with 
in-the I)evonian, ahd these are restricted chiefly to the upper 
·~embers-of the system. Again, while the earliest and m.ost 
'primitive type of Elasrnobranch dentition with which we are 
a¢quaiiited(P~otoclus,Diplod'tts,Oladoclus) was adapted for 
. i>i¢rcing, and while this-type prevails to the exclusion .of almost 
··all others in the- DevQnian,at least three-fourths of the kn.own 
• 'Oa~boIijferous . species -P.osse$sedcrushing teeth, which were 
. -' 'adapte~ to tlletrituration .of mollusks and crustaceans; and 
the Ilum;ber -.of thoseprovided-with cutting or piercing teeth 
_wascpinpa,rativ6fJ sman." tAll .of these crushing teeth are 
mOre ()r-le-ss highly specialized, y~t they appear suddenly and 
ingre~t prQrusioIl in the lowerm.ost Carbonifer.ous, apparently 
.urilinked toanyform,s that have g.one before. Thus the large 
gr()up or the Ooohlioclontidceis commonly supposed + to be 
confined to the Oarboniferous; and the same may be said of 
the'; PsaWirwdonticlee, -if ... we except a very d.oU btful species 
Io®Q.BdoniIrrperfectmaterialfrom the· Oorniferous lirrie-
stage J P8(tn~modusantiqtt'u8 Newb.). § 
*~, Th6d.eferiSive sptUe$ ~ou~d -in the Carboniferous rocks outnu~ber ten to one those of 
. all otller .geo1ollical systems. au!1 they surpass in ve:r:y m.uch greater proporti~n a.nything we 
find in·.tlie Ihingfauua."-Newoerry, J. S., PaleozOlc FIshes of North AmerIca (~lonograph 
- XVI or t:Q.e U. S Geol. Survey, p. 79) 1889.. .. 
t Qp.Cit., p, 1840 ... -. . . 
. :j: If we can regard the genus as correctly determined. a. fragment of Oochlioaus has been 
foulld-in the Upper Devonian or Bel~i'U:m. Of. Dormal. V., Sur les poissons devoniens dans Ie 
bassil] de Namn-r (Proc. verb: Soc. MalacoL Belg., vol XVI, p. cxxxv).1887. .-
_ ilTheonlY-ll.ccount of this species is that given by Newberry in the Bulletin of the Natiomi.l 
Iilstitute fpr 1857, copies of which are DOW very scarce. The author was careful to state that 
DO perfect specimens had been secured, a.nd.it was conceded as " possible that they are gen" 
erically different from Psq,inmoaus." . It is not known whether the originals of this description 
are still in existence; a seal'ch for them a.t the School of Mines Cabinet of Columbia Univer-
sity proved unsuccessful, and the form has not been recognized in other collections, 
· . .,. .. 
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These families comprise the bulk of Carboniferous Selachian 
teeth; but although certain generic relationships areobserv-
able among their respective members, we know as yet nothing 
of intermediate forms connecting the two families,' nor of the 
manner in which compound teeth originated from marginal.' 
That the separation of Psammodont and Cochliodont forerun-
ners took place during the Devonian can hardly be doubted; 
but how the teeth were arranged· in th~ ancestral condition, 
and first became fused together, we have had as yet no means 
for determining,' 
The Dipnoans likewise possess compound_ teeth which are 
curiously modified; but here again we must confess ignorance 
of the stages of specialization passed through by them,' It is 
conceded that this· group of fishes was derived from the Elas-
Plobranch stem; nevertheless we cannot say definitely' when 
the Dipnoan branch was given off, although it was probably 
subsequent to the development of compound, teeth in the- . , 
parent stock.· If by any chance the primitive stages of Dip-
noan and Elasmooranch', compound dentItion should become 
known to us, and should prove to be in essential' agreement, it " 
could not be doubted that thefb:r;mer are directly inherited 
from the lattei'~ , Let it be proved that the compound teeth of 
Dipnoans and ElasIDobranchs have arisen through converrJence 
instead of parallelism, and we can state positively that the 
divergence of these groups took place nbtearlier than the 
Devonian. Fortunately, additional evidence is now at hand, 
which affords SOllie insight into these problems, and reveals 
-closer affinities between Dipnpan and Elasmobranch denti-
tion than have been known to exist before. Among other 
things it acquaints us with types of compound teeth,such as 
existed in prinritive Dipnoans; and the analogy with primitive 
Selachian teeth is such as to leave no doubt that they had a 
common origin, for which no earlier date than the Devonian .. 
can be assigned. Evidence of this character, it is needless to 
remark, is of far greater importance than the discovery of 
merely new genera and species, no matter how much intrinsic 
interest the same may possess. 
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The evidence in question consists of large numbers of per-
fectly preserved fish-teeth, forming part of a remarkable 
iaunarecently discovered by Professor Calvin in rocks which 
he considers to be of Upper Devonian age. Some of the teeth 
bear such close resemblance to those of Carboniferous sharks 
that they we~eat:firstmistakenfor them or their allies; but 
. with theaQquisition of la"rger material very remarkable' tran- " 
sitil?ns" were observed between them and undoubted Dipterid 
species (oj. Plate iv, Figs. 32-42). Among other features, a true 
root was found" to be absent, as in the Dipterids; and when 
finally the microscopic structure was compared with that of 
a~umherof Dipnoangenera, no essential differences could be 
detected. As in Dipteru8, OtenOd1.l8, Oeratod'a8, etc., the dental 
plates are composed oian osseous tissue instead of dentine; 
the vascular canals, which are of nearly uniform size, form an 
irregular network, and give off numerous exceedingly minute 
canaliculi; moreover, small" lacunce, very distinct, from the 
vascular canals, are interspersed here and there inthe ground 
substance. All this isyery different from the structure 
of dentine, in which lacunre are absent, and there is either 
apulp-ca,rityor ""a system of medullary canals correspond-
ing to it. In a word, we have here a variety of new Dip-
uoan forms,differing widelyfroni those that have been 
hitherto described, and remarkable in many respects. Owing 
totheabsence of other parts of the skeleton nothing can be 
stated at present in regard to their family position. 
Although it is beyond the scope of the present article to 
enter into any descriptions of these remains, still ,a few words 
may be said" concerning the series of variations exhibited by 
the form which we will designate provisionally as Synthetodu8. * 
Some of these variations obviously represent different stages 
of growth; others, which 'are capable of being co~ordinated 
with one another, enable us to distinguish between upper and 
lower dental plates; and still others, which are of more tren-
chant Gharacter, may be regarded as having specific value. 
* 1 u v e);:m:~, put or weld,ed together; ~1.f4:IU;d,f, tooth. 
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Several ,eiam pIes -ofaspecie-s for which the name S. -trisul-
aat1};S is suggested by Professor Calvin, are s1l6wnjnthetwc> 
uppermost TOWS ofPlate<iv. This may be regarded as the 
most primitive typeo:f :Dipnoandentitionthat hasye"theen 
discovered. A comparisonofa number ofexarnples- pr()v~s -
that'the Iorm-showninFig.lrepreseIitsa young,'of at least, 
an immature -stage,ha vingthesuturesbetweenits constituent 
eleme~tsm()reor- less open. The'-ne-xtstage (Figs. 4,8) is 
markedhya-graqualcoalescence of -the lateral alia symphysial -
elements;tdg'etherwlth- afiilingin 6fthe-medianarea, so that 
this last appears nearlyftat bIi the oral surface. -
A parallel to the condition just described is furnished by 
several species of aOpOdtl8arriOng~ thesha;rks,'althoughhere 
all traces ofalledian -longitlldinatsu,tlirehave disappe~red: 
The upturned lateraJriiargins ofO.spatulcttus and' a.proto<-
typusare dearly homologol1swi th~tihe two~iateral elements 
of BY1'btheto.du8. That the~entalplates ,of Byritheto(tus 'were --
supported'by'cartilag~,~8iIlthe~p-arks" •• ins~eaa6f, by~boJie, -
appears pro baplefrom 'the6cicurreneeof a distinct • pl~ te lying-
directly across the symphysis, as well ,as from the nature ',of 
the base. Cons~deringthe.wonderfulpresei'vationof these 
teeth,wesh()~ld expect to find some of them still attached to 
the pal£Lto~ pterygoi(landsplenialh6n~s, providing, thecran-
iumwasossified .. -Asnotraces whatsoevel: of bone have been 
-'found,' and, 'a~thed~~tition,±scomp:aTable with that in"Copodu8 
(oj. Fig. 25}'andothergenera' of sharks, the conclusion 
appears irr.esistible that we have here evidence()f lowly forms 
of Dipnoans, whose dental plates recall- the~ncestral condi~ 
~. ' ',- -
'tions of pavement teeth such_as was developed by Elasnio-
branchs priqr to the divergence' of lung-fishes. 
-,Tp.e' adult:stagesofS. trisuZaatu8 are not shown in any of 
the photographed specimens,but,inPlate iv, Figs. 1¥1~ 
may be seen IDa ture individuals of an.other species of Synthe.-
f. . . . 
todU8. -Evidences of wear are very palpable at this stage, and 
hollows are, ~:xc;:Lvated iu:the central,portion .confo~mableto 
the opposing dentition (Figs. 18, .. 19). Long continued 
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PLATE IV. 
TEETH OF DEVONIAN LUNG-FISHES. FROM THE STATE QUARRY FISH 
BED, JOHNSON COUNTY, iOWA. 
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. . abrasion gives rise to smooth, elliptical or tongue:-shaped 
depressions, precisely similar to the worn surfaces in the teeth 
of OOpOdU8; Finally, in old age, when detrition of the surface 
iSllo longer compensated for by growth of the tooth from its 
base, the oral· surface is worn nearly flat, and the margins 
become greatly attenuated. Several examples have been 
-observed-'exhibit.ing this ,stage. Figures 12 and 21 show it 
approximately. 
Synthetochl,s and its allies or derivatives make up'the greater 
part of the Dipnoan remains from this horizon. A few teeth 
have been noticed, which bear some resemblance to those 
called Oonohodus byM'Coy, and Ohei1'oclu8 byPander;* and 
these are seen to I>ass by gradual transitions (Figs. 38-42) into 
.. true Dipterid forms. The genus IJiptm'u8 is represented in 
··this country by two species from the' .Catskill and four from 
theCllemung group ofPennsylvania;t but the forms discov-
ered by Professor Calvin in the old-State Quarry beds, near 
N orthLiberty (Figs. 33~38), are not identifiable with any of 
-these. 'It is possible, of course, on the theory of the sha-
-' -' ~ . 
green origin of dental plates to explain Figures 39--42 as 
representing obsolescence instead of initiation of radial rib-
bing. But as the ground-type, Synthetodu8, borne possibly 
h. y~cartilaginous lung-fish, is seen 'tohave been smooth; and 
, -
since, furthermore, .apassage is observable between plications 
(Fig. 19) and ribs (Fig. 41), as .well as between smooth ribs and 
denticulated (Figs. 33-35); it appears preferable, at least in 
the opinion of the present write:? to regard the dental plates 
of IJiptm'u8 valenoiennesi,Otenodu8 oris tatu8 , etc., as extreme 
modifications ofatypethat was first entirely smooth, and next 
. 'became . 'smooth-ribbed. . The crenulation of the. margin in 
.. *.:Pander's work all. " Die ctenodipterinen d"s devonischen systems" has remained as yet 
iml.ccessible.1;othe present writer, and he is indebted to Mr; A; S. Woodward, to whom photo-
gr&plis were snbmitted, for having suggested a similarity to some of the Russian forms. 
1·A.n nnfinished manuscript la.tely discovered among the effects of Professor Newberry, 
and tobe issued asa posthumouspublicatlon under the edItorship of Mr. Bashford Dean, con-
tainsdescriptions of two new species of Dipterus from the OhemuDg g' onp of Pennsylvania. 
Mr. Dean was kind enongh to compare the originals with photographs of the new Iowa species. 
and proDounces them distlnct. The same MS. also mentions the occurrence of Ptyctoaus teeth 
in the so-called "Kinderhook beds" of Louisiana, Missouri; and it is stated that DO differ-
ences can be detected between them and the well-known P. calceolu8, which Is limited to rocks of 
Devonian age. This is important. for it fnrnishes. additional confirmation of the view con-
tended for by Oalvin and Keyes :that a part of the formation at Louisiana. is unquestiona.bly 
DevonIan. .' 
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, " 
Psephodus does not indicate the decadence of ribbing, but a 
primary stage of its introduction. ' , 
Indications of Arthrodires occur in the form 'of large, heavy 
fragments; some of which must ha vB pertained to' fishes of 
considerable sIze.' Most of ' the remains that have been exam-
, , 
ined thus far are tooimperfectlY:2r~served for satisfactory, 
determination, but one or twoarfj plainly referable to the 
genusIJin~chthys. One fragment shows ,the base of the supra-
occipital region of the cranium, indicating a creature of about 
the siz'eof D . intermedius . Another shows the articulating 
condyle of' an antero-dorso-Iateral 'plate,' As this • genus is 
already known from the Devonian of Manitoba, and from the 
Hydrauliclimestone (Hamilton), of Wisconsin, its occurrence 
in the North Liberty beds is not surprising. It is to be hoped 
that further search may be rewarded by the dis-coveryof more 
numerous and perfect specimens than have yetbeensBcured. 
Turning our attention lastly to the Elasmobranc:hs, we find -
that,Cladodonts and other types of piercing and cutting teeth 
are conspicuously 'absent; neither have any crushing teeth 
been encountered that can be positively identified as Selach-
ian, although in the case of some forms it willrequirecareful 
microscopic study to determine their nature absolutely. Jt is 
also noteworthy that no dermal spines have been met. with; 
hence,as far ~spresent 'evidencegoes, there is not:iling to 
,disprove the', generalization ihatdefensivearmament was 
uncommon among pre-Carboniferous sharks. 
The absence or paucity of Selachian remains in these beds 
is' compensated for by prodiglious numbers of Chimceroids. ' 
So far as observed, they all pertain to a' single species of 
Ptyctodus (P. cctlceolus) , a.nd- asa ~ule, only the detached and· 
partly abra~ed tritoralareas are preserved. Nevertheless 
these fragments are so plentiful that therock maybe said to, 
be fairly charged with them in places. The average size of 
the tritors appears to be somewhat smaller than in P. calceolu8, 
but where theeomplete jawor dental plate has been observed, 
it presents no characters which serve to distinguish it from 
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that species .. The accompanying text-figures are instructive 
inasmuch as they show for the first time the nature of the 
~JTmphysial region in the American and also a Europeanspe-
eies~ The inner face of 
the dental plates (both of 
. the figures show the outer 
face) retain8 markings at 
. thesymphsis where they 
were suturally un i ted 
with their feliows. These 
dent~l plates possessed 
but one. tritor each,. in 
advance of which, was a 
. cutting edge terminated 
FIG .. 10 .. Dental plates of Ptyctodus, showina outer 
surface. A PtYCtodU8 calceolus N. and W. (from 
Iowa); B Ptyctodus molaris Eastman (from 
Europe) . 
in front by a sharp projection. The original of figure B is the 
most. perfect of several examples preserved in the Museum 
of 00n:tparative Zoology at Oambridge, all from the Middle 
Devonian of the Eifel district, in Rhenish Prussia. For this 
form the nameP. molaris is proposed. Other species with 
two tritors· to each dental plate,have been described from 
··theMiddleDevonian of Russia and the Baltic Sea Provinces. 
The solitary American species has, so fa-r, been reported from 
the ~M:iddle Devonian (Hamilton) of Oanada, and from a few 
localities in Iowa,. Illinois, and Missouri. 
From the foregoing it will bea~parent that we have here 
to deal with. a unique and highly interesting assemblage of 
fossil fishes; A number of new Dipnoan genera are encoun-
tered, some . of which present astonishing resemblance to 
primeval sha.rks, and others are connected by gradual transi-
tions with JJipteru8. Careful study of these forJ?s can hardly 
£ailto clear lip many difficult problems affecting Paleozoic 
fishes. . The presence of JJipterus and Arthrodires brings the 
Iowa fauna into relationships with the Chemung and Catskill 
of Pennsylvania on the one hand, and with the Waverly of 
. Ohio on the other. Nevertheless the different aspects of 
these faunas when compared with one another are very 
'. 
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considerable. Throug hPtyotrdus oaloeolu8 the fa una is related 
also to the Hamilton of the Mississippi valley. The abundance 
of this form, and the absence of all other Elasmobranchs is 
a surprising circumstance .. However, it is more than likely 
that further search will ,bring to light many forms which we 
should naturally expect to find in rocks of this horizon. 
These, in brief, appear to be the leading conclusions arrived 
at from a somewhat superficial examination of the material 
that has been thus far collected. The results of a more 
detailed investigation will form the basis ofa future report. 
An idea of the perfect preservation of these fish remains 
may be had from an inspection of the accompanying plate; 
.reproduced from a photograph. On this it is only possible to 
show a few of the more interesting forms, 
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INTRODUCTION. 
SITUATION AND AREA. 
From an agricultural point of view Cerro Gordo county 
-embraces one of the most beautiful tracts of land in Iowa. 
The region indeed is not without the charm of beauty from 
.any point of view. This ~ounty lies well toward the west line . 
.of the northeastern quarter of the state.' It is only seventeen 
,or eighteen miles from the Minnesota boundary. Worth 
.county, on the north, separat~s it from Minnesota. It has 
~ancock county on' th~ west,' Franklin on the south, and 
Floyd on:. the east. It is approximately square,. embracing 
.,the usual sixteen congressional townshjps. Outside of 11ason 
'City each congressional township is>-llOW organized into a civil 
'township .. 
, PREVIOUS GEOLOGICAL WORK. 
Oerro Gordo county has received but little attention in pre-
-vious official surveys. It was not included in the area directly 
investigated by Owen, nor does the report of Prof. James 
Hall refer to it in any way. The survey conducted by Dr. 
,'Charles A.WhIte . covered some' of the more pl"ominent char-
acteristics of the region, and his report* devotes a ,few pag'es 
'to the description of C~rro Gordo 'and Worth counties con-
sidered as a single area. There are,also, in the same report, 
'some references to the peat of Cerro Gordo county in the 
chapter on Economic Geology, and to certain topographic 
'phenomena around Clear Lake, under the head of Physical 
··GeographY. In 1872 there was publislied, as advance sheets 
,of the Twenty~third Annual Report on the 'State Cabinet of 
New York, a' paper by Hall and Whitfield, in which some 
'fossils from the shales at Hackberry Grove are described and 
,the geological age of the formation is discussed. 
In the Ninth . Annual Report of the Geological Survey of 
Minnesota, Mr. W arrenU pharo t· discusses the terminal 
*Reportou the Geol. 'Surv,of the State of Iowa, lhades A. White"vol. II, pp. 249-2.')3, Des 
..Moines. 18iO.·· . . .. 
-tGeo1.andNat. Rist. Surv, of Minn. Ninth Ann. Rep; pp.298·299. Minneapolis,1881. 
11 G. Rep. 
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"moraine'of what is now known as the Wisconsin "drift sheet, 
'and gives some details respecting its, course and character.;, 
is~ics inCerroGordocoUlity. McGee, has a ,brief description 
. of the dolomitic ouildifug:stones at Mason City in the report 
on the. tenth census; *, and the same author tdiscusses ,the 
characteristics of the Lime Creek shales atH:1ckherry Grove 
in his monograph on the Pleistocen~ History of Northeastern 
Iowa. ,The Hackberry Grove fossils have also been the sub-
ject of papers by'Williams, Calvin and Webster. 
PHYSIOGRAPHY. 
. "':' 
TOPOGRAPHY~ , 
',Thetopographyofthe,greater part of Cerro Gordo county 
might be regarded by some observers~,~ somewhatcharacter-
less aIldmonoton'ous. Leaving out thewest~l~tier of town- . 
ships the remaining 'portion of the county is ,a ,gently 
undulating drift plain, almost level overlarge areas. Stream 
valleys that have cutto but a very limit~de_xtent below the 
generallevel,and a£ewknobsorridges that rise to a height 
of twenty to thirtyAeetabove the otherwise unbroken plain, ' 
give some diversity to a landscape irigeneraldevoidof salient 
topographicfeatures~Thedrifteoveringthe county is in 
some places very thin; erosion sincetJ;t~ deposition of the drift 
has been insignificant in amount, aridhencethemostconspic~ 
uo'us hills andvalleys_ot'easternCerro Gordo are In reality 
remnants of a·preglacialtopograpby. " , 
All the eastern ,part of the county is occupied by IowaJi 
drift; thewest~rntie~ of townships is almost wholly occupied 
". -' " '., ;,. . ", '" . -' . .. - ". by the knobs, ridges and kettle holes. that <:haracterize the 
. marginal moraine of the Wisconsin drift, "the. Altamont 
moraine of .Chamberlin." A small area in the southwest corner 
of, Grimes township presents some of the characteristics. of 
plains of Wis~onsin drift; but this last area is so small., a~ 'to 
make it comparatively unimportant.' The county is, theJ~efore" ' 
* Rept .. Tenth Census, vol. X, pp., 261-263. 
t Eleventh Ann. Rept. U. S. Geol. EU1'v., p. au. 
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topographically divisible into two principal areas, the area 
of the Iowan drift and the area of the Altamont moraine. 
AREA OF IOWAN DRIFr. 
The Iowan drift area, which occupies about three-fourths 
of the surface of the county is, as already stated, a plain, only 
slightly modified by surface irregularities. The most marked 
topographic features of this area are associated with the val-
ley of Lime creek. From the point at which the stream enters 
the area of Iowan drift, near the northwest corner of Lincoln 
townsHip, until it leaves the county neal' the southeast corner 
of Portland, Lime creek flows in a wide and ancient valley 
that has been on~y partly filled with debris by the several gla-
ciersthat llave successively occupied the region. The valley-
varies in width from one-fourth of a mile to more than three-
miles. In depth it ranges from from twenty to seventy feet. 
The . channel that has been cut since the deposition of the 
. Iowan drift is a shallow trough wide enough to accommodate 
the stream in ordinary stages of water. There is, strictly 
speaking, no flood plain, at least there are no alluvial deposits; 
but a plain covered. with Iowan drift and strewn with conspic-
uous Iowan bowlders, usually begins at the margin of the s.hal-
low channel. and is doubtless partly overflowed at high water. 
In the western part of Lime creek township the stream flows. 
nearly east from the weElt line of the township to near the 
center of section.27. In this part of its course the valley is 
bounded on the south side by a steep escarpment, twenty to· 
thirty feet in height, in places rocky, in other places seem-
ingly made up of drift. The stream flows close to the foot of' 
the escarpment. A low drift covered plain begins near the 
level of the water on the north side of the channel and extends. 
back from one-eighth to more than one-half mile. The plain 
rises gradually to the north and is bounded in this direction 
by a more or less defined terrace eight or ten feet in height. 
From the margin of the terrace a second plain, which, like 
the first, is gently inclined toward the stream, reaches north-
' .... :.::':>.'" .... : . 
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ward with a maximum' width oftwobr three miles, and terlIli- ' 
nates in low, imperfectly,definedhills .. " 'These low hills mark 
the margi1{ of the old preglacial valley, and beyond them 
stretches away the unbroken drift plain. " ... , 
Southeast of Mason City the creek flows near the mid.dle'of 
, its old valley;· and the escarpment forming the eastern bound-
~ :ary cuts obliquely the 'west line of secti()n 7 of "Portland ' 
-toWnship. The height of the escarpment above the second 
bench of the ri'vervalleyis, atthispoint,thirty"fivefeet. Th~ 
'bo:undary of the valley is similarly marked' (:m the west side 
,at a distance of a mile, or a m~le and a half'frOID'the stream~ 
, In the southern part of Portlandtownship~the Lime creek 
· valleytreridsnearly,east. Here again the stteamilows near· 
· the southern margin of the v~ney~ . F6r.s~Ine.distance it fol-
, lows the foot ()f an escarpment nuide up of Lim~, creek shales 
,and presenting a 'front seventy feet in height. . From the sum-
"mit of this escarpment the nornialdrift plain stretches away 
with gentle undulations tothe south; . On thellorthside of the . 
:streamthe bowlder strewn plain 'begiIl~ near the level of the 
water and 'rises verygrad,uallytowardthe north, lIntil, at.a 
· ,dh~tance of two or three 'miles, without marked break or 
',change of slope, it blends into -the. plain of drift which lies at 
the general level of all the eastern pat-tor the COllnty~ In" 
the immediate neighborhoo~ of thestream,however, there is 
, the unusu.alsp'ectadle ofiwO drift piains.o£thesanle.age, 
;'sharply'·.offsetonefroIn.theothe~by a vertical rise of seventy 
feet: The interesting relations of these two plains are· due to 
topographic'features.iniposedupon the region 'befor~, the 
,oncoming of'lihe earli~st 'ghtcia! period., 'The ():ff$et.between 
,the two plains is most ,marked where the. stream flows close 
,to the foot of theesearpinent in sections31 ,and _35, butit is 
continued westward through sections 33and-32, receding 
Jarther and farther from the stream, and is finally lost in tp.e .~ 
,general level of the' county at the western limit of the pre-
,glacial valley. - . 
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The valley of Lime creek abounds in·· interesting features 
throughout its whole course in the county. In the Iowan 
drift area it had been excavated to a great width in pregla-
cial thrre and probably accommodated. one of the master 
streams of ancient Iowa. The valley was partly filled with 
Kansan, and probably with an earlier drift, but during the 
interval following the Kansan ice invasion, it was in part 
re-excavated,-the terrace already noted in Lime creek town-
ship, and similar terraces at other points along the valley, 
indicating the width attained at the time the interval was 
brought to a'close by the invasion of Iowan ice. This later 
ice distributed only a thin mantle of drift which failed to dis-
guise the pre-existing topography. A thin sheet of till, with 
numerous and large bowlders was spread over the higher plain, 
over the· terrace, or second bench, and over the low plain 
FIG: n .. Abandoned channel of Lime creek north of Mason City. This is au interglacia.l chan-
. nel,aptlarently excavated and occupied by the stream during the interval between the 
Kansan and Iowan stages. of the Pleistocene. This interval includes three distinct epi-
sodes, namely: the Bucha.nan interglacial stage, the sta.ge of the invasion of sc,uthea!lt:' 
ern Iowa by the Illinois ice sheet, and the interglacial stage (unnamed) following the 
retreat ot the Illinois ice. 
formed by the excavation of the valley during the long inter-
glacial interval followi~g the withdrawal of the Kansan ice. 
The present shallow and comparatively narrow channel repre-
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sents the amount of erosion since the. close of the Iowan 
glacial period. 
An abandoned channel 'of Lime creek, with well defined 
rocky bluffs that are in places fortyreet in height, (Fig. 11) is 
.an interesting topographic feature in sections 27,34 and 35 of 
Lime creek township, and section 2 of Mason City. At the 
elbow of the stream east of the center of section 27 in the 
first named township, the present channel bends toward the 
southwest, while the abandoned channel trends almost directly 
south. rrhe southerly course is maintained for a little more 
than a mile, when the channel bears southeast and crosses the 
south line of the township from sixty. to eighty rods east of 
the southwest corner of section 35. In section 2 of Mason 
- . . 
City township it maintains its southeasterly direction, but iIi 
the northeast quarter of this section it enters'a:n expansion of 
the old preglacial valley and loses its character as a definitely 
bordered channel. The course of the stream.thatexcavated 
. . 
this 9ld channel continued. southeastward beyondth(3 middle 
of section 1, and then ,turned southward to join the present 
channel near the south line of section 12, Mason City town-
ship ... The part of the channel of greatest intere,st is that in 
sections 27, -34 'and 35 of Lime creek, and the northwest quar-
ter of section 2 of Mason City. It is in this part of its course 
that it is defined by rocky bluffs. Here it is also narrow, 
" scarcely exceeding 100 yards in width. Topographically the 
channel is young. It was occupied for'onlya very short time 
- as compared with the geologic ages required toe:s:cavate the. 
broad valley which the stream generally follows in the Iowan 
drift area in other parts of th,e county. - As to the age of the 
narrow rock-walledportiop. of the channel there is evidence . 
that the exc~vationwas completed before the 'invasion of 
Iowan ice, for Iowan drift, and numerous typical Iowan bowl- c" 
del'S lie appar~nt1y undisturbed throughout the greater part 
of its course. The -present stream seems to follow the pre-
glacial valley, so that it is scarcely possible that this channel 
was cut and afterward abandoned .in preglacial times. The 
....... 
.. -.:.:. 
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, mo~t p~obable succession of events would be, (1) a preglacial 
"valley 6~cupied by an in1:portant stream was cut to. a width of 
frotntwo to: three miles. In places the width 1p.ay have 
exeeededthema,xilllum given;, in others the real width may 
h:ivebeen less than the minimum. One of the narrower parts 
oltheoldvalley was ju~t below the point at which the aban-
, dbI1e~'channel diverges from thB present' one. (2) The nar-
. row:par.t of tllepreglacial valley was choked with dirt during 
".the-ad~ance ~rid:retreat of the Kansan ice.' (3) After the dis-
, , "appear.3;Il:ceof the Kahsan i~e the drainage in gene~al fol~ 
'lowedthe oidv~lley, but owing to obstructions, probably not 
farbelowtlle point at which the divergenc.ebacurred, the 
, stream 'was· turned aside· and compelled for a short distance 
: to make a new channel in 'which it continued -to flow during 
the interval between the Kansan and Iowan drift periods. 
''jJhecllannelcut .. during this interval' is in reality onlyabotit 
'tW6rililes in length. In the remaining portio.n of· its course 
until it joined the presentcihanriel, the' stream followed the 
,"~a~~ern 'portion of··t~epreglacial v~ney~(4) :During-ihe 
. Ib'Vailglaci.~l period two things, probably occurred. The 
, obstr~etiori.·o£Kansan drift mayhav6,beenj.n part plowed 
"a:#~y\and,the. channel followed' by the stream during the 
, int~rglaGial, periodniayhavebeen' in part :filled with Iowan 
'a~i1t ..• Tliat then<?w'abandoned channel ~as so filled in, part . 
" i~ 'a~,te~t~d by:ob:serv.:edfacts;and whether the·obstructiou'in' 
"~hepreglaclal valley was_plowed out ornot, the stream, alter 
the.' retreat of ,the Iowan ice, left the channelit had made in 
interglacial titne, and 'once more follow~d the older valley. 
On.~hi~llyp()thesis' the 'ab~ndoned 'channel .represents the 
an+ount of rock cutting accomplished in the interval between 
the.'Kansanand Iowan glacial stages. C6mp;tred with the 
anlou:rit of erosion since the close of the Iow~n stage it is 
many times as" great. It may safely be as'~erted that the 
interglaciar'period in question was relatively long .. A Gom:' 
parison of Figures iLand 12uiay afford so~e measure of th~ 
relative length of the two intervals., Figure 11, however, 
:':" ' 
;',: -;' ." ," ;-, -.'" 
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. . shoW8only·· a. ,part . of . the rock :c~tting accomplishe~l in the 
:per1od bet-\veentheKansan' and. 16wan.stiges; fortheaban- .' 
,d6ned valley is~owfiUed. to,aa.epthof.s~veralfeet with-drift. 
RJ?-dpeatYllumus; while Figure 12 ,sh6:Wl3tp.eentir~: ~lIlourit ~of .;' . 
yalley-inaking:aGcoiI,lpiishedbytheShen·Rbckriye.~at the 
'point ch~senforill~stratibn~ inallpost.;f():Wallti~_e.. . •. ...' 
.. 
'" Then6rth~aster~ corner bf t~ecoup-ty 'is·trayers~d ,bytb.e 
.~all~y.~of. Shelij:i9ckriv~r,a ·v~lley vEtry.difierefit·sofar·a~ 
!el~testo. it~' hi~tory and·topograph.ic.Cb.~racteI'isti~sfrbm . 
,that·' of LIme cre~k'~ Shell'Rock'valley iSn.ew~' . It traverses . 
the .hig:h~~ drift plat~au.~': '. Its depth. asarul~ .isdnlyaf~i 
teet.be16w ~the general drift plain: and. it~·:wldthis.just suffi~' 
. FIG. 12. View oil the Shell· Rock; showing the ,very s:liaiio:w.troUgh~likech!!-nn:elclit in the 
rowan drift.and iInderlyin.gJlme.stoile~. The contiguousfie~fui are.cu~tivated.practically \ 
. . to t1}.ewater's:.edge .. Northwestiquarter:of-il'tction 2i •. F~lls towniihlp. . . .... 
.cient·tb a(3co.mmodate -tile 'pX'~s.e:ritstr~am.. . ·In.~3;'nypi~ces. 
'. '.'th~drift :pialn, with its. hou.ses,barn.sahdeulti~ated -fietds~ 
'hegins at the margin of the 'shallow, ·trorigp:~tik~~ha.n:n·ei ~nd 
'.'spreadsaway without perceptible slope, to th~horizon.(Fig~· 
12). Inoth~r .places the stream has' cut . through l()wridges of. 
. ' .. ,' . . . '. . ....... .. 
. rock arid developed miniature bluffs that persist for a ~h()rt dis~ 
. tance andthenf~de into the low gr~ssy slopes that~omedoWn 
SHELL ROCK RIVER BLUFFS. 129-' 
FIG; 13. View of the low rocky bluff on Shell Roclr river,in northwest quarter of section 26 •. 
:; .- - _ _ _ Fallst(rwn,h'p.·· -
tothew.ater'sedge (Fig.13). BelowPlym.outhfor a few miles" 
tllech~w.nel is cut-continuouslyin.rockystratatoa depth of 
eight or ten feet. At a few points, as at Vermilya's bluff in 
Sw.qr., Ne. i;Sec. 35, Falls township,the ro·c:kywalls on one-
or the other side of -the valley attain a h~ig~t.of thirty or-
FIG. U. Vermnya'~ bluff, the higbest r6cky escarpment on the Shell Rock river, in Cerro· 
Gordo county. No.rtheast qUlIorter of sectron 35~Fa.ils township. 
':. -. 
•. '.<. 
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'fortyfeet(Fig,'] 4)~ but insuchcases·the .li61dertopoglaphy 
is,.dtletoG0l1diti011~,.develpp.ed.iIi pr.e·gliwiatthne. .....• ··.Iggeneral· 
. the valley' of the Sin~ll Rock in Cerro Gordo county'isnarrow 
:an:d~-shanow, rind repres~htsw():rkaeQomp~isli~~ :bythe·stTe~irl 
:since the retreat of thelo.w-~n ice ... ' '. . . .... . . 
" IntheYicinityof ·Ma~onCitythev~lfeyof·Willow.ereek 
'. ,t;'howsthe same characteristics as·, thevaiievof·Lime:breek .. 
·,~~~f!!:?J!;~{it:f~~~:~t~~t1~::~!~ie~; 
. -'FiG. 15. . iowa. b~wlder i~ !d~son C1tY;~P.W.·lOiwll PI~WkIt~~ilt~ew.· alIso of~he~regla~ia.i valley of· ... 
. ... owcree. .. '. .... . ....._ 
railway cuts ·thi-dligh.fossiljJerous ·beds()fth~ LiIUe e~eek 
?sha~es; butt4e bottom. land' .·between.the raHWay . and. the 
: stream, a veraginghalf.antile .l~>widtll,is cov~red with-drift 
to adeptkin places offi1te~n orbveIltyfeet.Ayalley more· 
·than fifty feet in depth; a~d fUllY"aJ-n#lein width was exca;v~ted 
."".. . ,"" . . . ". "" .. ". : .' " . .~ 
here before any drift was deposite,d: ... Towan bowlders; some of 
--them of great size (Fig.l~),;lie scat~ered over ~hejow·p~a.in 
-Within the walls of the val~eyas.over the corresponding plain 
;'along LiIne creek. Here as· in many' other parts' of the county 
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-tbesltccessive drift mantles were in the aggregate too thin to 
, <completely obliterate the preglacial topography. The valley 
• -was hever more than partially filled with drift, and beyond 
the limits of the valley, on the plain south of the railroad, the 
:pfaib. in which the valieywas cut, the driitmantle is so thin 
that Lime creek shales of Devcmian age are exposed' by the 
·:plow. . 
Preglacial hills and ridges, stand ,out to a limited height 
:above the general surface in sections '16 and 17 of Lake town-
:ship.· ~n the northeast quarter of 17 there' is a low' ridge, 
half a mile in length, trending northwest-~outheast, and com-
-posed of Lime creek shales with scarcely any' covering of 
. drift. This ridge lies between the lorks of Willow creek. Its 
;structure,' and its relations to the drift lying in the adjacent 
valleys arid lapping upon' its sides, indicate that' it belongs 
to a system of topography developedbefbre the earliest gla-
, ·dia;l.period." "A similar :ridge, with drift 'bowlders sprinkled 
: -over' its surface,' but with' a, soil made' up of decomposed 
D~vollian 'shales, extends through the northern part of sec-
ii6n 16. . 
"'A ,ridge;. conspicuous for this region, passes from section 
24 of ¥ason township into section 19 ciiPortland.It· rises 
.s$iJeet 'above the valley of Lime creek, and twenty feet 
above the drift plain to which the road descends from its slim-
iriittowardthe south. Near the summit the rain-wash in the 
, ,sides of the road expose undisturbed shales of the Lime creek 
.stage. A thin sheet of.till extends over the ridge, and heav-
:ierbodi~s lie on the lower grounds on eithet side; but the 
body of the ridge itself, as an eminence overlooking lowlands 
:on the north and south, is older than the oldest drift. 
" 1:he,s~antiness of the drift materials in certain localities, 
, .and the fact that the present hills and valleys are, to a large 
;enent, remnants of a preglacial topography, are well illus-
-tratedat numerous other points within the county. For 
·example, there are many bQwlders lying over the plain that 
begins at the summit of the seventy-foot escarpment in section 
· . ., ... 
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35 of Portland township, but in cultivating the fieltls the 
.farm.er drives his plow .through . Devonian shales. . The . same 
shales are cut through by the roadway at the summit of. a-
long' hill,ri.~ar the s{)utheastcorner ofs.ection24 in Owen 
township, while und~sturbed drift lies deeply over the' adJa-
cent . v~lleys: '. Along-the :r:o~d "le~ding from Mason . ctti. t(} . 
Clear Lake,almost every excavation, whether made iii ~ill 
or valley, cuts through the thin layer of. 'drift "and reveals the 
yellow shales, whichhereconstitut-ethe' country rock. In the-
southwest corner of 'Portland tbwnshipthere are n.umerous. 
exposures illustrating the same·relations. The valleys con:.. 
tain undisturbed drift an.d the hills are made up of undisturbed 
country rock. 
: Overlarge~reas in the, eastern part. of Cerro{j;ordo.cou~ty . 
the drift is, after all, comparatively deep, alldoutside ()f :such.· 
phenomena·ashave. been discussed· above; this area maybe-
. looked'upon asa drift-plainwith g~iltle- undulatiohs that are 
not. always erosional in origin.- .A typiGa~p().i'~tibn.oftllispla,in 
begins ·at·t.1~.e easternornortheast~rn margin' 6f,the'()ld " Lhne 
creek valley: and occupies nearly all."of-Falls t()~IlsJ:rip, 
togetlier' -with:adjacentpartsof . Lime Creek andj;>or.tla:p.d .. 
The·same·plain, broken.only bythepost-:glaciai (3l<)$iort:ofa.· 
few sm~llstreanis, covers nearly the whole of: the area'east. 
_of the Altamont moraineap.d south. of the valleys' of Willow 
creek andL~me creek., Through()ut'·abeltseveral miles in 
width,and lying' On . both sides or the northernbo-undary of 
Dougherty, Geneseo ap.dPleasant Valleytc):wnships, the plain 
·is typically. d~veldped~' Its .. western' . limit coincides· very 
nearly with the east line of Grimes and U nion.·An',area of . 
similar topography lies ,between Lime creek and Willow creek 
in' southwestern Liricolil ~andthe northern part bfLake. 
ALTAMONT MORAINE. 
The area of the Altamontmnraine is one of unique topog--
raphy. " Geographically it corresponds very nearly with the 
western tier_ of townships so far as it IS included in Cerro-
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Gordo county. In the southwest it extend.s a short distance 
-€astof the limit 'of these, and occupies a few square miles in 
the western edge of Mount Vernon and Pleasant Valley town-
ships; _ The surface of the are~ is quite irregular, and pre-
sents a series of knob-like hills and undrained marshes-
.arranged in the most lawless manner. Erosion has played a 
very unimportant part in producing the present surface con-
-figuration of this Illorainic belt. 
One of the most broken and hilly portions of the moraine in 
. -Cerro Gordo county occurs in the n0rthwest corner of Grant 
. 'township. The hills are simply knobs of drift that were. 
-irregularly heaped up along the margin of the Wisconsin ice. 
crrheir. height above- ~he tortuous, marshy valleys that wind in 
.and out and branch and rebranch without definable system, so 
FIG. 16. The Altamont moraine in section 1 of Grant township. 
- -
:as practically to surround each individual knob, varies from 
forty to seventy or eighty feet. The ~lo:ges are often steep. 
'The traveler following the wagon roads ·must be content to 
make slow prog:ress,and must often make long detours to 
:avoidiInpassablemarshes or impracticable hills. 
Soutlieast of Lime creek in Grant township, the irregulari - -
ties of the surface are less pronounced. The relief is less, 
the curves are not so sharp, and yet the topography is in 
marked contrast with the gently undulating plain of Iowan -
·driftthat begins not far to the east. The milder features of 
;the knobby moraine are continued southward to Clear Lake, 
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and for a few miles south of that body of water the gentler' 
curves that begin Bouthof Lime creek characterize the ,topo-
. graphic forms. Section 3 of Grimes township, is the center' 
of an area of considerable extent, in which moranictopog-
Tapny is typically developed (Fig. 16), the moraine here hav-
ing a width of six or seven miles. In the southern part of 
Grimes township the knob-like hills are replaced by compara-
tively gentle- undulations. 
Kettle holes are very characteristic features of the area· 
occupied by the moraine; These are saucer-shaped ponds or' 
marshes that, in the majority of cases, are only a few rods in 
diameter. They are abruptly depressed belowthesurround-· 
ing level,but they may be found in ~ll situations from the, 
low, ill-drained ground between the .;hills, to the~top of the' 
highest eminences~ In seasons of ordinary. rainfall they .are~ 
filled with water and JIlay support a dense growth of rushes, 
wild rice, and 'lessconspicu?us aquatic plants. Evidently 
'thesepecllliitr-ponds- were formerly more numerous than. at. 
present, 101- innianyinstand~speafbogs Jiave taken the place-
of.kettle holes, the depre~sionshavingbeengradually filled. 
with partially d~(J~yed vegetation. All these ponds, inde~d, 
are in 'process of f.iH1ng;and the cultivation of the hilh" whictL 
is every year becoming more general,will hereafter result in 
the mingling?l considerable quantities of earthy matter with. 
the peaty d~P9sit. 
The bas.in of Clear L~ke is simply a large depression in the, 
Altamont moraine, . ~nd it may be regarded as genetically 
related to the kettle holes aJready described. The maximum. 
depth of the water in the lake is about fifteen ' feet. Except 
at the outlet, at the east end of the lake, the basin is sur-· 
rounded bv low knobs and hills of drift .. 
" . 
Lake basins of smaller size than Clear Lake, now generally 
filled with peat and supporting annually a heavy crop .. of 
coarse slough grass, are found at various points within the-
limits of the moraine. . A typical extinct lake bed of the kind 
described is seen in sections. 24 of Union township and 19 of 
NIount Vernon. 
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At various points along the east end ?f Clear Lake, as, for 
example, between the lake and the Assembly grounds, there 
is a rather low but conspicuous ridge of sand and gravel that, 
is more recent in age than the moraine. This ridge has had 
the sam'e origin as the i'walls" and causeways that commonly 
occur on the low, or swampy sides of northern lakes, and has. 
been produced bJ~ the ,heaving and expansion of the ice dur-
ingthe successive winters that have come and gone since.the 
lake came into existence. The expanding ice is c'rowded 
shoreward .along that margin of the lake that offers leas to 
resistance, and carries with it the clay, sand, gravel, bowl-, 
FIG. 17 . Effect of expansion of. ice in Clear Lak'l. Along the low, !teutly sloping margins-
of. the lake the ice is heaveg and broken a.nd shoved shoreward with tremendous en"l'gy, 
'carrying'with it great quantities of sand, clay, bowlders and other included mateIials., 
deI's or other substances that may be frozen in its lower' 
surface, or are so situated as to be moved by the great 
mechanical energy exerted in connection with the process of' 
expansion (Fig. 17). 
In the western and southwestern part of Grimes township, 
thg moranic topography gradually disappears, and the soft-
ened curves blend eventually into the lev.el plain character-
istic of the area covered with Wisconsin drift. 
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ELEVATIONS. 
The followblg ta,ble,t~ken fr.om Gannett's Dictionary of 
.. Elevations, shows the relative altitudes of a few of the 
more important points in the county. ;rtwill beohserved 
-that the greatest elevations occur at Clear Lake and Ventura, 
. . - .. . 
-in the Altamont moraine. 
Mason, City~ 
C., M. & St. P.depot ____ ~"' _____ ~_;.; ____ ~ _____ ::.~·_ ]",128 
. Iowa Central depot ________ ~_,..---'-.,."--- __________ 1,130 
Clear Lake __________ :. ''" ____ .,. ____ ~ _______ ~ ~ ___ ~ _______ 1,238 
Plymouth ___ ~ __ .:.: __ ~ ___ . _______ . ______________ ~ ______ .:..1,125 
Portland ____________ .. _________ ..: ____________ ~. _________ <I ,071 
Ventura ________ :..~_..; _____________ .. _________ ~ ____ .. ______ 1,252 
DR ... 'UNAGE. 
. With respect. to drainage, as in th~ case of topography, 
, . -Cerro Gordo county is divisible intotw'o areas. The portion 
-'of the county occupied by Iowan'drift has relatively perfect 
. drainage; and the stream channelsare'iairlY'fe~l:aefined.· 
With theex'ceptionof that part o1.thechanhelofLi;ri:tecre~k 
whichpasses~througli the northwest cq:rnerofGJ,'::tlJ.tt6wn-
':ship, it .,can',scarcelybesaid·thatthere"isa;weU' defin~dwater 
course illthearea~f the Altainont.~oraine; '.' , 
'1;irne OJ;eek.-·' ,Li.lIleereekdraills.th~.largerpart of Cerro 
· ..·Gordo'county.· It entersthecounty1r6mthesouthwe.st, and 
in the first part oJ its.eQ~rSe it tntverses the morainic belt 
already described. Ttscourse itt the- moraine is somewhat 
• anomalous. Entering.Grant .town~hip in section 19· the 
stream fiows northeast and passes into Worth county. Soon 
after ,entering Worth its' directionischangedtowardtheeast, ' 
.. ,- ~ 
", and after flowing eastward for afew'miles it escapes from th~ 
-moraine and enters' upon the area of Iowan drift ... Here its 
course becomes normal for streams in this part of Iowa: . It 
· flows southeast, and soon re-enters Cerro Gordo county, :. 
· crossing the north line of section 5 of Lincoln township. 
Froin thispoint its course is in the main southeast untIl it 
]eaves the eountYJ:ttthe east line of section 36 of Portland 
-.:township. 
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Within the moranic belt, in Grant township, the course of 
Lime creek is very tortuous, since of necessity it winds back 
and forth to avoid the lawlessly disposed knobs and hills of 
drift. In this region the channel is new, dating only from 
the retreat of the Wisconsin ice. It is now a mere shallow 
-'J • 
trough in loose glacial ,detritus, showing only an inconsider-
able amount of erosion since the stream began work upon it. 
There is here properly no river valley, nor are there any 
tributary s,treams with definitely marked channels. The 
drainage waters from adjacent lands find their way into Lime 
creek,sometimes by very roundabout courses, along broad, 
flat-bottomed swales, or through reedy, ill drained marshes~ 
In the Iowan dr~ft area, however, Lime creek follows a pre-
glacial valley that was originally in places two or three miles 
j 
-- ---- ----------
'Z. 
- ----
:FIG. 18. Profile across valley of LIme creek in western part of Lime Creek township. 1. 
Width of preglacial valley. 2. Width of valley at close of interglacial stage preceding 
the advent of the [owan glaciers. > 3. Width of present channel. This channel isa nar-
row and shallow trough cut in Iowan drift. A. Lower plain, only a few feet above level 
of water in creek. This plain is covered with Ii. thin sheet of Iowan drift· and is 'strewn 
with large Iowan bOWlders that have not been disturbed since they were deposlted at the 
levelat which they now 11e. B. Terrace into which the interglacial stream cut the valley 
No.2. Tbis terrace Is underlain by gravel of the age Of the Buchanan ~ravels it is 
superficially covered with Iowan drift, and is in places thIckly strewn with Iowan bowld-
ers. C. Highla.nds beginning at the northern margin of the preglacial valley, covered 
with thin mantle of Iowan drift. • . 
in width. In depth the valley varies from twenty to seventy 
feet. Its history is well recorded in the western part of Lime, 
Creek township. Here the present stream flows in a small, 
shallow and narrow channel near the southern margin of the 
valley. The south barik of the stream rises abruptly to a height 
of thirty or forty feet. On-the north side a plain with gentle 
slope begins near the level of the water and extends back to 
a terrace that is eight or ten feet in height. At,the summit 
of the terrace there begins another plain that may be, two 
miles or more in width, and is terminated on the north by an 
irregular line of low hills. The history seems to have been 
as follows: The preglacial valley (Fig. 18) had a width reach-
12 G~ Rep. 
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ing from the south bank of the present stream to the line of 
hills which form the northern border of thesecond plain noted 
above. The sub-Aftonian drift, if it was ever deposited in 
this region, cannot, be differentiated from the Kansan, but it 
is (3ertain that at ~he close of the Kansan stage the old valley 
was only partially filled with detritus, . and· an . important 
drainage stream of the subsequent interglacial stage followed . 
the old depression and in part re-excavated the valley .. At the 
beginning of the Iowan stage the re..,excavation was far from 
complete, its amount being represented by the space between 
the south wall of the valley and the first terrace north of the 
present stream.' The Iowan glaciers deposited only a very 
thin sheet of drift over this region; but they carried numerous 
bowlders that are 'scattered over the:Whole s~rface of high-
lands and lower plains. The plain between the terrace and 
the channel, and rising only a few feet above the level of the 
water, is thickly strewn with large Iowanbowldersthat have' 
not been disturbed since they were deposited' at the level at 
which they now lie. '. The present channel is a shallow: trough 
cutin the Iowan drift ()f this lower plain, and repres~ntsthe 
inconsiderable amount of erosion since the withdrawal of the' 
Iowan ice. 
The same history i:s recorded throughout the whole course 
of the stream in the Iowall drift area, except that during the 
interglacial stage, between the Kansan and Iowan glacial 
periods, the stream,'for a few miles, was turned aside from the 
ancient valley andex.pended its energies in cutting the/aban-
d<?ned, rock-wa~led channel,' already noted, that traverses 
sections 34.and 35 of Lime Creek township, and a part of sec-
tion 2 of Mason City. The . evidence of the interglacial age· 
of this abandoned channel has been given in connection with 
th~ discussion of the topography of the region.· .. 
It seems probable that during preglacial and interglacial 
times the valley of Lime creek accommodated one of the· most 
important streams' of northeastern Iowa. After the close of 
the Iowan stage the Shell Rock river probably took part of 
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the drainage waters that had 'previously found their way 
through various tributaries into the predecessor of Lime 
creek. At all events there was no pre-Iowan Shell Rock, for. 
this stream follows no valley; and ·has cut only a shallow 
trough in the surface of the Iowan drift. Furthermore the 
Wisconsin drift, particularly the Altamont moraine, choked 
. up that portion of Lime creek valley which doubtless was 
produced northwestward from the point at which it crosses 
the northern boundary of Cerro Gordo' county. As a conse-
quence the surface waters have been partly turned into new 
courses, while those that still find their way from the Wiscon-
sin drift area in~o the old valley are obliged to wander tortu-
ously among morainic knobs, and over areas in which drainage 
. channels are altogether undeveloped. As a result of these 
changes the relative importance of the stream following this 
old valley has been greatly diminished. . 
Shell Rock river.-The Shell Rock river drains the north-
eastern portion o~ the county. It flows almost diagonally 
through Falls township,· entering the county a short distance 
north of Plymouth and leaving it not far from the northeast-
ern corner of Portland township. . In its course in Cerro 
Gordo county the Shell Rock is a comparatively unimportant 
stream, receiving few tributaries, and having its' drainage 
area confined to a narrow space on each side of the channel. 
. The Shell Rock, as a stream, is new. There is no evidence 
of any. valley older than the Iowan drift. The channel is cut 
in the. drift plain, which, in places, spreads out on either side 
of the shallow trough in which the stream flows, and without 
- perceptible slope is lost in the unbroken horizon. Fields that 
g!ye no suggestion of being lower than the adjacent lands are 
tilled to the water's edge, and from homesteads established 
on the brink of the stream the view is equally uninterrupted 
in every direction. The Shell Rockbegan to flow in its pres-
ent course after the Iowan ice had disappeared from .this 
region. It is a typical example of a youthful stream. It has 
. cut through the drift and has usually excavated a few feet of 
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. . 
rock, . but the work of valley making is only fairly begun .. 
The amount of rock cutting accomplished by the-Sh~llRock 
is less than one-third of that performed by the inte~ghi.cial 
stream that -excavated the abandoned channel near Mason 
City. 'It may not be safe from this fact~lone to assume-that 
the interglacial period ·was three times as long as the period 
since the- close of the Iowan glacial stage, for the'attitud~ of 
the lan·d is an important factor in determining the rate of 
. channel erosion, but there are other corroborative lines of 
evidellceth,at justify the belief that the.in:tervalbetweenthe 
. . 
Kansan and Iowan glacialstages was much longer than the . 
tim~ that has elapsed since the close of the Iowan. . 
WillOw creek is a st·ream of Some importance that, With -Its 
num:erous branches; drains the region -betweenMasonOity 
.and Olear Lake. One of its brancheSl affords an outlet-for the .. 
. . . .~. 
waters Of Clear Lake during periods of excessiveprecip'itation. 
In the neighborhood. of Mason City Willow creek Howsin an . 
. {)ld~ valley that has been subject to the same vicissitudes as . 
theval1~yofLim.ecreek. It wasexca;'ated to a depth offifty 
{)r ~ixty feet,--'andwas wi¢le:p:ed by long continued weathering; . 
• {)fthe valley sid.es inp-reglacial times. It was partly filled 
-by K~nsan and pI'()bablyby:sub~Aftonian .. drift, and . was _ in· 
part re-e~cavated during the i1iterva~ following the close o~ 
. ·theKansan ·stage.The bottom of the valley received a thin 
"' layer of till, and upon· it was . deposited . many large granite 
bowlders as . a result of the invasion of the Iowan ice.·- The 
present channel is a small trough with Iowan drift . coming 
down to its margin. ~ 
. - .One· of -the branches· of willow cre~k, as already noted, 
-carries -off any excess of water from -the basin of. Clear Lake; 
the other arises in the ~imperfectly. d:rainedsloughs and 
marshes th~t-alternate with the knobs of drift in the -eastern 
margin of the hilly country north of the lake. Both hq,ve" 
their origin in the . Altamont moraine, but the main source of 
the water supplied to the stream is fotiridin the area be~ween 
the margin of the moraine and Mason City. 
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. CaZmu8 Greek is a stream with a very narrow drainage basin 
in proportion to its length. It has its origin in a marshy area 
near the northwest <:orner of Lincoln township. Its course is 
nearly parall~l to Lime creek, and only a mile or two distant 
from the larger stream, which it joins in the northern part of 
. Mason City.· Except in wet seasons the amount of water car-
ried byCalmus creek is insignificant . 
. The southern part of the county, east of the moraine, pre-
sents extensive reaches of levelland in which drainage is not 
as well established as it is farther north. From large areas 
the storm waters flow off very slowly, and are finally gathered 
into a number of small streams that have cut shallow ditch-
like channels in-the otherwise unbroken plain of Iowan drift. 
Mount Vernon, Bath, Geneseo, and Pleasant Valley town-
ships are all drained by the numerous small forks of Beaver 
Dam creek. All of these branches exhibit in the main the 
characteristics of youthful,prairie streams that have cut only 
a short· distance into the black drift loam. But at a few points 
~ome rock cutting ,has been accomplished, for near Rockwell 
one of the branches exposes ledges of Owens Grove magnes-
ian shales and limestones; another branch cuts into magnesian 
shales of the same horizon three miles ·southeast of Swaledale; 
in section 35 of Geneseo township the creek flows apparently 
ina small preglacial, rock-walled valley; and in section 36 of 
Pleasant Valley townsJiip the west branch of Beaver Dam 
creek cuts into Kinderhook shales and limestones . 
. Cold Wcttm' Greek.-Dougherty township is drained by Cold 
Water creek. This is a small stream in seasons of ordinary 
rainfall. . The headwater branches and the upper portion of 
the drainage course are defined only as broad swales or sloughs, 
without any distinct channel cutting through the coarse 
slough grass sod. Farther down, the channel is better defined. 
There are a few drainage channels, not shown on the accom-
'panying map, in the northwestern part of Owen township; 
there are broad sloughs serving as drainage courses in the 
eastern part of Owen and Dougherty; but all the southwest-ern 
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part of Owen and adjacent parts of Doughe~ty, Bath and 
Geneseo townships, belong to a level. expanse of rich prairie 
land in which drainage has been only imperfectly developed. 
_ Drai.naqe of the morainio belt.-TheAlta,1l1ont moraine, occu-
pying the western townships of Cerro Gordoeounty, is an 
area that is practically undrained. . Lime creek,as already 
stated, flows through the northwest corner of Grant township, 
but it occupies the only definitely marked stream channel in 
the morainic belt north of Clear Lake.' In this region Lime 
creek has ·no tributaries except so far as the debouching 
sloughs and marshes afford opportunity for drainage of the 
adjacent areas. . For many miles south of Clear Lake there 
are no drainage channels, except the broad swales that wind 
in and out among the hills of drift.' Indeed the first definitely 
marked water 'course in this -direction is· found near Thornton 
inthe eastern part of Grimes township. 
80Utl'oe of water supply fOr Olear Lake.-· No surface streams 
flow into Clear Lake.- Union and Clear Lake _ townships' 
are practically destitute of developed drainage colirses. 
The storm waters flow from the hills to the lower levels,but 
here they move sluggishly along the bottoms of broad grassy 
swales or through sedgy marshes and, before being gathered 
into definite streams, are largely lost, partly by evaporation, 
. and partly by percolation into underground' channels.' The 
popular belief among the local inhabitants that· Clear Lake, 
which receives no surface streams,mustbe fed by springs, is 
doubtless true, for it would be reasonable to suppose that 
some of the water that sinks into the ground· in the hilly 
regions north and south of the.Jake,would find its way-along 
horizons of sand and gravel into the lake bed. The undrained, 
saucer-shaped marshes or~ kettle holes characteristic of the 
morainic area were noted under the head of topography, and 
it was also noted that the basin of Clear Lake is only a large.~ 
kettle hole, or depression in the driftmaterial-s of the moraine, 
and is not neces.sarily connected with any special configura-
. tion of the underlying indurated rocks. -
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Drainage during lVisconsin stage.-Within the limits of 
Cerro Gordo county it seems clear that few streams of any 
consequence flowed out from the eastern margin of the Alta-
-mont moraine during the period of melting of the Wisconsin 
-ice. The waters from such melting' probably for the most 
part flowed southward along the margin of the ice, inside the 
moraine, to escape through the marginal ridges of drift at 
points outside the limits of Cerro Gordo county. Toward the 
southern extremity of the Wisconsin ice lobe the escaping 
streams deposited trains and terraces of gravel along their 
courses. ',This gravel may sometimes be traced for miles 
-down the valleys in regions outside the lobe of Wisconsin 
drift, and it may be' followed backward into the newer drift 
region for long distances. In this county, however, there is 
no evidence .of violent stream action and consequent deposi-
tionof : gravels. in connectipn with the melting of this latest 
ice sheet, except in the neighborhood of Thornton, and along 
the west branch of Beaver Dam creek between Thornton and 
the point at which this stream passes into Franklincounty, at 
the south line of section 36, Pleasant Valley township. The 
boldtopog~aphy characteristic of the moraine farther north 
gives place in Grimes township to more softened and gentler 
undulations. There is no marked elevation of the morainic 
belt above the drift areas on either side.' The creek in ques-
tion heads well toward the west side of the moraine, and its 
valley seems to have formed the most important outlet in the 
county for the escape of waters from the melting ice sheet. 
Gravelsbegin in valleys of the several branches of this creek 
some distance above Thornton. A very large body of gravel 
occurs where two important branches come together. just 
below the village. Gravels are strewn all along the creek 
vaUeyto points beyond the limits of Cerro, Gordo county, an 
important bed occurring in the roadside and adjacent fields a 
few rods west of the point at which the stream crosses the 
county line. 
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GEOLOGICAL FORMATIONS. 
General Description. 
The geological formations of Cerro' Gordo county, while not 
very numerous, are all of especial interest both from an 
eGonomic and scientific point, of view. _ The indurated rocks 
embrace shales and 'limestones; the superficial deposits are 
. -
almost exclusively drift. Throughout t.hegreater part of the 
county the drift c,overs and conceals the- rocks of sedimentary 
orIgin. The principal exposures 6f indurated beds occur 
along the larger streams and ,their tributaries in the north-
eastern half of the county. Exposures of one kiud otanother 
are almost continuous along Lirne creek throughout its course 
~in the 'Iowan. drift of this region, and Shell Rockriverruns . 
-over, or between, beds of limestone nearly all the way from 
-_ Plymouth until it passes into 'Floyd county above Nora 
Springs. Near the, mouth of Willow creek there are verticai 
limestone cliffs, and Calmus creek, for a short distance above 
. its m~uth, has its channel floored and walled With hard beds 
,of limestone. The following ta,ble shows the geological 
.:formations recognized in Cerro Gordo county. , 
, I 
GROUP. SYSTEM. -SERIES. STAGE. , I SUB-STAGE. I - ' ' 
Wisconsin. 
Cenozoic. ' Pleistocene.' .1 Glacial. 
I 
, 
" 
, -
I Carboniferous. - Lower Carboniferous, 
Mississippian. 
~ 
p aleozoic. -
Devonian. " Middle Devonian. 
...;.. 
-,. 
Iowan. 
Buchanan. 
I Kansan. 
Kinderhook. 
I 
Lime Creek. 
Cedar Valley. 
J 
I 
I 
I 
Owen. 
.. 
Hackberry. 
Mason City._ 
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. . 
DEVONIAN SYSTEM. 
CEDAR VALLEY LIMESTONE. 
The lowest beds seen in this county are the equivalent of 
the upper portion of the Cedar Valley limestone, as this lime-
·stone is .developed in J bhnson and adjacent counties. Aline 
'drawnfrom Iowa City to Mason City is very nearly parallel 
. ,to the general line of strike of the Cedar Valley and under-
lying limestones, and· hence, although the geological struc-
ture is complicated to some slight extent by local folds, 
equivalent strata are found at numerous intermediate points. 
The most persistent life zone in the formation,-a zone which, 
-though presenting some biological and lithological variations, 
is continuous and well marked over a very large part of the 
. ·areaoccupied by Devonian strata in Iowa,-isthat containing 
.the branching and spherical stromatoporoids characteristic of 
.. the beds numbered eight, nine and ten of the general Cedar 
-Valley section of Johnson county. * . 
. Southeast of the Normal School buildings at Cedar Falls this 
·zone of spherical stromatoporoids occurs in the same relative 
position to other definitely marked life zones, that it occupies 
. at Iowa City. It overlies the evenly hedded and, in general, 
non-fossiliferous quarry stone, and this in turn overlies the 
zone of Acervula1"ia davidsoni. Omitting intermediate points, 
the strolluttoporoidbed is seen above the quarry stone near 
Marble Rock. It was this same stromatoporoid bed that some 
years since was worked for the "coral marble" at Charles 
City. At the locality last named the matrix is more than 
usually compact,owing to the very perfect cementation of the 
material with interstitial calcite. The east end of the wagon 
bridge overthe Shell Rock river at Nora Springs rests on the 
.the.same bed of Stromatopora. The bed is again exposed in 
the low bluff of Lime creek at Portland, and is very conspic-
u·ous at the top of Lein Brothers' lime quarry in Mason City. 
The zone of spherical stromatoporoids varies greatly in thick-
* This volume, p.71.. 
, , 
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ness, even withi~ short distances. It varies also in the genera 
and species of trrie~coI'alswithwhich' the stomatopora~ are 
'associated. 'It varies in the compactness of them'atrix and in 
the perfection of preservation. of its fossils. Towardthe 
, south the sphericalstromatopor9ids a,refollowedin ascending 
order by beds of white, non-fossiliferous limestone.' White 
limestone charged with' stromatop0r.0ids growing in flat, lam-
inarsheets or expansionsf611ow the same bed in Cerr() Gordo 
and Floyd counties~ In J ohn.soncouilty the crinkled stems 
of two species of Idiostroma sometimes .prevail t.o the almost 
t()tal exclusion of, other, forms of strom'atoporoids; in "Cerro 
Gordo county Idiostroma is 'usually absent at this horizon, but 
a very fine stemmed· species occurs abundantly in association 
with the spherical forms, in the upper part of the Kuppinger 
quarry, a few rods below the mill on Lime creek in Mason City. 
In Johnson county a Favosites, or Pachypora,withcylindri- ," 
cal' habit of growth and ,v'ery thick-walled corrallites,: occurs 
in the Stromatopora bed; in Floyd and Cerro Gordo, arelated~' 
though different, species.of the same genus is found spar-
ingly at this same' 'horizon. InJ ohnson the bed iIi ques-
tion frequentlY'contain~ large' corallaof AOB1'vula'ria david8oni; , 
inCerro Gordo Paehyphyllt6m woqdmani and ·anew species of 
Diphyphylluin take th~ 'place ',or the' Acervularia. Tenor 
fifteen feet above this' horizon, however, hi beds of "white 
limestone containing lamiI1.ar, stromatoporoids, Paohyphyllu1n 
woodmaniis associated with Aoer'vularrict inequali8, a very 
characteristic' ~specles, and evidently a highly modified 
descendant of the species occurring in,Johnson county. 
, ~ -
TYPICAL EXPOSURES. 
The characteristics of the Cedar Valley stage in this county 
may be judged from a st'udy of the following typical expos-
ures. The l{uppinger quarry, in the east bank of Lime 'cree~, 
between~he bridge and themiU dam in the northern part of 
. 11ason City, gives the following section: . . 
i 
TYPICAL SECTIONS. 
FEET. 
7. Residual clay and drift. ______________________________ 4 
6. Somewhat regularly bedded stromatoporoid limestone 
in which occurs a small Favosites and some laminar 
stromatoporas associated with many spherical masses 
of stromatopor& with concentric lamiure of growth __ , 3 
5. Reef of stromatoporoids consisting largely· of spher-
oidal coralla with concentric, laminated structure; 
some of the coralla are more than a foot in diameter. 
In some cases there are great numbers of very fine 
stems of a species of Idiostroma. Bedding 0 bscure_ 5 
4. White or grayish, fine-grained limestone, breaking 
with conchoidal fracture, very compact; ledges rang-
ing from a few inches to more than two feet in thick-
ness. . No traces of fossils, or traces few and very 
obscure ____ . _____________ .. _________________________ 14 
3. Bluish limestone, flexuous and unevenly bedded _____ ~ 2 
2. Hard, crystalline, grayish dolomite, with occasional 
strea)rs of brown and red. In weathered portions of 
this member the crystals of dolomite are in places 
very loosely cemented and the rock has the appe~r­
ance of a friable sandstone. Some beds are vesicular, 
owing to the'solution and removal of fossils. The 
cavities, however, are lined with crystals to such an 
extent as to obliterate all evidence of generic or spe-
cific character s. Ledges varying from 6 to 36 inches 
.in thickness ____________________ ~ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 8 
1. From floor of quarry to level of stream, covered with 
talus ______ : _________________________ ~_______ _ 2 
14'7 
The crystalline dolomite, No. 2 of the foregoing 'section, is 
called~andstone by the quarrymen and masons of the region. 
Some of the fossil cavities' are evidently due to removal of 
crinoid stems. The bedding is regular, and the stone may be 
quarried readily in blocks of serviceable size and shape. No. 
3 is rather worthless, owing to the irregularities of bedding 
and the tendency of the layers to break into shapeless pieces. 
The white, fine-grained limestone, No.4, shows very regular 
hedding, the individual layers generally retaining the same 
thickness for considerable distances. The rock from this 
member does not resist the weather as well as the dolomite, 
~o. -2, though it is used extensively and serves well for many 
purposes. 
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Numbers 5 and 6 together constitute a regular Stromatopora 
reef. . Th~ lower part· of the reef shows rio hedding planes. 
At nrst the stromatoporoids consisted of species growing 
in spherical or . spheroidal masses from a fraetion of an inch 
10 more than a foot in diameter, but later, species growing in 
flat, laminar masses displaced those with the concentric habit 
of growth. A few colonies of small cylindrical~r branch-
ing forms of ·Favosites and Cladopora occur with the stro-
matopores, but true corals. are very rare at this hori-
FIG. 19. Natural exposure o! Cedar 'Valley limestone a.t Parkej.'smill, Mason City. At this 
exposure the' regular stratification . of . the beds of thIs· formation, is IIhown, and their 
superior Dowers of resista.nce toefi'ects of weathering, llartlcularly in the dolomitiC phase. 
are well demonstra.ted. '.' -. , 
zona The lower surface of the Stromatopora bed is strangely 
cut by a series of ramifying channels apparently accomplished 
by. streams of water flowing betw~en this bed and the under-
lying white limestone. The streams, howe veT, dissolved and 
eroded the roof more thu,n they did the floor of their under-
ground cha;nnels. 
The residual clay, No.7, at the top of the section is very 
tough and very ferruginous. It has worked its way down-
ward along joints, and from the joints it has spread out hori-
zontally between layers, so tha~ all openings are filled with 
it to a depth of many feet from the original surface. 
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Above the top of the Kuppinger quarry section, the hill 
rises more than twenty feet. Stromatopores oGcur at inter-
vals all the way up, but aboye the level of the quarry the 
coralla are all of the laminar type. Among the species with 
. horizontal,expansive habit of growth, .single coralla may be 
found nieasuringfrom two to fiveor six feet in diameter.· The 
hillside is partly sodded, and hence 'no complete section at, 
this point can be made. 
Above the mill dam, oli the same side of the stream as the: 
Kuppinger quarry, there are exposures of. beds 2, 3 and·· 4; 
of the preceding section; and on the south side of Calmus 
creek, not far from :its mouth, the same beds have been qua r-
ried to a considerable extent. 
_. , 
At ParKer's mill onWiUow creek, within the limits of, Mason 
. City, the picturesque vertical cliffs (Fig. 19) afford ~ natural· 
section, in which may be noted. 
. , 
FEET; 
6. Stromatopora reef, 'equivalent of No. 50f the Kup-
pingel' quarry ________ __ __ __ __ _ _ _ _ __ __ ____ ____ ____ _ 4 
5. White limestone, somewhat split up by weathering __ '14 
4. Evenly bedded· dol?Iriite, in ledges varying from 3 to 
30·inches in thickness _______ -'_~ ___________________ 12 
3.. Impure dolomite, breaking irregularly by exposure to 
weather,and containing many cavitiesliried with 
crystals of calcite
c
_ ____ __ ____ ________ ____ ______ __ __ 2t 
2. Crumbling,' calcareous, granular bed, light gray in 
color, wIth many nodular and branching stromato-
pores, some Favosites'and beautiful coralla of Pachy-
phyllumwoodmani _____ _ _ _ ___ _ _ _ __ __ _ _ __ _ __ _ __ ___ _ 1 
1.' Argillaceouslimestone, dark drab in color, homogene-
ous, but breaks up on exposure to frost ____________ 2 
. At Lein Brothers lime quarry, in Mason City, the succes-
sion of beds already described occurs essentially unchanged. 
The exposure gives the following section. 
FEET. 
4. Stromatopora reef, rather definitely stratified, some 
laminar stromatopores, though m~st are spheroidal 
in shape. With the stromatopores occur Pachyphyl-
. lam. woodmam, an unknown Diphyphyllum and some 
species of Cladopora________________________________ 3 
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FEET. 
3. Unstratified part of the Strom'ltopora reef with spher-
oidalcoralla ___ ~ _________ ... _______ '-___________ ______ 5 
2. White limestone _:.. _________ '- __________________________ 15 
1. Dolomite, blue and gray _______ ,. ____________ .;.:.. ________ 4 
The quarries of the Belding' Stone Co. are located north 
of Mason City, in the Be. qr.of Nw. tof section 27, Lime 
Creek towns-hip. The beds here show some differences from 
those observed in the quarries and exposures abovedescribed, 
as will be seen by the following section. 
FEET. 
7. Soil and residual clay from a few inches to ____________ 2t 
6. White or grayish limestone, shattered into small' 
pieces; removed as part of the stripping ___________ ~ 3 
5. White limestone in thin layers ___ . __ ~ ________ ~_~ _ 3 
.. 4. White limestone in layers from 2t to 10 inches in thick-
ness; good building stone ______ ... ____ ~ _______ .,_-______ 4 
3. Evenly bedded dolomite, suitable for heavy walls or for 
cutting into caps' and sills; in thre~ ledges 21, 10 and 
11 inches respectively iIi thickness -__________ .,- ______ 3t 
2. "Blue cap," abed that quarrie~ out in shapeless, 
worthless blocks, in two ledges; an impure dolomite _ . 3 
1. Brown, bluish and gray dolomite in eight ledges, vary-
ing from 4to 13 inches in thickness _____ -: __________ 5t 
- . 
The white . limestone at the quarry described above lies in 
thinner layers than the corresponding beds at Mason City. 
. '-
What the quarrymen here call "blue cap," No. 2 of the sec:-
- tion, seems to be a local deposit, or at least a local variation 
in certain layers,inthe middle of the dolomitized beds. _ There 
is some difficulty in correlating unfossiliferous beds in this 
region, and the difficulty arises from two causes.' First, any 
given bed may thin olit within very short distances, as is well 
illustrated in figure 20,.and ledges that are s~paratedfrom 
each other .by several feet ()f strata at one exposure, may be 
in contact at exposures not far removed. Second, the process 
of dolomitization has affected the beds differently in different -
localities, so that ledges of fine-grained, white limestone in 
one place may be represented by coarse, granular dolomite in 
another. 
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At the quarries of the Mason City Stone CO., in the N e. 
qr. of the N w. 1 of section 34, Li~e Creek township, the 
dolomitized beds have an aggregate thickness of nineteen feet. 
Above the dolomite are twelve feet of white limestone. A, 
pit sunk below the bottom of the quarry reveals an argilla-
ceouslimestone similar to No.1 of the Parkers' ~1ill section, 
andprob?>bly its equivalent. 
The Mason City Quarry Co. have two openings in the 
Nw. qr. of Ne. i of section 27 of the same township. The 
work here has not been,car'ried very far back from the natural 
exposure, and it is probably due to this fact that the layers 
are in general thinner than at the other quarries described. 
The beds quarried'-consist partly of dolomite and partly of the 
white, non~dolomitized ledges. Certain beds of the dolomite 
show the effect of w~athering much more than others. In 
ledges twelve to fifteen inches int~ickIiess the cementing 
material whereby the individual crystals are held together 
has, in some instanc~s; been removed, and the rock presents 
the very delusive "appearance of a friable, crumbling sand-
stbn~, a fact which may in part account for the popular appli-
cation of the term s.andstone to all the dolomitized beds. 
'At Portland,about four miles southeast of ~ason City, the 
eas~_e~~?f t.he vvagon bridge over Lime cre.elr. re~ts01:lle~g~s cif 
limestone forming a vertical cliff. A short distance below 
. the bridge the following section, with the exception of No.6, 
was noted. 
FEET. 
6. Dolomitized bed with casts of thin laminar expan-
sions of stromatoporoids, exposed between bridge 
andrnill ___________ . ____________________________ ~ ___ 5 
5. Coarse, granular dolomite in thin layers ______________ 3 
4. White limestone with some stromatopores, the defi-
nitely bedded portion of the Stromatopora reef _____ 2 
3. Stromatopora reef, with spheroidal coralla, but more 
perfectly stra tifi ed than at most exposures _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 4 
2. Wbite limestone, evenly bedded______________________ 3 
1. Dolomitized limestone in heavy layers: ________ . ______ 13 
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No.1 in the above se<:<tion is the equivalent of the dolomite 
quarried so generally 'neal' 1Vlason City. No~ 2 represents the 
fourteen or fifteen feet of white limestone of the Mason City 
exposures. Nos. 3 and 4 will be recognized as the Stromato-
pora beds of other localities; while Nos. 5 and 6 are modified 
representatives of non.:.dolomitized beds overlying the Stro-
matopora reef and containing laminated stromatopo!,oids in 
the hill above K .... lppinger's quarry. Above the .bridge the 
vertical cliff shows the rapid feathering out of certain beds. 
Strangely enough it is here the most persistent of all the 
FIG. 20. ExpOSU1~e otCedar VaHey l1mest'lne near Poitland. showing how beds may some-
times "fea.ther out" abruptly. The thinnIng out 01 the stra.taa.fi'acted is most pro-
nounced near the middle of the view. 
beds (Nos. 3 and.A of the section) with spherical strom~­
toporoids, that disappear. . N~. 5 is bent down abruptly (Fig. 
2D) to rest on thewhite limestone, and No.6, five feet in thick-
ness, appears above it. ' 
Exposures of limestone beds, equivalent to those above 
described, occur at intervals along Lime creek below Port-
land, for a number of miles. Less than half a mile below the 
Portland bridge, bed.N o. 6 of the Portland section appears in 
its normal relations, and contains the characteristic laminar 
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forms of Stromatoporas. Lithologically, however, its char-
acte~s are wholly different. It is here an unaltered, white 
liniestone without signs of dolomitization. A mile and a half 
farther down the stream, in the See qr. of Ne. t of section 29, 
Portland township, an exposure between the creek and the 
roadway gives-
FEET. 
5. Laminated Stromatopora bed, not dolomitized ______ " __ 5 
4. Dolomitized bed, equivalent of No.5, of Portland sec-
·tion _____________________ ------------- 7 --------- _____ 3 
3. White limestone with some nodular stromatoporoids ___ 1 
2. Stromatopora reef, the unstratified bed of spherical 
stromatoporids in upper part of Kuppinger~s quarry _ 4 
1. White, evenly-bedded limestone, exposed to level of 
water _ "-' __ ' ______ " ________ , ____________ ~_, ___ _ _ __ __ ,4 
For the next two miles and a half in going down stream 
there are no exposures of any consequence. No beds higher 
thanN 0.5 of the last section, were seen until the cliff of Lime 
creek shales was encountered in the northwest quarter of 
section 35.. The shales here come down to the level of the 
water and the .underlying limestone was not seen. There 
cannot, howeyer, be any great thickness of limestone inter-
. veningbetween the top of No.5 of the section last described 
and the ,base of the shales. 
While the bed of laminated stromatoporoids between Port-
land and the exposures of Lime Creek shales in section 35 of 
Portland township nowhere exceeds six or eight feet in thick-
ness, the equivalent bed above the Kuppinger quarry has a 
thickness of about twenty feet. Again, while the shales in 
Portland township seem to rest on the bed of laminated Stro-
matoporas, it is still true that this laminated bed is not the 
~ghest member of the Cedar Valley limestone. At Nora 
Springs, a shor~ distance east of the east line of, Cerro 
Gordo county, there are some exposures of very great 
interest. In the first 'place the reef . of spheroidal stro-
matoporas is unusually well developed. It rests as usual 
on white, non-dolomitized limestone. The lower division, 
crowded with the characteristic spheroidal coralla, is eight 
lS G. Rep. 
. " 
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feet in thickness; the upper portion; showing more definite .. 
bedding, . is nearly as thick In the. bluff, south. of the 
. town," on right bank of the Shell : Rock 'riv~r; there·.are, 
above" the Teefbed, layerscorr~sponding to. N os. 5 'alld6 of 
the Portland section, and these arefollbwed inasceriding order 
. by ten .feet· of soft, yellowjsh, shalybeds; sixf,eet of light, 
reddish~broWn argillaceo~ls lill!estone, regu~arly .bedded,and 
quarriedfo:r; bliilding purposes; • five feetofjmpure, ,earthy. 
dolomite containing cas.ts of. Spirifer and Orthjs;'andth~n in 
. the' debris on the hillside' farther up there are many loose 
fragments of Aotino8"trO'f(La ewpan.su;n, Hall and . Whitfield sp.; 
. which marks a hori~on·p.otprevid:i1slY not~d in this report. 
The entire secti()n. at Nora Springs would; therefore, be-
. " . . 
FEET. . 
.. ' 7. Horizon of ActiDosiroma expansum, notexi>os-ed, but .' 
. f~agmeiltsofActiD,ostroma are found in .d.~bri~oll 
hillside' __ ..;'- ____ .. ~.~_~ ;'."-_ ,_;.~ ________ ::.. __ .;.~_.L_.:_._ 
'. . . - . ~ 
6. Earthy dolomite, WithcastsQf!;Jpirifer,Orthis,etc __ ' $ 
'5;· 'Reddish brown,· regularly bedded, ~rgi1laceQUs lbhe-
.. stone ~ __ :,. ~~ • .;:.._:.._ ;. ... __ ~:. ~ __ ~ ____ -' _ ~ ___ .:.._.::;.: •.• ,. .. _-'_ ~_ "6 .•. " . 
, . 4. Soft, y~lloWish, sIlIi.ly heds __ .::~_~.;_._.,:.._.;~_.,~;.. ___ ... .;~.: 10 
~; Bedscor~e~pondiiigto Nos. 5 ~nd6 of the Portland 
. section~ ___ ' .-:_~~. ____ . __ ._~_. __ ~~ ___ ~:_. ____ ~.~"-"'-'~_:_-~,5. 
2. ·StroIIlatoporoidreef.c ___ ~ __ ..,~.·_;,._-" __ ,;,,,,,,;_;,,_-,_ .• __ .. ____ 14. . 
1. White orllght gray limestone,regula~ly"bedd.ed, : 
.. partly>brecciated.~_~ ___ ~ • .,._ .. __ ~ ___ ~_ ~ __ ..:_:.; __ ~ _____ :16 
West ofRockfordfuFloydcounty there are exposuresalqng. : 
Lime .cr~e-k,.~hich sl10wthe earthy. dolomite seen Ileal' Nora 
Springs, withca&tsof brachiopods and other organic type·s. 
It is here 'onlyafew f~~t above the level of the water~ '. Above ' 
. '. . ' .. ~ . . '" 
this liesin place the Actinostroma bed, four feet ifithickness. . 
Some of ·the massive coralla. occupy nearly the whole .thick-
'ness of the bed; and have horizontal dimensions of eight. or 
ten feet. The Actinostroma bed is overlain by a t,hin bed o~ 
unfossili£erouswhiteiimestone. . This is followed 'by ten feet 
of yellow laminated shale; and the shale is in turn overlain. 
bya single layer, siX feet in thickness, mad~ up· of thin, sinu-
ous laminreof Stromatopora, united at intervals to forma" 
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mesh-like plexus when seen in vertical section. The plexus 
of stromatoporoids is embedded in a yellow matrix. About' 
a mile west of the section described above, the well-known' 
, Rockford exposures or the Lime Creek shales occupy a posi-
tion c,onsistent with the view that they rest on the bed last 
described. , At all events nothing higher than this bed is at 
present known beneath the Lime Creek shales, and it may, 
therefore, provisionally'be regarded as the uppermost mem-' 
ber of the Cedar Valley stage. 
Cedar Valley limestones are exposed along the Shell Rock' 
river, at short intervals, from near Plymouth until the stream 
passes into, Floyd county. In the northwest quarter of se'c-' 
tion 17, Falls township, beds of hard, crystalline, dark gray 
dolomite are exposed in bank of river with an aggregate 
thickness of about eight feet. The layers are intersected by 
many seams, and there are numerous pockets filled with cal-
cite~ Thestrata dip up stream, and beds not seen at the first 
expbsureappear a few yards below. A light gray dolomite, 
more nearly resembling the dolomitized beds at 'Mason City, ' 
underliesth~darker phase. The darker beds are in thin lay- . 
,ers, and some near the top of the exposure contain obscure 
traces of a fossil resembling Strombodes. The beds at this 
locality are the .equivalent of bed No. 5 of the Portland sec-' 
tion. This member is, however, much thicker here than at' 
Portland and has some beds heavy and compact enough for 
use as building stone. 
• Along, the Shell Rock the beds, are very much folded. A' 
very sharp arch is seen north of the center of section 17, and' 
at another fold, one-half mile south, the flank of the arch dips' 
at an angle of .220. The crown of one of these small arches' 
in section 17 reveals the beds ·below the dolomite noted above. 
At level of stream there is a white, regularly bedded lime-
stone which, a few feet higher, is overlain by'the Stromato-, 
para reef ,of the Kuppinger quarry. The white limestone 
which is fourteen feet thick at Mason City is, near the west 
line of section 16, reduced to two feet, and is underlain, as, 
shown in one of the folds, by the Mason City dolomite. 
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One half mile above Shell Rock falls there is a small quarry 
in which the strata atthe lower- end of the quarry dip south-
east at an angle of 15°. The exposure shows. 
FEET. 
2. White limestone on limb of fold _____ -' _________________ 6 
1. Dolomitized beds _________ ,, ____ ,, ____________________ .: __ 8 
The lower beds of the white limestone have been crushed 
and partly brecciated, probably-inconnection with the process 
of folding. The" breccia includes fragments of the underlying 
dolomite. 
Below the wag()n bridge at Shell Rock falls there is a good 
exposure which gives the following section. 
-FEET. 
4. White limestone containing a few corals, from 1 to___ 3 
3. Doloinite of good quality, in regular beds _ -' _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 16 
2. Irregular bed of impure dolomite, breaking into nodu-
lar masses by weathering___________________________ 3 
1. Argillaceous dolomite ________ -'_ ____ ____ ____ _ _____ ____ 3 
No.1, in the section just described seems to be equivalent 
to No.1 at Parker's mill, while No.2 at Shell Rockfalls 
,seems to represent No.3 of the Parker's mill section. 
At Vermilya's bluff (Fig. 14), inN e. qr. of section 35, there 
is an exposure forty fe.et in"height made up wholly of dolomitic 
beds. The lower twenty feet show no definite bedding planes, -
and the rock breaks up into angular pieces by weathering. 
Near the base of the exposure theweatherd surface looks as 
if the" mass were brecciated. The Shell Rock river runs 
close to the foot of the cliff; the lower beds decay faster than 
the upper, and so the cliff is undermined to sonie extent where 
- ~ 
the stream acts with greates.t force. The dolomite in the 
upper part of the exposure shows -more definite bedding. 
From a half mile to a mile north of Vermilya's bl~lff there 
are some picturesque exposures of Cedar Valley limestone, 
one of which is illustrated in figure 13, but they present no ~ 
phases not already described. 
Exposures of limestone belonging to the Cedar Valley stage 
occur along Lime creek and its tributaries above Mason City, 
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in Lime Creek and Lincoln townships. These show a very 
interesting progressive modification of certain beds toward 
the northwest. At the bridge over Blake creek, near the 
northeast corner of section 28, Lime Creek township, the 
exposures present the phases observed near Mason City and 
Portland .. A section here gives: 
FEET. 
5. Dolomitized phase corresponding to No.5, of the Port-
land section ____ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ __ __ ___ _ __ __ __ ___ _ ___ _ __ _ ___ 4 
4. Wl;1ite limestone, with some stromatoporoids _________ 6 
3. Reef with spherical stromatoporoids__________________ 4 
2. Regularly bedded white limestone ____________________ 10 
1. Dolomite, exposed to bed <.Ii \-'reek _____________ ------- 1 
Above the bridge the cliff shows a tendency to cavernous 
undermining, owing to the greater destructibility of the white 
limestone. The reef of Stromatopora forms the roof of the 
caverns~ All the beds are affected by one of the small folds 
so cOmmon in the limestones of this stage throughout Cerro 
Gordo and adjacent counties. 
About two miles west of the Blake creek bridge, near a 
small schoolhouse in section 19, the .Stromatopora reef occurs 
at fhelevelof the water in Lime creek, and is followed by 
the usual beds of white, sparingly fossiliferous limestone. 
Two and a half miles farther up the creek, in section 14 of 
Lincoln township, some interesting exposuresw'ere observed. 
There are many strong local dips and short folds. The Stro-
matopora reef is frequently exposed, ,and the white overlying 
limestone . is here quite fossiliferous. Among the genera 
noted were Acervularia, Pachyphyllum, a peculiarDiphyphyl-
lum, Syringopora, Cladopora, Atrypa and Straparollus. 
At Lincoln mills, in section 15, the reef bed is exposed at 
the level of the water, and the overlying strata contain the 
saine fauna as the corresponding ledges in section 14. Below 
the mill there. are two small folds or anticlines with crests 
twenty rods apart, and the fossiliferous white limestone is, in 
places, quite distinctly brecciated. A thin bed of dolomite 
.. 
above the Stromatopora reef is a feature more or less con-
stant at all exposures. It apparently corresponds to bed No.5 
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atPortlanSi. At the east end of the bridge, three-fourths 
-of a mile above the mill, there is an exposure showing a reef 
,rich in true corals. The beds are made up chie:fly of masses 
of Acervularia, Diphyphyllum and Cladopora; yet in many 
instances the .Diphyphyllum has grown around a mass of Stro-
matopora, and spheroidal stromatoporas make up no incon-
siderable portion of the entire deposit. Colonies of this pecul-
iar Diphyphyllum, showing evidences of luxuriant growth 
under what must haye been very favorable conditions, become 
. more numerous as the beds are traced up Lime creek, toward.s 
the north west. Small, dwarfed colonies, with stems rarely 
·more than an inch in length, are found rather sparingly in 
the reef bed and in overlying layers' at Nora Springs, Port-
land and Mason City. Larger and more vigorous colonies, 
associated with a greater nUll ber of true corals, are furnished 
by the exposures in the western part of Lime creek, and east-
ern part of Lincoln township. At the bridge above noted' 
corals are numerous, and the Diphyphyllum o,ccurs in aggre-
. gations of long, slender, :flexuous stems, with individualcoralla 
measuring more than a f?otin diameter. The conditions that. 
gave DiphyphyUum unusual advantages at this locality seem 
to have favored other corals alsoiandCladopora, as well as 
representatives of other genera, :flourished more luxuriantly 
than further to the southeast. 
On the farm of J~. S. Wheeler, along the west side of section 
,10, and also near the southeast corner of section 4,' Lincoln 
township, there are a ~umber of interesting exposures which 
show some phases not b~fore 0"t!served. At the Wheeler spring 
in the Sw. qr. of Nw. i of section 10; the limestone beds are 
morecompletely'brecciated, they contain less Stromatopora 
and proportionally more of true corals than the beds at the 
bridge in section 15. A little farther up the creek, at a smail. 
quarry in section 4, Cladopora is unusually abundant, Diphy-
phyllum is very common, and slender stems of Idiostroma have 
taken the. place of the massive stromatoporoids. Half a mile 
above the quarry, the lower part of the beds containing 
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Dipbyphyllum and other corals has been changed to a coarse 
granular dolomite, and some of the non-dolomitized layers 
had been superficially divided into irregular polygonal areas 
by mud cracks, as if by exposure to atmospheric drying at 
the time of their 'formation. All the phenomena seem to 
imply that the conditions of deposition even in beds that are 
practically-continuous, varied considerably within very short 
limits. 
Along the abandoned channel of Lime creek (Fig. 11), in 
sections 34 and 35 of LimeCl~eek township and section 2 of 
Mason township, the beds as usual exhibit ~ series of sharp 
-folds; and in the troughs or synclines layers aggregating thirty 
or forty feet ar~ exposed- above the horizon of the Stromato-
pora reef. In these beds str~matoporoids with laminar expan-
sive habit of growth are very common, and along certain 
zones Pachyphyllum woodmani and Acervularia inequalis occur 
ahundantly. Among the stromatoporoids with horizontal lam-
-im1r mode of growth ~re some coralla of Actinostroma expan-
Sum. These coralla are, however, very much smaller than 
the gigantic coralla of the same species along Lime creek 
near Rockford, and would seem to indicate growth under 
less favorable conditions. The argillaceous, dolomitic- beds, 
with~casts-of brachiopods and otheriossils, found below the 
Actinostroma horizon at Nora Springs and Rockford, seem to 
b~absent in the exposures near Mason City. The evidence of 
local distribution of certain beds, of rapid thinning out of 
others (Fig. 20), of faunas more or less localized on account 
of rap idly varying biotic conditions in the seas in which the 
beds were deposited, are everywhere apparent, and constitute 
one of the striking peculiarities of this most interesting 
region. Only a v~ry generalized section of Cedar Va~ley 
limestones of Cerro Gordo and adjacent counties can be given, 
for the same bed varies in thickness and in lithological char-
. -
acters within short distances, and there is scarcely a single, 
bed that -can, be said to be constant over any considerable 
area. The greatest variations occur in the beds above ~ the 
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Stromatopora reef (bed No. 5 of the Kuppinger quarry section 
near Mason City). 
GlltNERALIZED SECTION' OF CEDAR VALLEY LIMESTONES iN CERRO GORDO AND 
ADJACENT COUNTIES. 
FEET. 
7. Horizon 'of Actinostroma e:xpansum and thevaria1?le 
beds above it at Rockford, Nora Springs" and in the 
hillside north of the abandoned channel of Lime 
creek near Mason City ._~ ____ '"_':"_~. ___ :...:. ___ '" ______ . 22 
6. Argillaceous andargill~dolomiticbedswithcasts of 
fossils,in uppermost layers; best developed at sec-
tion . south". of Nora Springs;. apparently absent at 
Mason City __ ~_~~_';' ___ ~ ___________ -'~ _____ '" ______ "'~' 21 . 
. 5. •. Beds with . laminar stromatoporoids andeoralla of 
Acervularia,·Pachyphyllum and a peculiar Diphy-
. phyllurh; Diphyphyllum bestdevelbped in Lincoln 
township,in: which region the bed contains Atrypa· 
reticularis.; more or less of the . heds ··dolomitized at 
different expo'sures "'_~_'" _____ ;. __ ~..:_~_~~ .. __ c':i", ____ 15 
4. Reef of noduiarorspheroidal stromatoporas,equiva.-
lent' to bedsftve a.nd~iXof tlie Kuppipger quarry 
section. . This. bed attains its. greatest thickness 
east of Cerro Gm'docounty,asatCharles City and 
Nora Spdngs _ '. __ .,._'- ___ '-. _______ '-_,. :_.,. _________ .. _ . 15 
3. White or lig htgray; fine-grained limestone, regular ly . 
bedded, unf08silif~rou~,: in ledges ranging to more 
'than two feet in thickness _____ ... _____ :.~ _________ ".:._. 14 
2.polomite more~rlesspure and crystalline; g~nera.lly 
i~ compac~,regular peds, but very v~riable in 
respect to aggregate thickness as well as thickness 
and" composition of individuaL layers ____ .:_"' __ ,.; ____ .. 20·· 
1. Earthydolomite,including near the top, at Parker's 
.:mill, a tliinca.1careouB bed, With peculiar stroma-
toporoidsand Pachyphyllu';" woodmani;. otherwise 
unfossiliferous;' greatest thickhesseXposed at Ver- . 
milya's bluffCF'ig.l±} ___ '- ___ -' ___ -' ___ ,, __________ .. .:._ . 20 
The entire section of CedarVa;lley limestone in the region.' 
uncJer.diseussion lies above the h()rizon of SpVl'ije1; parryanu8 
It 0" - _. 
and the reef Qf Acervula'ria davidsoni, as seen near Waterloo, 
Littleton and Iowa City. Beds 1,2 and 3 of the.above gen- ,.. 
. eral sect:ion. are represented in Johnson county, if at a.ll, 
by more or less fossiliferous beds not exceeding fifteen feet 
in t):l.ickness. 
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LIME CREEK SHALES. 
At what is popularly known as the Hackberry Grove clay 
hank, in the northwest quarter' of section 35 of Portland 
township,the Cedar Valley limestones are overlain by the 
shales and shaly limestones of the Lime Creek stage. On the 
right bank of-Lime creek; in this locality, there is an escarp-
ment,more than seventy feet in height, composed of the Lime 
Creek formation throughout practically its entire thickness 
(Fig. 21)r In the bed of the creek there are some ledges of 
FIg. 21. Exposmes of Lime Oreekshal~sat Hackberry Grove. The fossil-bearing member, 
consisting of calcareous sha.les a.nd sha.ly limestones. is seen near the top of cliff. As 
a. result of weathering this .member produ~es a. large number of calcareous nodules which 
" are. strewn over the talus slope and"concaal, to a large extent, the edges of the blue and 
yellow, arglllaceous, non-fossiliferous beds. 
limestone of the Cedar Valley stage,but the shales come down 
,almost or quite to the level of the water, and the talus of 
shaly material obscures the line of contact between the two 
formations. The section so far as it can be made out from 
the weathered surface which, at almost every point, has more 
or less of overwash from higher beds, is as follows. 
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..... .,.' . . . FEET. 
4, Brown, yellowish brown, and gray limestone in sev-
eral layers, containing many of the fossil species 
found in the underlyiIlgshaly limestone; upper bed 
crowded with a very slenderstemm~d Idiostromi __ ~ 4 
3. Yellowish, very calcareous shales, with bands of shaly 
limestone; weathering partly into clay and partly 
into small chips ornoduHls; very rich in beautifully 
preserved fossils, particularly brachiopods and corals, 
a number of interesting species of stromatoPoroids 
being included with t~ecorals C'--:...---:~-,-~ ... '--------- 20 
2. Yellow argillaceous shales, weathering as doeS the 
blue ciay below,aridfree fronifossils _____ :...:. ______ ;._ 10 
1. Bluish,argillaceous shales, weathering into a smooth, . 
plasticclay,tmfossiliferous ____ -' _______ ., __ ., ____ , __ 40 
. . 
'Along Owen creek, ih section 31 of . Portland township, 
there 'are a number of exposures of the same shales seen at 
Hackberry Gt()ve. There are also exposur~sinthe roadway 
northaIid. south of the point at' which this creek crosses the . 
· east lineol section3LSout h of the creek, near the east side 
of thesection,thereisa Iiaturalexpos~rein the rather steep 
hiilside;which·shoW:stheblue unfossilif~rous shalesn~arthe 
base, and . the· calcareous fossiliferou.s beasabove'~The form ~ 
. ation. seems to be,' onthe'whole;somewb.at .thiJinerhere than 
at Hackberry 'Grove, bllt·th.e:suc~~ssionQfbe4sisthe same and 
the fauna of the . fossiliferous stratum is identicatAroad ·cut., 
""" " , ," - "- ". ., ," '"." " 
tirig on the section line, .a few rodS southeast of the exposure, 
reveal~ the, calcare6us,fossil-bearing beds. A t the exposure on 
the hillside there,is evidence ofa strong dtpto the west; in 
the road cutting the dip seems to be tothe south. The shales 
· here dip in fact~ot]je southwest, the southern component 
being a little 'more t~anfifty!eet to the mile, and thewestel'n 
component equally as great. .'. Following up t~e creek there 
are outcrops of . the shal~s a,t intervals; and owing to the fact 
· that the valley slopes to the northeast while the shales dip in 
the opposite direction, only about half the thickness of the 
shaly fossil-bearing member of the section rises above the 
level of the 'creek bed at the firstoutcropwest6f the half-
section line. Farther up, the Idiostroma-bearing liIilestone-· 
, 
i 
" 
t 
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, ~o. 40f the Hackberry section-appears nearer and nearer 
the' bottoilf of the valley; until finally at a small quarry near 
the west line of the section, this limestone occurs in the very 
bed of the creek and forms the floor over which the water 
flows. A quarry opened in the low bluff at this point works 
'bedshhat lie ,above the uppermost member of the Hackberry 
"Grovesectibn.The layers exposed by the quarry are yellow-
ish ill. color, and are made up of magnesian shales and soft 
argiUaceousdolomites. Only a few of the layers furnish 
bUIlding stone. ,Fossils occur, but they. are all in the form of 
mere casts or impressions. So far ' as' they can be identified 
,thefossils are the same as ,species found in the calcareous 
sha,ly layers belQw the, Idiostroma,-bearing' limestone, and 
thereforeth~ beds exposed in the quarry must be regarded as 
the upward continuation of the ~Lime Creek formation. The 
thickness of the magnesian shales and argillaceous dolomites 
at the quarry is about thir~y feet. In the talus-like debris on 
" the hill slope above the quarry there are fragments of lime.;. 
'st()ne' along with specimens.of a species of Acervularia not 
before, observed. . There are probably twenty feet of strata 
indicated abo~e the ievel of the quarry, and this too may, for 
, the,present, ,be regarded as"a continuation of the same forma-
, tiOn." ,Si~ce no Devonian beds, known to be higher in the, 
geologic column than the Acervularia-bearing limestone above 
the Owen creek q:uarry, were seen at any point, the strata 
belonging to the Lime creek stage may be arranged as follows~ 
GENERAL SECTJON OF LIME CREEK' SHALES. 
FEET. 
6. Calcareous beds, light gray in color, containing Ii 
h,ithertounnoted specie~ of Acervularia ____________ 20 
5. Magnesian shales and argillaceous dolomites, with 
impressions arid casts of fossils among which are 
, very large, individuals of Naticopsis gigantea. _______ 30 
4. ,Limestone with slender Idiostroma (No.4, of Hack-
berry section) _________ _ ____ ,______________________ 4 
3. Fossiliferl;)Us calcareous shales (No 3, au Hackberry) __ 20 
2. Yellow, non-fossiliferous shales _______________________ 10 
1. Blue, non-fossiliferous shales __________________________ 40 
'.-:- ,., 
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Nos. 1,2 and 3 will heteafterbe·referred to as the Hack-
berry beds of the Lime creekfo:rmation; Nos. 4,5 and 6 will 
. be called the Owen beds. 
The blue s4ales, N()~ 1 Qfthe Hackberry beds, are exposed 
.. at- a fe.w points in the county. The best exp08ureis the typi~. 
cal one at Hackbert'y Grove. They. olltcropat .• two of the 
exposures on opposite .sides ·of Owe~ creek, in· the east half 
of section 31 of Portland township. . They are . ~gain seen at 
the ·foot of a low blu:fi,on the south,side of Willow· creek, 
in the southwest quarter of sectioii5 of lY.iasontownsliip . 
.. They are exposed artificially in the chiy pit of the Mason 
City. Brick & Tile Co~·at MasonCity~· The yellow shal~s, 
No.2, have about the same exposures.·· Theshaly, calcar~ous 
fossilifer()us· division; 'No.3, is. '·s~en. at Hackberry Grove; 
where the largest and~ostiniportant exposure dCGurs.'There. 
arechalf a dozeri or Iilore typi~~l outcrops along Owen creek 
in the southwest corner o{ Portland township,. and the typical 
phase of thesa.niebed, rich in beautifllllypreservedfossils, is 
seen· on ahlllsidein the 8e. qr.,Ne.l of section 24inOw'e~ 
township. Roadways; 'either by natural erosion or" artificial 
excavation, have been cut into thisstratllm along: both th; 
east and west lines of secti()n 32·otPortlandtbwnship, 'a,nd 
on the county line, aloIlg the east side of section 24 in Owen~ 
The same phase is IOuil.d near t;ti.e southeast corner' of the 
county. . . ... ... ... . ..' 
At least 'two phases pf the fossil-bearing stratum of the 
- - -- - ". . . 
- Hackberry beds must be distinguished. . Thetypica.1'phase· is 
a ,calcareous shale interstra.tinedwith sha,ly limestone and 
: .. .... .. . .. 
very 'rich in fossils. The brachiopods and corals are preserved 
in remarkable'beauty and perfection. RepresentatiV:es of the 
Molluscallsually occur in the form of casts~ 'This pha&e is 
seen a~Hackberry ~rove,alongOwen creek at Owen's. Grove" 
and at all outcrops south of the two, points mentioned. As 
this bed is. traced northwest from Hackberry a,nd Owen's 
. Grove~ it assu~es a new phase, becoming more magnesian and 
preserving fossils only in the form of jmpressions or imperfect 
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casts; . This magnesian phase is seen abov.e the blue shales, 
along Willow creek in the western part of section 5 of Mason 
township. It is exposed in the railway cut west of the Chi-
cago, Milwaukee & St. Paul depot, in Mason City, within 
a few rods of the point where the yellow and blue unfossilif-
erou8 shales are worked by the Mason City Brick & Tile 
. Qo. It crops out at· a dozen points >or more in the road 
between Mason City a~d ClearLake,becomi:ng, however, less 
shalya:nd more dolomitic toward the west. The last expos~ 
ure noted in this direction occurs near the east line of section 
17in.Lake township, about two miles east of Clear Lake. 
The beds· here are a moderately firm and rather crystalline 
dolomite and have,been quarried on a small scale for bUilding . 
stpne. . All the fossils, as is quite usual in dolomites, are 
casts;'but owing to the g:reater < firmness of the rock they are 
much better preserved than in the more shaly portions near 
Ma~onCitv..· ' . 
. .. .. . " . ., 
The outcrops of the Owen beds occur chiefly iIi the south-
. . . .~ 
. eastern part of the county. . Only a few of the more charac-
teristic exposures need be mentioned. That which may serve 
as the type, the quarry on Owen creek near the .w,est line of 
section 31, Portland township, has already bee~ mentioned. 
'There is another excellent exposure of the same beds, also 
quarried for building stone, about a mile and a half southeast 
of the Owe;n creek quarry.< , At this ,point (N We qr. of Sw. ~ 
. of. section 5, Owen township) the rock is harder, and it lies in 
thiGkerlayers than at the typical exposure. The level here 
is nearly.the same as that at which the fossiliferous member 
of the .. Hackberry beds occurs a little more than a mile directly 
north,at which 'point, as already noted, the road cuts throu'gh 
. t~s bed, e~p6sing nearly its entire thickness and revealing a 
southerly dip of more than fifty feet to the mile. 'T)ris WP 
ca,rries the Hackberry shale below the bottom of the small 
valley in the side of which the outcrop in section 5 of Owen 
township occurs. At ~his last named locality the quarry stone 
is overlain by a light eo~ored limestone containing the species 
I' . 
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of Acervularia characteristic of this horizon. This limestone 
is exposed in the road for some distance south of the quarry. 
Owen beds, exhibiting the yellow magnesian phase overlain ' 
by limestone,are exposed on and near the county linejn the 
southeast quarter of section 25 in Owen township. North of 
Rockwell they are seen along the west line of section 35 of 
Bath township; and" in, the neighborhoodofRockwel~ in 
Geneseo township, there are ol.1t~rops of considerableinterest~ , 
They afford here a quarry stoneo! fair quality, and beds have, 
been worked ata number of points. The typical fossils are 
large casts of NaticDp8is, gigantea H. andW., in the magnesian 
beds, and Acervularia (species undetermined) in the overlying 
lighter lImestone. "Inthe upper part 6f the quarries, above' 
the dolomitized beds, there 'are many.colonies of a thin lami- , 
nar. stromatoporoid. There is a sm~hquarl'Y in section ' 26, 
of Geneseo township and near the southeast corner of section 
36, on land of Mr. Bokemeier, there are two or three exposures 
that have been quarried to som~ extent; Theseexposures 
offer nothjng especially new. The-beds con~ist of soft,yel-
low; ,magnesian shaleswithinterstratifiedbeds of earthy dolo-
mite and are overlain by, limestone; In the magnesian' beds 
casts of very large individuals of t1)e form described by Hall 
and Whitfield as lVaticop8isgiganteaoccur, as '. they do 'at all 
the other exposures of beds belonging to this horizon, and 
with them are casts of Bpi7'ifer~okitneyiand ~ome other char-
'acteristic brachiopods of the Lime creek stage. A portion of 
a large Cyrtoceras, flattened by pressure, was found in the 
loose material of the quarry, a~d specimens of the large, gas-
tropod with elongated spire, that has been erroneously 
described* as Loxonemagigantea, Occur occasionally. 
* Am. Na.t. vol. 22, p. 445, Phila, 1888 " The forms described as Loxone"ma{Jigantea, L. cras-
sU'ln a.nd L. owenensis, are not even distantly rela.'ted, generically, to Loxonema., ,In the 
structure and composition of the substance of the shell.the ' great thickness iJfthe shell, the 
characteristics of theapertul'e, an,d the surfacema;rkinI/:8, they belong wIth the peculiar!orm. 
, called Naticopsi8 (ligant6(l.bY Hall and Whitfield; and it, is quite possible that this group will 
have to be assembled u uder a new generic description.Tl!e proposal of a new name and defin-
Ition of the genns is, however, left. :i;or those who, have the req¢site expert knowledge and 
who find delight ,in such things.' . 
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FAUNA OF LIME CREEK SHALES. 
The fauna of the Lime creek shales is of such general geo-
logical interest as to deserve more than a passing notice even 
in a work devoted chiefly to the economic side of geology. The 
following list of species which might be greatly extended, 
gives the more common and conspicuous forms. It will afford 
some knowledge of the general aspect of this most interesting 
assemblage of Devonian types. 
Stromatoporella incrustans Hall and Whitfield. 
S. solidula H. & W. 
, Parll.llelopoTlI.planulata H.& W, 
Acerrularia inequalis H. & W. 
C~athopbyllum solidum H. & W. 
Pacbyphyllum woodmani White. 
P. solitariu111 H. & W. 
Campophyllum nanum H. & W. 
Ptychopbyllum eIIipticumH. & W . 
. Strombodesjohannis H. & W. 
S. multir8.diatumH. & W. 
Cystiphyllum mutidulum H .. &W: 
Aulopora saxivadum H. 9£ W. 
, A iowensis H. & W.' 
Alveolites rockfOrdensis H. & \V. 
Crania famelica. H. & W. 
Str:opheodonta arcuata. Hall. 
ia S. calvini Mille~. 
S. canace H. & W. 
S. variabilis Calvin. 
S, perpJana var. nervosa Hall var. 
Stiophone11a reversa HalL 
S. hybrida H.& W. 
Orth(l)tbetes cbemungensis Conrad. 
Productella balla.na Walcott. 
Orthis (Shizophorid) impressa Hall. 
Camlirotrecma contracta var. saxatilis Hall. 
Pl1gnax altus Calvin. 
Pugnax ambiguus Calvin. 
Gypidula comis Owen, 
Didasma calvini H. & W. 
Atrypa reticularis Linnreus. 
Atrypa a.spera var. hystrix Hall var., 
Spirifer wbitneyi HalL 
S. orestes H. & W. 
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S. fimbriatus Conrad. 
S.- macbridci Calvin. 
S.cyrtinaiormus R. &W._ 
S.hungerfordi Hall. 
Crytinahamiltoncnsis var. recta Hall. 
Parscydas sabini White. 
Paracyclas eIJiptica Hall ? 
Naticopsis gigantea H. &W. 
Orthoceras sp. 
Crytoceras sp. 
Goniatites sp. 
. . . 
. ' 
About the only fish remaIns observed were fragments of 
plates of Arthrodires. , The. G.oniatitesmentioned is repre-
sented. by a single imperfect· specimen collected by'Ifarold· M. 
McLaughlin, of Mason City .. It indicates a species as large 
as G. ixion Hall, butdiffe~ing.from t~at species in the char-
acter of the siphonallobe. .,.. " 
As shown in 1878* the Lime creek fauna is more ~losely 
. related to the fauna of the Independence shales than to any 
. other~' The following characteristic . species are common to 
the·two formations. 
Pachyphyllumsolitarium,H; &W~ 
. Stropheodonta arcuata Hall. 
S. calvini Miller. 
S. canaceR. &W. 
S. variabilis Calvin. 
, Strophonellareversa, Hall. 
Productellabal1ana Walcott; 
Ortbis (Scbizophoria) impressa Hall. , 
Pllgnaxaltus Calvin, 
P. arnbigutls Calvin. 
,Atrypa reticul8,risLinne. 
Atrypa rspera var.hystrixHall var.~ 
Cyrtina hamiltonensis var. recta Hall. , 
To this list may possibly be added GypiduZa. comis. This 
, species is found typically deve~oped i~ theW apsipinicon stage, 
but in general' outline and expression it here 'diffe:rs conspic:' 
uously from the forms referred to this species from the Lime 
creek formation. The species does not occur in the Cedar 
* Calviil,Bull. U S. Geol and Geo. Sur., vol. IV, pp. 725-730. Washington, 1878. 
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Valley limestones. In the Independence shales, however, 
there is a small species, Gypid1lla munda Calvin, that differs 
. from the Lime Creek form chiefly in its smaller size. The 
form referred to above as ,Pugnax altus is a small acumi-
nate variety of PU(Jnax pugnus Martin; and while this last 
named species occurs in the State Quarry beds of Johnson 
county, it is there strikingly different from the identical vari-
etalforms that occur in the two shaly formations under con-
sideration. 
·A few species, some of them, however, having so wide a 
range geologically and geographically as not to be very char-
acteristic, are common to the Cedar Valley limestones and 
the overlying shal~s. These embrace: 
Acervularia inequalis H. & W. 
Pacbypbyllum woodmani White. 
Productel1ahallana Walcott. 
Ortbis (Scbizophoria) impressa Hall. 
Atrypa reticularis Linne. . 
Spirifer·· wbitneyi Hall. 
Spiriter nmbriatus ConrStd. 
Cyrtina ha.miltonensis var. recta Hall. 
Acervula1'ici inequalis and Pachyphyllum woodmani are found 
in a zone immediately beneath ~he Lime Creek beds, and not 
very far outside the geographical area in which the shales 
are distributed. Ppocvuctella hallana and SpiJ'ijeJ' whitneyi 
have been collected, but in very small numbers, in the Cedar 
Valley limestones near Iowa City. The others range through 
several life zones, and are found distributed over large areas. 
Faunally, therefore, the relations of the Lime Creek shales are 
more intimate with the Independence shales than with any 
Dther formation in Iowa. During the'time represented by the 
shales and limestones which lie between the Independence 
and the Lime Creek shales the peculiar fauna of the lower 
shale horizon, adapted to life on a muddy sea bottom, per-
sisted in some congeuiallocalities at present unknown, suffer-
ing in the mean time only a very slight amount of modification, 
and again appeared, reinforced by a number of other species, 
14 G. Rep. 
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when the sea bottom offered conditions . favorable to its 
success.. _ 
The fauna of the Owen beds is much less prolific in species 
than tha,t of the Hackberry beds. The form called Naticopsis. 
g·iqantea H. & W. is apparently more common ,than in the 
underlying zone. With it, as already noted, are associated 
one or two related species with more elongated spires: . There 
are some casts and impressions of brachiopods and other· types, 
but no particular species· can be said to be common~, A. spe-
eies of Acervularia with thin non-corrugated walls. bounding 
-the individual corallites, and with thin septa, few in number 
and rather sparingly carinated, occurs in limestone above the 
magnesian beds. Probably the highest- zone of tlie Owen 
beds is exposed along Beaver 'creek, in the southeast quarter 
-of section 35, 'Geneseo township. Bete the.rock isa rather 
hard,' brittle limestone, resembling some phases of the Cedar 
Valley-stage, and the rather meager f3;lJna :embraqes some 
stromatoporoids, a Cladopora and a rather ~malL form, of 
...L4Ii·ypa 1'eticularis. 
CARBONIFEROUS SYSTEM. 
RINDERHOOKSTAGE. 
Strata of the Kinderhook stage of the Lower Carboniferous 
-series are exposed along BeaverDam creek in section 36 of 
Pleasant Valley toWnship. Where the county line road, Qn 
the south side of the section, crosses the creek, the Kinder-
hook beds are composed of soft, shaly, magnesian limestone; 
butin Franklin county, a short distance south of the road, 
beds that occupy a higher position are exposed in the sides. 
··of the valley, and these are firm enough to afford quarry stone 
.suitable for bl~idge piers, {oundations and other rough masonry. 
An Athyris 'resembling Athyris proutii' Swallow, a Productus 
related to P. pl1/nctatus, an d Orthot hetes sp. are the charactet-
:ist19 fossils. The Iierl~xpos~res east of the Kinderhook out-
.crbps are the Devdniall, beds. already noted on Bea. vel' creek. 
'The contact of the Oarboniferous with the Devonian was hot 
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observed, but the line of overlap lies between the two local-
ities last named. . 
PLEISTOCENE SYSTEM. 
There are few good sections of the Pleistocene deposits of 
Cerro Gordo county available for study, but this disadvanta;ge 
is partly compensated for by the manner in which the differ-
ent formations of this system are deployed and present 
themselves at the surface in different parts of the county. 
An area approximat~ly equal to three-fourths of the county, .. 
embracing almost all excepting the western tier of townships, 
is occupied; superncially, by Iowan drift, while the townships 
excepted are characterized by deposits of Wisconsin age. It 
is very probable~ that the Iowan drift was spread over the 
entire area and now underlies the Wisconsin in the western 
townships; and it is also probable that long before the Iowan 
glaciers invaded the state, drift of Kansan age formed the 
super£cial deposits of this entire region. Here, 'however, 
the Kansan drift is not well differentiated as a distinct sheet 
. , 
of till, . as it is in Johnson and adjacent counties. 'Of the sub-
Aftonian or 'pre-Kansan drift there is at present no reliable 
evidence; 
KANSAN DRIFT. 
", 
The Kansan drift, although not differentiated in actual sec-
. tions, is indicated in two ways. First, the preglacial valley 
of Lime creek is in places from one to three miles in width, 
and there is very conclusive evidence that it had been nearly 
filled with a considerable body of drift, and was later partly 
re-excavated, before the Iowan till was deposited. This evi-
dence is given in some detail in connection with the discussion 
of the genesis of the topography of the Lime creek valley. 
Second, at many~points in the valley of Lime creek, and along 
some of the tributai·y streams, there are extensive deposits of 
gra~el underlying drift of Iowan age. This gravel is com-
posed of drift pebbles mingled with more or less of sand, and 
it had its origin in an old drift sheet which preceded the" 
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Iowan age. The gravel beds may· reasonably be . correla~ed 
with the Buchanan gravels, and the drift sheet from which 
they were derived may in the same way be correlated -with 
:the :Kansan. At all events Cerro Gordo county was over-
spr~ad by a sheet of till older than the Iowan, and the fact 
that the Kansan stage was the time of maximum . glaciation 
for this continent,and. that, during this stage, the ice sheet 
. . . 
'was pFactically continuous over the whole glaciated area from 
the eastern part of Nebraska and the Dakotas to the Atlantic 
., ocean, would lend support to the view that a part at least, if . 
not all, of this earlier drift belongs to the Kansan age. This 
5I-oes not preclude the possibility of a pre-Kansan or sub-
Aftonian invasion of the region by glacial ice. Indeed the 
known distribution of the pre;.; Kansan drift· renders it 
extremely probable tb.-at Cerro· Gordo county has two sheets .. 
6ftill older than the Iowan .. 
BUCHAN AN GRAVELS. 
The stage of the Buchanan gravels* is represented .by 
extensive gravel deposits in the valleyo! Lime creek, and by 
similar deposits along Blake creek and other tributaries. 
The main bodies of these gravels were deposited in the partly 
filled preglacial valley of Lime creek. They underlie a large 
area on the north. side of the stream in Lime Creek and Lin-
coIn townships, occupying the level space (B. Fig. 18) south 
of the highlands (c) which mark the boundary of the pregla-
cial valley. Good exposures are seen at various points north 
of the road near Lincoln mill~, in section 15 of Lincoln town-
ship; and in section 10 of the same township there is a pit, 
worked for road material, that shows above the gravel a thin 
sheet of Iowan till with characteristic granite bowlders. Wells 
and other excavations reveal underlying gravelthroughou~ 
the whole plain south of the highlands already noted. Blake 
creekin Lime Creek township has cut its valley through the 
* The Buchanan Gravels, etc., by Sa.muel Galvin. Am. Geologist. vol. XVII. p. 76. Feb, 
18116. Journal of Geolo~y, Editoria.l, vol. IV, p 872. October-November, 1896. Fifth Annual 
ReJ)Ort of the State Geo~ogist (this volume), p.lS. 
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thin sheet o,f Iowan till and exposed the same gravels at vari-
ous points, good outcrops occurring north of the center of sec-. 
tion 16. The higher ground on either side of the shallow 
valley is, in places,. thickly strewn with Iowan bowlders. 
A rather sandy phase of the gravels is worked extensively 
for ballast by the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul railway, 
in the southwest quarter of section 2 of Mason township. 
There are exposures in the northern part of Mason City on 
the west side of Lime creek, and from one of these, located 
near the greenhouse, workmen some time ago obtained the 
horn of a reindeer. The gravel in the northern part of the 
city is rather coarse, but just east of the city the material is 
much finer, and~the beds have been worked for building sand, 
Thesand, however, contains more or less of gravel; and near 
the base 'of the deposit there are many large slabs and frag-:. 
ments of limestone. Gravel beds of varying degrees of fine-
ness are distributed along the valley of Lime creek through-:-
out its whole extent in Cerro Gordo county. The old pre-
'Kansan valley, only partially filled with drift, seems to have 
"Garried torrents of water from the melting Kansan ice. The 
torrents were loaded with gravel and sand, and doubtless 
with finer material, and the coarser fragments were deposited 
t.o form the gravel beds above described. After the Kansan 
)Ge had retreated beyond the limits of the drainage area tribu~, 
tary to this valley, when the stream had shrunk to the dimen-
&ions required to carry off the normal precipitation, and when, 
the current was no longer loaded, erosion attacked the gravel 
beds and re-excavated a portion of the valley down to the 
l~velof the plain represented in profile at A, Figure 18. 
The beds of gravel and sand are the only deposits seen in 
the county that can as yet be referred to the Buchanan inter-, 
glacial stage, but the abandoned channel of Lime creek (Fig. 
11) represents a piece of rock erosion accomplished during 
this interval. This channel is not wide when compared with 
the preglacial valley of the same stream, but, from the sum-
mit& of the adjacent hills to the rocky floor that supports a 
. , ; '. 
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heavy bed of peatyhu~usand Iowan drift~ its depth exceeds. 
fifty feet~ As pointed 'out iildiscussing' the topography of 
the county, the time interval which the ~bandonedch~nnel 
represents was probably long even as compared with all post~ 
Iowan time. 
IOWAN DRIFT. 
. '. . . 
Drift of the Iowan stage constitutes the' surfac~ materials 
over almost three-fourths of the county. "~This drift ·sheet 
varies very greatly in thickness,for. there are areas inwhich 
it seems to be represented only hy typical bowlders without· 
.. an appreciable quantity of finer detritus; and there are other 
placeswher~ its thickness may exceed a score of feet. Where 
well developed it presents the usual characteristics of. a yeh 
low clay mixed ·with. more or less of sand and gravel, with 
. scarcely more signs of-oxIdation and feiTugin~tion at the sur~ 
face .than at greater depths, its calcareous: constituent unaf ... 
. fected by leaching,evenatthe grass roots,and bearingbowh· 
de~s. of undecayed, light-colored granites. 'The bowlders 
often attain ellormoussize .. Figure 15 illustratesoneof.the· 
great masses of gralliteplentifully sprinkled over the area . 
occupied by Iowan drift.: M~chlargerblocks, however, than 
the on~ illustrated are sometimes seen. One ;of these, co#L-.. 
posed chiefly of 'large reddish crystals' or feldspar ,p:t:otruded 
a root or two above ground in Kirk's add~tion to Mason City. ~ 
. An effort was made to remove it by blasting it to :pieces; but· 
after taking it out to a depth or twelve feet, and finding its· 
dimensions increasing all the way down;' t.he·effort was aban ... 
doned.- Whenthe work stopped the size oft4eexposed sur~· 
face was eightee~. feet in length by sixteen feet. in width. 
The depth or th~ckness is unknown. A still .largerbowlder 
of fjhe same kind of granite is seen. near the west line of the· 
southwest quarter of section' 7, Portland township. The 
dimensions above ground are twenty-five feet in length, twenty": .'~ 
three feet in width· and eleven feet in height. A smaller mass 
of the same granitic species' is only a!ew feet removed from 
the larger one, and it is possible that when they startea on 
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their journey the two constituted but a single block. Bowl-
~ers varying in size from three to five, or even eight feet in 
diameter-are very common. 
The Iowan drift, in this region, seems to have been on the 
whole rather meager in amount, and it now forms a thin sheet 
of till conforming to the inequalities of the pre-Iowan surface. 
It is spread over the uplands and higher plains of the area in 
which it is distributed; it covers.the beds of gravel at a lower 
level within the limits of the preglacial valleys; it descends 
upon the low plains adjacent to the streams in the relatively 
narrow valleys formed by interglacial erosion; and it partly 
fills- the abandoned interglacial channel north of Mason City. 
At the HackberrJ.7: exposure of Lime Creek shales the Iowan 
dri.ft, undisturbed since it was deposited, covers a low plain 
north of the stream; while south of the stream it is spread 
over a plain more than seventy feet higher, which plain begins 
at the summit of the Hackberry escarpment. In sections 16 
-and 17 of Lake township, in 24 of Mason, in 24 of Owen, and 
at other points in t~e county, this drift sheet rises from low 
plains or valleys to spread a thin mantle over preglacial ridges 
composed of Lime Creek shales. 
The scantiness of the materials in the Iowan drift is well 
illustrated on the higher lands, in the area underlain by beds 
of the Lime Creek stage. The region south and west of 
Mason City is plentifully _strewn with Iowan bowlders, but the 
drift is so thin that the soil through which the farmer drives 
his plow is in many places made up of decomposed shales of 
Devonian age. The same is true of the fields that extend 
south from the summit of the Hackberry exposure in section 
35 of Portland township. The Iowan bowlders are imbedded 
-ill Lime Creek shales, and the ordinary clayey till seems to be 
almost entirely absent. About Rockwell the Owen beds of 
Lime Creek age protrude at intervals through the drift over 
areas of considerable extent, notwithstanding the fact that 
numerous bowlders clearly testify that the whole region was 
once overrun by Iowan glaciers. It is also true that in the 
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localities noted the materials of the drift sheets older than 
the Iowan are equally scanty. 
WISCONSIN DI,UFT. 
There are at present no known deposits in Cerro . Gordo' 
county referable to the interglacial stage (Toronto?) between 
the Iowan and the WisCQllsiJ?'· Deposits piled up by the Wis--
consin ice sheet are, however, conspicuous features or the 
Pleistocene formations in the western townships of the county. 
The area has been described in connection wj.th the subject of 
topography. The deposits themselves consist of the ordinary 
materials that elsewhere make up the Altamont moraine. 
Fine glacial clay predominates, but the clay contains' some 
sand, a great many pebbles, and a le~.s number of bowlders 
ranging from a few inches to a foot or two in diameter. The " 
clay is a lighter yellow than that of the Iowan drift, and it 
contains a large amount of calcareous matter. The pebbles-
are fragments of crystalline' rocks with which are mingled 
a very large proportion of pieces of limeston.e. In places the 
limestone fragments seem to predominate with respect to 
numbers, and many of them contain traces of fossils~ The 
bowlders are, as a rule, smaller than those scattered'over the 
Iowan area; they are darker in color, with a tendency to 
bluish shades; and a large proportion Df them are intersected 
with seams ana. veins of trap. The Wisconsin drift, therefore, 
is readily distinguished from the Iowan by its paler; more 
calcareous clay, its great numbers of limestone pebbles, and 
its smaller, darker colored bowlders which often areweath;,. 
ered into very erratic shapes. The irregular weathering is' 
due to the presence of intrusive veins which render certain 
parts of the individual bowlders harder and more resistant 
than the res.t. Limestone pebbles, which areso common and 
characteristic in the Wisconsin drift are very rare in the 
Iowan .. 
The hills and knobs of drift. constituting the Altamont 
moraIne presented to the first settlers of the region the 
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appearance: of being made up of gravel. The gravel was, 
however,limited, as tests have demonstrated, to a thin 
. ,superficia,llayer. The whole body of Wisconsin drift is rich 
in pebbles. On the steep slopes of the morainic hills rain 
erosion, acting through many centuries, removed the finer 
glacial clays and sands from the surface stratum of drift; and 
the pebbles,. too large to be moved, were left as a thin residUal 
layer over the tops and sides of the irregular moranic bosses 
of drift. 
Eske1'8 and valley tpaiu8.-· The hills and bosses that char-
acterize the'moraine become less pronounced in the southern 
and southwestern part of Grimes township. Indeed in. the 
southwestern par~ of this township the hills fade into the· 
level, characterless topography peculiar to the central areas 
.Qf Wisconsin drift. In this level region, parts of which are 
still very marshy, are·the initial branches of the south fork: 
of Beaver Dam. creek which, fiowing southeast, finally e~erges 
upon the area of Iowan drift. The valley of this creek seems 
to have been' the chief outletin Oerro Gordo county for the 
waters resulting from melting of the Wisconsin ice. Accord-' 
ingly, near Thornton, about half a mile southwest of the: 
village, there is a well defined" esker.in the form of a long 
ridge of gravel resting on Wisconsin drift .. This gravel, as 
might be inferredfr~m its origin, contains a large proportion 
ofli~estone pebbles. The ridge, which is three-fourths of a 
mile in length, trends a few' degrees soutH of east. It is not 
quite parallel· to the present drainage. The course of the 
glacial stream, to which it owes its origin, was determined by 
conditions a;£fecting the margin of the Wisconsin ice, and not 
by the conditions that determined the position and course of 
the modern streams. 
In the neighborhood of Thornton th~ streams flow over beds 
of the same kind of gravel found in the esker. A heavy accu-
mulation occurs below the village near the point where two 
branches flow together. Trains of gravel follow the creek 
valley beyond the limit of the moraine, well out into the 
i 
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region of. Iowan drift. The .last gravel beds of this age in 
, Cerro Go~do county occur along the south line of ' section 36, 
,Pleasant· Valley township, where' the stream ,passes, into ' 
Franklili county. 
POSTGLACIAL DEPOSITS. 
More recent deposits of the, Pleistocene 'period are Ioundat 
a number of localities, particularly in~he Altamont m0l'aine. 
, Peat has accumulated, and is stillaccum:ulating, -in the kettle 
holes and undrained basins of themoranic be~t. , The peat.bed 
,marking the site of an old lake basin, already noted as one of' 
the topographic 'features or section 24 of Unioll. township, and 
adjacentsections,a:ifords a typical illustration of such depos-
its. Near the southwest corner of, section 34 of the same 
township, a basin of some extent, filled wjthpe~ty material 
mixed. with rain wash from the surrounding hills, was dry 
enough for cultiyation during the past season.' ,The black,' 
peaty soil,:tllrnedbythe plow, abounds in shell~of pond snails 
belonging to thegenera,Physa, LimnreaandPlanorbis, and a 
weildug atsorne distance -from themargiIl,ofthebasin reveals 
a thickness for the deposit of six or eight feet,and charged 
With shells 0:£ -the same species throughout its entire eXtent. 
It is needless, however, 'to Illultiply' examples.' Peat heds, 
complete orin process of formation,· OGcur inalmos,t every 
quarter section of the broad ,belt covered by the m~raine., 
They are pa~ticp.larly- numerous in portions of Union and 
Grimes toWnships. 
The beds of sand around the east end of Clear Lake are a 
product of forces that have been operating continuously since 
,the retrefl,tof the Wisconsin glaciers. The sand is not derived 
from decay of siliceous rocks in place, or in. the iIIlme~ate 
neighoorhood, for n? such rocks are found within some hun-_, 
dreds of miles of . the lake. It must be regarded as the resid- -
uum left, after removal of the finer silt from a large body of 
glacial till, waves and meteoric waters ,being the agents of 
such removal. The ridge of sand and gravel' which has 
" ," 
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converted a former part of the lake into a detached marsh west 
of the c Assembly grounds, is a comparatively recent deposit 
due to expansion and shoreward creeping of lake ice during 
the many successive winters since the lake was born. After 
terrestial vegetation gained a foothold on the ice-heaved 
ridge, the .further growth of the deposit may have been aided 
bytheeffeot of winds, for drifting dust and sand would tend 
to lodge in every spot that afforded the" requisite degree of 
shelter. 
There are no bodies of allu,vium worthy of record along any 
of the streams of Ce:r:ro Gordo county. 
SOILS. 
The soils of Ce~'o Gordo countY,are mostly of the drift 
type. In,the area of Io~andrift,the land is comparatively 
,level, and the" soil is a deep black loam, rich in organic matter, 
and with sufficient admixture 01 f'and to make it warm, mel-
low and easy of cultivation. " A typically level stretch of 
fa.rming landoccursi,n the southwest part of Falls and adja-
cent parts of Lime Creek and Portland townships. A farm 
embracing an-entire section may have its surface so perfect 
a plane that every part of it may be viewed from some central 
point; and every square foot of such a farm may be cultivated. 
" Notwithstanding the apparent level, there is no evidence that 
t4ese lands suffer from lack.,of drainage. There is some slope 
to the surface, and the subsoil is so porous as readily to carry 
off any ordinary excess of storm waters. Similar level areas 
of ,exceptionally rich farming lands, susceptible of high culti-
vation with the least conceivable amount of labor, occur in 
OweJ;l, Dougherty, Bath, Geneseo, Mount Vernon, Pleasant 
Valley and other townships. Adjacent to the streams there 
are lands with greater slopes, but nowhere in the Iowan drift 
region is there broken or hilly ground in the usual accepta-
t~bnof the term. Along many of the streams the fields may 
be. cultivated practically to the water's edge as is well illus-
trated in figures 12 and 13. 
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While the soils developed. on the Iowan drift agree in cer-
tain particulars, there are yet varieties depending on . the 
slope of the surface and the composition ofphe subsoil. . When-
ever the. drift attains any considerable thickness, the soil isa 
black loam, usually somewhat sandy, rich in humus and con-
taining a high percentage of calcium carbonate. On the 
~ighlands in the northwestern part of Lime Creek township, 
the subsoil is a moderately tenaceous drift clay; but the 
slopes of the surface insure perfect drainage. On the level 
space between the highlands and the modern valley of Lime 
creek the underlying Buchanan gravels furnish under drain-
age of the most perfect character. A somewhat anamolous 
type of soil for a glaciated' area oecurs in the regions oLthin 
drift ~lready noted, where the drift materials are represented 
chiefly by bowlders, and decomposed shales of Lime Creek 
age are stirred by the tools and processes of agriculture ... 
The spaces over which the soils are simply decomposed 
shales, are; however, very small, for even where the shales 
. are disturbed by cultivation, th.ere was originally enough of 
drift to contribute a very important element to the soil. 
In that portion of the county occupied by the Altamont 
moraine, the surface is generally broken and hilly as shown 
in figure 16. The low ground is mostly wet andmarshy in sea-
sons of average rainfall, but the hills are dry and easily cul,- . 
. tivated. The soil is a rich loam, not so deep as onsOIne por-
tions of the Iowan area, but richer in calc~tlm carbonate, and 
even better adapted to the cultivation of cereals. In a rela-
tively small area around the margin of Clear Lake the soils 
are sandy; and in the extinct ponds and lakes whose basins 
have been filled or drained, a rich peaty soil, charged with 
- shells of pond snails, is capable of supporting ann.ually very 
heavy crops of grass. 
There are no poor soils in the county; With the exception 
of the marshy spaces in the Altamont moraine, and a few 
low or otherwise unfavorably located spots in the region of 
the Iowan drift, every foot almost of t~e county can be 
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cultivated. While'the·calcareous drift soils are especially well 
adapted to "the ,cultivation of cereals and grasses, itis still 
--~:rue that there are no annual crops"suited to thisclim~te that 
may not be attempted with reasonable hopes of success. 
Deformations. 
. - . . 
There are nlanysm.allfoldsandvaryingdips'in,the Cedar 
Valley limestones and in the overlying Lime Oreek shales, ,but 
in no case is there evidence of-deformation afiecting the crust 
to any cbnsiderabledepth. The folding- of the Cedar Valley 
limestones is most frequently observed along the Shell Rock 
- river 'betweenPlymou,th andN ora Springs~ Sorneof the more 
striking cases were noted in connection with the description 
of the geological-structure of that region. _The folds inques"-
tiqn are notparalle16ne to the other, and cannot be said to 
constitute'asystem.-It- is not certain that they are due to . 
crushing 'or -lateraLpressllre. Insomeca'ses at least, and 
probably in all, -theapparentc foidsand local, examples. of dip 
·have been· calisedby intercalation.of lentils, or by rapid 
local thinning o.rthickelling of certain ,beds,as. is well shown 
:intlfePorthtndsection on Lime creek, figure 20. 
rrhe Li:meCreekshales at' Hackberny Grove show some 
undulati~~s, with-a.slight general rlip tothe southwest; while; 
three miles west of Hackberry, in section 31 of Portland town- -
ship, the southweE!terIy dip, as previously noticed, exceeds 
fifty feet to .th~mile.'Thi~dipiseontlnuedfor only a short 
-.distance, however,for the Owen beds that appear at the sur-
face about one mile south of the last named locality, are 
exposed at a number of points in the southeas~ern quarter of 
the ,county, and the altitude of the E!everal outcrops indicates 
. that the general inclination, of the strata is very slight. 
--. 
Unconformities. 
There are some indications of unconformity between the 
Lime Creek shales and the underlying limestones, although it 
must beadmittedthat the evidence is not altogether conclusive. 
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For example,thelimestones exposed along Lime creek, hetween 
Portland arid Hackberry Grove, ,show n(lbedshigher'thafiN 0. 
50£ the generalsectioliofthe Cedar VaUeystage (page 1(0); 
, and the'shalesa;tHackherry seem to reston this member of 
the Cedar Valley section. ''(;ombiningthe exposures at Rock-' , ' 
ford and Nora Springs iriFloydeollnty, there are 'forty-three" 
feet of strata, Nos. 6 and 7, belonging to the-CedarVa~Iey 
stage above No.5' of the general sectioIl, and, the Roc]dord 
exposures of the Lime Creekshaleslie aboveN 0.7; The strong-
est indications of unconformity are found at Mason City, and 
lie in the fact that the yellow arid "blue clays of Lime Creek 
age, worked by the MasoIl'City Brick &, Tile Co., have a thick.; 
'ness of forty feet as ,demonstrated' by'borings. This brings' 
the bottom of the deposit nearly' on a level with the water in. 
Willow creek about half" a,' mlle north of ,the works. Along 
Willow creek, however, at theriearestpoint; there are ledges, 
of limestone, and the strornatoporoidreef No.4, of ,the geh-
eral Cedar Valley section, lies at the summit of the-exposure. 
There,is:noverymarkeddip,tOthe heds in this locality, "and so 
the base of the shales must rest on, or very near to, the upper 
surf~ceof theStromatoporareer-Near1'IasonOityJunctioIl, 
less than three,.fourths ofa mile eastqfthebrickandtile 
. - ., . - - - ,- -. 
works, beds belonging to'No. 5 of the Cedar Valley section', 
are exposed at an altitude nearly 011 a level,withthellPper 
surface of the shales in the clay pit. 'Alongtheaband()ned , 
channel of Lime cr.eeK, north of Mason City, 'the equivalents 
of beds 5, 6 'and 7 ofthegeuerai Cedar Valley secti6n 'are 
developed above the' stromatoporoid reef, andy'etthese beds 
all seem to be absent beneath the shales at the brickaiidtile_ 
works. 
Two possibilities .present theJ?lselves for consideration. 
, 'First, the peculiar relations of the shales to the underlying 
limestones may indicate an emergence of the area, a period 
erosion, and subsequent subsidence between the Cedar Valley 
, , 
and Lime Creek-stages, and so the phenomena maybe dueta 
true unconformity. Second, it is possible that there may' have 
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been rapid local thinning out of the later beds of· the Cedar 
Valley limestones in a .manner illustrated, by some of the beds 
in:figure 20; and that tqere was no erosion interval between 
the .twostages. The evidence at hand is not sufficient to war-
. . . { 
rant,a statemel}t as to which view' is' more probably correct., 
The several Pleistocene deposits are unconformable on each 
other and on the underlying beds of sedimentary origin. 
ECONOMIC . PRODUCTS. 
Building Stones. 
Building stone is quarried at various points throughout the 
county.' The principal quarries are in the gedar Valley and 
Lime Creek stages of. the Devonian. Some quarrying-is. also 
FIG. 22. K ~ppinger quarry' ili northern part' 'of Mason City, showing the regular bedding 
below thestl'omatoporoid reef. In the view a man is standing at the level of the reef. . 
done in the Kinderhook beds of the Carboniferous, . withi~_ a 
few rods of the county line in Franklin county, but none was 
Dbservedin beds. of this age in Cerro Gordo. The quarries of 
greatest value are locate51 near MalSon City, and all of these 
work the zones of whitish or grayish limestone and the granu- . 
1ar dolomite, below the stromatoporoid reef. 
'. ' ....... '. ' .. 
. :'. - . 
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. . TheK11ppir«jfJr qualf'ry (Fig. ,22)011 theeast:;sidf3(jILilll~ 
;creek, in the northern part of . Ma~onCity,fllrDishes .. severai 
hu.ndred Gords()~g()odbUilditig'stbl1eanhilaliy.:',These·ctioIi 
" of thisquarry,hasbee:nalready given.> Beds.2:and·:4ofthe 
sectionareav~ilable ~drqmL1~rypurposes,butthe 'st6ue 'froIn' ." 
thedolomiti~ 'pliase,:N o~2; ;is.Jlllic:b.moredesirabie ·than-that, 
from ,the ovedying lilirestones ... ' :Thelayers,as'seenin:Fi!F .' . 
. . 22, va:ry ir~atly inthickiless.,and ~o .afiorda • wide range of . 
ch()icein this particula:r~ "The thicker -layers furnish blocks, ." 
suitable lor heavybrid;g~ ,piers;·.ai>-d .. the'produGt;'of.·th~thin­
ner layers is 'adap~ed tolighter,structur~s~ "'Ab6Her tt~d 
ste~ni driJ.lare --theortly labor:-sav1.ng machlnes~tpresent. 
:emplbyed. "The' quarry is worked' interlllittently;, ~p.d th~ 
markefis local. '. ,.., . ,. . 
Beldio/.J. $tQw' Oo.~Theq~al'ries· of.the'Beldin.g,:Stone,Qb ...... "' 
respectively 7 , :6, 'BandS inchesinthi~kIi~ssand.'~r~ :~ta1{~n '. 
out'in blocks suitable forwa1is'laid·in,dentlit~:cBti~~~~'.·jf6. 
4, w hich'is,4'inchesthick, is quaITied~fQt'J~r:ge'sl~b~~:~sea .In' 
street crossiIigs ;,aIldNos .. 5aIJ.d,6';the:'~st:~3,an(l;th.e:S~~9D,d . 
11, inches thick~ furnish' material f9rheayY~walls~ . Above 'the , .' 
"Blue. cap" "No.2 (jfth~.,'section, there:afedolorrij.tie·b'~ds, 
the first of w hichfurni~hes . stone for 'bHdgepiers-or:other '.' 
heavystructilres. Thesecoildand third are 8ufficiep,tly;:fine' : 
in texture to be used,fordiIAenSio~ $tone, bel:Ilg cut'forcaps: ',' 
- sillS, water tables i1nd otherp'urposeslor whlch_ CJlt.stone 
may be employed. '.['lie whitishflle:-gra.inedlimestohe above" 
the dolomite,N os. 4 and 5 of thesectfon; is -used for a variety' 
of purposes., Thequarryisequipp,ed w:ith, a steam drill'~nd 
a number of. derrickS .. Much of the· produet.of·~this quarry is 
shipped abroad; a wagon haul of half .. a; mile,' however, is" at . 
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present necessary to reach a' shipping point on the nearest 
railway" the Iowa Central. 
KasonOity Stone Oo.-TheMason City Stone Co. has exten-
, sive quarries on the west side'of Lime creek in the northwest 
quarter of se?tion 34, Lime Creek township. The quality of 
the stone is in general the same as that at the quarries 
already described. The dolo,mitic phase has here a thickness 
of 19 feet, and the individual ledges vary from 4 to 22 inches 
in thickness. 'The dolomite is overlain by 12 feet of white or 
light grayish limestone. The quarry furnishes rubble, heayy 
, footing, stone, some dimension stone, stone lor sidewalks or 
street crossings, ~nd stone for range work. The stone for 
range work is easily shaped with the hammer. The qua~ries 
'of this company have been worked for fifteen years. The 
Io~a Centra~ railway has lately built a spur into the quarries, 
affording excellent facilities for loading and transportation. 
The product is marketed chiefly abroad, shipments being 
made for long distances north, south and westfroniMason, 
City,into territories that have no natural outcrops of indur-
atedrocks"or:none that furnish stone, suitable for building 
purposes~ 
Hason Oity' QUa7'ry' .Co.-On' the o.pposite side of Lime 
creek, and a little' north of thequari'ies last described, the 
Mason City Quarry Co. operates twoor three small quarries. 
The beds qual'rie~ are the same as those already noted. 
Teams and· wagons afford the only present means for trans- , 
porting the product. The market is local, and the work in 
the quarries intermittent. 'There are derricks for handling' 
the heavier blocks, but no other machinery apart from the 
. - _. ." - '.- .. 
ordinary hand drills and other tools in universal use in quar:., 
rJlng. 
" . OTUER QUARRIES IN CEDAR V ALLEY LIMESTONE. 
There are a number of small quarries worked at various 
points in the bluffs of Lime creek, Willow creek and Calmus 
creek., In ,the aggregate these produce annually a large 
15 G',Rep. 
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amount of.stone.A.p:lOngtliese maybe mentioned thePeter-, 
son quarry in thesotithea§t quarterof_seetion27,~iineCreek 
township;, the quarries qnWillow creek, on land ofO.T • Den:. 
isoIi';Bast of the crossing of-the Iowa Central railway; the 
quar:ries on Calmuscreek,inthenorthern :p~rt of.MasonCity; 
the quarry at'Portlandand others southeast of Portland, in 
. Portland_township"and a. number 01 small· quarries iIi the· 
western part of Lime Creek 'and 'the 'eastern "part of Lin .,.' 
coIn townships._Menti()n must :alsobe made of several quar-
ries that afforae~cellen.tstone, in the bluffs of the abandoned 
chamiel of .Lime creek in the northwest quarteroIsection 34,_ 
Lime' Creek townshi p.Therearealso quarries uearShell, 
Roc~Falls; and.at points between Shell,RockFallsandPlym'-._ 
outh, in Falls township~ . 
Quarries 'in the Owen bedg;-.The Owen beds of the Lime 
Creek shales are. q1iar~ied. at the typical exposureili; the 
southwest 'quarterofsection 31, Portland township; in the ' 
southwest quarter of section50f Owen township; in section' 
12ofI)ough~rty,~ndin,~ections:3,4,,10;, ·26 'and 36 of ·.Gene-' 
seo. ': ~he stone from thishorizon,is usuallyarathersoft yellow 
earthy dolomite, and not· of very highgraqe. Some portions_ . ' 
of the quarries near-~Qckwel1 show nrmer-and.nlore calc are-
ousJayers,'aIldsome exposures in section35 of Geneseo town'": 
ship are composed of. beds of . moderatelypure granular -lime- . 
stone .... The .storreJrom quarries of the Owen beds is much . 
infe;i~r to. 'that froillr-tbeCedar Valley limestone near MasOIi 
City,::~nd while. these quarries are of very greatJocal value, 
they .ar~. hot likely to beco.mecommercial1y important. 
Y.~lue . .ofq'Ua}·rY_PJ~odltCtS.~It is difficult . to collech data 
respecting the ~i:tnual value_of _the building stone prod-ucedin 
_ Cerro Gordo county; The year- 1896 was one gfunusual·. 
depression in the building stone industry, but the best infor-
mation obtainable indicates that the -Value of thes,ton~ quar-
rie4};n,the county .during t~is ye~rdoes:notfall very much 
short of $50,000. _ In "years of prosperity the demand was 
thre~ : times .as great a:. during 1896.W ere an equivalent 
' . .'~': . y', . .': r: .. :. : .... '_.' .: ...... :. '. ".', ... , .. 
-.. ' .-.... - .... 
, , !. 
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value in gold, silver or coal produced, the importance of the 
geological products of t~e cotinty would receive readier recog-
nition.-' " " , ' " ' 
Futurre of:the 8tone indust1·Y.-", ", The quarry industry of Cerro 
Gordo county is yet in its infancy~ In the first place there 
are'nurnerolis vertlcal cliffs, a.sat' Parker's mill (Fig.,i9), that 
form natural quarryfaces,artd,are'so'situated with respectto 
,stripping and'facilitiesfor'disposing' of.' refuse,aspracticaily 
, toreqtllre' no)abor for:theirdevelopment., At' all these' 
'exposures the admirable quality 'of the stone w:ith respect to 
its 'power of resisting theweather, is well demonstrated. ,In 
thesecond'place, Mason Oity is situated at the border of an 
" enormouS quarryless area whosesupplies,of building stone must, ' 
aU b~imported. " No situatioIiCQuld be betterchosenfol~ c?m,. 
rU;:Lnding'the markets of the,great~plainsstretchlng away for 
hUl1dredsofmiles to', the 'northwest, west andsoutnwest. 
:' Here is ~n' area growing annu~lly in weaith., and population, 
but an ~area~n which the indurated rocks, are deeply buried 
Jll1d.era thickrnantleof drift. ,The facility with which stone 
, may be' quarried al()ng' Lime creek and }ts tributaries, coupled . 
withthe excelle,nce of the product,'·shoul,d, therefore,:enable 
Mason City to ,g~tan ever increasing'share of the building 
'stone trade in the vast stonelessempil'e to which this ,city is 
practically the gateway. ," , 
Lime. 
,TheCedarVaI.leystage is capable. of furnishing" indefinite, 
, suppliesoflime-hurning rock, some Qf which produces a very 
high grade of liIIle. , At. present; ,howeyer, lime is made on a 
commercial scale at but one pointIn the county, namely, at 
the lime-kilns ofA.T. ,Lein:and brother, in Mason City. The 
limestone is, obtainedfr()m ~ quarry nearly one-tenth of a 
mUe in length, worked in the bluff ovedooking Lime creek. • 
.. ' 
'The part worked ,exposes the fQllowingsection. 
'. . . 
· \ . 
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FEET. 
4. Indefinitely stratified portion of the Stromatopora reef, 
with many laIilinar stromatoporoids .. _________ ._____ 3 
3. Unstratified part of the reef with spheroidal stromato-
poroids . _:.. __________________________________ . ___ ~.;_ 5 
2. White orgrayish, fine-grained limestone _________ ~ ___ 15 
1. Gramilar dolomite ,___________________________________ 4 
Below No.1, down to the level of the stream, there are ten 
or' fifteen feet unexposed, but judging from neighboring out'-
crops the beds in this part of the bluff are probably dolomite 
resembliIig No. lin quality. 
T'ramways and small cars afford means for transporting the 
quarried rock to the kiln. The cars are carried to the top of 
the kiln, the kiln being charged from above. Coal is used for 
fuel, and the burning is completed in forty-eight hours after 
the process is fairly started. It is estimatedtp.at three tons 
of coal make 150 barrels of lime; The kiln ~sknown as the 
Champion draw kiln an.d was designed 'by Lein Brothers. The 
amount of the product varies from year to year accordingto 
the demand, but the number of bushels m.adeannuaUy mo-qnts. 
up into the thousands. The value of the output adds a very 
important sum to the total value of the, products manufac-: 
tured from the geological resources of the· county. A large 
amount of the lime made by A. T.Lein & Brother is shipped:' 
to the quarryless region of deep drift west ot· Mason City. 
During the working season from six to eight menare con;,. 
stantly employed. The greater part of the lime manufac-
tured at Mason City has been made from Nos. 2,3 'and 4 of 
the section at the limekiln. No. 2 especially produces a :fine 
white lime that is held in much favor by many workmen for 
the reason, amongothers,that it slacks quickly and -may be 
_ got ready for use in a short time. It is true, however, that 
lime made from the dolomitic phase, ~o. 1, if properly treated 
will be found much superior to that from either No.2, 3 01'4. 
It takes longer to slack the more highly magnesian lime, :and 
it should lie in the mortar bed for a greater length of time, 
but the superior results will more than repay the additional 
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trouble. For shipping purposes the lime from the dolomite ' 
has ,the great advantage of keeping for a long time without 
becoming air slacked, and if Mason City is·to command the 
lime trade of the vast area that is h~rs by right of geograph-
icalposition, attention should be given to the manufacture of 
lime from the dolomitized beds below, No.· 2. This lime will, 
'without· suffering deterIoration, be~r transportation for long 
distances, and may be kept in stock by dealers much longer 
.. than that from the purer limestone. Its property of setting 
harder, and itsmuchgl'eater power ofr'esisting the chemical 
'action of air and water which causes mortar to crumble and 
wash out of" the joints in exposed portions of walls should 
commend the dolomitic linie at home as welL-as abroad. 
Clays .. 
, T:he bluean:dy~llow, non -fossiliferous cIa ys at the base of 
the Jji.me Creek shales al'ewidely distributed in Cerro Gordo 
county and'furnish inexhaustibleambunts of material for use 
inthe manufacture 6£ clay goods of a great val'ietyofkinds. 
For some purposes, as the manufacture of common structural 
brick,certain. .pa~ts of the Iowa drift clays comparatively free 
:frompebbles,wHl)efound available. The drift clays of the 
Wiscdnsin stage contain so many limestone pebbles· as to 
render theinunfit for use in the manufacture of any clay 
prod1.lcts. ' . 
Mason Oity Brick and Tile Co.-At present clay goods are 
ma~eat .. only one. point in the county. The Mason City 
Brick and Tile Co. have an extensive plant (Fig. 23) in the 
southwestern part of 1Ylason City. The clay' used comes 
from the unfossiliferous portionof,theLimeCreek formation. 
In the clay pit, which 'is just north of the factory, the beds 
exposed embrace twelve feet of qlueshales overlain by twelve' 
feet" of yellow shales, with twelve to fifteen feet of blue shales 
known to exist below the 'bottom of the ·pit. The plant 
embraces'the main factory buHding;steam heated drying 
sheds; an office building; six roun~, down-draft kilns; two 
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. up-draft kilns; a Sioux CityCorliss engine·of125 horse power; 
two eighty horse power boilE~rs;a 11adden&Co~ machine with 
. a capacity of 25,000 bricks daily; and the necessary hoists, tail 
FIG. 23. Works of the Mason City Brlck\l.nd Tile Co. 
ropes, ~ramways,cars, pallets,etc.,forhancllin,g theware in 
the various stages of manufacture. The product" of the' fac-. 
tory includes . 
. 1. End cut structural brick .. 
2. Hollow brick of the following dimensions: 
(a)8x8xl~ inches. 
(bY 4x8x12 inches.' 
(c)4x4x12 inches. 
(d) 4x8xlO inches. 
(e) 4x4xlOinches. 
(fl 8x8x8 inches . 
. (g)4x8x8 inches. 
(h) 4x4x8 inches. 
(il 4x4x4 inches. 
(kl 2tx4x8 inches. 
3.' Agriculturaldrain tile three and one-half to twelve inches 
in diameter. 
4. Sidewalk tile 2x8x8.inches. 
5.' Window sills and caps. '. 
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Theclayburns to 'a light red coloT.The ware is very hard, ' 
ringing 'sharply under a gentle tap ofth(j hammer"and is so 
compact a~{to be practically non-absorbent of water. Small' 
crystals of selenite ~re diffused through the clay and cause a 
, ' 
slight deposit of chalky looking powder on the surface of the 
ware in the process of the burning.Formo~t of th'eproduct 
this in unobjectio~able", but wherever it is desired to prevent 
it~appeal'ance, as in the case of face brick, it can be easily , 
remedied by,mixing a small amount of carbonate of baryta, 
with the raw clay. An analysis of the blue clay in the lower 
part otthe pit was made byProf.G.E: Patrick, with the fol-
lowing results. 
" ,_ , _ PERCENT. 
, Hygroscopkwater (expelled at 100° C.) _____________ ~__ .85 
'Combined water (expelled by ign:ition:) __________ ~ ______ 3.74 
, Carbonic acid,<COz ________ .. ..;_ ~ ____ ..: __ _ ___ __ _ _ _ ___ ___ _ .4.80 
Silica, SiOz ______ ~-- _ .. ______ .:.., ___________ ~ ______ ~_ '-____ f)4.64 
Alumina, Alz 03------.;;-------------,-~----- .. ---------- 14.62 
Iron oxide (calculated as Fe2 0 a}----.:.,---- _______ ______ 5.69 
. Manganese,oxide (calculated as Mn 0)..:________________ .76 
__ , Lime; cit ° ~_.: ________ .,.---- ___________ ':'_.,. _::- ___ -'. ___ ~_ _ 5.]"6 
Magnesia, Mg 0 ________ ..: __ .: ____________________ ~~__ __ _ 2.90 
Soda, ·Naz 0 ______________________________ :_______ __ ___ 1.12 
Potash, K2 0 _______ .:. _____ .:_--: __ -'- ___ -,-------- ______ -___ 4,77 
TotaL:.: _' _________ • _. _.: ___________ ~ ______________ '_ '99.05 ' 
Errorin analysiB-. ___________ c--------- ________ '- _____ -;_ .95 
'Total ____ ,., ____ ' _____ ' ________ ~ __ .,..,. __ ,": __________ ' _____ IOO.QQ. 
The factoty, of this company is operated continuously 
t?roughout the year;twenty.,seven men care employed, and 
thevalueof the annualoutput'exceeds $30,000. The area in 
which the product of the factory: finds a market ,has a radius 
of about 200 miles. 
.1Yelson br·iekyard.-' Some years ago a brick yard was oper-
ated about ~mile north of Mason City. The clay usedis a 
modified drift only about eight inches thick. This clay was 
tempered in the ordinary pug-mill, anq the brick were made 
by hand. Temporary kilns were used Jor burning. No work 
has been done here, however, in recent years, and with 
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abundant supplies of e::tsilyaccessible clays in the Lime Creek 
shales, the drift clays Qf the county will not probably ever' 
bein very great 4emand~ ,It isfr()m the beds of Devonian: 
shales that the clay mdustriesof theiuture,for thisregion,. 
willgett~eir supplies of raw material. 
Future of clay indust'l'ie8.-, In respect to clays : Mason City-
has the 'sam~ advantages as in the matter of bUilding stone 
and lime-burning rock.' The raw material is of the best qual-
ity, and. the supplies are inexhaustible. The facilities for 
shipping, the manufactured products are good. An 'extensive 
region throughout which the de:mand must yearly increase,' 
and yet without av.ailable deposits for manufacturing to sup- ' 
ply its own needs, begins practically at the western limits of 
the city. ,And so industries based onthegeologicalresources 
of thecounty-' quarrying; lime'; burning, and clay working-, ' 
are certai~, under wise and enterprising management, to 
grow in importance with tb,e.growthbfthe great territory 
that must,eith~r get supplies froIn MasQuCity, or from. more 
distant points involving 10ng~r haulage andhigherr~tes of 
freight. 
Peat. ' 
The extensivepeat.beds in the Altamont moraiw~are not 
now of very much value, owing to the cheapness of other 
forins of fuel, but in the future, theymaypecomeofconsider-
able importance. In somestntes the mucky. material would 
be held in high estee'kas a fertilizer,buttheh6untiful soils 
of Iowa will not need fertilizers of this kind' for many years 
to come. ,,~ 
Water Supplies. 
, , Cerro, Gordo county is' well supplied with springs and sur-
face streams. The waters 6f the' streams, in marked con .. 
trast with those'in.the southern' and southwestern parts of 
the state, run clear the year r<.mnd ... Good, potable water 
may be obtained throughout most of the c'ounty, at moderate 
depths, in the sandy and gravelly beds· of the Pleistocene 
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deposits. Most of thespriIigs seem to have their origin in 
the porous beds of the Pleistocene, and :flow takes place 
wherever these water-bearing beds, under proper conditions, 
come to the Sll.:rrace. 'Owing to the imperfect surface drain-
age of the morainic area in the 'western part of the county, 
, the pebbly claysofWisconsindriftar.e saturated with water, 
andahunda:nt supplies are obtained from very 'shallow wells. 
]'lowingwellsfrequently result from. penetrating ,these clays 
to a moderate depth; and on the somewhat level plain into 
. which the' morainic knobs and ridges£ade in the southwest-
ern part of Grimes township, :flo~ng wells are somewhat 
,common. Clear, Lake is probably fed al~ost eXClusively by 
the underground streams of this morainic belt, and the under-
g.roundsup:ply is doubtless largely due to the fact that the 
surface drainage. is as yet clogged, imperfect, undeveloped. 
Any causes that tend to.facilitate the eV3Jporationor the 
"fiowo{ waterf.romthe surface of the ~isc6nsin'drift area 
anq.itsmarginaLmoratnes,·wil1 diminish the,volum.e of water 
in the lakes of the nbrth-central part of the ·state. 
MASON CITY DEEP WELL. 
. .... 
. Water is found at varying depths in the indurated rocks 
below the Pleistocene b.eds. The' most important supply 
, from. this source at present is that from the de.ep well at 
Mason City., ,Thesection of this well, copied fromN orton's 
. report*, is as follows. 
THICK-
NESS. 
12. H1lffius and drift _________ "-____ 28 
11. Devonian and Silurian ________ 276 
10. Maquokettl. ___________ ., ______ -- 57 
. 9. Galena-Trenton_. _________ ~ ____ 405 
8. Saint Peter ___________________ 105 
7. Upper Oneota ________________ 113 
6. New RichmQnd ______________ ~ 50 
5. Lower Oneota~ _______________ 145 
4. SaInt Croix (Jgrdan)__________ 70 
3. Saint Croix (Saint Lawrence).,. 174 
2. Saint Croix (Basal' sandst()1le) _ 45 
1. Algonkian (?)penetrated______ 5 
-----
* Iowa. Geol. Burv., vol. VI, p.195. Des Moines, 1897. . 
16 G~Rep. 
DEPTH. 
28 
304: 
361 
766 
871 
981 
1,034 
1,179 
1,249 
1,423 
1,468 
1,473 
ELEVA-
TION A. T. 
1,100 
824 
767 
362 
257 
]44 
94 
-51 
-121 
.,..295 
-340 
-245 
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The main water supply in this well comes fromN os. 2-4, 
which . collectively represent the Saint Croix sandstone. This 
sandstone is the source of the water in nearly all the deep 
wells of Iowa. No. 80fthe well section is very properly 
identified by Nortorr with the Saint Peter sandstone. This 
second sandstone marks one of the most persistent and most 
easily recognized of the geological horizons, and it extends 
with, uniform characteristics underneath a large portion of the' 
FIG. 24. Kuppinger's mill in the north pa.rt of Mason City-a typical mlll site on.Lime creek 
state. The water in the Mason CityweU is excellent inqual-
ity, and the supply is ample for the present needs of the city.' 
Water Powers. 
Out of-a great many possibilities afforded by the streams of 
_ the county, water powers liav~ been improved and utilized at 
only a few points. On Lime creek tp.e Lincoln mills, in sec-
-tion 15 of Lincoln township, have a head of eight feet; the 
Kuppingermill (Fig. 24), in thenorthE:'rn part of M~son City, 
has about thesame head, and the Portland mill, at Portland, 
. -
has 3JSO a fall of eight feet. . The old Parker's mill at -Mason 
City is located on Willow creek. On the Shell Rock river 
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there are mills at Plymouth, and there is now an unused, but 
formerly well developed water power at Shell Rock Falls. 
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EARLY GEOLOGICAL WORK. 201 
INTRODUCTION. ' 
LOCATION AND AREA. 
Marshall is op.e of the middle tier ():fcounties ail.dli~S 
b~tweenTamaand Story counties OIl the east and 'west 
resp~ctively. ',The Iowa;iver makes a' b6ld bend southward 
nearly ,to the center .of the county, wher~it turns, abruptly 
eastward, cleverly detaching the northeast quarter. As in 
, the' case of inost ,of the inlandcountie's of Iowa, Marshall 
cOJIlprisesa rectangular area of approximately five hundred 
and seventy-six (576) ~quare miles and considerably more 
than a third 01 a million acres. 
PREVIOUS 'GEOLOGICAL WORK. 
Oonsidering the, great value of the, natural resources of' 
Marshall county ~and the,varied and abundant fauna entombed 
in, the 'rocks, the literature concerning the geology of the 
region is eXtremely meager., ' 
DavidDaleOwen.* in,his "Reconnaissance' of ,the Carbon-
ifer6usRocks of' South~rn and Western Iowa:,' ',was the first 
,geologist to visit the county in 'an official capacity_ ,He, 
. .. "-
traver~edthe ~du.nty 1n the vicinity of the Iowa river, and: 
, 'incidentally: called attention to t1:Ie,more salient geological 
feature~. ,.T.D. Whitney tin treating of the geology of Mar-
shall and adjoinIng counties records the occurrence of coal 
in Bangor' to~nsliip; and briefly describes a section expos'ed, 
, on'Timber 'c~eek near the old'road leading from Marietta" 
to Indiantown, in, which ,he remarks the close resemblance of 
the rocks to the lower Burlington ltmestone as exposed at its, 
typical locality. 
More than a ,'score of years later Wb:itet' described the 
exposures near LeGr'and and definitely, refers "the formation 
to,~theKinderhook stage ,of the Carboniferous system. Cer:-
tain qu:arry products are also, described, and in the same 
.... ' ... . 
* ~ological Burv ~ Wisconsin, Iowa. and Minne~ota, p.101-102. 1852 • 
. , . tGeology of Iowa, vol. I, pp. 267-9. Albany, 1858. 
:j: Geology oUowa, vol. I, pp. 197-198. Vol. II, pp. 260; 312-:31* and 316. De& Moines, 1870. 
i8 G.Rep. 
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report Prof. Rush Emery* reports an analysiF'of "Iowa 
marble, " from the Le Grand quarries. _ 
The crinoidal remains so abundant in certain layers at 
Quarry and Le Grand have received the attention of the late 
Charles Wachsmutht and his co-laborer, Frank Springer, or 
Burlington, and others. ,. 
PHYSIOGRAPHY. 
TOPOGRAPHY., . 
The topographic features of the county are varied. In 
" - Z> , 
order better to understand the more general configuration, 
conceive a more or less regular surface very gently inclined 
to the southeast. ",Let there be a slight depression in the 
. position of the Iowa river, flanked on either side with parallel 
ridges, the crest on one side bisecting Vienna township" 
diagonally, while a line passing through State Center, Van 
Cleve and Laurel marks approximately th~ position of the 
other. Spread over the surface, a material which· responds. 
readily to water action, but 'holds with equal fidelity the 
vigorous carving of the spring freshet and the most delicate 
tr~cery of the summer shower; given these conditions, time 
. and the erosive agents are the only requisites to account for 
the general physiography of the region; 
The principal water courses have wrought out well-marked· 
flood plai~s bordered by the usually gently rising uplands, all 
of which attest topographic maturity. The vertical interval 
between the lowlands and theadjoining uplands varies from 
50 to 100 feet, but the altitude gradually increases towards 
the divides which attain an elevation of more than, 200 feet 
above the water level in the Iowa river. Plate v shows the 
cross-section of the general plain. The most :rigorous land 
forms occur in the marginal areas which intervene between 
the upland plain and the flood plains of the greater streams. 
These areas, with the flood plain, originally supported a lux-
uriant forest growth, but have in large part been dismantled. 
* Ibid 1'01. II, p. 347. 
t GeoIoglcal'Surv. Illinois, vol. VIn, pp. 157'-205, and pIs. xv-xvii, 1890. 
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.. 
. While the whole county is heavily drift-laden, yet the ter-
ritory readily-resolves itself into three distinctive topog~aphic 
areas. which . are. coincident in a ,general way with the areas 
occupied by the. Wisconsin, Iowan arid Kansan drift sheets, 
and will be designate'd' 'by the' terms, drift, drift-plain and 
drijt-l~esstypes respectively.' The first type is represented 
·.by awedge,.shaped area on the western margin of the county, .' 
• whose apex is approximately at the southwest corner while its 
base spans little niore than three niiles on the north, line. 
The characteristic features of the region are the prevalence 
··of.depressions, sloughs and "kettle holes" and eminences 
withkanie and drumloid affinities. Drainage is imperfect and 
. '. ~'" . .'. '. . .... . 
this~ when taken incopjunc.tion with the' 'unique surface fea-
-tu~e:s, is.indicative. of topographic youth." 
·The·second·comprisesan .area of scarcely more' than' 'flfty 
'. squar~.milesin the northeast corner oftihe COUIlty. Although 
. the Iqwantill sheet probably extended over a greater, areain 
the' cQunty it was not COJ11petEmtto control the configuration 
,of the regi()l1, to the' extre~e linrlt$of its attenuated margin~ 
Awayf:r6m the larger strearnsthls. territory is 'characterized 
· by····a monotonous,. plane surfa.ce interrupted ,by occa.sional 
_-g~D;ile sw·el!s,.· and as a rule.it is moderately well. drained, 
"~hileoftentim~s prairie.sloughs are much in evidence. This 
· trial1gui~r ar~aisa 'fragm~nt of the greatCIrift''-pl~inwhich 
. extends IiQrthward far'into Minn,esota and comprises an area 
of" J]l'o;e.thari. seven thousandsquare'Illiles in Iow~~ . 
The drift-loess type constitutes more than four,.fifthsof the 
· surface of the county. rrhetopogr~phicfeatures are purely 
erosional' and the contours are strengthened by the loess top-
. dressing. The upland is dissectedby a plexus of s:r:nall streams 
, 'which gives the surface a graceful, billowy aspect, very pleas-
ing to the eye.'· Sharp v'-shaped valleys' and'convex hills are 
. ... \ .. 
the rule in the l;>rokenareas and bear silent testimony to the 
'instapility of the surface. 'configuration. The larger streams . 
. meander through broad valleys which are almost destitute qf 
. ~ 
salient topographic features. . The divides are betterdeflned 
I 
...... '. 
_,,;' " .:.", '.:': 
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than is ~sual in this type 'of topography.· The head branches 
.ofopposing drainage·.systems often interlock,:so sharply.is. 
the territoryco:ntested. ' 
TABLE OF E.LEVATIONS • 
. '. . . '. . . . . .'. / .. 
The following table of altitudes is compiled from the profiles ,. . 
of the different railroad~ whichtrave~ethe,~ouIity. - . . 
STATION, 
.~ ] 
.~ 
. B I A1JTHORITY. 
- .' . ..~- \--..,....o..-'~---'-
Albion ____ • __________ ~ ____ ~ _______________ : _______ ~_ 937. I. C.Ry.· 
Dillon ___________ ..: ________ ,..---------·--~--------------975 1. C. Ry. -. 
Divide, Iowa and Ceda.r I'ivers_~ ____ ~ ______ ~ ________ • 1054. (J. G.W.Ry; 
Divide, Iowa. riverahd Linn creek ___________ .. ______ ~_ 952 I. C. Ry.· .-
i Divide;. Iqwa ~nd-S~u:q.k riyers_.:. ___ ~.---.-----·----·---~ ll16. O~ & ·N:>-W .. ~Y.. ' ..... 
Dp.nb.ar.------.-.-·--~--..;--------~-~-- .. --:..--.~---.----' ____ .. ~ .876.: '0 .. ,.' .M~ .. &; .$~. "l?~ Ry. A': FerguSon _,.. ________ -.. _______________________ ": __ ,; ___ ~-__909C.,M. & St.'p. Ry. 
·gt!.db~OOk~=::=====:::::::::~:===::::====:::::=:::::=: ~lg~~ ·.2.<&.~.RY-,~'· •. 
Green Mountain ___ ~.;; __ ,.. ____ ..: ___ ..: ______ ,..-.------:.;.--.;;- 1000' C.G;."W:.Ry:. _ 
HaverhilL_"' __ ,..-- .... .,----------------;.-;.~---~~----,...,,..- 1()23 0., M::&:St.:p. Ry. 
Iowa river, ChicagoGrea.tWestern'cr_ossmg ____ .:_~__865 C._G.W/Ry. .,: 
Iowa river, county lme __ .;. ___ ;.. __ · ___________ ~__________926 I~ C'-Ry., '. 
Iowa river, Iowa Central.crossmg, south of Albioll____ 8951. C~Ry·.­
Lamoille.: -~---.------... ,..~,.--,;.- ... ---;.--':.;-,;.----.:.---.:~ .. ., ---~ 1.94O'C;& N~=W".Ry .. Le Grande ________________________ .------,-:-:--_------- 940 C. &~. W. Ry. 
Linn creek; Great West.~rn -Crossing' southwest of ... .'. ' .• ;-., .. 
. of MarshalltoWn :.~ _________ -:.; ____ ~ ________ ,..---.,--- 905' C. O. W.Ry.· 
Linn creek, Great Western cl'ossing'eastof Marshall~' . ..' 
town __ .:. ___ ., ___ .: ______ .:_.:. ___ . ..; _________ ~ ___ :.. ______ ;,.'_ .. 875 C; Q:W.Ry •. 
Laurel __ ~ _______________________ .; ________ .: ______ .:. ___ 1040 ~I.Q. :Ry~ .... .' 
Liscomb_.: _'- __________ -' ___ .,..;.;.":"".;..;. _____ .. ,..- _____ -- __ ~.:__ 950C.G~w:.·Ry.. . 
rr::h~lit~~-::::::===:::::::==::==::====::~:====:::: .. ~~g -f'g~;:V~'EY~ 
- Marshalltown - ------.:---_-... _-_-- .. -.,.----.:---.,--------- 90'0' I.:;C.~ ... R·.W.· .. ; .. R .. y .. ' Malta' ______ .;, ____________ :.. __ :. ___ '-_:..----~:-:.."'- .':'_':' ____ '.,._ 1 62;] 
Melbourne __________ - ________ -' __________ .: _______ : __ :.._ 1045 C.G.W. Ry._ 
Melbourne crossing, Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul) 1060 C, G.W. Ry. .' 
railway ______________________________ -___________ I 1Q33 0.,M:& St. P. Ry ..... 
NiGhols'on creek .. _-------------------~~---.;.--.,---~--;..-. 8960. G. W.Ry.- . 
Pickering _______ .-~--------.--------.:. .. ----~---- .. -- ... ~-'-.1~' l' 0982.57 C.,-M;&St; P. Ry; 
·,I.C.Ry. __ " .. Quarry __________________________ ---.:.-"'--.------~:: __ .,; .885 C. & N.-W. Ry. 
Rl+odes __ "' ____ -,..;..--~-----.,..-----------·-----~----_-.:---- 1015 C., M. & St P. Ry. 
Rockton -------------------------r----:..-:.,.----------- . 880 C. G. W. Ry. State Ce:p.tel'_,._ .. _______________________________ .., _____ 1073 "c. & N.-W. Ry~ 
State Center JunctioIi , ______ ' ___________________ : ____ ~ 1051C.,M. & St. P. Ry .. 
Timber creek, Iowa Oentral crossmg_,..----.,.-----.:.---:..-874 \ 1. C. Ry~' . 
Timber creek, Chicago -& North-Western crossing ___ '. 8~5 c.& N.-W.Ry. Van Clev~ _____ ~ __________ .: ________________ . __ ~ __ .. .,;-,;;-- 1004 I. C. Ry.. , 
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DRAINAGE. 
"Marshall county is well watered and for the most part is 
'also, well drained. 'The annual rainfall averages about thirty 
inches per annum,of which less than one-third is gathered 
up into the streams" and carried to the gulf. Five-sixths of 
the annual "run-off" finds a convenient outlet through the 
Iowa and its tributaries, while small triangular areas in the 
southwestanq. '~n6rtheast 'corners' contribute their surplus 
waters to representatives of theSkuilk and Cedar river sys~ 
terns respectively. 
Iowa river system.-The Iowa river is the master stream in 
the system and in large measure establishes the grade for its 
numerous tributaries" It meanders through abroad alluvial 
FIG 25. Le Grand gorge. 
valley which averages from one totwo miles in width. The 
river crosses the Kinderhook escarpment at two points; near, 
, its entrance, into' and exit from the' county. At the latter, 
placethe river flows through a gorge scarcely a quarter of a 
mile in width. The present stream occupies a channel but 
little below the general level of the bottom land and erien"-
sive reaches of territory are subject to periodic inundation. ' 
Deserted channels are, everywhere in evidence, and north-. 
, west of Marshalltown sand flats are cOmmon features of, the, 
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floodplain. The Iowa river has long since passed its ado'-
lescent stage, has reached maturity and i,s now approaching 
old age. The stream is not corrading its channel at any 
place.Excav~tions fop bridge piers 'and abutments show 
that the country rock . lies ten to fifteen feet below the pres-
ent stream bed. At the Marshalltown waterworks there is· 
an apparent exception to this .. The river impinges strongly 
\lpon the south . bank, and the country rock is &ose to the sur-: 
face in the bed of the stream~Excavationsfor the water 
galleries on the north flank 6f the flood plain reveal the fact 
~hat the old rock bottom slopes away fromthepresentposi-
tion of the channel. 
. .,-' 
. The Iowa dr;:tinage system is of the asymmetric type with 
the greater tributaries coming from south and west as are 
the Skunk and ,Des Moines rivers in central Iowa. Rock, 
Burnett and Asher creeks are the principal tributaries 
received from the north; while Tinib el' , Linn, MInerva and 
Honey~reeks are them<?re . important branches received·from 
the south and west~ Allot these have much the samegen-
era~ char.acters as q.oes the greater stream~All are long in 
proportion . to their volume,~nd all are characterized py 
draInage basins which are relatively narrow in proportion to 
their length. . . . 
. The tributaries from the nOl~thare relatively of much less 
importance than those from the south. They have narr:ow .. 
flood plains .01' none at all,andhave deposited but little· 
alluvium save in their lower courses. Asher creek is the larg-
est and drains an area of about fifty-four square miles. Each 
h~s cut through the drift at certain points exposingthe upper 
member of the Kinderhook beds. 
Timber creek, which enters the Iowa from the south near· 
Quarry, collects the water from an area of 130 square miles. 
It comprises three principal branches which are named· 
according to their geographic positions-. North, Middle and 
South Timber creeks." North Timber flows almost dueea~tt 
and is much the longest member, while the south branch 
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flows north and 'comprises the greatest drainage basin. All 
have narrow, but well marked flood plains, whichfollow'well 
up' far towards their sources. 
The drainage basin of Linn creek . is the narrowest in 
proportion to length of any in the county. The proportion 
of length to breadth is about six to on~,' and the valley com-
prises an area of about seventy square miles. Its course is 
~lmost exactly parallelto the North Timber cre~k, but it has 
not progressed as far in valley forming as the latter. The 
most rugged topography in the county is found in the territory 
traversed lrv Linl1.and the Timber creeks. 
Minerva ~reek has its source in Hardin and Story counties. 
It pursues a tortuous course ina southeasterly to easterly 
direction, andent~rs the Iowa a little no~th of west of the 
town of Albion. The head wate:rsof this stream arise in the 
area of the Wisconsin drift, and drain more than two-thirds 
,of theregionc.overed, by this till sheet in the county. The 
lower course of the: Minerva has a flood plain which, consid., 
eririg the vo\ume of the stream, is. quit~broad .. ~. It has 
numeroussmallbranches; but where its tributaries leave the 
Wisc:onsin, the valleys are sharply constricted. In the upper 
reaches little ornoalluyium has been deposited; and there is 
a dearth of minor streamlets. 
Honey creek. has done ali immense amount of work in the 
way of valley cutting, which as in the ease of the ,Minerva, is 
out of all proportion to the size of the present stream. It has 
cut through the drift and exposes the coal measure shales and 
Lower Carboniferous limestone near Bangor. Mud creek, a 
'prairie stream through the greater part of. its course, and 
Without the usual accompaniment of alluvial bottom land, is 
the principal tributary of Honey creek-, the. two' streams 
joining just as they enter the flood <plain of the Iowa . 
. ~. Aqe oj the Iowa system.-The Iowa system bears the impress 
of 'age; of advanced maturity. Theorigimiltopographyof the 
, county did not depart far, perhaps, from that of a plain and 
the present configuration is due almost wholly to erOSIve 
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forces. The limiting divides average about two hundred feet 
higher than .the, Iowa flood plain. ' The, down cutting alone 
would require thousands, of years, while the true enormity 
of the task and the vast lapse of time can only be realized 
when it is considered that the river valley averages from 'one' 
to two miles in width. Sufficient data are not at hand ,defi-
nitely to determine the age of the system; but, considering 
the broad valleys of the Iowa and its principal tributaries, 
and thefaGt th~tthe Kansan drift, apparently undisturbed, 
follows down'the hillsides at least to the levelof"the,ftobd 
plain,much lower than theoutcroppings of the country rock 
as in the vicinity of Quarry, LeGrand and Tiniber creeks, it 
may tentatively be stated that the system;' in part at least, is , 
pre,.glacial.Theprofoundlyglaciated surface exposures at 
Le Grand, Timber creek and Linn creek, all located on the 
south flank of the present stream';alleys, mayalso be_ admit-
ted as evidence of preglacial depressions in the direction from 
which the ice came. It seems probable that the Iowa river, 
from Le Grand to the mouth of Honey creek, at least, the 
lower cOllrses of Timber, Minerva, Honey and perhaps Linn 
creeks have sought out and partially, reopened'their, old,' 
channels. The minor streams and the upper courses of the' 
larger tributaries are doubtless usually superimposed upon' 
the glacial deposits and are ind~pendentofpreglacial con-
figuration. In terms of stream development the Iowa has 
passed its zenith and' old age is slowly but surely' coming on 
unless stream action be reinvigorated' by deformation and 
uplift of the region. _The surface, inequaliti~s have -long 
since reached their maximum and the hills are slowly rrreiting 
away to fill the valleys. The melting snows and summer 
- showers humble the one that they may contribute to the' 
upbuildingof the other. Man hims~lf is a potent factor in 
this leveling process. The old settler can well remember the 
time when the waters of our streams were untarnished at 
the spring freshets Ol~summer floods save by the., crystal, 
amber from our virgin prairies. At the present time after, 
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such periods the streams flow liquid mud. The prairie grasses 
and forest trees were conservators of mpisture an~ firmly 
held the soil in: place. The processes of agriculture in sub-
duing the,prairies and denuding the forest areas have 
increased the "run-off" and rendered the soil easily eroded. 
Qulture has stimulated the small streamlets to a new cycle of 
cutting, as is evidevced by gullied fields and roadsides. Some' 
of these cuttings ,are more than ten feet in depth. 
Skunk river system.-" A tr~angular area in the southwestern • 
part of the county drains through tributaries of the Skunk 
. river." The hypotenuse of thetri:1,ngle is approximately fol-
l()wedby the State Center branch ofthelowa Central railway 
and its area is about ninety square miles. Jheprincipal rep- , 
resentatives of the system are Clear' creek, North Skunk 
river and Snipe creek. ' All flow approximately at right angles 
to' the general slope of the county. Clear creek and the' 
Skunk river are wooded streams, while the Snipe is timber-
l~ss." Clear creek hasniore deeply incised the region through 
which it flows than its co-workers, but nOI1:.e of them have 
done IIluch in 'the way of valley formation. ' The valley or 
'Snipecreek is boggy in character and suggests the fitness of 
its name. 
The Cedar river system is feebly represented in the north-
east corner of the county~The drainage from about two 
square miles takes this route to .the "father ofwat.ers." 
TERRACES. ' 
Stream terraces are doubtfully represented in Marshall 
county. Timber creek, o~ sections, 8 and 17 in LeGrand 
town~hip, is accomp~nied by a low shelf fifteen to twenty 
feet above the floodplain in the streams. This bench can 
be identified at several other points in the various branches 
of this stream an.d is the nearest approach to a terrace found 
in the region. 
Minerva creek, in Liberty township, sections 22 and 27, is 
apparently terraced. The bench' is eight to ten feet above 
'. 
':,- :".,-." 
','. ',' 
~ . -. ~. 
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the flood plainandiscornpos~dofWisconsin drift.-· Hereis 
theseniblanceofan old valleyp~rtiallyfill~d bytheWiscon;; 
sin ice, -and: the. present narroW flood plain represents the cut:. 
ting since: the·.retreat<?f the last ice sheet .. 
. . 
STRATIGRAPHY. 
General Relations of Strata. ,_ .. 
. -- The geologic history ,of Marsliall county is-recor4ediIi~ : . 
strata which belong to .tWQ .distmcts~ries s~parated by an 
·enOrulOUS timebrea~.A fe_eble realizationOftlieimnfetisity ... 
of.the interval·which elapsed after,the co:rnpletionof·thEf"first 
chapter.and.beforethe commehce~ep.t qfthe last,.·can. only· . 
be gained when we catc~occasionalglimpses of.·profopndly 
eroded areas and base-leveled plains .. 
- :T4e rinderlyingstratifiedrocks belong totheCarboniferpu8 .. 
~ystem~- LyingtinconformablY. upon theseisa tl:lickirtantle· 
of Pleistocene ·depositswhicheffectllally concealthe_oider': 
rocks; sav~alqng som~Qfthe larger stream~.· . The forllla-
tionspresent are tabulate~hel,(rw~·_ . . .-. 
GROUP. 
Cenozoic. 
CLASSIFIQATIONOF. FOR¥ A.~IONS. 
SYSTEM •. · 
. ~. 
\. . I Pleistocene. 
I 
I 
. SERIES~· 
..... 
,Recent. 
Giaci~l. 
- . 
STAGE; ... $UB:-STAG:E: 
Wisconsin; 
Iowan. 
."", .-
IBU~h~n~n. 
Kansan. 
. .. ~fto~ian. 
.' ',' 
AlluVial.-
Fo~thtilL 
I·-Loess. 
. . Third tilL.: 
....' . 
.. " 
Second till. 
Albion grav- . . . 
·els_ - . 
Sub-Aftonian? . First till. 
I 
," ... ":-.: 
. I 
......... ~. .': 
..... 
. ' . 
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CLESSIFICATION . OF FORMATIONS-C ontintted. 
SYSTEM •. • SERrES. STAGE • SUB-STAGE • 
. Upper, or Pennsyl- . ,Des Moines. 
vaman. . 
:1-""----------~~I----
Paleozoic .. Carboniferous.," 
. Lower, or Mississip-
. pian; . 
'St. Louis. 
Augusta; 
E;iiiderhook. 
Marshaut'wn 
shales. 
LeGrand 
beds; 
Hannibal 
'shales? 
TheLow~r, Carhqriiferous forms 'an" unbroken platform upon 
"\Vb.ichal1of the· h1terdeposits.rest .. The coal measllrespar-
. ti~nyoverlap this formaUo:nand comprise fLboutone~half the 
.. area, of-tllec()unty~ '. Whilethepres~J1tstirface slopes gently -. 
to the 'sotithe::tst, the:unde:rIying stratified rocks are" inclined 
tothe,~-s6utb.west··or at right-angles to the general surface. 
'. incii~atlon. rrlieaveragedip of the strata '. h:l about fifteen 
'····feetpermile:ih the, eastern portion .. of the county, but the 
_beds_becdm~-almost perf~ctly fiat to the westward. 
"Tltedeeper stratahaveo~ly been explored at one pOint,-" 
·• .. Marsh~Ultowil .. The following is the sequence of strata' passed 
through in sinkinK the deepweIl',near the city water· works . 
Therecord*isbasedonsample.drillings saved by Dr. W. S . 
. McBride of Marshalltown. 
TmCKNESS. 
'. 13 .. Limestone; light gray in fine sand, with' 
.. many. angular fragment.s of limpid quartz 
. at 68 feet_.:._-____ ~..; ___ .. .:. ____ ~ _______ .. ___ _ 
12.· Limestone, light yellow, compact, earthy 
luster; threesamples __________ :- _______ :- 45 
11. Limestone, . brown, C'l'ystalline, cherty, at' 
115' ______ . _______ ·0· ___ ..: ________________ - __ 30 
.. : .., , 
70 
115 . 
145 
" '" P'rPt. W. H. Norton kiIidIy loa.ned to the writer his manuscript on the Marshalltown well, 
a.nd from it the recorded descriptions and interpretations are taken almost verbatim. 
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THICKNESS. DEPTH. 
10.. Shale, soft, light green, calcareous;.f ____ .. 175 320 
9. Limestone {?)no san:iples ___ ~ _____________ i45 465 
'8. Limestone, hard, brown; gray and brown ' 
, crystalline, rapid effervescence, samples 
at 465 ahd MO~._~ __ .; _______ .:. ___________ .155 620 
7. , Dolomite, yell0:W, gypseous and cherty ____ 55 675 
6. Limestone, magnesian, brown, samples at 
675,690 and 700, cherty at 675. ___ .;. ______ 95 770 
5. Dolomite., cherty and gypseous; drillings 
consist mostly ,of white andtransluce:rit 
chert __ ~~ __ ,-' _______________ ... __ ..:_..: _______ 30 800 
,4, Chert, white and translucent; samples at 
800 ___ ~ ... ____________ .. ________ ;. ___ . ______ 75 (?)875 
3. , Limestone, rapid effervescence; drillings 
consist alrriostwholly of chert withsoIile 
, gypsum, ~mples at 875 and 900 ________ 15 915 
2. Dolomite, white in powder, with some 
chertandgypsu:m ___________________ ", ___ 10 925 
1. Shale, blue and green-gray, non-calcareous' 
ill sa:mples,925 tob'ottomof boring at_ 95 1,020 
NO. 
11, 12, 13. 
10. 
SUMMARY. 
, 'THICKNESS DEPTH 
FORMATION. -'-FEET. -FEET. 
Mississippian(Kinderhooklimestone) 145 145 
Kinderhook(Shales) ____ ~ __ '- ____ ., ___ 175 , 320 
8, 9. Devonian ________________ ' _________ -;.300620 
2-7. Silurian ____ .. _________________ '- __ " __ 305 925 
1. Maquoketa p~netrated---'----..;------ 95 1,020, 
The sub-crystalline gray limestone and the buff magnesian 
limestone which attain ' suchpromiriencein the exposures 
near Le Grand can be recognized as ,Nos. 13 and 10 respect-
ively in the above section; but notrace' of the equally promi.;. 
nent oolite and blue sandstone is td be found in the drill-
. ings. The whole assemblage of limestones above the green 
shale undoubtedly belong to the Kinderhook, while the taxo-
nomic relations of the shale itself are not so clear., For the 
present, perhaps, it isbest t9 follow Profe~sor Norton and pro-
visionally treat the formation as belonging to the Kinder-
hook, although latter developments may show it to be in part 
Devonian. Mr. C.N. Hutson, well driller, reports 260 fe,et of 
shale penetrated in sinking a well 'at the glucose works in the 
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south part of town. This heavy bed of ,shale does not outcrop 
any place in the county, nor, so far as known, any place in 
central Iowa, but its stratigraphic position seems to be the 
same as the thick, shales encountered in the deep wells at 
Ottumwa and Sigourney* and the blue shale which outcr0ps 
at the base of the bluffs along the Mississippi river at Bur-
ington. t 
The section ends in the Maquoketa shales which forms a 
well defined terrain throughout central Iowa, which may be 
taken as a standard of refere~ce to determine the general dip 
of the deeper strata for this region. At Ackley and Cedar 
Rapids:):' this formation is reached at about 400 and 300 feet 
respectively above sea level. At Marshalltown the top of the 
shale is fifty feet below tide, while at, Ames the shale rises 
more than 100 feet above sealevel. 
Standard Sections. 
The best exposures are found in the vicinity of Quarry and 
Le Grand along the Iowa river. The Le Grand Quarry Co. in 
the development of their property have laid open to inspec-
tion sections which aggregate nearly two miles in length anet 
nearly' one hundred feet in yertical thickness. Other sections, 
of less importance may be observed where the smaller streams 
cross the Kinderhook escarpment, as, for example, on Timber, 
Linn and Honey creeks, and near the towns of Albion and 
Bangor. 
The' following sequence of beds maybe observed at the 
East quarries near Le Grand. 
SECTION 1. 
,FEET. INCHE~. 
18. Loess,interstratifiedsands and silts below __ 16 
17. Bowlder clay oxidized a deep brown and con-
taiillngbowlders much decayed _________ 540 
16. Limestone, sub-crystalline, pebbly__________ 3 
15. Oolite, fine-grained, with many brecciated 
,graiJls ___________________ c._______________ 4: 
-----
* Geology of Iowa, vol. III, pp. 203-205, pl. xviii, 1893. 
tGeology of Iowa, vol. I,pp.192-193, 1870. 
" :; Geology of Iowa, Vol. III, 1>p.189-192 and 195-197. 1893. 
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FEET. 
14. Limes:tone, gray, slightly oolitic ______ ~_____ 2 
13. Liniestone, gray above, and yellow below _ _ _ 2 
12, -Limestone, -buff, magnesian, rather heaVily 
bedded, bisected by chert band about four 
feet from th~ base _____________________ ;._ 9 
11. Limestone, mixed gray, blue and buff, 
breaks very irregularly (" Brindle; f of the 
INCHES. 
6 
quarrymen) ________ ~ ______ :___ __ ____ __ __ 3 6 
10. Chert -'_-____ -_______ .. _-________ -'______________ 4: 
~ 9. Limestone, soft, yellow, in thin layers and 
arenaceous; earthy in places___ __________ 2 6 
8. Chert ___ ~ _______ .. ________ .. ___ . __________ ;. __ - 4 
7. Limestone, blue, variegated to yellow-brown 6 
6. Chert .. __________ .__________________________ 3 
5. Fossil.;breccia with lenses of crystal calcite _ / 1 
4. Limestone, buff, magnesian, fine even_ tex-
ture and massive; cherty, concretions 
scattered promiscuously thrciugho~t. One 
quitepersistentband of chert about four 
feet from the base __ ~~ ____ ~_~ ___ ~ ________ 12 
3. Limestone, blue, variegated to brown, hard, 
concholdaFfracture,and in heavy layers_ 3 
2.- Oolite, _in layers, 14, 12,8, 9,6,36,26,24 and 
.42 inches in thickness ________ ~ __________ 15 
1. Sandstone, fine~grained, blue, calciferous, in -
part shaly (exposed) _____________________ 10 
6 
No. 1 in the above section is exposed in the quarry north 
of the river and appears at no other pointinthecounty._ The 
dip is about four d(3grees to the southwest, andtbis, with the 
slope of the stream, soon carries the beds below the surface. 
Near Indiantown, in Tama county, the base of_ the oolite lies __ 
more than twenty feet above the water level, while at the 
west quarry both oolite and sandstone have passed below the 
bed of the river, and N9. 16 has a thickness of about twelve 
feet. The upper layers at Le Grand pr?bably form .the base 
of the section at ~Iarshalltown. At the latter place the fol-
lowing series, which consist' principally. of shales, maybe seen 
near the Woodbury flouring mills. 
.. 
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SECTION II. 
FEET. 7. Loess, sandy __________________________________________ 2 
6 .. Clays, andsa~dswithsome bowlders, variegated; highly 
oxidized in streaks _________________ • _______________ 6 
5. Calcareous, pebbly material containing large chert con-
cretions; the original limestone structure is almost 
obliterated _________________________________________ 4 
4. Shale, ash-blue, graduating downward into arenaceous 
beds ____________ ' ___________________________________ 6 
3. Limestone, arenaceous, impure ___________ : ____________ 2 
2. Shale, dark blue, slightly sandy and concretionary and 
slacks rapidly on exposure; many of the fragments 
spotted with white flocculent materiaL _____________ 4 
1. Limestone, brown, sub-crystalline, base ______________ _ 
215 
All of th~ beds are more or less irregular and are cut out 
eastward. A continuation of the above exposure, in the form 
of a low ridge, runs southwestward from the mill, departing 
somewhat from the river, and perhaps outlining the position of 
an old escarpment. The ridge continues f01; nearly a mile, 
gradually wanes and passes under the drift bluff at the Sol-
diers" home. 
FIG. 26. The upper Le Grand beds as exposed at Rockton. 
19G. Rep. ' 
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At Rockton the upper portion of -section 1 IS duplicated 
almost perfectly .. 
SECTIONUI. ROCKTON. 
FEET, 
6. Loess andsoil ________________ ..: ______________________ -1-3 
5. Till,yellow (Iowan). ________________________________ ;.. 2-4. 
4. Till, reddish-brown, sometimes blue below (Kansan) _ 0-3 
3. -Limestone, broWn, subccrystalline, rubbly ___________ 3-5 
2. Limestone, oolitic, heavy bedded ________________ .;___ 5 
1. Limestone, gray-brown, beds thinner and slightly 
argillaceous-_______ ..: ____ . ______ -'_-' ____________ ..:_~.. 2 
Two drift sheets are represent~d here. Numerous granitic 
FIG. 27. The Le Grand beds as expose~ori·Ti~hercreek at the 1. C. Ry. crossing. The loess 
ma.intains a vertical scarp, while"(,he Kansan till slopes. -
bowlders. are present in the base of the Iowan in places. 
Numbers 1,2 and 3 in the above section may be referred to 
Nos. 14, 15 and 16 respectively in section 1. 
. 
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At the point where the Iowa Central railway crosses Tim-
ber creek a slightly different facies of the Kinderhook beds 
maybe observed. 
8. 
7. 
6. 
5. 
4. 
3. 
<) 
'-'. 
1. 
SEcrION IV. TIMBER CREEK. . 
FE~T. 
Loess, sandy, below ____ . __ :, _____ .: _____________________ 10 
Bowlder clay (Kansan) ____________ .----.,.- ______ ~_____ 6 
Limestone, broWIi, sub-crystalline, thinly bedded, and 
rubbly abo.ve, heavier below ______________ ;._______ 8 
Limestone, yellow, brittle,' with' occasioLal small 
, caverns decorated with concretionary calcite __ ~___ It 
Limestone, blue, hard, brittle ___ ~____________________ 2 
Oolite in three layers, 8, 22 and 6 inches respectively _ 3 
Limestone, gray-brown, with layers of blue, sub-crys-
talline limestoni;\ interbedd-ed ______________________ . 6 
Limestone, gray-hlue, dose >textured, soft when first 
exposed, weathered portion, yellow; layers vary 
from 6 to 18 inches, very evenly bedded, magnesian 12 
~he oolite in the Timber creek section is undoubtedly the 
equivalent of the oolite exposed at Rockton· 3Jnd the "upper 
oolite" of. section 1, numbers 1-6, in the above section find 
.. their counterparts in 12-16intheLe Grandsection, with the 
po~sible exception of number 5, which was notrecognized 
. far,ther north. The differences in physical properties .. and 
.·co~orationarelargely" if not wholly, due to the differences in 
weathering. The Tiinber creek beds are better . protected 
than, those at Le 'Grand. . The prevailing colors of the 
unweathered product are shades of blue and gray, while tones 
of yellow and buff are brought about through the action of 
weath~ring ::iJgencies. The hardness of the Timber creek 
stone increases on 'exposure. 
, 
SECTION v. 
(Tp. 83 N.,R.' XVIII W., Sec. 8, Sw. qr., S'e. -t.) 
FEET. 3. Loess ________________ -, _______________________ :.: _______ 1-3 
2. _Till, oxidized throughout a deep brawn ____ , ___________ 2-5 
l. Sandstone,reddish-brown in heavy beds, certain lay-
:ers show oblique bedding, exposed . ___________ • ___ 12 
. The sandstone exhibits a conglomeratic facies in part. 
Well polished grains of sand and gravel 'are held in a matrix 
,:", ~ . ..'. ..... .':) ~ ';'.' : .:.~. . - .' 
.' .-~ ." 
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of· ferric· oxide. ·Some of . the iron oxide·is often in the form 
of small nodules whichfreqllently-are-hoHow and p(js~essthe. 
concentric structure peculiar to. conc~~tions. Throughout .. 
the beds are . the ~mpressions of thetrunk~ and ·branches of 
.. trees which have retained their woody structure in a remark", . 
. . ~ . '. 
able degree, although their original organic substance has 
been entirely replaced by mineral matter. Insomeinstances 
a pulverulent ash surrounded . by a highly £erruginated shield .. 
are the only remains. In one case,a central core. of very-
FIG. 28. C~rbOnife~(jussandstonem:T1iU1:ler- cre~kt6Wnshl:P' Sac. 8; Sw. qr., Se. >i., 
.r; ~ . 
hard material, almost quartzitic, was noted; around this a 
zone of wood fiber, alid surroundfng all the:coIlcentric ferrug-
inbus shield. . All of the stems were in a recumbent position. 
No faunal remains could he found . 
. Geological FQrmations. 
CARBO~lFEROUS SY3TEM. 
With a fewunimpor-tant exceptions, the stratified rocks in 
the western ha~ of the county are entirely concealed by the 
Pleistocene deposits. Rocks of the LowerCarbonifer<?us age· _ 
.. ' 
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have been exposed northwest of Liscomb near the Iowa river, 
and also east of Bangor on Honey creek. Coal measure' out-
croppings ,appear on Honey creek and along the Iowa river 
betwee'D: Bangor and Albion. . -
MISSISSIPPIAN SERIES • 
.. ' . 
. Owen"in ,his description of the _ Carboniferous rocks of the 
," Iowa river.: definitely referred the rocks expo~ed near Le 
Grand to-the Sub carboniferous. , He says in part: "It was 
not,liowever; until reaching the northwest corner of Tama 
county. that rocks of the8ubcarboniferous era' were seen 
unequiv()cally in place. Here, on the left bank of the Iowa, ' 
"* "*. * both oolitic andencrinital beds of Carboniferous 
, iimestone protrude; and 'where the river cr9sses the corner of 
'. Marshall county the ~haracteristic fossil, Pent'remites py'ri-; 
",·,formiswas found,along with Tereb1'atula plano-suloata, Sp~ri­
fer striatusandPrOd11,otu8.8emiretiouZatu$." Heal~;o calls atten-
tion to the'change in the surface 'configuration, the beginning 
·of a 1l10revigorous topOgraphy, 'an~ the increased growth 'of 
thnber,hothof ,which, perhaps, are more or less independent 
,', 'or the c.ountry rock,but -mark the transition of the drift 
, plain into the.loess~drift topography. , ' 
',J.D.'Whitney describes a section on Timber creek and dis-' 
poses oftheexposuresn.earlndiantown and Le Grand as fol-
,lows:, "About one-half mile northwest 9f the town [Indian-
~ownJathin:b~dded, b~ittle limestone with a' pinkish tinge is 
'seen cropping out along thee s~mmits of the low ridges, 
"', * ,* *' succe'eded, inadescendillg order, by thin layers of 
whit~ crystalline limestone filled with 'fragments of crinoidal 
colun;ms. 'These-layers contain intercalated , masses of chert, 
and,' some of the beds are oolitic in structure, t~e whole 
assemblage closely resetn bling the outcrop of the Burlington 
" member of the Carboniferous limestone as seen at that place. 
*' * * In sOn;le loose masses of oolitic limestones *' * * 
there ,were found specimens of, Spirifer (?) , and an 
A vicula resembling A. rJv;tJ'ionensis Shumard." 
'" Geology of Iow&, Pt. 1, pp. 2117-8, 1858. 
••••• e : •• 
, , . 
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White, in, his discussion ofth~ "Carboniferous Systeni,"~ , 
describes the section at Indiantown,' which is p;aetically the 
same as the'exposures atl:eGrand,as consisting ·of . 
.n:.'l. 
a. ,Soft ,irregularly "Pedded' m,agIiesian ,lim~stone passing 
. , 
, up into purer and more regularly bedded limestone 40 . 
2. Light gray, oolitic liIriestonein hea.vylayers _________ 15 
1. , Yellowish, shaly, fine-grained saD,dstone __ ,..;. ___ ,.. ____ ~_ 20 
'Continuing he says: ,.,' The chal'acteristicfossilsof theKin~ , 
derhookformation prevaii"throughout:the"wh()le series of.' 
beds found at lndiaritown, even. inciuding the whole forty feet' 
of .No., 3. ,Although. ,the upper part ()f No;. 3 presen~s the 
, ,lithological,.app.ear~ce .. O'f>some~'pa:rtsof the Burlington lime~ 
stone,yet its distinctive paleontological characters are want-' 
, ing or' feebly shown. The' whole is therefore: referred'to the 
epoch.. of .the Killderhook h~ds,~,espeGially . since tb,e line~i , 
demaFkati(:)n.between--therocks, of'trusepoch ant! those of ,the 
, Btirling-tonliinestone-· is, nowhere definite. ;, , , 
Wachsmuth andSpriIiger,t,ilftheirchapter on·the.crjnoids·· . 
and blastoid8.-from:Le~ Grand, Iowa,:. accept Whlte;s., reference ' 
of Nos. 1 and: 2 in the abq:ve :sectidnj but. 0 b~erve tluit the' 
upper part of No.3,. of. the-LaGramlarn,dlndian.townsections 
is, intheir"oplnion,veryprobaplythe repr~se:ritatrve -in part ',' '., 
of the Lower BurUngton limestQne~ 'A specimen of.Ai}tinom:~i~: 
nU8 p'robo8cidialis which is one of the <most 'characteristic 
" species., of the Lowel' Burlington, is· me~tidned as' haviIig been,' 
, foUndintb.e upper layers; and ,these authors suggest that the 
upward limit of the Kinderhook is coincident with 'upper ,.* 
limits of the magnesian limeStOlle. ' 
To ,summarize briefly, Owen, and ,·Whitney ;considered, the 
Le Grand beds. to. be the equivalents.-ofthei'encrinit~l- f()rma-" 
tions,-theLower Burlillg.~on-limestone- 'atBurlington, the· 
correlation beingbased-almost:.wholly Oll' lithological resem-; 
blances. White defini~ely assigns the assemblage·to the" 
Ki~derhoo-k asdefined.byMeek and Worthen-, basing hisopin~ , 
* Geology Iowa.. Yolo I. pp, 195-7, 1870. 
t Geol."Snr. nlmols,-yoL VIII. pp.-155-208; 189<k 
.. 
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ion onpaleontologic evidence; while Wachsmuth and Springert 
in',their study of the echinodermatous remains in the beds, 
confirm White's reference, in the main, but suggest the prob-
. .., -.' . 
ability of certain of the upper layers belonging to the Lower 
Burlington. 
The present investigation affords ho reason to dissent from 
Professor White's reference. Professor Calvin. has kindly 
iden~ified a series of fossils collected at Le Grand, Timber 
creek a~d Rockton, some of which were taken from the 
extreme uppermost strata,. and he finds them to possess dis .. 
tincti velyKinderhook ·characters. . 
KINDERHOOK • 
. The Kinderhook beds in Marshall county att~in a.maximum 
thickness of, nearly 150 feet. * The entire sequence may be 
FIG. 29. Kinderhook outlier •. Marshall-Tama line on the Iowa river. 
observed by visiting two sections. The greater portion of 
the section is exposed at Le Grand, while the uppermost beds· 
may be seen at Marshalltown. 
THE LE GRAND BEDS. 
The Le Grand beds comprise a total thickness of about 135 
feet, as evidenced by the deep wells in Marshalltown which 
penetrate these deposits. Scarcely 100 feet of strata are 
* The above estimate does not include the 175 teet of shale exhibited in the Marshalltown 
deep well, which is doubtfully reterred to the Kinderhook: 
, fa 
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exposed at the Le Grand when all, of the outcrops are com-
bined. Although the Le Grand beds constitute a stratl~ 
"- ., .. " "-., . .: •.... ~~ .- .. ~. .," 
FIG. 30. Le'Griindbeds 8.sexposed::a.tsouthwest quarry,La' Gra.nd.~;(i),OoUte, (2),Ohert,bed;;, 
l (3t Odnoidzone, (4:) Ice-pla.ned: suX!li.ce ~t: tllebrown andgra.y subcrJstaUine limelltone. 
.... - -.... -:: :--._;: . . - . ..- . 
graphic tin It" "for 'convenience of discussion they may be sub-
divided ;.lithologically'into four fairly· well," worked t~rrains, 
as follo~s :" ," ,"' ,', " , ' 
~.. \...-. 
FEET. 
4. Brown and gray sUbcrystalline limestone _ .,,:.. __ ;.. ___ ~ __ 30 
3. Buff magnesian limestone, cherty below'_~ _________ ,, __ 35 
2. Gray'"'white oolite ____ ~- __ '- ____________ ~ ___________ ~ __ ' 15 
1. Ai'gillaceous,blue sandstone ____ : ___ ~--- __ -_--_-_--_-20 
The lowest member, -consists of a very soft, fine-:grained 
bluish white sandstone, slightly argillaceous above and he~vy 
bedded below.' The s'andstone is, exposed dnly at the north-
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east quarry within the limits of the county. At Indiantown, 
about two miles east of Le Grand, the sandstone is very fri-
able and takes on a yellowish tone due to weathering. Casts 
of· fos~ils ivere observed. 
The oolitic member is in very heavy layers and is evenly 
bedded. It is of a gray-white, color and is only exposed in 
. the two east quarries at Le Grand.. This terrain is fossilifer':' 
ous t~roughout. The principal forms recognized were:' 
Entoliurn circulu8 Shumard. ,-
Straparollu8 latu8 Hall. 
Productu8 sp. (?) and fish spines and plates; 
The third member coinpri~es abo,ut thirty-five feet of homo-
geneous, fine-grained, buff, .magn~sian limestone, which, 
lithologically and faunally" way. be subdivided into three 
zones. 
FEET. 
3. Heavy bedded maghesi/ln limestone; barren zone _____ 12 
2. Arenaceous marly layers; Encrinital zone____ ________ 4 
.
'1. '. . . 5 Barre:Q. zone, 1~ feet} 
Chert beds t Chonetes zone 8 feet ----------- ------ 20 
. ..'.- . 
The chert beds consist 0;1; irregularly bedded magnesian 
limestone, much divided by quite persistent chert bands and 
cherty concretions scattered promiscuously througho'ut the 
deposit. This division is almost devoid of organic remains, 
save in the chert bands and ass,ociated layers near the base, 
which are ,closely set with Chonetes. "Productu8 arCZtatu8 
Hall, was found along with the Chonetes. The chert beds 
are separated from the oolite by aovariegated, heavily bedded, 
sub crystalline brown -and blue limestone, whose most char-
acteristic organic remains are fish spines. A large spine of 
Ctenacanthus, similar to a jurcic([/rin0tu8 ofN ewberry, was 
found in this layer. 
The middle layers are thinly bedded and of a marly arena-
ceous character, forming a fit. recept~cle for the abundant 
crinoidal fauna whi<:h they contain. More than nine-tenths of 
the Echinodermatousremains found at this locality were con-
. fined to these shaly, marly layers, which have an' aggregate' 
,I 
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thickness of less than four feet, andmay,fittingly,be'<iesig-"" 
nated the," Encrinital zone."" "', ,',' ' , 
Wachsmuth and Springer ,* the eminent 'authorities ,on the 
Paleozoic, Pellllato:zoa, have describedthe.following species 
of crinoids, and hlastoids 'tromthe Le GrandlJeds: : ' 
, Ath~1worinus ornati8sinusW~&-Sp.' 
'Athinoorinus '(wdobroohia"tusW. & .Sp . 
.Athino(}1~nU8 (JfJ'noldi W •. & -8p. 
Heqi8toorinU8' nolJiliBW.& 8p. 
Jfe{1istoorinus pa1'VU8 W.& Sp. 
BatoorinU8 raaobJoid6iW. '& Sp., ! 
noryorinusimmatur1/-s W~ '&-8p. 
noryorin'f!;8 radiatusW. &~p. 
nory<trinus parvibasis _W. &Sp. 
'Rhodoorinus kirbyi W. &·Sp. • 
'Rhodoorinus rianus 'Meek' &' Worthen~ 
Rhodoorinus watersia.riit8W. & Sp. '" 
'Platyc"l'inu~ Bym/llU3t'J~icusW. & Sp~' '" _, 
Platyorinusplaftits Owen '&Shummard? 
'niohoorinus inornatus W. & Sp. 
'. 
Grapkioorinus lonqioirrijer,W. & Sp~ ',!-
Soaphiocrinu8 eleqantulu8 W,~ & Sp. 
SoaphioorinusqlQbosusW. &Sp. 
,Tamoorinus jletohe'ri . Worthen. , ' " 
Tamoori'l1t..U8interirwdiu8 W.,& Sp. ' 
Orophoorinu8' ooniiJus W. & Sp. 
Oroplworinus· jusijarms, W.' & Sp., .. 
In describing the mode of "occurrence a~dformer habitat 
, and s~ate of preservat~op. of this most interesting a.ssemblage. 
of, . organisms; ,the ab.ove' authors write 'as follows: ," It 
appears that the Le Grand crinoids were deposited in very 
quiet waters, and in many" cases were imbedded just as they' 
died. , They occur. in nestsa.nd· colonies, andgeliera~nd 
species are commingled indiscriminately. , It' is, therefore;" a 
curious fact that while the specimens of some species are of 
• ~eologlca.l 'BUrT. illinois, vol. VIII, pp.157-205. 1890. 
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pure calcareous, composition and or a lightcolor,- those of 
others,under precisely"similar conditions, lying side by side 
with them, sometimes even with stems and arms intertwined, 
'are harder and of a very dark b:rownish-gray color. *, * * 
The stems are short, ',' * ' *" * ,and is worthy or note that in, 
allourpedectspecimens from Le Grand *, * * taper to 
a fine point, giving off rootlets in all directions, and there. is 
in no instance any indication of an attachment by the column 
to a solid substance * * *. Taking everything into con-
sideration, it seems to us the numerous small rootlets, spread-
ing in all directions lead to the ,conclusion that those crinoids, 
'with but 'few excepti()ns, either lived upon a soft, oozy bot-
tom, in which they were rooted like plants, or that the rootlets 
served as ,an anchor by which the animal attached itself to 
foreign bodies." 
The brachiopo~ousfallna is represented as follows in this 
zone: . 
Spirijer biJplioatus. Hall. 
Orthotlwtesorenistria Phillips. 
Rhynohonella 8p (?). 
" 'Spirijer sp (?); , . 
The, upper-layers of the magnesian limestone consist of' 
heavy beds two to four feet in thickness and rather evenly , ' 
hedded. A chert band bisects the division near its middle, ' 
butotherwise it is quite free' from siliceous matter. Fossils 
are rare. 
The magnesian limestone is exposed in its entirety in the 
two east quarries at LeGrand. At the west' quarry the upper 
, two divisions only are exposed. At the Timber creek quarry 
the top of the upper divisionisb~t little above water and this 
division alone has been e.xplored. These are the only locali-
ties where this formation appears in the county. 
The uppermost LeGrand beds comprise a composite series 
consisting in·the main of gray or brown, sub crystalline lime-
stone, and gray oolite. This Qolitic layer is near the base 
and is composed of four 'feet of typical oolite resting on two 
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feet and 'a half of shell breccia with an oalitic facies. The 
limestone above the oolite is hard, thinly bedded and rubbly 
in character. Occasionally chert bands are present, but they 
are less abundant thanin the. magnesian layers. 'The whole 
assemblage is highly fossiliferous throughout, the chief forms 
being: 
8pirijer 8ubrotundu8 Hall. 
, 8pirijer extemlatus (?) Hall. 
Spi'l'ijer biplicat1tsHall. 
Orthothetes crenistria Phillips. 
Rhynchonella, sp {?). 
Terebratula, sp (?). 
Fish remains and crinoid stems are oftenpr~sent in abund-
ance, but Actinocl'inU8 proboscidialis Hall, is the on~y crinoid 
" calyx described from these beds. 
"rhe upper division is present wherever the Le Grand beds 
have been recognized within the limi~s of the county.' It 
plays an important role in the, Kinderhook escarpment,whose 
position is approximately marked out by a line passing 
through the Le Grand, Rockton, Corrick and Liscomb 
quarries. The valleys of the streams which have cut into 
the country rock are constricted where they C);oss this line. 
This is best seen in the valley of the Iowa itself. ,,(See Pleis-
tocene map.) The most extreme westward outcrops may be 
noted on the Iowa river north of the Soldiers' Home, on North 
~. -
Timber creek, and on South Timber creek near Ferguson. At 
the last three places only the thIn bedded, brown, subcrystal-
line limestone may be seen. -, 
MARSHALLTOWN SHALES •. 
About fifteen feet of argillo-calcareous beds are exposed ' 
near the Marshalltown FlQuring Mills. They consist of ash-
blue to deep blue shales interbedded with argillaceous lime:.. 
stones. Chert nodules arep:resent in the upp~ calcareous 
layers. After diligent search no "'trace of organic remains 
could be found. In the absence of distinctive characters these 
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. beds may be referred conditionally to the Kinderhook Con-
cretigns similar to those mentioned above are found along the 
river westward to the great bend, but not in place. 
AUGUSTA. 
Although Hall considers the' Le Grand beds to be the 
. equivalent of the Lower Burlington and Wachsmuth and 
Springer have suggested the pr9bableequivalency .of the 
broWn sub crystalline layers atLe Grand with the same forma-
tion; yet the matter now stands pretty much as it did more 
than a quarter of a century ago, when White failed to :find 
sufficient reason for the differentiation of the Lower Carbon-
iferous iri Marshall county. With the data in hand at the pres-
ent time the Augusta. cannot be recognized definitely within 
the confines of the county. 
SAINT LOUIS. 
In Bangor township in the Sw. qr., Sw. 1- of Sec. 16, a 
heavily bedded, close-textured limestone is quarrled in the 
bottom of Honey creek The rock is of a dark, ash-gray 
color and contains some small, cherty concretions. . Iron 
pyrites occur inbands and sheets in certain layers. The rock 
breaks with an uneven or hackley fracture, and some blocks 
give a metallic chink when struck with a hammer. . No fossils 
could be found. Lithologically, these beds have a very close 
resemblance to the lithographic facies 6f the ·Saint Louis 
limestone as exhibited at the quarries north of ~mes. on the 
Skunk river, and 'at Webster City on the Boone river. The 
area is mapped as Kinderhook, but probably should be 
referred tothe Saint Louis. Coal measures overlie these beds 
at this point. 
DES MOINES STAGE. 
The coal measures (Des Moines) overlap the Lower Carbon-
iferous ,formation in an irregular manner and occupy nearly 
one-half the superficial area 'of the county. The general 
trend of the overlapping edge of the formation is east of 
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south, extending from the northeast corner of Bangor town-
ship to the southwest corner of Green Castle township. ,There 
are reentrant angles where the principal streams make their 
exit from the measures, with the exception of Middle Timber 
creek; there being an extension at this point. A. prolonga;-
tion' of the coal' measures' extends' ,westward into Iowa and 
Liscomb townships and may have been at one time continuous 
with the outlier in Vienna and Taylor townships, which marks 
, -
-the extreme eastward limit of the Des Moines in the C(Hlnty. 
Outcroppingsof the coal measuresare few and unimportant, 
so perfect is their concealment by- the glacial debris. -At 
certain points along the Iowa river northwest of Albion on-
Hbn~ycreek,a thin coal Seam along with carbonaceous shale 
may be noted. In Timber Creek township -a h(3avilybedded, 
red 'sandstone appears along a tributary of Linn creek, near 
the Chicago Great Western railway on sections Sand -',9. 
Outcrops of the same beds may be observed near the water 
-levelon the~1iddle Timber in sections 26 and 34. Awayf~om 
the margin there are no exposures of the Des Moines in the 
region. The deeper wells in the vicinity of -State Center 
undoubtedly penetrate the coal measures, which consist 
largely of shales. In sinking a well for Emanuel Hepner, 
Tp. 85, N., R. XVII W., Sec. 30, Se. qr., Ne.1-, the follo'Ying 
sequence of ,strata was reported. 
FEET. INCHES. 
Loess anddrift ___ , __ .. ___ •• __ •• _ ____ _ _ _ ____ _ _ ____ 120 
Sandy, shelly rock, greenish yellow _____________ 2 
Coal _______ '-. __________________________ . ___ ~ ___ _ 
Red sandstone, soft _________________ '- .. _"' _________ ,16 
Argillaceous limestone, veryhard ______________ ,.. 1 
, 
Argillaceous shale, light, ash-color_.: ____________ 13 
Coal, carbonaceous shale and fire clay .---.,----- 6-
Hard, gray lime;tone(penetrated) ________ ..:- _____ 10 
Other wells in the vicinity are reported to exhibit a similar _ 
sequence. The lIepner well seems' to be near the center of 
the outlier and hence the maximum thickness of the measures 
in this region may be taken as approximately forty feet. The 
Des Moines is doubtless much thickeFin the western portion 
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of the county, but at prese.nt no well authenticated records 
are at hand. 
Here, _ as elsewhere in Iowa, the Des Moines stage of the 
Upper Carboniferous consists essentially of shales and sand-
stones, with occasional layers of argillaceous limestones and 
sealllsofcoal, all of which are. interbedded in an intricate-
manner. The shales predominate in Marshall county and 
vary structurally from massive structureless clays through 
clayey shales to· fissile shales; texturally form the purest 
shales through arenaceous shales to argillaceous sandstones. . 
Colors are equally variable from the gray-white fire clays to 
the j et-black carbonaceous shales. 
The prevailing sandstones are in shades of red, but in other 
regions, where better exposed, they are found to be equally 
as variable_-in physical properties as are the shales. 
_ So far as at present known the argillaceous limestones and 
coalseams are sparingly developed in this territory. 
PLEISTOCENE. 
- With -a few unimportant exceptions where the larger 
streams have succeeded in cutting through and exposing the 
older formations, the Pleistocene deposits form a cont~nuous 
mantle- over the entire county. They are composed essen-
tiallyof bowlder clays,sands, gravels and silts, often inter-
bedded and intermingled in a most comp~ex manner. Bowl-
-_ dersare not uncommon attendants to this most heterogeneous 
. assetnblage. -The average thickness of the glacial debris on 
_- the uplands in this region, is upwards of 100 feet, and the 
present surface features are sculptured almost wholly in this 
material. At certain points in the county much greater depths 
are attained. In Eden _ Tp. -on the northw_est quarter of 
sectionS, 190 feet w.as reported; Jefferson Tp., Sw. qr. 
of Sec. 22, 220reet; Marietta Tp.,Sw. qr. of Sec. 25, 212 feet; 
Liscomb Tp., N~. qr., Sec. 22, 260 feet; Taylor Tp., See gr., 
of Sec. 1, 300 feet, and on the Sw. qr., 400 feet of drift was 
penetrated. In the latter township there seems to be a rock-
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bound gorge trending northeast-southwest, bisecting sections 
1 and 11, and more tha11 a half mile in Width. ' The southern 
wall of the ,gorge -is apparently very abrupt, while the north 
wall rises gradually. ,'The rock rises to seventy Or eighty 
feet of the su~ffacewithilihalf a mile southeast?£. the 1in~.of, 
the ,gorge." Northward the .rock is reached 190 and 180Jeet 
'beiow~thesurface on theSw. and Nw.qrs.of. ,section '2, 
respectively. The inequality of, the slopes of 'this buried 
channel isan~logotistothat'of the great majority of the Iowa 
'streams' of the present day.' The south ftankis almost uni-
versally the more abrupt. * 
Although there are occasional hints of preglacial chanm31s 
arid depreSSIons, none can be mapped definitely, and the gen-
eral testimony of the· drift wells is· that the preglacialtopog-, 
raphy was'milder tha~~hat of the present time. The type' of 
topographic,maturity. the pure plain, i~ suggested. 
Marshall county has been subjected to, at least three and 
perhaps -four distinct ice invasion~,separated by intervals 
of vigorous erosion. and surface corI'ugation,or surf~ce silt-
ing;The first two ice sheets were followed by gravel trains, 
while the last two were succeeded 'by intervals 'of ,surface, 
silting and alluviumfo'rming, respectively. ' The sequence of 
events may be described briefly in chrollologicalorder, and 
the corresponding deposits arrangedstratigraphtcallyas fol-
lows. 
. ." - . . 
8. ~ Deglaciation and erosion _____ RecentCAlluyium inpart.) 
7. Glaciation (western Jlli1rgin " 
o! county):.. ________ . ____ :- __ -:-Wisconsin till .. 
, 6. ' Deg~aciation and surface silt-
ing __ ;.. _______ ...:_.:: ______ :-:.._.:Loess. ~ 
5. -Glaciation (nQrtheast ~orher)Aowal1till. ' 
~. Deglacia~ion,ari:dvigorous ero- ,. C 
, sion _____ ~_,.---.. ~~----------~Bucha:gangravels. 
3. Glaciation(general) ___ :-_~": ___ Ka.nsan till. 
2. 'Deglaciation and erosion ______ Aftoniangravels. 
1., 'Glaciation, ___ ,..._~ ______ ~ __ .;._~ ~Sub-Aftonial1till. 
* The Wl'iteris indebted toMr. Harry Weatherby for t1J.e recordsIn Taylor township. 'The 
data 1s based on drillers' notes' or derlved!rom a personal interviews wlththerespecHve 
land-owners. Such evidence must be taken with a grain of allowance. The Kinderhook 
,shales lie scarcely 100 tt.et below the general rock surface and might easily be mlstakenfor drift cla s.- ,. " " 
IOWA GEOLOGICAL SURVEY. PLATE VI. 
DRIFT SECTION AT ALBION. 
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SUB-AFTONIAN. 
N 9 tilt sheet below the Kan~an has certainly:heen identified' 
. inthis region. At the Albion mill, about ten Iniles northwest 
of Marshalltown., ·the folloWing sequence of deposits may be, 
ohserved,the basalfuembers of, which ar~ pre-Kansan, and 
may bethe equivalent of the sub-Mtonian ... 
ALBION SECTION. 
, 6. Loess,strati:fied sand and silt below _' ___ '"_:.. .. _._~;. __ 
5. Yellowtill, apparantly wanting in places and often 
represented by characteristic bowlders only. 
(Iowanr __ ~ ____ ' _______ . __ :- ___ :._ ~:..;. _____ ---- _____ . __ 
. 4. Grav~l,bowldersf?ur or :five inches in diameter 
present, granitic me;nbers Qfteninuch dooayoo.; 
limes~ne pebbles common; bowlders of Kansan 
O-H 
adornedwithpehbles noted. (Buchanan) _"' ___ :' 2 
3., Till, upperportio:nuxidized adee:p reddiSh brown, 
, the lower portion u~oxidizedand gray-blue in 
···colorjjointed stru.cturesprominent throughout. ' 
CKansan) ___________ : __ ,._.;.:_,. ________ ~ ___ ' _____ ~.. . 5 
2. Sandand'gr!tvel, stratified,coarser belQw; oxidized 
, in,streaks· and bands approxim.a.telyparallel to 
beddmgplanes. (Aftonian) • ____________ ,;._~____ 10 
1. Bluetill*(Sub,.Aftonian).: _________ ,----------~----- 10 . 
. .. . 
.At the:w~ll· putd~wninsection 7-, in W arrentownship,: for 
Wm .. M.'Wallac~, .. the driliers' record is -as ·foli~ws: 
.... . ... :I'.&lIIT • 
. Yellow clay (loess, Iowan and ,oXidized portion of Kan-
!;Jan) ".,.~ ____ .... _~_:.,.- __ ~_, ____ .:.,. __ .. ____ ~ _______ ";._________ 30 
. Blue·<?l~y'(KaIlsall) ._~ _____ ,. _____ ,._ .. ..::. ____________ :.______ 40 
,Sa.nd'anc;lgrfl,v~rCAfton:ian?}~- .. ;. .. --~-_-----;.-- ___ .. __ ~---" . 30 
Blue:clay (Sub-Aftonian?)- ______ :. _______ ._--:----- ____ ____ 50 
The above records at least suggest the presence of the pr~­
Kansan till sheet, but additional data a~e· ne·cessary before 
.. 1llore ·exp licitstatemen ts·· can· be made concerning its charac-
t~risticsand distribution. 
AFTO~'IAN. 
At the base of the; Albion section ten. feet of stratified sand 
and gravels may be observed. These > beds were laid down, 
. . 
* Not expo'sed, but R; 'vi. Sheets reports ten feet of bowlder clay penetrated In Sinking the 
abutments for the bridge.'·· . . 
2QG. Rep: 
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~n large part, through the agen'cy of running. water. . Many of 
the pebbles an'd small bowlders bearpolished,striatedor 
facetted surfaces, yet thegraniticmeinbe~areoftentimesin 
an ad;anced stage of decay. The relation of thisdeposU/to 
the Kansan is· unquestionable, because till.oftheKansal1 age 
rests immediately upouth¢se beds .. Gravels similarly related 
to the Kansan have been reported.fromvariouspartsof the· 
county, and the maximumthicknessattai11ed is about thirty 
feet. 
The presence of a well marked terranecollsistingof··sands 
and of gravels, m~nyof the pebbles and $maU b<;>wlders of· 
which bear the· unmistakableimpririts'of glaciation,. almost 
necessitate a prei3xistant glacier and its universal product; the. 
till sheet. .Apri~ri, this fact in itself wouid be§)ufficientrea-
son· for suspecting the presence of pre-Kansanglaciati()n (sub., 
Aftonian drift sheet) .. 
KANSAN. 
The Kansan ice covered the entire area under consideration 
- . - - ". - c· . 
, and .extendedfarsouthwestwardintoMissouri"and Kansas, 
receiving its name from the latter, state. Asa till producer 
this great ice she(jt is withoufarival,aridthe 'eiementsofth~ 
present topographic features are boldly outlined in the till of 
this sheet. 
The Kansan drift is composed essentially of . Qowlder clays 
containing pockets of sand and gravel. and occasiollaibowl-
ders of moderate size. . The coloration is almost wholly due . 
to the . state of ()xidation, an4 theformati.onmay be divided . 
arbitrarily into an upper oxidized portion and a lower unoxi~ 
dized _portion. The . oxidized zone v?ries . in color ·from'· a 
bright yellow to a deep reddish brown, while the 'unoxidized 
portion assumes some shade of blue,.~nd constitutes the blue 
clay, hard pan, etc;, of drillers. The degree of leaching to 
which these beds have been subjected varies g:reatly, and 
approximately keeps pace with the process of oxidation. II?--
the cuts along the Chicago Great Western-railway on sections 
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8and 17, in Timber Creek: township,these facts are beauti- -
fully Hlustrated. . The niaximumthickness of Kansan till 
eXl?osedher~ is about£fteenfeet, covered with 3 to 10 feet of 
,loess, the latter being the tliickestupon the hin flanks. Near 
'the line of contact the till is a deep red-brown in color and 
thor()ughly leached. Passing downward, the color becomes 
lighter _ and the leaching less perfect. The lower :five feet of 
the partiaIiy~xidized zone is of _a faded yellow color, and 
,lime concretions similar to those found in the loess which 
Uial'ktheincipitent stages of leaching~re very abundant. 
Thepebb1es and bowldersconsistchiefiyof granites, green-
_ stones and gneisses. In the eastern.half of the county 'frag-
mentsof limpid. quartz and cherty limestones are very com-
mon, while ·:quartzites occur infrequently. Many of. the 
bowlders arefrac.turedand striated. __ The granites and 
gneissesoften crumble on exposure. Fragments' of conifer-
ouswoodarenot uncommon inclusions in the -lower _ porti()n 
• of the 'formation. 
The Kansan tillcQvers,the whole' county save where it has. 
heen removed by erosive agencies. The thickness of the 
slieetvariesfromafewfeet, where iteaps'tlte outliers. of the 
-Kinderhook:tomorethan one hllndredfeetin the uplands of 
thes~llthandwest,with'an average thickness of little less' 
than the latter~gure. The oxidizedporttonis usually rather' 
'more--tha.n ten feet-thick.-
BUCHANAN. 
,The retreat of theI{~nsanice was closely followed by a· 
,- seasonol vigorous erosio~ a:nd a working over of the newly 
deposited drift. This was a time of gravel accumulation. 
Well rounded bowlders of Kansan till -are found in these 
gravel beds and may be taken as evidence of the still frigid 
climate, for it i~reasonable to presume that fragments of 
clay would not permit attrition -and transportation unless 
frozen. At Albion these gravels attainathickness or about· 
two feet· and are typically deve19ped. They are very much 
;.... . ...... :. 
,.': 
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"coarser at this pointt;han those ref~rr~dt9,th~ Aftonian. 
The gravels near Giffordare-probabl:fo~ th~sanieage, but 
are fip.er tex.turedanddistinctly:sti'atifted~- 'During the" 
remainder;' , arid' by far the-greater portion of the inter~glaGial 
ip-terval, ,the surface was,' profo:undly, eroded; "oxidized : and 
teached~ 
IOWAN~; 
-The Ibw~n ice traversed the northe~st part-of M~rshail 
. county and left evidence of its~isit- in the forlli.bf a thill 
sheet of till, and a goodly spriIlkling of bowlders, some of 
'Fla. 31. Iowan bowlder, red granite; situated two and a -h.alimnes~ol'th-o~ Mil.rsh~iltown. 
. '" .. :' - ..... ...... _. .' :.-' .... ". 
which are of enormous, size. Unlike the Kansa,n, the Iow~n " 
contrib~ted but llttle,bowlderclay.' , Expos~res bf_IbwaIltnl 
maybe observedattheAibionmi]]s,R~ckton,the'c~t"salongthe ," 
." "..." ." .. -"" . . ". ,., . " ... .- ".: - " 
wagon roads in the northwestcorher of sectto:n~, Tp. B9_ N., R. " 
'XvIII W.,and variousplacesbet~een sectit>iis 5 and 6,-Tp. , , 
84 N., R. XVIIW. Thisdriftsheetnever-a~tains:IIioretllana,': 
few feet in thicJrness, ,and over perhaps the ,greater portion , 
of the area, the bowlders, many of which occur w;ellup the 
hill flanks, are the only-Witnesses-of its pre~ence.' , q;he Iowall ' " 
tili is light to bright yellow'inGoloI' and is imperfectly oxidized, 
and leached. It is sandier and -lacks the to)lgh, plastic char-
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acter of the Kansan. -The bowlders, both great and small, 
are prevailingly granites, and are much fresher than those 
common to the older drifts. 
The Iowan ice was undoubtedly thin in this region; and the 
extreme advance of the attenuated edge is probably approx-
imately outlined by the Iowa river, but no bowlders were 
observed on the flood plain below Albion . 
. LOESS. 
The loess is a homogeneous, siliceous silt varying from 
light buff to a brownish buff in color .. It in some measure 
reserriblesthe drift after the coarser and finer materials have 
be(3n removed. The constituent particles vary in size from 
FIG. 32; Stra.tified loess, in cla.y pit of Sieg and Size, west of Marshalltown on the Iowa 
. Ceiitralrailway.. 
the fj.nest snt to fine sands and usually present sharp angles. 
-Lime con~retions, l088puppen and l088manchen,are often pres-
entjn great numbers. Structurally, the deposit is uniformily 
massive,-although .in many exposures stratification lines are 
plainly visible. :.Typicalloess possesses the peculiar physical 
.. property by virtue of w:hich it tends to maintain a vertical 
scarp, regardless of its apparently incoherent character, and it 
. . 
:: .... :.- .. -: .:~ 
.. ' .. ·0· 
. -:: 
... : :. . .. ~ . 
.... :. ··0 :.: 
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thereby greatly'sharpensthe contour lines 6~ the regionstll~s 
'. cl~thed. . , ... , ' ". .. '.,. 
" , 
. With the exception ()f the territory covered by the:·WiscOJi ... 
sin . till and a'small ar~a fiearthehortheastco:[.'ne~~',tb.e·'lQess .'. 
ni~ntles th~'e~th'ecollnty,' ~iI'respective6f :a1tihide"sate 
wh~re'remov~(ibytp.e'~t~eams. It is thickest'1it t.he\iicirrlty ,' . 
. ". of .the pfobable.margin·of·'the· Iowan"ice,tliat···is~H)Ilg,the 
, Iow~river,where itattaini a maximumveftical measuretnent . 
of upwards oftw:entyfeet. In this region'tnedeposit always' 
gI'ades down.ward imperceptIbly into stI'ati:fi,ed sands. The 
.. loess 1S relativeiyboth :thickerand'sandiernearthe:g!'ea,ter" . 
waterwaysthanuporitheuplands.· .<On:11iany()fth~bJl1snear . 
the 16waand"ina less 'degree, its greaterttibllt~ries"the: ' .. 
upper . silt ,has peen'rem9ved and the sub-loessiafi;;andsc~ID.~· " 
. prise . the' present, '.' stirface~> Ttus is, ndt~blytJ~ue. 'gf:the'hllis ' . 
. . south of, AIbion' &rid.·· iii :. Marshalltown ·arid· viciriitY~:rrhe,Clii~ . 
cagoGreatW_estern,' crossing ',the, divide,betw-~eri',Linn.'~fid ": :. 
. Tinibercre,eks"lays bare s01nehiter~stiIlg~ factscoric$.~ing . 
the distribution ofthe)qess~>WhHeall·' of the hills'~~re:wh<?lly: 
loess mantled, the depositg·ra~ualiYth.ickensfr()mtb.~'suDimit 
. to the 'slopes arid is largelYdissectedQll;tiil''the:vall~Ys.:-,' / 
The quarries hear t.e;Grandexppsiuom 15to20fee,t6f .. 
'loesswhit3h isslightly'saIldy>tL1?'()Y~; l()ess'a~<l.~andjnt'eflStrat-- . 
ined in the mi,ddle,anditlmostpure sa1i&'at.:'the·'bas~of the .' 
section .• ' Loess. cOll.cretlonsalldfQssiIsw.eren()t noted ..• ·.At ' 
the claypit~'west or lv.la~$hallt6wn.,the'ides,s,isb~autiftinY, . 
.• stra tined ,throughout and ... becolIlesn).ore "siliceous .' . below. 
-Lilne coneretiol1s coccw-'sparlngly; . but, nof()ssils . were Joun,d. : 
The "above, sectiCrn may be,~onsid,ered'typical.fol' :theimme~ 
, diate vicinityofthe Iowa river. Two miles west of Marshall- .. 
town a road cut~xhibits,the following section. . 
. . :. . .... ' ., ' F.ET 
. Typicalloess, sifghtiyarenaceous below ~ __ :;. ____ ;.,._~_·6to8· 
Illterstratified sand and l~s,exposed'. ______ ~________ . 4'-
'Fossils' are abundant' in the upper portionandpersistin 
diminished numbers where lines ,of stratincatiol1:are appar.;. '. 
ent. The principal species identified~ are listed below'. '. 
, . ... . . . . 
* Professor Shimek kbidly iden.tified tlie fossIls fowid hi th~ lOess. 
ORIGIN OF THE LOESS . 
.. Suooinea Clvara Say, very abundant. 
. Sucoinea ohliqua (Say). 
~nite8 shime!Cii Pilsbry. _ 
Fatula striatellaAnthony. 
TtalloniapulcheJla Mueller. 
ZOnitesjulvusDraper. -
Pupa mus/JQrum Linnaeus. 
. - /' - -' :-: -: ,.' 
. Pupa altioola IngersoL 
Pupa pentadrJnSay ' ... 
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Orie-haJfm:ile south of Bangor, fifteen feet of loess are 
-exposed.. Th(j lower portion .. is filled with root casts, the 
largest of which ]:neasure an inch and a half in diameter. 
The rnatri~ consists of interstratified, light colored sand and . 
silt, the result of the removal of the· iron constituents and 
the concretionary casts. N llmerous' concretions and fossils 
occur in the upper portion, thellost common fossils observed. 
-- beIng: 
Sucoineaavara Say, very abundant. 
- -Pupa pentadon Say. 
PupamusoorumLinnaeus . 
. Helioodis OUS' liaeatus _. Say. , 
Aboutolleand one:-ha,lf miles north of State Center the 
above~ectionis almost per£ectlyduplicated in all particulars. 
Fossils were n()ted in the clay pits at Rhodes and Melbourne 
andotherpoints,but whenever observed, .Suooinect ava·ra Say 
constituted more thall one-half the specimens. 
; .. Origin' of the loes8.-Evensince -the publication of von 
Richthofen's "China," with the description of the Chinese 
·loess,andtheformation of the ".Eolian-Hypothesis" by that 
distinguished geologist and writer, the origin of this most 
anomalous deposit has been a fl~uitful subject for hypotheses 
b()th in this count!y and in E).lrope. Itisnot intended in the 
present discussion. to espouse . any particular theory, but 
rather to record . the more salient features of the Marshall 
county loess and suggest their probable significance. 
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The stratified sub-Ioessial sands and interstratified sand 
, ' , 
and silt render plausible a subaqueous origiIl; But whether 
these conditions were brought about by a general depression 
of the' surface and consequent pOllding of the streams, or by 
drainage obstructed through the existenc~of allice dam,the 
facts at hand do not warrant a conclusion., The general dis-
tribution of' the loess, the absence of structural characters ' 
peculiar to waterlaidmaterials, the presence of land mol:-
lusks, some of which are now native . even" to arid'regions, ' 
certainly lend credence to an ~olian hypothesis.Th~ ,angu~ 
larity of· the constituent particles, has _also been' .considered 
favorable to winq.as the transporting agent. ThevaIidityof 
thisii:tferenceis l10t well founded. It is "ari 'established fact ' 
,that while the cQarsersand grains are usually rounded through, 
mutual attrition and inipingeme~t against' obstructidns,the 
cushioning, action of the water adeqlla tely protects the finer_ 
sands and silts so that they maintain their angularitythotJgh 
transported great distances. ' 
" WISCONSIN. 
The Wisconsinicewa~represented in' Iowa' by a great 
,tongue-shaped ,lobe, 'whose apex reached Des Moines, and , ' 
'which bya flank movement invaded ,the western border of 
Marshall cou~ty. The accompanyingtill sheet isseeond only 
to that of the Kansan. ,The UPPer portion of the Wisconsin 
till is slightly oxidized to a faint, 'dulLyellow colorancl is 
succeeded downward by a_blue bowlder clay less massive 
than that of the Kansan. Samples of both theo'xidizedand 
unoxidizedportion 'e:ffervesc~ freely when treated, with'cold, 
dilute hydrochloric acid. Lime balls, are very abunp.ant in' 
many places.' Bowlders are much mo:r:enumerous in this 
region than in any of the older arift sheets,'" but are of smaller 
size than those of the Iowan 'age. The predominating types 
are gray and red granites, with :less abundant quartzites and 
gneisses. Basic rocks are comparatively rare.,' The bowlders, 
present a strikingly different aspect from those peculiar to 
, " 
'. ~.'-
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,the subjacent Kansan, being as fresh as when they were 
broken from'the parent ledge~ 
, , 
ALTAMONT MORAINE. 
The limits of the Wisconsin lobe are marked'in many places 
bya hummocky aspect of the surface with" kettle holes "and 
, p()rids,lil;>era,llyinterspersed~ This is the phlce where the 
, ,melting glacier dumped its load of -rock: debris; which had been 
'g~thered'during its: journey froni the tar north and is techni-
c~lly known as the terminal moraine. ,In Marshall county 
,'. FIG. 83., :rypical Wisconsin drIft topogra.phy shoWing shallow "kettle-holes." Between 
State Uenter and St. Anthony. 
th~ termimilIlloraineishut feebly develo1>~c1. West':of State 
, Center l,S then~arest approacll. to ,a moraine in the region~ , 
AltholIgh 9.istinctivelymor~inie characters 'are but mildly 
expre~sed, ,the 'decided .. change" in' general surface configura-
tiollin passing.f:romth~older ,to th~ newer drift, facilitates 
- the easy establishment of the boundary of the Wisconsi~ lobe~ 
GLACIAL ::;CORlNGS. 
• The salient' portions of the Kinderhook at Le Gr~nd a~d 
'Timber Creek, and-the coal measure sandstone on section 8, 
Tp.'83 N.; R~ XVIIIW.,have been deeply planed, and striated 
'by the great ice sheetsw'hich traversed these regions. The 
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sUr'.facein.ali cases faces north, and all of th~ . points are sit-
uated6n -thesollthbank of the Iowa river and the tributarIes 
mentioned. . No examples of rock scoring could'-he. fcmnclon 
the opposite side of the flood plain. This maybe considered. 
additional evidence as to the preglacial characteroftheprin-
.' cipalwaterways.' The northern slopes are"protected hy-all 
accum"ulation of taluS, while the southernflaliks have been 
scraped clean of the r6ck debrisan<lprofoundly,planedowing 
to a change in the gradient. 'Thescoringsanu>Dll.erstrire. 
wer~herm~tically sealed bya layer of impervious blue clay 
and their state of preservation approachesperfection~, At 
LeGrand tllestrire trend sou th,24°~~st ia t Timber Creek they 
trend. south, 25°east; at Sec. 8, Tp.83N.,R. :XVlrIW.,south, 
" , 
-20° east. 
ALLUVIUM. _ 
The alluvium is-an important deposit in MarshaUcouuty. 
All oftlie principal streams On theolder~ri£t sheets-flow 
through alluvial bottoms, while the IqwarivertraYersesa 
belt of thisdepositwhichaverages' morethanamilein1Vidth. 
Most of the deposits which are mapped as alluvium are not 
whollyriverlaid material, butrath~~' a mixt1lre ofJoess and 
fluviatiledeposits~ '~anyof th~streamsJiaveb~enalluvium . 
-making, since the retreat of the Kansan ice.Nbrthea~t6f 
'Marshalltown on the broad bottomland of the Iowa, theftner -
debris has been removed in large part and extensive sand 
flats result. 
Geological Structure .. 
.' , 
The Kinderhook beds constitu~a,conformableseries but 
are overlainunconformablybytIleDes~ines series~ ,After 
the deposit~on or the-bower CarboniferQus rQek~, '. the general 
upward movement of the continent brought the wh()leof 
Marshall county above the level of the great Mediterranean 
sea to the southwest. -'Then 'foUowedanextended interval 
of 'denudation. T~e youthful surface was set upon ,by the 
erosive agents and dissected by ,streams' until 'the physi-
, \ ography of t~e region was as strongly characterized as is the 

GEOLOGICAL STRUCTURE. 
. I?resent configurati<.>,n. This' was. fol-
. lowed bya season of depression until 
the valleysweresubmerged.,anofl mllly 
perhaps, the whole ~llrface of the 
county wasne~:ror bel()w ,sea level.and 
received 'contributions . of sands, silts 
'a11d 'clays,withsomeV'egetabledebris, 
which were lain down unconformably 
upon', the' older rocks. The deposits 
were compacted into sandstones; shales 
alid coal seams, and constitute the coal 
measur~ series. The' irregula:rity of 
'. the outlineo! thepresentCarbonifer-
ous deposits is due to the irregular:ities 
'of the pre~Xisting surface: . This period 
,qi'deposition'was closed by Te~levatio!l 
. " -the surface which was profoundly eroded 
',. through an immense intel;valof time; . 
. • through, perhaps, the whole Mesozoic 
alia the greaterportion of the Cenozoic. 
'. eras. The Pleistocene deposits lie 
. unconformably upon all of the Paleo'-
zoic rocks and each drift sheet rests 
. - . - . 
unconformably upon its ; predecessor. 
Although the~surface may,have oscil-
latedup ··anddown many times, the 
. movement was' continental and the 
. . - . 
'stra ta are consequently a pproXima tely 
" paralleL· 
ECONOMIC. PRODUCTS. 
Building Stone . 
. As has beell said, the stratified rocks 
belong wholly to the Paleozoic era ; and 
., the' :M:ississippian and 'Pennsylvanian 
series underlie about equal' areas in the 
, 
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courl.ty! :<."The foriner consists eS3~ntially ,of Jim est ones. 'T.he 
principaLoutcropswhere quarryope~ati()ns haveb~~ncarried 
on arein~:hevicinlty of -QuarryaridLe Grand; along,tlie',Kin~ 
derk6oke~~~rpinen~, and and on Timber' 9i'eek. rrhe Pen,Ii-
sylvariia.ri.,§kri~s consists chiefly of shales, and a dull red sand~ 
stone',j~:tb.e'. only stone _worthy of mentioIl, inthisconnee~ 
tioil.-' '; ,-:'",;", '. . " .' 
.:. . KINDERHOOK .. ' 
.'. : . 
Theni{)~t.valuable quarryproducts'inthec()unty'are derived ' 
from th~~:~~~sal member or the Mississippian series. In the· 
southea~~~tl;Lportion of the s~atethefeareextensive.ou:tcrops 
or rock~;>pf: Kinderhook,age".whichemlsist chiefly of shales. 
In central Iowa,' and in N.{arshalt county ,~ri:'partlcular, .' 'the 
Kinderhook beds take ,on a calcareous raeies,ahdafiord some' '. 
of the 'b~~ 'tniilditig -stone to bef()undin.the·state~'·Th~~~·. 
beds' are:rthemore~aluable .. hec~useoftheir avai1~bility" ." 
TheprinGipalqutcl'ops are Ideated near thema:iri lines of the 
. Chicago"'&Northwestern and,IbwaCelitralraiiways~., :,Tlu~' 
overlying .. glacial d~posits 'are cQmparativelythin"a,hdmay be ., 
removed at a.·ll.liniIitum exPens~.· . The' princii?~1-1ayers sought 
are the' oo1.jte"::Lnd p1.agnesiaJlIimestone, buttneentire series. 
is utilized. ...• " 
. 'LE GR.AJ.~QUARRY COMPANY •. " 
. '-
The pioneer" in the quarry iD,dustry,as~el1~8th~Jargest, 
companyoperatingjn',th~ couitty .at ~hepresenttiIlle,. is the' . 
Le Grand Quarry Co. with their ceritra;l . office in Mar;. 
shalltown. ·Thecomp3inY. ownS. and, operatesq~C1rries at 
.. .' .... '. .. ...... . . . .."" . . Quarry; Rockton and Timber Creek. . . . " , ' .. ' 
. Quarry. -..... Three , qu.arries. are: connected " with '. the C.,&~N.­
W :Ry. by branch llnes at this: point. Acti veoperatioJJ.8 were-
begun as early at;·.1860, when a limited quantity ofbllilding 
stone and lime was produced., Two years hiter'thel'ailway 
tracks were erleIl:ded -into the quarries, 'and the cbmpany has ." 
maintained a steady growth since .. '. The manufacture of lime 
was discontinued some yearS ago. 
i ~ 
\ 
.. 
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The q~arry' pl~nt is provided, throughout with the most 
approved machinery. . The equipment consists 'of steam 
. ·.,crusher; gangmills,steam drills,' derricks, lathes and' planers j 
and quarrying and' stone worki~g is carried' o~most expedi-
, ttduslyand ,acc.or9.ib.g to modern, methods., . TheLe Grand 
" '~eds in their en~irety 'have heen exploited to some extent, 
'though the position of the blue sandstone 'renders: it almost 
ullavailabl~,at present. (See LeGrand section.) ' •. The oolite 
··i:tIl.dupper.mag'1lesianliinestone layers afford the' most valu., 
.. ' 'able products,although the chert beds and rubbly 1imesto~e, ' .. 
along with the debris consequent to quarry operations, are 
~ork:edupinto riprap, concret¢, ballast,etG., 'and constitute 
~n importailtso~rce of revenue ,to ,the company.' . 
,The cllief buil,ding stones put upon the inarketare known 
commercially as oolite limestone, Iowa .. marble, Iowa caen 
'. ston~andblue limestone. . .... 
· 'Theb3;sal bhiesandstohe has not been sufficiently explored 
,andtested to such an extent as to allow its merits as a build~ 
_ing 'st6netobe stateddefinitelY._ · Small quantities of the 
stoll~ h3. ve been rernovedfro!n the east quarries, ,and certain 
. '  ..-. - .. ' 
blocks are no'VV'beingtested as pavers in the streets of Mar.;. 
. shalltoWll with some promise of satisfactoryresults~ . 
-'There ···.a:re. -two grades" of oolitic limestones. . The 'lower 
'. layermea$ures three and one-half. feet in thickn~ss and is 
·co~rse. grained ... The upper twelve feet. is finer textured ,and 
consists.ofJayers~f the following 'thicknesses, respectively, 
·fron?- b~10w:upwards:24, 2,6;, 36, 6, 9,. 8, 12 and 14 inches. 
~lle'06litejs quarried only.at thet"wo east quarries, the dip 
of the bed8~nd the slope -of the-river carrying the layers 
below the bed-of t~e strea!ll before .the west quarry is reached. 
. FormerlY,<,the· coarse, heavy. basal layer was used for con-
. -structional -purp'<?ses,' but of recent . years experience has 
demonstrated that it. suffers disintegration when exposed 
· -for a season' to_atmospheric conditions. • The fine-grained 
· layers are close, even-textured-and stand the test of time well. 
This is -not only shown ill artificial structures where the 
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blocks have maintained their angularityagaillst sllnshine·and 
storm forupw~rds of .. a quarterof. a centllry~hut better 'still 
in th~ naturalexposureswheretheselay~rsstaD.d outiIlhold 
relief. The oolite is composed of small, .xoundeq, concretioil-' 
ary calcareous grains imbedded ina semi-crystalline ma.trix 
ofcementing.materlalofthe sainecoillposition. . Many Of the 
. concretioU:s contain sInai! angularsilice~usgrains·.Theunal,. . 
tered rock is 'of a gray-blue color;while,the'weatheredpor-
,tion' assumes. a yellowish hue. . Certain of the lay~rs. are 
highly fossiliferous and. as the rockt.akesahigh polish' the 
beautiful effects are much enhanced, and this variety is known 
commerci~llv as fossilite marble. Such slabs need' to be col,. 
~" .'. ".
lected with some eare,for small grains ofj.ronpyrites are 
. often.' present and produce black 'stains when subject to 
moisture. . .. '. . ............. ' . ....• .... . 
The upper-portion of. thell1agnesian lime~tone furnishes' 
both the Iowa "marble" and the Iowa "caenstone,"the 
former . containing a ·higherpercen.tage()fMgCOs' Tb.e 
Iowa marble occurs iIi heavy1Jed~. froIIl.two to ,three and 
'. a half feet, in thickness. TlieslightlyweatheredilOrtionsare 
piain, light buff incolor,whilethew~atheredlayersare ofa· 
a deeper color and beautifully veined with· 'irqn oxide ... The ' 
stone receives ahigh polish, but like other limest-ones does 
not retain it when exposed toatmospl:mricageuciies. It}s 
very desirable.forpanelling and all parts of inlaid work when 
kept dry, aside from itsqualificatlons as a first class buildIng' 
stone. . 
Thecaen stone is similar in color to th~ marble, but is 
softer, more tenacious and of lower specific gravity. It is 
especially ada pted for carvings and lII:oJding. . . 
A ledge of blue limestone lies between thechert'bedsand 
the oolite and also immediately above the chert beds .. This 
limestone is very hard, . compact and somewhat irregularly 
bedded, which renders ,quarrying and working rather difficult. 
The' stone is used to some extent as ,a coursing. stone and is . 
very durable,but its untractable character renders its pro-
duction expensive and it is 1;Ilainly used as ballast. 
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- The brown sub crystalline limestone with its interstratified 
-oolitic layers affords some coursing stone and would be con-
sidered desirable for foundations in regions where building 
stoneis scarce, but byfar.the greater quantity is transported 
to the crusher. 
,Rockton.-. Active quarry operations have not been carried 
on at this point for several years. The. beds ~orked com-
prise;the brown subcrystalline limestone with the _ inter-
beddedo6litic layers .and the upper layers of the magnesian 
limestone. The . 
characteristics of 
- -
the" -beds exposed 
here-are siinila.r 
to their equiva-
lents at Quarry. 
The upper oolite 
isperhaps heavier 
bedded· and more 
important than at-
the last mentioned 
place. 
Timber Creek.-
The Le Grand 
Quarry 00. has 
been developing 
rapidly their quar-
ry interests at this 
point during the 
past few years. A 
. side track is laid 
. in from the -Iowa 
o en tr a 1 railway 
and _ the _ plant ts 
well equipped with 
modern machin-
FIG. 35. The Le Grand beds as exposed on Timber creek at the 
Iowa. Oentral railway crossing. The section is, in _part, 
along thellneof a natural fissure and1llustrates the d.tifer-
ential weathering of the beds.· 1, Blue limestone; 3, upper 
oolite; 3, brown and graysubcrystall1ne limestone. 
ery. The beds operated are the same as those at Quarry from 
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the magIlesian limestone upwards. As has been mentioned, 
the magnesian limestone differs in color from its homologue 
at Quarry and Rockton. At the latter places shades of buff . 
prevall,while atth~ Timber Creek quarries the chief beds are 
a gray-blue with occasional layers in part light yellow. The 
fact is .emph(.tsized that the predominating c()lor in the unal-·· 
tered Le Grand beds is a gray-blue, which is changed to tones 
of buff and yellow through weathering . agencies. Here,.as in 
FIG. 36.Ch~ra.ct!lristic fractures ofLe Grand,hriilding stone. U .p.p~rcrow, oolite; lower row. 
-. . . . . magnesian limestone. 
oth~r plac~s, the magnesian layers succumb less readily to 
. disintegrating forces thantheassociateu beds. . 
The upper oolite and brown sub crystalline limestone are of 
more importance here than· at the exposures along the·Iowa 
rIver. 
The Le Grand QuarryCo. employ on an average 200. men 
during the . working season, and the daily output is about 
a train load. 
'" 
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TESTS OF THE LE GRAND STONE. * 
The principal varieties of the Le Grand stone were sub-
jected to three series of tests, viz: 
1. Strength andratio-ofabsorptionto determine theeom-
pactness ot the stoner and hence its ability to withstand the 
atmospheric agencies. 
2; Freezing and thawing alternately, and carefully noting 
the lQss in weight . and strength; and hence d.etermining the 
tendency of the stone to~disintegrate or weaken under the 
action of frost. 
3. Chemical analysis to det~rminethe relative amounts of 
desirable arid deleterious constituents present . 
. In previ()us investigations on building stones; rectangular 
blocks of various sizes and shapes have been employed. The 
consensus of opinion of the highest authorities on the subject 
. at the present time favor the two-inch cube as possessing the 
most convenient dimensions and giving the most satisfactory . 
results. In the present investigation tlietwo.;inch cube was , 
. adopted .. Great care was exercised in their preparation in order 
to gu,ard ag'ainsttheproductiQn of incipient ,fractures through' 
theiInpactoftools;and tliereby lessening the str-ength~. The" 
;block~weresawed out approrimatelywith the diamond saw, 
and then reduced to theproper dimensions by grinding. The 
results are -tabulated in the subjoined ~bl~s . 
. *ThemechamcaL-tests weremadeln la.rge partby Messrs.G, W. Zorn and .T. W. Ell10tt 
under the personal supervisiono! Prot. A. Mars:ton. ,in the Dept.o! Civil Eng1neering o! the 
Iowa Agricultural 'College. The' chemical analyses were made for the survey by Pro!. G. E, 
Patrick.' . '. ' 
21 G. Rep. 
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KIND OF STONE. 
----------~--------------------
4. 
S 
(J 
22 
23 
43 
16 
7 2 
2 4 
1 
2 
5 
6. 
1 
1 
1 
2 
2 
3 
3 
.8 
3 
4 
tOolite,fine grained, northeast quarry. do heavybedded .... M . .,M __ .. __ . .,. ___ . 
do "!,, --------~~-------do thinly bedded._M ____ .M ____ ~ __ 
O<Hite, light, sOl;ttheastquarry __ . .:. __ do .~~ ___ •• _._. __ ~ ______ .• __ • __ • ____ 
do heavy bedded __________ ~ _____ . 
tIowa marble, plain, west quarry. ____ . do _____________ ,; .,. .,. .,. .,. • __ ... ___ , ___ . _ ,. _ . 
tlowa marble, colored _____ • ________ . 
Blue limestone, northeast quarry _~,._ do ___ ,. _________ . ____ , ______ ',. __ .. ______ 
Fossiliferolls limestone, northeast· q r. 
" 
do ____________________ ~ _______ ~~ __ ~ 
do ____ ". ________ .. southeast quarry 
do ________________ .. __ ' _____________ ,. 
do ________ .;._.,.~.,. __ .west quarry _____ 
Blue limestone, Timber Creek_.; ____ . 
. do ________________________ .. ________ 
, ~ Q 
'S 
.:d 
;~, 
(\) 
P4 
---
2·03 
202 
1.97 
1.96 
·2.05 
1.97 
2.00 
1.98 
.2.00 
2.00 
200 
1.99 
2;00 
2;00. 
1.99. 
200 
J.97 
1.98 
2~00 
TABLE I. 
MECHANICAL .. TESTS. 
00 BREAKING § 
...... 
LOAD INLBS.· 
~ .,. 
S (\) 
..... ,.0 
rd 
(\) be .' 
'i!i 
r.) ;:I .• ;..., 
~ ceo ;=:;:1 p 
..... ..... ~ .~ (\) ~be ~ ~ ~ rf.l 00 I':;; 
---'--------
1.98x1.99 3.94 
--------
46,680 
2;OOx2:00' 4.00 47,500 53,800 
2.00x1.98 3.96 54,000 59,300 
1.96x196 3:84 39,400 39,400 
2.00x204 4.08 42,000 52,000 
2.00x2:00 4.00 57,(100 57,000 
2'OOx2;00 4.00 .38,000 53,.iOO. 
1.98x1.97 3;90 
. ------_ ... 47,120 
2. 02x2. 04 4.12 60,500 63,300 
2.02x2,01 4.06 ... - ............. - ... 37,060 
.2.02x2.02 4.08 
.. ---- ... --
....... ---_. 
200x2.02 4.04 
-------- ------'--
2,OOx2.00 4.0.0 42,.000 --_ ... --_. 
2.00x2 . .o.o 4,.00 63;30.0 
..... -'- -- _ ... 
2.00x2DO 4;00 43,70.0 
------ .. -
2.00x2~02 4.04 . 58,300' 66,4.00' 
2.00x1;98 3:96 38,700 38,7.0.0 
. L98x2.00 3:96 28000 3.4,50.0 
1.9.8x2;00 3.96 29;000' 33,200-
LOAD PER 
SQUARE INOH. 
I (\) 
,.0 REMARKS. 
be 
'05 ;:I 
.s ;:::~ ..... cO ~b.O ...... ~ 
rn 1':;;' 
-
... - -_ ... 1l,600 Failure accomp'n'dby much shattering. 
11,875 13,450 do '. 
13,636 14,900 do 
10,260 10,260 do 
)0,280 12,740 do 
14;250 14,250 db 
9,500 13,250 do 
12,080 All samples of the Iowa marble broke ill ---_ ... --- such a way as to show ID..\lch elasticity . 
14,685 15,120 
..------- 9,128 . 
.. ---._ .. _ ... 
--------
63,000 Ibs. applied, no effect .. 
------ ... - ... --- _ ..... --
63;000 lbs. applied, DO effect. 
10,500 Sustained 65,800 lbs. without further 
-------- rupture. 
1,582 -- ...... _--- Beyond capacity of machineto crush . 
10,925 .. 
--------
Sustained 65,800 Ibs. without further 
. 14,43.0 16,435 
rupture" . 
9;773' 
.9,773 
7,.0'10 8,712 
7,32.0 8,383 
. • An qlsf'n .testing l?lachiJ?e was. used in makiq.gt~ese tests. The. specimens w.eteplaced between t.wo !ltee! plates, the upper being fixed. while the lower was 
free to OSCillate III a hemlsphencalprotuberance, which fItted accurately ID a well lubrIcated socket, thusdlstnbutmg the pressure equally when the parallelism of 
the cube faces was imperfect. The load was applied.at a unifqrm rate. '. . . 
+Testsmade under the direction of Prof. G. W.Bissell, Dept. of MechahicalEnllineering,I. A,. C. . . 
~. 
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.. 
Q 
t?:l 
0 
t'i 
0 Q 
~ 
0 
bj 
~. 
~ 
l;d 
rJJ 
~ 
t'i 
0 
0 q 
~ 
1-3 
~ 
20 
21 
38 
44 
46 
19 
17 
18 
14 
a 
2 
29 
30 
32 
45 
TABLE II. 
FREEZING TES'.rS.* 
00 
I ' BREAKING ~ 0 LOAD IN LBS. • .-i 
KIND OF STONE. 
<li 00 ~ 
.0 Q) I 5 s Q) 
.,.., .0 
" 
..... rp 0 /)!) Q) ~ Q) ~ Q ;!:jd ~ /)!) c(j e<l p 
..... ...... , c(j 
' ...... 
• .-i ~ Q) c(j0J) '.-i Q) P ~ P-., c(j ~ ,00 <!j rn ~ 
LOAD PER 
SQUARE INQH • 
I Q) 
.0 
b(I Q) 
:2d ,~ 
..... c(j 
'""'" ~/)!) • .-i c(j 
00 ~ 
~ 
OJ) 
'.-i Q) • 
~~ 
.S ~ 
" m ~: (l) 
oP-. 
H 
REMARKS. 
--------.--- ---- -----I--,----:-~_:_- ----1--·-,---------------
OOlite', fine grained, northeast quarry 2.05 2.00x208 416 55;700 56,400 13,390 13,558 0.0014 Loud·report., 
do.~~ _________ .; ___ , .. --------------. 2.08 2.()Ox2.()8 4,16 26,000 _______ 6,250 14,280 0.0013 S~tt~~~~ r6s~00 Ibs. Very'slight spall 
Oolite,finegrained,southeastquarry 1.99 197x2.00' 3,94 50,000 60,(}()() 12,690 15,230 _______ Loud report and cube much shattered. do _______ .. ________________________ 2.00 2,ooxl~96 3.92 34,000 55,700 8,673 14,210: _______ ' do 
do ___________ .; ______ ,--.;..;.--------- 202 197x1.97 3.8850,000 56,500 12,89014,560 _______ do 
Iowa marble, west quarry __________ 1.96 2 02x2.02 408' 50,0()0, 56,500 12,255 13,850. 0,0007 Broke with a loud report. 
do ____ ~- __ ~ ___________ .;. ___________ 11.92 2.oox2,00 400 42,600 52,700: 10,650 13,1:75 0.0008 ' do 
do _______________________________ " 2.00 2 04x2 02 4.12' 38,000 51,700 9,225 12,550 00009 do 
Blue limestone, northeastquarry ___ 200 1.98x197 390 ____________________ 15,3(lOt ---,..-_. 59i4oolbs. applied without effect. 
FOBsili.ferouslimestone,northeastqr 2.00 2,OOx2.02 4.08 - ___________ . ______ 14,560t ______ . 59.400lbs.appliedwithouteffect. 
do _________ ,;, _____________ ,_" __ ___ _ 1.98 1.97x2.00 3.94 55,600 . ____ .. _ 14,035 14,900t ~ ____ - _ 59;400 lbs. sustained. 
Fossiliferous limestone, west quarry _ 198 2.04x202 4' 12 35,900 40,000 8,715 9,710 ___ ~_, __ Weak-report. do ________________________________ 1.97 1.99x1.96 3.91 30,500 35,000 7,800 8,950 _______ do 
Blue limestone, Timber Creek ______ 200 204x2.01 410 28,000 36,300 6,830 8,850 -- _____ Slight report.:t. do ______ .. _______________ ,. ________ 1.96 1.98x196 388 32,700 32,700 _______ 8,430 ______ . 
----~--~-----------~~--.-----------------~---
'" The cubes were, placed in distilled water until completely saturated, aIter which tp,e specimens were encased in cotton batting saturated with distilled water and 
placed in wooden trays. eight by eight inches and two .inches deep, :r.rovided with wire bottoms., The trays after be-ng securely packed were placed in the refrigerator and,. 
kept at a temperature of from 17°, to 19°, F. for forty-eight hours. Then they were removed from the refrigerator and subjected to a temperature of 70° F. for twenty-four 
hours. This process was repeated six times. The specimens were afterwards subjected to refrigeration and thawing ten times; but the conditions were less constant than 
in the first six. In the latter series tne minimum temperatures ranged from 21° t932° F: ' 
tThe above table shows that the blocks suffered no appreciable loss in weight or strength during the investigation. It is highly probable that lower temperatures 
would have given very different results. 
:j:In spite of the apparent weakness. low specific gravity and rather high percentage of absorption. the quarry face along natural fissures shows this stone to be one 
of the 1Il0st durable quarried in the county. (See figure 3b.) . 
.": 
'. ' 
TABLE III. 
, 
ABSOHPTION AND SPEOII!'IC GRAVITY TESTS.. 
-
--
~AME OF STONE 
LOSS OF QU ARR,Y WATER ABSORBED AFTER! .S 
,- IMMERSION,EXPllESSED " 
.g.' WATER THROUGH . IN PERCENT .A:G;ES, ~., DRYINo-:.:-WT. 'IN GS. +> ' ~'.' 'N OVER DRY WEIGHTS. ~ ~ . ~, .. ~~ REMAllKS. IlO J... ui ui ui ~ ;1:1.S '~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 0, .~ 6 g 0 1lO"'" .. 0 ;8 ..c= . ..c= 'Ng 
..cl' ..c= ~ ,..cl .~ ,<I) ~~". ~ ~ 0 ,...c lO .. ~ .~ (N ,...c '171 ' , 
-, 
.':. ," 
-- -,---------.:..------...:..--,~-,---~----~- .. -------' -----------
20 Oolite, fine'grained, northeast quarry:.. ___ . 350.90 350.70 35().58 0.85 1;59 2.662:75 ~. ' rn 21 do:.. ~ _____________ .:. _______ . _______ .__ __ __ 3489 L 34i:t'19 348 63 1.56 3 26 3.95 4.05 ~2·.,.c 
38 Oolite, south quarry ______________ ~_.; ____ . 33503 334.99 334;971.20 .1.50250 2;61 4\'1.... ~. 
44 d.o ___ ~ ____ . __________ ~ ___ .,...---------~-"--. 33390'333.'19 333.63 0.71 185", 2.11 2 20' '~fQ Q 
46 do. ___________ '_~ ____________________ ;; ___ 826.90' 326.30: '325.631,50 I.Q,6, 2:552:64!jt::i ~, 
19 Towamarble, W'estqtiai'l·y_~.:._..:~_~ ______ ' __ ~ 323.10 327.70322.4'1, 233 '3.02 3.60, 3.87 2.54 153.2 17 do. __________ :.. ___ .~ ______ .; ______________ 309.40 309,00 308.01 . 1.81 ,2.43 ,3~ai 3.57 __ • ________ _ 
18: do ______________ ~ ____ .; ______ ' _____ '- _____ ~ 32090 319;20 '318.20 . 2.31 3.06 3.97 4.37 __________ _ 
10 Bluelimestorie,.D.orthoost quarry ______ ;._~ 348.70 348.21'34tU9 0.48 0.86 1.86 '2;02 2.77. 173:0 
3 Fossiliferous limestone, northeast qmirry _ .:344.00 343.78 343.52 '0.'12 'I.Ol 1. '121;792.~O 162.5 
2.do~ ___ .. ____________________ .; ___________ .;.~ 353.863534()'353;20 0.22,0.50 0.'10 0.77 ___________ _ 
30 Fossiliferous limestone, west qual'ry~.: __ .:..'3H.00310.90 310.87 0.06 '0.84 .1.65 1.79 .____ _ ____ . 
29.. do. :'r- -- ---- -i-;.~- __ - ---:..'- -- _ -_. ___ ,._,,_,·~40.91,340.46340.38,022 0 84 1.64 1.79 -.. ~-.. _____ . 
32. Blue lImestone; 'IlmberCreek_:.---:.-_---- 320;'16. 320.36320.00203 ,3.01 .31'13.36 2.30 144.0 
45 . do ____ ,---- _____ "" _______ '-_:.0 _______ • __ ,, ___ ,28574 285.36: 285.15 4.00·.'4.67 5.41 5;65 
Average. 
" .\ . 
. " 
.. '.' 
... > 
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TABLE IV; 
CHEMICAL ANALYSES OF LE GRAND STONE. 
CONSTITUENTS. 
HygrQ~copic water (loss at iOOo C.) --I 0.03 009 0',061, 0.04 0 06 \. 0.04 
Combined water (expeUedby igni-
, tion) ___________ . ________ .;. ____ ," 0.13 0.21 0.150.19 0.120.12 
Silica and insoluble __________ :.._____ 0:77 0.96 1.24 0.80 0.89 1.22 
Ca.rbon.ic acid, CO2.;. ________________ 43.62 43.30 43.79 44.85 44.76 43.85 
Alumina; A120a~ ____ .;._____________O.05 0.07 0.18 0.14 0.15 0.14 
Iron, Fe2 0a---------.;.,..- .... :. __ .: ______ None None 0.15' 0.15 0.31 0.26 Iron, FeO ____________________ :.. ____ . 0.09 0.27 0.09 0.19, 0.10 0.09 
Lime,Ca 0 ___ , ___ .;. _____________ .:___ 55.05_ '54.85 50.56 45.42 45.39 50.42 
Magnesia, MgO____________________ 028' 0.%8 3.70 .8.21 8.28 3.96 
¥anga.nes,eoxide (Calc: as Mn 0 ) ______ ~__ 0.08 _. ____ .., _______ -' • ______ Trace 
Phosphoric acid _____ ~---------:-- ... :-- ------=r------, Trace_Trace ------- -------
, Tota~s ._,..., _______________ .;. ____ 100.021100.111 9992 99.99 100.06 .100:10 
, PROBABLE, COMBINATIONS; 
Water _,, _____ ... :.. __ ;..:.:_ ... ~ ____ ... .; __ ... ___ ,0;16 0.30 0.21 0;23 0.18 0.16 
CalCium caroo.nate,Ca C03 ... --.;--_,..- 98.30 9J.95 90.28 81.11 81.05 90.04 
Magnesium carbonate, },fg C63---~- 0.59 0.38 7.77 17.24 17.39 808 
Silica and silicates ----..:-- t. ' 0.95 1.37 1.'7i 142 1.38 1;72 Alumina, iron, oxide, etc., ~ ---:"'----. 
". 
Totals_ 
. ---- ----------------
100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 ! 100.00 ! 100.00 
CORRICK QUARRY. 
(Tp. 84 N., R. XVII W., SEC. 7, Nw. QR. Nw. !.) 
This· quarry is operated intermittently to supply the local 
demand.', The iayers w6rkedcorrespond to the upper oolite 
at Quarry arid are only used for foundation work and rough 
masonry in the iIilIriediate vicinity. Some quarrying has been 
, donebn section 36; Nw. 'qr., Ne.l, of the same township,and 
range., About eight feet of rubbly limestone rests upon the 
upper oolitic layers. Tbe section here exposed bears a very 
close similarity to the . beds exposed at Rockton . 
. The upper layers of the LeGrand'beds have been worked to 
some extent ~at'different times on South Timber creek near 
Ferguson, oli Little Asher creek, Tp.85 N.,R. XVIII W., 
Sec. 24, and northwest of Liscomb on the Iowa river. In all 
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cases the stone was for local consumption, and then only for . 
the roughest grades ()f masonry. 
SAINT LOUIS LIMESTONE. 
CHAPIN QUARRY. 
James Spear operates a quarry on land ownedhyO. B. 
Chapin of Union. The stone produced is a close textured, . 
ash-gray limestone, which exhibits a hackly fracture and con~ 
tains small siliceous concretions, with little iron pyrites in 
streaks and patches. The quarry is operated only to supply 
the local demand, but the product IS apparently a durable 
stone ... 
DES MOINES. 
The coal measures in Marshall consist chiefly of shaJes. A' 
heavy bedded sandstone appears in Timber Creek township, . 
and has been developed to a limit~d extent. Quarries have 
been opened on sections 8 and 9, and a considerable quantity 
of stone suitable for t~e roughest grade of masonry has been. 
quarried. The sandstone is dark, reddish brown in color, and 
apparently durable~ At present only the upper layers have 
been explored. The lower layers are. more evenly bedded 
alid give promise of a stone suitable for building and trimming. 
Clay Industries. 
The Paleozoic strata afford little material which is avail-
able for the manufacture of clay products. The Hannibal 
shales of the Kinderhook are too deeply covered to be utilized 
in this region, while the argillaceous layers exposed at 
, . 
M~rshalltown are of doubtful Vtility., The latter depo~its 
were tested e,xperimentallya few years ago. A sample of the 
yellow-gray argillaceous marl was made into brick. The 
color of the burned article. was not very different from. 
that of the raw material, and when subjected to the heat 
given brick for pa vingstreets, no shrinking .. nor altering of 
shape was. perceptible, and to all appearance there was an 
entire absence of fusi<?n. On the other hand the pavers were 
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c()mpletely vitrified on certain of the faces. It was hoped 
that the experiment would prove the manufacture of paving 
brick pOssible, but the burned article was left porous and too 
soft for such a purpose. The manufacture of superior fire. 
brick is demonstrated as'a possibility, but the limited extent 
. of the deposit renders its profitable utilization doubtful. The 
coal measure shales are almost wholly concealed by the glacial 
debris, and no deposits of economic importance are known 
. within the confines of the county. 
In striking contrast to the limited supply of raw material 
. accessible in the Carboniferous series, the Pleistocene deposits 
are wholly inexhaustible. As' has been said the Pleistocene 
covers the entire county and at nearly every point in such 
quantity and character as to enable a brick factory to be 
founded thereon. The, material utilized at the present time 
belongs wholly to. the loessial type. 
The loess of Marshall county is ordinarilY,of the common 
variety. It has a maximum thickness of not less than twenty 
O:r twenty-five feet •. Certain areaE are exceptionally sili-
ceons,andwhen dry appear as beds of loose sand. The clays 
'~re suitable for the manllfacture of' drain' tile, for making 
, common brick by any method,and for making stock and orna-
: mental brick by the dry-press method. The products always 
have an excellent color and when properly burned their poros-
ityis not so great . as to be objectionable. At presen,t clay 
. manufactories are in operation at not less than six localities. 
MARSHALLTOWN. 
Anson Company Brick &1 TileWorks.-, This is one of the' 
largest plants. of the county. . It is situated in the southern 
part of the' city, where operations were begun nearly fifteen 
years ago. It has grown from a small hand yard to a factory 
with a large output of both common brick and drain tile. . A 
]?enfield, No. 15 D with the corrugated crus;her, has been used 
, ' 
for several seasons. The crusher is required only for the 
dry clay. Closed sheds are used for drying the ,product, and 
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three large clamp kilns for burning. This. latter. process 
'takes up nearly two weeks .. Common brick and tile from 3's 
'to 8'sconstitute the output. . Some loss is experienced 
'thrdughchecking which t~kes pl~1Ce upon the evaporation of 
the uncombined. water. 
Sieq & Si;ze operate two yards, one about two and the other 
aboutoneinile west'of 1v'Iarshalltown, near the Iowa Central' 
'track. Theone on the south side began operation about. 
forty years ago. The material at each yardis,typicalloess in' 
'a bank from 'six to twenty-:-fivefeet deep; clayey in upper 
:part but more argillaceous below.' Certain sections of the 
:the formation in the vicinity are too sandy for brick making 
purposes~ At the south pit the fine sands and silts are beau-
iiifully interstratified. A~ Eagle soft-mud machine isip. use'at 
(each plant. The, brick are dried on pallets in roofed sheds;, 
and no checking occurs if ,the proper mixture of materials is ' 
'secured .. Three clamp kilns with a total capacity of 200,000 
"brick are employed for burning. This process takes up only. 
'eight days.. In addition to these two plants the firm has also 
:a 'hand yard· which is operated in case of an unusual demand. 
" The G. H. F Kohrbrick and tile yard is just east of the city 
limits on the lowland. The raw material, consisting of rather 
strong modified loess, is treated by a Brewer machine. Tlie 
newly moulded ware is placed in a closed dry-she9" and little 
Or no checking occurs. Only a single clamp kiln is inuse.-
MELBOURNE. 
The Wullpe Factory is located at the crossing of the railroads. 
. '~. There are seven feet of yellOW', overlying· one-third as much 
gray, short loess, while a two inch band of ochre separates ' 
the two colors. The total thickness, of the formation is 
twelve feet, and under it is blue drift clay~ The raw material 
is drawn up to and run through the pug-mill, then through 
anauger of the Decatur·Leadermanufacture and moulded by a 
machine of the same make. Closed sheds heated with exhaust . 
steam enable drying of the product to be carried on quite 
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successfully. Three down-draft kilns serve to hold the tile, 
and the ,brick are burned in cased kilns. The character of 
'both kinds of the output is very creditable .. 
'RHODES • 
. A. Harnwn now operates a brick plant fOr the production 
of brick and drain tile along the right of way of the Chicago, 
MilwaJlkee & St. Paul railway. Loess to a depth of ten feet 
is taken and treated by a "Plymouth" machine. The lower 
portion of the section utilized is of a bluish color, followed by 
ocherous layers and finally grading upward into typical loess. 
Fossils are abundant throughout, but loess concretions are 
absent, although limey patches may be observed near the 
base. The color of the well burned product is a' cherry red. 
Considerable loss is sustained through checking. The burn-
,ing capacity is limited to two small round kilns. 
~ 
BROMLEY. 
Just south of the stati9n at this point is the plant of the 
Bromley Brick and Tile works. An H. Brewer machine is in 
operation~ The clay is run through the mill, after~ards 
. placed in sheds tightly closed until the mud becomes "set;" 
. . 
otherwise much loss is occasioned through checking~ The 
kiln capacity is 43,000 three-inch tile. Bur~ing can be accom-
plished in four days. The loess conies from the top of the 
gradual slope ab6uta half mile south of the railroad. At the 
bank the top soil is removed and the clay is used to a depth 
of six feet, below which it becanies too sandy. Lower on the 
slope the character of the formation is decidedly different 
and is almost entirely sand. 
GILMAN. 
The·' Gilman Brick and Tile' Works is a new plant situated in 
the extreme southeast corner of :NIarshall county and has a 
large territory adjacent to furnish a market for the products. 
The raw material is nothing more than modified prairie loess 
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taken to a depth of several feet. It is strong and the. mois,. 
ture is freed with some difficulty, necessitating artificial heat. 
A two story sh~d has been erected,andbefore long the equip-
ment of the plant will be quite adequate for a la!,gebusiness. 
Small· plants have been operated intermittently in' the 
. vicinity of State Center and Quarry. Hand 'made brick is the 
sole product. 
. Lime. 
About a quarter of a century ago lime-burilingwas carried 
on to a limited extent.' The oolitic beds were chiefly used for 
this purpose and the manufactured product was of acceptable 
quality. As transportation facilities improved, lime produced 
from the older Paleozoic rocks s?-arpened the . competition to 
such an extent that the manUfacture of lime in·Marshall 
county was abandoned. 
Building Sand. . 
The sand flats alon.g the Iowa river between Marshalltown 
and Albion, and the sandbars in the principal streams, fur-
nish an inexhaustible supply of goodhuilding sand. The sub-
loessial sands are widely distributed' over the county and often. 
attain a considerable thickness. At Marshalltown there are 
five to' ten feet of siliceous material at the base of the loess. 
The southwestern half of the county is deeply covered with .. 
loess an-<1 drift, but it is meagerly supplied with the more 
. arenaceoUs deposits. . 
.Moulding 8ands.-. The sub-loessial layers afford an abun.,. 
dance of material suitable' for moulder's us~; 
Road Materials. 
Outliers of the Kinderhook in the -eastern portion of the' 
county furnish an abundance of road materials.- T~e larger 
stream channels afford largequanties of sand and gravel suit-
able for road ",ork. '. In the western half of th~co1inty mater-. 
ials for the hnprovement of the roads. are almost entirely 
wanting. 
". : " 
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Coal. -
Marshall is one of the marginal_counties of the Iowa coal 
field. - The coal measures occupy one-half of the district, 
underlying thewe~terJ;l and southwestern portion especially. 
The cmil pockets also_ doubtless occur in different parts of 
the area. -The records from a number of wells in southwest-
ern Vienna and northeastern Taylor townships record the 
- presence of coal measure strata in that region which constitute 
the easternmost outlie~ of the Des Moines in the county . 
. - Folirmiles southwest 6f Marshalltown 'a coal measure sand-
stone outcrops along the Chicago Great Western railway. In 
both of these localities coal in_economic quantities is not-known 
to be present.- - ---
The principal locality wp:ere coal has been mined in Marshall 
-countyis on -the Iowa river at a place called Mormon Ridge, 
threeD1iie~northwestfroDi Albioli. (+p. 88 N., R. XIW., 
Sec. 34; Sw. qr. See t.) -A shaft fifty feet deep was sunk a 
few_years ago _and was known as the Mormon- Ridge mine" 
The c()al was three feet in: thickness~ 'Thesequence of layers 
-_ is as follows: 
":IT.- INOHQ. 
6. Sand- ____ -_____ .;. _____________ -~---~--.20-
5. Clay, light colored. _____ -: ___ ._~----- ~ 
4. Shale, dark cQlored, fissile ________ 2 
3. .Coa~-..; ... ----~---_---------.;._----------.3 2. Fire clay __ -_______ .. .;. ____________ '"-__ 4 
1. Sandstone, exposed. _______________ 1 
. . .;. . ' 
Fl~~37._-0oal .. t Mormon Ridge mine nea.r Albioll. 
At one time fourteen men were employed. The shaft was 
operat:ed hut a brief period for the reason that_ only three feet 
of shale intervenea. in the roof between the coal and a thick 
stratum of water-bearing sand. The water gave so _ much 
- trouble- that the mine was abandoned after being operated 
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aoout a year. Not more than 100 tons of coal were taken out. 
A few years later another compan.y leased'the property and 
attempted to work the coal, but owing to the defective pumps 
made little progress. This mine has been abandoned. 
On the north side of Mormon Ridge, on the northwest quar-
ter of the same 'section, James Hall* states that a limited 
. ~mount of coal had been removed previous to his visit in 1857, 
although the shaft was abandoned at that t:ime. Evidence of 
former ptospect holes may still b~ seen around the base of the 
hill, but noe:xact data concerning the coal measures could be 
obtained. 
In a drill hole put down one mile northwest of the Mormon 
shaft, on the farm of W.C.Rl!ddick (Tp. 85,N.,R.,XIX W., 
Sec. 28, Sw. qr.,Sw. f), a bed of black shale with some coal 
was encountered at a, depth of 11~. fee~." The seam was 
reported to be" several feet in "thickness ari.d immediately 
underlain by a thin layer of fireclay. " 
Some years ago a shaft was sunk on the farm now, owned" 
,by Americus Dakin on Minerva creek,five"miles west of"Ban-
gor (Tp. 89,N:,R. XX W., Sec. 9, See. qr., Se. 1). Coal was 
found here, but to what extent is not definitely known. 
At the present time Marshall is nota coal producing cou.nty. 
Future prospecting will doubtless reveal isolated pockets of 
coal of economic importance,~ut with the data at hand, it is 
hardlyrea~sonable to expect that coal will be produced in com-
mercial quantities within the limits or the county. 
Soils. " "< 
Marshall is preeminently anagricultura'i county-and the 
soils greatly oul1rank in economic importanc-e all of the other 
geological formations put together. ~The soils readily fall " 
into four fairly wendefiri~d types. The drift, which is com-
posed of glacial debris; the loess, composed of silt and very 
fine sand; the drift-loess, a combination of the first two, and 
the alluvium, an admixture of sand a,nd silt in varying pro-
portions. The origin of the soil" types has" been discussed 
* Geology of Iowa, Vol. I, p. 269; 185S. 
. \ 
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all.'eady under the various divisions of the Pleistocene. The 
drift soilis coextensive with the Wisconsin drift sheet. This 
s.oil contains a high percentage of clay and in many places the 
processes of agriculture are handicapped by the large number . 
. ofsman tomedi.um sized bowlders. This type is highly pro-
ductive when well drained, but eold and heavy when .not 
properly ventilated. 
The typical loess. soil is confined to the immediate proximity' 
of the larger drainage lin~s. This type prevails in Linn, Tim-
ber Creek and western Le Grand townships. It is subject to 
excessive wash during rainy seasons,and, unless very sandy, 
it bakes when drying. In productiveness this soil type ranks 
lowest. . . 
.-
The 'drift-loess soil comprises by far the greatest area in 
Mar§haU county. It is a happy combination of the soils and 
fine sands of the loess with the glacial debris of the Iowan 
and Kansan drift sheets. Tlledrift-loess is an open, porous 
soil allowing the easy penetration of the most delicate root-
lets, yet firm enough. to support th~ most vigorous forage 
plants •. It is easily tilled and is a conservator of moisture. 
It is to this type that Marshall owes her prestige as an agri-
cultural county. . . 
. The alluvium flanks the principal streams,and when not too 
. sandy it compares favorably in productiveness with the drift 
and "drift-1oess types. When unprotected by levees large 
tracts of th~se lands are subject to periodic inund~tions. 
Water Supply. 
The larger water courses furnish an ample water supply to 
. the areas ~hrough_ which they flow. The smaller streams are 
usually dry through a considerable portion of the summer and 
autul1ln months. Shallow wells from 40 to. 150 feet in depth 
have proved adequate for domestic purposes until the recent· 
extended dry period, when it was found necessary, in many 
. cases, to go deeper. At present most of the "stock wells" 
draw the~r water' supply from the glacial sands and gravels 
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near the base' of 'the drift or from the sandy layers of the 
Kinderhook The older water-bearing horizons of the r>ale-
ozoic have not been explored in the region, but the Saint 
Peter and Saint Croix sandstones may be reached at about 
1,300 and 1,800 feet, respectively. At Ames and Boone,the 
Saint Peter sandstone affords about -10,000 gallons per day', 
while the Saint Croix yields about 200,000 gallons" ' 
. West of Rhodes, just out of the corporation" is'an artesian 
well which yields about 2,000 gallons per. hour. The water is 
slightlymineraland.is not utilized at present, save as a way-
side watering. place. The well is about sixty feet in depth 
and appears to be wholly in the drift. 
The Marshalltown water works draw water from the gravel 
beds of the Iowa river. The water filters through the river 
sand and is collected into 'numerous galleries from which it,is 
pumped. The supply is barely adequate for ordinary pur~, 
poses, while in eases of fire the Iowa rivermrtst he drawn on. 
As several other large cities in'the stateobtitin.their water 
supply in much the same manner as outlined above, it is 
deemedfttting to append some of the results obtained from a 
sanitary study of the water. It is a well known fact that the 
spread of contagious diseases is often contingent onthe source 
of our potable waters and' "sewage 'cohtamination" is an 
altogether too common a phrase in ourboard of health reports 
treating of epidemics. 
BACTERIALOGICAL STUDY OF THE MARSHALLTOWN WATER SUPPLY. 
Prof. L. H. Pammelkindlyfurnished the following abstract 
of results. : The work was done in a large part under his per-
sonal supervision. - ' ,~' 
Mr. G. L. Steelsmith* made, ariexamination of the Mar-
shalltown water supply during the summer and- fall of 1896. 
Dr. Walter H. Haines, of ,Chicago, had previously made an 
examination, the results of which are-as follows .. 
GmulS PJiB C, Co' 
No. 1. Across the river from waterworks ______________ .:25 
No.2. Bunce well ___________ ~---------.:.--------------- '190 
No 3. River water ..;-----_~ ___________________________ .2,240 
'-------~ 
* Marshalltown Evening Times-BepubllC8Jl, April2a, 1896. 
• 
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The statement is here made that the maximum number 
according to Koch of Berlin, and the Franklands of London, 
is 100 germs per C. C. The maximum number has, however, 
sometimes been placed at 1,000, and some authors place the 
number at 3,000. An absolute fixed standard cannot be made, 
except that 1,000 germs per C. C. is more nearly the maximum 
"in a large number of our river waters. The quanityof organ-
isms is dependent upon the quantity of organic'matter present. 
The iniportant point in connection' with a bacterialogical 
analysis is the quality rather than the guantity. A single 
organism of Bcwillus coli-commurLis or B. typhi-abdominalis 
is sufficient ta indicate sewage contamination. 
Mr. Steelsmith's determinations~re as follows. 
GBRMS PER C. C 
No.1. June 7th, water from river above mill dam _____ 2,170 
No.2. June 7th;water from hydrant, Dr, Meghill's office_l,BOO 
No, 3. June 7th, water from pumping station __________ l,200 
No.4. June 7th, water from sixteen hydrants, average __ l,900 
No.5. Sept. 9th, water from six hydrants, average. ___ 2,040 
, So far as the number from'streams IS concerned, the above 
would not be considered excessive or necessarily injurious, 
'since water taken from the Croton reservoir, New York, .con-
tained 5,000 to 15,000 germs per q! C.; water from the Spree, 
which furnishes Berlin with water, contains, according to 
Frankel, 6,140 germs per C. C.; butthisnu?1ber increased to 
over 245,000 oelowthe city. Water from the Mississippi at 
La Crosse, 'Wisconsin, during the spring, months contained 
3,000 germs per C. C. In all streams there are extraordinary 
fluctuations so far as quantity is concerned. These fluctuations 
are due to' th~ amount of soil carried from the surrounding 
country. The great nuinberfound in the Ibwa river last sum-
mer must be associated with the frequent rains. Numerous 
inve~tigators have shown that during .the autumn and winter, 
germs are far less numerous,than during the spring and sum-
mer months, and yet the former. sea~ons are the periods of 
most frequent occurence of typhoid fever. 
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Of the germs found in the hydrant water of¥arshalltown, 
but one was regard~d as suspicious.·· .. It agreed quite closely. 
with the morphological and physiological. charac~ers given 
for Bacillus coli~communis and proved· to be pathogenic for 
rabbits.· Therehltion of this organism to sewage contamina-
tion can no longer be questioned, as this Bacillus is an inhab-:-
itant of the hUman intestines and it is only natural that it .. 
. -
should find its.wayto t~e river. . 
The results, of . this investigation go toshowthatth~ water-
which has filtered through the .riversandsis safe and whole-
some, but that the-water drawn from theriverdirect maybe 
at the peril of the public health. 
Water Power. 
The Iowa river furnishes an abundance of wa.sterpower, the 
.a verage gradient being about· three feet per mile and thefidw 
fairly constant.. Flouring mills are jn -active operation at 
Albion,,_ Marshalltown and Le Gralld respectively. Aheadof 
six feet is obtained at Albion and six alldone-half feet at each 
. . - - . ." - - . . 
of the dthertwo localities. All of themllls can be run on fun 
. . . - -' 
time and at full capacity save during periods of very high or ... 
very low water ... From fifty to eighty horse powerisavail-- . 
able at each point.'rhe flow or water in tlle smaller streams 
is too small and inconstant to merit attention in this eonnec .. 
tion .. Mills of smaU··capacity on Timber creekwereforrnerly .. 
operated~intermittently. -N one are active at the present time .... 
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EARLY GEOLOGICAL WORK. 267 
INTRODUCTION. 
LOCATION AND AREA. 
The country to be described in this report is of interest to 
the layman as containing the capit3Jl city of the state and to 
the geologist as being located at the apex of the Des Moines 
lobe of the Wisconsin ice sheet. It lies slightly southwest of 
the center of the state and is bounded by Boone and Storv 
~ 0/ 
counties on the·north, Jasper and Marion on "the east, Warren 
on the south and Dallas on the west. Of these regions Boone 
and Warren-connties have beenpreviously described by Dr. S. 
W. Beyer* and Prof. J. L. Tiltont respectively .. Polk county 
is the meeting place of the formations described in these 
reports. The county includes the usual sixteen congressional 
. . . 
tbwnships with 586 square miles; an area divided into twenty 
. civil townships as shown upon the accompanying map. 
Physiographically, it lies mainly in the valley of the Des 
Moines river and within its limits the Raccoon joins t,he latter 
. stream. The northeastern portion or the area belongs to the 
valley of the Skunk river and that' of its tributary, Indian 
.creek. 
PREVIOUS GEOLOGICAL WORK. 
The early establishment of a military post at the juncture 
of the Des Moines and Raccoon rivers led to the region being 
visited from time to time by various geologists in the employ 
of the national government. Many of these expeditions were 
more especially directed to the accomplishment of geograph-
ical or military purposes. Such was that led froIQ. the fort to 
. the source of the Des Moines river by Capt. J. Allent in 1844, 
though the incidental topographic and geological notes given 
in the account of this expedition are very suggestive. 
Information more directly geological may be obtained from 
the report of the expedition of J. N. Nicollet.§ In it is 
. 
"'Iowa. Geol. Survey, vol. Y., pp.175-23~. 
tIbid:,301-35\l. 
:::Ex. Doc., House of Rep., 29th Cong., lstSess., No. 168, 18pp: Washington, 1~. 
liSen. Doc., 26th Cong., 2d Sess" Y.,:pt.ll, No. 237. Washington, 18n. 
23 G. Rep. 
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g-iven a list of fossils collected from the Des Moines river 
above the Raccoon fork by Lient.Fremont~ Knowledge of 
the stratigraphy of the region began with the explorations of 
, Dr. D. D. Owen, carried on in the summer of 1849. In his 
trip up the Des Moines river* he located and described the 
principal exposures, recognizing the presence, of coal meas-
ures, drift and loess. 
Worthent in 1856 visited Des Moines and noted some of the 
exposures near the city. 
In the course of the work of the White sur .. vey the county 
was visited by both Mr. St. John and Dr. White,:t though no 
detailed survey of the county was made. The drift deposits 
within the county have been since written upon by Call, § 
McGee and Call, II and Keyes and Call, , while Keye~, has made 
extensive studies of the coal measures and of the paleontol-, 
ogy. The latter has published numerous papers upon the 
region, the more important being referred to in the following _ 
pages. ' His, studies upon the coal have been summed up iri 
his general report upon the coal deposits of tp.e state. **' 
PHYSIOGRAPHY. 
TOPOGRAPHY. 
Polk county is not a region of strong contrasts. Topo-
,graphically the region belongs to the type called" prairie 
plain" byPowell.tt In a broad way it may be con~eived to 
be an essentially even plain cut into by river channels. The 
evenness of the upland surface can ,never be lost sight of, and 
from any high point in the county one can, see the surround-
ing ,region rising to the same general, level. There are no 
points of greater altitude and the divides all belong to this 
*See Geol. Surv. Wis,. Iowa and lIinn., pp.121-123, with plates. Philadelphia, 1852 • 
• 'l'Geol. Iowa (Hall), vol. I, pt. i, 170-172.' Albany, 1858. 
tFirst and Sec. Ann. Rep. State Geolgist, pp. 167-176. Des MOines, 1870. Geol. Iowa, vol. n. 
Pl). 261-262. Des Moines, 1870. 
§Amer. Nau., XV, 782-7840. 1881. 
n Amer. J onr. SeL, (3), XXIV, 202, 223. 1832. 
~Proe. Iowa Aca.d. Sci., 1890--1891, 30. , 189.2. _ 
*"'Iowa Geol. Surv., vol. II, pp. 267-294. Des Moines, 1891. 
trN&t. Geol. Mon., vol. I, No.3, p. 63. New York, 1895. j 
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general plain. This plain has 'an altitude at 
Bondurant of 975 feet, at Mitchellville of 976, 
at Altoona 966, at Orilla 975, at Ankeny 1,005, 
and at many other point,s occurs at the same 
generallevel. Into this plain the rivers have 
cut channels to various depths. TheSkunk 
at Santiago is about 175 feet below the high 
land, on each side. The Des Nloinesriver has 
cut from fifteen to twenty-five feet deeper. 
The minor streams have cut to various depths, 
depending on their size and the distance from ..... ~ 
til til 
the main" stream. s 1t ' 
s:;:'" 
When one examines the topography in g.~ 
CP '" ' greater detail,certain differences are noted ~ ~ 
~S" 
which' at once separate the region into two ~: 
$?p' 
portions, bet~een which the contrasts are as ~.~ 
sharp," as constant and as multitudinous as "!§ 
l:$i'G' 
those between an:alluvial valley and the adja- :~ 
cent uplands." To the sympathetiC' student of ~~. 
(!)(!) 
land forms, these contrasts .of topography are e~ 
~8. as definite and as full of meaning as are the ~g 
" o til 
contrasts in fossils obtained from different ~ ~ 
O~ 
.... >-' formations. .The line separating the two areas s:~ 
CPa> 
is mar~ed upon the map of the superficial ~~ g.p, 
deposits as the northern border of" the loess, §~ 
and runs" approximately from south of N oble- -! 
t::I 
ton through Rising Sun, around the nose of 0;. 
P' 
Four Mile ridge,across Capitol and West ~, 
hills, just north of Valley J unction and between' i 
Commerce and Ashawa. The region north of P 
this line ~as had a different history from that g 
which lies southof it,"a hist<;>rydiffering in the ~ 
"'" length of the erosion period and hence shown ; 
.... 
in the character of the streams; a history" g CJ> 
differing in origin of the surface material and '~;-
..... .<;"7" 
hence reflected in the landscape. North of ~ ~~ 
~ ~~ 
If. ;~ 
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the line the general appearancenf th~ country diffetsradi-
cally from that soilthof it despite the fact that the surface as 
\ , ., ' 
a whole rlses to the same plane and the surface material is ill 
each case loose detritus. The contr:asts are not always so 
sharply preserved along the border, and yet, on the whole, 
one is constantly struck by their presence rather 'than by their ' 
absence. There are few places where the contrasts between 
the two drift sheets are 'so exoollently shown and so readily 
studied as at Des Moines. 
NORTHERN AREA. 
In the northern portion of the county the prevailing land - ' 
scape is flat. 'The divides are broad and have practically no 
slope. This is well shoWn in crossing the divide between Four 
Mile creek and theSku:hk river. In the region near Bondu~ 
rant is a broad even surface of immaturedr'ainage. - Only the 
faintest contrasts in elevation are noticeable. Thesame type 
of upland is shown betwe-en-Mitchellvilie alldAltoona and may 
be readily examined in its most typical aspect near Ankeny. 
As seen'at the latter ,point 'especially, the presence of swales ~ 
and inter-swales is quitestrikiD:g. It givesat()pographywhich 
maybe called a saucer topography, since the low circular, 
grass-grownalld often wa ter~ltoldillg s walesare'similarin6ut'-
'line' and cross-section to shallow saucer'-likedepressions. The 
higher por~ions of land betwe-ell'the swales are almost the 
exact reverse of the latter;bying low, very gently rounded, 
hummocks. The swales vary in diaIl?-eter from meredepres-
sions a dozen feet across to weHdefined basins, often holding 
. ~ ~ 
ponds and, in regions a little farther north, small lakes. Over 
such a surface there are no drainage lines. MallY, indeed most 
of the ponds, have no outlets. 
While the saucer topography is~haracteristic of the region ' 
covered by the Wisconsin drift, and indeed is not known to ' 
occur south of its limit-, other phases occur with it. . In the ' 
region near Kelsey there- isa bit of rather rough country. 
The hills are of considerable height, irregular form, and are 
t 
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independent of the· streamways. The ::P 
, Q 
drainage conforms to the hills rather than ~~ ~ 
. forms them. Drift seems to be the mate- ~ ~ ~ 
rials which make up these ridges. It is ~~~ 
somewhat sandy and full of gravel in the ~§:~ 
upper portion ap.d seems to in:dicate a ~~ 
I , (!) p: t;l' 
certain amount oi water action. The gen- ~;~ 
eral aspect of the hills is morainic. Their ~~ 
nattirewill be described more in detail in 'g_~ 
, =~ 
another portion of the report. :~ 
In the northern portion of the county ~ ~ 
the valleys are, as' a' rule, narrow. In' I~, 
certain cases they are broad thQugh the g[ 
streams are unimportant and narrow. In ~~ 
such instances the stream has usually a ~~ 
narrow recent valley, with avery mod- ~~ 
00 
erate development of alluvium, winding ~~, 
through the older'larger valley. The ;~ 
(!)is: broad bottoms of such a valley, for-exam- ~8. 
0= pIe that of the Beaver, isc covered· by~: 
irregularly disposed hills of sand, gravel : ~ 
='>::' 
and till in its less typical phases. These ;5: 
hills, are low, very gently rounded and s~ 
often merge into a.lmost terrace-like ~~ 
forms. The boundary of such a broad [: 
.,(1) 
valley is ordinarily imperfectly defined. ~ ~ 
The slopes rise with increasing steepness ~; 
, .,~ 
until they meet the upland plain. The ~£-
.... 
whole represents rather a long, broad, ~g 
'O<:+-
fairly shallow, sag in the surface of the [g' 
'PoO latter. An excellent example 'of such a . ~ 
ff~ sag may be seen just :t;lorth of Highland ~ 0 ' Qt:;. 
, Park or North HUI, and separating the ~~. 
latter from the' main upland plain upon §.~ ~8' 
which Saylor station is located. ~~ 
"' .. 
.:-'= 
t>'? 
2'71 
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It takes but little observation to satisfy one that in this 
northern portion of the county. the topography was not formed 
by the present streams, and is, in fact, not a normal erosion 
topography. There is no constant relatipn betweenthe size 
of the stream and its valley. There are areas of rough, hilly 
topography whe.re the streams wander in and out in aimless 
fashion., In such regions especially, ~nd the same is true for 
the region in general, the streams have no flood plains or such 
as are only very slightly developed~ The land forms also 
exhibit anomalous curves which are not characteristic of 
. . 
stream erosion. In short, the land forms are glacial and the 
country is in extreme youth. The stream action has only 
just begun. The upland plain is barely cut into. It is crossed 
rather than dissected by the streams, and the latter have 
merely cut gashes in its surface. 
SOUTHERN AREA. 
South of the dividing line mentjoned, a very different topog~ 
raphy is encountered. The surface material is still drift. 
The land forms are, h.owever, erosion forms. The saucer 
topography of the northern upland and the hummocky topog~ 
raphy noted near Kelsy have disappeared. .. The inter-stream· 
divides rise to an even surface which is, in a general way, 
level. There are fiat-topped ,divides but these are relatively 
narrQw. The plain is thoroughly dissected and the drainage 
is in early maturity.' Much, however, of the upland is yet 
unreduced and nqt all of the streams have ceased to cut down 
. and begun to fill up. The landscape accordingly marks an 
intermediate stage in which the surface is largely reduced to 
slope .. 
The region is crossed from west to e!1st by the broad val-
. ley occupied in part by the Raccoon river a;nd in part by the 
. Des Moines river. Numerous tributary streams subdivide the 
area. The larger of these streams, for example Camp creek, 
s~ulate the master streams in having definitely marked allu-
vial bottom lands. Indeed all the streams of the southern 
area have developed alluvial plains of greater or less extent. 
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Alluvium is found along the lower courses of even the smaller 
creeks. If, for example, one examines West Four Mile he 
finds at its embouchere upon the "bottom land of the Raccoon 
a rather definite flood plain which maybe traced up the 
stream some little distance. In passing'up stream it becomes 
narrower, takes on more and more slope, and thus by degrees 
merges into the side slopes. At a certain stage it is difficult 
to separate the flood plain from" the slope. A little farther 
. on the flood plain has altogether disappeared, the change 
being almost imperceptible. 
It is interesting to contrast this with the change which the 
flood plain undergoes· in the case of those streams which 
start upon the Wisconsin drift ap.d flow down l!lpon the Ran-
• san. In such cases the alluvial plain, which is broad in the 
lower portions of the valley, narrows up at once when the 
stream is traced back over the later drift border. This is 
shown in the case of East Four Mile creek and is also marked 
on Spring, Mud, and Camp creeks. The development of allu-
vium along a river is indicative o(considerable stability and 
a long time of work. New streams rarely have flood plains. 
Old ones usually do. The inference, then, is that the upper 
courses of the streams mentioned are much younger than the 
lower· courses. That the disappearance of the. flood plain 
along East Four Mile is not due to the same causes that have 
obtained in the case of West Four Mileis shown by the fact 
that in theforrrier it is abrupt; iri·the latter it is graduaL 
The land forms of the southern area; then, are the results of 
stream action. They have required a long time for their 
development; a longer time than that necessary for the devel-
opment of the northern landscape. The measure of 'this 
time and the details of the contrast between the two areas 
may well be noted in connection with the description of the 
individual streams. 
DRAINAGE. 
The streams of Polk county belong to two systems, the 
Skunk and the Des Moines. By far the larger portion of the 
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county is drained by the latter river and its tributaries. 
Within the county the valley of the Des Moines'is separated 
into two sharply contrasted portions lying respectively above 
and below the mouth of the ·Raccoon river. The upper valley 
is narrow, steep-sided and very recent. The lower is broad, 
has a well· developed flood plain,· usually well rounded sides, 
and in fact shows all the marks of an anCient stream. That 
. . . 
portion of the course lying between the mouth of Daily's run 
and the Raccoon river is intermediate in age,though in topog-
raphy it more closely resembles that along the upper reaches 
.. 
of the river. The Des Moines river is a stream of consider-
FIG. 40. Des Moines valley, older portion, below Hastie .. The bluff at the right shows 10585 
·over Kansan drift. 
able magnitude; so much so tliatin early day~it wC1s traversed 
by small Mississippi river steamboatsas far as the mouth of 
the Raccoon and even beyond. The bottom land below the 
forks is, as is shown upon the accompanying map, . from three 
to four miles wide. Its borders are usually well marked, the 
hills rising abruptlyfr9m 100 to 135 feet above the flood plain. 
There is a slight f~rther rise until the land reaches a general 
altitude of about 160 feet above the river. In this portion of 
its course most of its tributary streams flow in from the north. 
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They include East Four Mile, Spring, Mud, and Camp creeks, 
. all of which have already been partially described. Ea·st 
Four Mile creek is a long stream with a narrow valley. It 
has no tributaries of any great length and few that are 
branching. Practically all of its course is upon the later 
B.rift. The last two miles is across the flood plain of the Des 
Moines, and the mile just above is through a relatively broad 
and well marked valley which is of preglacial origin. The 
upper cours~ is a mere trench across the drift and seems to 
be of n? great age. 
Spring and Mud creeks have their sources just within the 
border of the upper drift in: poorly. defined vaneys~ Below· 
the border they follow well marked valleys and receive numer-
ous small b~anching tributaries. Camp creek has its source 
upon the drift plain ·between· Altoona and Mitchellville and 
flows south, reaching the Des Moines just outside of Polk 
county. It receives few tributaries though it is a stream of 
some size and age. From the south the Des Moines receives 
a few small streams of which Yader creek, itself an insignifi-
cant branch, is the larger. _ The streams,including West Four. 
Mile and Elm branch, which flow into the Raccoon river from 
the ~outh, are also of small size. The reason for this seems 
to be that North river, which joins the Des Moines just below 
Avon, has preempted the territory which might have been 
drained by Yader, Four Mile and Elm branches. North river 
empties into the Des Moines below these streams and hence 
has a lower outlet. It is an older stream and in the struggle 
for territory has succeeded in capturing by far the larger por-
tion of the area between it and the Raccoon-Des Moines valley. 
In the intermediate portion of Its course the Des Moines 
river flows through a narrow valley flanked by high bluffs 
mainly composed of coal measure strata capped by loess and 
Wisconsin drift. The valley sides are veneered with loess, 
and hence this channel is of interglacial and possibly of pre-
glacial age. The river in this part receives no tributaries of 
any consequence. At the upper end of the narrow portion 
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there is a broad expansion of the valley marked by a wide 
alluvial tract extending from Highland Park to Saylorville. 
Within this portion of its eoursethe river receives ,Beaver 
creek froiD. the west and Saylor creek and Daily's run from 
the east.· The two latter are very small streams which do not 
have well marked valleys. Saylor creek, aftp.rcoming out 
from the drift covered region, crosses the ·aliuvial bottom 
land in a shallow ditch-like channel two miles or more long, 
following' close along the eastern edge of the bottom land. 
Above Saylorville the Des Moines valley narrows rapidly 
and for a considerable distance parallels the broader valley 
now occupied by the Beaver. The relative width of the two 
is shown 'upon the map.· The Ridgedale ridge is usually nar-
. row. It slopes very abruptly down to the Des Moines river, 
. which is bounded on the east by equally abrupt slopes. -Qn-
thewest the ridge normally slopes down to the Beaver with a 
regular, gentle inclination. This isnot however always true. 
In sections 36,25 and 26 ofTp. 80 N., R. XXV W., the slope 
is quite as abrupt as in the opposite direction~ This abrupt 
.slope towards the Beaver is however exceptional. The river 
receives in this portion of its course Rock, Big and Mosquito 
creeks, all from the east. Big creek is the largest stream, but 
though it carries considerable water, it has only a narrow 
valley and a narrower strip of irregularly developed alluvium. 
The Raccoon river flows into the Des Moines from the south-
. west. It h31S a marked valley, with a- well developed flood 
plain. Its tributaries from the south are small but evidently 
old. From the north it receives Jordan branch, a recent· 
stream flowing down from near Ashawa, and Walnut creek, 
which flows in east of Valley Junction. Walnut creek is 
rather well developed and has through a considerable portion 
of its course a definite flood plain. It does not seem however 
to be an old stream. 
The Skunk river system does not drain an important por-
tion of the county.· The mainstream enters the county 
about eight miles west of the northeast corner, flows 
\ . 
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southeast and leaves the area ten miles south of the same 
point. It flows in a broad flat-?ottomed valley bounded by 
low rounded sides. The valley is evi~ently of considerable 
age, though the present river has only insignificant tribu-
taries. It receives White Oak creek, Swan, and Byers 
branches from the west bilt no streams of name from the 
east. The branches drain a strip parallel to the main stream 
and l~ss than four miles wide. Indian creek, which flows 
across the extreme northeastern corner of the county parallel 
to the Skunk and about five miles distant, joins the latter 
stream near Colfax. Within the area now being considered 
it is wholly independent of th~ Skunk and flows in a valley 
which is a smaller homologue of~ that of the parent stream. 
HISTORY OF THE DRAIN AGE. 
The main outlines ot the drainage of Polk county were 
evidently developed in preglacial time. The Des Moines, 
the Raccoon, North river, East Four Mile, the Skunk and 
Indian creek evidently run in valleys which are, in part at 
least, preglacial. The origin of these rivers was due to 
causeS antecedent to the glacial period. Their preglacial 
valleys, a~ we know them, seem not urilikely to hav~ been 
excavated in the period immediately preceding the advent of 
the ice. Their deeper channels are cut in a moderately flat 
rock surface which probably represents a Tertiary, or later, 
base-level. The channels are most probably the result of the 
post-Lafayette emergence. * That the streams had before this 
_been developed, and by the post-Lafayette emergence were 
merely revived, is altogether probable, but this, and indeed all 
except the fact of the existence of certain of the channels 
"before the ice came, lies .largely in the domain of hypothesis > 
and is, at present at least, not susceptible of field demonstra-
.. tion. The lower course of the Des Moines river, that be19w 
the mouth of thE? Raccoon, has been filled ~n with drift to a 
considerable depth. The shaft of the Gibson mine No. 1,10cated 
on the edge of the bottom land, passed through ility-six feet 
*McGee, TweUth Ann. Rept. U. S. Geol. Surv_, pt. i, p. 515. -1891. 
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of drift. The Hastie mine working at a depth of 100 feet 
below the river was much interfered with by water. Wells 
driven down upon the plain at Avon pass to considerable 
depths without, encountering rock. The hills, however, con-
tain rock at levels considerably above the water leveL Good 
sections and rock exposures are common wherever there has 
been recent cutting. This is not, however, true in all cases. 
Usually the drift alone is seen and at points the recent cut-
ting of the river against its sides shows only the undisturbed 
FIG. 41. Preglacial drainage at Des Moines. 
drift down to water level. The valley in this portion seems 
~ , . '. 
then to have been formerly deeper and perhap~s slightly wider; 
at least its present form is not its original form. The material 
which fills in this older valley is the Kansan drift and loess, 
and will be described later. 
In that portion of the old-valley which lies between Capitol 
Hill and Four Mite Ridge it has been found impossible to mine 
a bed of coal which lies about ninety to one hundred feet below 
the river level, because the overlying slate roo~is so thin that 
it crushes in and fills the mine with drift and water. In the 
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Giant mine, located on the western edge of this plain, at a 
. depth of about 100 :feet, a preglacial drift filled valley was 
encountered*.· Similar channels have been encountered by other 
mines located atthe edge of this.plain. The rock rises in Capi-
tol Hill toa height of seventy-threefeet above the plain which is 
Itself about twenty feet above the water of the river. On the 
. crest6f North Hill, or in Highland Park, sandstone belong-
ing to the coal measures is encountered at a depth of twenty-five 
feet. On the low land between Highland Park and Saylor sta-
tion wells go through seventy-five to 100 feet of drift. The Poor 
Farm well, 140 feet above this bottom land, only passes through 
eighty feet of drift, whichis perhaps an unusual depth, as rock 
is found in the same region at depths of fifty feet and less. 
On the high land near the Union mine the rock is ·encountered 
at about twenty feet. The nose of Four Mile Ridge is made 
up largely, toa depth of 116 feet or more~ of loose material, 
and yet it has. a core of coal measures, as has been proven by 
recent drilling in Grandview park. There is then here adrift 
filled valley with rock-bound sides. ,The filling material is,in 
part at least, Kansan drift. , 
The Beave:r valley shows topograpic characteristics simi-
lar to those of the old valley just described. Its width is 
comparable to tha.t of the latter valley,and if to it be added 
the width of the narrow valley occupied by the upper course 
of the Des lvloines the sum is about equal ''to the width of the 
Des Moines below the mouth of the Raccoon. The bottom of 
the Beaver valley·is covered by the modified Wisconsin drift. 
Wells in this bottom land do not reach rock at depths or fifty 
feet. The side slopes show rare rock exposures, though the 
coal measures rise in them to heights considerably above the 
stream. At ·points undisturbed Kansan drift is found low 
down in the valley. 
There is then a broad preglacial valley running across the 
county, now occlipied in part by the Beaver, in part by the 
Des 1-Ioines and in part unoccupied. For reasons to be con-
*Keye!l! Iowa. Geog.Su»v., II, 183. 1894. 
" •... 
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sidered later it is known that the course of the' Des Moines 
above the mouth of' the Beaver is much more ·recent,.so this 
older valley may 'I'easonably be' considered to be that of -the 
Des Moines. That the Raccoon river also flows in a pregla-
cial valley seems well established. The topographic relation-
ships, the drift-veneered sides, and the at least considerable 
.fillingupwhichit.has undergone,all p~int'to an age compar-
able to that of the Des Moines. . 
That East Four Mile, in its lower course, ·runs in a pregla-
cial valley is shown by a drift filling of sixty-one feet'encoun-
tered in sinking the shaft of the Gibson mine No.2,. and' by 
several wells at Berwick. Walnut creek mayin part occup'ya _ . 
similar valley, tl?-ough this is by no means sure. There were _ 
doubtless other tributaries, 'but they do -not at prese~t admit 
of being traced. . 
With the advent of the Kansan ice sheet these rivers were· 
of course blocked and at its retreat the valleys wereleftbtlr-
iedbeneath the debris. Broad and deep valleys under th~ 
drift 'tend to reveal themselves by low sags in the ·surface. 
Even if we ~uppose the valley to have been filled up to a sur-
face even with that' of the surrounding plain,the differ€mce in 
the amount of loose material present in the valley and ove.r 
the plain would 'tend to show itself asa result of settling, and 
hence the sags· would be developed.' These sagsafiordthe 
conditions best a,daptedto the establishment of drainage lines, 
and as a result the consequent rivers take the same general 
course as the older streams and 'tend to dig out the older val.;. 
leys. Such' a stream Is not a revived 'stream in the sense in 
which that term is ordinarily used; neither is ~it an· antecedent, 
ora simple-consequent stream. It standsin a class'of its own . 
and is fittingly called a resurrected stream. 
After their resurrection these streams had a 'long period of 
undisturbed' activity and developed a large number'of tribu-
taries which are sketched in figure 42~ Some of these may them-
selves have been resurrected streams, but of that we have·no 
proof. In this period two small streams a and b were devel-
\ 
i , 
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oped which later played an important part in changing the 
course of the Des Moines river. The first was a tributary of 
the Raccoon and ate its way back by headwater erosion along 
the line now occupied by the Des Moines from Thompsons 
bend to its mouth. The second, b, was tributary to the Des 
Moines as ·it then was, and worked back toward the south 
along the·line now occupied by the Des :Moinesriver from the 
:mouth of Dailys run -to Crocker park. These streams cut 
back farther and farther, a encroaching upon b until the val-
leys were continuous. Possibly Ct capturedb and a portion of 
the Des Moines was diverted to the new course. More pro b-
ably the valley was not cut to that depth, and the Des Moines 
\ 
. FIG. 42. Pre-Wisconsinfuainage near Des Moines. 
had not begun to flow through the new· channel at the time 
the loess was deposited. The latter spread in this region in_ 
a fairly uniform mantle over the Kansan drift both upon the 
upland and in the valleys. It did not materially· affect the 
arrangement of the streams though it changed tHe contours 
of their side slopes and softened the cross-sections. The 
.. ~ .. ' 
.~ ... 
. .~. . 
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, , , 
stl."eams began at ori.~e to clear out their valleys an~ were 
engaged in that work at the advent of the Wisconsin ice . 
. It is probably legitimatet<;> suppose that thQi-ce ,advanced 
in a direction normal to thepresentJimit of Wiscollsin drift; 
and that its advanCing front occupied lines successively far~ 
thersouth and parallel to this line of drift limit. Such :an 
advance would have' forced the Des, Moines, as it then was, 
overagaiIist the. southwest side -of itsv~lley and· would prob~ 
ably have blocked its course between Saylorville and Dailys , 
run before the upper portion of the stream was thrown entirely , 
\ 
I!'IG. 43. ' Present dramage near J)e~ Momes. ' 
, " " , 
out of its valley.' ':rhe waters of the uppercourse,swollen 
and powerful, seeking an outlet,flowedup the stream b, 
across the low divide, and through a into the'Raccoori. ,The 
ice ·advanced but a short distance beyond before coining to its " 
final halt, and it .is not impossible that the stream. held its 
course under the ice fora' considerable portion at least of 
this time. ' As the ice melted back the river held to the new 
course and abandoned the old one. 
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With the continued retreat of the ice certain other rear-
rangements took place in the streams. The Des lYIoines 
abandoned its upper valley, now occupied by the Beaver, and 
Dut the newer and -narrower channelin whic:p. it now flows; 
The reasons for this change are obscure ahd no satisfactory 
explanation c-an now be given. But little is known of the 
. course of theolder channel except in Polk county. In Guth-
rie county situated to the southwest, there are three streams, 
Middle Raccoon, Brushy Fork, and South Raccoon, which 
have parallel courses, the general direction being northwest;. 
southeast. These streams are outside the area covered by 
the Wisconsin ice and were uninfluenced by it. In a general 
way the master streams of the entire region, where so unin'-
fluenced by later operating causes, flow in the same direction. 
This is also the direction followed by the old Des Moines· 
valley as far ·as we know it, and it would seem not unfair to 
suppose it to be the true direction of the old stream. The 
upper portion of the Des Moines river, however, has a course 
much more nearly due south. This is shown much more strik-
ingly above High Bridge tha~ below. 
This upper portion of the Des Moines is consequent upon 
the slope of the surface at the retreat of the Wisconsin ice~ 
The valley was, in a certain sense, formed all at once, not by 
simple and progressive headwater erosion. This is seen from 
the fact that on the bluffs opposite Oorydon undrained saucer 
depressions occur almost in sight of the river a hundred feet 
or more below. It is hardly supposable that a river could by 
simple headwater erosion cutback half way across the state 
and yet not have time to invade the territory so near itself 
and so exposed to attack. The larger portion of the river 
course must then have been established with great rapidity~ 
and was doubtless an immediate result of the ice melting. It 
is but natural that a stream which owes its origin to so inti-
mate a connection with the ice should take the same direc-
tion that had been taken by the ice lobe itself, and the Des 
Moines river follows quite closely the median line of the Des 
:UG. Rep. 
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Moines lobe of the glacier. Such a line was bound to make 
an angle with the older drai~age lines and it seems not unnat~ 
ural.that .this angle should be at the apex of the lobe, particu-
l~lywhen, as has been explained, the river course had at this 
point already taken t.he new direction .. 
The history of the Skunk river and· its tributary Indian 
creek cannot be traced in so great detail. . That both these 
val}eys are preglacial and that they are,resurrected streams. 
has. already been indicated. ". The noteworthy difference 
between the Skunk and the Des Moines is ·that in Polk 
county the former has avery limited tributary area. It has 
not, it is true, cut quite so deeplyas the Des Moines, hut 
since the tributaries of the two streams have not cut back; 
. far enough to interfere, the· matter is of but slight sign.ifi-
cance .. The resurrection of the Skunk occurred at the same 
time that the upper portion of the Des Moines was formed. 
The Skunk had softer material to work upon, and it also bad 
an .establishedcourse, so it would be expected to have been 
the gainer. It, however, follows the old course from north-
west to southeast and hence was. out of harmony with the 
new drainage .. · The major portion of the water ran south and 
hence the Des Moines, running directly in the cour~eof· the 
new drainage, was favored, while the Skunk was starved. 
In Hamilton and Story counties the Skunk has taken the new. 
direction and has a corresponding increase in trlbutary drain-
age. 
TABLE OF ELEVATIONS. 
The following table gives the elevation above sealevel of 
the principal towns inPolk county so far as they areavaila-
hie, with a few in adjoining counties which are given for ref,-
erence. 
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STATION. 
ro Q) • 
, .:s >-~ AUTHORITY.' ~ 0 >-
+>,0 Q) 
:;ace ..... 
I-=~--=--:--=--Altoona ___ ... ______ ~ ___________ .. __________________ ., _______ . 966 C.,'R. I. & P. 
Ankeny . ____ ~-------,--------------------------'--. __ "' ____ ,- 1,005 C. & N.-W • 
.A.shawa __________ .: ____ ,;, ____ , _______ ..;______________________ 844: C., R. 1. & P. 
, Avon', _______ -___________________________ : _______________ a 740 C, R. I. & P. 
B ," k' ,'" erWlC ______ ;. ___________ ,. _____________ .. _________ ~-----. 845 C. Gt W. 
Bondurant _, _______ ~_, _________ . ___________________________ 963 C. Gt. W. , 
C~:rbon(lale, ___________ ,------- ____________________ ________ 791 Barometer. 
Commerce ____ ... ____________ ~~_, __________________________ ~ 845 C., R1. & P. 
CrocKer_~ ____ .: _______ .:_~;. __ ;..;'_~ ____ :. ____ ~~.: ___ .:.~_________ 995 C.,&'N.-W. 
Cummings _'- ____ ' ______________________ -' _________________ . 985 C. Gt. W. 
Des Moines....:..' 
Low water at mouth of Raccoon ______ ' _____ ~____________ 776 
Fourth alid Walnut ________ ., ___ ,------------------------ 807 
Capitolavenue and East Eleventh street __ -;;_____________ 888 
Grand aveliue and East Seventeenth street _____ , _______ . 835 
,Cottage Grove and Western avenue____________________ 969 llastie _________ ;. _______________ ~_________________________ 779 
¥illiman _'-' _______ , ___ ;;, ____ M __ ' ________ --' __ -_________ ________ 830 
]ditchellville ____________ -' _______ ;. __ ~_____________________ 976 
Oralabor ____________________________________ '-____________ 975 
PolkOity Junction_______ ____ ____________________ ____ ____ 960 
RunneUs . _____________________ ' ____________ .: __ .__ ____ ____ _ 750 
Santiago ~ ___ ;.. ____________ .: _____________________________ . 832 
Saylor _______ .: _______________________ ~ _________ ------.: __ .965 
Sheldahl _______________________ '- _______________________ . 1,042 
Ta.niworth __________________ ' _____ . _____________ ---------. 762 
Valley Junction ____ .---:..-----,.--------:.--------------~---. 810 
STRATIGRAPHY. 
Geological Formations. 
GENERAL RELATIONS OF STRATA. 
City Engineer. 
City Engineer. 
City Engineer. 
City Engineer. 
Wabash. 
C.Gt.W. 
C.R. 1. &P. 
C:&N.-W. 
C. &N-W. 
Wabash. 
C.Gt-W. 
C. &N.-W. 
C. &N-W. 
Wabash. 
C, R 1. & P. 
-- The rocks of Polk county belong to two series of very dif-
ferent character, age and origin. The more obvious surface 
material consists ofa sheet of drift, loess, sand, gravel and 
alluvium which has been spread ,over, and very largely con-
ceals, the' underlymg indurate¢! beds, which alone are comO' 
"monly known as rock. The latter includes the usual coals, 
shales and sandstones common to the coal measures 'of' the , 
state., The former inclp.ges -th~ glacial and river deposits of 
the Pleistocene •. The major physiographic fea~ures are due 
. to the coal measures.- The fiat uplands, the maiIi. rjver divides 
and many of the-minor stream-partings arefor~ed of these 
beds. Exposures of 'coal measures occur quite' generally 
.. 
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along the Des Moines river and throughout the southern por-
tion of the county. The whole area of the county, however, 
with the 'exception of the limited outcrops of coal measures, 
is covered by a heavy mantle of Pleistocene beds which give 
character to the minor physiographic features. 
The taxonomic rank'of the formations exposed in the county 
is shown in the following, table. 
GROUP. SYSTEM. SERIES. STAGE. FORMATION. 
Recent. Alluvium. 
Cenozoic. i Pleistocene. Wisconsin Drift. Iowan. I Loess. GlaciaL Kansan. I Drift 
Aftonian Gravels. 
, , Pre-Kansan. Drift. 
Paleozoic. Carboniferous Upper Des Moines. Carboniferous. I 
CARBONIFEROUS. 
UNDERLYING FORMATIONS. 
No formations lower than the coal measures are exposed 
within the county. The nearest outcrops of the next under-
lying strata, the Saint Louis limestone, occur in Story county 
on the north and Marion county to the southeast. The rocks' 
still lower, outcrop in regular sequence to the northeast. 
-Some deep boring has been done within the county so that we 
, know a little of these underlying beds. The Greenwood park 
well, recently completed, was carried to a depth of 3,000 feet . 
. Samples of the drillings were carefully preserved by Mr~ E. 
Van Hyning and were studied by Prof. W. H. Norton of this 
survey. The record of this well with ;Professor Norton's cor-
'relations is given below. -
GREENWOOD PARK WELL. ' 
RECORD OF STRATA. THICKNESs. DEPTH. 
78. Till,buff , sandy with afewpebbles, non-
calcareous _____________________ ____ 14 14 
77. Shale, black, brittle, cal;boilaceous____ 1 ' 15 
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RECORD 'OJ' STRATA. THICKNKSS. 
76. Shale, gray "fossiliferous" ___________ . 1 
: . . 
75. Shale, black, carbonaceous, calcareous, 
highly pyriti~erous _________________ 3 
74. Shale, gray ___ . ____________________ .___ 4 
73. Shale and limestone; bluish gray, 
highlyfossiliferous_________________ 15 
72. Shale, varicolored____________________ 67 
71 .. Shale, bluish gray, highly and finely 
arenaceous, .hard___________________ 10. 
70.' Shale, bluish gray, slig}ltly calcare9us 60 
69. Shale, dark drab and black, carbona-· ceous _________ ~_____________________ 11 
68. Shales, gray, dl'~t> ~ildpurplish, prac-· 
tically non-calcareous, one foot of 
gray chert at 284 feet_ ... _____________ 292 
67. Shale with ch~rt, heavy.bed, very hard 
. to drill. The most of the sample is 
an argillo-calcareous powder of 250°; 
34° remain after ,washing as sand of 
white chert,. flint and limestone. Of 
this residue 8° are soluble in acid. 
Of the21~o washed out as powder 62° 
are soluble in acid. The shale is re-
ported as caving in from above,but 
itS calcareous nature indicates that 
it is in part interstratJ:fi.ed with chert 
D:lPTH. 
16 
19 
23 
38 
105 
115 
175 
186 
198 (?) 
and limestone ____________ ~ ______ . __ 170 668 
66. Limestone'and chert, brownish gray __ 30 698 
65. Shale,light blu{l, and gray ______ .:. ____ :..40 738 
64; , Shale, terra cotta red, highly calcar:.. 
eous ___ :.. _____ : __________________ ~___ 10 748 
,63. Shale, light blue, gray ______ ,. ___ " _____ ,,25 773 
62. Shale, light gray, ,highly calcareous, 
fine cherty residue~___ ______________ 85 858 
6~. Limestone, light buff, :with muchgra.y 
chert ____________ . _______________ ~__ 80 9~. 
60. Limestone, ligh:tblue, gr~y, crystal-
line,saccharoidal,effervescenceslow, 
with consid~r~3;bl~ wh.-~~Y gYP»llIIl':"-- 20 
595 Limestone, . chert.y! <?ryst.alline, blue- . 
gray, effervescencemoderatelyra.pid 53 
58. 'Limestone, ch.-e~py, crystall~,e,sac­
cha.r~idal~ dark b1:ue, gray a.nd buff, 
effervescencE3 indicat.es magn~sian 
limest.one, b!l;t~op dolo~ites_~ __ -:___ 197 
958 
.1011 
'1208, 
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';,' R1CCORD OJ'STRATA. THICKNESS. 
57. Gypsum and shale, gypsum gray and' 
white in :!lakes, shale green, perhaps 
from above~_·~ __ ... · ____ .... ____ .; .. __ ..; __ ..;_ 
56. Limestone, light blue, gray, highly sel-
enifer6us, with somefiakes of gypsum 
55. Limestone, cherty; -arenaceous, grains 
of sand minutely rounded, much, 
shale in rounded fragments, perhaps 
15 
145 
:;C.-. from above ..; _____ ... _ .. _~_..;.;. .. -'.;..;. ____ ..;.;._ 22 
54. Dolomite, buff; crystalline, granular, 
with much chert ·and some chalce~' 
DEPTH. 
1223 
13G8 
1390 
donie silica, three samples_.~~~____ 55 1445 
53. Shales in large· fragments, ,purplish 
yellow and . green, non-cal"areous, 
finely laminated, gritty_..: ___ ..; __ ;.; __ ~_ 33 1478 
52. Dolomite, in yellow. gr.ay powder, 
cherty _____ ..;_-' ___ ..;_-'_,; __ .;, _______ ::..;,_ 260 1738 
51. Dolomites, yellow, buff and brown, 
mostly cherty and residue finely 
quartzose, fivesamples_;.;.;. ____ :._·___ 155 1938 
50. Shale, green,veryslightly calcareous 8 ]946 
49. Dolomite, brownjarenaceous ___ ;., ___ .,__ 30 
48. Shale, dark green, hard, "fossilifer-
ous," practicll,lly non-calcareous..;;.__ 10 
47. Sandst.one, fine' white grains moder-
" ately well rounded _________ ;. ___ ;. __ ..; 39 
46. Shale, drillings_consist of greenish 
powder of dolomite chert, fine quartz 
sand, green shale and pynte __ .: ___ :_ . '7 
45. Dolomite, arenaceous and· cherty .:. .. __ 30 
44. Shale, drab, calcareous in part,' finest 
~ powder containing g-rains of _buff 
cherty dolomite ______ -------------,. 23 
43. Dolomite, gray _..; __ :._,;...;-___ :.. ___ "-;._,;.;,,,; .. ;.·5 
42. Dolomite, same with, minute rvunded 
vesicles resembling matrix of oOlite 
from which, grains have been. dis-
solved ______ .. ..; ______ ' ________ -' ______ _ 
41. Dolomite ____________ ;.~:...;;.,;;,;; __ ..; ______ ..;-
40. Shale, as No. 44, exceedingly hard to· 
drill ___________ '- __ ;.;.; _-;...;...; ___ " ... _"'_ ';" __ _ 
39. Dolomite, arenaceous, : gray, .two sam-
5 
5 
4 
1976 
1986 
2025 
2085, 
2090 
2095 
2100 
2140 
ples ________ ;..;_ .. ____ ..:_______________8 2148 
38. Shale, drab, calcareomL ___ .;,:..:...;_-.:·:,____ 6- 2154 
37. Sandstone, white, fine, caiciferous ____ . 10 2164 
GREENWOOD PARK WELL. 
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36. Dolomite, bufL .. _.:. ___________ , _______ .;._ 7 
34. Sandstone, clean white quartz and 
, grains rounded_____________________ 10 
33. Dolomite, buff~ ____ "'_..; ____ ;. __ : __ ;.. __ '__,;. 15 
32. Sandstone, buff, gra,ins t.roken, with 
D:fi>TH. 
2172 
2182 
2197 
much dolomite __________ '- ___ ~______ 11 2208 
31. Sandstone, friable,white, fineo.:_______2 2210 
30. Shale, drab, slightly calcareous 4 2214 
29. Sandstone,white ___ :.~;.. __ ;.; ___ ~ ______ .;._ 5 2219 
28. Dolomite, buff, white, much quartz 
sand _______ :._, _________ ~_ .. ______ .. ___ 3 2222 
27. Shale _________ ,._,.._ .. __ :.. • ..; ___ "'_".______ '2 2224 
26. Sandstone, gray and buff, calcareous, 
grains largelybroken-____ ,._________ 14 2238 
25. Shale, light blue ______ ~ ______ ... _:. .. _:..__ 5 2243 
24. Dolomites of various tints, oft Em cherty, 
, argillaceous at 2250, 2272, 2333, 2:140, 
arenaceous at-2270and .2333; at 2305 
there are 17 feet of chert of various 
colors, white, blue, and' green; 32 
samples ____ '- _______ .. __ -___ .. _________ 175 
23. Sandstone, white, fine;.grained, mostly 
rough surfaced,with sqme do~omite. 12 
22. Dolomite, brown, in chips_~ ____ ~ __ .. ___ ' 2 
21. Sandstone at 2455.,.;. __ "", _____ ;.. ___ -______ 4 
20. Dolomite;-rough, gray-andbrown ___ ",_ 4 
19. Sandstone, fine, white and reddish, 
three samples ___ .. _____ .. __ ~_ ________ 12 
18. Shale, light blue, gray ___ "''" ____ :-______ 2 
17. Sandstone, calciferous;buff___________ 4 
16. Dolomite,' arenaceous,' gray, buff and " 
2418 
2430 _ 
2432 
2436 
2440 
2452 
2454 
2458 
brown,six sample& __________ • ____ ~- 30 2488 
15. Shale, light blue,gray ___ ~_;._;.. ____ "'· __ '" 10 2498 
H. Dolomite, gray and buff, quartziferous 9 2507 
13. SandstOne, gray, fine, calciferous ""'____ 27 2534 
12. Marl l highly quartzose, dolomij;ic,ar-,. 
gillaceous -yellowish -powder., --two 
samples ___________ :- __________ ...;_____ 19 2553 
11. Sandstone, calciferous, gray and white, 
three samples ______________________ 12 2565 
10. Sandstone, in sand and small chips re-
sembling superficially dolomite, cal-
ciferous, glauconite, close grained, 
grains white, gray and buff, ten sam-
ples ______________________ "'_________ 145 2710 
289 
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;. 9. Shale· anddolorilite, shale hard, dark: .. ., 
brightgreenslaty Dolomilewhite;· ~ .• 
. highly siliceous, with muc,h greenish : 
translucent ~morphousailica. Two 
. samples of the secona.;over Qne-half 
the weight of the sample is soluble .. in acid ___________ ~_________________ .20 
8.·· .Sandstone, btiff" in .. color, .. in powder, 
glauconiferous .... This rock -is termed 
sandstone although QQxnposed chiefly·· 
of light colored partings of impure 
cryptocrystalline· silica wlticheff61''; 
vesces freely in "acid.; .. ~.agments o.f 
crystalline qua.rtz' form but a sma.ll 
proportion of .the dril~ings~_,;.: ___ .;_.;. 20 
~1-. .. Sandstone, saccharoi,dlll, dark,· with· 
purplish tinge, dar-k color owing to 
numerous grains .0Lglauconite, pur-
plish tinge: to· ferruginous stains ·on 
quart~ sand;. sahdgralns rolighsur- .. 
faced, imperfectly" rouri.ded, many 
fractured of crystalline silica ___ ~ __ .. 130 
6. Dolomite, dark .. gray-greenish tinge, 
macrocrystalline,: glauconiferous, 
spa.ringly areiiaceous _____ ,..;. ______ ~_ 5 
5. Sandst-one, greenish, grains. m.icro.. 
scopic· __ ;. ___ ;.. _______ · __ , ___ . _________ • ·5 
4. Shale, dull gray, fine grains and ex-
ceedingly finely laininated_--- .. -,..--~ . 5 
3. Sandstone,glauconiferolls; calciferolls, . 
grains imperfectly rO"Q.ndedj With 
D~B. 
2730 
2150 
" .. ;.-
2880 
2885 
2890 
hard dark green slaty shale· ... :.:._~_;.__ "15. 2910 
2:· Marl in· b~fL flour, .. micl'9Scopically 
arenaceous,. calciferous,. glauconifer:-:. 
ous _ .. ________ ..;.;. ________ . ____________ .~. 50 
1. Marl, pinkj-calciferous, a.ren!,i.ceous,on~ 
third of di"illings by weight insoluble 
in acid, to bottom of well~ __ _" __ ._.;. ____ .. 40 
.2990 
3000 
BASE OF THE COAL MEASURES. 
SUMMARY • 
.. . . 
HOS. . :FORMATIONS •. . THICKNESS. 
78 Pleistocene _________________ ~ __ ..: ________ .:. '14 {)s-78 Des Moines __ .;;:;. .. · _____ .:. __ .:. _________ ' ________ 484· 
66-67 MissIssippian . _____ ;, __________________ : __ ~ 200 
6~5 Kinderhook ..: ______ :. __ .:. ___________________ 160 
6l Devonian ___ • _~_~ __ ~ _____________________ 80 
5!:...60 Silurian (upper) -----~--------------~----- 507 53 M-aquoketa,.:~ ____ . ______ ;; _. __________ ~ _____ ._ 33 
4~52 Galena-Trenton ________ .:._~ ___ ~ __________ ~_ 508 
4l Saint Peter;._~ ____________________________ 39 
39-46 Upper Orieota ________ ~ __________ .~ ________ 124 
25-38 New Richmond _______ ~.:. __________ :. ____ ~ __ 94 
Z4 Lower Oneota ______________________ • _____ 175 
8-23 Saint. Cl'oix _____________ . .:. _________________ 332 
1-7 Basal'sandstone .;:~_~ _____ .:. ______ ::. __ .. _ ~:.. __ 250 
,". ; 
~'~., - . 
. BASE OF THE COAL· MEASURES • 
DEPTH. 
14 
498 
698 
858 
938 
1,445 
1,478. 
I,986 
2,O2~' 
2,149 
2,243 . 
2,418 
2,750 
3,000 
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85 
37 
17 
1 
-6 
"'-57 
--60 
-I,ll 
-1,15 
-1,27 
-1,37 
-1,54 
-1,87 
-2.12 
--8 
4 
4 
4 
6 
3 
6 
4 
3 
7 
1 
6 
8 
8 
. At Mitchellville, with. an altItude' of" about 976 feet, a, bor-
ingput . down to' a . depth of 264':feet* passed through forty 
feet of material which probably belongs to the Saint Louis. 
This w6uldmake the altitudeof'the base of the £aintLouis 
about 760 feet at this point. III borings made upon the river 
bottom near 9arbondale, -the Saint Louis was reached at 
about "200 feet b~low the river, or at about 600 feet A.T. At 
Valiey Junction the limestoIieis said to have been found at 
about the ~ame level, while south of . Millman one boring, if 
properly interpreted,would bring it still nearer the surface . 
. In the Greenwood Park well the coal measures were found to 
. ...-
extend to a depth of 498 feet, or to altitude 374. At COIl1:-. 
merce, on the other hand, .SaintLouis lies at least 550 feet 
bel6wthe surface, or about 300 feet.A; T. 
: While a certain' amount of doubt is attached to some of 
these bodngs; and it is' impossible to verify them at this date, 
. it is believed that the, underlying limestone ·will be found to 
exhibit in this. region the, .same· irregular' surface which it 
shows farther east in its area of outcrop. Indeed the differ-
ences shown by .the borin~s· ~!e-.~ven greater th~n those 
known to occur elsewhere. 
"'Second Bien. Rept. Bhte Mine Inspactor, p. 115. Des MOines, 1885. 
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. The Greenwood Park driningsw~reearefullycollectedand 
studied and the record is believed to,: be especially trust-
worthy, despite the fact ~hat it shows eert~in-exGepti(ms'tp,the 
stratigraphy,ofthe regi9n. The, well shows n9:eoal~ though 
situated. not ~ar from ~inesnow producing and,veryn~~r.to. 
points at which· coal has been l1ll,IJ.e,d. As will be. seen later, 
. . . ) ."' . - - - -' ," 
however, this fact is n<;>t a matter of SQ ml:icp: surpri~e,.acs 
barren hqles ~re frequently put down in the miqst of .product"7 
ive coal :field~, particul~rly in the Iowa-Missouri regioll ... 
GENERAL CHARACTER OF THE COAL MEASURES. 
The coal measures of Polk. county belong to the stage 
which the survey has called the Des Moines formation. When 
~rst studied. by 'Owen* .and later. by.W~)l'then,t no atte;rnpt 
was made to divide the coat measures .•. White+ considered' them 
to be.made up of three formations·whichhe called..Low~r, Mid~ . 
. . '" " . " -. . ,'. . '., ,. '" .. -
dIe and Upper Coal Measures. ,'rp:ebed~ of ;~he southwe.ste.~n 
port jon .of Polk co~ntywerea~signed to the middle divh;ioJ?, . 
while those underlying the remainderQf the,eo:untywerep~t 
in the . lower division. J(eyes§ hasdividedt:he,seriesintp, 
two terrains, the, Missourian and. the DesMoines,aIldmore 
recently has .eom;ider~dthe two divisions to be tndependW3:t 
series. II It is the Des Moines, or lower stage, whichis rep- . 
resented in Polk coun~y. ,: 
The beds which have been includedullderthe;n~me. Des 
. Moines formation formacomplex.of.shales, sandstones.~~d . 
. . '.. -. ,-' '. . '. .''; .. ,,- .: . 
coals, with a few thi1?--Jimestones int(jrcalateq:'rheir variety 
is quite well shown in the following-gen~ral section ~ of t];1e 
Carboniferous strata found above the water level in the vicin-
ity oiDes 110ines.·. 
l'BET. INCHES. 
18. Variegated clay shales. _______ ~-.,;_----;.:-:.;., 13 
17. Bluelimestone,~odular." impure, weathering 
brown, fossiliferous_.--.,-----".-.,-~--~----- 8 
16. Variegated shales ____________ -:-_____________ 8 
--,-----
·Owen: Geol. Surv. Mo., Iowa and Minn., 11. 12i. 1852. 
tWol'then: Geol. Iowa, vol.l, p.171. 18.'>8; 
:l:Wbite: Gool. Iowa, vol. I, 1>.231. '1870.,,, 
§Keves: Iowa Geol. Surv., TOL If 1> 85. 1893 .. 
n Ani. Jour. Sci. (4), vol. II, llll. !11-225. 189ft 
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FEET. INCHES. 
15. BitumiIious f;!hale, with concretionary calca-
reOllS masses below, fossil-bearing . ____ ~-- 3 
-14. Coal ________ ' _____ . ____________________ :..: ___ 2 
13. Light yellow and drab shale _____________ ~__ 7 
12. Variegated clay shale ______ ,.. _______________ ' 4 
11. Limestone ___ . ___________ .. ____ _________ ____ 8 
10. Shales, variegated, clayey ________________ ~_ 4 
9. Limestone, nodular, earthy, passing in places 
into marl, highly fossiliferous .___________ 6 
8. Clay shale, light colored ___________________ 5 
7. Sandstone, soft, rriicaceous, becoming iIi 
places an arenaceous shale ___________ ,_ _ _ 20 
6. ' Shale, clayey, gray, yellow and red in color_ 8 
5. Sand rock, grayish, soft __________ • ___ ~_____ 4 
4. Coal, implire, divided' in places into three 
thin seallls, varying consiaerably in thick-' 
ness ______ ~ _____ . ____ ~ ___ _' _____ ~ __________ 2 
3. Shale, light gray, :fissile ____________________ 5 
2. Shale, light to dark gray, micaceous below, 
bituminous a,bove ______________________ '__ 6 
1. Shale,white, siliceous . _____________________ 10 
Nos. 1 to 7 inclusive are shown ~t the pit of the Iowa Pipe 
& Tile Co;; Nos. 7 to 12 are exposed at the south end of Cap-
itolHill; Nos. 12 to 18are'showll instreet cuttings and clay 
pitsin the northwestern portion of Des 1foines. 
As will be seen, the shales are predominant, and exhibit 
many facies. Details of their lithological characters are 
shown in the sections later described ~nd are noted in the 
descriptions of the 'brick pits. There are three fairly well 
defined types. The more common perhapsisthe argillaceous 
phase. This shale varies widely in color, showing shades of 
\ ' 
red, blue, green and yellow. It i~ 'in the main a clay, and 
mayor may not show the shaly partings often considered tlie 
.distinguishing feature of shales. The absence of these part-
ings is often a matter.of weathering, as shown by their greater, 
prominence at fresh exposures. 
At certain points argillaceous shale grades directly into the 
clay found under coal seams and commonly known as fire 
. clay. The suggestion, of course, ,is that, the change here 
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was due to weathering, and that loss of structure was one of 
the steps in the pro~ess of change from shale to soiL If- we 
are to believe that each coal seam rested upon a soil, this 
might be the correct explanation, and probably is in _ some 
cases. Many coal seams, however, do not rest upon soils or 
anythlng of the nature of soils, and it seems not unlikely that 
the closenesi:; of the relations between the coal and -its 
FIG. 44" Clay shales in the pit of Newman Bros. Brick Co., near Hastie. 
- - - ~ - -
-underlying fire clay has been too much insisted upon. -The 
_ presence of considerable bodies of loess showing no lam-
-nation whatever, in such __ situations and unde~ such con-
ditions that its .origin by aqueous deposition can not be 
doubted, may be taken as evidence that lamination is not 
a necessary characteristic of sedimentary beds, and it may 
reasonably be maintained that much of the non-laminated 
material forming the so-called fire clays of the coal meas-
ures was originally deposited in its present condition. This 
ARGILLACEOUS SHALE. 295 
explanation is. in accord with the fact that analyses and 
physical tests of many of these .clays show that they have 
not passed through the process of leaching by which others 
have lost their percentage of fluxing impurities, . lime, mag~ . 
nesia, iron oxide and alkalies. This is quite commonly true 
of . the so-called ·:fire clays of the coal measures. The main 
mass of the argillaceous material shows, however, a distinct 
shalYstructure. This is probably the expression of cleavage 
developed parallel to bedding. The sedImentary lamination 
maybe quite fine but is frequently the opposite. It is -shown 
in perhaps average character in figure 44, a detail from the 
pit of the Newman Brothers Brick Co~ near Hastie. It may 
be seen equally well in any of the large clay pits near Des 
Moines. 
The argillaceous shale passes by insensible gradations into 
sandy shales and this again into well defined sandstone. This 
transition is excellently shown along the railway track at the 
foot of Capitol Hill .. ' Sandy shales (;I,r.e common throughout the 
coal measures. They are frequently of considerable thickness 
and lateral extent,and they exhibit most intimate relations 
with ~he great body of the argillaceous shale; They are in 
marked contrast·with the sandstones into which they grade, 
in that the latter occur over narrow limits usually in sharply 
defined ·bodies .. ' The shale gives long gentle erosion slopes. 
The sandstone yields narrow tortuous ravines with steep sides. 
Within Polk county the silicia is usually disseminatedthrough~ 
out the shales. Sandstones are relatively rare. In the south-
east portion of the area is the Ford sandstone. . On the north . 
of the river between Runnells and Adelphi thinner sandstone 
beds are encountered at several points, and, borings on the 
upland north of Morgan Valley shows sandstone common 
in the· region. At the foot of -Capitol Hill is the sandstone 
shown in figure 4Swhicli, passing over the anticline at the' 
Center street dam is seen at Thqmpsons bend and again near 
the Sixth street bridge at the loqality long known ~s the 
Devils Gap. Across the river a sandstone, probably of the 
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same horizon, is frequently struck in wells at Highland Park. 
-East of this point, and across the old valley already describea-, 
sandstone is frequently encountered near the surface in the 
ridge between the old river valleyalid that of Four Mile 
creek. A thin sandstone occurs immediately under the drift 
at the Saylorville mine, and heavy sandstone ledges outcrop 
along the south side of the Des Moiiles immediately below 
FIG. 45. Sandstone at the foot of Oa.pitol Hlli. 
the mouth of Beaver creek. South of the river thin sand-
~ 
stones occur near the 61dEclipse- mine and south of Com"" 
merce. Nowhere, however, are there any massive sandstone 
deposits comparable to those found at Red Rock, in Marion 
. ,.
county, and at· many other points in the state. The sand"' 
stones present are essentially local indistributicm, and while 
the Capitol Hill, Thompsons bend, DevilS Gap and ·probably 
Beaver creek sandstones not improbably belong to the same 
horizon, their correlation is made upon other grounds than 
their lithological identity and proximity . 
. The third phase of shale is that exhibited in the bituminous 
facies. This is black, usually shows well developed cleavage 
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parallel to the bedding, frequently contains a considerable 
amount of coaly material, and passes by gradation through 
"black jack" to coal. It is closely connected genetically 
with coal and frequently occurs directly' over coal seams. 
For this reason it is considered a hopeful sign by prospectors 
and is eagerly sought. It occurs, however, not rarely where 
no coal seam is present, or where the lattel~, though present, . 
is not workable, so that it is far from being a reliable guide. 
Bituminous shale usually contains a certain percentage of 
both lime and iron. In some instances these assume undue 
proportions and the result is the formation of clay-ironstone, 
a low carbonate iron' ore· kno)Vu usually to the miners as 
"nigger heads." These clay-ir~mstone masses occur in the 
coal, along the horizon 
between the coal and. 
the overlying shale or 
slate, and up in the 
latter. They frequent""' §~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
ly cause considerable 
t rou ble in mining, 
FIG. 46. Ironstone mass in coai bed of Bloomfield . 
mine, Des Moines. . 
though at othertimeswhenthe material is disposed in the form 
of a sheet rather than a lenticular mass they make an excel-
lent roof. 
These clay-ironstones have been found in several of the 
mines and Were quite well shown in the Dld" Bloomfield mine 
on the southside. * As seen here they varied in size from 
horizontal dimensions of a fewjnchesup to ten or twelve feet. 
In thickness some were as much as six feet. An analysis of 
similar material from a mine in Mahaska countv showed the 
v 
presence of about 88 per cent of limestone, with 8 per cent 
of organic matter and small percentages of iron oxides and 
sulphides. The rock is therefore essentially an impure lime-
stone. 
The bituminous shale also grades· into that of the argilla-
ceous type. It becomes less and less black and usually shows 
*Reyes: Iowa Geol. Surv., yolo II, PI). 279-281. Des IYloiaes, lSil4. 
25G. Rep. 
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a corresponding decrease in the perfection of the cleavage. 
This is well in accord with the fact that coal which has suf-
fered much compression is finely laminated and splits easily. 
The bituminous shale often contains notable percentages of 
coal and has suffered corresponding diminution in bulk. 
Cleavage of the grade found here, which perhaps to some 
extent depends upon original lamination, is brought out by 
pressure and the changes due to it. The saI?-dstones and 
sandy shales have suffered little compression, the clays and 
argillaceous shales -more, the bituminous shales still more 
and the coal most of all. The cleavage increases in a corre-
sponding order ,the excepticms being certain clays probably 
not originally laminated, and coal where the chemical change 
has often been sogreat as to ob-scure the texture. The clay-
ironstones have withstood the pressure, so where they occur 
in the coal the lamination planes of the latter ben(l round them 
as not~d by Keyes. * In this they follow the law formulated 
by Van Hise,t that cleavage develops normal to the pres-
sure, the latter being in this case normal to the surface of the-
ironstone mass which resisted compression. The phenomena 
is analogous to that of a bowlder of hard material in a squeezed 
conglomerate, and possibly the foliation sometimes observed 
in drift:t: may be explained by the same process. 
In general throughout the shales the pressure is normal to 
the bedding and jn the direction of gravity. While the results 
are slight, and in that particular correspond to the pressure, 
they seem to differ only in degree from the better developed 
phenomena known usually as cleavage. As defined by Van 
Hise, the phenomena of capacity to split int() thin plates, so 
commonly seen in the bituminous and other shales of the coal 
measures and described inthe previous ,reports of the Iowa 
Survey as fissility, falls rather under the definition of cleavage 
as seen above. 
*Keyes: Iowa Geol. 8urv., vol. II, p. 281. Des Moines, 1893 ... 
tPrin. N. A. Pre-Oarob. Geol., Sixteenth Aim. Rep. U. S. G. S., pt. 1. P! 639. 1896. 
+Sa.lisbury: Jour. Geol., vol. II, pp. 720, 721. Chicago,1895. 
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The coal measures of Polk county contain a largoe number 
of coal horizons, along many of which workable coal is found. 
As developed at present, the productive portion of the Iowa 
coal field is largely in the neighborhood of the Des Moines 
river. In the counties southeast of Polk this is due to the 
outcrop of the basal or more productive portion of the Des 
Moines formatibn~ These basal horizons are, however, buried 
to a considerable depth in Polk county and the coal mined 
comes from higher horizons. It is impossible to say exactly 
how many different horizons are represented in the different 
outcrops and boring records. It is also impossible to be sure 
in every case o'f the correlation of even neighboring outcrops. 
The coal measures are charact~rized by such rapid lithologi-
cal transitions and such marked non-persistence of strata that 
the stratigraphy is exceedingly complex. In a drift covered 
region, without a topographic map, it is even more difficult to 
obtain resUlts of more than approximate accuracy. The coal 
horizons themselves can not be used as bases of correlation 
except when' careful checking is, possible. A thick seam of 
coal at one point may be represented by a very thin seam, or 
by black shale, at another. Again the coal itself varies in 
altitude. In the old Eureka mine on the south side the coal 
went down twenty-four feet in a distance of 1,400 feet. In the 
Proctor there are variations of twenty to twenty-five feet in 
225* feet. 
This change in altitude of coal seams, or "rolling" as it is 
known among the miners, is usually accompanied by corre-
sponding change in thickness; the coal thinning to the rise. It 
is a common feature throughout the Iowa field. It seems to 
be due to two conditions; first, it may result from an under-
l:ying unconformity, the irregular features of the underlying 
,surface being faintly reproduced in.the overlYIng coal seam; 
or second, it may be due to the presence of underlying coal. t 
Tp.ere is abundant evidence that coal in the process of its 
formation suffers considerable diminution in bulk and in time 
*Keyes: Op. cit., p. 279. 
*Jour. Geol., v01. lIf, pp. 646-654. C'hicage, 1895. 
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settles to a thickness of from one-tenth toone-sixteenth of 
that of the original mass of .vegetal matter. This settling 
would under favorable circumstances show itself in the for-
mation of a basin above, the basin in turn giving favorable 
conditions for coal formation. The formation of one coal 
seam thus opens the way for the formation of a second after 
such a time as would' allow the accumulation of sufficient 
material to afford effective pressure. Where a coal 'seam is 
found under such conditions it should show in the upper bed 
the inequalities of .the lower, and it is a suggestive fact that 
FIG. 4.7. Coal Jeases and" :fault lines" In South Des Moines. 
in the old Eureka 
mine when two 
s~ams were 
worked, this was . 
found to be true. 
It must not, how-
ever, be consid;.. 
ered as necessar-' 
ily true that when 
two seams are 
found they fit to-' 
gether ·In this 
manner. In the 
Reb mine of the 
WhitebreastFuel CO. at Ottumwa, there are two seams in which 
the thin parts of the upper overlie the thicker portions of the 
lower seam. In this case the two beds are only separated by 
a_ few feet of intervening strata, and it is possible that the 
amount of pressure due to the superincumbent material was 
not sufficient to be effective at the time of the formation of 
the second seam. 
In the mines south of the _ river at Des Moines the rolling· 
of the coal is a constant factor. The thinning of the beds is 
also common. The field is divided up into a number of smaUer 
areas by a series of what are known as faults by the miners. 
With one exception these are probably not true faults in the 
.. 
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sense in which the term is used by a geologist. They do not, 
so far as known, mark lines of disturbance. The coal rises 
towards them on both sides and thins in the same direction, 
so that they seem rather to mark the original dividing lines 
between separate coal basins rather than lines of subsequent 
fracture. Since many of themines are now closed and in 
others the faults cannot now be examined this cannot be posi-
tively stated, and their distribution as shown on the sketch 
map may not be quite accurate though th~ map is' made from 
the best obtainable information. 
If, however, their origin be that surmised, the explanation 
of the fact that in no case was ~he coal found by drifting is 
easy. The limits of that particular basin had been reached 
in that direction. The presence, however, of a similar basin 
at about the same general level a short distance away is 
exactly what would be expected, so that the field as a whole 
shows a typical development of a coal horizon. 
The exception among these fal}-lt lines is "the one found 
east of the Coon Valley mines. From descriptions given by 
men who examined this, it 'seems to have been a true fault. 
If, however, this be the case, and there is some independeut 
. -
evidence favoring such an hypothesis, the throw is slight and 
the region affected is limited. An examination of the section 
from Capitol hin to Walnut creek indicate.s that within narrow 
limits the beds have suffered no disturbance. 
The limestones of the coal measures are not prominent.in 
the lower portion of the Des Nloines terrain. ·In Polk county 
a few thin limestone bands alone outcrop. These rarely 
attain a thickness of so much as a foot. Their importance is, 
ho\yever, quite out of proportion to their thickness since they 
form such excellent stratigraphic horizons. In the vicinity 
of Des Moines there are at least three persistent limestone 
bands which afford the means of definitely correlating many 
of the exposures. Their use is seen in the sections which 
follow. 
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GENERAL CROSS-SECTIONS .. 
It is not possible at this time to present detailed sections 
across the entire county which would be of any value. Sec-
tions starting from Capitol Hill have been made north of the 
mouth of Beaver creek and . west as far as Walnut creek. 
These sections were possible because of the presence of the 
thin limestones mentioned above. In the remainder of the 
county it isnot felt that the data are of such value as to per-
mit the exact form of statement given by a section. 
SECTION FROM CAPITOL HILL TO THE MOUTH OF BEAVER CREEK. 
The exposures along the Des Moines river from the mouth 
of the Raccoon to the mouth of Beaver are quite nun;terous 
and are typical for the region. At Capitol ;Hill the following 
excellent section may be made out. 
CAPITOL HILL SECTION. 
FEET. INCHES. 
11. Variegated clay shales _____________________ 25 
10. Limestone__ ____________ __ ________ _ ___ __ __ __ 8 
9. Light gray to drab shale________________ ____ 4 
8. LiDlestone__________________________________ 6 
. ';. Light gray shales_______ ____ ____ ______ ____ __ 5 
6. Sandstone, irregularly bedded, well exposed 
along the railway tracks at the foot of the 
hill ___ ~ __________________ .- ____ ____ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 25 
5. S~ale, light gray ___ · ________________________ 2 
4. Coal ____________________ ~ ____ ________ __ _ _ _ _ 2 
3. Shale, sandy ___________________________ ____ 3 
2. Coal _ ._~- .. -'---------------------.---_------- 3 
1. Shales, light gray __________________________ ~ 
Numbers 1 and 5 are ·well shown at the east end of the 
exposure, but the rather unusually pronounced dip to the 
southwest carries them belo-w the level or the railway track 
east of Ninth street. 
TILE YARD SlWTION. 
At the east front of the hill, in the pit of the Iowa Pipe & 
Tile Co., the following excellent section is exposed. 
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FEET. 
9. Shale, argillaceous, yellow _______________________ 20 
8. Shale, clayey, gray, yellow and red in color ~.,_______ 8 
7. Sandrock, gray, soft ________________________ ~___ _ ___ 4 
6. Shale, black, in part clayey ~------------------------ It 
5_ Sandrock, gray _______ ~ __________ ~----------------"~ 4 
4. Coal, impure,shaley ________ __________________ ______ It 
3. Shale, light gray -_________________________________ 5 
2 .. Shale, light gray to dark ____________________________ 6 
1. Shale, white, siliceous ______ ~ ________________________ 10 
Number 9 of this section may be correlated with number 6 
FIG_ 48_ Bluff on Des Moines river above milldam, at city of Des Moines. 
Sh9WS coa.l seam separated by sa.nd bands. 
of the preceding. Above it in the hill numbers 8 and 10 of 
the Capitol Hill section are found at the correct level. 
Across the river from the exposure just given is a better 
section, showing the coal bed divided into three parts. The 
dip is to the north and the three parts of the coal seam come 
together, the intervening sandstone partings wedging out as 
shown in the figure. 
FEET. INCHES. 
12_ Drift _____ _ 
---_______ 6 
11 Sandstone, soft, micaceous, buff in color, 
massiveinpl~ces------------ _____________ 10 
10. Clay shales, light colored _________________ 5 
9. Coal ------;---_____________________________ 2 6 
8. S.and, loose ____ ---- -_______ ___ __ ____ ____ _ 6 
7. Coal________________________________________ 1 6 
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FE~T. INCHES. 
6.· Sandstone, massive, fine grained____________2 
5. Coal" _____________ .: ______ .: ___ ; _______ .:. _.~ _ _ _ _ 1 
4 Clay shale, yellow and blue in color ____ .:. ___ 10 
3. Clay shale, dark drab in color_:- ____________ 4 
2~ Shale, s()mewhat sandy _______ ..: ________ . _____ 5 
1. Shale, black, bituminous (exposed) ___ -:-__ ____ 8 
The relations between these two exposures are seen in fig-
ure 49, representing a section across the river at the dam. 
. . 
FIG. 49. Gorge of Des Moines ri ver at city of Des Moines. 
The- heavy dip north carries the coal down to the water 
level at Thompsons bend. It is here a goo~ .workable seam 
and has been opened up from time to time-by means of drifts. 
Towards the west the strata rise a little from Th()mpsons 
bend to Sixth avenue where the coal was formerly w~rked by 
drifting. In this vicinity at the point known as the Devils 
Gap is the following exposure. 
DEvILs GAP SECTION: 
FEET. 
4. Sandstone, yellow, massive _________________ ~'-------- 15 
3. Shales, variegated ____ ________ ____ ______ ______ ____ __ 2t 
2. Shales, light, sandy _________________________________ 15 
1. Hidden to river, with talus of coal and~sandstone __ ~_ 20 
The sandstone seen here is probably number 9 of the Raw-
son section. In the clay pits of the Flint Brick Co. and 
at neignboring exposures the strata exposed are as follows. 
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FEET. INCHES. 
13. Li.ght colored clay shales . __________________ 10 
12. Limestone ________________________________ _ 8 
11. Green and yellow clay shale_ ______________ _ 5 
10 Bituminous shale ________________________ ~ _ 2 
9. Purple and variegated shale . _______________ 4 
8. Yellow and white sandy clay _________ . ______ 4 
7. Limestone ________________________________ _ 8 
6 Light colored clays. _____________ .___ __ ____ _ 6 
5 Limestone_ _ _ _ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ _ _ __ __ ____ 10 
4. Massive variegated clays and shale _________ 20 
3. Sandstone __________________________________ 1 
2. Coal __________________________ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ 3 
1. Shales, drab ____ ~--------_:- ________________ 5 
Numbers 5 to 6 correspond to Nos. 8 to 10 of the Capitol Hill 
section. The other numbers are readily correlated. 
Opposite Flint valley corresponding beds are shown at the 
pit of the Iowa Brick Co. and. were found in the shaft of the 
Eagle Coal C? The record of the latter is given below. 
EAGLE COAL SHAFr. 
FEET. 
21. Drift _______________ ~ _______ ._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 14 
26. Red sandstone __________________ : _________ _ 
.25. Red shale . ____________________ ~ __ -- __ ______ 3 
24. Blueshale ______________ ' ________ . ___________ 11 
23 Red and variegated shale ____________ . _____ 2 
2~. Gray shale _____________________ "___________ 4 
21. Coal. ___ ____ ____ ____ _ _ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ _ ___ ____ 1 
20. Sandy shale _ ___________ ____ ____ __ __ ____ ____ 2 
19. Brown rock, hard ________________________ _ 
. IS. Shale, sandy, light colored, hard _____ . __ '':'__ 6 
17. Blue shale_ __________ ______________________ 3 
16. Dark shale _________________________________ 2 
15. Light, sandyshale __ . _______________________ 31 
14. Hard rock ______________________ .. ____ . _____ 2 
13. Light shale, with hard bands ____________ ,.__ 2 
12. Light shale ___ ____ ____ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ __ __ __ _ _ 3 
11. Variegated shale. __________________________ 2 
10. Hard rock __________________________ - ______ _ 
9. Coal, tracEs________________________________ 4 
8. Black shale_ .. ______________________________ n 
7. Coal _____ - - _____ - _ - - --- - - - - - -- - - - -- -- -- __ --
6. Light· sh.a1e ____ . ________________ . ______ ~_ _ _ 2 
5. Dark shale________ _____ ___ _ __ ______ __ __ ____ 3 
4 Black shale ______________ ' _________________ 14 
3. Cap rock __________________ ----------------- 1 
2. Coal ________________________________________ 4 
1. Fire clay _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 6 
INCHES. 
10 
8 
7 
4 
~ 
4 
4 
8 
8 
6 
4 
8 
3 
6 
6 
9 
7 
5 
5 
7 
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Number 21 is to be correlated with number 2 of the preceding 
section. Beyond the Eagle mine are the two Keystone shafts 
and that of the West Riverside Coal Co., all of which reach 
the same coal horizon. Between the West Riverside mine 
and the mouth 'of" Beaver creek the bluffs show the. presence 
of both sandstone and shale, but neither here nor on the 
opposite side of the river are the exposures of such character 
as to warrant de:finit~ correlation. ,Along Beaver creek there 
are practically no exposures of the underlying rock as would 
be expected from the history of that stream .. The narrow 
gorge of the Des, Moines shows many exposures of shale and 
thin beds of sand~tone with a' few coal outcrops, but the 
strata have so little to characterize them they yield nothing 
to stratigraphic study. " 
SECTION FROM CAPITOL HILL TO WALNUT CREEK 
'. . 
The beds found at Capitol Hill may, by means of thelime-
stones present, be readily correlated with those on the south 
side of the river. These are quite well exposed at the south 
end of the West Ninth street bridge, where the fo~lowing 
beds may be seen beneath the drift. 
FEET. 
"8. Shales, light gray _ . ____ ~ ______________ . ____ ____ ____ 6 
7. ' Limestone ____________ . _____ . ______________________ ~ 1 
6 Brown sandy shales . _______________________________ . 5 
5. Dark drab shales ______________ :. .. _ ________ ____ _____ 2 
4. ~Light shale .--~ -- __ -___ ---- -~---- __ -- __ -- __ .--_____ It 
3. Limestone ________ . ________ '_____ ____ ____ __________ __ 1 
2. Light colored shales _______________________________ 10 
1. Shaly sandstones _________________ ,, __________ . ___ :"___ 6 
The 'base of this section is the Chicago Great Western rail-
way track, which is here forty feet above the river. The 
upper limestone, number 7, is fifty feet below the mou.th of the 
Clifton mine on the hill. The Pioneer mine was located near 
this point, the "third" vein being found ata depth of 150 
feet. Ontop of the hill, south of the section just described, 
is the Clifton shaft. '. 
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CL1FTON SHAFT RECORD. 
l'EET. INCHES. 42. Drift ______________________ ~ ________________ 11 
41. Soft sandstone __ ________________ ______ ____ 2 
40. Clayshale __________________________________ 9 
39, Limestone _________________ ' ________________ . 8 
38. Clayshale __________________________ ~ _______ 8 
37. Limestone__________________________________ 9 
~6. Clay shale _________________________________ . 5 
35. Black shale ____________________ . ___________ 2 
34. Coal _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ ___ ~ ________________ ,. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10 
'33. Fire clay _________________ . ________________ 2 
32 .. Hard sandstone ____________ : _______________ 3 
31. Soft sandstone ,. __ ____ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ __ ____ __ _ _ _ _ __ 3 
30. Fire clay_> _________________________________ 3 
29. Clay shale ________________ '. ________________ 12 
28. Black shale ________________ ~_____ _____ ____ 6 
27. Coal __________________________ ~__ _ _ _ _ __ __ __ 2 
26. Fire clay~---------------------------------- 6 
25. Sandstone_ _ _ _ ____ ______ ______ ______ __ __ __ __ 9 
24 Fire clay___________________________________ 6 
23. Brown shale ______ ______ __________ _ _ _ _ __ __ __ 2 
22. Coal _________ • _______________ ._ _ _ ______ __ _ _ 1 11 
21. Fire clay __________________________________ 16 
20, Hard sandstone ____________________________ 6 
19. Fire clay _____________________________ . ____ 8 
18. Clay shale ___________________________________ 4 
17. Coal _ .. _ ______ ______ ____ ____ __________ ____ 6 
16. Fire clay ___________ . ___________________ ' ____ 13 
15. Shale, bhick. _________ ,. _____________________ 10 
14. Limestone ____ -:- _____________ '-______________ 10 
13. Shale, black ._____ __________ ________________ 3 
12. Coal, impure _____________________________ ~_ 3 
11. 1{ock_______________________________________ 3 
10. Coal _____ ~__________________________________ 2 3 
9. Fire clay _________________________ . ________ 8 
8. Sandstone __________________________ . ______ 2 
7. Black shale __________________ ~ ____ .________ 5 
. 6. Sandstone _________ . ___________________ .'__. 3 
5. Black shale _____________________________ ,.-- 5 
4. Coal _ ____________ ____ __________ ____ __ __ ____ 1 8 . 
3. Fire clay___________________________________ 4 
2. Black shale _____ ~ __________________________ 10 
1. Coal ____ :,. __________________ ~ _______________ 5 . 6 
The elevation of this shaft is about 890 A. T. The section 
cannot be ex~ctly correlated with others in the vicinity 
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though numbers 37 and 39 may represent the two limestones 
which, near the bridge, lie thirty feet lower. The coal of the 
Pioneer mine is believed to have belonged to the horizons now 
worked in the Clifton mine. 
The beds seen at the Ninth street bridge are again exposed 
in the pit -of the Capital City brick works a short distance 
southwest. The upper of the two limestones does not show 
in the pit but is seen in the following section. 
CAPITOL CITY BRICK COMPANY. 
FEET. 
5. Shale, ash gray_________ ____________________ ________ 6 
4. Limestone ___________________________________________ t 
3. Shaie, drab to yellowish ____________________________ 6 
2. Fire clay, purplish ___ ~______ ________________________ 4 
• 1. Shale, light gray ____________________________________ 10 
Opposite this pit is the section at the foot of Terrace hill, 
which is readily correlated with those already given. 
TERRACE HILL SECTION. 
FEET. INCHES. 
9. Shale, light colored; exposed _____ ~--~------ 26 
8. Limestone, impure, nodular, weathering 
brown and containing fossils _____________ 8 
7. Shale, argillaceous, white and drab __ 
-----
5 
6. Limestone, .nodular, like number 8, but con-
taining fewer fossils ______________________ 8 
5. Shale, dark drab below, light colored above_ 4 
4. Shale, bituminous, fissile, with coaly ;;treaks_ <) 6 
'"' 
3. CoaL ____ ~ ___ 
---------------------------
3 
2.~ Shale, light colored, somewhat sandy _______ 6 
1. Sandstone, somewhat s.haly, concretionary in 
places, exposed above track level ________ 6 
< 
Still farther west in the pit of the Des Nloines Brick Manu-
~ 
facturing Co. the same beds may be seen. 
SECTION AT DES MOINES BRICK WORKS. 
FEE!!. INCHES. 
10. Shale, variegated, -with weathered band of 
limestone _ ____ ____________ ____ ____ ______ 7 
9. Ehale, dark gray ___________________________ 2 
8. Shale, light gray ___________ ________________ 3 6 
7. Shale, impure, sandy ________ ,.______________ 3 
6. Limestone _ ____ ____________ ________________ 7 
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F1!'.ET. INCHES. 
5. Sb ale, dark gray, clayey _ ______ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ 4 6 
4. Limestone _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 6 
3. Shale, dark and light gray _________________ 16 
2. Sandstone, shaly __________________________ 2 
1. Shale, hard, siliceous _______________________ 8 
The coal seen at the Terrace Hill section appears again at 
the usual horizon on the south side of the river near the old 
Rose Hill mine. 
RAILWAY CUTTING NEAR ROSE HlLL MINE. 
FEET. 
12. Drift _________________________ 10 
11. 'Clay shales, red and drab, va-
riegated __________________ 6 
10. Limestone, earthy, nodular ___ t 
-9. Shales, variegated ____________ 5 
8. Limestone, impure, nodular __ t 
7. Clay, yellow !Lnd drab, varie-gated ______________________ 4 
6. Clay shale, dark drab, some-
what bituminous ________ , ___ 2 
5. Ironsto:Q,e, black, nodular _____ I 
4. CDal, impure _________________ 3 
3. Clay shale, hard, -drab, some-
what sandy in places ______ 15 
2. Limestone, nodular ___________ 1 
1. Clay shale, blue "(exposed to 
track level)________________ 6 
FIG. 50. Railroad cuttlIlg near Rose Hil1mine. Four miles west of Des M.oinelO. 
Below the base of this section, at a depth of seventy f~et, 
the Rose Hill Coal Co. formerly mined a seam two to four 
feet in thickness. Near the.,. mouth of Walnut creek (Tp. 78 
N., R.XXV W., Sec. 11, Ne. qr., Be. t) beds corresponding to' 
the last exposure may be made out. 
FEET. 
13. Red clay ____________________________________________ 3-
12. White sandy clay ___________________________________ 3 
1]. Sandstone ____________________________________ " _____ 8 
10. Clay shale __________________________________________ It 
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- FEET 
9. Limestone -___ ~ ___ ~_.:_ , _____________________ -___ --__ t 
8. Dark drab clay shale _______________________________ 3 
7. Clay-ironstone_ -_______ ..: ___________ --- -__ -- -- -- -- ---- t 
-6. Coal _______________________________________________ 2 
5. Fire clay ______ .. -_____ ~ ____ -:- ________________ ~ _______ 1 
4. Variegated clay shale_:.. _____________________________ 5 
3. Limestone _________ -_= ____________ ~ ____ ----- ______ --__ t 
2. Sandstone ___________________ ~ _______________________ 8 
1. Clay, light colored ____________________________ ~ _____ 1 
This section fails t.o show the upper of the two limestones 
exposed in the ~ther sections. Its close resemblance, how-
ever, to the last precediIlg _section leaves little doubt as to 
the correctness of the correlation of the outcrop. 
Beyond Walnut creek the sections are not sufficiently 
numerous to warrant definite correlation of the outcrops. 
DETAILED STRATIGRAPHY. 
In discussing the stratigraphy of the coal measures of the-
county it will be convenient to consider individual districts 
separately. The divisions a!e of course quite arbitrary as the 
strata of each region- are_ represented in the adjoining areas. 
Between the districts, -however, it' is 1;lot possi~le in all c,ases 
to make correlations with any degree of certainty. In- some 
cases the same uncertainty obtains -as to the correlations 
within the districts. The results obtained, however, are not 
thought to be valueless. They may be considered in each 
case as the expression of the greatest probabilities as shown 
by evidence now in hand. Later prospecting and further 
-mining development -will test them,and make more definite 
stratigraphic- correlation possible. Until~ the details are 
much better known, and this knowledge can only come as the 
results of work. with the drill, general conclusions only are 
possible, and the correlations here made -must be considered 
as worki~g hypotheses only to be constantly checked and 
amended. 
The term coal horizon is used 'here in the sense 'proposed by 
Keyes. * -, It does not mean a coal bed, but rather a strati-
*Jonr. Geo!., vol. If, pp.178-186. Chicago, 1894. Iowa Geol. Burv., II, 168. Des Moines, 189 ... -
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g-raphic horizon along- which cmil may be generally expected 
to occur.. Coal is not found at all points along a coal horizon; 
nor is it found in equal thickness. The horizon does not main-
tain a constant level, entirely aside from any folding, or recent 
deformation. The coal may vary greatly as to thickness and 
position, and yet the general horizon.is a mar:ked stratigraphic 
feature, and is often constant for a considerable ~rea, as will 
be seen in the following pages. 
RUNNELLS-CARBONDALE DISTRICT. 
,. 
The exposures along the Des Moines and its side ravines, 
taken together with the results of mining and prospecting, 
gi ve _quite full data throughout the district. About a mile 
east of Runnells a cutting along the Wabash railroad shows a 
coal seam as indicated below. 
FJIIET. 
6. Drift___________________ __________ 4 
5. Sandstone, buff, heavily bedded-. __ 15 
4. Coal impure _____________________ 4 
11111~J 3. Clay, drab _______________________ 10 
~ 2. Shale, bituminous _______________ 1 jliillJ 1. Shale, light colored; ~xposed . .---- 8 
I<'IG.51. Railroad cu.tting near ea.st county line, below Runnells. 
At Runnells the same coal seam outcrops and has been 
- worked by slopes along the face of the bh:ff. More -recently 
new mines have been opened back from the river, the coal 
being reached at a depth of forty feet. The coal has an 
average thickness of about three and a half tofour feet. The 
related strata are better exposed across the river at Ford, 
where the bed has also been opened. up l->Y drifts. The Howell 
Coal Co. in working here found that the seam thinned down to 
six inches at one point, though elsewhere it was of normal 
26 G. Rep. 
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thickness. At a,' point near by a section measured by Dr. 
Keyes* showed the horizon occupied by highly bituminous 
shale. His section is as follows: 
_ FEET. 9. Drift and loess ______________________________________ 10 
8. Light yellow sandstone, soft, heavily bedded above, 
thinly bedded below, with much clay _____________ 35 
7. Dark shale, highly bituminous in places, with hard 
. concretioIiary layers ____________ ~_____ ____ ____ ____ 2 
6. Fire clay with sigillarid roots ---____________________ i_ 
5. Drab shales, somewhat sandy above. _________________ 12 
4. White clay ____ . ____________ -_____ ..: __ ~ ______ _ ___ ____ 3 
3. Soft sandstone, buff, heavily bedded ____ .:. ____________ 4 
2. White clay ___ ~____ ________ ____ ____________ _________ _ 4 
-1. Sandy and clayey shales; exposed to water level _____ 25 
The sandstone of this section, number 8, is well exposed 
along the river for some dis~ance, and has been called in the 
-survey reports the Ford sandstone. It is not so wel1:marked 
north of the river, though the corresponding horizon shows 
sandy shales with interbedded sandstone layers. Near Avon, 
where the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific railway cuts off 
the nose of the bluffs north of North river, sandy shales, pre-
sumably of the same horizon, are exposed ,above the -railway 
track. Below the sandstone the follQsVing section is shown 
by mining operations. 
FEET. 5. Clay shales ____ __ ___ "- __________ .. __ ..;.:.. _____ . ____________ 5 
4. Coal, soft _ .. ___________________ ~ ______________________ .. 1 
3. Sandstone, hard ___ ~ _______________ . __ .., __________ . _______ 1 
2. Shale, black ___________ ~ ______________________________ 1 
1. - Coal _________________________ ~ ______________________ .:._ 3 
Near here a boring was put down and no coal was found 
within forty feet of the horizon now ~orked. The elevation 
of the coal is about 800 A. T. It maintains the same eleva-
~ 
tion for a quarter of a mile, being reached by numerous drifts, 
in one of which the following section was measured. 
FEET. INCHES. 6. Shale, clayey, drab __ ': _________ ~ _______________ ~ 
5. Coal __________________________________________ 1 8 
4. Clay __________________________________________ 1 6 
3. Coal _________ ~_-________________________________ 1 3 
2. Fire clay ______________________________________ 2 _ 6 
1. Sandstone, in beds 3 to 8 inches thick _________ 2 6 
*Keyes: Iowa Geol. Surv., I, 97. Des Moines, 1893. 
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The coal is about on a level with the railway tr,\ck. Toward 
the north the coal and sandstone rise till the latter is exposed 
to a thickness of ten feet, and underlying shales are seen. ' 
The dip on the north side of the anticline is slightly to the 
north, but mainly to the west, and is so pronounced as to 
carrY,the coal down to the old level, within 400 feet, :where 
it has again been opened by drifting. The loess covers 
everything more or less, so that the relations are not well 
shown, but the sections in the drift mines and the pronounced 
dip to the west make them evident. Still farther north the 
coal maintains its usual level, as is shown by a series of 
abandoned drift mines. At the Manbeck mine, still farther 
north, the division in the coatseam becomes more pronounced. 
The general section at the mine is as follows. 
FEET. INCHES. 
12. Shale, light colored above, bitumi-
nous belovv _____________________ 6 
11. Coal ______________________________ 1 3 
10. Clay, drab, carbonaceous, "clod" __ 1, 
9. Coal _~ ____ ., _______ ~~-------------- 3 
8. Fire clay) light colored ____________ 1 5 
7. Sandstone, massive; yellow ________ 2 
6. Coal ____________ • _________________ 1 2 
5. Fire clay and. gray shale, "soap-
stone" ___________ ~ _____________ 12 
4. Shale, bituminous, hard and com-
pact ______ ~--------------------- 3 
3. Ironstone, irregular, nodular ______ 1 8 
2 Coal ______________________________ 3 4 
1. Fire clay __________________________ 3 
FIG. 52. Part of shaft of Manbeck mine. North of A.von. 
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N umbers ~ and 11 seem to represent the' Ford coal horizon. 
Number 6 not improbably also belongs with them. 
Just north of the mine the railway makes a cut along the 
face of the hill. Here Keyes has measured the following 
section. 
FEET. INCHE~ •. 10. Drift ______________________ ._________________ 6 
9. Drab and brown clay, white in places, sandy 
above ______ __________ _ _ ______ ___ _ _ _ _ ___ _ 6 
8. Coal ____ __________ ____ __ __ ____ ____ __ __ _ _ _ _ __ 8 
7. Sandstone, thin bedded______________________ 4 
6. Clay, white,sandy ___________________________ 3 
5. Sandstone, heavy bedded______________ ______ 5 
4. Sandy shale_~_______________________________ 1 6 
3. Coal____ ________________________ _____ _ ____ 1 4 
2. Drab clay, exposed _______________ -:- _______ .,__ 1 2 
1. Unexposed to water ____________________ -' ____ 25 '. 
Number 3 of this may best betaken as representing number 
11 of the preceding section. " 
Across the river from' the Manbeck ~ine, at the location of 
the Newman Brothers brick plant, is a seam of coal marking. 
the same horizon and represented in figure 53. 
FIG. 53. Railroad cu.tting. One mile east of a:a~tie. 
'FEET. INCHES. 9. Drift ________________________________________ 4 
8. Shale, sandy, yellow ___________________ • ______ 30 
7. Shale, bituminous ____________________________ 3 
6. Coal _________________ = _______ . _______________ 3 
5. Clay, white and ash colored -:_________________ 2 
4. Coal, impure ________________ .: ___ ..:____________ 6 
3. Shale, yellow and white ._____________________ 4 
2. Coal, impure _________ " ____ . ________________ ... __ _ 
1. Shale, dark drab; exposed, ___________________ 6 
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The ~oal of this horizon was formerly worked by the W ood-
lawn Coal Co., by means of a drift. A higher seam with a 
thickness of twenty-eight inches is known to outcrop about 
thirty-five feet above its level. The mine of the Iowa Coal & 
Mining Co., located at the same place, shows a lower seam 
three to three and a half feet thick, lying about thirty-
five feet below the Ford coal horizon. Still lower by an 
interval of twenty-five feet, a seam three feet eiglJ.t inches 
thick occurs, a.nd fifty-four feet below this a fifth horizon is 
marked by three inches of coal. At Hastie coal which would 
seem to represent this lower horizon four feet thick was form-
erly worked at a depth of 100 feet. The coal worked in the Car-
bondale mine seems to belong to~the same horizon. A boring 
just put down near their 'new mine, number 2, showed the fol-
lowing strata. 
FEET. INCHES. 
21. Soil________________________________________2 
20. Marly clay _________________________________ 17 
19. Sand and clay ______________________________ 3. 
18. Gray shale _______________ . ____ .: _____________ 39 5 
17. Sand rock and shale________________________ 3 9 
16. Limestone, white,brittle ___________ '-_______ 1 10 
]5 Shale, light blue _.., _________________________ 1 6 
14. ~hale, sandy ___________________________ :..___ 8 4 
]3. Shale, light blue___________________________ 1 4 
12. Sandstone _______ '-_________________________ 1 6 
11. Shale, gray __________________________ •. ----- 2 
10. Sandstone __________________________________ 3 4 
9. Sandy shale ________________________________ 12 . 9 
8. Gray shale _________________________________ 5 5 
7. Coal and blackjack _________________________ 1 2 
6. Fire clay _ ______________ ______ _____ ___ __ ____ 1 8 
5. Gray shale _________________________________ 1 1 
4. Rock, hard, g.ray--------------------------- 7 
3. Rock, hard, blue ___________________________ 3 8 
2. Shale, black__ __ ____ ______ ______ ____ ____ ____ 3 
.J. Coal _______________________________________ 4 4 
This record was proved when the shaft was sunk. In sec-
tion 10 (Tp. 78 N., R. XXIII, W.) a boring showed a slight dif-
ference. The record is as follows. 
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34, 
33. 
32. 
31. 
30. 
29, 
28. 
27. 
26. 
25. 
24. 
23. 
22 
21. 
20. 
19. 
18. 
17. 
16. 
15 
14. 
13. 
12. 
11. 
10. 
9. 
8. 
7. 
6. 
5. 
4. 
3. 
2. 
1. 
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FEET. Soil __________ ~____________________________ 4 
Yellow clay . _____ ~-----. ___________________ 15 
Sand and clay ____ • _______ ~ _________________ 23 
Blue clay . _________________________________ 4 
Gray soapstone .. ________ ~----------------- 5 
Blue clay -________________________________ 39 
Black shale ____ _ _ __ __ ____________ __________ 3 
Sandstone .. _ __________ ____________________ 2 
Gray shale _________________________________ 6 
Black slate_________________________________ 1 
Coal_ _ ________________________ ~ _________ _ 
~'ire c1ay __________________________________ 3 
Gray soapstone_____________________________ 4 
Black shale ________________________________ 22 
Coal _ ____ ____ ____ _ _ _ _ __ ____ ____ ______ __ _ ____ 4 
6 
8 
Pyrites ___________ .________________________ 6 
Fire clay ___________________________________ 3 
Soft sandstone ____ __ ______ ____ __ _ _ __ __ ___ _ _ _ 1 
Shale, clayey, white ._______________________ 6 
Sandstone _ ________________________________ 1 6 
.Shale, clayey, brown _______________________ 2 6 
Shale, black ________________ • ______________ 10· 6 
Sandstone _________________________________ 1 6 
Shale, clayey, white ________________ .. _______ 1 
Sandstone, gray, hard .. _____________________ 3 7 
Pyrites _. ______________ . _______ -:- _____ ._ _ _ __ 1 
Shale, gray ______________________ • _________ ~9 
Sandstone, hard _~ ______________ ~ __ _'________ 6 
Shale, gray . _______________________________ 13 
Rock, hard_ ______ __ __________ ____ __ __ _ _____ 16 
Shale, black ________________________________ 2 6 
Pyrites ___ ________________________________ 3 
Shale, black _ ______ ______ __ ____ ____ __ _ _ ____ 2 
Coal _________ • ___ -_____ -- __________ '__ ______ 4 9t 
Number 1 in each record seems to represent the'same hori-
zon. Number 7 of the first apparentlyjs not represented in 
the second, while numbers 20 and 24 of the laUerare not rep-
resented at the shaft. . In the same section with the last given 
boring a seam twenty-eight to thirty-two inches thick crops -
out along a ravine. It not imp-rob ably represents number 
24 of the boring. A boring made in section 9 (Nw. of Ne.) 
shows five feet of coal at sixty feet. As tills boring was started _ 
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on the upland, the coal probably belongs to the horizon of 
number 24. 
The thin seam outcropping along the ravine would seem to 
belong with the Ford coal horizon. The thicker vein found 
below llllmber 20 of the last record, not unlikely represents 
the lower coal mined at the Manbeck mine, or the Manbeck 
horizon. This horizon does not seem to be generally repre-
sente.d and is apparently of local importance only. 
~ ot far from this point the Crescent Coal" Co. of What 
Cheer, Iowa, did some prospecting in 1893. One of the bore 
holes was carried down to the Saint Louis, and through the 
courtesy of Mr. S. W. "White, vice-president and general 
manager or the company, the record is given below. It is of 
interest in that it was put down by experienced men with a 
diamond drill, and hence is particularly reliable. The coal 
seams found agree well in. pos~tion with "those known in the 
surrounding mines, number 17 probably representing the" 
Hastie horizon. The nearness of the Saint LO}.lis to the sur-
face and the absence of l<?wer 'c<?al seams is disappointing. 
The presence of black slate, number 11, twenty feet below 
the coal worked, may be considered as hopeful. 
FEETo INCHES. 
31. Surface Inaterial ___________________________ 10 
30. " Sand and graveL _________________ ~ __ :_------ 26 
29."" Blue clay_ . _________________________________ 5 
28. Slate _________________ ________________ ~i ____ 128 
2T. 'Ooal . ___________________ " _________ ..:_ ____ ____ I" 4 
26. Fire clay ___________________________________ 3 
25. Slate _________ ~ _____________ -------------- 3 
23. Fire clay. ___________________ . ______________ 4 
22. Sandstone . __________________________ ~ ___ . __ 22 
20. Fire clay, Inixed with coal _________________ 1 
19. Sandy:fire clay. ___________ ____ ____ ____ ____ _ 4 
18 Soapstone _____ ~ ____________________________ 4 
17. Ooal and fire clay_~______________ _ ______ ____1 
16. Fire clay ___________________________________ 2 
15. Slate. : ____________________________________ " 2 6 
14. Sandstone_ ___ ____ __ __ ____________ __________ 8 6 
13. Slate ___________________ .__________________ 3 
12. "Sandstone.~ ________________________________ 2 
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FEET. INCHE.B. 11. Black slate ____________________ . ________ .___ 2 
10. Fire clay, with soft sandstone_______________ 6 
~. Sandstone _________________ ~ ________________ 16 
8. Blue bard rock. ___________________________ ..: 4- 6 
7. Sandstone. ___________ . _____________________ 6 6 
6. Slate. __ ~___________________________________ 6 q 
5. Blue rock ______________________ .___________ 1 3 
4. Softslate ________________________ . __________ -5 3 
3. IIard blue rock_____________________________ 1 
2. Soft slate ___________________________________ 17 
1. Limestone______ ______ ____ _ _ ___ _____ ________ 3 6 
The horizon found here, number 17, with that worked in 
the Carbondale mine, is probably the one worked in the 
Christy and Gibson mines on Four MIle creek.- Near the 
Gibson number 2, a bore hole showed the following strata. 
FEET. 13. Soil _____________________________________________ : __ 2 ' 
12. Red sand _____ . _______________ . _____ . ____________ .; _ 12 
11. Blue clay. _____________ . ______________________ . _____ 32 
10. Soft clay and sand. ____________ .., . ___ . _______________ 10 
9. Shale, black. _______________________________________ 32 
8. Co~l________________________________________________ 3i 
7. Fire clay___________________________________________ 4 
6. Sandstone, soft _____________ • __ ____ __ ___ __ ____ ______ 5 
5. Shale, black ________________________________________ 15 
4. Cap rock___________________________________________ 1 
3. Coal _______________________________ . _____ ~__________ 4t 
2. Fire clay ___________________________________ ..,____ ___ 2t 
1. Sandstone ____ -___________________________ . __ __ __ ____ 7 
The upper coal here, number 8, is not shown in several 
other borings and does not seem to be particularly persistent. 
In general position it corresponds to the first seam below 
that now worked by the Iowa Coal & Mining CO., but nothing 
more than this can be safely asserted. The lower seam, num-
. ~ 
ber 3, has been located over a considerable territory by the 
Gibson and Christy mining companies. But little doubt of 
its equivalence with the seam mined at Carbondale and form-
erly mined at Hastie, need be enter~ained. Since it was first 
mined at Hastie it may co.nveniently be referred to as the 
Hastie horizon. The Runnells; Ford, Avon and Woodlawn 
drifts took coal from the Ford horizon. The Manbeck hori-
zon is probably represented over the Carbondale lands and 
possibly includes the ~Morgan Valley coal. The coal lying 
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thirty feet below that now worked at Morgan Valley can not 
be correlated, unless it be with the seam lying twenty-five to 
thirty feet above the Hastie horizon at the Gibson mine. 
This correlation is, however, doubtful. 
In geIJ.-eral the Ford and Hastie horizons are workable 
throughout the regions. At the Manbeck mine the Ford coal 
is not now worked because of the clay slips present, and for 
the same reason the Woodlawn company found it an expensive 
. vein to work. The Hastie horizon seems to show less coal to 
the southeast, but is fairly reliable throughout most of the 
district. 
EAST DES MOINES DISTR[QT. 
Mines were early established along the south and east fronts 
of Capitol Hill and the region has been very thoroughly pros-
pected. The record of the strata at the Giant mine is typical 
for the district and has been recently verified by the sinking 
of the new Eureka shaft, where the first vein, 4t feet thick, 
was found at 54 feet; the second, 3t feet, at 71 feet; and the 
third, 4 to 5t, at 107feet. 
GIANT SHAFT RECOhD. 
FEET. INCHEf'. 
11. Drift _ ._~ _ .. ____ . _________ .. __ ' _. 40 
10. Shale, black and bituminous 
belOW, light colored above _____ 16 
9. Coal. _____ .~ _____ .___ _ ____ ____ __ __ 4 
8. Fire clay________________________ 2 
7. Shale, light colored _____________ 12 
6. Shale, bituminous -__ . ___________ 5 6 
5. Goal ... __________________________ 4 6 
4. Fire clay _________________ .______ 4 
~. Shale, light colored above, bitum-inous below ____________________ 30 
2. Coal.____________________________ 6 
1. Fire clay _____ . __ . __________ ____ 1 
FIG. 51. Shaft of Giant No.1. East Des Moines. 
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The three veins found here were worked by several mines. 
The coal of the lower vein was found to thicken and dip to 
the east. In mining in that direction the entries were driven 
into a region where the thin roof broke through and flooded 
the works. 
The Giant shaft was sunk on the west side of the old Des 
Moines valley previously noted. Along its eastern side a 
series of mines, the Maple Grove, Union, and Western, have 
more recently been opened. These are on higher ground, so . 
that it seems most probable that they do not mine·the "third" 
vein, if indeed they get down to the "second" vein. Any 
correlation, however, across this valley is quite open to ques-
tion. Ina general way the Gibson number 1, which corre-
lates well with the mines of the Carbondale-Runnells district 
may stand as a connecting link between the two districts. In 
this case the third vein at the Giant shaft would probably 
represent the Hastie horizon. . 
At the south foot of Capitol Hill the old Watson mine for-
merly took coal from a depth of forty feet below the railway 
track. If this Watson coal represents the first vein of the 
Giant shaft, as will be seen to be quite probable, and if, fur-
thermore, the coal at the foot of Capitol Hill be the same as that 
now exposed at a corresponding level near the oldPennsylva-
nia shaft on the south side, then the first vein on the east 
side would represent the horizon of the second of South Des 
Moines. The three veins.of East Des Moines are believed to 
be represented In the three horizons mined in North Des 
Moines. 
BERWICK DISTRICT'. 
In the vicinity of Berwick there are no mines, and but little 
prospecting has been done. A well put ~ down for Mr •. H. H. 
Taylor was carried down to a depth of 307 feet. The well 
started in the valley of Four Mile creek, perhaps ten feet 
above the railway, which would give an altitude of about 860 
feet. The drift was about ninety to 100 feet thick and a three-
. foot vein of coal was struck at about 200 feet. In a second 
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well put down upon Mr. Taylor's land a" thickness of seventy-
two feet of "drift was penetrated, below which were 100 feet 
of alternating sandstone and shales. In the Clendenin well 
near Berwick (Tp.79 N., R. XXIIIW~, Sec. 17, Nw. qr., Sw. i), 
situat~d well up on the upland, with an altitude of about 900 
feet, coal four feet thick was encountered at 270 feet. The coal 
struck in these two mines would seem to lie lower than 
that worked upon the west side of Four Mile Ridge in the 
Union and Western mines. It not improbably represents one 
of the horizons worked in East Des :Moines, but it is impossi-
ble at present to say which "one. 
ALTOON A-MITCHELLVILLE DISTRICT. 
-
A mine was formerly operated at Altoona, being located just 
west of the station on the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific 
"railway. A section as shown by the shaft is figured below. 
FEET. 
7. Drift and Carboniferous clay _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 110 
6. Shale _ ____ ____ ____ __ _ _ _ _ _ ___ __ __ ____ 60 
5. Sandstone ____ ______________________ 15 
4. Coal _____ - - --__ ____ _ ___ ______ ______ It 
3. Shale _____ __________________________ ]5 
2. Coal " _______________________ • ______ " 4 
1. Fire clay ________________ ~_ ___ _______ 1 
FIG. 55. Shaft of mine at Altoona. 
The coal bed showed the usual undulations and had a gen-
eral dip to the south. Both east and west of the shaft the 
coal became thinner, but it thickened in the direction of the 
dip. The mine was closed because of the water which came 
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into it. Near Mitchellville, and just outside the county, coal 
was formerly mined at the Cook shaft at a depth of ninety 
feet. The section shown by the 'shaft was as follows: 
FEET. 8. Drift ________________________________________________ 27 
7. Black shale ________________ :.________________________ 3 
6. Coal____ ____________________________________________ 1 
5. Shale, gray and black _______________________________ 40 
4. Coal _ -_________________ -___________________________ ~ i 
.3. Shale, black and gray _______________________________ 15 
2. Coal ___________________________________________ . ___ 4- 5 
1. Fire clay ___________ .. _________________________________ _ 
Three miles north of M~itchell ville a test hole showed the 
following strata. ,;. 
FEET. INCHES. 17. Drift ______________________________________ 64 
16. Yellow sandstone ______________ ~> __________ 4 
15. Blue shale __________________________________ It 
14 Black shale ____________________ ____________ 2 
13. Lirnestop.e_____ ____________________________ 6 
12. Coal, impure_______ _ _ ____ ____ ______ ____ ____ 2 
11. Gray clay shale ____________________________ 8 
]0. Black shale ________ .: _______________________ 66 
9 Blue clay shale _____________________________ 21 
8. Sandstone with pyrites ______ ~-------------- 3 
7. Gray clayshales ____________________________ 5 
6. Sandy shales _ ______________________________ 4· 
5. Gray shales ________________________________ 12 
4 Sandstone with pyrites _____________________ 16 3 
3 .• Gray clay shales __ ____ ________________ __ ___ _ 6 4 
2. Calcareous laminated rock _________________ 23 6 
1. Limestone with marly partings _____________ 16 
Numbers 1 and 2 of this section may be referred to the Saint 
Louis. It is quite impossible to correlate the strata at 
Altoona and Mitchellville with those occurring elsewhere in 
the county. On all sides between those points and the nearest 
productive mines is unprospected territory. 
SA YLORVILLE mST RICT. 
On the north side of the old valley previously mentioned, 
coal has been encountered at a few points. The only mine at 
* Second Bien. Rept. State Mine Inspector, p.115. Des MOines, 1885. 
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present being operated is that of the Des Moines Coal Co. 
This shaft is 166 feet above the water level or 942 A. T. 'rhree 
coal horjzons were penetrated as is shown by the following 
record. ' 
FEET. 
24. Drift ______________________________________________ 49 
23. Soft sandstone__________________________ ____________ 6 
22. Black shale _____________________________ ~ __________ 12 
21. Fire clay _ .. _________________________________________ 12 
20. Rock_ __ ____ ____ ____ ______ __ ____ ________ ____________ 1 
19. Fire clay ___________________________________________ 3 
18. Black shale _________ "' _______ ~______________________ 5 
1 i. Fire clay ______________________ 0_ ____ __ __ ____ ____ __ _ _ 4 
In. Sandstone ______________ .--------------______ _____ 3 
]5. Fire clay and sandstone __________________________ ~_ 22 
1~. IIardrock ________________ ~ __ ~ ______________________ 1 
]3. Fire clay___________________________________________ 6 
]2, Shale, gray _____ -:- __________________________________ 4 
11. Coal___________________ _____ _ ______ __ __ ____ ____ __ __ 2t 
10. Fire clay ______________ 0 _________________________ ~o_ __ 2 
9. Blackslate _________________________________________ 2 
8. IIard rock __ ;. ___ .. _______________________ ~_ -"_______ __ 1 
7. Black slate, with some coaL ___________________ r_~ __ 4 
p. Fire clay __________ " ____________ :___ _______________ 2 
5. IIardrock _____________ ~---------------------------- 3 
4. Gray shale _________________________________________ 31 
3. Coal __ :.. ____________ 0 ____________________________ • __ _ 4t 
2. Fire clay ___________________________________________ It 
1. Sandstone____ ____ _ _ __ ____ ____ ___ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ __ __ __ 3 
The lowest seam here seems to be best correlated with the 
first seam worked in the mines in East Des Moines. It has 
only been opened up by the one mine near Saylorville, though 
the upper seam was formerly worked out under the Poor 
Farm. 
POLK CITY DISTRICT. 
At Polk City the White Ash Fuel Co. operate a mine, taking 
coal from a depth of of 238 feet. -The seam is _split into two 
benches by an eight inch layer of black shale. The upper 
bench measures two and one-half feet, while the lower is one 
foot thick. The'altitude of the mine is about that of the Say-
lorville shaft. There is no good record of the strata at this 
shaft, and no satisfactory correlations are now possible. 
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Farther north no coal is mined along the Des Moines within 
the limits of 'Polk county. A short distance beyond High 
Bridge (Tp. 89 N., R. XVI W., Sec. 14, Nw.qr.) there is a 
small country mine. Five se~ms of coal are claimed at this 
place. The first is shown in the bed of a stream near the 
. mine and is fourteen inches thick. It was encountered in the 
shaft at a d~pth ·or sixteen feet. At forty feet a twenty inch 
vein was encountered, and at eighty-seven feet ~s the twenty-
eight inch vein now worked. Borings are said to have shown 
a twenty-four inch bed, twenty-one feet still lower down, and 
fpur feet of coal at a depth of 171 feet. The property has 
not been d~veloped and the extent of the beds is unknown. 
COMMERCE DISTRICT. 
The coal measures are exposed in the north river'bankat 
at this place as is shown by the following section. 
FEET. 6. Drift ________________________________________ .,. ______ 25 
5. Clay shales, passing into sandy shales _________ , _____ 20 
4. Buff sandstone, soft, thinly bedded _________________ 15 
3. Variegated clays _____________ .! _____________________ 10 
2. Blue limestone, in three layers, separated by part-
ings of marl.. ____________________________________ 2t 
~. White shales (exposed to water level) ______________ 1 
'rhe three. limestone ·bands are thought by Dr. Keyes to be 
the three which are seen in the hills at Des Moines. It is, 
however, impossible actually to trace the .connection, though 
the correlation has every element of probability. The buff 
sandstone, number 4, is about on a, level with the railway 
track. The mouth of the Merchant mine i~ not far from the 
same level, so that the coal now worked lies 'at about 750 A. T. 
NORTH DES MOINES DISTRICT. 
The thin seam of coal, lllJ.mber 2 of the Flint Valley section, 
which crops ou~ along the river, was formerly worked at 
several points by drifting. More recently the Bloomfield, 
Flint, Lake Front, Oak Park, Eagle; Keystone 1 and 2, and 
the West Riverside mines have been sunk to a lower horizon 
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number 2 of the Eagle shaft section. . These two horizons 
seem to be persistent throughout the district while certain 
intermediate ones are not so well marked. The upper coal is 
seen by the section from Capitol Hill to Beaver creek to be 
the same as that exposed at the dam and at the foot of the 
hill. The lower horizon would according'ly represent the 
third worked in East Des Moines. 
The limit~ of the two horizons are not as yet worked out, 
and it is to be expected that considerable additional territory 
will be found to be underlain by workable coal. 
SOUTH DES MOINES DISTRICT. 
On the south side of the river at Des Moines, there are 
three horizons along which coal has quite generally been 
found. The first lies but little above the river, and has been 
at some points opened by drifting. The second is found about 
sixty to eighty feet below the bottom lands, and the third 
from 120 to 150 feet below the same datum. These three are 
not, however,the only horizons present, as may be seen by a 
study of the Clifton section already given. They do not 
always occupy the same lev~l, as is evident- if one compares 
the Clifton record with the following boring made near the 
old Bloomfield mine and starting fifty feet below the Clifton. 
FEET. 55. J)rift ___________ ~ __________________________ 15 
54. Clay shale ___ ~ ___________ ~-------------.~---- 10 
53 Shale, light colored_________________________ 3 
5'). Sand and clay shale '- ____ ~------------------ 3. 
51. Light gray clay shale ______________________ 3 
50. Soft sandstone _____________________________ 2 
49. Light colored clay shale ___ .,.________________ 3 
48. Sandstone _________________________________ _ 
47. Light clay shale____________________________ 4 
46. Gray shale, hard ___________________________ 4 
45. Soft sandstone__ ____ ______ ________ __ _ _ __ ____ 6 
4i. Clay shale ______________________________ .--- 3 
42. Sandstone _______________________________ ~__ 9 
41. Clay shale, hard ________ .: _____ . _..,___ ________ 6 
40. Potters clay and sand_______________________ 8 
39. Sandstone, hard______ _ _____________________ 3 
INCHES. 
8 
:2 
2 
10 
10 
2 
\1 
5 
8 
1) 
2 
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FEET. rNOHE~. 
38. Clay shale, light ___________________________ 6 3 
37. Clay shale, dark gray ______________________ 2 2 
36. Coal ________________ ~ ______________________ 6 
3-t). Dark clay with coaL __________ ~ ________ .:.,.-- 1 6 
3!. F~re clay __________________________________ 3 
33. Sandstone. _________________________________ 2 4 
3~ '-I. Gray clay shale ____________________________ 2 4 
3l. Coal ____________ .___ __ ________ ______ ______ _ 5 
30. Fire clay. ____ . _________ .------------------- 3 
~9. Sa.ndstone ___________________ -' _____________ 5 5 
28. Hard sandstone with pyrites __ -------------- 6 
26. Brown coal and shale ________ ._______________ 1 6 
25. Sa·ndstone____ _ ___ __ ____ ______ ______ ____ _ ___ 4 
24 Clay _____________________________ ,.__ _ ______ 5 
23. Sandstone. _________________________________ 1 
22 Light clay .. _________ ______ _________________ 5 8 
2l. Dark brownclay.shale _________ ------------- 1 4 
20. Light hard clay shale ______________________ 2 6 
29. 
Soft clay ___________________________________ 2 2 
18. Hard light clay shale________ ______ ________ 1 6 
17. Sandstone,_________________________________ 4 10 
16. Hard dark brown clay shale._______________ 6 
15. Sandstone with,pyrites_____________________ 1 3 
14. Dark brown clayshales_____________________ 6 5 
]3. Coal____________________ ____ _______________ 1 6 
12. Fire clay ______________ ,.----- __ .____ ___ _ ____ _ 2 1 . 
11 Sandstone _________ .:.________________________ 1 
10. Dark brown clay shale __________ . __________ 12 5 
9. Impure coal and pyrites____________________ 1 
8. Coal __________________________ .____________ 1 6 
7. Impure coal with pyrites___________________ 1 4 
6. r. Coal ___ ~ ________ ' __________________________ :. 6 
5. Impure coal with pyrites ___________________ 3 
4. Coal _________ : ________________ '______________ 7 
3. Brown-clay _______________ ----------------- _ 10 
2. Fire clay: __________________________________ .. 4 
1. Sandstone __________________________________ . 2 
If the lowest of the seams present, including numbers 4-9, 
'be considered as the equivalent of the "third" vein at the Clif-
ton, Proctor, Coon Valley and other mines, then the "upper" 
vein at these lapter mines is represented in the Bloomfield 
boring. by three other bands, numbers 26, 31 and 36. The 
"middle" vein, as developed elsewhere, is not present, and 
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instead, number 13 stands as the representative of number 4 
of the Clifton record, a vein not taken irito account in current 
nomenclature. The lower vein haa been shown by mining 
operations to be continuous in many of the south side mines 
and may well be taken as a datum plane .. Upon this basis the 
three major veins fall into order fairly well when proper 
allowance is made for the rollingwhich is characteristic of all 
of them. There is some doubt, however, as to the correlation 
of th~se horizons with. those worked elsewhere in the city. 
Opposite Capitol Hill, at the south end of the Chicago, Rock 
Island & Pacific railway, the following section is exposed. 
FEET. 
13. Light shale_ _ _ _ __ ____ ____ ______ _ ___ __ __ _ _ _ _ __ __ ____ 6 
12. Limestone ______ ____________ ::-_____ ______ ___ _ ____ ____ t 
11. Light and dark shales __________________ . _______ .___ 8 
. 10. Thin bedded sa!J.dstone _____________________________ 15 
9. Talus . ___ . _____________________________________ 6- 10 
8. Coal _________ ~ ___ ._____ ______ ____________ __________ 2~ 
7. Fire clayc ________________ ---- ____ -_________________ It 
6. Variegated clay shales _______ ~ ________ ~____ _______ 3 
5. Light sandy clay shale __ ------:. _____________ ~ __ ' ____ 10 
4. Thin bedded sandstone _ ______ ____ __ __ ____ __ __ __ __ __ 3 
3 .. Drab clay _______________________________ -:- ____ --- ____ 1 
2. Clay-ironstone ______________________________________ 1 
1. Bituminous sandy shale __ __ ____ ___ _ _ ___ __ __ __ _ _ ____ 2 
The coal (number 8), sandstone (number 10) and limestone 
· (number 12) all find their counterparts in the Capitol Hill sec-
tion in sight from this exposure, and there accordingly seems 
little doubt that the coal here, which is the" upper" seam 
· of the South Des Moines district, is number 4 of the Capitol 
Hill section. This would, as has been seen, make the second 
, vein on the south side the first on the east side. It is prob-
able, though not certain, that the third is the same on both 
sides of the river. The second as found on the east side 
· may be unrepresented in South Des Moines, or may be equiva-
lent to the coal already mel;ltioned as occurring in the Clifton 
and Bloomfield -mines, a short distance above the "third" 
coal. This correlation takes into account a thickening of the 
strata with a dip to the southwest. 
26G. Rep. 
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LOWER COAL HORIZONS. 
Whether or not coal of workable thickness exists below the 
horizons now worked is a matter of considerable economic 
importance. While the coal horizons now known are more 
than sufficient to supply present demand as well as any addi-
tional probable demand for some time to come, still wh~n the 
mines near the city have worked out their territory, it win be 
necessary for them either to move farther out or -to find new 
horizons lower down. The former entails considerable initial 
expense and the permanent charge for transportation into the 
city. Under such circumstances lower coal seams will become 
valuable. With almost no exception the actual location of 
workable coal throughout the Iowa coal field is the result Df 
drilling. The horizon may in most cases be appro~imately 
located by stratigraphy, but the location 6f the workable coal 
is by drilling. What holds true in general is equally true of 
the case in hand. The general stratigraphy shows that the 
seams now worked are some distance above the base of the 
coal measures. - Indeed they lie well toward the middle of the 
formation as it occurs in the county .. In all the mining in the 
counties south and east of Polk it has been abundantly proven 
that the lower is the most productive portion of the forma:-
tion. Indeed, the coal found in Keokuk, Mahaska and 
Wapello counties occurs so near the underlying Saint Louis 
limestone ~ that its deposition has been conditioned by the 
irregulai-'ities in the surface of that formation. This portion 
of the coal measures is below that which has been prospected 
at Des Moines, and while it may nof prove as productive in 
, , 
this area as it has elsewhere in the state there is no reason to 
doubt that it carries considerable coal. Aside from this gen-
eral fact, however, there are ce~tain others which seem to be 
confirmatory. A section -along the Des Moines river from 
Harvey to Des 11:oines* shows the presence of several coal 
horizons which are stratigraphically beneath thebeds exposed 
in Polk county. It is certainly to be expected that some of 
"'Keyes: Iowa Geol. Surv., I, 94. Des Moines, 1893. 
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these will be found to be productive in part at least. In a 
previous portion of this report it was suggested that the irreg-
ularities in the position of the coal beds of South Des Moines 
were to be explained by the presence under them of either an 
unconformity or a lower coal seam. There is no independent 
evidence of unconformity though local unconformities are 
known to occur throughout the coal measures. It would 
seem, accordingly, that the evidence here would at least fit in 
with that derived from other sources, and would indicate the 
presence of lower coal. The actual test of the matter must 
of course be by drilling, but, if one or even a half dozen drill-
holes were to be considered conclusive, the question would 
now be settled. A very brief eX:Qerience with such work will 
convince anyone that a large number of carefully made drill-
holes are necessary to obtain any reliable results. For 
example, it has already been shown that the· drill at Green-
wood park passed far below the horizons known to carry coal 
on all sides of the park and yet no coal was found. It is cer-
tainly fair to conclude that the abse,nce of coallbwer down in 
the same hole is no proof of its absen.cethroughout the county. 
i'Two other deep holes have' been. put down in the vicinity. 
One was at the court house, the other near Saylorville. At 
this time it seems impossible to get any definite and accurate 
information with regard to these holes, but it is reported that 
they did not show deeper coal. Some time since the Crescent 
Coal Co. of What Cheer put down two diamond drill holes, 
starting on the bottom lands near Des Moines and carrying 
the borings down to the Saint Louis. These' showed the' 
probable presence of lower coal horizons, but not, at that point, . 
of coal. The drill hole at Valley Junction is said not to have 
shown coal, while a deep hole at Commerce shows several 
horizons, at least one of which is workable. 
On the whole it may be -said that the prospect for finding 
lower coal is quite good but that there is no reason to sup-
pose that the coal is anymore evenly distributed than that 
now known, and its definite location calls for the same per-
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sistent search that is made elsewhere when new coal fields 
are developed· along the horizons already known. In all such 
work definite negative evidence is only obtained by carrying 
the holes down to the limestone, which may be anywhere from 
200 to 400 feet below the river level. 
FAUNA OF THE COAL MEASURES. 
The beds exposed at Des Moines are quite frequently·fos-
siliferous and considerable collections of characteristic forms 
may easily be made. Many of these forms were described 
and others were .noted by Dr. C. R. Keyes during his resi-
dence in Des Moines. He has been so good as to summarize 
his published notes upon these fossils and to add to the list 
certain more recently noted forms. The species fou~~ belong 
to two distinct faunas, the one characterizing the thin lime-
stone beds noted previously and the other· occurring· in the 
shales associated with the coal ~eams. In the following list, 
prepared by Dr. Keyes, the two faunas have been separate~. 
List of Carboniferous Fossils from Des Moines. 
(BY C. R. KEYES.) 
SPECIES IDENTIFIED FROM THE SHALES. 
PROTOZOANS. 
Fl1sulin.a cyclindrica Fisher. 
CORALS. 
Lophophylll1m proliferum McChesney. 
ECHINODERMS. 
Archs:ocidaris edgarensisW orthen and Miller. 
Eupachycrinus sp.? 
BRYOZOANS. 
Rhomboporalepidodendroldes Meek. 
S) nocls.dia biserialis Swallow. 
-. 
CARBONIFEROUS FOSSILS. 
Lingula umbonata Cox. 
Orb1toidea nit ida Phillips. 
BRACHIOPODS. 
Productus nan us Meek and "Worthen. 
Productus cora D'Orbigny. 
Productus muricatus Norwood and Pratten. 
Chonetes hevis Keyes. 
Chonetes f1.'~mingi Norwood. and Pratten. 
Chonetes mesolobaNorwood and Pratten. 
Derbya crassa (Meek and Hayden). 
Spirifer cameratlls Morton. 
Spit-iEer lineatus Martin. 
Spirifer rockymontanus Marcou. 
Athyris argentea Shepard. 
Hustedia mormoni Marcou. 
Rhynchonella uta Marcou. 
LAMELLEBRANCHS. 
Lima retifera Shumard. 
Myalina swallovi McOhesney. 
Aviculopecten coxanus Meek and Wortben. 
Aviculopecten neglect us (Geinitz). 
Aviculopecten whiteLMeek. 
A vicula.longa (Geinitz) 
Nuculana bellistriata Stevens. 
Nucula beyrichi Schauroth 
Nucula parva McChesn('y. 
Nucilla. ventricosa Hall 
Macrodon obsoletlls Meek. 
Schizadus sp. ? 
Schizodus alpiaa (Hall). 
Pleurophorus permianus Swallow 
Pleuropborus subcun~atus Meek and Hayden. 
Clinopistha radiata Hall 
Solenomya soleniformis Cox 
Astartella vera Hall. 
GASTEROPODS. 
Dentalium meekianum Geinitz. 
Dentalium annulostriatum Meek and Worthen. 
Dentalium subheve Hall. 
Belleropbon percarinatus Conrad. 
Be11eropbon mon[ortianus Norwood and Pratten. 
Belleropbon carbonarius Cox-
Plcurotomaria brazoenis Shumard 
Pleurotomana grayvil1ensis Norwood a,nd Pratten. 
Pleurotomaria carbonaria. Norwood and Pratten 
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Pleurotomaria modest.a Keyes. 
Plearotomaria sphrerulata Conrad. 
Pleurotomaria valvatiformis Meek and ·Worthen. 
Ml1.Tchisonia ql1.adricarinata (Worthen). 
Straparollus catilloides (Conrad). 
Straparollus pernodosus Meek and Worthen. 
Naticopsis nana (Meek and Worthen). 
Trachydomia wheeleri (Swallow). 
Loxonema scitula Meek and Worthen. 
Loxonema muIticosta Meek and Worthen 
Soleniscus newberryi (Stevens). 
Soleniscus humilis (Keyes). 
Solemscus gracilis Cox. 
Soleniscus paiudil1reformis (Hall). 
Spbrerodoma medialis (Meek and Worthen). 
BuIimorpba min uta (Stevens). 
Bulimorpba? chrysalia (Meek and Worthen). 
Orthonema conica Meek and Worthen. 
Actreonina minllta Stevens. 
Ac1isina minuta (Stevens). 
Aclisina robusta Stevens. 
Streptacis wbitfieldi Meek. 
Anomphalus rotulus Meek and Worthen. 
CEPHALOPODS. 
Orthoceras rushensis McChesney. 
Ortboceras fanslerensis Keyes. 
Nautilis lasallensis Meek and Worthen. 
Nautilis occidentalis Swallowl. 
Nautilis winslovi Meek and vVorthen. 
Goniatites nolenensis Cox. 
Cythere nebracensis Geinitz. 
PhilIipsia sp. ? 
CRUSTACEANS. 
VERTEBRATES. 
Thrinacodus duplicatus? (Newberry and Worthen). 
Deltodus intermedius St. John and Worthen. 
Petrodus occidentalis Newberry and Worthen. 
SPECIES FROM THE LIMESTONES AT .DES MOINES. 
CORALS. 
Lophop'hyllum proliferum McChesney. 
. " 
Cyathophyllum torquium Owen. 
ECHINODERMS. 
Enpachycrinns cragini Meek and Worthen. 
CARBONIFEROUS FOSSILS. 
BRYOZOANS. 
Rbombopora Iepidodeodroides Meek. 
SynocIadia bisera.lis Swallow. 
BRAOHIOPODS. 
Chonf!tes B.~mingi Norwood and Pratten. 
Chonetes mesoloba Norwood and Pratten. 
Rhynchonellil. uta Marcou. 
Hustfdia mormoni Marcou. 
Athyris argentea (Shepard). 
Prodactus semireticulatus Martin. 
Productus muricatus Norwood and Pratten. 
Productus coraD'Orbigny. 
Productuscostata Sowerby. 
Spirifer Iineatus Martin. 
Spiriter cameratus Martin. 
Spirifer pl8,noconvexus. Shumard. 
Spidferitla kentuckensis Shumard. 
Derbya crassa (Meek and Hayden). 
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"These faunas are remarkable on account of both the number and variety of 
species represented and the great numerical representation of individuals The 
fossils are in an excellent state of preservation, enabling the minutest details of 
ornamentation to be clearly made out. Hence they are of mor~ than local inter-
est from several points of view. . 
There are two very distinct faunas represented, The one is a characteristic 
shore or brackish water phase, and is' distinguished by great the predominance ot 
gasteropods and lamellibranchs. It is found repeated at a number of horizons Its 
best development is in the bituminous shales over the coal beds. The other 
fauna is a more strictly marine one, in which the species are prevailingly bachio-
podous and coralline. It occurs at three differe:r:tt horizons, in as many thin bands 
of limestone, none of which are over ten inches in thickness. All three horizons 
are present in the tops of the hills along the Des Moines.' At the south end of Capi-
tol and Terrace hills and in the bluffs of the Raccoon river the fossils are abun-
dant. 
In the general section already given the limestones from which the above fos-
sils were collected are numbers 9, 11 and 17. The shales yielding most of the 
fossils were number 15, and the beds found immediately over the coal se;1ms in 
the various mines 
With regard to the fossils, certain general conclusions have been drawn. 
(1) In those zoological groups having an optimum marine habitat, there are 
not only a small number of species present, but also an extreme paucity of indi-
viduals. 
(2) The brachiopods, tbough well represented in both genera fund species, 
were not proportionately as abundant as might be expected when it is remem-
bered that this type of life had nearly reached its greatest expansion and culmi-
nation at the time these beds were deposited. 
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. (3) The fauna. was Jlredominantly molluscan, more than three-fourths of the 
entire number of species being gastropods and lamellibranchs: 
The Protozoa, Coelenterata, Bryozoa and Echinodermata form a very incon-
spicuous proportion of this local fauna., only three or four specifically distinguish-
able members of each group being obtained Although the branchiopods are 
represented by fifteen species included in nine genera, they Wel'e, with three 
exceptions, of comparatively rare occurrence - Pro ductus muricatus, Chonetes 
mesuioba and Orbitoidea nicida only being abundant. The brachiopods are also 
all depauperate, attesting conditions at the time that they lived extremely unfav-
orable to their full development and to the attainment of !\. normal size. 
Molluscan forms, while certain of the black shales were being laid down, 
flourished luxuriantly, especially the gastropods, which in number of species 
composed more than one-third of the entire fauna .. Not only did they exceed in 
species but they far outnumbered all others in individuals, and while as a rule 
they were small and some of them even minute, their vast numbers made up, in 
great part at least, for the conspicuity of larg0:3 but fewer forms. 
Although the majority of the forms of this· group are small it is not a depau-
peration as among the brachiopods, as is shown by the average size of. the individ-
uals of each species being normal, and in some instances even considerably above. 
Some of the species are also of interest because of their recognition at this point 
for the first time within the limits of the state, and thus to a considerable extent 
their own geographical range has been increased Others of the species enu-
merated are now known to have a wide geographical distribution which is sug-: 
gestive of a somewhat extended vertical range. Among recent mbllusc3.ahd 
especially land forms a wide geographical distribution,as has been remarked by 
Binney, appears to be indicat,ive of a high antiquity for the group The corrubo-
rative evidence is abundant; a notable instance is the living Zonites, four or more 
species of which are circumpolar in their distribution; and the genus-even a 
subgenus Conulus to which one of these living forms b3long-ranges back to the 
Carboniferous, while the genus Pupa is represented in the Carboniferous by four 
species. ,Cephalopods are not abundant in the region under consideration,and 
are represented by only two genera and species, yet a Nautilus attained a diam-
eter of twenty centimeters, and an Orthoceras was fifty centimeters in length, 
with a diameter at the larger extremity of five centimeters. 
Of the lamellibranches the majority are small; though two of them are COll-
paratively large, attaining a length of nearly ten centimeters, yet having an 
extremely thin and fragile shell. One of the specimens co;lected is of especial 
significance as exhibiting in all its details the internal features of the shell, the 
characteristic, well defined muscular scars and the edentulous hinge margin; in 
. fact, it so closely resembles, in the~e characters-the general form and external 
appearance-a modern Anodonta, that it is difficult to see how it can be generic-
ally separate, and should -further investigatiotl prove that the specimen under con-
sideration really belong to that genus, it would be of unusual interest in its bear-
ing upon the distribution of fresh-water or non-marine mollusca during geologic 
times. The modern Unio and allied genera certainly have both a wide geograph-
ical and geological distribution, as is shown by the rich discoveries of Unionidea 
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in the Mesozoic strata of the west: and thcgenus Anodonta is, if the opinion of 
Hall is adhered to, represented in the Devonian by two species, but that these 
two forms really be~ong to Anodontais questionable. Dawson has described sev-
eral allied forms frum the Carboniferous of Nova Scotia; but their family position 
is as yet also unsettled. With these ~onsiderations in view, the evidence thus far 
obtained points to a high antiquity for this group of bivalves whii:h now is so 
abundantly represented in all our streams and ponds. As will be noted, Crusta-
ceans are represented by a species of Cythere; and a trilobites by a single pygi-
dium." 
PL EISTOCENE. 
The Pleistocene series of Polk county includes the deposits 
of several separate stages. There are records of two and 
probably three ice sheets. Gravel horizons and a loess hori-
zon indicate considerable changes' in the freedom of drainage 
and by inference tell of changes in general altitude. There 
are unconformities and periods of considerable erosion. 
Buried soils tell of former climatic changes, and as has 
already been seen, the surface configuration reveals the fact 
that there have been in recent times marked changes in local 
geography. The series, for all its complexity,is not complete, 
and to obtain the full history of the region one must go out-
side the county for a portion of his facts. 
PRE-KANSAN DRIFT. 
In southern Iowa and northern Missouri there is at several 
points a distinct drift she,et lying below the Kansan drift, 
which forms the surface formation over much of the region. 
This pre-Kansan drift as exposed near Afton Junction, has 
been pro visionally correlated by Chamberlain * with tb e Al ber-
.tant as proposed by Dawson. It has not yet been traced 
northward from the Union county outcrops, so that its equiva-
lence with certain other exposures of drift presumed to rep-
resent the same horizon is at present open to some slight 
question. There are in Polk county two known exposures of 
a drift which is most probably to be referred to this horizon 
though the evidence js not quite so clear as might be desired. 
* Editorial, Jour. Geol., IV, 872-876. Chieago.1896 .. 
t Jour. Gaol., voL II, pp 507-518. ChiCa.go, 1895. 
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Oue of these exposures is at Thompsons Bend, in the city of 
Des Moines. Worthen, * in his notes on the Des Moines val-
ley, mentions at this point, at the base of the drift deposits, 
a bed of ferruginous conglomerate three feet in thickness. 
The conglomerate is not now exposed, though pebbles, which 
apparently are derived from it, are abundant at the horizon 
. mentioned. These pebbles include various greenstones and 
granites not found in any coai measure or Cretaceous con-
glomerates known -in the state. They are of the same sort of 
material found in t~e drift and that is. evidently their origin. 
They are badly weathered and iron-stained and in these par-
ticulars are easily differentiated from the pebbles of the over-
lying Wisconsin drift. They may safely be considered as pre-
Wisconsin, but beyond that there iS'no certainty with.,regard 
to their age. In position and general appearance they strik-
ingly resemble the older· gravels occurring southeast of 
Hastie, yet to be described.' 
The exposure near'Hastie (Tp.' 76 N., R. XXIIIW., Sec. 
23) is one of the best along the river. The stream has been 
thrown against the eastern side of its wide valley and has cut 
back the bluff until a· precipitous face 130 feet high fronts 
the bottom land, as shown in figure 40. The bluff has a his-
torical interest since Owent noted it and suggested that the 
marly earth capping the .bluff was probably· of th~ same' age 
as the loess of Germany. Later Keyes and Callt studied the 
exposure and determined the presence of loess, till and strati-
fied sands. The loess fossils mentioned below were collected 
and determined hy them. The section shows the following 
.. 
beds. 
FEET. 
5 Loess, usual texture and buff color, showing vertical. 
-----
jointing and perpendicular face, containing Saccinea 
avara SaYi S. obliqaa Say; Heliciaa occ111ta Say; 
Papa ml1scorom Linne; Vallonia p111cheIIa Muller; 
Zonites arborel1S Say; Pat111a strigosa Gould; Meso-
don thyroides Say(?) _______________________________ 40 
* Han: Geol. Iowa, T, 171. 1858. 
t Owpn: Geol. Surv. Wis., Iowa, Minn., 121. 1852. 
:j; Proc. Iowa. Acad. Set, B90-91, p. SO. Des Moines, 1'393. 
DRIFT CONGLOMERATE. 
FEET. 
4. Till, reddish brown above, becoming yellow below, and 
passing indefioitely into the formation below _______ 20 
1. Till, blue, containing with the aQove, bits of chert, 
limestone, sandstone, coal, quartzite, badly weath-
ered gray granites, diabase, fine-grained greenstone, 
mica schist, and dark green slate ._________ _ _ _ 30 
2. Stratified sand and conglomerate, imperfectly exposed 40 
1. Tili, very dark blue, containing small pieces of fine-
grained greenstone and rotten schist with bowlders 
of granite ________________ - ________________________ 1 
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All of these beds with the exception of number 1 are 
exposed in the bluff, t~ough t?e lower portion of the latter is 
much obscured by talus. Number 1 is found in the bed of a 
small tributary and is seen to be covered by conglomerate 
similar to that seen in the bluff. The appearance of the 
lower drift is quite di.fferent fr<;")m that above the conglomer-
ate. It is darker in color, more compact, and contains fewer 
large bowlders so far as might be judged from the limited 
exposure examined. 
The conglomerate is made up mainly of chert, but it also 
. contains bits of quartzite,. greenstone and of very badly 
weathered granite. It is quite firmly cemented by oxide of 
iron. It cmitains much t.he same sort of pebbles as ar€dound 
in the accompanying drifts. Nothing distinctive in the char-
.acter of the material could be made out between the different 
drifts or the conglomerate, though the ·'lower drift and the 
congl?merate· seemed to be more weathered. In the bluff 
there are apparently two ledges of conglomerate, each two to 
three feet thick, but the slipping which has taken place makes 
it impossible to be sure of this. Associated with the con-
glomerate are stratified sands of a bright orange color, .bear-
ing pebbles of chert and of northern rocks up to three-fourths 
of an inch in diameter. 
The loess and the upper drift represent the formations com-
mon throughout- the region and the drift is that called the 
Kansan. The sands and conglomerates are .obviously water-
laid. In appearance and position they resemble the gravels 
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found below the Aftonian peat beds. The drift below answers 
well to the sub-Aftonian drift. There is, however, no posi-
tive evidence here that the gravels are separated from the 
lower drift by any considerable interval, that is, that they 
are strictly interglacial. Neither is there, perhaps, conclusive 
proof that they are distinct from the Kansan drift. Until 
more is known of the drift of the region south the alternative 
theory, that the stratified beds simply represent water work 
during the advance or retreat of the Kansan ice, can not be 
altogether set aside. rrhe beds seem to lie in the side valley 
of an older tributary of the main stream rather than in the 
main valley. The latter was apparently almost entirely 
cleared of such beds, if they were present; before the Kansan 
ice invaded the region. If this be indeed true, it would of 
course necessitate a certain amount of stream adjustment and 
a very considerable amount of erosion in the interval between 
the gravels and the Kansan. This is not in conflict with any 
known facts and is favored by not a few. _ 
THE KANSAN DRIFT. 
The principal drift sheet found in the county is that which 
in the previous reports of the survey has been referred to the 
Kansan period. It is in the main a stiff blue bowlder clay. 
It contains numerous pebbles, including especially green-
stones of various types. It has a large amount of local mate-
rial incorporated. The bowlders are predominately small as 
compared with those dotting the surface of the newer drift. 
In the area not covered by the Wisconsin, large surface bowl-
ders are rare, and it does not seem that this is altogether the 
result of the obscurement due to -the loess mantle. In the 
region south and west of Polk county th~re are considerable 
areas from which later erosion has removed the loess and 
within such areas the bowlders found on the surface and col-
lected in the streams are neither so large nor so abundant as 
within similar areas covered by either of the later ice sheets 
which occur in Iowa. The difference in this regard is not so 
'" 
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striking when the Kansan and the Wisconsin areas of Polk 
county are contrasted as when corresponding regions covered 
by the Kansan and the Iowan in eastern Iowa are studied. It 
is, however, none the less a real difference and a valuable 
criterion for discrimination. The bowlders occurring in the 
Kansan are more frequently flattened and striated. 
In the bluffs south of the Raccoon river and along the bluffs 
of the Des Moines below the city, the Kansan frequently out-
crops and may be readily examined. While the bulk of this 
drift isa blue clay the portion most commonly seen is yellow, 
brownish or even red. Before it was buried under the loess 
it was exposed for a long period to surface action. The iron 
contents became highly oxidized, the soluble constituents were 
largely dissolved out, and at many places the finer material 
had been washed away"leaving a gravelly surface. It is this 
upper surface which is most frequently seen. It appears as a 
belt or zone along the sides of most of the streams of the loess-
covered area. Above, the slope is covered by loess. Not far 
below, the alluvium obscures the drift. When any of the larger 
streams have been thrown to one side so asto cut away the over-
wash one may get a complete section, such as the one described 
near Hastie, except that the beds below the Kansan are not 
known to occur elsewhere. Good sections of the Kansan 
drift are rarely seen in this region. This is due to the fact 
that the topography of the country south of the Wisconsin 
drift area was almost wholly developed before the loess was 
deposited. The latter forms a mantle over this older surface, 
covering the Kansan almost entirely. Whenever there have 
been recent stream changes the Kansan is found. Its upper 
surface is readily recognized by the reddish brown color 
and the presence of many badly weathered bowlders. These 
characteristics are maintained not only when it is coverec1 by 
the loess but when the latter becomes covered by the Wiscon-
sin. On tbe west side of the Des Moines river at the Polk 
City bridge \Tp. 80 N., R. XXV W., Sec. 10), in passing up 
the hill one goes over the normal succession of coal measures, 
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Kansan drift, loess and Wisconsin drift. The same may be 
observed in crossing a small stream a mile north (Sec. 9, Ne. 
qr.), and indeed at a large number of points along the upper Des. 
Moines valley. It is ~he normal succession. Lower till with 
the same characteristic outcrops has been noted by Beyer* 
still farther north, in Boone county. 
Throughout the southern portion of Polk county this weath-
ered horizon is constantly seen. Wherever the loess is cut 
through, the latter crosses the hill-tops, but is also found in 
the valleys as well. Iri road cuttings it is often possible to 
see the old Kansan horizon under the loess running down the 
slope to the bottom land. In such cases it is obvious that 
. both the valley and the weathered horizon are earlier than 
loess. This is true for the major and most of the minor val-
leys of this. portion of the county. Since the drainage is 
quite perfectly developed it must be clear that both lines of 
evidence point to the conclusion that there was a very con-
siderable interval between the Kansan drift and the.loess. i . 
THE LOESS • 
. The loess of the Des Moines valley. early attracted atten-
tion. Owen, as we have seen, correctly interpreted it. It 
was later studied in consiaer~ble detail by Call, t whQ_ 
made extensive collections of fossils from it. As usually 
exposed near the city it is the normal buff colored, fine-grained 
pebbleless material of porous texture, vertical jointing and 
calcareous reaction. It frequently contains fossils and lime 
concretions known as loesskindchen. < It is quite irregular 
in thickness. At the fruit farm of Hon. J. G~ Berryhill (Tp. 
78 N., R.XXV W., Sec. 19) a well showed it to be seventy 
feet deep, on the west side of -West Four Mile creek, while 
upon the opposite side of the valley the underlying Kansan 
outcrops near the top of the hill. In general, it is from ten 
to twenty feet thick over the southern portion of the county. 
*Beyer: Iowa Qeol. Burv, V, 203. 1895. 
tCaU: Amer. Nat. XV, 585-586,783-784, 1881; XVI, 369-381, 5i2-549. 1882. 
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It may be seen particularly well developed in the brick pits 
on the south side of the river, or in the road cuttings along 
Clifton avenue, but is quite commonly exposed over the 
area indicated on the accompanying map. . It is quite easily 
recognized by its texture, color, and freedom from pebbles. 
It is usually very fine-grained, but at points grades downward 
into a rather coarse sand. This may be seen at the south end 
of the V~lley Junction bridge over the Raccoon river (Tp. 78 
N., R. XXV W., Sec. 14). These coarse sands seem to be, in 
part at least, genetically related to the loess. They have 
not been found except in the Raccoon-Des Moines valley, or 
on the edge of uplands along it. At one point similar sands 
are found between two loess beds~ This may be seen at the 
Dale-Goodwin brickyard (Tp. 78 N., R. XXIV W., Sec. 24, Ne. 
qr., Ne.l). The section shown in the hillside is as follows. 
FEET. 
4. Soil, black _______________ ._ ~__________________________ 2+ 
3 Loess, buff to brown, with vertical jointing and nor-
mal appearance _______________________________ ', ___ 3 
2. Sand, orange colored, cross-b~dded, irregular in 
amount. __________________________________________ ·l~ 
1 Loess, light gray, claye-y, ~ossiliferous.--- ____ _______ 8+ 
Under the lower loess is said to be a stronger brown clay. 
In the vicinity only the normal Kansan drift and loess is 
exposed. It is po~sible that the brown clay belongs to the 
coal measures. The presence of the bed of sand and the dif-
ference in character shown by the beds of loess suggest that 
they are here two separate loess sheets, the product of two 
widely separated periods of time. Two loess sheets have 
been noted at certain points in the older drift area. * In the 
present case, however, it does not seem necessary to resort to 
such an hypothesis. The sand bed is not present throughout 
the pit, wedging out entirely at the eastern end. It has not 
been observed elsewhere, and for the present at least there 
seems to be no n~cessity for considering the phenomena as of 
more than local significance. 
*Sali"hur:v: Ark_ Geo1. Surv., Ann. Rep. 1889, vol. II, pp.224-248. 1891. Tilton: Iowa Geol. 
Surv, V, 3l8, 356. 1896. • 
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The relations of the loess to the underlying drift have been 
already described. It remains to point out its rela,tions to 
overlying drift. It has long been known that. over the area 
covered by the Des Moines lobe no loess is found. South and .. 
• west of the lobe, however, the loess appears. In 1882 Messrs. 
McGee and Call, * in a valuable and suggestive-paper, brought 
out the facts that at Des Moines the loess passes under the 
upper drift, that now known as Wisconsin. Our kllowledge 
of the drift formations was not then so well organized and 
the fact was interpreted· as' of local importance only and as 
due to a slight readvance of the ice now known as the Wis-
consin, since what we now know as the Iowan drift was dis-
tinctly stated to occur south of the city. In the course of 
the present work the fact that the loess passes under the 
Wisconsin drift, as stated by McGee and Call, has been abun-
dantly verified. The exposures mentioned by these authors 
are now obscured, but others equally good may be found 
wherever the drift on either the West Hill or in Rig'hland 
Park is dug through. . During the summer of '1896 the rela--
tions were particularly well shown at the top of the Sixth 
Avenue hill and in the cuts along Grand Avenue near Green-
wood Park, and the street rail way cutting on Hamilton street 
in Oak Park. The relations are unmistakable and may be 
verified at any time. The upper drift is quite distinctive and 
the buried loess is equally easy to recognize; since it is-very 
frequently"fossiliferous. 
The relations found to obtain in the city are equally true 
of the loess to the north. In the wells near Saylor the nor-
mal section is as follows. ' 
3., Yellow and blue pebbly clay. 
2 Fine pebbleless clay with shells, 
l. Blue clay with pebbles and streaks of gravel. 
Loess fossils have been obtained from number 2 of this sec-
tion at several points. On the farm of Mr. Tom Saylor thirty 
feet' of ,pebbleless clay cont~ining "periw~nkle shells" is 
* Am. Jom. S,ci., (3), XXIV, 202-223. 1~82_ 
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reported below twenty-two feet of Wisconsin drift which forms 
the surface soil. Near the mouth of Beaver creek (Tp. 79 N., 
R. XXV W., Sec. 20, Nw. qr., Ne. i) a road side ravine shows 
the loess with its usual characteristics outcropping belq'w the 
drift. The same phenomena may be seen at the localities 
west of Polk City, which have been already mentioned. 
The relations observed in Polk county are not by any means 
local, but have quite as characteristic development in Dallas 
and Guthrie counties. It is believed that they are generally 
true of the southern border of the Des Moines lobe. It is not 
to be expected that the loess will be found to be preserved 
under the dri£t for any great distance back from its edge, 
though local bodies of buried loess may be found. 
In view -of this relationship it seems evident that the loess 
is not to be correlated with the Wisconsin drift. There is no 
good reason for separating it from the loess of eastern Iowa, 
with which it is continuous and which sustains such definite 
relations to the Iowan drift. The latter extendf? as far west 
as 1'Iarshall connty and is presumably the same as the drift 
of northwestern Iowa. The. loess near Des iVloines would 
seem to belong to the general loess sheet which was formed 
around the edge of the Iowan ice. It records a period of low 
levels when the drainage was clogged and the expanded 
waters of the rivers met across the divides. Under such con-
ditions the deposition of coarser sands along the river valleys 
such as are found at Valley Junction would be natural. 
The loess throughout the county is unusually f08siliferous. 
At many points in and.near Des iVlojnes considerable collections 
, of the forms characteristic of the formation may readily be 
made. The fossils were thoroughly studied by Call during 
his residence in the city, and his results will be_ found in the 
papers already cited. Dr. C. R. Keyes has also made numerous 
collections and notes upon these forms, and has kindly pre-
pared the following list. 
28G. Rep. 
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REVISED LIST OF LOESS FOSSILS FROM DES MOINES; 
Zonites arboreas Say. 
Zonites minasculus Binney. 
Zonites limatulus Ward. 
Zonites fulvas Drap. 
Patula a.Itfrnata Say. 
Pl!-tula. strigosa. Gould. 
Patula stria.te1la. Anthony. 
He1icodiscus linea.tus Say. 
Strobila. la.byrinthica. Say. 
Stenotrema. monodon Rackett. 
Mesodon dausus Say. 
Mesodon multiIineata. Say. 
Mesodon thyroides Say. 
Va.llonia. pulche1la. Muller. 
Pupa. pentadon Say. 
Pupa. armifera Say. 
Pupa muscorum L. 
Pupa. corticaria Say. 
Pupa bla.ndi Morse. 
Vertigo simplex Gould. 
Succinea obJiqua Say. 
Succinea avara Say. 
Carychium exiguum Say. 
Limnophysa desidiosa Say. 
Limnophysa humiIis Say. 
Limnophysa .caperata. Say. 
Helicina occulta Say. 
Ferrussa.cia- subcycIindrica Linn 
WISCONSIN DRIFT. 
The larger portion of Polk county was covered by the ice 
-of the Des :Nloines lobe which ran down in a long tongue from 
the g-reater development of the Wisconsin ice in Minnesota. 
The area in this county which was so covered is shown on the 
accompanying map._ The deposits of this ice sheet include 
not only the unstrati.fied drift or till but a considerable amount 
of stratified gravel, more- perhaps than has been so far 
observed in connection with any of the other drift sheets in 
Iowa. 
The unstratified drift forms the great bulk of the Wiscon-
sin formation. It is characterized usually by a buff to whitish 
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color, and by the presence of relatively unweathered material. 
There are some :weathered bowlders, but these are, as com-
pared with the Kansan, quite rare. The amount of local 
material found in the Wisconsin is notably less. There is a 
larg-e amount of fine material in the matrix which is much like 
the loess. Ferrug-ination is quite rare. Lime is present in 
abundance, and the drift usually g-ives a reaction with acid up 
almost to the g-rass roots. Larg-e bowlders seem more. com-
mon upon its surface. So far it has not been found possible 
to base distinctions upon any difference in the kind of bowl-
ders and pebbles found in the Wisconsin as contrasted with 
the Kansan. Apparently the material of both sheets was 
. derived from much the same source. The most distinctive 
features of the Wisconsin till are its topog-raphy and relations 
to the loess, both of which have been discussed . 
. The Des Moines lobe seems to have been first recog-nized by 
Chamberlain, * who spoke of it as· bordered by a half buried 
moraine. Previous to this Whitet had tentative~y recog-nized 
Mineral Ridg-e in Story county as morainic, this bei#g appar-
ently the earliest recorded ;recog-nition of a moraine: in the 
open country, away from mountain rang-es. In 1890 Upham:!: 
traced the limits of the lobe but does not seem to have Visited 
its southern terminus. In the portion visited by him it is 
quite g-enerally bounded by a rather definite moraine. This. 
has been called the Altamont moraine from a point in South 
Dakota,where it is particularly well developed. This moraine 
was quite fully d.escribed by him, and through association it 
has become 'common to think of the Des Moines lobe as termin-
ated by the Altamont moraine. This is not, however, true for 
all parts of the border. The southern border of the Des 
Moines lobe as developed in Polk and adjacent counties has 
no definite terminal ridge answering- to a moraine. Moranic 
patches are occasionally seen in neighboring- counties, but in 
*See La moraine tBrminal du Am~rique du Nord; Ccmpt. Rendu. Congo Intern. geol., 
Paris, ISiS: and Trans. Wis.A.cad. Arts and. Lit., vol. IV 1816-77, pp. 201-23~. 
tGEol. Iowa, vol. I, p. 98 .. 1870. 
:::6eo1. Nat. RIst. Surv. Minn.,1SeO, p. 293.· 
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Polk county there is nothing whatever moranic or of the nature 
of a ridge about its border. The topograp4y within the lobe 
is very different from that without; .. The drift within has . 
also marked physical characteristics. But toward the border 
the drift becomes thin and ~he topography indistinct until it 
is often impossible definitely to locate the line. The outwash 
pJain which might, from the known conduct of the Wisconsin 
drift in other states and the known presence of gravel trains 
be expected to aid in the discriminatiqn, is rarely present. 
Around the end of Four Mile Ridge there isa certai? devel-
opment of sands and stratified drift, but this is· a notable 
exception. In general the best field test is the presence or 
FIG. 5~. Pond on Wisconsin drift at south end of kame near Kelsey .. 
absence of loess at the surface. Where the loess has become 
covered by pebbly clay one is within the llmit of the lobe, 
but where the loess forms the surface material the reverse 
may be assumed to be true. 
The assorted drift found jn connection with the Wisconsin 
drift sheet belongs to three categories, kames, gravel trains 
. . . 
and gravel patches. 
Kames are developed not at the immediate edge of the drift 
as)s perhaps most commonly true, but are found som(3. dis-
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tance, ten to fifteen miles, back from the border. Two well 
inarkedkames are known; one immediately west of Crocker 
and a second about two miles south of High Bridge, or imme-
diately east of the old town of Kelsey (Tp. 80 N., R. XXVW., 
Sec. 31) .. The Kel~ey kame stands upon a drift plain which is 
about 150 feet above the river. This plain is fairly smooth, 
and is dotted with swales, some of which contain small ponds, 
one being represented in figure 56. Above this plain the kame. 
raises forty feet. It forms an irregular ridge three-quarters 
of a ri1il~ long and a little more than one-quarter wide .. At 
FIG. 57. Kame near Kelsey. 
its southern end, and partially separatecf from it, is an oval 
hill which does not rise quite so high. The· upper surface of 
the kame· is not smooth, but is somewhat hummocky. Its 
. direction is not linear but sinuous. It is cut off rather 
abruptly at the ends, and the whole ridge forms a prominent 
landmark. Its general appearance from the west is shown in 
figure 57. In composition the kame is made up- of Wisconsin 
material. Large bowlders are found on its surface and pits at 
three points show that to a depth of four feet at least it is 
made up of coarse water-laid gravels. Stratification is rude 
only. The pieces of gravel are one-half to three-quarters of 
an inch or more in diameter. 
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The Crocker kame stands among a group of hills which have 
a relief somewhat greater than is usual for this region. In 
form and dimensions it is very similar to the Kelsey kame. 
Its constitution can not be 'so confidently stated, but gravel is 
found over' portions at least of its· surfac~,· so that it is pre-
sumed to be the same as in that of the Kelsey kame. There 
are other gravel accumulations in the county, particularly 
between Crocker and Polk City. They do not, however, 
assume the definite form associated with the term kame, and 
are perhaps best known by the more indefinite term of gravel 
patches. 
The origin of the gravel patches and kames is doubtless to 
be referred to water which arose from the melting of the ice 
during its retreat.' The definite form of the kame*, is per-
haps best account~d for by the influence of 'surrounding ice. 
So far as observed the one found in Polk county offers no new 
data upon which to base a conception of the details of the 
process of their formation. 
One of the most obvious phenomena connected 'with the 
edge of an ice sheet is the presence of trains of gravels stretch-
ing down the rivers whose headwaters are cut off by the ice. 
That the diverging streams which depend, UPOIl theglaci~r: 
should become loaded with gravel and should build terraces 
of that material stretching' away from the ice seems in every 
way harmopious with the modern conception of an ice sheet 
and its work. This is, oicourse, possible only upon the 
hypothesis that the drainage be free and the rivers have suf-
ficient velocity to carry the gravel for. some, distance. Free 
drainage as contrasted with a clogged drainage, such as has 
been suggested to have been prevalen t at the time of the 
maximum extension of the Iowan ice ~heet, means relative 
elevation; and the following of one by the other may be 
interpreted to mean a change in the altitude of the land. 
In Polk county gravel trains are found along the stream-
ways which lead out from the drift border. The gravel pits 
* Chamberlin: Third Ann. Rep, U. S. Geol. Surv .• pp. 307, 308. 1883. 
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of East Des Moines and farther down the river at Avon are 
in such a gravel train. Four :M:ile creek shows similar phe-
nomena. Camp creek and Mud creek also have gravel ter-
races. In the counties farther west the Raccoon river bot-
toms are underlain by gravel. The gravel in all three cases 
is firm, hard material such as makes up the pebbles of the 
Wisconsin. Occasionally bowlders which might have come 
from the Kansan are also incorporated. 
The gravel terraces are not conspicuous features. They 
are frequently covered with later alluvium, as at the Avon 
gravel pits, or rise ten to twelve feet above the modern bot-
tom land, as at the newly. opened pits in Highland Park. In 
this particular they differ from the gravel trains which are so 
characteristic of the Wisconsin drift in other states. In Wis-
consin* the Green Bay glacier filled up the old valley of Rock 
river to a depth of 350 feet (including earlier drift) with a 
deposit of finely assorted sand and gravel, producing a level 
plain three to five miles wide and extending forty miles or 
more southward from the moraine., 
The gravel trains in Polk county are found not only out-
side the area covered by the Wisconsin ice, but may in some 
instances be followed up the streaIIls to well within the Wis-
consin area. The gravel trains of Camp and Mud creeks are 
abruptly terminated at the upper end by the Wisconsin till. 
This is not, however, true of those of F,oul' Mile creek and 
the Des Moines river. The pits recently opened by the Chi-
cago Great Western railway at Berwick are about six miles 
within the limits of maximum extension of the ice. The Polk 
City pits are fully twice as far from the drift border, and the 
gravels occur along the Des Moines river well up toward 
H~gh Bridge. 
Along the Delaware ]~iver a somewhat similar series of phe-· 
nomen a occur. The explanation for them has been very 
carefully worked out by Salisbury. t The gravel train in that 
* Oha.niber liu : Geol. Wis., I, 2S4. ~883 
t Ann. Rep. State Geol. N. J., 1892, 106-112. 1893. 
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case is not a single continuous train, but is rather a series of 
individual trains, each of which was formed successively far-
ther up the river, and each corresponding to : one of a series 
of moraines of recession.' Apparently this explanation is 
equally good for the case in hand, except that here there are 
no moraines. The ice retreat s~ems not to have been by 
definite stages, but' continuous. That there were minor 
stages in the retreat is, of course, altogether probable, and 
future detailed study may render it possible to discriminate 
them. 
Belonging iIi a sense with the gravel trains, and yet to a 
certain extent differing from them, are the beds which have 
'been represented on the map as stratified drift. They do not 
. include all the stratified drift found in the county, since no 
attempt has been made to discriminate the gravel trains from 
the alluvium. Only those bodies of stratified drift have 
been represented.which were of considerable extent and sig"' 
nificance. These are confined to the old valley formerly occu-
pied by the ancestor of the upper Des Moines river. As seen 
east of the capitol, this drift presents the characteristics 
common to outwash plains. It is sanay, mixed with gravel, 
and rises a little above the present bottom land. It has a 
slightly hummocky surface. The diversity of relief increases 
to the north, so that between Saylorville and Oak Park sandy 
drift hills of irregular form are common. In that portion of 
the valley which is now occupied by Beaver creek, the drift 
becomes more and more the normal bowlder clay, so .that a 
short distance west of the county line the distinction between 
the two can not be drawn. In general it may~be said that the 
drift of this valley is a bowlder clay deposited inthe presence 
of considerable water. The anomalies are probably a res\llt 
'of the topography existing a_t the time of the ice retreat, the 
beds of material being in a valley 120 to 160 feet below the 
upland. Probably stagnant ice may account for some of the 
peculiarities. 
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ALLUVIUM AND TERRACES . 
. The extent of the alluvium is indicated upon the accompany-
ing map with the correction that the terraces have not there 
been discriminated from it. It will be seen that alluvial bot-
tom lands form no small proportion of the whole area. It will 
also be seen that the proportionate alluvial area is notably 
greater in the southern than the northern portion of the 
coun~y. This becomes the more.striking if the valley of the 
Skunk river, which is exceptional, be left out of account, and 
the comparison would be more striking still if it were possible 
accurately to map the small alluvialbottom lands found along 
the minor tributary stream-ways throughout the southern divis -
ion .. This distribution of the alluvium reinforces the argument 
derived from the drainage and topography for the relative 
youth of the northern portion of the county. 
The alluvium forms a terrace along the streams. It is evi-
dently a terrace of aggradation as defined by Salisbury. * 
Above it at many points along the upper Des ~oines river, 
for example opposite the Sixth avenue bridge, near the Key-
stone mines, at the north of Beaver creek, directly west of 
Saylorville and near the mouth of Big creek, is a second ter-
race. This is m~de. up of sand, gravel and graveHy drift, and 
seems to ;mark the stage where the Polk county gravels were 
laid down. It is essentially a gravel train, and its origin has 
just been discussed. 
In the vicinity of High Bridge there are terraces which lie 
still higher. The main one is about fifty feet below the 
general upland surface and sixty-five to seventy feet above 
the river. It is about 300 feet wide and slopes back to the 
bluffs to such a degree that a small stream has located itself 
along the back of the terrace which is now in .placessix feet 
lower than the river edge. The side streams have cut away 
sharp gullies in this terrace, and the action has been so rapid 
that the divides between these gullies, even when less than 
six feet wide, remain flat topped. The material of the terrace 
*AnD. Rept. State Geo1. N . • T., 1892, 103,104. 1893. 
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is unstratified drift, and shows no trace of water action in its 
deposition. Twenty to twenty-five feet below the mainter-
race is a second, which is narrower and quite illd~fined. These 
are along a portion of the valley less than half a mile wide. 
They are evidently not terraces of aggradation, but mark rather 
definite periods in the down-cutting of the stream, and hence 
correspond to the type discussed by Gilbert. * 
Along the Skunk valley n~arValeriais a low terrace which 
belongs to the second class. 
ECONOMIC PRODUCTS. 
Coal. 
Polk county is one of the largest coal-producing counties 
in the state. In 1893 it stood second to Mahaska alQne, but 
since then"has been passed by Appanoose, where the coal lies 
nearer the surface and is more cheaply mined. The most pro-
ductive portion of the Iowa coal measures consists of a long 
strip. of territory running south from Fort Dodge and parallel 
to the Des Moines river. Polk county is about midway of . 
this productive strip. The coal mined near Des' Moines is 
mainly takep. from seams lying at some depth, so that the 
area is neither so cheaply prospected nqr ~s the coal so eco-
nomically mined as in the counties to the north and south. 
Despite these facts mining has been carried on here since the 
first settlement of the country, and the coal industry is now 
a large and "important one. At the time Fort Des Moines was 
occupied as a military post, coal was obtained from the sur-
face vein still exposed near the Center street dam. For a 
long time this was the only vein worked,though it was opened 
up at a number of points both north and south of the river. 
Worthen, t as a result of observations made here in 1856, urged 
the propriety of sinking sha-its to the lower seams which he 
indicated as present. It was some years, however, before 
this was done. The state census of 1856 records four miners 
*Gilbert: Geol. Henry Mts., 126, 127. 1880. 
tRall: Geol. Iowa, I, 171. Albmy, 1858. 
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in ~olk county. In 1859 coal to the value of 8337 was pro-
duced. In 1862, 35,468 bushels were mined. In 1865 the 
amount was 27,922 bushels, and in 1866 it had increased to 
332,769 as a result of the opening of shaft mines. In 1867 
the Watson Coal Co. sunk a shaft at the foot of Capitol Hill 
to the" first vein" of the east side, and for a long time this 
mine supplied the railroads .. The Hall, Rawson, Reese, Dahl 
and numerous other mines in the meantime furnished coal 
from the surface seam. In the same year that the Watson 
o mine was opened the Iowa Central shaft was put down on 
School street between W est Fifth and Sixth. Apparently 
this shaft went only to the upper seam. 
In 1873 Mr. Wesley Redhead resolved to open up the lower 
seams and the Des Moines Coal Co. was organized by him to 
sink a shaft on the south side opposite the present West 
Ninth street bridge. The shaft went down 150 feet to the 
"third vein," the "second" not being workable at that point. 
This mine, which was afterwards known as the Pioneer, was 
one of the most important in the district and 'worked out a 
large area, as is indicated o~ the sketch map (figure 47). Its 
success led to the opening of a number of mines in the vicin-
o ity, among which were the Sypher (1874), later known- as the 
Polk County, the Eclipse (1873), the Pennsylvania, the Pleas-
ant Hill (1875) and the Eureka (1875). About the same time or 
later the east side mines began tv be opened up and mining 
was active there, particularly in the eighties. In 1893 the 
last of the east side mines, the Garver, was closed and the 
field deserted until the present season, when the ne~ Eureka 
was opened. 
In the earlier days, as has been seen, the upper vein was 
quite extensively worked north and west of town, but after-
ward the region was abandoned until 1893, when the newer 
group of mines now including the Keystone, Flint, Eagle, 
West Riverside, ,Bloomfield, Oak Park and Lake Park began 
to be opened up. West of the city the Two Rivers and other 
mines at one time took out coal, but the region has been 
abandoned for some years. 
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There has been a constant change in the center of mil!ing 
activity, but it has been a change, not a loss. As individual 
leases were worked out the mines were closed, but new ones 
have in almost every case been opened. In addition, new 
capital has been coming in, new fields have been opened up, 
and in some cases the deeper veins in abandoned portions of 
the field have been tapped. . As a whole the industry has been 
constantly growing. There have been periods of stagnation, 
but these hav~ been temporary, and for some time to come there 
will be opportunity for profitable mining,though the returns 
are not now so large as in earlier years. Here as elsewhere 
there has been concentration of capital, and a new order of 
things with larger dealings and a narrower margin of profit 
has developed., At present there are twenty-five mine~ in the 
county exclusive of the small drifts worked only for local 
trade and a few mines engaged in taking out the pillars and 
neglected blocks of coal in territory already worked by larger 
companies. -According to the report of Mr. M. G. Thomas, 
State Mine Inspector, * there were in 1895 twenty-three plants 
operating on a commercial scale. These plants represented 
a capital of $430,000 and paid $329,190 in wages exclusive of 
the salaries of superintendents, mine foremen and other offi- . 
cials. If in addition to the capital invested in the plants the. 
value of the lands undergoing development were to be reck-
oned, the total would me much larger. The output for 1895· 
was 334,881 tons, with a value of $458,707 at the mines. The 
small· country banks were not taken into account in these 
figures and, while the amount of coal mined at each drift is 
smail, the price paid is often relatively high, so that the value 
of the total output as given is low. Within the last year the 
industry has expanded quite notably. Old mines have been 
reopened for closer working, and many of the established 
plants have increased their working force. 
A large amount of the coal mined goes on the home market. 
Very little coal is shipped into Des lvIoines, and the local 
"Rept. State Mine Inspector, 1825, p. 69. 
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mines have a large trade to supply. The outside trade is 
growing, large quantities of coal being shipped north and 
west throughout Iowa and adjoining states. The exceptional 
railway facilities enjoyed by the mines of the city gives them 
a great advantage in competing for the trade of the north-· 
west. One mine, for example, by means of two switches is 
able to ship over five of the main railway systems of the state 
without transfer charges. ! 
Theeoalsminedare bituminous and free-burning. They are 
not usually block coals, though there is occasionally a ten-
dency in that direction. Nlorefrequently the horizontal lam-
ination is most pronounced .. ' The coals are quite firm and 
may, in most cases, be blasted from the solid. They make 
relatively little slack, and are of good quality for general 
steaming purposes. The percentages of ash and sulphur are 
about the same as in the average coals of the state. Even 
the fine coal is fairly clean, as is shown by the fact that it is 
the main boiler fuel throughout the city. Co~ing and gas 
coals have not been found to any extent. Occasio~al anal-
:yses of picked samples* sh<?w· coal suitable for these pur-
poses, but so far nothing of the kind has been developed on a 
-commercial scale. 
'r:riiie following analyses, by Prof. G.E. Patrick, show the 
;ch~.racter of the coal as put on the market. The samples were 
;nofprcked,but represent rather the average charac~er of the 
,coal. . The percentage of ash is higher here than in much of 
the coaLeven in the same mines, and yet is probably fairly 
representative of the coal· as marketed. At present the coal 
is nowhere cleaned except by screening. It is probably only 
a question of time until regular washing works will be erected 
in this direction. By their aid the ash can be .almost wholly 
removed and the quality of the output proportionately 
increased. This will, of course, make it possible largely to 
expand the trade, since the cleaned coal is fully the. equal in 
value of the eastern coals, which now have the advantage in 
""Davis: Eng. Min. Jour., vol. LIX, No.7. pp. U9-15O. February 16, 189~ •. 
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much of the territory north and west of the Iowa fields. The 
difference in freight rates will more than offset the cost of 
cleaning, which has lately been very much reduced. 
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Christy mine ___ 1 6.10 82.59 11.30 39.u6 43.53 54.83 4.99 .14 5.13 
Gibson mine _ -_I 7.04 82.8!l 9.72 40.06 43.17 52.891 4.09 .16 4.25 
Manbeck mine_ 6.82 76.68 16.19 36.93 39.65 . 56.84 4.44 .29 I 4.73 
The mining equipments are usually good. With the excep-
tions of a very few of the smaller mines, the Merchant and 
. 
FIG. 58. Shaft house and tipple of Ca:rbondale No.2. 
Hulme at Commerce, and some of the reopened mines of 
South Des lvloines, substantial steam hoists are used through-
out the county. In most of the mines mules alone are 
employed for underground haulage, but at the old Eureka and 
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the Christy tail rope plants have ~eeri installed. Sliding 
screens are most common, but there are a few mines equipped 
with revolving screens. There has been a constant improve-
ment both ih mining methods and equipment. . The Carbon-
dale mine No.2', recently opened, is one of the most sub-
stantial and well arrang~d plants in the state. ' It is repre-
sented in figure 58. 
This plant includes well built and well arranged top works, 
wit.h revolving screen,chain conveyers, storage bins, extensive, 
trackage and other features of a complete plant. At all the 
mines the cheaper types of boilers are used, and little atten-
tion is paid to economy in steam generation. The low price 
of fine coal which is used for fuel Qompared with the high cost 
of boilers of greater efficiency, together with the notoriously 
rough usage which machinery of any kind receives in coal 
mines, allows this system to prevail. 
In mining, the work is all done by hand. Shooting from 
the solid prevails throughout the district, and the blast holes 
are drilled by means of the common .hand drill wIth auger bit. 
Power has not been introduced in this work. At the Carbon-
dale mines a power plant was recently put in. It includes 
both coal-cutting machines (Jeffery pattern) and drills.' The 
machines were found to undercut nicely, but the blast left the 
coal in such shape that it was difficult to get it out, and the 
work has been discontinued~ 
The majQr development of the coal industry has heretofore 
been in the Immediate vicinity of Des Moines, and here as 
elsewhere the mines have been located along the streams. 
It is believed that much of the remainder, of. the county will 
prove as rich as any which has so far been opened up. As 
has been shown in the preceding pages, the development of 
the streams was long posterior to the formation of the coal, 
and there are no known relationships between the two.. The 
opinion sometimes entertained that productive beds are to be 
found only along the streams has no foundation except in the 
history of the industry where the coincidence is manifestly 
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the result of cultural factors. It is being constantly nega-
tived as rapidly as prospecting is extended over the uplands, 
and the latter may be expected to prove as rich as the valleys. * 
These considerations· enforce the belief that the~industryin 
Polk county is in its infancy only, and that' much the larger. 
portion of the coal is yet untouched. Of a total of 375,200 
acres within the county, about 8,00Q only are now held for 
development by mining companies. In addition 2,200 acres 
have been more or less completely worked over so far as the 
known horizons are concerned. Much of the latter territory 
will not be reworked unless lower horizons should be located. 
A considerable portion, however, contains enough coal to be 
available for local mines. 
In all less than six-tenths of one per cent of the area of the 
. ., 
county has been worked out, even in the sense in which that 
term is used here. About 2.13 per cent is now being devel-
oped; 97.27 per cent of the region has not even been pros-
pected.· 
It would be difficult to arrive at any estimate of the total 
amount of coal mined. Up to 1881, when the state mine-
inspectors were appointed, there was no agency for collecting 
and recording the statistics. The various census reports 
issued by the state give notes for the· years of issue, but the 
intervening years are blank. In the following table the data 
so far 'as they are available are tabulated, the amount being 
recorded in' short tons. The figures for the years 1881-95 
are from ~he reports of the mine inspectors. Those for pre-
vious years are taken from the state census reports, except 
for 1860. The amount for that year is taken trom theeighth 
federal census. 
1856 _______________________________________ : ________ . 600 
1860_________________________________________________ ],858 
1862 __ ~ ___________________________________ ~__________ 1,418 
J865_________________________________________________ J,116 
1866 _________________________________________________ 13,310 
-----
* Sinc.p. the above was written the extensive pl'ospecting of the Consolidation Coal Co. 
over the highlands north of Des Moines has shown the presence ot good coal at several 
pOints. 
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1869_________________________________________________ 27,796 
1874 _______ ~ ____________________ ~-------------------- 69,327 
1881 _________________________________________________ 473,893 
1~82 _________________________ ~ ___________________ . ____ 327,819 
1883 ________________________ .. ________________________ 558,821 
1884. _______ ~ ________________________________________ 619,921 
1885 _________________________________________________ 462,895 
1886 _________________________________________________ 337,964 
1887 _________________________ . ____ ~ ___________________ 305,094 
1888 _________________________________________________ 386,321 
. ]889 ___________________________________________ ~ _____ 356,039 
1890. ________________________________ ..: _______________ 508,149 
1891. ________________________________________________ 397,8~3 
1892 _________________________________ . __ . ___ . ____ ,.. ___ 371,389 
1893 _______________________________ . ______ . ________ . _ 466,408 
1894_. _______ . _____________________ ~------- ... -.-.-.- 355,000 
1895_. _____________________ ~------ .. -.---.----------- 334,881 
The mine inspectors are restricted by law so that they take 
'account only of mines employing more than fonr men. In 
1893 the Geological Survey collected statistics of production 
from all the mines in the county and obtained a t.otal of 693,-
103 tons. The year was notable for the exceptional output 
of Iowa mines, so that the r~tio can not perhaps be£airly 
applied to the whole period, but if an allowance of one-fifth be 
made for the small mines the total coal mined since 1881 would 
be about 7,600,000 tons. The total amount mined before that 
time may be less accurately estimated at 2,300,000 tons. In 
round numbers Polk county has produced 10,000,000 tons of 
coal.' .L!.\..s has already been indicated, only 2,200 acres have 
been" worked out," aside from the empty rooms in the mines 
now working. Since in mining practice about 3,200 tons per 
acre ar~, in this region, produced from a four foot vein, it 
lTI.ay be estimated that about 3,000 acr~s have been mined out. 
Upon this basis the lands now prospected anq. under lease 
should :yield approximately 32,000,000 tons. Whether or not 
the unprospected 97 per cent of the county will prove equally 
productive can not, of course, be foretold, but if it should 
prove very much less rich, Polk county would still have.enor-
mous reserves of coal within its borders. 
~9 G. Rep. 
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The mines ~ow operated are included in the following list. 
Their location is shown up~n the map aceompanying this 
report as well as in the small slfetches introduced.in the text. 
Since the stratigraphy of the coal measures and the distribu-
tion and character of the coal be~s has already been given it 
only remains to note here the position and relations of the . 
mines, together with a few detail~ . regarding the workings .. 
The mines readily group themselves around eleven localities.' 
Runnells.-Tb.ere are two mines in operation at this point. 
The larger is the Acme, which is a shaft mine with steam 
hoisting plant and a switch from the Wabash railroad. The 
coal is reache.d at a depth of forty feet and is the same vein 
which was formerly worked' by a slope driven. in trom the 
bluff. The coal reached by the slope was cut by a preglacial 
erosion channel. * It was also· cut off at the north by sand-
stone and shale which was drilled into to a depth of eighty 
feet without locating coal. The territory now developed is 
west of that mined by the slope and east of the territory 
which was worked out by the Midland mine, abandoned some' 
time since. West of the Midland territory and north of town 
'" 
J:.., 1', L~. l ___ ~ t', 
rlc ---1'"- - -' v-'===-=-=-=_C-::_=_=._=_=_ -=-=_=-=_==-, 
I 
I 
Carbond.ale fuel (0. : 
FIG. 59. Mines near,Hastie. 
I 
I 
I 
I 
r- ~ 
is the Star, a small mine 
worked for local trade. 
Still farther west, at the 
edge of the town, the Skan-
dia mine was formerly lo-
cated. . About forty acres 
were opened up by this 
drift, but the work was 
abandoned because of fire. 
Hastie. - A . mine was 
. sunk ,some years since at 
this point by Adams and 
Hastie. A four foot vein 
of coal was worked at a 
depth of 100 feet. Upon attempting to mine toward the south 
* Keyes: Iowa Geol. Surv., II,292. 18940. 
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water was encountered and the mine was eventually drowned 
. v 
out. A second shaft was put down farther east by J. M. 
Christy and a small area worked out. Near this point Earle· 
& Prouty have a tract of land where the Iowa Fuel Co. now 
operates a mine. The shaft has a steam equipment and a 
track from the Wabash railroad. So far the output has been 
mainly used by the Newman Brothers' brickyard, which is 
located upon the same land. An upper seam of coal was 
worked to a slight extent by the Woodlawn Coal Co., but the 
shaft has been abandoned. . 
Manbeck·-9pposite Hastie is the mine of the Coal Valley 
Coal Co., which was owned formerly by the Manbeck and Coon 
Valley companies. The section as shown by mining operati9ns 
has already been given. The coal-now mined is reached by 
both shaft and slope. The upper seam, which is not worked, 
is reached by a slope driven up from the lower vein. This 
upper vein outcrops along the railway almost to Avon and has 
been opened up by local drifts at several points. 
Cm·bondale.-The Carbondale mine~ form a group lying on 
the north side of . the Des . 
Moines river near Four Mile 
creek. They include the 
two mines of the Carbon-
dale Fuel Co., the Christy 
mine and the two mines of 
the Gibson Coal & Mining 
Co. 
Mine number 1 of the 
Carbondale Fuel Co. was 
formerly operated by the 
Iowa Fuel Co. Number 2 
is a new mine opened by 
FIG. 60. Carbondale l!'ueloo. 
the company immediately after its recent organization. Both 
mines are well eq~ipped steam plants. The mines have con-
nections wi.th the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific railway and 
the Des Moines Union, through which all the other roads in 
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the city are reached. The company has a large tract of land 
under lease at the mines, as well as two small tracts lying 
respectively south and east of the Earle & Prouty land, and 
a large tract near Adelphi (Tp. 76 N., R. XXIII W., Secs.13, 
24,25.) 
The Christy mine is located between the two tracks of the 
====r-----J 
Chicago, Rock Island & 
Pacific railway,and works 
a large tract of land lying 
mainly to the west of the 
mine. It is .a will equip-
ped plant with a tail rope 
for underground haulage 
and a revolving screen for 
cleaning the coal. "" 
The Gibson No. 2 is a 
new mine located aquar-
ter of a mile north" of the 
FIG.61. Gibson and Christy tracts. Christy. It is also located 
between the two railway 
tracks. The land controlled by the Gibson company lies north 
and west of the shaft. In sinking the latter considerable 
trouble was experienced with a bed of quick sand. The sec-
tion encountered showed the following beds. 
FEET 
6. Drift ___ ~ ________ • ___________________________________ 12 
5. Sand _________________________________________________ 40 
4. Blue clay . ________________________ ._____ _ ___ ____ ______ _ 4 
3. White pebble clay ________________ .:.________________ 5 
2. Blacj{: shale ______________ • _____ ' _____________ L ___ . ___ 22 
1. Coal__ ___________________ ____ ____ __________________ _ 4 
This differs in the upper portion very considerably from the 
record of a bore hole about 100 feet from the shaft. Since 
the mine is in the valley of Four Mile creek the explanation 
is found in the preglacial age of that stream . 
.1Vorthectst Des Moines.-About three miles northwest of the 
GibsonNo. 1, and likewise located upon thewestfiank of Four 
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Mile Ridge, are two mines, the Maple Grove. and the Western. 
The Maple Grove is 105 feet deep, with coal three to four feet 
in thickness. The mine 4as a switch from the Chicago Great 
We.stern, but sells a large portion of ~ts 
output on the local market. South of 
the Maple Grove was the Union, which 
worked out a tract of eighty acres and 
was ab!tndoned.North of the Maple 
Grove is the new mine of the Western 
Coal Co., which has been opened up. 
A considerable tract of land has been 
prospected and leased, and substantial 
top works erected. Coal is shipped 
oyer the Chicago Great Western. 
Grove 
• 
UnIon 
FIG. 62. Northeast Des ~roines 
mines. 
East Des l'Ioines .-The only mine now 
operated in this famous mining district is the Eureka No.2, ' 
which was opened in the fall of 1896. It is operated' by the 
same company which owned the Eureka·No. 1 ~n the south 
side. of the river, and the mining equip-
ment is, the same. The company has a 
switch from the Chicago & North -West-
ern railway.· The strata found in sink-
ing the shaft agree closely with those 
already given as found at the Giant 
mine. The thickness of the three veins 
as found here has already been given. 
The lowest vein is covered by twenty-
five to thirty-four feet of back shale, 
so that the ·company anticipates no 
trouble from water. The company has 
160 acres leased (Tp. 79, ~. XXIII W., 
'5,..1 •. ,. ~;I. - , Sec. 36, Nw. gr.) of which a small por-
( •• 1 ~ ..... I... tion only has been previously worked 
""fl,I,I, ~ .. ,." •• 1 ~ 
~FIG. 63. East Des Moines out by the Diamond mine. North of 
mmes. this lease (Sec. 25, See of Sw.) is the 
land mined over by the Miller min.e. East of the Eureka (Sec. 
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36;· N·e. qr. }is the 9ld Atlas property, a very considerable por-
tion of which was not mined because of trouble with water. 
South of the Atlas was the Standard (Sec. 36; N. t Se. qr.), 
and still farther south were the Giant mines (Sec. 36, Sw. of 
Se.; Tp. 78 N., R~ XXIV W., Sec. 2, E. t of Ne. qr.). Directly 
south of the Eureka (Sec. 36, N e. of Sw.) the Garver mine was 
located. 
Saylor.-On the north side' of the old valley previously 
described, the Des Moines Coal Co. have a mine near Saylor 
postoffice. The shaft record has been already given. The 
mine is connnected with the Chicago & North-Western rail-
way. The lease includes 240 acres .. The only other mining 
carried on in ~his vicinity was on the county farm. Over a 
portion of this land the upper seam shown at the Des·:Moines 
mine was worked out some time since. . 
Polk Oity.-But one mine has been open at Polk .City. 
That is now owned by the White Ash Fuel Co. The shaft has 
steam .equipment. So far local trade only has been supplied, 
but a switch from the Chicago & Nort~-Western railway is to 
be built at once. 
. lYorth Des Koine8.-Along the Des Moines river fr,om Sixth 
'avenue to Beaver creek mining is being carried on quite vig-
orously. On the north side of 
the river arethe OakPark, Flint . 
Valley and Lake Forest mines,.·· 
of which the last two ship coal 
~== .. over th.etracks·of the Street 
,t m;le 
FIG. M. North Des Moines mines .. 
Railway Co.Qn the south side 
of the river are the Bloomfield, . 
Eagle, K~ystone 1 and 2, and 
W est RiverSide mines. All of 
these mine.s .... are shafts,. with 
. steam hoisting plants, and: all 
depend a~most wholly upon the 
city trade. The Flint Valley 
furnishes coal to the brickWorks 
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, , 
of the same company, while the Keystone mine and the Iowa 
Brick Co. use the same territory. 
South ])es j1[oines.-At present there are but four mines in 
, . 
South Des Moines which are opening new territory. These 
are the Clifton, Proctor and the two .mines of the Van Ginkle 
Coal Co. All are shafts operated by steam power. In addi-
tion, coal is being taken out from the second horizon on the 
land formerly worked by the Polk County and Des Moines 
. mines by small gin shafts. The Riley mine, a small gin shaft, 
is located near the Des Moines. 
. The Scott mine is a small drift worked in the first vein upon 
the territory of the Pennsylvan'ia. All this territory. is, how-
ever, in the main, worked out, and the mines now operating 
obtain coal from areas neglected by the older mines. The 
Van Ginkle mines, one of which is now known as the Pleasant 
Valley mine, have a switch from the Chicago~ Rock Island & 
Pacific railway. (See figure 47.) The Clifton and Proctor mines 
have no railway connection. The Clifton mine is, located on 
Clifton avenue, at the top of the hill leading 'up f~om the Rac-
coon. _South of it' a half mile, is the Proctor. Between the 
two is a small strip of territory worked out by the Bloomfield. 
Between the Proctor and the Bloomfield is a "fault" tovrard;:; 
which the coal rises and thins. It has been worked into 200 
feet without being crossed. The Bloomfield leas'e lay east of 
the Clifton and Proctor. Beyond it was the half section con-
trolled bv the Eureka. East of the Eurek~ lease is the Van 
,oj 
Ginkle land. N ext to it is a strip worked out in part by the 
Polk County, and in part by the Des l\1oines mine. Beyond 
the latter was the Eclipse lease, and in part south and in part 
east of the Pennsylvania. The Pioneer land lay north of the 
Bloomfi,eld and . Clifton, and in part west of the Eureka. It 
. extended north beyond t4e river. West of it was the Coon 
Valley, and.near the latter a small area was worked out by the 
Great Western Coal Co. ' 
Gommm'ce.-There are two mines in operation at Commerce, 
both of which are gin shafts, and both of which sell only to 
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the local trade. The Merchants mine has a lease of forty 
acres at the western edge of town north of tlle river. The 
Hulme mine is just east of town. The land" owned here by 
Dr. Hulme includes 240 acres, part of which is south of the 
river. It has been prospected and shown to contain coal. . 
In connection with the sketches showing. the location of th~ 
mines plate ix may be studied. Upon this plate the coal beds 
shown a.t the principal exposures, or found in mines or borings, 
are represented. The details of· the sections have heen" in 
most cases given in the descriptive portion of this work. The 
correlations, so far as they can be made, are indicated by the 
dotted lines.' Where they are not indicated the probable cor- . 
relations may be inferred from the relations of the coalto the 
river level. The basis of the correlations has been already 
discussed. The plateshowsgraphically much of the evidence 
upon which they are based, as well as the difficulties which 
are encountered in any attempt at detailed correlations. It 
will be noted that the coal beds of the southeastern portion of 
the county form one group; those of South Des lvioines form 
a second; the East Des Moines, and along the river to the 
Beaver, are readily correlated, and the sections near Millman 
fit together; but between these separate groups correlation is 
less easy, and for reasons already given, has not been 
attempted. .The great irregularity in the surface of the Saint 
Louis is brought out, as is also the irregularity of the present 
topography. 'The thickness of the coal beds is necessarily 
exaggerated. Their distribution and' vertical relations are 
better indicated. 
Clays. 
Des Moines is rapidly becoming known~as one of the great 
centers for the manufacture ?f clay goods .. It already manu-
factures more paving brick than any point west of the Missis-
sippi, and the whole clay industry of the ·county is yet in its 
infancy. Polk county contains vast quantities of materia~ 
suitable for manufacture int~ all grades of clay goods, and 
o SORINO 
1, Acme. 
2, Ford. 
S, ATon. 
ol. Manbeck. 
5, Woodla.wn. 
6, Hastie. 
7, Oarbondale. 
8, Gibson. 
9,Ohristy. 
10,Orescent. 
11, Polk Oounty. 
12, Ple,asant nUl. 
13, Van (}inkle, 
14. Eurt'ka r. 
15. Bloomfield. 
111. Pro~tor. 
17. Olitton. 
18; Rose Hill. 
]9. Greenwood Pk 
20. M1llman. 
21. Terra.ce Hill. 
22, W. Riverside. 
23, Eagle. 
24, Oak Park. 
25. Des Moines~ 
26. Tile works. 
27, Eureka II. 
28, Oapitol f.[1l1. 
29, Maple Grove. 
30, Union. 
:U, Berwick.· 
32, Altoona. 
33, Mitchell ville. 
COAL BEDS NEAR DES MOINES. 
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while at present the output is limited, it may be expected to 
expand with increasing demand. 
Both the coal measures and the Pleistocene beds yield mate-
rial suitable for manufacture. The loess is at present used· 
mainly for the common grades of brick, but it is so abundant, 
so easily worked, and is capable of yielding such excellent 
results, that it may be expected to be brought more .and more 
into requisition. The alluvium is quite generously developed 
along the streams, particularly of the southern portion of the 
county, as is shown upon the accompanying map. While it is 
in places quite thin, and forms merely a sheet over under-
lying gravel or till, the aggregate amount present is enormous, 
and at any given point is far in excess of any probable 
demand. 
Alluvium is one· of the most easily manipulated of clays. 
It usually occurs with about the proper proportions or silica 
and other ingredients, so as to require no mixing with other 
material. It is spread over flat land, and hence is readily 
accessible. It is easily dug and requires no crushing. It will 
stand, in most instances, sun drying, and is most commonly 
burned in simple cased kilns .. By the hand process, when 
properly carried out, it yields an excellent brick of fair 
strength, good color and low cost. The sand-rolled brick 
made from-alluvium are not so beautiful as more expensive 
brick, but they are equally well adapted to inside work and. 
all classes of construction when fair strength and low cost are 
the main considerations. There must always be a good demand 
for such brick, and Polk county is well supplied with material 
for all such local and probable foreign demand. 
The second class of Pleistocene material available is the 
loess, whose properties and distribution have alread:y- been 
discussed. The loess occurring near Des 110ines is mainly of 
the type which for want of a better name is known as typical 
loe~s, to distinguish it from the phase called white clay. It 
is highly silicious, contains considerable linie, and allows a 
freer circulation of water than the white c~ay. The loess 
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found here is best adapted to the dry~press process, though 
it also yields fair results when treated as a stiff mud, provided 
too much water is. not used, and the drying is carefully 
watched. When dried rapidly it is apt to check. It burns 
to a cherry red and when properly handled,particularly if 
moulded on the dry-press, will yield a firm,hard brick of 
smooth surface and uniform pleasing color. It is a clay 
which is easily handled an~, e.xcept for the lime, has nodet-
riinental impurities. The lime is not always. present in such 
quantity and form as to prove harmful, but it is one of the 
things which should be carefully examined before an attempt 
is made to utHize any deposit. 
The till is usually so full of lime concretions and pebbles 
that it is not used. At Polk City it has, however, been !llade 
into tile with very fair results~ In other parts of theU nited 
States till is used quite extensively in the manufacture of 
cODlmon brick, and iithe need should arise there is no reason 
for supposing that the till present throughout Polk county 
would not be equally available. In the presence, however, of 
so much material that is more easily worked, it will not at 
present pay. to introduce the necessary ~leaning machinery .. 
In the northern portion of the county where the loess and 
coal measures are deeply buried and the streams have not yet 
developed ·alluvial bottom lands, recourse may be had to the 
slough clays. These are of essentially the same nature as 
alluvium, being collected in basins by the water which falls 
on the sides and runs down to the center. They are not of 
great depth but may form important local dep9sits. Clay of 
this character is in use at. Bondurant, and has been used to 
some extent at Altoona. It is quite free from lime pebbles, 
and, except for a t~ndency toward checking, is easily handled. 
The great bulk of the clay- used in the county is derived 
from the coal measures of the Des Moines formation. . These 
abound in clays and shales which vary greatly in composition, 
texture and adaptabilities. They are used for the manufac-
ture of all grades of building and paving bric~, sewer pipe 
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and drain tile, and common pottery, and have been proven by 
careful experiment to be well adapted to the manufacture of 
certain classes of terra cotta and pottery. The differences 
in appearance and texture of these clays have been noted in 
the sections given on preceding pages. Their wide distribu-
tion may be inferred from the same data. Certain minute 
differences and adaptabilities as at present known are noted 
in the sections which· follow. The coal measures are used 
largely in the manufacture of pavers and various grades of 
building brick. 
Of pottery only the coarser grades are now made. 'rhere 
are no kaolin deposits in the region, so that if the finest wares 
be attempted kaolin must be impOl:ted and mixed with the 
local clay, which may be used as a base. Since, however, 
this is advantageously do~e at other points, it is to be 
expected that in time the local demand at least will be sup-
plied by the home product. An excellent grade of kaolin 
has been for some years supplied from southeastern Mis-
souri to Ohio, where it is used in connection with coal meas-
ure clays in the manufacture of medium and fine pottery. 
There seems to be no good re'ason why a pottery industry 
similar to that of Ohio should not be built up in Iowa. The 
coal measures of this state contain beds of clay well adapted 
to this use and the Missouri kaolin deposits are nearer Iowa 
than Ohio. 
In this connection it is of interest to note that the Carbon-
dale Fuel Co., as a result of experiments made both in 
this country and in Scotland upon clays found upon their 
lands, have shown that their clays are not only suitable for 
the paving and various colored building brick already manu-
factured within the state, but are adapted for enameled brick 
and probably for ware of finer grades .. It is expected that 
plants will be erected for manufacturing these various lines 
of ware. 
One very important use for clays of the grade found here 
is the manufacture of sewer pipe and' chimney tops. At pres-
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ent there is but one plant in operation, but the business is 
one which may be expected to expand. 
In general, it may be said of the clay industry of Polk county,-
that there is room for great expansion. With inexhaustible 
quantities of clay of such widely varied adaptabilities; with 
coal at hand, and with exceptional transportation facilities, 
the region must become famous for its clay products. There 
will always be a considerable local demand to be met, and so 
long as clay goods' are shipped into the state there will be 
trade to be won by local companies. 
The methods adopted in working the clays v:ary with the 
material, the object to be attained, and the individual prefer-
ence of the operator. They are brought out in the descrip-
tions of the individual plants. 
PAVING BRICK~ 
Among the most important industries of Des Moines is the 
manufacture of paving brick. This industry is of recent 
establishment, and its rapid development is very gratifying. 
Paving brick have been used in Holland for more than a hun-
dred years, but the use of brick for street paving in the U nite~ 
States is quite recent. In 1870 an .experimental block was 
laid in Charleston, W. Va., and in 1873 several blocks were 
laid in the same city. These brick are still in good con-
dition in spite .of having been laid upon a board foundation 
and of being ef inferior quality, as judged by present stand-
ards. At Bloomington, Ill., several blocks were laid in 1875, 
and have stood twenty years of service. < These were merely 
hard burned building brick, and much inferior t-o the modern 
pavers. It was not until 1890 that- the paving industry 
showed any notable tendency to expand, Qut since then its 
development has been very rapid. Brick paving is being grad-
ually introduced into the larger cities. Saint Joseph began 
to use it in 1888, Kansas City adopted brick paving in 1889, 
and Saint Louis in 1895. ·Paving brick are now being used for 
residence streets in Philadelphia, and more iecently brick 
."". 
• 
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have been laid in Minneapolis, Omaha and several other cities. 
In Chicago a few residence streets are paved with brick, and 
eXI?erimental blocks have been put down by the Purington 
Brick Co. on Michigan avenue and the Des Moines Brick Co. 
on La'Salle street. 
In Des Moines the first brick was laid in 1889. Thev came 
. u 
from Saint Joseph, and were laid on Forest avenue. The first 
payers made here were turned out in 1891 by the Des 110ines 
Brick Co.,- and were used with outside brick. The first brick 
paving done exclusively with Des Moines brick was in 1892, 
when East Grand avenue to the fair grounds was paved with 
brick furnished by the Des Moines Brick Co. To this com-
pany is largely due the credit for d_emonstrating that the 
shales found here could be made into pavers second to none. 
Since the first success the industry has rapidly expanded until 
now four large pavIng brick plants are in operation, and oth-
ers are cO:t;ltemplated .. The brick is used at home so exten-
sively that Des Moines is becoming known as the city of brick-
paved streets,and is gaining an enviable reputation for its fine 
driving and haulage ways. 
Brick paving has of recent years become rapidly popular. 
It has, as compared with other forms of paving, many impor-
tant advantages, among which may be mentioned the fact 
that it is clean, nearly noiseless, healthful, smooth, durable 
and, cheap. When properly laid it has always exceeded 
expectations. ,A not unimportant advantage of brick paving 
is the fact that it allows the cleaning of the streets by flush-
ing, particularly if the sewers be made of the same brick, and 
so are not affected by the wearing action of the muddy water. 
Brick paving is easily and cheaply repaIred, and like granite 
blocks, is easily torn up for the purpose of laying or repairing 
tracks, pipes, conduits, etc. It is less noisy than granite, and 
since it forms a more even surface, is cleaner. It is not slip-
pery like asphalt, and is much more durable as well as 
more healthful than the wooden blocks. 
· . 
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A most important factor in the life of a pavement is the 
character of the roadway upon which it is laid. It should be 
well drained and well packed. In Des Moines the brick are 
laid in either single or double course. The single. course brick 
rest upon a concrete (six inch) or macadam (five inch) founda-
tion, with the brick set on edge with their longer diameters 
across the street. Between the brick and the concrete is a 
two-inch cushion of clear sand. When the brick have been 
set in place fine gravel and coarse sand are brushed over the 
surface, so as to fill the interstices, and hot pitch is run into 
the seams. A top surface of fine sand is spread over the pave-
ment and allowed to remain for a few daJs, after which it is 
brushed off. Double course pavement is not ordinarily laid 
on concrete. The ground is prepared bJ grading and rolling, 
and a course of hard burned brick laid over sand. Abo~e this 
is a second sand cushion, on which the paving brick are laid, 
as in single course work. 
One course paving requires sixtJ-six brick and costs with· 
concrete according' to recent contracts, $1. 35 to $1. 68 per 
Jard. Two course paving requires 105 brick and has been 
costing, with concrete,~about $1.25 to $1.50 per Jard. It is 
impossible to compare these figures with the cost of other 
work, since nothing but brick has been laid in Des Moines in 
recent years. At Minneapolis recent bids were $1.85 for one-
course brick and $2.51 for asphalt. 
For very heavy traffic streets the foundation should be 
strengthened. The Michigan avenue work in Chicago con-
sists of one course brick over sixteen to eighteen inches of 
crushed stone and concrete. For such streets only the best 
brick should be used. While clays capable of being manufac-
tured into average paving brick suitable fe>r residence streets 
and smaller cities are not rare, claJs which yield the higher 
grade of pavers are not so common. For heavy traffic streets 
or steep grades only the finest quality of material should be 
used. Even such material will probably not be so long lived 
as well selected granite blocks, but the first cost is very much 

· '''.~ 
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less, and the difference in noise and resistance to traction offsets 
the shorter life of the pavement. In the latter particulars 
brick is only exceded by asphalt which, however, can not be 
used on grades otover five per cent, can not be flushed, and is 
expensive both to lay and to keep in repair. The onlycheaper 
pavements are the Macadam and Telford, which require con-
stant care and repairs. 
The durability of brick paving has not yet been determined. 
No first class pavers have yet been worn out and some of 
inferior quality have stood hard service for more than twenty 
years. From the evidence of the last ten years it seems pro b-
able that well made and well laid bri~k are only surpassed in 
durability by granite blocks. The popularity of briCK paving 
in Iowa and the central west is established by the fact that 
Des Moines brick are now in use in Chicago, Minneapolis, 
Saint Paul, Omaha, Council. Bluffs, Dubuque, Cedar Rapids, 
Waterloo, Marshalltown, Davenport, Muscatine, Keokuk,Iowa 
City,Waverly, Adel and other cities., In 1896 18,000,000 
pavers were sold, and for 1897 the home orders alone call for 
about 7,000,000. 
The paving brick industry is so new that its technolog'y"is 
still in the process of development. It is only within the last 
few months that even a uniform series of tests has been 
formulated,· and improvements in the process of manufacture 
and burning are constantly being" introduced. The reported 
failures of brick in some of the early experiments are now 
'known to have been as often the result or improper selection 
and lack of familiarity with the proper methods of laying 
brick, as of the poor quality of the brick. itself. The quality 
is, however, being constantly raised as the requirements are 
better understood and -the properties of the clays are more 
,. stu died. 
The most valuable treatise on the manufacture of paving 
brick is that recently issued by the Missouri Geological Sur-
vey* and written by Prof. H. A. Wheeler, of Washington 
*l'l10. Geol. Surv., vol. XI, 622 pp., 38 pIs. Jefferson City, 189i. 
30G. Rep. 
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1!niversity. The report covers .. all ()f the. clay industries of 
tp.e stat~, and from the chapter on paving brick clays much 
oJ the following _ is _ condensed. According _ to Professor 
Wheeler a vitrified brick is one that is burned so hard as to 
, .-
be almost non-poro~s. It should have a close, dense, com-
pact structure, a very hig b degree of hardness, and the indi-
vidual particles 6f the clay should be n9 longer visible, even 
with a lens. In Des Moines practice brick are accepted for 
, . 
street use if upon a chipped surface it does not show individ-
ual grains. Since all such tests are -matters of degree, and 
since the quality of the brick has been amply attested both 
by use and experiment, this seems to be a safe test. 
If the. brick ~re cooled slowly. they will have a crushing 
strengt~ that exceeds granite and a toughness nearly asgreat .. 
In these particulars they are sharplydifferentiatedfrom builcl-
iJ?-g and fire brick. If they are burned so hard as to be com-
pletely vitrified they are glassy and are not so tough. The 
~ ". ~ . 
. lower heat only slightly vitrifies the material and produces a. 
brick with stony fracture. It is this "incipiently vitrified" 
brick which is desired. The materials used for paving 1?rick 
are shales. and impure fire cla:ys. -The primary requisite is 
. - '. . . . '. ' 
ready fusibility which is induced by what are called the flux--
~ . .' ~ . -. . 
ing impurities, iron,_ soda, potash, lime and magnesia. _ The 
greater the amount of the first of these constituents the easier 
it is to fuse the material. The Des :NIoines clays carry from 
. -
2.05 per cent to 13.12 per cent of. this material; and the per-
cEmtage of total fluxes varies from 2.88 to 17.60, the majority 
faIling between 6 and 10 per ~ent. The extremes are of 
. -". . , 
course only us.ed in combination. The clays as mixed and 
put into the pug-mill carry according to one series of deter-
minations 7.48, 6.13, 10.52 and 5.53 per cent of fluxes. The 
higher percentage of fluxes has the advantage of causing vit,. 
rification to se~ in at relatively low temperatures anc1hence 
a.Hows fuel economy. ~oo high a percentage, however, causes 
too ready a fusing, and yields glas~y brick which fail in 
toughness. 
-. 
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The toughness of brick seems to depend largely upon the 
physical properties of the clay, including particularly the fine-
ness of grain and the density. It is also influenced very 
largely by the manipulation of the clay and the manner of 
the burning. 
The chemical composition of the shales used for paving 
brick shows the widest variation. This is illustrated in the 
analysis of. the Des Moines shales, and in the following table 
given by Wheeler, and based upon fifty carefully selected 
analyses. 
... ... 
Q) Q) 
... ~ ~ Q) 
~ Pi CfJ. S Q) 
'"' Q) 0.0 ::s ;:J 0.0 ctl s~ s~ ctl..i ... 
• ..-; >=l .t-I ~ ::... >=l .-<Q) 
~Q) ~ Q) Q)Q) &~ 
''-; 0 ~t) ~ 0 octl ~ ~ ~ E-; 
Silica. (Si ()2) _ - - _ - -- -- . - -- -. - - - - -- - - - - -- -- -- ____ 1- 49.0 I 7~.O c 56.0 -Il~== 
AluIDma (A1 2 03)---------------------------------· 11.0 i 20.0 I 22.5 -_____ _ 
Ignition loss (Hz 0, S, CO 2 ) --------------------- -- 3.0 I_ 13.0 I 7.0 1-------
Moisture (H2 0) ----- ------------------------------ 0.5 I 3.0, 1..5 -------
---,--- ---1---
Total non-fluxing constituents -- - -- - -- -- -- -- - -I ~ ---'1---- -- -- ----I 87.0 
Iron sesquioxide (Fez 03) -- ____ -__________________ 2.0 9.0 6.7 ______ _ 
Lime (CaO)_ ____________ __________________________ _ 0.2 3.5 1.2 ______ _ 
Magnesia. (MgO)__ ---------------.------------- 0.1 3.0 I 1.4 -------Alkalies (NazO, K z 0) _____________________________ 1 1.0 5.5 3.7 _____ ~_ 
Total fluxing constituents --------------------- --··---1------~T 13.0 
Grand totaL ______ -------------------------- __ -===-J~~ ~TloM 
As a matter of fact the majority of clays used approximate 
quite closely to the average given. The wide range in com-
position is possible because of a compensating range in the 
manner of combination of the fluxing constituents and in the 
specific gravity and fineness of grain. 
The requisite physical properties are summarized ,.,by 
Wheeler as follows. 
(1) The clay should have sufficient plasticity to allow it to 
be readily moulded. If it is so lean as not to admit of being 
worked into a continuous bar by an auger machine it cannot 
compete in cost and quality with the clays that can be so 
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-worked unless a fat or bond clay is mixed with it. The air 
<dried clay should have a tensile strength of about 100 to 150 
"}1ounds per square inch. If it is too fat, or the tensile 
:.strength be above 200 pounds, the clay is apt to laminate in 
moulding and check in drying. The checking can be pre-
vented by mixing in lean clay, grog or sand, but the resulting 
furick are never so strong, and there is danger of lack of uni-
formity in the brick as a result of imperfect mixing. 
(2) The shrinkage in air drying or burning should not 
-~xceed 12 per cent. Greater shrinkage leads to checking and 
-increases the difficulty of burning. 
(3) The clay should allow the brick to be put- through a 
:;properly constructed dryer in twenty~four to thirty-six hours. 
~Slower drying causes delay and extra expense for added dry-
Jng room. 
(4) The speed in burning should permit a vitrifying heat to 
oe put on in five or six days. A tender clay, demanding slow 
jiring, greatly increases the cost. 
(5) The point of incipient vitrification to which all paving 
-"brick should be brought should be low, from 1,500° to 2,000° 
- -F. It should _be readily obtained in an ordinary kiln. 
(6) The point of viscous or scoriaceous vitrification should 
J)e at least 300° and preferably 400°-F. above that of incipi-
·~nt vitrification. Unless there is an ample margin there is 
:heavy loss frbm either soft unburned, or warped overburned 
-brick. It is impossible to control the heat of the kiln within 
.:;a. very narrow margm. 
(7) The density both before and after burning sliould be as-
nigh as possible, since it is an important factor of durability. 
(8) It is often desirable, in order to meet a popularpreju-
,dice which seems to have some foundation in reason, that the 
:clay should bur~ to a dark color. 
The quality of the output is very largely influenced by the 
-<character of the process of manufacture adopted. The details 
<of the process as carried on in the Des Moines plants are given 
jn the descriptions of the individual works. In general thep;ro-
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cess includes (1) mining of the clay, (2) pulverizing, mixing and 
tempering, (3) moulding the brick, (4) drying, and (5) burning_ 
Thorough pulverizing and mixing is important to secure a.~ 
homogeneous product. The tempering controls largely the-
ease of moulding, drying and burning. In this work, because-
of the uniformity which may be attained by its use, the auto-
matic tempering. machine used by the Iowa Brick Co. has-. 
many important advantages. In moulding it is important to> 
avoid excessive lamination since this is particularly unfDrtu-
nate in paving brick. The amount of lamination may be con-
trolled by proper tempering which may be in turn controlled 
by regulating the feed of the machine. 
Recently it has become common to repreas the brick. This:. 
process gives them better shape, makes them denser and. 
usually stronger. In drying the usual care must be exercised 
to avoid checking, which is particularly liable to occur in 
paving clays because of their considerable shrinkage. The: 
burning is perhaps the most- import.ant part of the process~ 
In this work down -draught kilns are exclusively used. The 
bricks should be set very open and the heat thrown first to 
the center. As color is not important water-smoking with 
wood is unnecessary and the whole burning may be done with· 
. coal. After the water-smoking two to four days, firing should 
be maintained four to six days, so as to bring the entire kiln 
up to a cherry red heat, 1,6000 to 1,9000 F. The kiln should_ 
be cooled slowly allowing plenty of time, six to twelve days", 
for the annealing. The slower the cooling the tougher will 
be the brick. It is impossible to burn a uniform kiln of brick. 
Only from 60 to 90 per cent will be No. 1 quality. At Des. 
Moines the percentage ranges usually from 75 to 85 per cent .. 
The remaining brick, while unsuitable for paving, are excel-
lently' adapted for use as hard burned building brick and 
. us'ually command a ready sale. . . 
The testing of paving brick is a matter which has attracted' 
much attention, and the proper methods of testing have been 
much misunderstood. An experienced inspector can tell 
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much from the appearance of a brick and the character of a 
fractured surface. He may, however,· be much deceived in 
examining brick with which he is not familiar,and in any 
event such a test can not be formulated so as to be either 
. useful for comparison or available for future reference. A 
number of meehanical tests, including crushing, cross-break-
ing, absorption and the rattler test have. been used. The 
present tendency is to rely mainly upon the eye inspection 
and the rattler test. 
The paving brick companies of Des Moines have recently 
had a very complete set of tests made upon their brick.· The 
work was done by Mr. E. P. Boynton, C. E., city engineer of 
Cedar Rapids, with the exception of the chemical analyses 
which were made under his direction by Prof. C. O. Bates of 
Coe College. The tests were carefully planned andwere care. 
ried out with great detail. Through the courtesy of the 
managers of the four companies concerned, the Survey is per-
initted to publish here the summary results of the tests. It 
should be remembered that these are only the summaries and 
in each case represent a large number of individual tests. A 
few of the detailed tests are given -under the description of 
the individual plants. At this place, in Table I, is given a 
general summary, together with the results of similar tests 
on certain other well known brick for comparison. 
.' 
TABLE I. 
PA VING BRICK 'rESTS-GENERAL RESULTS.-E. P. BOYNTON, C. ~_--'-__ ' 
p 
NAM]~ OF MANUlJ'AO'l'UHEI{. 
ABRASION AND IM-
PAO'l', RA'Fl'LER 
'l'ES'I'. 
.0 
t>:.3 
'@ ~ 
00 ~$ 
P-i<q 
'l'RANSVERSE 
S'l'RlliNG'l'H I{UP-
'l'URE. 
]\:1JTI'l'HOD OF AVERAGES. 
MANUF AO'l'URE. ---------:- '-'-M-O-D-U-L-U-S-O-F-, -RUP-
PER OENT OF LOSS. 
'B 'rURE 
1 2 3 5 6 , 7 s 9 10 
-' -------- --,------------1 End cut. - -, - - _ ... - .. - , - ..- ---- - ~ -. 
. Common _ .. ___ 15.17 15.17 1517 .71 2,UlO 2,190 2,190 62.14 Di~mond Brick & ,]~ile Co., Kansas City, Mo. j End cut. __ . ____ --, 
------
.... _ ... - . 
I Bepress _ _ _ _ _ 9.09 9.09 909 185 3,365 3,365 3,365 104.14 Puri.ngton Brick 00" Galesburg, Ill. _______________ . __ :. 1 End cut _____ '. 
-Repress _ .. _ " 11.89 11.27 11.58 1.05 3,122 3,122 3,122 90.70 1 End cut ____ -- 1107 ]1.07 11. 07 .93 2,584 2,fJ84: 2,584 8936 
, Common _____ 12.1:10 12.13 1249 1.17 2,621 2,621 2,621 8039 
\ End cut . __ . ~c 17.78 17.61 177O .54 3,896 4,080 3,988 62.89 
1 Common - - - - - ]249 12.49 12.49 .60 3,429 3,429 3,429 89.82 
J JjJnd cut .. - - -- 1228 11.4f.i 11.87 
.
8°1------ 80.61 I Common - - .. - - 16.86 ]5.65 16.23 .86 2,193 2,193 2,Hl3 54.21· 1 Side cut -, - - - -- 12.23 11.81 1202 .55 -i,7-1~ I~~'~~~~ 92.12 Hepress ___ 1480 13.6:~ 14.22 .96 3,348 77.28 i End cut. ~ -. - .. - - -- - .. _ ... -- -
82.25 Common _____ 1249 1249 12.49 .93 2,740 2,740 2,740 
Grtlesburg Vitrified Bdck Co, Galesburg, 111... _________ ... 
Dos Moines Brick Manufacturing Co., Des Moines, Iow,a_ .. 
Capital City Brick & Pipe Co, Des Moines,Iow~"-. _____ _ 
Iowa Brick Co , Des Moines, Iowa _ - __ - __ - - _ - ~ - - - .. - .. - - - - -
Iowa Brick Co , Des Moines, Iowa, _ - - . -. _ - - - - ___ - - - . - - --
Flint Brick Co., Des Moines, Iowa, __ .. _~ ___ .. _____________ . 
J End Clut .. - - .. -- ---.-- ------ ------ ." - -- - - - - - -
I Common ----- 15.03 14.67 14.85 .93 2,056 2,056 2,056 61.88 DavenpOl.,t Paving J?rick & '.rHe Co., Davenport, Iowa. __ { End cut. _____ 
---.--
.... -..- . -.' -- ----_ ..... .. Common _____ 12.95 12 .. 95 12.95 2.10 2,343 , 2,343 2,343. 7120 Ottumwa Paving Brick Co., Ottumwa" Iowa. --~----~~~----------------------~--
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The tests included the determination of the abrasion and 
impact loss by means of the rattler, the porosity by the 
absorption . ~est, and the transverse strength. The latter is 
expressed in terms of the modulus of rupture. The rattler 
used was polygonal in form, twenty-nine inches in diameter, 
and forty-eight inches long. It was charged wIth eleven. 
brick and a standard charge made· up of 300 pounds of two-
pound cubes, 340 pounds of two-pound cast iron spheres, and 
. 120 pounds of smooth cast iron foundry shot one-fourth to one-
half pounds each in weight. Thi.s charge was itself deter-
mined to be best adapted to the work as the result of a serie~ 
of experiments. The test consisted of 800 revolutions at a 
rate of thirty-three revolutions per minute, the rattler being 
driven by steam. The loss is calculated in per cent by weight. 
The absorption test was made upon brick which had been 
subjected to the rattler treat~ent and had accordingly lost 
their external glaze. The brick were brushed clean, dried ~t 
174°-178° F. for seventy-two hours, cooled one hour at 60° F., 
weighed to .0025pounds, set on edge in running water. at 40°-
42° F. for seventy-two hours, wiped dry with a cotton cloth 
and re-weighed. The gain is expressed in per cent by weight. 
The transverse strength was tested by cross-breaking and 
from this the modulus of rupture was calculated as usu~l. 
The formula used for calculating the general rating was 
adapted from one used by.Wheeler. It is as follows: 
v =(20-R) 6 + (8-A) + ~1o 
R=Rattler loss in per cent by weight; 
A=Absorption in per cent by weight. 
T=Modulus of rupture per square inch. 
The actual ratio in each~ase was obtained by comparing 
all the specimens tested. The rational ratio takes account 
only. of those which show no signs of having' suffere{1 acct-
dents during the tests. 
])e8 lrIo·ines Bpick Jl[Clnufctct~{'1'ing Co.-This ~ompany was 
the pioneer in the paving brick industry of . Des Moines. 
They formerly operated a small plant for the manufacture 
of tile, but in 1891 undertook the manufacture of building 
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brick and pavers. The first large contract which the 
company filled was to furnish the brick for the Equitable 
building, both the face and roof brick being furnished. Later 
they began to make pavers as already noted. Their success 
has been to a high degree gratifying, and the original plant 
has grown until it is now one of the largest brick plants in 
the west. The works are located in west Des Moines between 
the tracks of the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific and the Des 
FIG 63. Des MOines brick works. 
Moines & Northern railways. A considerable portion of. the 
output was at first placed on the local market, but of recent 
. years the shipping trade has beeIl increasing. The pit is in 
all about forty-five feet deep. 
The clay, as exposed at the time of Mr. Boynton's tests, 
and character of. the brick which may be made from each 
stratum is given below. 
D-l. Clay, variegated, highly refractory, burning to a brick of medium tough-
~ess, high porosity and low breaking strength; thickness, three to 
eight feet; average, five feet. 
D-2. Shale, streaked in color, medium fusibility,high in iron and fluxes; burns 
to a brick of medium toughness, medium porosity and low resistance to. 
rupture; thickness, three to eight feet; average, four feet. 
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D-3. ' Shale, solid chocolate brown color,clear definition; bl'ick show medium 
toughness, low porosity and high modulus of rupture; thickness, five 
feet. 
D-4 .. Shale, solid color, clear to poor definitioD; an average clay with mediUm 
iron, and fluxes lower than the clays above; brick show low toughness, 
low porosity, high modulus of rupture; thickness, five feet. 
D-5. Shale, variegated, dear to pOOl-definition, low iron and fluxes, high alum 
. ina; brick show medium toughness, low absorption, high' modulus of 
rupture; thickness, three feet. . 
D-6. Shale, sandy, solid color; brick show low toughness, low absorption, 
medium modulus of rupture;' thickness, ten feet. 
D-7. Shale,sandy, .clear definition, solid color, granulated texture, pulver~~es 
in the hand; not tested separately; thickness, five feet. 
D-S. Shale, gray, clear definition, easily fused; brick, good toughness; high 
po~osity, low modulus of ru:pture; thickness, twenty to twenty-five feet. 
This clay forms 38 to 40 per cent of the bank and runs to the underlying 
coal. 
The chemical analysis of the individual clays is shown in 
table II. In considering the results of the tests ori each clay 
of this and ·the other pits, it should be .relnemhered that the 
different clays need different treatment, particularly in the 
burning. It was not possible to give this, sothatmanyofth~ 
clays rank lower than they deserve. This brings down the 
averages shown in table I. 
TABLE 'II.' 
CHEMICAL ANALYSES, DES MOINES BRICK MANUFAGTUR[NG co. 
, , 
~C. O. BATES, Chemist. : 
, i I I ' 
*D-1. D~2. D-3. D-4 D-5.\ D-6. D~7. I tD-S. 
-------- -~-- --------1--
DESIGNATION. 
Silica, total, Si O 2 - ______ 70.29 59.181 64.60 64.41 \63.23 76.01 67.76 55.56 
Alumina, Al2 0 3 _________ 15.18 21.63 19.20 20.13 21.52 11.94' 14,46 21.33 
Water, combined, Hz 0___ 2.18 3.80 3.95 3.93 2.55 1.41 353 4.65 
Clay and sand _______ \ 87.65 84..61 87.75 88.77 90.30 89.36 85.75 'I 81.54 
Oxide of iron, Fe2 0 3 ----- 7.32 9.00 7.e8 5.88 t .. 28 5.40 8.52 ,,10.56 
Lime,Ca 0 ___________ . __ .80 1.06! 1.02 .34 .32 1.57 1.16\ 1.59 
Magnesia, Mg 0 _________ 1.72 1.R5· 1.37 1.71 .99 1.04 2.36, 2.94 
Total alkalies ____________ 1.49\1.52 1.25 1.90 1.16 1.80 1.24 2.38 
Fluxes ____ ________ n.3? 1~.43 m~- 9.83 7.Z~ 9.~1 l3.26117.47 
Water, free, Hz 0 _______ 1.02 ~.95 .92 1.-27 1./0 .65 .67 , .97 
ox~ge;O~la~-id- t;-~~yg~;1 
ox;~~~1~ !i~~~~t~;~y, -I 
gen ill flux L _ _ _ _ _ c _. 
100.00 
3.52 
2.07 
99.99 
2.21 
2.49 
'" Top clay worked. of Bottom Cla.y wOl·ked. 
--
100.01 99.77 
2.75 2.71/ 
2.64 3.24 
----
-- --
99.80 99.82199.70 99.98 
2.42' 4.74 1 3.29 1.92 
4.97 1.98 1.65. 1.89 
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The clay is mined by means of a Barnard steam shovel which 
loads the material into small cars. The latter are hoisted and 
dumped, the material falling into the dry-pans, one of which 
is of the Eagle Iron Works pattern and the other that of the 
Des Moines Manufacturing & Supply Co. The crushed clay 
is conveyed by an elevator to screens with openings ~x 3\ inch, 
and thence to bins. A portion of the material is pugged in a 
Wallace mill, and the remainder passed through a Chambers 
pug-mill. Two Chambers brick machines. are used.in mould-
ing. They have a combined capacity of 70,000 brick in ten 
hours. Four Eagle represses are used. The bricks are loaded 
at the machines into iron cars, upon which they are pushed 
through the dryer to the kilns. The dryer has six tunnels 
and is held at 2300 to 3000 F. It takes thirty-six tQ fifty hours 
to dry the brick. In burning, Eudaly kilns, of which there are 
ten, of 200,000 to 225,000 capacity each, are used. Water-
smoking consumes two to three, and the burning takes about 
six days. The brick have a high and well deserved reputa-
tion, as is shown by the subjoined tests. Theyhavebeen used 
in most of the important paving contracts filled by Iowa con-
tractors. When the works are in operation the out-put is 
about 120,000 per day with 80 to 85 per cent ·pav.ers. In all, 
about 76,000,000 paving brick have been made at this plant. 
It takes about thirty days to get the plant fully in operation. 
TABLE III. 
DES MOINES BRICK MANUFACTURING CO. 
ABRASION AND IMPACT-RATTLER TEST. 
General pavers, end cut common, from brick for paving Cedar Rapids, Iowa, 
season of 1896. E. B. BOYNTON, C. E. 
. I b WEIGHT-LBS. ~ I 
mel ....... el 
::1-;:; I 0 ~ <:) I 
.S ~ ~ .-< I I H 
MARKS. ~.~ H ~ • I 8. I CONDITION AFTER TEST. 
~ ~ ~ ~ I'So ~ I 00 r./; 
el;:; b .S .~ .S i§ i§ 
~,.... 8+" 0 P:l H H I 
C. 4 VI~i--:33 800 I 6.251-5.76 .49 7.84
j
-E-v-en-w-e-ar. 
1. 3 IX _I 33 800 I 6.32 5.76 I .56 8.86 Chipped corpers. 
B.-S.-L, 30 800 6.22 5.76 .46 6.40 Some chipping, were generally even. 
L. _____ I· 33 800 5.95 5.43 .52 8.74 Chip off corner. 
1-7-X _ 32 800. 637 5.85 .5~ \6.16 W~ar even .. 
Z ____ --j 32 ~~I!_6.50 -=~ .. 54 8.31 ChIp off one corner. 
Av'g_I ____ I ______ .-- ---- 1-- \S.05 
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TABLE IV. 
DES MOINES BRICK MANUB'ACTURtNGCO. 
ABSORPTIO~ TEST. 
General pavers, end cut common, from brick for paving Union station grounds, 
Cedar Rapids, Iowa, in 1896, made in 1895 E P. BOYNTON, C E. 
I \ 
::1 
WEIGHT ...... ce 
IN POUNDS. OIl 
..... 
'::1 
\ 
0 
So "'" .r-I..~ ::1 
~~ Cll 
:::: I " po:., CllCll H ..... 
H ce C!) 
j\IARKS~ 
;t:S i ~ < o I P-; .o4gl~ ])-6-II ________________________________________ _ 4.97 
D-6-V _______ . _________ - - - -- _ - -- - - - - - - -- - - - - - - -
4.95 I 
4.36 4.385 .02:) .57 
D-6-T . __________________________________ -----. 4.80 4.82 020 Al 
D 6-L . _____ .. ________ . ___ - ___ -- ___ . -.-- __ ----. 5,09 5.11 020 .39 
D-6-IX _____________________ - - _ -- - - - - - - -- ___ --- 4.87 4.QO .030 ;61 D-g-X_. _____________________________________ ~_ 4.82 4.845 .025 .52 
--
--- ----I , .56 .--- ... --~ .A. v erage ___________________ ~ _ _ -________ _ 
TABLE V. 
DE3 MOINE3 BRICK MANUFACTURING CO. 
TRANSVERSE RUPTURE TEST 
Broken in registering hydraulic pres". Modules of rupture = M =! ~ ~2 in 
which 1 = length between supports, = 6 inches, b = breadth and h = depth of 
brick, w = breaking load 
General pavers, end cut common, from brick for paving Union station grounds, 
Cedar Rapids, Iowa, in 1896, made in 1895 
E. P. BOYNTON, C. E. 
MARKS. I b. \ h w m. I REMARKS 
I l 
D-S-1 __ ~==~ ____ = 4.05 2.40 '7.000 2,695 Medium dark reddish. 
II _ ________________ 4.021 2.38 6,200' 2,45? Brown color, with many white 
\ " I . - and re~ pe?bles 
H ________________ 1 4.00 \ 2.3;) 6,900 2,810 I Few lammatlOn cracks 
Z ________________ 4.10 232 5,600 2,2Gt Break on two or three edges. 
V ________ ~ ________ I~I~ 7,200 2,~561 With square even fracture. 
Average ... _____ . 1 12,021_ 
The figures given in tables III, IV and V are obtained from 
tests made on the general paving brick manufactured by the 
company. A combination of the results according to the gen-
eral formula, V = (20 - R) 6 + (8 - A) + 110' gives a rating· 
of 101. 95, a most satisfactory showing. The ratings given in 
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table I, are somewhat lower, though still quite satisfactory. 
This is explained by the fact that the latter figures were in 
part based upon special brick manufactured from each Cli:LY. 
The difference demonstrates that in practice the clays are so 
combined as to compensate individual defects. The high rank 
is . largely a result of the t~mghness. This indicates very care-
ful burning. 
Flint B1'iok Co.-This company has an extensive plant 
located in Oak Park upon the De~ Moines river. They ship 
over the Flint Valley line of the street railway and are also 
within easy hauling distance of all parts of the city. The 
property includes a coal mine and a brick plant, both having' 
been opened in 189ii. The details of the section exp0f::!ed in 
the pit are given below. 
FEET. 
]2. Clay (Pleistocene) . _____ • _________ • _____ '___ _ 3 
11. Shale, -varicolored, the lower portion of the 
nature of a fire clay _______ .__ __ _ ___ ____ _ 8 
10. ,Shale, buff to gray, gritty _______________ • __ .6 
9. Limestone, impure _ . _____ .----- . __________ _ 
8. Shale, red alid' bluish gray;laminated______ 6 
7. Shal-e, brick-red in color, clean unctuous _. _ 4 
6 .. Shale, light gray ' ________ :- _____________ . __ _ 
5. Shale, crumbly, gray ____________ ~. ____ • ____ 1 
4 •. Shale, "blue:' ~ __________________ . _________ 28 
3. Shale, bituminous _________________________ _ 
2. Coal, soft: "pocKety" ___________________ .:___ 1 
1. Fire clay ________ .-__ __ _ ___ _ _ __ _ _ __ _ __ ____ _ _ 1 
INCHES. 
6 
4 
6 
8 
Above number 4, the entire section is fully exposed. 
The lower numbers were. encountered in sinking the shaft. 
The coal is the seam exposed along the river and already 
mentioned. ' Excepting numbers 9 and 12 the entire section of 
clay is suitable for use. 
Analyses of the clays are given in table VI, the analyses 
being made by Professor C. O. Bates, and published through 
the courtesy of the company. The samples are taken from 
the top down. As these samples were taken at a different 
time from that at which the section just given was made they 
cannot be exactly correlated with the members noted. 
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TABLE VI. 
CHEMICAL ANALYSES FLINT VALLEY CLAY8.-C. O. BATES, Chemist. 
I 1. I 2. 3. 4.· 5. 6. I 7:· 
\ , 
. Silica! total, Si O2 ----------------- 72.23169.89158.9~- ?0.38 I ?2.7? 6en i 64.03 Alumma, A12 0 3 __________________ 1 la.68 , 17.68 21.4D 27. 25 1 21.32 17.64 [ 20.73 
Water, combined, H2 0 ___________ 1.82 197 4.13 3.62 4.90 5.47 i 3.50 
Clayandsaud _______________ 87.73 89.54 84.50 8125 88.9287.421 88.2f) 
Oxide of Iron, Fe2 0 3 - . _____ .__ __ 7.41 5.68 8.40 11.54 5.88 7.68 6.72 
Lime, Ca 0 ___________ -___________ .47 1.05 .981 .96 .1611.12 .36 
Magnesia, ~1g 0_ __________________ l.~O 1.68 2.90 2.9~ 1 1.77 2.40 2.57 
Total alkalIes _____________________ 1.:::6 1.15 2.49 1.60 I 1.15 115 1.30 
--. ---1---,--
Fluxes ______________________ 10.67 9.52 14.77 17.08 i 8.96 12.35110.95 
Water, free, H1 O ____ ' ____ ~-------- . 1.501 .85 I .57 1.45 I 2.12 .42 .42 
TotaL _________________________ 99.90 99.91199.84 99.78Iwo.0099.99 99.63 
O. i~ acid ~o O. in. base ·----~------l 3.~7 3.181 2.~5 1.4~ I 2.5; ?81 2.57 
Ox.mAlk.toO.mfluxes _________ 3 . ..,9,2761229,2.4313.6 ... 2.16\ 2.84 
The clays are carried to a dry-pan of the Eagle Iron works 
make. After being crushed the material is elevated to a 
screen from which the coarse material is returned to the dry-
pan and the fine is sent to a Penfield pug-mill. From this 
machine it goes to a No. 20 Penfield brick machine with a 
revolving cut-off. The br:ick are dried in an iron-clad dryer, 
the temperature ranging from 1600 at one end to 2200 at the 
other. Little or no checking occurs unless too much of No. 12 
is used. . The brick are burned in Eudaly kilns of 225,000 
capacity. The main o~tput of the plant is paving brick, but 
hard burned building brick, both rough and smooth, in dark 
red and buff colors, are also marketed. 
In the Boynton tests the pavers frqmthis plant; taken from 
stock, gave a per cent of absorption of .93 as an average or ten 
tests, the results ranging from .53 to 1.22. The modulus of 
rupture was found to be 2,740 as a result of three tests. The 
rattler test gave 12.49 (actual and rational) as a result of ten 
tests ranging from 9.57 to 14.59. These figures give the brick 
a rating of 82.25 according .to the formula. 
IOWCl Brick Co.-The works of this company are located in 
the northwestern portion of the city across the river from the 
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Flint brick works. The plant, which is quite extensive, was 
. opened in 1893. The shale is mined by blasting and digging 
and hoisted by tail-rope to the receiving room, where it is 
dumped into two Frey-Sheckler dry-pans. From the latter it 
is elevated and run through a revolving screen (4 x 9 feet), 
the'tailings returning to the dry-pans. The clay goes from 
the screen to a Frey-Sheckler pug-mill, being fed into the 
latter through a Cook automatic mixer. This is an ingenious 
machine in which the amount of clay passing through the 
, FIG. 66. Iowa brick works 
-hopper and spread upon an endless belt regulates the amount 
of water turned into the pug-mill. The mixer can be set so 
as to furnish a certain percentage of water and beyond that 
preliminary gauging requires no attention. It does away with, 
the necessity for a man at the pug-mill and has many impor-
tant advantages in addition. From the pug-mill the clay 
passes t~ a Cunningham brick machine. From the latter the 
brick go the repress, of which 'they are three of Bonnott 
make. At the repress they are loaded upon iron cars which 
run through the dryer. The latter has fifteen tracks, 
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each holding twelve cars, giving a total capacity of 75,000 
brick. It is heated by live steam and ordinarily 65,000 
brick are run through in twenty-four hours. At the dis-
charging end of the dry-house is a transfer track so that 
the cars maybe run into the kilns. Of the latter there 
are seven large ones of Dewhirst pattern, and one bee hive. 
The plant includes a 250 horse power Bass engine and four" 80 
horse power boilers of the same make. This company makes 
both building and paving brick and in the past three years has 
put out about 26,000,000 brick. In making the pavers the 
whole of the section is used. The clays vary greatly in appear-
ance and character as is shown by the following section and 
analyses taken from the report made to the 'company by Mr. 
E. P. Boynton. 
1-1. Shale, variegated, reddish brown, .mahogany reds, 
yellowish, b!uish drab, dark gray, almost black; 
FEET. 
the colors mottled parallel to bed._______________ 6 
1-2. Sandy, light yellowish white, solid color .. _________ 6 
1-3. Slightly sandy at top to clear shale below, pale blue 
streaked with chocolate brown, to chocolate 
brown _________________________________ . ______ ~_ 5 
1-4. Shale, clear chocolate brown _____________ -:_ ._____ 4 
1-5. Shale, granular, dark solid drab with reddish pur-
ple nodules" _____________ . ___________ ._ __ __ ____ __ 3 
1-6. Shale, bluish drab .. ___ ..; _______________ ~ _______ ~___ 6 
1-6~. Same as No 6, exposed at western end of cut, weath-
ered 
1-7. Shale; streaks of brownish drab and greenish, to 
chocolate brown. Strat.ification well defined _______ 6 
I-S. Clear dark drab, with olive green tinge _________ .,. ___ 2 
.. 
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TABLE VII. 
CHEMICAL ANALYSES lOW A BRICK CO. CLAYS-C. O. BATES, Chemist. 
1-1 1-2 1-3 I 1-4 I 1-5 1-6 ··\1-6t I 1-7 I 1-8 
----__ ---J---1--'I--I--\--
Silica, total, Si O2 _ 55.98 8L79 68.50 52.88 66.73 64.60 64.82 57.25 \ 53.05 
Alumina, A12 0 3 ___ 25.65 10.25 18.45 24.27 20.28 20.25 21.00 22.50 25.92 
Water, combined,H2 I \ I 0_________________ 3.73 1.27 2.82 3.28 4.92 3.74 3.10 3.62\ 4.40 
Clay and sand __ J-S-5.-36--I\-93-.311\-89-.7-7 -8-0.-43--91-.93 88.59 88.92 \ 83.3718-3.3-7 
Oxide of Iron, Fe2 0 3 5.88 3.24 5.28 11.28 3.24 6.72 5.76 7.92 i 8.76 
Lime, Ca 0___ ______ .74 .52 1.19 .52 .70 1.20 .42 .90 I 1.00 
Magnesia, Mg 0 .. __ 1.881 .57 1.42 2.03 .90 1.02 2.48 2.28 \ 2.73 
Total alkalies~ .. ____ 1.95 1.75 I 1.27 1.92, 1.46 I 1.33 2.11 1.41, 1.29 
Fluxes ' _____ . ___ 10.45 6:089.1615.75 \-6.-'-30-:--1-0.-2~7 il-10-.7-7'1-1-2-.5-1 \13.78 
Water, free, H 2 0 __ 3.72 .58 .88 3.46 1.70 1.14 __ .33 3.88 2.70 
------ --.-- - ----
Total ___________ 9953 99.97 99.81199.64 99.93 100.00 100.02 99.76 99.85 
o in acid to 0 in 
base ______ ._______ 1.95 6.61 3.17 1.73 311 2.12 2.61 2.10 I 1.77 
OinAl.to Oinfiuxes! 3.81 2.78 3.13 2.39 5.14 3.12 2.99 2.72 2.84 
The properties of the individual clay beds of this section 
may be inferred from the analyses as also from th~ following 
physical tests (see table VIII). These tests were made upon 
brick from the separate clays, the numbers corresponding in 
the two t'ables and the section. In addition it will be noticed 
that averages are given for brick made from the combined 
clays, end cut and side cut, both repressed and common. The 
brick put on the market are represented by these later tests. 
31 G. Rep. 
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TABLE VIII. 
TABLE OF AVERAGES AND COMPARATIVE RATINGS-IOWA BRICK 
COMPANY. 
{. 
>=1 
-0 
E. P. BOYNTON, O. E. 
I 
:.., 
ABRASION _4..J.~D 1M- a·.;3 TRANSVERSE 
.r-! Pot 
o 
'+-< 
:PACT, RA'fTLER. til ~ S'fRENGTH, RUP- po, 
I TEST. . ~2 TURE TEST. ,D 
1 
P-- ~ .5JJ 
:MARK. METHOD OF AVERAGES. ~ 
I'MANUFACTURE; 1 I MODULUS OF RUP- ~ 
PER CENT OF LOSS TURE. Q) 
'--------~---1 ~ > ,- 0 ..... 
I ....... I Q)~ .p ,....; Q) 00 ~ . ~ ~ro >=l. ,....; ~ bl)rO ::-.. cii ~ ~>=l Q)rl ~ r;:j ~r;:j ~~ 
;::J .~ ~ c6 <::> .;::. 5 .~ ~ ~ o.~ 
b ~ ~~ fi) ~ b ~ ~~ @ S 
-< ~ -<'0 P-- -< ~ -<00 
------ ------- ---- - - -----------
I 2 3 I 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
J-L ______ End cut common 16.53 14.6815.60\-.82 '2,812 2,812 2,812 64.78 
1-2 _______ End cut common 15.01 14.07 ]4.54 I 5.74 1,929 2,176 2,052 44.45 
1-3 __ ~ ____ End cut common 17.01 13.88 15.44 1.392,765 3,2032,98:1 69.93 
1-4 _______ End cut common 117.29 15.93 16.61 .54 3,086 3,U86 3,0861 62.24 
1-5 _______ End cut common 22.12 2053 21.82 4.98 2,921 2,921 2,921 11. 72 
1-5 ______ . End cut commonl14.16 13.81 13.96 2.62 2,300 2,450 2,375 63.24 
1-7 _______ End cut common 14.28 14.28 14.28 .30 3.114 3,l74 3,174 77.98 
1-8 _______ End cut common 28.00 25.00 26.50 .73 2,101 2,318 2,210 15.82 
1-S . ______ Side cut repress 14.8u 13.63 H.22 .96 3,348 3,714 3,531 77.28 
I-S _______ End cut common \6.80
1
15.65 16.23 .86 2,19312,193 2,193 54.21 
1-8 C _____ Side cut repress ]2.23 l1!H 12.02 .55 3,348 3,714 3,531 9212 
l-EC. ___ End cut common 12.28 11.45 11.87. .80 2,193 2,]93 2)93 80.61 
The company also manufactures terra cotta, using for this 
purpose carefully selected clays. In making terra cotta the 
clay is run through the dry-pan and pug-mjllas usual and then 
spread upon the floor and covered with a cloth to keep moist. 
The pieces are moulded in plaster moulds and carefully dried. 
The ware is burned in a muffied kiln, so as to be protected 
from the fire, and requires seventy to seventy-five hours fir~ng. 
Red and dark purple cornice pieces have so far been the prin~ 
cipal output. _ 
Oapitol Oz:ty B'i'l:ckancl Tile lVorks.-This pla.nt is located on 
on the southside near the intersection of the Keokuk & West-
ern and the Chicago Great Western railways. A section of 
the pit has already been given. At the time ~lr. Boynton 
visited the works the exposure measured about :fUty feet. His 
s9ction from the top down is as follows: 
CLA Y ANALYSES.· 
FEET. 
C-O. Clear, medium light drab with slight seams of rust, 
mastic, very slightly gritty ____ ~ _________ . _____ .__ 7 
C-1. Shale, mottled and streaked, maroon to sea green, 
greenish and purplish brown, rust in seams._____ 4t 
C-2. Shale, medium dark bluish drab, clean _____________ 7 
C-3. Bastard fire clay, mottled purplish blue, dark grey, 
slight rust in seams ______________________________ ·4 
C-4. Shale, soapy, but containing some grit, clear green-
ish dr~b---_------------------------------------- 15 
C-5. Shale, very dark greenish grey with slight seams of 
rust ------------------___________________________ It 
0-6. Shale, clear blue sandy ____________________________ 10 
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Samples taken from each layer were analyzed (see table IX) 
and brick made from the individual layers were tested with 
results as shown in table X. The numbers designating the 
individual layers of the section correspond with those of the 
analyses and tests. 
. TABLE IX; 
CHEMICAL ANALYSES OF. CLAYS-CAPITAL CITY BRICK & PIPE CO .. 
c. O. BATES, Chemist. 
c-o. C-l. C-2. I C-3. C-4. C-5. C-6. 
e 
--
6L1sI68.6o 
------bilica, total, Si O2 _______________ 55.25 53.08 65.62 5].35 58.42 
Alumina, A12 0 3 ------ ----- .. _--_. .25.60 24.93 21.69 18.93 16.83 27.38 20.04 WatJer, combined, H2 0 __________ 5.07 5.73 5.01 2.80 4.10 5.42 5.40 
----- -- ----
----Clay and sand ________________ 85.92 83.74 87.88 90.33 86.55 84.1'5 83.86 
Oxide of Iron, Fe2 0 3 ________ ~--- 5.52 9.00 5.88 6.12 8.64 1 6.tiO 7.80 Lime, Ca 0_. __ -______ 
-----------
1.75 .94 .51 .25 .42 J.45 1.60 Magnesia, Mg 0 . _________________ 1.49 1.84 Ul2 .68 2.00 2.62 2.67 Total alkalies ________________ .: ___ 1.79 ].19 1.96 .74 
_1.661_2.34 1.56 
----
--
- Fluxes _______________________ 10.55 12.97 10.27 7.79 12.72 13.01 13.71 
'Water, free, H2 0 ________________ 3.27 3.29 1.27 1.80 .60 2.81 2.39 
-- --------Total _______________________ 99.74 100.00 99.42 99.92\99.87 99.97 99.96 
o in acid to 0 in base ____________ . 1.93 1.78 .2.43 3.23 I 2.9511.621 2.27 o in alumina to 0 in fluxes _______ 3.82 2.95 3.28 3.80 I 2.04 3.25 2.23 
. 
In. making the brick the ~aterial is hoisted to a Frey-
Sheckler dry-pan with a tailings crusher of the same make, 
and is moulded on a No. 10 Penfield machine. .There are two 
large brick-walled tunnel dry-houses of nine tracks each and 
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with a total capacity qf 60,000 brick. The temperature used 
is about 2000 F. The kilns include three Eudaly, one round 
and two rectangular, seven round down-drafts and one open 
kiln. The burning, including water-smoking, requires ten 
days. Paving brick of excellent quality is the main out-
put, though large quantities of building brick are also mar-
keted. 
TABLEX. 
PA VING BRICK TESTS-CAPITAL CITY BRICK AND PIPE CO. 
E. P. BOYNTON, C. E. 
. If~ TRANSVERSE -ABRASION AND IM-.,..; ~ 
PACT, RATTLER I ~S STRENGTH, RUP-
TEST. I'"' 15 ~ TURE TEST. 
. 0 <tl (l) I P-i +" 
METHOD OF AVERAGES. 
I 
I 
'"' 0 
'+-< 
I>. 
...0 
co 
Q 
...... 
.p 
ttl 
... 
MARK. MAJ."'ilUFACTURE. PER CEo NT OF LOSS...... 1 MODULUS OF 
• 0 I RUPTURE. (l) 
.-< (l)~ ~ ...... (l)OO'i 
c6 CO'g.!l) . c6 ~'g '"'. ~ g ~c6 0>=1 ~ g ... c6 ~~ 
.E :+=l (l)CI':l .... ~ .B :+=l ':))1:"- S ::l 
<::> c6 >- (l) co <::> ttl 1 >- los 
____ ' <tl ~ <11 0 Po; ~I~~ 0 
__ 1_' ·2 ~_4 ___ 5 ___ 6_~_l"_8 __ ._9_ 10 
O-L _____ . End cut common 16.91 16.30 16.64 .. 97 3.37513,544 3.,460 63.74 
0-2______ End cut common 18.73 18.73 18.13 1.03 2,858 2,858 2,858 45.48 
0-3 _______ End cut common 112.91 17.17 15.04 8.6011,714 11,714 1,714 28.76 
C-:4 _______ End cut common 18.60 16.61 17.60 .67 I 3,930 3,930 3,930 63.45 
C-5_ .. :___ End cut common 169.49 69.49 69.49 1.38 1,998 .},998 1 1,998 
C-6 ______ . End cut common 112,,49 12.49 12.491 .60 3,429 3,429 3,429 
O-G. P ___ End cut common 17.78 17.61 17.70 .54 3896 4080 3988 
89.82 
62.89 
The brick marked C~ G. P. represented the general pavers. 
They did not, ;however, represent the general stock of the' 
company since they ·were in part of 1895 manufacture, and at 
the time they were selected the yard was entirely stripped. 
It is interesting to note that the basta!,d fire clay,0-3, pro-
duced a brick of high absorption and low transverse strength, 
though of considerable toughness. .The b~st. brick are made 
from the lower clay, 0-6, and at this plant, as at the others, 
the more recent brick are much better than those first turned 
out. It is also interesting to note in connection with the 
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analyses, the variations in color and other physical properties. 
These are summarized by Mr. Boynton as follows: 
0-1. All of good form'; medium dark buff color with pur-
plish tinge. All show slight kiln marks. No ring. 
0-2. All good forms, good corners; light reddish buff 
color; appear glassy; brittle;' sharp clear ring. 
0-3.' Good form; very light pale yellow with pinkish tinge; 
blotches of lemon yellow on ends; dull spongy appearances 
and no ring; looks like fire brick. 
0-4. Good form; light buff color with purplish tinge; good 
rIng. 
0-5. Good form; buff color with reddish tinges; poor ring; , 
glassy, brittle appearances. 
0-6. Good form, but slightly kiln marked;~medium dark 
buff with purplish tinge; good ring. 
The effect of the lime and magnesia in holding down the 
color is excellently illustrated by the brick. The clays carry 
from 5.52 to 9 per cent of iron (Fe 2 Os) enough to give a good 
red' color under ordinary conditions, and yet they are predom- , 
inantly buff. Variation in color seems to be due in but slight 
part to the burning,since it is nearly propor,tional to the change 
in composition. This is suggested by the following compari-
son between the color and the ratio existing between the total 
iron and the sum of the lime and magnesia. 
RATIO. 
G-I. Buff, pinkish tinge _____________________________ 1:.308 
C-2. Light reddish buff _____________________________ 1: 413 
C-3. Pale yellow, with pinkish tinge _________________ 1:.157 
C-4 Buff,pinkish tinge _____________________________ 1:.280 
C-5. Buff, reddish tinge _________________ • ___________ 1:.516 
C-6. Dark buff, purplish tinge ______________________ 1:.574 
BUILDING .BRICK. 
As has already been suggested the loess and the alluvium 
are the materials chiefly used for manufacturing building 
brick~· The clays and shales of the coal measures have not 
been much used except at the paving brick works. Where 
the shales are used for building brick they are usually mixed 
with loess. 
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For building brick, clays of great variety in composition 
and texture may be used. The sandy alluvium and the 
dense shales each have their use. The qualities to be 
desired in building brick are (1) low cost, (2) good shape, (3) 
suitable color, and (4) moderate strength. For" common" 
brick, a fair strength being secured, the matter of cost becomes 
most important. For this reason hand-made alluvial brick 
and rejects from other grades make up the bulk of the mate-
rial supplying the trade. " Stock" brick require more care 
as to shape, and a careful sorting so as to secure uniformity 
in color. "Roman brick" require very careful manipulation 
in order that the desired shape· and color may be perfectly 
maintained. Enameled brick are made by treating the better 
class of stock brick. 
In those grades where smooth surfaces and sharp edges 
are required the results may be obtained by using either the 
repress or the dry-press. If a change in color be desired it 
can often be brought about by a change in treatment. The 
red color of most brick is due to the presence of 3 to 5· per 
cent of iron and the absence .of lime and magnesia. In the. 
presence of the latter double silicates of lime and iron are 
formed and a cream or buff brick results. According to 
Wheeler the red color will sadden if 5 per cent of lime and 
magnesia be present, at 10 per cent the brick has a yellowish 
cast and at 15 per cent it becomes a deep to pale cream. The 
temperature of burning ~also influences the color. A brick 
which is a dull salmon color when burned at red heat (1,0000 
to 1,200° F.) hecomes a deep salmon at slightly higher tem-
. peratures (1,3000 to 1,400° F.), a light red at bright red heat 
, (1,5000 to 1,6000 F.) and deep red at still higher heat (1,8000 
to 1,900° F.). At bright cherry heat (2,0000 to 2,200° F.) it 
becomes a very dark red and at slightly higher heat- (2,300° 
F.) it usually fuses and turns black. . 
If the brick be very slowly heated in the water-smoking 
stage the color is deeper and richer from the more thorough 
oxidation of the iron. When very dark brick are desired 
they may be secured by burning with a smoky flame. 
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By proper manipulation a wide range of color may be 
obtained, as is indicated by the results of the tests at the-
Capital City plant. A still wider range would have been 
obtained if the conditions of burning had been purposely 
varied. So far only common and stock brick have been regu-
lady placed on the market from Des Moines. At present the 
main output is red brick, with a few buffs. Smooth faced 
brick are generally preferred, but recently there has been a 
growing demand for rock faced. The paving brick works 
supply an important portion of the building trade as the brick 
which are not good enough for use as pavers are excellent 
for building purposes. A considerable portion of these are 
sold for rock-face work. 
lVeum~an Brothers. This firm formerly ope-rated a small 
plant in East Des Moines for. the manufacture of building 
brick; recently, however they have opened more extensive 
works on the Wabash railway near Hastie. The locality has 
already been noted in connection with the mines of the Iowa 
Fuel Co. The clay consists of coal measure shale and is, 
crushed by means of a Bonnot dry-pan, made' at Dayton, 
Ohio. From the dry-pan it goes into a pug-mill of the same 
make. After being mixed and tempered it is moulded as a 
stiff mud upon Bonnot end-cut machines. The green brick are 
dried by live steam in twenty-four to thirty-six hours in an 
eight track dry-house of. 40,000 capacity. The clay drys with, 
no checking. In burning, two cased kilns of 150,000 capacity 
each, and one round down-draft of 60,000 capacity are used~ 
The brick are water~smoked in two or three, and usually burn 
in seven or eight, days; occasionally they require nine or tell 
days burning. So far few pavers have been made, the trade 
being mainly in building brick. The two styles of brick are 
madeJrom the same clay, but the pavers are burned harder . 
. )v£errill Brick 1Yol'ks.-This plant is located on the Keokuk 
& Western railway, some distance south of the Capital City 
plant. The material is takenJrom the foot of the Raccoon 
river bluffs and consists of coal measures capped by loess~ 
The following section is shown in. the pit: 
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FEET. 
7. Soil and loess ______________ , ____ .___ ____ __ ___ _ ___ _ _ ___ 3 
6. Slate, bituminous ..:-~-------------------------------- i 
5. Shale,. blue to gray and buff_________________________ 4 
4. Shale, red to brown, more Gr less variegated, contain-
ing ironstone concretions ________________________ 20 
3. Shale, blue to gray __________________________________ 6 
2. Coal ____ • ________ ~__________________________________ Ii 
1. Shale, light gray ____ ~------------------,------------ 7 
All of the material in the pit except the coal and bitumi-
nous shale is used in the brick. Numbers 1 and 3 are of par-
ticularly good quality. In treatment theclay passes through 
a Des ~1oines Supply Co. dry-pan, a Wallace pug-mill and a 
Great Wonder brick machine. From the machine the brick 
go to a tunnel dryer heated by exhaust steam in the day time 
and live steam at night. Three Pike kilns and one open kiln 
are used in burning, the process requiring ten days, including 
four days of water-smoking. At present building brick only 
are made, though it is the intention of the company to 
arrange for the manufacture of pavers, repress and finish 
brick. The material now turned out is strong, dense and of 
good color. 
Dale-Goodwin ppessed B1'ick Co.-The works of this com-
pany are located upon the Winterset branch of the 'Chicago, 
Rock Island & Pacific railway, southeast of Des Moines (Tp. 78 
N., R. XXIV W., Sec. 24). The material used is the loess. A 
descriptive section has already been g·iven. The surface 
material is3plowed and aHowed to become almost dry before 
it is carted to one of the large sheds under which it is stored. 
From the sheds the clay is passed through a Ross pulverizer, 
and after being screened it goes into the bags of the machine. 
The latter is a Ross-Keller No.2, six-mould, with a pressure 
0~30,OOO pounds per square inch. The green br~ck are 
wheeled directly to the kiln, four up-drafts of RepeU pattern 
of 240,000 capacity.each. The brick burn in seven days with 
coal, after eight days water-smoking with wood. A good 
cherry red color is obtained and the brick meet with ready 
sale. This is the only plant in the city using the dry-press 
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process, and the success attained is quite encouraging in view 
of the large amount of loess available. The plant was erected 
in 1893, and has not been. operated so continuously as would 
have been possible under normal business .conditions. As a 
result the product is not so uniform in quality as has been 
obtained from the loess at some other points, but it has been 
abundantly proven that bl'ickof the best quality can be made. 
Local Brickyards.-There are a large number of small 
plants scattered throughout the city which make brick in the 
main by the hand process. Theyare not always permanent, 
but many have, been operated for several years. Most of 
them are noted below. 
The Minear Brothers brickyard, southeast corner of 
Twenty-first and Maury streets, was started in,-1889 and has 
since continued in operation. Slap brick are made from clay 
taken from a seven-foot bank. Soily material at the top to a 
depth of one foot is 'removed and the underlying alluvium is 
utilized .. At a depth of twelve feet quicksand and water are 
reached; this is near the water level of the Des Moines, which 
flows less than a half mile away. . 
Louis Shackelford has a brickyard at th~ northwest corner 
of Fair avenue and West street. A Chief machine operated 
by horse-power was put in in 1893. Prior to thi~ time slap 
brick were made. The moulded product is dried in open air 
and burned in either clamp or 0ased kilns. The raw material 
is taken toa depth of three and one-half feet from the"fiood· 
plain of the Des Moines. In the upper part it contains con-
siderable vegetable material. Below it is brown in color and 
more clay-like. The clay grades into quicksand and gravel. 
The brick from here have been used in various buildings, 
including the National Starch Works, the Windsor Paeking 
House and the Painter block. 
Lin~oln Shackelford operates a small briekyard just east of 
Victoria street, between West street and the W-abash railrqad. 
Two pug-Jllills with one gang of men are employed, the prod-
uet being common slap brick made from alluvial material 
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taken to a depth of nearly three feet. The brick are burned 
in down-draft kiln, with a capacity for 65,000 brick. The 
product is of very good grade, and has been used in the con-
struction of some of the principal business houses in Des 
~Ioines, including the Turner block. 
T. J. Fredregill is the owner and operator of a brickyard 
just to the northwest of the Lincoln Shackelford plant. The 
force consists of but one squad of men. Alluvium Trom the 
Des Moines valley is used to a depth of three feet. The 
brick are dried on the yard and burned in cased kilns with 
wood as fuel. They have a good red color and are quite firm 
for a hand-made article. 
J. M. -Fredregill makes slap brick on a yard north of the-
Wabash track and east of the York addition. Work has been 
carried on at the point several seasons. The clay is similar to 
that used at the other points in this vicinity, but here it is 
taken toa depth of from three to four feet, utilizing' the 
surface loam. Under the clay gravel is struck. 
J. Bailey now operates the once abandoned Cook Brothers 
brickyard, located east of Twentieth street on the north side 
of the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific railroad. Here again 
hand made brick is the product, the material being the allu-
vial clay which is, including the soil portion, about four feet 
thick, and below which is gravel of the Wisconsin gravel 
train. The yard is supplied with two stationary kilns with a 
total capacity of 250,000 brick. The product is used princi-
pally for interior walls and sidewalks. 
The J. D. Hill brickyard is just east of Twentieth and north 
of Maury streets. -This plant is quite extensive .. The brick 
'" are made from alluvial soH and su?soil taken to a depth of 
seven feet. The Old Reliable soft-mud horse power machine 
is used and about 22,000 brick is the daily capacity. Two 
clamp kilns holding 275,000 brick -are used in burning. 
Louis Youngerman is the owner of a brickyard which lies 
just north of the western end of Dean Lane.- A triple force 
of men are employed. Ordinary silty clay of the Des 1tIoines 
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"bottoms" is mined four feet deep. This affords a very fair 
common brick. Two clamp kilns are used in burning. These 
have a capacity of 125,000 each. 
N. Haskins has been making brick in Sevastopol for about 
ten years. The brick are now made on two Old Reliable so£t-
mud machines, each having a capacity of 7,500 daily. Five 
clamp kilns and one Haskin patent are used in burning. The 
raw material is loess from the hillside by the yard. The upper 
six feet of the deposit is yellowish to brown, slightly ocher-
ous, and at the bottom it grades into a grayish sandy variety. 
The burned product has a good rather bright red color and 
is quite substantial in quality. ' 
South of the street from the N. Haskins yard and just 
north of the Van Ginkel coal mine is situated the brickyard 
operated by G. Van Ginkel. Loess is taken from a bank two 
to eight feet deep near the plant and, moulded by two Tiffin 
Old Reliable and one Chief soft-mud machine. The clay is, 
of good quality and suitable for the manufacture of even a 
much higher grade of brick, although those manufactured are 
of very good quality for a common brick. 
Tippey & Decker operate a hand yard ~wo miles beyond 
the eastern limits of Des Moines, about half a mile from the 
Wabash tracks. This brickyard w~s started in 1893 and has' 
since been running on a small scale. Alluvial material is 
utilized. 
The Frank Collins brickyard is situated a short distance 
north of the Des Nloines river to the east of Sixth avenue. 
Work was commenced in the spring of 1893, using the soil and 
under clay of the flood plain. The product is hand made and 
the annual output is small. 
In the northwestern part of Des Moines, north of Franklin 
avenue and west of Twenty-third street, G. L. Winburn ope-
rates the brickyard formerly owned by E. S. Close. Upland 
soil is "used to a depth of two feet; below this the moulded 
material is too liable to crack :when becoming dry, as there 
are no sheds to protect the slap brick. The brick have good 
color and do very well for basement and interior walls. 
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L. J. Williams has been making slap brick about one-fourth 
of a mile north of St. Joe street and west of Twentieth street 
for several seasons. The material used is upland soil. It is 
taken to a depth of eighteen inches. The clay is prepared 
in ordinary pug-mills and the moulded articles dried on the 
yard. 
On Twentieth street and Hickman avenue is a brickyard 
now owned and operated by Kuntz & Hall. It has been ope-
rated for more than fifteen years. The surface eighteen 
inches are stripped off and the under sixteen feet are utilized 
by being put through an Ideal machine of the Decatur Leader 
Manufacturing Co., which machine was put in at the begin-
ning of the season of 1893. This plant is well arranged so far as 
methods and location with respect to the raw material and kilns 
are concerned. It is the only one in Des lvIoines making brick 
of loess alone on a stiff-mud machine, and the product is of 
good strength and appearance. Three stationary kilns are 
employed. 
SEWER PIPE AND POTTERY. 
Aside from brick the clays found near the city have, as 
yet, been but little used. There is, however, one extensive 
sewer pipe plant and a few small potteries. 
Iowa Pipe and Tile Oo.-.This is the largest factory in the 
state devoting attention to the manufacture of sewer pipe 
and other articles which are made by the same processes. It 
is situated on the east bank of the Des Moines river about 
half a mile north of Locust street. The plant has been in 
operation for some years and has _ just been rebu.ilt, having 
been burned within the year. The buildings-include the Illain 
structure, 167 by 90 feet, three stories .high; a wing, 90 by 37 
feet, two stories high, and a smal] office building. The clay 
is brought from the bank to a Vaughn dry-pan from which it 
passes into a screen; from the screen the mass is conveyed to 
a bin, from which it is transported into two Frost wet-pans, 
from which it is taken to press feeders, and then into the two 
Vaughn presses for sewer pipe, or into the Brewer press for 
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drain tile. rrhe raw material is as conveniently located as 
could be desired, the plant being situated immediately between 
the pit and the river. The section has already been given. 
Of the sandy material at the top only a part can be used, 
as it stands only moderately high heat.. For sewer pipe the 
best grades, are selected and various combinations are taken 
for the other products. The ten feet of shale at the base of 
the section is of very ·fine quality. It is the extension of the 
layer which is mined just across the river and used at the 
Updike and at the Weeks potteries. A few impurities are 
shown in the burnt ware and if these were reIiloved by wash-
ing the material could probably be used for white glazed and 
unglazed ware, for glass pots, crucibles and many other 
products. 
The factory is well equipped and well managed. The sewer 
pipe made are of excellent quality, and fully attest the fact that 
the local clays are able to not only supply local demands but 
to make their way into the general market. 
Eagle Pottery W01'ks.-This is an old established pottery, 
located on Elm and South· Second streets. . Common coarse 
stoneware, glazed and unglazed,has been manufactured for a 
number of years, though the plant is not at present in opera-
tion .. The clay is from the coal measures. It is mined from 
the J. Fox slope, opposite the plant of the Iowa Pipe & Tile 
Co. The best part of the vein is seven feet in thickness. It 
is quite hard wheIl first mined, and for this reason the mate-
rial is allowed to weatller for a year or more. It becomes 
thoroughly broken up and disintegrated and is more readily 
worked. ~ljter a thorough grinding in a wet-pan or chaser of . 
the Webster, .Camp & Lane manufacture, it is prepared by 
hand for the wheel. The wet ware is placed in steam-heated 
apartments and dried. It is then put in a rectangular down-
draft kiln and burned. It stap.ds much firing and readily 
takes a very fine glaze, for which purpose Albany slip is used. 
. . 
The style of ware is varied, and all sizes of jars, from the 
quart to the twenty gallon are made. There are minute 
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impurities in the clay and the unglazed products disclose 
their presence. Washing would no doubt remove them, but 
the glaze conceals the impurities and makes the extra expense 
unnecessary. 
Weeks Pottery lVorks.-This plant was started a few years 
ago on South Sixth street near Raccoon street. It is quite an 
extensive factory, with brick buildings, two rectangular down-
draft kilns, a wet-pan or clay chaser, with dry-rooms, -wheels 
and other necessary appliances. The factory was started with 
the intention of making pottery especially, but early in 1893 
this plan was abandoned, and chimney tops were manufac-
tured. The expense of purchasing the raw material made the 
factory only an indifferent success, and it is not now operated. 
The clay itself is of good character. It is the same as used 
at the Eagle works, and is taken from above the milldam, 
where it is mined by means of a slope. The material is a fine 
arenaceous clay. It stands much firing, does not "cripple," 
and readily takes a bright glaze. 
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AltoOlw.-The E. E. Haines brickyard and tile factory is 
situated on the north side of the Chicago, Rock Island & 
Pacific tracks, a short distance west of the station at Altoona. 
The surface deposit is a sloughy clay, whichhas accumulated 
in one of the saucer depressions of the Wisconsin drift. It 
is three feet thick, and below it there is a yellow bowlder clay 
bearing numerous lime concretion~. The slough clay was at 
one time mixed with coal measure shale in the ratio of~one 
to two.· This latter material was mined from the Haines coal 
shaft near by, at a depth of 215 feet. 
The so-called fire clay underlying the vein was taken out 
by the miners from the entries and runs. Since the coal seam 
was undulatory and not very thic'k, the removal of the under 
clay was necessary to get work r<?om. This fire clay is a 
grayish to blue shale, white- when first mined and very plastic. 
It contains numerous pyrite concretions, which, in the long 
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exposed heap of clay used in the fa.ctory, have been changed 
into the hydrous oxide. The raw material is run through a 
Penfield corrugated roller crusher and disintegrator, then into 
a No. 7 Penfield plunger. The wet product is placed in 
sheds and allowed to dry. After drying the brick are burned 
in two round down-draft kilns. The burning consumes from 
three to three and one-half days; water-smoking about a third 
of the time. The brick and tile, the latter three to eight inches 
in diameter, are quite strong, and, except for occasional dark 
spots due to the presence of pyrites, the generaL appearance 
and color is excellent. 
Polk Oity.--The C. Billington brickyard is in the southwest 
corner of section 35, Madison township, nearTy two miles 
northwest of Polk City. Work was inaugurated at this point 
about fifteen years ago. The yard is on the upland, and the 
material used is from one to ten feet thick, "being entirely 
superficial. It is a bleached drift clay, and lower down has 
the jointed character typical for the bowlder clays. While 
drying the brick are placed on racks in roofedsbeds; t.heyare 
burned in temporary kilns in about eleven days. For a hand-
made article the product is quite good. Its use is almost 
entirely local. 
Polk Oity Tile lYol'ks.-This factory, operated by Harmon 
& Hug, is near the station, but the raw material, which isused 
principally for drain tile from three to twelve inches in diam-
eter' is hauled from near the Des Moines river, a little more 
than a mile southwestward. This clay is of coal measure age 
and the greater portion of it is of very good quality. It is 
mixed with drift clay taken from near the plant. The bottom 
bed shown in the pit from which the coal measure clay is taken, 
is a more or less variegated shale. The lower third is a dark 
gray variety with some iron stainings, and containing certain 
lenses of nearly pure red hematJte, which are removed by the 
disintegrator. The upper portion is brick red in color and 
is of excellent quality.· Above this is a clean gray shale 
which is separated from the purple shale just below the drift 
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by a thin limestone ledge. The upper shale is three feet 
thick; the color is gray to red and purple. The bowlder clay 
is of little value since it either bears many concretions of lime 
or is too arenaceous for use. 
The different beds of the section are mixed together. 
After being run through the Brewer crusher and disinte-
grator the mixture is put through a Continental brick and tile 
machine, Tiffany patent. This machine has been in service 
since the erection of the plant in 1882. The product is dried 
on pallets in closed sheds into which are run exhaust steam 
pipes. Two common down-draft kilns are used in burning, 
and four days are required for the process, the water being 
driven off in a single day. Building brick of a good cherry 
red color have been produced from the material used in mak-
ing tile, and some fire brick for use in the kilns have been 
manufactured of the white shale clay which is just beiow 
the base of the section described. A clay upon which rests 
the coal vein at the Polk City mine near the tile plant has 
also been used for fire brick. Both afford a very fair grade of 
brick. 
Campbell.-Thomas & Son have a small drain tile and brick 
factory just north of Campbell station. The product is largely 
drain tile in sizes from 3's to 6's. A few brick are also made 
some seasons. The .machinery is a horsepower plunger, the 
Hocker, and the product is dried in closed sheds to prevent 
its cracking. The material for the tile "is taken from a 
twelve foot bank of yellow bowlder clay at the toot of the 
slope northwest across the branch. At the northwest cO:J;ner 
of the cut a fine quality of argillaceous coal measure shale 
iE' exposed and by digging, a' heavy deposit of this shale, 
which will do" well for brick, tile and other products, could 
probably be found. Thus far scarcely anything but the 
bowlder clay has been utilized. The process of putting salt 
in the burning kiln, is practiced at this yard. It is claimed 
that by the introduction of five or six gallons of salt in each of 
the round down-draft kilns a harder and redder tile is secured. 
-" 
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'Bondurant Tile Works.-This plant is owned and operated 
by Mr. A. M. Austin and is located nea~ the Chicago Great 
Western, just west of town. It was opened in 1893, but was 
not operated during the past season. The clay used is a 
slough clay and ismiJied to a depth of five feet. It is moulded 
on a Penfield machine, dried under a shed and burned in a 
down -draft kiln. 
Soils. 
Among its sources of wealth Polk county has none of 
greater importance than its soil. The annual'value of the 
farming products of the county amounts to more than the value 
of all the other products combined. Tp,e county is essentially 
a farming county. The mining interests, as compared with 
the agricultural interests, are small. 
The soils of the couiltyare drift soils.' Throughout the 
northern portion, the area mapped as Wisconsin drift, the till 
itself comes to the surface, being only occasionally covered to 
any considerable thickness bypebbleless material. The drift 
soil'is black,and is usually not 80 open as 'the loess or' allu-
vium. It suffers from the disadvantage of_ imperfect drain-
age, and considerable areas are slough-covered, though the 
percentage of slough land is not so great as further back on 
the Wisconsin. The area covered by modified drift, in part 
imperfectly drained, is usually 'more available. The material 
has been better sorted, is more sandy, and, except where the 
,surface is too gravelly, affords an excellent soil. The alluvium 
covers a not inconsiderable portIon of the county and is' of 
well known value. . The bottom lands of the rivers are partic-
ularly well adapted to the culture of corn. They are rarely 
overflowed. Owing to the fact that in many. cases the allu-
vium forms merely a top dressing over the gravel trains or 
other ~rift with which the old valleys were partially filled, 
the bottoms usually have free underground drainage. 
Over the southern portioD of -the county the surface mate-
rial is the loess. This rests upon the Kansan drift, the upper 
surface of which IS usually gravelly. The combination 
32G,Rep. 
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affords a most excellent soiL The loess being fine and hom-
ogeneous is easily wqrked and has an important mechanical 
effect upon the water content. The material is so porous 
that the water instead of running over runs down into it. 
The even regular texture makes the distribution of the sur-
face tension exceptionally even. As a result, any given area 
of loess becomes a vast reservoir, which, upon being tapped 
by plants, gives up its moisture in regular quantity. This is a 
distinct advantage, particularly in raising fruit, and the region 
south of Des Moines should become a great fruit region. 
The farm of Berryhill & Shaul is located on a loess area.' and 
the excellent results there obtained show what may readily be 
done with this soil. 
Gravels and Road Materials. 
While the drift asa whole contains a vast amount of broken 
rock, definite gravel beds are not always easy to locate. As 
has already been suggested the deposition of gravels by the 
streams flowing out from an ice sheet is a function of the g;en-
eral attitude of the land. The gravels are only possible when 
there is free drainage so that the water may have sufficient 
velocity to carry the material long enough to sort it. These 
conditions obtained at the time of the Wisconsin ice invasion, 
and asa result we have the gravel trains leading out from 
the drift border. They are well defined along Camp creek, 
Four NIile and the Des Moines river. 
In the valley of Four 1tIile, at Berwick, the Chicago Great 
Western rail way takes gravel from a terrace rising twenty 
feet above the stream. Thestripping, which is removed~ by 
scrapers, consists of two to two and a half feet of brown loam 
running up into black drift. Below this is twelve te> fifteen 
f8et of gravel resting on a blue to green apparently pebbleless 
clay. The gravel is new, fresh and hard. It is cross-bedded 
and interlaminated with some sand.· It has a fair percentage 
of cobbles, but very few large stones. It shows very little 
ferrugination, no noticeable coloration or cementation, and 
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weathered rocks are relatively rare. It is known to extend 
along the stream for some distance, the terrace being easily 
followed. The gravel is mined by a steam shovel and used 
for ballast along the railway. , 
At Avon the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific railway has' 
gravel pits which have been worked for eighteen years. They 
are located upon the flood plain of the Des Moines near the 
station. The stripping consists of six to eight feet of allu-
vium, below which is twelve to fifteen feet of gravel, cross-
bedded, sand streaked, and resting on fine sands. The extent 
of the gravel is not known, but the presence of driven wells 
throughout the region indicates a rather large area. It does 
not extend up North river, but seems to belong to the body 
shown in the numerous abandoned gravel pits in East Des 
Moines. 
At Polk City the Chicago & North-Western railway has 
gravel pits in the valley of Big creek. . The stripping consists 
of one and one-half to three feet of black loam, below which 
the gravel is about eighteen feet in thickness. It is fresh, 
hard and sandy, as at Avon. It forms a well marked terrace, 
appearing on both sides of the valley, Polk City being built 
upon one of the benches.' The terrace may be traced down 
the stream to its mouth. It appears at intervals along the 
Des Moines valley, and is well shown near Saylorville aIid 
Highland Park, where it has recently been opened up. q-ravel 
'may be obtained from it at a number of points. 
The Polk City gravel is of quite recent age, since it forms 
a part of a terrace made in that portion of the Des Moines 
river valley which is itself post-Wisconsin. Reasons have 
already been given for thinking that the excavation of the 
upper portion of the Des Moines valley was relatively rapid, 
and the facts ill this case fit in with that assumption. The 
grav~ls mark stages in the retreat of the,ice, but so far they 
have not in all cases been connected with definite moranic 
accumulations. In the valley' of Camp creek the gravel train 
may be followed up the valley to the point.where the Wiscon-
sin drift appears, but not beyond. 
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While the gravel occurs in the terraces, and farther from 
the drift border und~r the alluvium, it should not be forgotten 
in locating gravel pits that there are terraces in the region 
which have had other origin, and which do not contain gravel. 
" Neither is all the gravel in the terraces. The kames afford a 
supply, and there are in addition scattered patch~s and 
aggregates of irregular form, such .as occur between Polk City 
and Crocker. Throughout the northern pOl~tion of the county 
these gravel patches are common. They may be looked for 
anywhere within the Wisconsin area as mapped. 
The importance of the gravel patchs, kames and terraces 
arises from the excellent material which they afford for rail-
way and road :ballast. The gravel found· at Highland Park 
has recently been used for making concrete, and the railways 
have for many years hauled gravel from Avon and Polk City. 
It is, however, in connection "with the common roads that the 
. gravel beds are destined to have their highest value. The 
material occurring here is mainly of hard, undecomposed peb-
bles. In general it is moderately coarse and much freer from 
sand than at many gravel pits. It has rarely been cemented at 
. all so that it can be easily worked. All that is necessary is to 
shovel up the material and "haul it "to the roadway.. In most. 
cases the haul would be short, since the grave patches are 
quite widely scattered throughout the northern portion of the 
county. 
Mine slack has been to some extent used for road improve-
ment near Des Moines. It is good material, anq can often be 
us~d to advantage. It, with river gravels, must he the main 
reliance of the "southern portion of the county. The small 
total quantity of slack and its limited distribution as com- .. 
'pared with the gravel, makes it of less general value.than the 
~M~" _ 
. Some of the slough clays resemble in character the impure 
black clays which, in Wisconsin and, Missouri, are burned for 
railway ballast and road metal. They have not yet been tested, 
but some, at least, would probably be §~t~~1?l~, Burned clay 
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may be very simply produced by hand process, at a cost of 
about 50 cents a cubic yard. A machine plant will produce it 
at from one-half to two-thirds of this price. It is an excellent 
material, and well adapted to road \lse. 
Building Stones. 
The coal measures as developed in the county do not afford 
any considerable quantity of good building stone. The sand-
stones already ,mentioned have been quarried a little, but are 
of indifferent v'alue in comparison with the clay goods made 
from the same formation. At the foot of Capitol Hill are the 
most extensive quarries. These afford a ,sap-dstonc which has 
been used for foundations, walls, and to some.extent for build:' 
ings. It is stated that Fort Des, Moines was built from rock 
quarried at this point. The material is limited asCto quantity, 
and has little to recommend it as regards either looks or 
quality. 
Water Supplies. 
In common with other drift covered regions P()lk county is' 
wen supplied with water. Shallow wells are abundant and 
easily obtained. The gravel beds and more open portions of 
the drift afford valuable water horizons. Below the drift 
water can commonly be found in the coal measures, but it is 
in such cases so impregnated with minerals in solution as to 
be unpalatable. In the underlying limestones of the Missis-
sippian water has been obtained at several points. The qual-
ity is usually excellent. The most complete record of the 
lower water horizons available is that obtained from the 
Greenwood park well. 
The well' obtains its water supply from the Saint Peter 
sandstone at a depth of 2,025 feet, the elevation being 872 
feet and the water head 827 feet A. T. Water was first struck 
in tlie "M~ississippian beds between 498 and 668 feet below the 
surface. This water rose to 8-42 A. T. and was heavily charged 
with sulphurated hydrogen (h:ydrogensulphide). Apparently 
minor flows were encountered at 1,011 to 1,208 feet and in the 
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Niagara at 1,425 water rose to the surface and overflowed' in 
. a quarter inch stream. The flow now used is from the Saint 
Peter. It was tested by pumping fifty-two gallons per minute 
for eighteen hours, in which time the water was lowered 125 
feet, but rose again when pumping ceased. At 2,208 feet in 
the New Richmond a stream with lower head was struck and 
the water fell from 866 to 822 A~ T. At 2,331 it fell to 812, 
indicating a vein iIi the lower Olieota. No other fluctuations 
were observed and on the completion of the well the water rose 
to its present level. . 
At the court house there is an artesian well of small flow. 
It is 580 feet deep and probably derives its water from the 
Mississippian Oi~ from the beds immediately. above that for-
mation. 
Near Saylorville(Tp. 79 N., R. XXIV W., Sec. 12, Se.Qr., 
N e. 1;-) a boring was put down to a depth of 1;800 feet, but no 
reliable data regarding it are available. In the vicinity (Sec. 
3, N e. qr., See -1-) is a flowing well less than 400 feet deep and 
probably deriving its water from the Mississippian or the basal 
coal measures. Its discharge is given as 'above 5,000 gallons 
per hour. 
Natural Gas and Oil. 
From time to time finds of gas and oil have been reported 
from the northern portion <?f the county. In the year 1895 
such a discovery was ref>orted from the farm of Mr. Henry 
Davis located about seven miles northeast of Des ~Ioines . 
. Some years since a similar discovery was made near Saylor-
ville and an exploring company did some deep boring in seal'ch . 
of la:r4g,-er supplies. So far as can now be determined their 
s~arch was wholly un rewarded. \ 
In considering these reported oc~urrences it should be 
remembered that the region is within the area covered by the 
Wisconsin drift and that below the latter a forest bed is quite 
generally present. The decomposition of the buried vegetal 
matter at this horizon is an ample source for all ,the gas 
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or oil yet -found. In no case, s~ far as reported, has gas 
been found in the rock. In every instance it .occurs at slight 
.' depth in the drift. The assumption that it came up to its 
present position and had its origin in the rocks belowis wholly 
unsupported by facts and entirely gratuitous. So for as pres-
entknowledge extends there are no reasons for expecting 
large supplies of either gas or oil within the county, though 
. it is not impossible that some gas may be found. The gas 
wells of the drift have. at several points in this and other 
states proven sufficiently productiv~ to. be of value for 
domestic purposes, but not for any thing more. In Kansas 
the lower portion of the Des Moines formation, known as the 
Cherokee shales, has produced both gas and oil. ~ In that state 
the distribution of these materials is quite irregular, 'but is 
limited to. those portions of the field where the shales are 
under cover. Since they crop 'out at the surface in Polk 
county they have probably long since lost any gas which they 
may have once contained. 
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INTRODUCTION. 
LOCATION AND AREA. 
Guthrie county lies in the west central portion of the state, 
being in the fourth tier of counties east of the Missouri river, 
and occupying a similar position with reference to the south-
ern boundary of the state. Carroll and Greene counties 
bound it on the north" Dallas lies to the east, Adair joins it 
on the south and Audubon on the west. It includes sixteen 
congressional townships and is divide~ into an equal number 
of civil townships. Owing to the presence of a correction 
line the townships of the southern tier are irregular in size 
,and position. The county includes 593 square miles, of which 
a very small percentage only is' unavailable for farming. 
PREVIOUS GEOLOGICAL, WORK. 
Although Guthrie county offers exceptional facil~ties for 
geolo'gical research along certain lines" it has never been 
studied in great detail. Both Dr. C. A. White and Mr. O. H. 
St. John, in the course of their work in Iowa, spent some 
time in the county, and to them our previous knowledge of 
the region is very largely due. 
Dr. White announced the discovery of Cretaceous rocks 
within the limits of the' county in 1868. * Mr. St. John, in the 
season of 1867, spent some time in the region, his preliminary 
report being published in 1868. t In the final reports of· the 
survey numerous incidental references were made to the rocks 
of Guthrie county by Dr. White; and a rather full description 
of its geology was given by Mr. St. John.:\: Atthe time this 
work was carried on the 'problems of the drift were very 
imperfectly understood and many wrong conceptions ?btained, 
so that what was then written about the surface materials is < 
in som.e respects misleading. The first special study of the 
glacial deposits of this county was that of Mr. Warren Upham 
*Proc. Amer. As. Adv. Sci., 18118, XVII, 3~6-327. 186g. 
t First and Second Ann. Rept. State Geologist, pp. 113-201. Des Moines, 1868. 
:j:Geol. Iowa, II, 95-100. Des MOines, 1870. 
~G.Rep. 
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who, in 1880, visited Coon Rapids and adjacent portions of 
Guthrie county* and located the outer limit of the Wiscon~in 
drift in that vicinity. The discovery of natural gas at Hern-
don led Mr. R.E. Call to visit the county, and a brief note 
upon the occurrence of the gas was published by him in 1892. t 
With these exceptions the county remained unvisited by 
geologists from the time of Dr. White's work up to the organ-
ization of the present survey. 
In the course of the work of the present survey the region 
was visited in 1893 by Mr. A. J. Jones, who collected notes 
upon the coal deposits of the region,+ and in. 1894 by :Mr. E. 
H. Lonsdale, who studied the clays. The notes collected by 
Messrs. Jones and Lonsdale have been freely used in the pre-
paration of this report and the author is much indebted to 
them. In the course of the present field work the writer has 
had the advantage of the company of Prof. T. C. Ohamberlin 
while visiting some of the more important localities. He has 
also had important field assistance from Mr. A. G. Leonard, 
and is furthermore indebted to· Professor Calvin for many 
valuable suggestions, both in the field and office, and for the 
identification of fossils. lvIessrs. Lonsdale of Dale Cit.y, have 
aided the work in many ways. Their long and intimate 
acquaintance with the country and intelligent appreciation of 
the work has made their assistance particularly valuable .. To 
Dr. James Lonsdale the survey is particularly indebted for 
pertinent suggestions. c 
PHYSIOGRAPHY. 
TOPOGRAPRY. 
Topographically Guthrie county is sharply separated into 
-two portions, the dividing lineiollowing, in general;the right 
bank of the Middle Raccoon river. Through Cass and a por-
tion of Victory townships the parallelism between this line 
* Geo1. Nat. Rist. Surv. Minn., Ninth Ann. Rept., 1880,298.-314, plate. Minneapolis,1891. . 
t Mon. Rev. Iowa. Weather and Crop Serv., vol. III, No. 11, pp. 6-7. Des Moines, 1892. . 
:j:Jones: ~roc. Iowa Acad. Sci, vol. I, pt. iv., p. 61. Des Moines, 1894. Keyes: Iowa Geol. 
9urv., If, 242-253. Des MOines, 189!. 
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and the river is quite exact. Through a portion of Victory, 
and through Dodge, Highland and Orange town,ships, the line' 
swings north of the river, touching it only at the mouth of 
Willow creek, and again just below Coon Rapids. This line 
is that of the southern limit of the Wisconsin drift as traced 
upon the accompanying map. The area within and lying 
northeast of this line has a characteristic drift topography;. 
that outside has an equally characteristic erosion topography .. 
The drift topography as developed in Guthrie' county is pre-
dominantly flat. There are no prominent elevations, no 
marked valleys. In detail, the flat plain breaks up into a 
series of low, rounded, often circular swells, irregularly dis-
posed and separating a series of interlocking, saucer-shaped 
basins which are in contour the reverse of the swells. The 
relief is low, being normally less than thirty-five feet. The 
low swells do not have sharp contours, and are hardly pro-
nounc.ed enough even to deserve the name of hills. They 
have little individuality and are not arranged according to any 
order or system. Between them lie ill-defined b~sins occu-
pied usually by shallow ponds, swamps or swales; areas of 
slough and shallow water. There are very 'many basins with-
out outlets, and the whole is cleal,'ly a region of immature 
drainage. Springs are frequent and give rise to smq,ll streams, 
which wander aimlessly through the basins and are finally 
lost in some swamp or miniature lake. The few streams 
within the area, such. as Bays branch and Mosquito creek; 
have indefinite valleys and no systematic series of tribu-
taries. The sluggish water flows in narrow, ditch-like 
trenches, which are frequently barely cut through the sod.' 
N ear the Raccoon river the country becomes more broken; 
At a few points it becoms quite morainic. In section 24 of 
Highland township there is a group of irregular hills rising 
fifty feet above the loess tableland, which is itself 130 feet 
above the river to the south. The hills present an· irreg-
ular and intricate topography of steep slopes and considerable 
reljef. The trend of the range is northwest-southeast. The 
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'morainic topography extends but a short distance, and usually 
~he greater rqughness along the edge of the Wisconsin drift 
:is, in this county, due to the nearness to the Raccoon river 
~- :and tlie consequent greater erosion. Directly south of Bay-- : 
:ard and between Willow creek and the river is a ridge :£.ising 
~fifty feet above the drift plain. It is composed of Creta-
·ceous sandstone, and the prominence is probably due to the 
.persistence of preglacial topography. 
The influence of the Wisconsin ice shows- itself in the Rac-
,coon valley in two ways. At many points there is a gravel 
terrace which rises twenty to twenty-five feet above the water. 
It is usually wider than the widest alluvial plain, and is gen-
-etically relatep. to the Wisconsin drift. At Rock Bluffs and 
:along the lower portion of the Raccoon river the ice pushed 
. ·over into the valley, 'so that one finds a bluff face which -bas 
-not been modified and does not show normal erosion. In gen-
-eral, however, the Raccoon valley is but slightly influenced 
by the Wisconsin ice. 
The topography of the -area covered by the Wisconsin drift 
:has not been fashioned by streams and it has been only 
:slightly influenced by them. In this regard it stands in sharp 
-contrast with that outside the Wisconsin limits. In this south-
,ern portion of the county the land forms are, as has heen said, 
-erosion forms. They have been developed upon the driftsur-
:face by the action of weathering and running water. In part, 
-this water has been concentrated in gullies and ravines and 
_has taken the form of rivulets, creeks and rivers~ In part it 
:has acted as a broad sheet over .wide surfaces. By these two 
-methods of erosion the landforms have been developed. ~The 
-two different modes of action have -produced two different 
;·forms of surface which in cross-section yield different curves. 
'These curves, as developed in the region under discussion, 
:are so well developed, so characteristic, and reveal this region 
.so clearly that a brief description of them may not be out of 
_place. 
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The materials in which the erosion has taken place, while 
somewhat diverse, are in a general way homogeneous. They 
include drift, soft sandstones and shales. These materials· 
weather and erode differentially, and yet, in a broad way, the" 
action is uniform. The differences induced by differential 
weathering are slight, are not at first operative, and in thee 
end serve merely to modify the general results. The erosiorr 
dates in the main from the retreat of the Kansan ice, and with 
exceptions to be noted later, the surface may be considered to" 
have been at that time a fairly even drift surface. The region~ 
is then one in wlIich there has been long continued erosion 
upon an_even plain of relatively homog-eneous material. The 
erosion has been so long continued that the country is almost 
wholly reduced to slope. The slopes, however, are not all of 
the same character. The general surface is trenched by a· 
system of major valleys, which are cut about 150 feet below 
the general upland level. These larger valleys have a welI 
developed system of secondaries which in turn support ter-
tiaries, all developed regularly, and together covering the 
country with a network of water courses a~d ravines. Back 
from each valley proper there is a long gentle slope to the 
divide between it and some neighboring valley. The slopes 
near the streams are quite pronounced,. often becoming well 
marked bluffs. The general upland slope is very gentle, and 
often is hardly to be noticed. The upland slope and the upper 
portion of the bluff slopes are convex. The lower portion of 
the bluff slope where it joins the flood plain is concave. The-
convex slopes above lose their convexity and approach more· 
nearly to a plain as the distance from the bluff increases. 
The concave slopes below obey the same law. One is the-
reverse of the other, the two meeting in the sharp bluff facer 
The concave slopes are not so conspicuous and are apt to be 
~ " 
overlooked. As one passes over the country it is the longr 
sweeping convex slopes, merging by degrees into the almost 
plain lines of the upland, which make the greatest" impression. 
It has been customary to consider the convex slope as the 
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product of weathering* and the concave slope as the curve of 
erosion. t For the region under discussion, however, this 
does not seem to hold true. The very gentle upland slope, 
hardly to be called a curve, though merging into the convex 
curve of the bluff, is developed in the region which has been. 
moulded by weathering agencies. The sharply convex slope 
of the bluff is at the point where erosion is most active. The 
concave curve appears only where there has been deposition 
coupled with erosion. This seems to hold true for the whole 
region, and one is forced to reject the concave as the normal 
curve of erosion if this region represents average conditions. 
This does not of course apply to the general curve of the whole 
of a river profile which is well known to be concave; nor does 
it apply to curves produced by the erosion of alternating hard 
and soft strata where concave curves are often produced in 
the manner discussed by Noe and Margerie.:t 
:McG.ee§ has noted the prevalence of concave forms on the 
land, and has interpreted them as expressing the "law of land 
profiles ': as contrasted with the" law of water course pro-
files," yielding concave curves. Gannett!1 seems to have 
had much the same jdea in speaking of the convex curve as 
the "curve of the terrain," and the concave as the "curveof 
the valley." As has been shown elsewhere the normal pro-
cesses of erosion on homogeneous material tend to develop 
convex curves.' In the streamways the potential excess or 
transportation over erosion leads to undercutting and the 
development of concave curves. These are essentially similar 
to the curves originating through alternating 'hardness of 
.. 
strata. The concave curves along the valley sides arise, how-
ever, as a result of deposition. 
The sandstones of the Dakota, the limestones of the Mis-
sourian, and the sand and limestones of -the Des Moines all tend 
*Hicks: Science,Bul. Geol. Soc. A.m., vol. IV, p 135. 1893. 
tGilbert: Geol. Henry ~1ts., p.ll0. 1880. 
:J:Nae et Margerie, Les Formes du Terrain, p. 2~, 28, et seq. Paris, 1888, 
§EleV'enth Ann. Rapt: U. S. Geol. Surv., p. 246. 1891. 
UMon.: XXII, U. S. Gool. Burv., p. Hi!. 1893. 
'Howa Geol. Surv., vol. VI, pp. 449-458. 1891. 
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to break up the general curves developed on the drift. Where 
the indurated rocks occur along the. streams, they usually 
show as shoulders on the valley sid~, or as steep precipitous 
bluffs. The presence of the Oretaceous is frequently detected 
by these shoulders, of which an excellent example may be 
seen about a mile south of Dale Oity on Beaver creek. The 
sandstone is here grassed over ·but shows a well defined bench 
which is particularly well shown where minor streams .come 
down the bluff face. The drift· itself, however, often shows 
exceedingly steep slopes, so that the latter can not always be 
taken as indicative of the presence of rock. 
TABLE OF ELEVATIONS. 
In the following table is given the elevation of most of the 
towns in tb,e county or near its borders.. The figures are taken 
from the profiles of the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul and 
the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific railways, and revised to 
agree with Ga,nnet's Dictionary of Altitudes. 
Adair ____ . ______________ . _____ . _________________________ ,] ,415 
.Bagley _, _____________ :. _______________________________ . 1,166 
13ayard _____________ ~------------------------~~------- 1,237 
Casey __________________ ~ ______________________________ 1,237 
Coon Rapids ___ ~ ________ ~ __ :. ___________________________ 1,178 
Dexter ___ . __________________ .-- _'_ -:_;_ _ _ ____ _ _ __ _ _ __ ____ 1;157 
Glendon _~ ___________________________________________ 1,047 
GuthrieCenter ________________________ ~ _______________ 1,075 
Herndon ____________ ~ ___________________ :. _____________ 1,064, 
Jarnaica. __ ~---~-----~--------------------------------- 1,041 1I.lenlo __________________________ . _______________________ ] ,271 
Montieth ______________ . __________________________ . _____ 1,045 
Stuart _________ · _________________________________ .:...: ____ ],216 
DRAINAGE. 
The streams of Guthrie county belong to two separate sys~ 
terns. In the southwestern portion of. the, area are a few 
-. 
minor waterways which drain into certain tributaries of the 
Missouri; the major portion of the county is drained by vari-
ous branches of the Raccoon river, which itself empties into 
the Des Moines, through which the waters find their way into 
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the Mississippi. The watershed between the tributaries of 
the two great master streams of the continental interior' 
. traverses the country. ~n Bear Grove township it separates 
the headwaters of Troublesome creek from those of Seeley 
creek, and in Grant township it forms a barrier between 
Crooked creek and the upper branches of· Middle river. At 
Adair; near the southwestern corner of the county, the water-
shed is crossed by the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific rail-
way at an elevation of about 1,400 feet. '. From this point the 
country slopes down toward the east to the Mississippi river 
at Rock Island 542 A. T., in a distance of about 200 miles 
measured direct. Toward the west the surface declines to 
the :Missouri, 962 A. T. at Omaha, in about seventy miles. 
The watershed is not a marKed physiographic feature but may 
be traced by the heading of the streams. 
The pronounced differences in topography already noted 
are reflected in the streams of the county. The area covered 
by the Wisconsin has immature drainage. Small lakes and 
surface pools are foun~. Swales or sloughs are not uncom-
mon, and the few streams which occur represent the young-
est type of newly formed rivers. Theyhave no well marked 
valleys but flow rather through a series of loosely connected, 
low-lying swales in the drift. . They are rarely timber marked. 
Such a stream is Mosquito creek in Richland township, flow-
ing into the Raccoon r~ver near Redfield in Dallas county. 
Willow creek in Highland and Bays branch in Cass township 
are streams essentiallv similar excent in their lower reaches. 
oJ .L 
In the area lying without the Wisconsin limits the drainage 
.. 
is much more complete. The county as a whole is traversed. 
from northwest to southeast by both South and :.Middle Rac-
coon'rivers. These two streams nearly parallel ea-ch other 
the entire distance and are from three -to seven miles apart. 
For more than half the distance the narrow strip of land 
between the two is cut by Brushy Fork, which runs parallel to 
the two rivers to near Monteith, where it joins the South 
Raccoon. These three. streams are of the type of long, nar-
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row, non-branching streams and, with the exception of South 
Raccoon, they receive comparatively few tributaries. The 
latter stream receives a number of branches from the south-
west, including Seeley, Bear, Beaver and Deer creeks, Long 
branch and several minor streams. These tributary streams 
are of the short, branching type. They divide and sub-divide 
until the whole area is cut up by a complex network of. minor 
~tream-ways such as mark a well developed drainage system. 
Between the headwaters of the tributaries of South Rac-
coon and the Missouri-Mississippi watershed is a narrow strip 
of country traversed by Middle river and its branches and 
touched by North river. In general appearance this latter 
region resembles that drained by the Raccoon river. Middle 
river is here a very minor stream but in a gene~al way paral~ 
leIs, and may be classed with, the Raccoon. 
The county is, then, divided into two areas; one is of imma-
ture drainage, coextensive with the Wisconsin area, another 
of very mature and well developed drainage coextensive with 
the Kansan lo.8sS covered area . 
. The contrast between the topography and the drainage of 
the two portions of the county is manifestly largely a contrast 
of age. Both have the same underlying rocks and structure, 
both are covered by drift, and both have about the same e~e­
vation. One is, however, covered by a later drift sheet than 
the other, and the differences in drainage and topography are 
but the expression of this fact. The more complete drainage 
of the southwest is a result of the greater lapse of time since 
the retreat of the ice. 
The streams of the extra-Wisconsin area are in the main of 
post-Kansan, pre-loess age. Portions of some of the valleys 
seem to be earlier than the drift, but the system as a whole is 
. later... It is pre-loessial since the loess runs down into and par-
tially fills the valleys. It is not earlier than the drift since 
the divides, so far as can be ascertained, are not made of drift-
veneered rock but are almost wholly drift. The surface of 
the rock seems to have been a fairly even plain when the ice 
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invaded it. The valleys present at that 'time, while to some 
extent taken advantage of by the present streams, do not seem 
to have been generally perpetuated. 
The most striking anomaly in the drainage is the parallelism 
of the three streams", Middle and South Raccoon and Brushy . 
Fork. No very satisfactory reason for this parallelism can be 
offered. -The streams bear no definite relations to the under-
lying rocks since they maintain their courses regardless of 
both lithological variations and changes of dip and strike. " 
They were not conditioned by the edge of the Wisconsin since 
the valleys were cut much as they are" now before the Wis-
consin came into the region, and furthermore because the 
later ice did not reach Brushy "Fork or South Raccoon, and 
only touched a portion of the valley of Middle Raccoon. 
Since the general direction seems to have been developed 
upon the Kansan drift before the streams had cut through it, 
. it is probably due to some factor of the Kansan ice, possibly 
indicating a series of halts in the retreat of the ice with the 
development of successive streams parallel to it~ front. 
STRATIGRAPHY. 
GENERAL RELATIONS OF STRATA. " 
The rocks of Guthrie county include representatives of the 
three great groups, Paleozoic, Mesozoic, and Cenozoic. The 
". first is represented by the shales, coals, limestones and sand-
stones of the Carboniferous. These beds are exposed along 
the streams and occur immediately beneath the drift through-
out the eastern portion of the county. Over them and beneath 
the drift of the central and western portions, the :Mesozoi~is 
represented by the sandstones, gravels and clays of the Cre-
t<:Lceous. Over the whole ~ county," ~ailtling and (01).cealing 
the i;ndurated rocks, are the uncons<?lidated gravels, sands, 
clays and drift deposits of the Pleistocene. The Carbonifer- " 
ous, Cretaceous and Pleistocene are separated from each 
other by unconformities indicative of long time intervals and 
much erosion. The rank of the different beds is indicated in 
the accompanying table. 
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GROUP. SYSTEM SERIES. STAGE. 
Recent Alluvial. 
Cenozoic. Pleistocene. 
v-Visconsin 
Glacial. Iowan 
Kansan·. 
Mesozoic. I CretaDeOus ppper Cretaceous. I Dakota. 
1 M, . 
Paleozoic. Carboniferous Upper Carboniferous. I ISsour:1an. Des Momes. 
CARBONIFEROUS. 
The Carboniferous of the Mississippi valley-is made up of 
two series of strata. The lower or NIississippian series does 
not occur in Guthrie county, being buried by later beds. It is 
known throughout this region from well boring's only. No 
record of any well within the county. which reached the Mis-
sissippian is available, so that the thickness of the coal meas-
ures cannot be positively stated. Two well borings in the 
southwestern portion of Dallas county passed through the 
coallneasures and into the underlying 8aint Louis. These 
indicated a thickness of about 400 to 540 feet of coal measures 
between the Winterset and Saint Louis limestones. At Des 
Moines certain borings* show that a total thickness of about 
the same amount, though the rocks at that place· are consid-
erably below the horizon of the Winterset limestone. The 
Saint Louis was found at a depth of 498 feet, or at 374 A. T. in 
the Greenwood Park well. t 
While the various borings in Polk and Dallas .counties do 
not give uniform results it seems probable that the base of the 
coal measures lies probably at about 600 A. T., or at a depth 
of 550 to 650 feet below the upland of the eastern portion of 
Guthrie county. Farther west this horizon would be reached 
at greater depth, because of the rise of the surface in that 
*Geol. Polk. Co., Iowa Geol. Surv., vol. VII. 
tNorton: Iowa Geol. Sun., vol. VI, p. 299. 1897. 
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direction. It is also probable that there is a slight dip in the 
same direction, though this is not great, and west of the Des 
Moines the lower rocks are essentially horizontal, as has been 
shown by Norton, * and as is indicated by the fact that the 
base of the Earlham limestone, 1,000 feet above sea level at 
Earlham, is found at Stuart at about 915 A. T. 
The Carboniferous rocks occuring at the surface represent 
the upper series which has been called the Pennsylvanian by 
Branner, but is more generally known as the Coal Measure 
series. The latter name is hardly ideal for the reason that 
the tel'm is used in different parts of the United States to 
refer to strata of widely differing age and position. For this 
reason also it is thought better to use the term Des Moines 
and Missourian to refer to the two divisions of the series 
found in Iowa rather than the older terms Lower and Upper 
Coal Measures. 
DES MOINES FORM4-TION. 
In Guthrie county the beds present were referred by St. 
John mainly to the 11iddle Coal Measures, t though the pres-
ence of both the Upper and the Lower was recognized. + _ It 
was principally from the exposures in Dallas and Guthrie 
counties that the general section of the Middle Coal Meas-
ures§ was built up by that author. 
In the course of the present work in Polk, Guthrie, Dallas 
and Madison counti~s it~ has been found necessary to make 
~ertain changes in this general section. As given by St. John 
. it included forty-four members divided into three general 
divisions, an Upper, Middle and Lower respectively. If one 
will take the plate published to illustrate the section II and 
making proper allowance fm: the variation in characteJ.' along 
individual horizons, compare the U pper ~nd Lower divisions 
he can hardly fail to be struck by the similarity. In each 
*lowa. Geol. Smvey, vol. VI, 328-33i. 1897, pp. 
t Geol. Iowa, II, 1M 1870. 
;j: Op. Cit., 105, 128. 
::: Geol. Iowa, I, 272-283. 1870. 
1I Opposite p. 272, Op Cit. 
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·case there are three coal horizons separated by about the 
-same distances. In each case the sequence above and below the 
coal horizons is closely similar. The limestone bands are found 
in similar development and order in each division. The heavy 
sandstone (number 35) which forms such a well characterized 
horizo~ in southeastern Guthrie county has its corollary in 
the lower division. For the p'urposeof making this clearer, 
the following table has been prepared, the data being taken 
from the plate mentioned. 
UPPER DIVISION. ( 
44. Arenac.eous shales and sandstone. I 
43. Bituminous shales. . 
42. Lonsdale coal 
41. Shales, light and blue. 
40. Limestone (5 feet). 
39. Shales,light, red, blue, arenaceous. 
LOWER DIVISION. 
18. Sandstone. 
17. Shales, blue and yellow. 
16. Wheeler coaL 
15. Shales, red and yellow. 
14. Limestone (3 feet). 
13. Shales, blue and yellow. 
I 12. Shales, calcareous, local. 
11. Shales, blue, yellow. 
-38. Limestone (2 feet). 
37. Bituminous shale 
Coal. 
.36. Shale, yellow and blue. 
35. Sandstone (to feet). 
-34. Shales, arenaceous, yellow and J 
blue. 
33. Marshall coaL 
32 Shales, blue and yellow. 
31. Limestone, impure, fragmentary . 
. 30. Shales, variegated. 
10. Limestone (6 in +). 
9. Bituminous shale. 
S. Panora coal. 
7. Shales, variegated. 
6 Sandstone (10 feet). 
5. Shales, light and dark blue, local 
bituminous shales with fossils at 
base. 
4. Lacona coaL 
3. Shales, light and blue. 
2. Limestone, compact, gray. 
1. Shales, variegated. 
The similarity of sequence here is certainly striking. There 
.are variations in the thickness of the individual members not 
shown by the table, but these variations are not greater than 
can be found in the field by careful tracing of individual layers 
from point to point. In view of the general character of the 
Des Moines coal measures it is the persistence rather than 
-the reverse which becomes noticeable. The similarity in the 
fossils obtained from corresponding beds is no less striking, 
as may be seen by comparing St. John's published lists and 
i 
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as will be brought out later. Below number 30, as given above, 
is a thin shale sequence resting upon a buff fragmentary lime-
stone (number 26), which is one of the easiest horizons to 
recognize in the field. This in turn rests on a sequence of varie-
gated predominantly arenaceous shales corresponding in char-
acter in a general way to the main portion of St. Joh~'s mid-
dle division. 
Numbers 26 to 44'of St. John's section may be readily rec-
ognized throughout the southeastern portion of Guthrie 
countv and will be illustrated in the sections to follow. 
" 
The lower beds of this section are seen on 11iddle Raccoon 
river near the old Tann mill, southwest of Linden (Tp. 79 N., 
R. XXX W., Sec. 25,Ne. qr., Sw. i). As now shown the sec-
tion is in part talus covered, but at the time St. John visited 
it was quite well exposed. He gives* a careful section which 
is reproduced below with a few changes necessitated by pres-
entstudies. Opposite the numbers of the section are numbers 
corresponding to the place of the bed indicated in the general 
section. The beds best exposed now are numbers 10, 12 and 15. 
TANN MILL SECTION. ' 
GEN'L SECTION 
NUMBER. ' FEET. INCHES. 
16. Drift, Kansan ________________________ 6 4 
40 15, Limestone, thin bedded, buff with Pro-
ductus cora, Chonetes granl1lilera 
and Athyris sl1btilita ____________ '__ 1 6 
39 14. Shales, gray, argillaceous; becoming· 
38 1!< u. 
37 1'> .,. 
36 11. 
35 ]0. 
* Op. Cit., p. 112. 
blue below and carrying Lopophy1-
lam, Prodactus panctatus, P. long-
ispiuus, Chonetes granu1ifera, Der-
bya crassa, Spirifer kentuckensis, S . 
. plano-convexa, Athyris subtilita, 
Hastedia mormoni, Bellerophon car-
bonaria,etc ________________ _______ 20 
Limestone, nodular, impure __________ 6 
Shales, bituminous, mixed with im-
pure coaL _________________ :. _______ .1 6 
Shales, light colored ______________ ___ 8 
Sandstone, coarse, yellow, withfiakes of 
coaly matter and remains of poorly 
preserved Neuropteris ____________ 10 
GEN'L SECTION 
NUMlIER. 
31 
33 
32 
31 
9. 
8 
7. 
6. 
5. 
4. 
HOOKS BRANCH SECTION. 
FEET. 
Shales, arenaceous, blue and yellow __ 
Coal, impure.__ _ ____ . _____________ _ 
Shales, dark and light blue _________ _ 
Limestone, thin, irregular ____ . ______ _ 
Shales, blue ________________________ _ 
Limestone, earthy, irregularly bedded 
with Producius muricatu~, P. cora, 
Derbya crassa, Athyris sabtilita, 
Spirifer plano-convexa, Rhynchon· 
INCHES. 
3 
6 
7 
1 
2 
ella uta, etc. __ . ___ .. ______________ 1 6 
3. Shales" blue _____________ .:: _________ '-_ 1 
2. Limestone, impure, many P. cora, P. 
muricatus and Chonetes mesolobfL _ 1 
1. Shales, blue and gray, exposed about 
twenty-five feet above the river _ ___ 2 
r· ' 
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About three quarters of a mile north of the exposure just 
described, Mr. St. John found the same beds exposed along 
Hooks branch at a somewhat higher level. Under a coal 
seam. tal}en to represent numbei' 8 were thre~ limestone beds 
corresponding to numbers 2, 4, and 6. Below these the fol-
lowing section extended down to the river. * 
II. 
10. 
9. 
8. 
7. 
6-
5. 
4. 
-. 3. 
2. 
1. 
HOOKS BRAN CH SECTION. 
FEET. 
Shales, red, blue and yellow in color, with nodular 
bands; Producius Ifluricatl1s, !? cora, Athyris 
subtilita _ ____________ . _________________________ 6 
Limestone, impure, shaly _ ________ __________ ________ 2 
Clays, blue and reddish, with a band of fosiliferous 
shale near the top, carrying Spirifer plano-convexa 
and l?etrodus ___________ . ______ . ________________ 8 
Shales, in part argillaceous, blue to red; in part are-
naceous, yellow, and becoming shaly sandstone at 
the top ___________________________________________ 17 
Sandstone, compact to shaly, gray, with Productus 
cora, Derbya crassa (?) Myalina, sp. undo __ .___ ____ 1 
Clays, yello~ish and blue, gritty, merging-above into 
soft, gray, al'enaceous sha.le ____ . ______________ .12- 13 
Unexposed _______________________________________ 15- 25 
Shales, blue ________ ~ _______________________________ 15 
Shales, calcareous and bituminous,dark gray to drab; 
Producius muricatus very abundant, Derbya crassa 
(?J Athyris subtilita and a minute gasteropod______ It Coal ________________________ ~_______________________ ti-
Shales, blue to river __________________ ~__ ____ ________ 1 
------
*Op. Cit., p.115. 
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Passing· east from the Tann Mill section there are numer-
ous exposures along the river. The strata rise and pass over 
an anticline,as has been worked out by Mr. A. G. Leonard. * 
Beyond this anticline the general sequence already noted is 
found in the hill tops and below the l?andy member correspond-
ing to the "Middle" division (19-26) of St. John is a series of 
beds extending along the -river down to and connecting with 
the section worked out by Keye~. t These lower beds as found 
by Mr. Leqnard do not correspond to beds 1-18 of St. John's 
section, and can not be correlated with them. The Guthrie 
county exposures do not show anything corresponding to them, 
and the revised. section lEads inevitably to the conclusion that 
the lower portion of the old section is in error. This conclu-
sion must rest mainly upon the. evidence from Dallas county 
·since the exposures between the Tann Mill section and Panora 
are not sufficient to allow very exact correlation. Such as 
occur, however, accord nicely with the view that the expos-
l~res in and near Panora belong with thos~ of the' southern 
portion of the county rather than below them. 
About three miles northwest of the Tann Mill section is a 
group of small mines, near one of which, the Dygart (Tp. 79 
N., R. XXX W., Sec. 16; Se .. qr.), the following section is 
exposed not far above the river. 
DYGART MINE SECTION. 
FEET. INCHES. 
5. Shale, exposed ~ ___________ 3 
4. CoaL___________________ ____ 5 
3. Clay·shale__ ____ _ _ __ ____ ____ 4 
2. Coal ________ ~_______________ 4 
1. Fire clay, exposed _______ ~-- 2 
FIG. 67. Bluff at Dygart drift. 
*Report on Dallas county not yet published. 
tBull. Geol. Soc. Am., If, pp. 217-292,1891. Iowa. Geol. Surv., T, 94-105. 1893. 
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Still nearer Pano~a, at the mouth of Bays branch, is a second 
group of small mines, all of which are now abandoned. The 
coal formerly worked has been called the Panora horizon; but 
. seems to represent number 37 of the general section. It is 
exposed in the bluffs not far above the river. The following 
section at this point is given by Keyes. 
. FEET. 7. Drift ___________________________ . ___ ~ ______ '_ ________ 4 
6. Limestone, impure ________________ . _______ ____ ______ 3 
5. Shale, dark- drab :..___________________________________ 8 
4. Limestone, impure, bituminous______________________ i-
3. Shale, black, carbonaceous ---------------___________ H-
2. P·anora coal _________________________________________ 1 
1. Shale, light colored and variegated; exposed, _______ 10 
There are good exposures along the river in ,the vicinity of 
~anora, and the mining development there has made known 
something of the geology of the underlying be~s. At the 
clay pit of the Panora Brick & Tile Co. is shown an impure 
coal' with bituminous shale, which marks the horizon just 
noted. The limestones which usually accomp!1ny this coal, 
bed are not well shown. The section varies in different parts 
of the pit, "but is in general as follows: 
FEET. 
3. Shale clay, argiliaceous, red __________________________ 12 
2. Coal and bituminious shale .__________________________ 2 
1. Shale, argillaceous-sandy, blue to white with irregu-
lar bands of calcareous material; exposed to within 
six feet of the river _______________________________ 18 
Near-this section and above the coal is a small quarry in a 
gray sandstone. The latter is irregularly bedded and broken. 
It is coarse-grained aI!-d quite full of broken· bits of plant 
remains. Similar stone is exposed in the old quarries west of 
town, where the rollowing beds may be examin~d. 
FEET. 3. Drift ____________________________ ~ __________________ 6 1-
2. Shale, sandy, light colored _________________ .:. _______ 2- 4 
1. Sandstone, coarse-grained to conglomeratic, with 
bituminous shaly partings ______________________ 6-10 
The· position and significance of this sandstone will be dis-
cussed later. 
35G. Rep. 
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On the south side of the river coal has been mined for some 
time. Three seams are known to be present. In the top of 
. the hills is a very thin seam which here is of no value. It 
apparently represents the horizon of the Lonsdale coal. About 
twenty to twenty-five feet above the river is- the coal which 
has been called the Panora, but'which, as already mentioned, 
probably represerits number 37 of the general section. It was 
this seam which was worked at the time St. John visited the 
region. Thirty feet below the river is the bed now worked. 
The mouth of the Reese coal shaft, put down in 1896, is about 
on a level with the Panora coal. The section afforded by the 
shaft is as follows: 
FEET. 
9. Drift ____________ . ________________________ .___________ 6 
8. Limestone __________________________________________ • 1 
7. Clay shale, red __________________ . ______ -'_ _ ___ _ __ __ __ _ 7 
6. Shale clay, soft .,. _____ . ___________ ~___ . ___________ 2 
5. Sandstone, white to gray, with flakes of mic~ _________ 30 
4. Shale, bituminous, fossiliferous, becoming a cannel 
coal below ___ ~ ____________________ ~ _______________ 10 
3 .. Coal _____________________ -'-____________________ _ _____ __ It 
2. Fire clay _____________________________________ . ___ " ____ ::- 8 
1. Sandstone ____________________________________________ 10~ 
As indicated by tbis section the beds between nlJillbers 33-
and 37 of the general section have thickened very considerably 
and have also changed a little in character. It will be noted 
that the sandston e, numb!3r 33 of the general section, maintains 
its position. The thin limestone above is exceptional but not 
wholly anomalous. 
A short distance northwest of town is the mine of the White 
Ash Coal Co. The shaft is sixty feet deep ~nd the mouth is 
seventy-five fe~t above the river, so that in position the coal 
corresponds more nearly with the Panora seam th-p,n with 
that worked in the Re~se mine. Still-farther up the river 
(Tp. 80 N., R. XXXI W., Sec. 24, Nw. qr., See i) is the Clark 
mine,. the mouth .of which is twenty feet above the river. 
Near the mine the coal measure shales are exposed, with the 
Cretaceous sandstones and conglomerates overlying them. 
I. 
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The section will be described in connection with the Creta" 
ceous. About three miles beyond, in the neighborhood of 
Fanslers, is a group of mines which have been in operation 
for some time. The coal worked lies about fifty feet below 
the river and' is the same at al~ the mines except the Scott 
mine, where a second seam has been found a few feet below 
the one generally worked. The section at the latter mine is 
as follows: 
FEET. INCHES. 
7. Shale, light colored, argilla-
ceous, sandy in places, ex" 
posed ____________________ 4 
6. Clay shale, dark, fissile _____ 2 
5. Sandstone," caprock" ______ 1 
4. Coal, containing heart shaped 
pericas in pyrite, with 
four inches of shaly mate-
rial at the bottom ______ ~_ 1 10 
3. Fire clay and clay shales ____ 10 
2. Coal_" __________ -----------r 1 6 
1. Fire clay ____ "_______________ 1 
FIG. 68. Section of Scott shaft. Fanslers. 
This lower coal has. not been fomid at any of the other 
mines and is evidently a local deposit. The coal measure 
shales are covered by Cretaceous sandstone. St. John men-
tions* an upper seam about four or five feet above water 
level. The bed was thin and is not now worked. The upper 
seam is about the same distance above the Fansler coal as the 
one outcropping at Panora is above the coal at the Reese 
mine~ The river runs at only a slight angle with the strike of 
the beds and there is apparently a dip to the west. The coal 
* Opus Cit., p. 106. There is evidently a misprint at this point. as the locality mentioned 
Tp. 8t N., R. XXXII W., Sec. 19, is far from the river and neal' no known coal t)utcropt. It 
should evidently read Tp. 80 N. The locll.tion of Clark's mine, not the present Clark mine, 
has evidently bEen confused. If instead of section 24, section 4 be read, the facts fit the 
description. 
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present at the two points may be considered as representing 
the same horizons. 
Farther up the river the coal measures are cut out at Rocky 
Bluff by the Cretaceous. Beyond the bluff the Oretaceous 
has been cut through by the river and the coal measures are 
again e~posed. . 
The Wales coal bank is located on the south side of the river 
(Tp. 81 N., R .. XXXIII W., Sec. 33, Ne. qr.). The coal, which 
is sixteen to eighteen inches thick, rests on shales and lies 
about twelve feet above the river. Over it are black shales 
from which St. John* collected Produatu8 'lnuri(Jcttus, IJerbya 
(JiYt8Sa (?) and Linqula (JaJ>bonal'ia. The coal measures have a 
thickness of twenty-seven feet above the coal as shown in the 
air shaft. In the hillside near by there are exposures of the 
sandstone of the Dakota. A mile or more above the river the 
~oal is again reached by the Perkins drift (Tp. 81 N., R. 
XXXIII W., Sec. 29). Near the mine (Sec. 20, Sw. Sw.) is a 
high bluff of Cretaceous sandstone and clay, while in sections 
29, 20, 19 and 24, coal has been mined at various points. In 
section 24, apparently, two seams are present. The one now 
worked is found by shafts thirty-nine to fifty-six feet deep, 
and seems to lie about twenty-eight feet below the river. 
Formerly a surface' seam was workedt lying about two feet 
.above the water. 
It will be seen from an examination of this section that the 
'" ,', . 
usual sequence holds in passing up the river. The beds dip a 
little to the west, and the shales thicken so that the coal 
. horizons are spread farther apart. The character 01 the beds 
-changes to the west, new strata appear, and the formation 
takes more and more the inconstant character usual through-
out the Des Moines formation. 
In the southern portion of the county along South Raccoon, 
Long branch, Deer creek and Beaver, there are manyexpos-
ures showing' the beds from the Missourian limestone down 
'-' 
to the heavy mass of sandy shales whlch forms the base of 
*Op. cit., 105. 
+St. John: Op. cit., 105. 
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known sequence already described. Throughout the reg-ion 
the basal portion of the Missourian,the Bethany limestone, 
outcrops in the hills. The strean;J.s have cut through "it and 
down deep into the underlying beds. One of the best sections, 
starting however, some distance below the Bethany, is found 
along a ravine north of Glendon, and leading down to the 
river near the old Belle Valley mill site (Tp. 79 N., R. XXX 
W., Secs. 30-31). The section is made up of numerous scat-
tered outcrops along the hollow, butfittec1 together gives the 
sequence nicely. 
:b'EET. 
16. Limestone, yellow, earthy, corresponding' 
to No. 38 of the general section________ 1 
15. Shale, bituminous, with some coal (No. 37) 
14. Shale, yellow (No. 26) ____________________ 5 
13. Sandstone in hard three inch ledges sepa-
rated by softer shaly layers (No. 35)___ 4: 
12. Shale, sandy (partly exposedl_____________ 2 
11. Coal, Marshall (No. 33) . _________________ _ 
10. Shale, gray, clayey (No. 32}_______________ 1 
g. Limestone,sandy, with plant remains abun-
dant, l\iyalina with· a narrow aCCEn-
tuated beak frequent, Nl1culana. btl/as-
INCHES. 
s 
6 
l.ria.ta. and Prcductus cora.. (No.3) _< ___ 1 6 
8. Shale, blue, c~ayey _______________________ 2 
Unexposed __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 8 
""{. Shale, sandy, yellmY _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ __ ____ __ __ _ 2 
Unexposed, probably as abMc _________ 10-15 
6. Limestone, fragmentary, with many well 
rounded pebbles of ash gray limestone 
of conchoidal fracture bedded in reG.-
dish earthy limestone matrix; carrying 
A,hyris mbtiIita, P. mudea.tus, moder-
ately common anet a dermal tubercule 
of Petrodus (No. 26) ___________________ 3 
5. Shales, argillaceous, blue ________________ 6 
4. Sandstone, fine-grained, ripple mat-ked __ _ 
3. Shales, sandy, with a slight dip up the 
'river, imperfectly exposed ____________ 50t 
3 
. 2. Clay, yellow to gray _____ ~________________ 6 
1. Coal in two benches as follows: Coal, 4 
inches; clay, 5 inches; coal, 3 inches___ 1 
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Below the coal there are no exposures along the stream 
down to where it empties into the river. From the presence 
of the great thickness of sandstones and shales above the 
coal and below the fragmentary limestone, it is probable that 
the coal found belongs to the Redfield horizon. . The base of 
. this stream is probably thirty or forty feet above the river. 
Passing up the latter a half mile one comes to the exposure 
at the site of the old mill, an outcrop which will be later 
described. 
Corresponding beds are seen at many points south and east. 
Near Dale City the heavy sandstone (number 35) with the 
black shale and limestone (numbers 37 and 38) above it is found 
exposed. At this point a boring was put down some time since 
by John Lonsdale & Sons. The record reproduced below by 
their courteous permission shows a number of coal seams, the 
more important being at 264 and 318 feet. The head-of the 
boring is estimated by Mr. Charles Lonsdale to have started 
some feet below the Marshall coal. 
FEET. INCHES. 69. Drift _____________________ :. _________________ l2 
68. Shale, red, blue and brown _________________ 19 
67. Sandstone, light gray ______________________ 3 
66. Shale, gray _________________________________ 11 7 
65. Shale, gray, dark ___ .:. ______________________ 10 7 64. Coal _______________________________________ _ 
2 
63. Fire clay ___________________________________ _ 4: 
62. Shale, with imp~lre coal in alternate layers _ 1 - 10 
61. Yellow stone ______________________________ _ 1 60. Fire clay __________________________________ _ 6 
59. Shale, dense gray with traces of coaL___ ____ 4 9 
58. Sandstone__________________________________ 1 4 
~ 57. Shale, blue ________________________ -: ________ 4 
56. Shale, dark gray ___________________________ 14 4 
55. Sandstone, white__ _ ________________________ 6 
-
6 
54. Shale, blue ______________________________ __ 2 
53. Limestone ___________________________ :. _____ _ 2 
52. Shale, yellow _______________ -:_______________ I' 4 
51. Limestone __________________________________ . 9 
50. Sbale, gray ______________________________ _ 3 
49. Limest-one __________________ , ___ ' ___________ _ 9 
48. Shale, blue _________________________ .., ______ _ 2 
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FlIlET. INCHES. 
47. LiD1estone.____________________________ 1 4 
46. Shale, brown _____________ .___ _______ ___ ____ _ 2 
45. Shale, blue, black at bottOD1____ ____________ 3 7 
44. LiD1estone, gray, very hard ________________ _ 10 
43. Slate, black _________ ______ ___ ____ ______ __ 2 
42. Coal _______________________________________ _ 4 
41. Shale, light blue ___________________________ 15 
40. Shale, brown ___ ______ ________ _____________ 2 6 
39. Shale, variegated _________________________ ._ 7 
38. Shale and liD1estone in thin layers _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 3 4 
37. Shale, variegated _______ .. _ _ ___ ____ __ _ _ __ __ 8 
36. Shale, blue. ________ . _____________ . __ . _____ . 25 3 
35. Shale, yellow ________ . _____ . ____ ~-----.----- 1 9 
34. LiD1estone, buff _. ________ . ________________ _ 4 
33. Shale, gray, blue black at botwD1 ___ ._· ______ 6 8 
32. Coal ________________________________________ 1 4 
3l. Shale, blue fire clay at top _________________ 6 10 
30. Limestone, gray ___________________ . ____ __ _ _ 1 8 
29. Sulphur band ____________________ ~ _________ _ 2 
28. Sandstone, fine-grained. ______ . _____________ 11 
27. LiD1estone, very hard ____________________ __ 3 1 
26. Sandstone, white _______ . ____________ . ___ ._ 2 6 
25. Shale, variegated _________ . ____ _ _ __ _ ___ __ __ 4 9 
24. Sandstone, gray _____ ._____________________ 7 2 
23. Shale, gray __________________ . _____________ . 3 9 
22. Sandstone, gray . ______________ ~__________ __ 3 9 
21. Shale, blue gray ___________ . ________________ 10 10 
20. Shale, gray _________________________________ 23 
19. Coal. __________________________________ ~ ____ 2 6 
18. Fire clay _______________ .. __________________ _ 6 
17. Shales, light and gray . ____________________ . 17 10 
16. Sandstone ________________________________ _ 8 
15. Shale ______ . __ . _____________________________ 1 3 
14. LiD1estone, brown . ________________________ . 2 
13. Shale, dark ___________ ~ ____________________ 1 2 
12. Black stone _______________________________ _ 2 
11. Slate, bluish black _________________________ 5 8 
10. Sulphur band _________________ . __________ . __ 1 
9. Shale, blue . _________ ._____ ___________ ______ _ 1 5 
8. Shale, blue and gray fire clay at top ________ 17 8 
7. 
Coal ________________________________________ 3 4 
" 6. Shale ______________________________________ 1 6 
·5. Coal _______________________________________ 1 
4. Shale _____________________________________ _ 8 
3. Coal _______________________________________ _ 10 
2. Shale, light and dark ______________________ 17 5 
1. Shale, dark blue __ __ ____ ________ ___ _ ____ __ _ 2 
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South of Dale City (Sec. 6, Tp. 78 N., R. XXX ·W.) a road-
sjde gully shows the presence of the limestone and underly-
ing coal and shale forming numbers 38 and 37 of St~ John's 
section. On Hog branch, near the road crossing in section 6,. 
is an exposure showIng the Marshall coal in its usual devel-
opment, with shales above and below. There is, however, an 
unusual three inch band of limestone in the shales about four 
feet above the coal. In the bed of the Raccoon river, just 
below the mouth of the branch (Tp. 78 N., R. XXX W., Sec. 
5, Sw. qr., Sw. t) is a limestone corresponding to number 3l. 
Near the head of the branch (Sec. 7, Ne. of Se.) the Muldoon 
mine is opened in a :coal probably the Lonsdale, and not far 
northwest (Tp. 78 N., R. XXXI W., Sec. 12, Sw. ofSw.) the 
Driscoll' mine works the sanle bed~ The :Marshall coal and 
overlying beds is seen again on the south side of the river, 
about two miles below Dale City (Tp. 78 N., R., XXX W., Sec. 
4). On the opposite side of the river the heavy sandstone, 
number 35, is well shown and in the hillside above deserted 
dump heaps mark the level of the Lonsdale coal. The latter 
is best seen along Deer creek. 
Near the west line of Penn township (Tp. 78 N., R. XXX 
W., Sec. 18, Sw. qr., Sw. i) is the Lonsdale mine, a shaft sunk 
near the base of· the 'Winterset limestone. The coal lies 
thirty feet below the lowest bed of the :NIissourian limestone, 
a soft white sandstone intervening. The coal itself averages 
twenty inches in thickness. It is divided by two clay bands 
as shown below: 
- INCHES. 
5. Coal _____________________ ;- __ ~ __________ . ____________ ~ __ 12 
.. 
4. Clay -------------------------------7------.---------- 2 3. Coal' _________________________________ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 4 
2. Clay _______________________ . _________________________ , ~ 
1. Coal _______ . _____________ '''' _ _ ____ ____ _ _ ____ _ _ __ _ _ __ _ _ 4 
The same seam has been opened at a number of points' 
along the' river. 'The Lamb mine, directly north of Stuart 
(Tp. 78 N.,' R. XXX W., Sec. 20, N e. qr.), was worked for some 
time. It was found here that the lower bench dipped to the 
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east, though this may be a local development. Near this 
mine the coal is exposed in the creek as shown in the follow-
ing sketch. 
FEKT. INCHES. 
S. Drift ________ , ________ 10 
l, Shale, bituminous to 
drab above_ ______ 4 
6. Coal______ __________ 10 
5_ Fire cla,y _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _" 2 
4. Shale, light colored _ 8 
3. Coal, with shaly part- -
irrgs _ _ _ _ - - - - - - - 3 
2. Shale, light colored_ 5 
1. himestone, fossilifer-
ous _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 4 
FIG 69, Section of bluff on Deer cree~. 
The thickness of the partings between the two benches of 
coal varies somewhat. Above the shale covering tbe coal is 
a buff clay shale running up into sandy shale and sandstone. 
Below the limestone seen in this section (number 40 of gen-
eral section) is a bed of variable shale of some thickness. 
N ear Glendon, coal measures are exposed along the streams, 
the Cretaceous outcropping well up in the hills. In a cut on 
the Chicago, RockIsland & Pacific railway not far north of 
the town (Tp. 79 N., R. XXXI, W., Sec. 36, Se. qr., Sw.'l) 
there is an exposure showing both formations. 
GLENDON SECTION. 
FEET, 
" 
6. 
5. 
Sandstone, soft, yellow to red, irregularly bedded____ 2 
Clay, yenow, free from grit, much like geest _______ -- H 
4. Limestone, brecciated, gray, with common coal meas-
ure fossils ____________________________________ 2 
3. Shales, yellow, clayey ____________________ ~ ______ --~- 8 
2, Limestone, soft, s~'ulldy------------------------------- ~ 
1. Shale, clayey, red to greenish _______________________ 12 
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- / 
Numbers 1 to 4 maybe referred to the coal measures. They 
have equivalents at other points in the vicinity and on~pring 
branch (Tp. 78N.,R. XXXI W., Sec. 3, lot 12) a thin coal seam, 
supposed by St. John to represent the _Marshall horizon, was 
formerly exposed. * 
A lower bed, said to have been two feet six inches thick, 
was at one time worked at a depth of 100 feet, and a thicker 
bed, four and one-half feet, was reported sixty to seventy feet 
still lower. 
Outcrops of coal measure strata q,rereported along Beaver 
creek for a distance of two miles west of this point. At one 
point (Tp. 78 N., R. _XXXI W., Sec. 5, lot 4) a fourteen-inch 
seam of coal--was formerly worked. Coal measures are also 
. . 
reported on South Beaver (Sec .. 5,- lot 19) and on Spring branch 
(Tp. 78 N., R. XXXI W., Sec. 16, Ne. qr., Sw.i) a thin seam 
was formerly reached by drifting. 
Along Middle Raccoon and Brushy Fork there are no good 
coal measure outcrops~ though coal is mined on the former 
near Guthrie Center (Tp. 79 N., R. XXXI W., Sec. 17, Sw. qr.) 
and on the latter southwest of Bayard (Tp. 80 N., R. XXXII 
W., Sec. 5, Sw. qr.). At the Guthrie Center mine the coal is 
eighteen inches thick, and is found at a depth of eighty-seven 
feet; the overlying strata being shale and sandstone. This 
is probably -the same vein that was formerly worked at 
Glendon. In a boring put down some years since on the 
Tracy, now Stover and Metz land, a mile west and half a mile 
north of the court house at Guthrie Center, the corresponding 
vein was struck ·at 132. feet. As reported by. Hon. Charles 
Ashton, the bed is twenty inches thick and lies below six and 
one-half feet of black slate. Below this bed of coal, at a 
-depth of 197 feet" a second vein four feet and five incpes thick, 
and covered by a soft white clay, was reported. About five 
feet below another bed of coal and black clay was reported. 
The drilling was· done just west of the Raccoon, and passed 
through forty feet of drift, below which was forty-four feet of 
*0 p. Cit., 126. 
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a soft sandstone, probably to be r,eferred to the Cretaceous . 
. At the Brushy Fork mine the shaft is not deep, and the hori-
zon probably represents that opened on wIiddle Raccoon river 
to the north. 
The beds above the Lons~ale coal up to the base of the 
:Missourian consist essentially of sa.ndstone or sandy shale. 
As penetrated at the Lonsdale mine (Sec. 18, Penn township), 
there was a thickness of thirty feet of such shales between 
the coal and the lowest limestone ledge. There is some ques-
tion, however, whether this limestone should not be included 
with the Des Moines rathei- than the 11issourian. It is about 
twel ve to fourteen inches in thickness, of granular texture, 
and carries smail, smooth specimens of AthYI'i8 ~tfJbtilit({,. As 
seen on Deer creek (Sw. of Nw. Sec. 17, Penn township) it is 
about ten feet below the fragmental limestone which it is 
proposed to take as the base of the Bethany. Between the 
two are sandy to argillaceous shales. The limestone is seen 
near the Driscoll mine, and at several points on Deer creek 
and South Raccoon, but is apparently not always pfesent. In 
the boring at Stuart no trace of it seems to have been found. 
Below what may be taken as the base of the Missourian was 
about ninety-two feet of sandy shale, with some harder bands. 
This would seem to indicate the absence of the limestone in 
question and a thickening of the shale. In :Madison county 
an arenaceous limestone is occasionally found at the indk;ated 
horizon. At Tileville it is twenty-five to thirty feet below 
the base of the Winterset, and rests upon about fifty feet of 
sandy shale. At other points similar relations obtain. In 
general they indicate a thickening of this upper shale member 
toward the south, and a dip of the beds in the same direction. 
The strata found in Guthrie and neighboring counties below 
the base of the Missourian fall naturally into the four following 
.. groups. 
1. Shales, variegated, but predominantly sandy, charac-
teristically free from coal, with an occasional development of 
arenaceous limestone somewhat above the middle of the bed. 
/ 
. 
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This forma'tion corresponds in a general way with number 44 
of St. John's middle coal measure section and includes nUID- . 
bers 1 to 3 of White's Winterset section. * It varies in thick-
. ness from forty to 100 feet, increasing to the south. In a 
general way it is probably the equivalent of the Pleasanton 
shales of 11issouri and Kansas. The original northern bound-
ary of this formation seems to have been not far frqm its pres-
ent limi.ts in Guthrie county, as it thins very rapidll from Stu-
art north. 
2. Shales, sandstones, and limestones with t~ree coal hor-
Izons. This formation includes numbers 26 to 43 of St. J onn's 
section and its character is sufficiently indicated by the sec-
tions already described. It is characterized by the gr~at 
persistence of its individual members and is recognized 
through Guthrie and Dallas counties and ·in part in 11adison 
county. It is probably the equ]valent of the Appanoose for-
mationt of southern Iowa and the Henrietta formation of 
11issouri. 
, 3. Sandstones and sandy shales with Redfield coal at base, 
including numbers 19 to 25 of St. John's section. Seen in 
part at the Tann Mill exposure and well exposed in Dallas 
county. This member is probably not to be separated from 
number 4, though in the immediate region it is rather dis-
tinct. 
4. Shales,. sandstones and thicker coal seams character-
istic of the greater portion of the Des Moines formation. 
Represented in the deeper borings of Guthrie county and 
exposed in the counties to the east; corresponding in general 
character and position with the Cherokee shales of Kansas. t 
These beds form a continuous series and are, so far as can 
be seen, conformable. In Appanoose county, however, there 
is a well marked conglomerate over t.he Appanoose forma-
tion. § In Guthrie. county one of the limestones of the second 
* Geol. Iowa, VGl. I, plate opp. p. 245. 1870. 
1'Iowa Geol. Surv, V, p. SiS. 
:j: Haworth: Univ. Geo!. Surv, Kansas, I, 150-151. 1896. 
§ Iowa Geol. SUl'v., V.394-398. 
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member eontains many rolled pebbles and other evidences 
of shore action, while the sandstone just below shows ripple 
marks. The sandstone found near ·Panora does not fit in with 
any portion of the section seen there. I t is anomalous in 
character and is in places quite conglomer<:ttic. There is some 
evidence of unconformity between it and the underlying beds. 
Nevertheless it contains plant remains which unmistakably 
ally it with the Des Moines. These facts all give evidence 
that throughout the later as well as the earlier portion of Des 
MQines time there were disturbances, and that local uncon-
formities maybe expected throughout the formation. The 
best exposure of disturbed strata may be seen at the .Belle 
Valley mill exposure. Here about fifty feet of -lower beds 
have been thrown up so that the strike is now N e-Sw, with 
a dip of 45° to the southeast. Theyhave been to some extent 
faulted, and after the upheaval were planed off so as to form 
an even surface over ·the top. Evidently the rocks formed 
then a fiat-topped knob, as a later sandstone laid down over 
the top is also banked in against the side and with bedding 
planes dipping away from the upturned b(jds. This later 
sandstone is similar in character to that found at Panora. It 
carries the same plant remains and at the base includes frag-
ments of the underlying rock. The disturbance evidently 
took place during the Des Moines. The beds thrown up 
belong to the Des Moines strata, though their exact place in 
the section cannot be given. They evidently do not belong 
·with those seen in the neighborhood (see p. 437), but are lower 
and probably represent the upper portion of the Cherokee 
shales. If this be true a considerable amount of erosion took 
place before the deposition of the overlying sandstone; which 
accords well with the indications of the exposure itself. The 
beds thrown up are all as follows: 
~ . 
FERr. 
12. Limestone, impure, clayey, with Productus 
muricatns, P. COta. and P. nebrasc{nsis_ 1 
11. Shale, drab, becoming coaly at top _______ 4-
10. Limestone, similar to number 12____ ______ 1 
INCHES. 
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FEET. INCHES. 
~). Shale, drab to green,clayey ____________ 5 
8. Limestone, earthy, unfossiliferous _______ _ 4 
i. Coal, impure ________________________ ___ 1 
6. Shale, drab, clayey ____________ . __________ 12 
5. Calcareous sandstone ______ . _________ .___ 8 
4. Shale, argillaceous, drab above to red be-
low : _____________________________ . __ . _ 10 
3. Limestone, fine-grained, argillaceous, non-
fossiliferous_. ________ ~_________ _____ __ 6 
2. Shale, black, slightly bituminous _________ 6 
1. Shale, drab, argillaceous. ___ . ____________ 4 6 
The movement does not seem to have been sufficiently 
intense to ~ave developed any secondary structure. The 
shales have cleavage planes parallel to original beddi.ng and 
the jointing in the surrounding sandstone seems to have no 
relation to the upthrust. Numbers 7 and 8 have been faulted 
at one place, there being a throw of nearly a foot. The beds 
above and below are not affected. Numbers 11 and 12 appear 
only at the lower corner of the exposure and might be taken 
for a repetition by faulting of 9 and 10, if it were not for the 
well marked coaly character of the upper portion of number 
11. In character and fauna number 12 resembles number 38-
of the general section; but even after the upthrust it is below 
the level of that bed and the strata below are entirely out of 
harmony with anything seen else:where along the river. 
MISSOURIAN FORMATION. 
Above the Des Moines and covering the southeastern por-
tion of the county is the 11issourian formation. The only 
portion of this formation outcropping is the basal or Bethany 
"\ 
limestone. This is shown along the lower portion of Beaver 
creek, Deer creek, Long Branch and South Raccoon river. 
The stone has not been quarried to any considerable extent, 
so that there are no extensive exposures. The rock, as usual, 
lies in ledges varying in thickness from six to twenty-four 
inches; which ar~ separated by shaly argillaceous partings. 
A total thickness of fifty-five feet is indicated near the Lons-
dale mine. This is near the edge, and probably does not rep-
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resent the full thickness of the formation. The Easton well, 
at an altitude of about 1,200 feet, showed a. thickness of 140 
feet of drift below which was eig'hty feet of limestone. Since 
the base of the Earlham limestone in the Earlham quarries is 
at about 1,000 feet A. T. this would indicate that the strata 
here are practically horizontal and would agree with the 
results obtained by Norton from a general study of the arte-
sian wells of the state. The limestone, where exposed, is 
quite fosiliferous, the forms present being those common to 
the limestone in other counties. The following is a list of fos-
sils collected along Deer creek north of Stuart by Professor 
Calvin. 
Lophophyllum proJiferum.·· 
Axophy 11um rude. 
Stems of crinoidea. 
Arch;;eocidaris: three species. 
Fistulipora nodulifera. 
Rhombopor8. lepidodendroides. 
Orbiculoidea mtida. 
Derbya crassa. 
Derbya Tobusta M. & H. 
Meekella striato-costata Cox. 
Chonetes granuHtera. Owen. 
Prodnctns longispinus Sower by. 
P. costatus Sowerby. 
P. nebrascensis Owen. 
P. cora = P. prattenianns. 
Spirifer cameratus Morton. 
S. plano-convexus. 
S. Hneatus. 
Athyris subtilita = S. argentea (Shepard) Keyes. 
Hustedia mormoni Marcou. 
Terebratu1a (Dielasma) bovidens Morton. 
Cryptacanthia compacta W. & St. J. 
Nucula ventricosa Hall. 
Nuculana bellastriata Stevens. 
Edmondia sp . 
.. 
A. viculopecten sp. 
Be1lerophon ptrcarinata. 
Bellerophon sp. 
Plr:urotomaria sp. 
Petrodus occidentalis. 
.-•.. :;!!\ 
... ~ ... 
"- .. ~. . ..• : .•... '-> .. :- ••.•• ; ~ •.. ' :<.'.-;.:. "",;', .... -;t'".:-~:,. . •. '.~ :: .. : ...• ,::. :.~~. ,'. 
. ~ .. :-.~.'-.-:-.' 
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Along a small tributary of Deer creek, where most of these 
fossils were found (Sec. 19, Penn township), the following beds 
were made out. 
FEET. 
5. Limestone, coarse, gray; with Fusalina similar to that 
occurring at Winterset . _____________________ . _ __ _ _ 2 
4. Shales, only in part exposed ________ . ____ , ________ ~--- 8 
3. Earlham limestone, ash gray, with conchoidal fracture, ' 
in layers two to ten inches thick, separated by shale 
partings ______________________________________ •. ' ___ 12 
2. Shale, gray, argillaceous, becoming bituminous and 
slaty at the top ______________________________ ~ _____ 10 
1. Limestone, fragmental, made up of irregular bits of 
lime rock filled in with calcareous clay. 'In'places 
the rock can be picked to pieces with the fingers; 
elsewhere it hardens up into massive thick bedded 
(two feet) layers ______ ._. __ .~ ______ • ____ • ________ .. _ 10 
The Fragment.allimestone (number 1) rest~ ,on sandy shales 
which form the top of. the Des Moines formation. The rock 
itself is very characteristic, and has been traced, through 
Dallas and Madison counties. Besides its distinctive physical 
characteristics it carries a well mar ked fauna, of which the fol-
lowing forms were collected at this point. 
Spinier lineatus, very abundant, and especially characteristic of this horizon. 
S. cameratus. 
Athyris sl1btilita, common. 
Hustedis. mormoni, fairly common. 
Prdductus longispinl1s. 
Naticopsis altoneLsis. 
Lophophylll1m proliferam. common. 
Orzhis pecosi, very rare. 
BelleropholJ, sp., rare. 
StrapEJrrollus, sp., rare. 
Archiocidaris, sp~, very rare . 
• 
In the shale partings of the Earlham limestone. the follow-
ing forms were collected. 
Chonetes verneui1iana, common. 
Spirifer cameratu~. 
Athyris subtilita, common. 
Productl1s cora. 
P. nebrascensis. 

~ 
"-.. -, - '.~ ..... 
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P. costlltas. 
Rbombopors.Iepidodendroides, common. 
Meeke1Is. striat6.-::osts.ta. 
Arc biocid a.ris. 
: ... - ' ' 
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The character of the rock and the fossils found leave no 
doubt as to the correlation of these beds. The Wi~terset beds, 
occurring above the Earlham limestone, were not seen at this 
point, unless the Fusalina-bearing rock be taken as their rep-
resentative. A rock similar in all respects occurs at Winter-
set and the bed found here is probably to be referred to that 
horizon rather than to the Fusalina limestone proper occurring 
f~rther west in Madison county. This is the more probable 
from the fact that the Winterset beds are present in the vicin-
ity. It may Qe noted that the limestone found here shows 
each division in its normal thickness and character. 
The Bethany limestone, using that ·term to cover the Frag-
mental, Earlham, Winterset and Fusalina limestones with inter-
calated beds, is made up of the four separate limestones just 
. enuD?:erated. Of these,the Fragmental and Earlham are well 
developed in Guthrie county. The Winterset, restricting that 
term to the bed~ quarried southwest of Winterset, is present, 
but not weUshown. The Fusalina limestone seems to have 
been cut away. 
The limestone found here outerop~ throughout the south-
western portion of Dallas county to Earlham in Madison 
county. From this P9int it has been traced by Tilton to 
WiQ.terset, where it is quite well exposed. At the latter point 
this layer of heavy limestone has been recognized as the base 
of the Missourian formation. * It represents the saine horizon 
as' the Bethany limestone of Missouri and the Erie limestone 
of Kansas, the connection between the Winterset and the 
Bethany liinestone having been traced in the field. t 
There has recently been some discussion as to which of the 
tlire~ terms, Winterset, Bethany or Bethany Falls as first 
used, or Erie has priority .. The section at Winterset was 
* Tiltion: Iowa: Geol. Bur v., vol. III, p. 135. Des Moines, 1895. 
t Iowa: Geol. Surv., vol. V n, p. 2;1. 1897. 
SSG. Rep. 
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described by White in 1868* and again in more detail in 1870. f 
It was selected by him as typical for the upper coal measures 
and the fossils characteristic of it were specifieJ.. Tilton:t later 
used the name carefully noting the position of the limestone 
at the base of the Missourian formation. The term Bethanv 
. .., 
Falls was used by Broadhead§ in describing the Missouri 
exposures. The equivalence of the Bethany Falls and Win-
terset limestone was recognized by Keyes II and has since been 
traced in the field. In Kansas the equivalent horizon was 
discussed by Haworth and Kirk~ nnder the name of Erie, was 
later referred to by Haworth** as the Triple limestone and 
was finally given the name of Erie. tt The equivalence of the 
three formations was recognized by Keyes in 1895 and it was 
suggested:t:t that the term Bethany be extended to cover the 
whole horizon. Later§§ the same author showed the term 
Erie to be pre-occupied and urged the priority of Bethany. 
Broadhead's prior use of the term Bethany seems to entitle 
it to recognition, and it is proposed to use that term for the 
basal limestone of the :Missourian formation. As has been 
suggested, this basal limestone includes four members, and 
for one of them the term Winterset is reserved. The various 
members of the Bet~any have been recognized along Grand 
river in Decatur county, and at many intermediate points. 
In Union county there are higher, as yet unnamed beds. 
The Guthrie county outcrops are the most northerly. of the 
exposures of this limestone in the central portion of the 
state. The strike of the formation in Madison county is 
northwest, in Dallas the strike changes to west, and in Guth-
rie this strike is maintained to the point at which the lime-
* First and Second Ann. Rept. State Geologist, 71-72. Des Moines, 1868. 
t Geol. Iowa, vol. I, pp. 245-250. Des Moines, 1870. 
:trowa Aca.d. Sci., vol. HI, p.144. 1895. Iowa Geol. Surv., IIi, 137. 1895. 
§ Trans. St. Louis Acad., vol. rr, 311,144. 1862. Mo. Geol. Surv., Iron Ore and Call.! Fields, 
pt. ii, P 71, et seq. 1873 _. 
II ilIo. Geol. Surv .. 1':>1. IV, p. 82. Jefferson City, 1894. 
~ Kansas Univ. Qllart., vol. II, p. 108. Lawrence. 1891. 
** Ibid., vol. III, p. 275. 1895. . 
-t+Univ. Geol. Surv. Ransas, vol. 1. p.l54. 1800. 
t:;: Amer. Jour. Sci., (3), vol. L., p. 243. 1895. 
§§ Ibid, (4), vol. II, pp. 221-225. 1896. 
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stone passes beneath the Cretaceous. It probably does not 
change between this point and the Missouri river. In drill 
holes and shafts along South Raccoon, Brushy Fork and Mid-
dle Raccoon there are no traces of the Missourian north of its 
, present line of. cmtcrop. In the western portion of the state 
the most northerly outcrops known are on the Boyer river in 
Harrison county, * almost due west of the Guthrie county out-
crops, so that a line connecting the two points probably marks 
the present northern border of the formation. 
It is probable that the Missourian originally extended out 
over the Des Moines. Its present outcrop is an accident of 
erosion rather than a function of original distribution. Within 
the area of the Missourian there are, in this _county, no 'out-
crops of strata higher than the Bethany limestone, so that 
only the basal portion is known to be present. 
CRET ACEOUS. 
DAKOTA .. 
Above the coal measures, and covering the major portion of 
, Guthrie county, is a series of sandstones, :shales and conglom-
erates which belong to the Cretaceous. These beds are' 
exposed along both branches of the Raccoon river, Brushy 
Fork,Beaver creek, Spring branch and many of the minor 
streams. They are separated from both the Carboniferous 
and the Pleistocene beds by unconformities. 
Exposures of the Cretaceous are frequent along Middle 
Raccoon as far down as Clark's mine, about three miles north-
west of Panora (Tp. SO N., R. XXXI W., Sec. 24, N·w. qr., 
Se. 1). Above the wagon bridge at this point and on the east 
side of the river is .the following exposure~ 
FEET. 4. Drift _. _____ ' ___ -- ______ , ___________________ ' __________ 10 
3. Conglomerate, quartzite and cherty pebbles, with sandy 
,matrix, only slightly consolidated ___________ '_____ 8 
2. Sandstone, soft, yellow, vvith a few scattered pebbles 
similar to those occurring in the conglomerate_ , ___ 20 
1. Shale, sandy, drab ___________________________ .:- ____ 4- 8 
-----
*White: Geol. Iowa, vol. II, p. 179. 
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The shale, which evidently belong's to the coal measures 
outcropping along the river, is ~eparated from the sandstone 
by an obvious unconformity. The sandstone and the con-
glomerate belong together since they grade in places into 
each other, the pebbles becoming more abundant and the sand 
less, till the material is best called a coglomerate with sandy 
matrix rather. than a sandstone with scattered pebbles. 
Traces of conglomerate may be seen near the mine, and peb-
bles from it are very common in the drift south and east of 
here. The pebbles are all water worn and thoroughly 
rounded. There are many bits of clear and colored quartz, 
chert and siliceous fragments Df Devonian and Silurian fos-
sils. Farther up the river the sandstone becomes more and . 
more prominent. It is frequently exposed near Fa1lslers, and 
in the vicinity of Rocky Bluff (Tp. 81 N., R. XXXII W., Sec. 
27, N e. qr.) forms a constant bench in the hills at a height of 
seventy feet. It is soft, yellowish red, cross-bedded, and con-
tains occasional pebbles· such as mark the conglomerate. 
Opposite the mill it forms a sharp bluff, exposing seventy feet 
of thickness above the water's edge,' A few miles beyond (Tp. 
81 N., R. XXXII W., Sec. 20, Sw. qr., Sw. i) the sandstone 
forms a ridge between the river and a small stream flowing in 
from the southwest. It rises to the usual height and has ,two 
thin beds of very clear plastic blue clay interstratified with it~ 
Still farther up the river (Tp. 81 N., R.XXXII W., Sec. 24, 
Ne. qr.) the clay is more<prominent.· St. John gives the fol-
lowing section at this point. * 
FEET. 
7. Very soft, light colored, irregularly laminated sand,' 
stone ______________________ ~ _________________ 35- 40 
6 Yellow clay, enclosing ferruginous, arenaceoUs bands_ 4 
5. Blue clay ______ .. __________________________________ 5 
4. Soft red and yellow sand rock, with ferruginous nod- • 
ules and bands, and thin layers of pebbles, with peb-
bles of silicified corals of Devonian and Silurian 
origin ______ ______ __ _ ___ ____________ __ _ _ __ _ ___ 20 
3. Ferruginous arenaceous layer containing isolated 
"pockets'~ of coaL ____________________ .:: ___________ 2 
*Op. cit .• p. 100. 
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FEET. 
2. Blue, arenaceous clays _ . _____________________________ 17 
1. Light colored, incoherent sands, capped with deep red 
shaly ferruginous sandst()ne ___________________ .10- 15 
, These beds rest unconformably upon the coal measure strata. 
The coal mentioned is doubtless an impure lignite and ha$ not 
been observed in the course of the present work. The lower 
'blue clay is not so clean or plastic as at the section observed 
farther down the-river. There are outcrops of the sandstone 
and conglomerate in the vicinity, but upon ,the whole it does 
not seem that individual layers can be widely correlated. The 
sandstone is usually bright 'colored. It varies in indura-
tion,but is usually soft. At Guthrie Center it is so soft as to 
be excavated for building sand. In the pit of Mr. Samuel 
McLune, at three feet above the rtver, is a five foot be'd of 
clean whitesand,~o looseas)o be, easily shoveled~ Above 
this is twelve to fifteen- feet of darker material, becoming 
harder at the top., It contains the quartz pebbles, such as are 
so,characteristi.c of the formation. Still higher in the hill is 
the darkredsa:ndstone, closely'set with quartz and chert peb-
bles, such as is commonly shown in outcrops. 
Across the river near the fair grounds an unusual amount 
of clay 15, . .8hoW11 inconnectionyVith the sandstone~ The clay 
" is about twenty feet thick, reddish below, but becoming white 
:above,and:rests'on-the sandstone. Itcontainssome"bands of 
, sand and 'thin ferruginous streaks, and has a slight dip -to the 
west. 
Near Glendon the sandstone shows numerous outcrops., In 
,a section already given it rests upon ,the coalme~sures at a 
height of twe:q.ty-five feet apov:e the railway-., In a neighboring 
cut the sandstone is exposed' at much lowe,r ley:el with no' evi-
dence oidisturbance, so that there is excellentproor of uncon-
formity. At this point the stone contains plant remains, but 
the specimens are so imperfect as not to permit specific iden-
,tification. In the judgment of Professors Calvin and Mac-
, bride~ however, they represent Mesozoic forms. 
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The conglomerate is best exposed along Spring branch 
between Glendon and :NIenlo. It is so unconsolidated that it 
has been used by the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific railway 
for ballast, and has been dug out by shovel and pick as ordi-
nary gravel. It has here the usual constitution, with the 
marked prominence of quartz and chert pebbles. The mate-
rial is thoroughly rounded and waterworn. Sand, or loosely 
cemented sandstone, forms the bottom of the pits and is in 
places interstratified with the gravel. The general appear;. 
ance of the gravel is shown in figures 70 and 71. 
FIG. 10. Dakota conglome:rate nea.r Glendon. East end of ira vel pit. 
The formation which is here referred to the Cretaceous 
., 
will be seen to include three kinds of beds; sands or sand-
stones, clays or shales, and gravels or conglomerates. The 
clay or s·hale members are least widely spread. In addition to 
the occurrences already noted the only one of much impor-
tance is near the Anderson mine southeast of Guthrie Center 
where Cretaceous clays are found in connection with the sand-
stone. There are other occurrences in the southwestern por-
tion of the county, but in general the Cretaceous of this 
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region carries very little argillaceous material. The sedi-
ments of which the formation was formed were mainly the 
result of mechanical disintegration. 
The sandstones are widespread and are round outcropping 
throughout the area indicated on the map. They are litho- . 
logically similar to the sandstones of the coal measures, and 
perhaps could not be differentiated from the latter if it were 
not for the presence of the pebbles characteristic of the 
gravels. The lithologica,l resemblance makes it easy to 
FIG 61. Da~ota conglomera.te near Glendon, Center ot railway gra.vel pit. 
assign the coal measures as the source of the sand of the Cre-
taceous. This is well in accord with the stratigraphy of the 
region. The gravel is perhaps the most interesting member 
of the Cretaceous. It is wholly unlike any other gravel or 
conglomerate in this portion of the state and cannot be con-
fused with anything in the coal measures. In eastern Iowa, 
outliers have been noted by Norton* which carry chert and 
quartz pebbles, with occasional bits of red jasper and pink 
* Norton: Iowa Geol. Snrv., vol. nT, p. 128. 
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quartz, and which are of Carboniferous age, but no such beds 
are known in the coal measures of central Iowa. In addition 
to the cherts and quartzes found in the Guthrie conglomerate 
or gravel are numerous silicified bits of fossils, the following 
being determined by Professor Calvin. 
Cyathopbylluw, sp. 
Bryazaa; DEVONIAN? 
Spirifer, cf. S. eudora; NIAGARA. 
Favosites fa-vasus, Goldf.; NIAGARA. 
Streptelasma, sp 
Favosites hisirrgeri, Ed. & :a:,JF> ven:ustu~ .. (Hall). Rom;, Astrocerium' venustum 
Hall); NUGARA. . 
Ptycbophyllum exjHDsum, Owen; NIAGARA 
Streptelasma spangaxis; Rom. ??;NIAGARA. 
Zaphrentis stokesi, Ed. & H.; NIAGARA. 
Favosites, cf. F. hispidus, Rom., NIAGARA,. 
The presence of these fossils derived from the oldei' Pale-
ozic of eastern Iowa indicates that before the conglomerate 
was formed eastern Iowa had be-en expose~ to erosiqn fora 
very long time~nd apparently had .been base-leveled. Only 
the cherts and siliceous. fragments which were leftpracticaUy 
untouched by solution remained. It should be noted further-
more that the conglomerate, though it is made up of very 
. . 
hard material only, and though it wa!3 manifestlyfol~medafter 
a long time interval of erosion, is not strictly a basal con-
glomerate. In every observed case it rests upon sands . and 
finer material which are~of the same age and do not belong to 
an earlier formation. The Cretaceous sea apparently crept 
in over a base leveled country. Mechanical agencies became 
supreme after a long period in which soluti~n had been at work; 
The friable material of the coal. measures was first broken 
up and redeposited as sand. It did not form a basal conglom-
erate, since it was too easily disintegrate~ to take conglomer-
atic form. When the sea laid under tribute the previously 
leached plains of the earlier paleozoic it found the surface cov- . 
ered with hard material already separated, and a conglom-
erate resulted. Cong'lomerates do not necessarily mean the 
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breaking up of rock, and great unconformities are by no 
means always marked by conglomerates. The latter are 
formed merely when the sea can get hold of. suitable mate-
rial, and that may be when it first invades a region or some 
little time after, as in this case. 
The beds here referred to the Cretaceous are, as has 
been said, unconformable upon the coal measures and repre-
sent a later period of deposition. They are· evidently much 
later than the paleozoics of eastern Iowa from which the chert 
nodules were derived~ They were made by the sea creeping. 
in over an apparently base-leveled surface. 
The deposits found in Guthrie county represent shore 
deposits, but they do not represent the greatest eastf~rn 
extent of the Cretaceous in Iowa; nor does the present line of 
outcrops represent exactly the present eastern limit of the 
formation. It is altogether probable that outliers will be 
found in this and the counties to the east. Dr. James Lons- . 
dale reports an outlier in Jackson township (Tp. 79 N., R. 
XXX W., E. i, Sec. 27). In wells in the northeastern por-
. . 
tion of Guthrie it is usual to find sandstone below the drift. 
In many cases this is probably Cretaceous, especially since it 
seems frequently to be covered by gravels such as belong to 
that formation. '. The sandstone may, however, belong to 
the coal measures and the gravels may r~present the drift, so 
that it is not possible accurately to discriminate the" Creta-
ceous. Similar beds have been penetrated in certain wells in 
Dallas county and the peculiar gravel charateristic of the 
Cretaceous is abundant in the drift of that countv. Possiblv 
0/ oJ 
. some of the gravel is in situ. Certainly much of it has been 
very little moved. Cretaceous fossils have .frequently been 
Jound far to the ea~t of the present outcrops. Keyes has 
fouI\,d well preserved fossils in the drift at Des Moines. * 
Whitet has reported them from the drift of Howard, Black 
Hawk and Johnson counties, and W 9rthent notes similar 
*Proc. Iowa Acad. Sci., vol. I. pt. ii, 1890-1891, p. 21. 1892. 
tProc. Ani. As. Adv. SCi., vol. XXI, pp. 187-192. 1873. 
§Geol. Surv.Ill., vol. VIII, pp. 3-7. 1890. 
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occurrences in Iowa, Illinois and Missouri. N. H. Winchell 
has reported Cretaceous in situ as far east as Goodhue*· and 
Dakotat counties in Minnesota. H. V. Winchell·has found 
Cretaceous beds in· the northeastern portion of the same 
state,:{: the beds being also described by Spurr. § 
These various occurrences make it evident that the Creta-
ceous formerly extended much farther east. Lithologically· 
similar deposits occur at points throughout Iowa, Illinois, 
~linnesota and Wisconsin. Some of these have been shown to 
be of Carboniferous age. \1 Others, including the Rockville 
conglomerate described by McGee,'- have been referred to the 
Cretaceous. Still others have been considered to be Tertiary.** 
It is certain that while some of these outliers may be cor-
rectly correlated with the Guthrie county beds others may be 
of later or earlier age. The sea advancing over the paleozoic 
rocks of the llpper :Mississippi valley after a period of base-
leveling would be apt to build up the same sort of beds, 
regardless of the time of the invasion. In this case a correla-
tion upon homogenytt or community of genesis, would alone 
lead to unsatisfactory results. Fortun~tely there is bet-
ter evidence of the age of the Guthrie county Cretaceous. 
While fossils are not abundant they have been found. St. 
John mentionstt "impressions of linear leaves" derived 
from the sandstone on Beaver creek. The specimens col-
lected in the course of the present work from the railway cut 
near Glendon have 15een already mentioned. Cretaceous 
invertebrate fossils have been from time to time found in the 
drift, but so far they have not been discovered in situ. Speci-
mens of Callista, Cardium and Buccino-fusus, collected near 
*Geol. Nat Rist., Surv. Minn., Final Rept., vol. II, pp. «,45. 1888. 
tIbid,84,. 
:l:Sixteenth Ann. Rapt., Minnesota Geol. Na.t. Rist. Surv., 395-478. 1888. Amer. Geol., XII, 
220-223. 1893. . 
§Geol. Nat. Rist. Surv., Minnesota, Bul.X, pp. 80, 14B-l99. 1824,. 
llOsborn: Proc. Iowa Acad. ScL, vol. I, pt. 11, 1890-1891, p. 115. 1892. Norton: Iowa Geol. 
Surv., vol. III, pp. 129-130. 1E9S. 
~Eleventh Ann. Rept., U. S .. Geol. Surv., pt. i, pp.304-308. 189L. . 
**Worthen: Geol. Surv. III vol. r. p. 530,1866; Ibid, vol. IV, p. 91, 1890; vol. VIII. 3-7.1890. 
Salisbury: Jour. Geol., vol. Ill, 655-667. Chicago, 1895.· ' 
ttMcGee: Am. Jour. Sci., (3), vot XL, P1>. 36-41. 1890. 
HOp. cit., p. 104. 
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Stuart by Mr. E. E. Hadley, are quite well preserved, and 
show portions of the matrix in which theywere imbedded. 
This is a coarse-grained, friable sandstone, ide~tical in char-
acter with that which occurs so abundantly in the Cretaceous 
of the vicinity .. 
The stratigraphical relations make it evident that the beds 
may not only be referred to the. Cretaceous but more specifi-
cally to the Dakota. When first described by White* and St. 
Johnt they were referred to the Nishnabotna, which was con-
sidered to be the equivalent of a portion of the Dakota as 
defined by Meek and Hayden.:\:' The typical Nishnabotna is 
exposed in Cass, Adams, and Montgomery counties, § and is 
clearly the stratigraphic equivalent of the Guthrie county 
beds. At Lewis, in Casscounty, II and at Red Oak, in Mont-
gomery county,~i plant remains have been found which Meek 
considered to be the same as species occurring in the "Lower 
Cretaceous of Nebraska," Dakota, as now known. 
North' of Guthrie county the Cretaceous crops out in 
Greene,** Carrolltt and Sact:!: counties. Near Auburn, in the 
latter county, it is found in connection wi~h the chalk depos-
its, §§ as at Sioux City .. The distribution, stratigraphical posi-
tion; fauna and flora so far as known, and the lithological char-
acter of these various outcrops place them together and indi-
cate that they are of Dakota age; that they represent the 
basal portion of the Cretaceous of the state. The uppe;rbeds 
found near Sioux City are not· now present in the . region 
though it is not improbable that they may at one time have 
been present. The long and vigorous erosion to which the 
region was subjected between the close of the Cretaceous and 
the beginning of the Pleistocene has cut away all but a rem-
nant of the formation. 
*White: Geol. Iowa., vol. I, 'P. 29g. 1870. 
tSt. John: Idem, vol. II, 'P. 99. 
tWhlte: Loc. cit. 
§Lonsdale: Iowa Geol. Surv., vol. IV, 'PP. 412-4-24. 1894. 
llLonsdale: Op. cit., 4J3. , 
~White: Am. Jour. Sci., (t), XLIV, 119. 1861. 
*~St. John: Geol. Iowa, vol. II, p. 133. 1870 . 
. ttldem: pp.143-14,5. 
:ttLonsdale: Proc. Iowa Acad. BeL, n, 189~. 
§§Calvin: Iowa Geol. S)l:rv., III, p. 226. 173. 1895. 
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PLEISTOOENE. 
GENERAL RELATIONS. 
Guthrie-county lies on the southwestern border of the Des 
:NIoines·lobe and affords an opportunity for studying the rela-
tions obtaining between the Wisconsin and the underlying 
. drifts. The two formations present may be studied not only as 
superimposed but 3S deployed. The contrasts between the drift 
within and without the Des Moine·s lobe are well displayed, 
and differences which might fail of recognition under one set 
of conditions are obvious under the other. The.region is as a 
result an exceptionally interesting one to all students of gla-
cial geology. The interesting topographic contrasts have 
. already been suggested. It remajns to study more in detail 
the formations themselves. 
KANSAN DRIFT. 
The outlying drift sheet is that known as the Kansan drift. 
The Iowan drift does not appear upon the southern and south-
.w~stern borders of the Des Moines lobe. The drift present 
. agrees in character with that which has been called Kansan 
in other reports of the Survey. * It has the same general con-
.stitut~on, being fundamentally a blue bowlder clay weathered. 
above into a yellow, which in turn is usually a deep redd.ish 
b~own at the surface. It contains the same sorts of pebbles, 
an examination near the Driscoll mine showing quartzite prob-
ably from the SiQux formation, sandstone from the· Creta-
ceous, shale and limestone n~om the coal measures, light gray 
granites, pink quartz, porphyry, greenstone,-veinquartz and 
. other v~rieties of rock from extra-limital sources. 
There is the usual large amount of local material., and large 
numb.ers of greenstones. The granitic bowlders are badly 
rotted and easily broken to pieces. The upper surface of the 
drift shows marked ferrugination and . leaching. The drift 
h~s all the characteristics of .an old drift long exposed to 
*Norton: Iowa Geol. SurY., vol. IV, p. 169. 1895. Bain: Ibid, vol. V, p.15S. 1895. Beyer: 
Ibid, vol. V, p.203. 1896. Calvin: Ibid, vol. V, p.63-65. 1896. 
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weathering agencies in sit'll. As has already been seen, the 
topography is suggestive of the same history. The Iowan 
drift of northeastern Iowa is thinner, of different color-a 
light yellow-carries-many large surface bowlders, shows many 
fresh cobbles, and only a few that are badly decomposed. It 
has a less percentage of local material and a higher percent-
age of gray granite, and shows almost no leaching or ferru-
gination.. Upon these differences alone there would be ground 
for separating the two. 
The topography gives further warrant for a separation. 
The topography of both areas is a river erosion topography, 
and the drainage is complete. The Kansan topography has, 
however, much greater relief than the Iowan. ~he latter is 
marked by a series of wide shallow river valleys having "no 
marked river trenches .. The marked, though not easily 
expressed contrast between the typical river valley of the 
Iowan drift area and that of the Kansan, affords yet another 
reasOn for distinguishing between th~ outlying drift of Guthrie 
county and the Iowan. Aside from these differe~ces is the 
fact that the Kansan, as developed in Guthrie, may be traced 
around the southern end of the Des 110ines lobe, being char-
acteristicallydeveloped in Dallas, Polk and Jasper counties, 
into Marshall, where it is known to pass beneath the Iowan. 
It may also be traced more to the southward, as far east. as 
J ohnsonand Cedar counties, where the same relatio:o.ship 
holds true. The outlying drift of Guthrie county is not then 
the next drift sheet in point of age preceding the Wisconsin; 
but is still older. There is here an unconformity and overlap 
as real as any shown by the indurated formations. 
That there may be a still older drift sheet present seems 
probable from the phenomena observed in other counties. At 
Afton in Union county, at Harvey in Marion, at Hastie in 
Polk and at many other points, the Kansan drift is known to 
overlie a still older sheet of till. In Guthrie county there is 
a certain amount of evidence which points in the same direc-
tion. At Stuart there is a bed of fine sand lying ninety feet 
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below the upland on which the station is built and outcrop-
ping in some of the neighboring ravines. This bed is ten to 
. fourteen feet thick and is made up of thoroughly rounded 
parti·cles l·to 2 mm. in diameter, consisting mainly of quartz 
and feldspar with occasional bits of some ferro-magnesian 
constituent. 'rhe bed seems to occupy a constant horizon 
and is the source of the· local water supply. Below it is 
reported .a fine pebblelessblue clay with lime nodules but no 
pebbles, and said to be fossiliferous. It is not now exposed;. 
but was at one time tested for brIck making and at that"time 
the lime content was found to be high. The description fits 
. well a buried loess or at least a la~e deposit. Such a deposit 
might of course have been formed at some stage in the retreat 
or advallce of the Kansan ice, but it might also be fOl~med in 
inter-glacial time and, particularly if the clay be a loess, falls 
in nicely with the evidence derived. from the surrounding 
region and pointing to a· widespread pre-Kansan drift. In 
. . 
the recent boring at St~art 158,feet of bowlder clay was 
found below the buried sand beds.·This lower bowlder clay 
here evidently occupies a buried channel cut almost through 
the Bethany limestone. 
At the Belle Valley mill exposure there is, over the upper 
sandstone, a bed of coarse cross-bedded ~andy conglomerate 
eight to ten feet thick. It is made up almost whollyofIIiate-
rial derived from the Dakota gravel·· but includes also some 
greenstones, granite and glacial materiaL It· is covered. by 
three or four feet of coarse- sand running up into· a sandy 
loess-like material. . The deposit is .:well down in the valley 
and may be considered to be ·post~Kansan. Probably~it is· 
also pre-Iowan alid hence the equivalent of the Buchanan 
- gravels o~ eastern Iowa. 
The Kansan drift does not outcrop oyer large surface areas 
within this county since it is quite generally covered either 
by alluvium or by loess. It is found over limited areas on the 
high divides and quite generally along the stream ways. It 
may usually be seen in road cuttings on either side of the 
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ravines. As has already been indicated, the valleys are in the 
main earlier than the loess. The latter is found not only on 
the divides but runs down into the valleys so that frequently 
the drift is not exposed at all. The side ravines usually 
... 
expose the drift, however, and it is not infrequently shown 
along the main streams since the pre-loessial contours seem 
on the whole to have been sharper than the post-loessial. 
The result is that any side wash has a tendency to reveal a 
.. line of drift, just as the indurated rocks because of their 
superior hardness form shoulders along the sloping vaney 
sides. 
lOW AN LOESS •. 
The loess present is of the usual character, ~being a fine, 
pebbleless, buff, silt-like material. It was described in the 
earlier reports as the" bluff deposit" .and its presence east 
of the Missouri divide was recognized. It is here referred to 
as the Iowan loess, since it is believed to be the equivalent in 
this region of the Iowan drift farther north and now in part 
buried under the Wisconsin drift. It is believed that loess 6f 
widely different ages occurs. in the 11ississippi' valley and 
probably in Iowa, and the qualifying term is' added for the 
purpose of definitely fixing the age of this particular loess. 
The basis of the correlation is the fact that loess, apparently 
the same, may be traced around the southern limit of the 
Wisconsin to. Marshall county where it comes into contact 
with the Iowan. It follows the border of the latter south~ 
east, never lapping very far up on the drift, to Johnson 
county. Here its definite relationship to the Iowan drift is 
excellently shown. * Furthermore, the Iowan ice sheet, as 
shown by its border, probably marked a period of low level 
and clogged drainage such as is indicated by the relations of 
the loess in Guthrie county to the pre-existing river valleys. 
Tbis period was between the Kansan and the Wisconsin as 
was also the period of loess deposition in this region, as is 
shown by the fact that the loess covers the Kansan and passes 
Calvin: Geologyo! Johnson county, Iowa Geol. Surv., vol. VII, :pp. 88-89. 1897. 
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beneath the Wisconsin. It was separated by a considerable 
interval from the Kansan, as is proven by the large amount 
of erosion to which the latter was subjected before the loess 
was laid down. That it passes beneath the Wisconsin may 
be seen upon the hillsides west 6f Panora where the loess is 
covered by the kame gravels of the Wisconsin. The fact is 
alsp indicated by numerous wells back some distance from 
the drift border, and by ravines and stream cuttings all along 
the margin. It is furthermore well in accord with the facts 
. observed in other counties. * 
Uphamt has suggested that the presence of the loess in 
Guthrie, Carroll, Sac and Buena Vista counties immediately 
west of the moraine and the fact observed by him that in 
places the loess rises £fty feet above the drift hills, proves the 
contemporaneity of the loess and moraine. It does not seem 
that this interpretation is necessary or indeed well in accord 
with the facts. If the explanation offered betrue it would be 
expected that the loess should be found along the eastern front 
of the moraine as well as its southern and western. That it 
does not occur in this position is shown by Calvin in his report 
on Cerro Gordo county~ + The loess is well developed outside 
the Des' Moines lobe, where the latter has overlapped the 
Iowan, but not so far as now known, elsewhere. Again it 
should not be forgotten that the Wisconsin drift is persist-
ently fringed by gravels and similar deposits indicative of 
free drainage, while the loess is indicative of conditions under 
which the water could not, or at least did not, carry anything 
but the finest material. The two deposits are mutually 
antagonistic. A drift 'sheet which is constantly fringed by 
gravel is to be differentiated from one constantly fringed by 
-loess. The two must have !,equired different conditi,ons .. The 
general altitude of the land in one case was higher than in the 
other. This is not of course to be interpreted as meaning 
that local exceptions may not occur, but applies to cases 
*Bee Geology of Polk County, Iowa Geol. Sury., vol VII, pp, 340-3!i? 1897. 
tGeol. Nat. Rist. SurY., Minn., 1880, p. 338, 
Uowa. Geol. BurY., vol. VII, pp.171-176: 1897. 
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where the conditions alongan entire drift border are taken 
into account. 
In the case in hand there is the additional fact that the loess 
passes directly under the Wisconsin drift wherever its rela-
tions have been made out. It is then older, and if difference 
in general erosion be any guide it is considerably more ancient 
than the Wisconsin drift. In Guthrie' couJ?-ty no cases have 
been observed in which the loess stands higher than the Wis-
consin. Such phenomena would not necessarily require the 
ice.as a retaining wall. The loess covers the Mississippi-Mis-
souridivide. The land rises from the eastto the divjde. This 
was apparently true before the Wisconsin' ice invaded the 
region, so that the land west of the moraine would be expected 
to be higher, and . where the moraine approa~hes the divide 
running parallel to it the difference. might be locally great. 
This would be also true if the rise to the west be a func;. 
tion of recent elevation for which belief there is some evidence. 
\Vith regard to the length of time between the loess and 
the Wisconsin it may be said that, assuming the relative free-
dom of the drainage to be' a function of the elevation of the 
. region, an assumption well in accord with known facts and 
principles; : the change in the general altitude of the land ' 
between the deposition of -the loess and the Wisconsin is sig-
nificant, and the time interval was probably considerable 
since epirogenic movements are not rapid. " 
The loess then was deposit~d ata time between the Kansan 
and the Wisconsin, and separated from each by a considerable 
. intervaL Conditions favorable to loess deposition prevailed 
when the Iowan ice occupied eastern Iowa,and this time 
accords well with that required by thefa'cts in the case, so the 
1gess of Guthrie' county is referred to the Iowan. 
In the northwest portion of 'the state there is a drift which 
is oI-der than the Wisconsin and younger than' the Kansan. 
In constitution, position and topographic development it 
. resembles the Iowan of eastern Iowa, and it has been pro vi -
sionally correlated* with that formation. There are many 
*Iowa Geol. Surv., vol. VII, p. 20. 1897. 
37 G Rep 
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reasons in support of the view that this correlation is correct, 
and so the headwaters of the pre-loessial streams of Guthrie 
county were -doubtless crossed by the Iowan ice; and in a 
period of general low level with greatly expanded rivers the 
. . 
conditions for the distribution of the loess over the territory 
in question would obtain. 
The relationships of the loess found here to the loess of the 
Missouri valley are perhaps not certainly knDwn. White.and 
St. John* considered the two to be the same, and nothing to 
negative this opinion has come out in the present study, 
though the investigation of that phase of the problem is not 
yet so complete as is desirable. 
WISCONSIN DRIFT. 
The drift covering the northeastern portion of the county 
is, at the surface, light buff in color, it contains fresh pebbles, 
is marked by surface bowlders, and is free from a loess cover-
ing. It contains relatively little material of local origin, and 
much which has been transported. The large limestone 
masses found north of the Raccoon river near Rocky Bluff, and 
probably derived from near 11ankato, Minnesota, are con-
spicuous examples of transported blocKs. Occasionally the 
Wisconsin has incorporated not only pebbles from the lower 
till but blocks of the clay itself. Some distance southeast of 
Panora (Tp. 79 N., R. XXX W., Sec. 15, See qr.) in, a road cut . 
at the east end of a bridge over Middle Raccoon, this feature 
is excellently shown .. The Wisconsin drift is here agray to buff 
clay quite full of small pebbles. In it are somelargepatches 
of older till. Some of these included Datches are asmucht as 
.L '-
two feet in diameter. The older material is sandier and con-
tains more Cretaceous material and is much more highly co1- . 
ored. The newer drift shows foliation around these inclu-
SIOns. 
The most distinctive feature of the Wisconsin is perhaps its 
topography which has already been described. The drift 
*Geol. Iowa, vol. n, p. 97. 1870. 
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border is also highly characteristic. At certain points there 
. . 
is a well-developed moraine. . This is best seen not far north-
W(}st of Fanslers (Tp. 81 N., R. XXXI W., Sec. 28, Sw. qr.). The 
general upland here is about 130 feet above the river. Jt is 
flat and covered by a thin sheet of Kansan drift over which 
the loess is spread. Rising abruptly from this plain is the 
moraine which attains an elevation of fifty feet. It is a ridge 
of markedly rough topography and is covered by large sur-
face bowlders. Inside the moraine the characteristic saucer 
topography is developed, and the large bowlders, while fre-
quent,. are'rarer than along the moraine~ 
Along other portions of the border there is no trace of a 
moraine, but instead the drift becomes thinner and thinner 
till it fades out altogether. Along still other parts, nota-
bly at Rocky Bluffs (Tp. 81 N., R. XXXII VV., Sec. 22, Se. 
qr.),.and along the lower portion of the Middle Raccoon val-
ley, the ice pushed down into the valley and occupied one 
side of it. At. only one point does it seem that it may have 
crossed. Opposite Panora, oli the main Guthrie Center road 
(Tp.80 N., R. XXX W., Sec. 31, Sw. qr.), water-laid gravels 
of kame-like character are found well toward the top of the hill 
distinctly above the loess. No till has been found with them, 
butthe presence of the gravels :far above the usual gravel 
terrace, and the kame-like form seems to suggest a temporary 
crossing of the ice. The gravels occur along the hill~ides in 
a small amphitheatre drained by the stream entering the river 
. from the west. They are more or less perfectly shown at 
several points and at one or two take an imperfect kame form 
with a gener;11 northwest-southeast direction of axis. .. 
Just south of Panora, gravels are developed at lower level~ 
and show a tendency toward the kame form of aggregation. 
The gravel terrace which lies at a still lower horizon is excel-
lently shown in the same vicinity. -
South of Bayard, and again from Panora southeast into 
Dallas county, there is lower land inside the ddft border than 
along it. The accumulation along the edge does not, however, 
. -" :.. . .. ; .......... 
.. "',. 
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:seem to bemora.inic, since it is often not a thickening of Wis-
-consin drift, but is due in part to rock and in part toaspecial 
-accumulation of older drift. This. appearance is often. con-
·frtsing but the phenomenon is not strictly morainic. It seems 
:rather to be the result of stream rearrangements. .. South of 
~Bayard it seems to indicate that Willow creek was formerly 
the major stream. 
Overwash plains have not been found iri the county . Kames, 
as already noted, occur near Panora, though they are not so 
well developed nor so characteristic as the kame at High 
Bridge in Polk county. 
There is a well marked gravelly terrace along the Middle 
Raccoon river. It rises usually twenty-five to thirty feet above 
:the river, and may be seen at Rocky Bluff very sharply defined, 
near Fansler, in the vi~inity of Clark's mine (Tp. 80 N.; R .• 
XXXIW.; Sec. 24, Ne.qr.), and near Panora. It is cOl;lstantfor 
. the whole- river valley, but is conspicuous at the pOInts 
named. At Rocky Bluff the terrace forms a . triangular strip 
·Tising twenty-five feet above the river. At the Clark mine 
the terrace shows on the west side of the river, being a 
-quarter of a mile wide and rising twenty feet above the· bot- . 
tom land. The material of which the terrace is composed is a 
moderately coarse water-laid gravel with more or less coarse 
sand. It contains a large amount of material evidently 
. derived from the Cretaceous gravel beds. It does not show 
a close connection with tile character of the underlying str,ata 
from point to point as does the -till, particularly the older Or 
. Kansan till . 
. There is a well marked forest bed which. is fr;equently· 
-encountered in wells in the northeastern part of the county, 
particularly near the edge of the Wisconsindrift.NQrth of 
Yale on the Eastwood farm (Tp. 81 N., R. XXX W., Sec. 28,-
Sw. qr.) the section showed the following beds, "the thickness 
,being given only approximately: 
EXTENT OF ALLUVIUM. 
FEET. 
6. Yellow clay --7------------~------------------;..------- 10 5. Bhte clay __________________________________________ ~ __ 30 
4. Red clay __________ ~___ __ __ ______ ____ ____ ____ __ ______ _ 3 
3. Forest bed _________________ ~ ______________ . __________ 2 
2. Blue and red clay __________________ .. _~ ___ ~ _____ ----- 5 
1. Sand, clear white _____________ . _____ ;- ________________ 10 
In many of the wells of the vicinity the forest bed is not; 
reported, since the water and gas· for which the wells were 
put down are found over it. The country is not cut by drain-
age lines so that there are not many opportunities for exam-
ining sections and none are known which sho,w the forest bed 
distinctly. 
ALLUVIUM. 
The river valleys of the extra-Wisconsin region have usu-
. ,ally well marked alluvial bottom lands. The major develop-
ment of the alluvium is shown upon the accompanying map. 
It is impossible to map the smaller areas without the aid of a 
topographic base map. Along the smaller streams the allu-
viumgrades so imperceptibly into the loess a~d the hillside-
wash from it that no line between the two can be drawn. 
The alluvial "areas as mapped include the terrace along Mid-
dle Raccoon, since the two formations are not readily separated 
upon a map of this scale. 
ECONOMIC PRODUCTS. 
Coal. 
The coal mined in Guthrie county comes from a number of 
different horizons. That worked at the Greenbriar mine in. 
the northeastern portion of the county probably represents 
the lowest horizon now worked. Along Middle Raccoon from 
. ~ 
Panora north and west and on Brushy Fork are the two hori-
zons, corresponding to numbers 37 and 33 of the general sec-
ti~n, which have been opened up. Below number 33 is the 
coal found at the Thomas mine but not as yet encountered 
elsewhere. Southeast of Panora and west of Linden coal is 
taken from a thin bed near the surface which seems to 
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represent the Marshall coal, though this is not wholly free 
from doubt. 
The Lonsdale coal, which has been mined at numerous 
points along Deer creek, is the highest coal mined in the 
county. It occurs in two and occasionally in three benches, 
and while thin, is a good persistent horizon which belongs to 
the upper division of the Des Moines beds. Two other seams 
of lesser importance outcrop in the vicinity, as will be seen 
. from the Q'eneral section. About 100 feet below the Lonsdale 
'--' 
coal is the seal9- formerly worked at Glendon and now opened 
up at the Anderson mine. It is a clean, brittle coal with· 
good roof and bottom and easily worked with the pick. It 
probably extends over a considerable territory in the vicinity 
mentioned. 
Deeper coal seams have been encountered at several points 
but have not been opened up. In the northeastern townships 
the red and blue shales of the Des Moines formation -are fre-
quently encountered below the drift, which is usually 100- to 
200 feet thick. In the Sutherland well (Tp. 80 N., R. XX W., 
Sec. 12, Se. Se.) a six-foot bed of -coal is reported at 240 feet, 
With a second vein at 300 feet. Two seams at about the same 
depth were found at Dale City. The latter well, while 
located further down the slight dip, was begun on much 
lower ground. The Easton well, probably about twenty feet 
above Stuart showed cpal at 248an:d 428 feet, the seams 
being said to be four feet thick. This is a chur~ drill record 
of a well put down for water and hence is not of the highest 
value. In a well near De Soto the following seams were 
encountered: 
DEPTEI-FEET. THICKNES§-FEET. 98 _______________________________________________________ .- 1 
239 ________________________________________ ~ ______________ 2 
253 _ -. __________ . ________ - __ - - - - ___ - ____ -__________ . _________ It 
350 ____________ . ____ .. ,.. _________ - - ________ . ___ . __ .:..,.. _______ 3 
At Van 1feter coal seams are present" at 574 and 5644-. T ., 
at Commerce the bed worked lies at 717 A. T. and lower beds 
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are known to be present, and at Des Moines the principal 
workable horizons are usually found at 779, 705 and 635 A. T. 
These facts indicate that up to the outcrop of the Bethany 
limestone and for some distance at least beyond, the Des 
Moines is a coal-bearing formation. In the Stuart boring, 
sixteen inches of coal, divided by-II inches of black slate, 
was found at a depth of about 290 feet, and a second seam 4 
inches thick at 453 feet. 
The complete record of the Stuart boring upon the Savage 
& Dosh fa;rm, kindly furnished to the Survey by the Stuart 
Prospecting Co., is given below. 
FEET. INCHES, 
40. J)rift __ ~__________________________________ 4 
39. Sand, water vein _____________________ ..;___ -4 
38. J)rift, water vein ________________________ 145 9 
37. Sand_ __ __ ______ ____ __ __ __ __ ______ ____ __ _ _ 6 
36. l)rift ___________________________________ _ 16 
35. Sand, water vein, _______________________ _ 3 9 
3!. Limestone ______________________________ _ 3 
33. Sandshale light, pyrite bands __________ _ 92 
3') ... Clay shale, light ___________ -: ____________ _ 3 
31. Limestone, fossiliferous , ____ ;~ __________ _ 8 
30. Shale, blue __________________________ ' ___ _ 10 
29. Limestone, fossiliferous _________________ _ 1 2 
28. Shale, blue __________________ , __________ _ 5 
27. Limestone _____ ~ ________________________ _ 8 
26. Shale, black ____________________________ _ 1 2 
25. Coal ____________________________________ _ 6 
24. Shale, bituminous. _ .:: ___________________ _ 11 
23. Coal _________________________ - ________ - __ 10 
22. Shale, light , _________ ~:_------------------ 3 
2l. Sandstone ____________ ~ _____________ ~ _ _ _ __ 8 
20. Shale, blue, red and brown _______________ 31 
19. Clay shale, light_________________________ 5 10 
J8. Black shale ____________ ._________ _____ ___ 4 
17. Bock, gray _______________________________ 7 
16. Black shale __________ ... ____ ___________ ____ 2 8 
• 
15 . White shale ____ ____________ ________ _ ___ 6 
14. Black shale ____________________________ 2 
13. Blue clay shale _ _ _ ______ __ ____ ______ ____ _ 3 
12. White clay shale _ _ ________ __ ____ ____ ____ 4 
11. Blue sand shale ,_~_ ______________________ 6 
10. Red clay to brown clay ___________________ 35 9-
"' -... .:.~ - - . 
" ,. :~." : . ': 
. ... ~ .. . ' 
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FlllET. INCHES. 
9. Gray sand shale ___ ~ _________ .;; ____ :._______ 4.·· 
8. .. Brown clay shale to red and blue clay shale. 14 
7. Blue clay shale ____ • ____ ~-----------.;.---- 29 
6. Black shale______________________________ 18 
5. Coal ________________ ": ______ ~ ________ .:. ___ ·4 
4. White clay shale_________________________ 3 
3. Blue clayshale ___ ..; _______________________ 10 
2. Blue sand shale with water vein__________ 29 
1. Limestone, blue __________________________ · 1 
Total ___________________________________ 496· 4 
The mines of the county are drifts or shallow shafts .. They 
are worked for local trade only, and are operated on sman 
capital.. They rarely control more than a few acres and most 
of them· change hands frequently. . The equipment is, in most 
cases, rather primitive, though serviceable and usually all that 
is warranted by the thin seams and the merely local trade. The 
plant of the Greenbriar Coal Co. includes a steam hoist, but 
the remainder of the-mines are worked by horse power gins .. 
O~ly a few of the mines work all theyear.·Many are closed 
entirely insummer, and others employ only one or two men. 
In many cases new drifts are made each fall' and deserted in 
the spring. Under·such circumstances the mining locatipn is 
permanent, but the mine itself is evanescent ... Forthese- rea- . 
sons it is impossible to getdetinite information about some of 
the mines, and in most ca~es very little could be learned~ . 
The list given below is not complete, but it includes all mines 
open during the field season. of 1896, with notes upon certain 
others· which, because of their location; are. important, as 
indicating the distribution of the coal. . 
With regard to the future of the. mining industry of the 
county it maybe said the prospects are encouraging. There 
is a considerable amount of coal already in sight. The 
seams are thin but the quality is fair and the quantity ample 
for local use. The lower and usually more productive por-
tion of the formation is concealed by.drift; and ·has never been 
explored. There can be no doubt that it contains thick coal 
beds, which will in time be opened up. This work will require 
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larger capital . t~an has yet been employed in the mining 
industry of the county, but it cannot be doubted that in time 
Guthrie county will prove to be a largely productive field. The 
expense will necessarily be somewhat heavy, as the drill holes· 
may have to be carried as far as the Saint Louis limestone, 
and they must be numerous since there are no surface indica--
tions of value. For obvious reasons the area over which the-
-Des Moines crops ,out offers the best inducements, though it 
is not unlikely that coal may be found under the other for-
mations. 
The Greenbriar Coal Co. operates a shaft located on Snake 
creek, a tributary of the Raccoon, about three mlles north-
east of Herndon, and near Jamaica. (Tp. 81 N~, R. XXX W., 
Sec. 1, N e. qr., N w.-±<) The mine has been operated for eight 
- . . 
years. The shaft is sixby-eight feet deep, and the coal seam 
averages two feet four inches in thickness. It is covered by 
forty-seven feet of black slate. A portion of the fire clay 
below the coalis lifted to make entry room. A short distance 
. east of here, at Dawson, there is an important mining industry, 
three seams being known, twenty-two inc~es at sixty feet, a 
three-foot vein at a depth of 115 feet, and a three and one-half 
to four foot vein-at 165 feet. At Angus, still further to the 
east, deep mining has been carried on for some years. 
Southwest of Linden (Tp. 79 N., R. XXX W., Sec. 36, Ne. 
qr.) a seventeen-inch seam has been worked at several'points 
along the Raccoon. _ New mines have been opened from time· 
to time, the Stapes and the Keeler being perhaps best known. 
Half way between the Linden and the Panora mines isa 
small group, among which may be mentioned the Burgess, 
Fisher and Dygert mines (Tp.79 N., R. XXX W., Sees. 16 and 
21). The section at this point has already been given. At 
the ~urgess mine -a twenty-inch seam is reached by a shaft at 
a ,depth of fifty-four feet. A lower vein is said to occur. 
Near Panora. mining has been carried on for many years, . 
the coal occurring along three horizons, as already noted. 
The section at the Reese mine is representative. Within the 
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past year a new shaft was put down by Mr. Reese. Near it 
on the east side of the road is the mine of Walker Emery, 
wnich was also opened in 1896. The White Ash mine is 
located on the west side of the river just north of town (Tp . 
. 80 N., R. XXX W., Sec. '31, Nw. qr., Se. f). It is inadver-
tently omitted from the map. Still farther north (Tp. 80 N., 
R. XXXI W.; Sec. 25, Se. qr.) coal has been mined at the 
Harris mine, the bed being. twenty inches thick an~ reached 
by a shaft twenty feet deep. On the opposite, north side of 
the river (Sec. 24, Nw. qr.), is the Clark mine, a new shaft with 
weU":built top works. 
. 'Fanslers has long been known as a mining locality. At 
present there are eight mines in operation, aU gin shafts" 
reacb,.ingthe same coal horizon. The Hughes mine (Sec. 9, 
Se. Se.) is eighty feet deep, the Thomas (Sec. 9, Sw. qr., Be. t) 
. . 
and the Butler (Sec. 9, N w. qr., $w. i}are of the same depth. 
Tht? . Renslow (Sec. 4, Sw. Sw.) is sixty feet, the 11erchants . 
(Sec. 4, Sw. qr., Ne. i) is Ill. Near the lattel~ mine is the 
Winter mine (Sec. 4, Nw. qr., Sw. i). About a mile and a half ' 
west are the Scott mine, at which, as has been said, two seams 
are present (Tp. 81 N., R. XXXI W., Sec. 31,Se. gr., Sw.l), 
and that owned by Ml'. J. Thomas (Tp. SON., R. XXXI W., 
Sec. G, Ne. qr.,' Nw. ±-) .. Numerous other mines have been 
opened up from time to,time, butare now abandoned. 
South of Bayard coa) has been taken out at several points 
for many years. The Wales mine (Tp. 81 N.,R. XXXII W., 
Sec. 32) and the Perkins (Sec. 29) are drifts. ~he Brushy 
Fork mine (Tp. 80 N., R. XXXII W., Sec. 5, Sw. SW'4 and 
the Burroughs, formerly the Hughes & Clark mines (Tp.81 
N., R. XXXIII W., Sec. 24), are shafts. , The latter, omitted 
-from the map by mistake, have been in operation lor seven 
years, though new shafts have been slillk from time to. time. 
Near Guthrie Center the only coal found is at the Anderson 
mine (Tp. 79 N., R. XXXI W., Sec. 17, Se.qr.) opened this 
year. Coal was formerly worked on Beaver creek west of 
Glendon both by drift and shaft and a thin seam was at one 
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time worked by means of a drift northwest of Menlo (Tp. 78 
N., R. XXXIW., Sec. 16). North of Stuart coal has been 
,mined at several points along Deer .creek and other tribu-
taries of the Raccoon river. .In the summer of 1896 the Dris-
coll (Tp. 78 N., R. XXXI W., Sec. 12, Sw. Sw.) and the Lons-
dale (Tp. 78 N., R. XXXW., Sec. 18, Sw. Sw.) were the only 
mines open. Both were shafts operated, as usual, with gins 
and supply an impor.tant local trade. The Lamb and theSug-
gert & Saint mines were located in this district. T~e Mul-
doon mine (Tp. 78N., R. XXX W., Sec. 12, Sw. Sw.) is located 
on Hog branch. All these mines take coal from the Lonsdale 
vein, which has also been from time to time opened up at 
many other points along Deer creek and the South Raccoon. 
Clays. 
The material available in Guthrie county for manufacture 
into Clay goods is abundant. The Des Moines, the Oretace-
ous, the loess and the alluvium are all capable of furnishing 
material suitable for such work. The hea-vy shales especially 
desirable for the manufacture of vitrified brick and sewer 
. pipe, and excellent for many other purpoes, must be obtained 
largely from the Des Moines beds. As has already been 
seen this formation is very generally made up of shales of 
great variety. It is now being used at a number of points, 
but its capabilities are by no means exhausted. Pottery, 
fancy face brick, and numerous other grades of goods may 
easily be made from it. The happy cQmbination in the same 
formation of clay of wide variety and coal fur fuel affords 
opportunities that must, in the future, commend themselves 
~ •• J 
more generally than has yet been the ca;:)e, to men of means 
and far-sighted business capacity. , 
The. Oretaceous yields comparatively little clay, since are-
naceous material predominates in the formation. Near the 
. Anderson mine is a deposit which has been tested and found 
to yield a good grade of fire brick. West of Guthrie Center, 
near the fair grounds, are beds worthy of a test. The 
· . -:' .. ·,i:-· .. ····· 
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Missourian formation as represented in the county is a lime-
'stone and hence has no value in .this connection. 
The loess is abundant and easily manipulated. Its distri-
bution maybe seen on the map of the surfa~e deposits. Its 
character has already been described. The following anal-
yses, made by Prof.G. E.Patrick, shows its composition: 
PERCENT 
Hygro!)copic water ________________ ,- ________ .;_~ ________ " 2 7,8 
Combined water _____________ ' _______________ ' ______ ~ ~ _ 3 55 
Silica 8i O2 , ___ ;. __________ ~-----------------:.~------- _ 6862 
Alumina A12 0 3 ______________ ~ _____ .,.--..;-"------------ 14.98 
... Iron oxides calculated as Pe 0 ______________________ _ 4.16 
Manganese oxide calculated as Mn 0 ____ . ____ --------- .64 
Lime Ca 0 , ____________ ~ __________ ~_' _________________ _ 1.48 
Magnesia Mg 0:._______ ___________ ________ -, ________ _ 109 
Soda Na 0 '., _________ ' ___________ ~ _____ ~.;. ___________ _ 1.86 
Potash, K2 0,.----- _____ ~_:..,----.,.-.- ••• - ____ ,-,- ___ "'; ___ ' __ 1.50 
Total _________ . _______________ ~ _~ __ • ____________ 100,66 
Error _______ ,. __ '''; _ , ________________ ,- !:, _____________ "'_ __ _ .66 
The sample was taken from the pit of NIr. W. E.,Berry at, 
Guthrie Center and is apparently fairly.representative ror 
the region. The material will be seen to be, less ,siliceous 
than is usua~ for loess and higher in alumina. It is adapted 
to the dry-press, but could aparei1tlyb~ also worked as~. sti~ 
mud. It should make an excellent face brick of good strength, ' 
and color. 
The alluvium, so commonly present along the streams out~ 
side the ,Wisconsin drift area, is, as usual, well suit~dfor the 
manufacture of common stock brick by the hand process. 'It 
is easily and 'inexpensively worked' and affords a cheap brick 
of good quality. ~' 
A considerable growth in the brick industry mayreasonablY-
- be expected as the wealth of the region increases~ " This 
growth will probably result from the.better treatment of the 
loess and the wider llse of the shale both alone and in mix-
tures. In the northeastern portion of the county the loess 
is covered by the drift, which is not itself adapted to manu-
facture into brick, and in this region the main dependence 
" 
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, must be the coal measure shales and clays removed in mining 
works, together with occasional patches of surface soil accu-
mulated in sloughs. 
'The treatment given the clays in the county is usually 
slight: The hand process or simple machinery alone is used, 
though the Berry plant at 'Guthrie Center is well equipped, 
and the Panora Brick & Tile works are contemplating exten-
'sive improvements. The details of processes, and machines 
are gIven in the description of the individual plants. 
The W. E. Berry brick works is located at Guthrie Center, 
near the Rock Island track, southeast of the depot. It was 
started as a hand yard eight6r ten years ago. Atthe end of 
two years the "Eureka," a stiff" mud machine, }Vas put in, ' 
and brick were made by this process untill893, when a Boyd 
dry-press was introduced. The material now used is loess 
obtained from a low slope, immediately adjacent to the plant. 
The top eighteen inches of soil is 'removed, the under rna te-
l:ial is plowed, and when dried is hauled to sheds. The per-
pendicular Jac~ of the clay is nineteen feet. Underneaththe 
loess the Cretaceous sand bed lies exposed, the glacial depos-
its usually fou;nd between the Cre~aceous and loess apparently 
being absent. The product from the first kilns was not prom-
ising, but by the close of the season, as less sandy loess was 
used, and the necessary treatment both in the machine and in 
the kiln became understood, the quality of the finished brick 
was improved. In burning ,the brick a down-draft kiln and 
one ordinary clamp kiln are used, most of the brick being 
burned in the down-draft. The brick are carried direct from 
the press to the kiln. 
< The Stuart Brick & TileW orks is about three-fourths of a 
, niilenorthof the depot at Stuart. The raw material consists 
DI ten feet of ordinary loess grading into soil at the surface; 
The base of the cut rests on coarse' drift gravel, which is 
about three feet thick, and this rests in turn upon glacial 
clays. The product, structural brick, sidewalk blocks and 
,draintile, are made on the Decatur machine and burned in 
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either a closed down-draft or a semi -clamp kiln. The ware has 
a dull red color, and is very firm. Farther up on the hillside 
near by, a test pit was put down, and underneath the yellow 
clay, a gray plastic loess, four feet thick,. was penet.rated. 
This lower bed has not been used, .. as it was found to contain 
much lime. The c~ay now used is work;ed as a stiff mud with 
a good deal of water. The ware is dried under sheds with 
very little cracking. 
The Panora Brick & Tile Works includes quite a large plant 
just southeast of the city limits, along Middle Raccoon river. 
It has been in operation for a number of years, starting with 
a Eureka stiff mud machine. Later a Hoosier mill was sub-
stituted, and this in turn has given place to a Frey-Sheckler. 
A section of the pit has already been given. For ordinary 
work all the shale, with the exception of the bituminous por-
tion, is mixed together, and occasionally a little surface clay 
is added .. For fine red brick the upper shale alone ~s used. 
The clay is ground in a dry-pan made by the Des Moines Man-
ufacturing Co., and then pugged on a m~ll ~ade by the same 
company. The brick are loaded upon iron trucks, and either 
run under dry sheds of 70,000 capacity, or through a tunnel 
drier holding 25, 000. Under' the dry sheds about th~eedays 
time is required, while the tunnel drier does its work in 
twenty-four to thirty hours. Four down-draft kilns with a· 
capacity of 200,000 are used in burn~ng; five 0.ays,with full 
blast for thirty-six to iorty-eight hours being required. 
Directly west of Panora on the GllthrieCenter road (Tp. 79 . 
N~, R. XXX W., Sec. 6) is the Horton brick yard, where the 
loess, fourteen feet thick, is used in making hand brick, which 
are burned in cased kilns. 
1rfe. W. B. Simon & Son, the owners of the Green~riar mine, 
operate a brick plant near the latter. They make both brick 
and tile, using three kinds of clay. The fire clay from below 
the coal is mlxed with the black shale above it, and the sur-
face soil taken to a depth of three feet . from a hillside. The 
material is worked as a stiff· mud, dried under sheds, and 
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burned in one round down-draft kiln. The brick are hard and 
of good color. 
Building Stones . 
. Material suitable for building purposes may be obtained 
from all the formations in the county. From the Pleistocene 
may be taken bowlders· of granite and similar rock; from the 
Dakota and Des Moines sandstones, and from the Des Moines 
and ~1issourian lime~tonesmay be obtained. With the excep-
tion of the limestones of the Missonrian, none of these 
sources are likely to become important. The bowlders are 
scattered and the cost of collecting and dressing them is more 
than that of shipping in more easily obtained stone. In cer-
tain other counties in the state the drift bowlders have been 
wore or less used for special work. In this region they are 
oj:ten called into requisition for foundations and well and cel-
lar walls,particularly in the northeastern portion of the 
J 
county where nothing else is obtainable. 
The sandstones both of the Dakota and the Des :Moines are 
soft and of but limited value. They afford, however,·a sufficient 
supply of stone for local rough use. The gray sandstone at 
Panora has been quarried a little, but is not used for fine 
work. ' 
The limestones of the Des Moines are thin and of limited 
distribution.. They win not afford a supply of much impor-
tance.The Missourian formation is represented in the county 
by the Fragmental and Earlham limestones of the Bethany 
with a few beds of the Winterset. The Bethany is 0xten-
sively quarried in }'1adison, Clarke and Decatur counties. It 
has been opened up at a few points along Raccoon river and 
Deer creek.. The openings are not extensive enough to give 
much of an idea of the stone,. but apparently it is of the same 
character as that at Earlham and Winterset., A total thick-
" 
. ness of nearly sixty feet is known to occur, and a good portion 
of this is suitable for building stone. 
. . ' ...... " :;, ....... ,".- . 
. '. '.' ~;.' '.' .:: ..... , '. 
. " .. ' . . 
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'. Sand. 
Sand suitable for building purposes may be obtained from 
. the bottom lands along many of the streams and from the 
Dakota. The latter is an important source of such materip,l. 
The section of the pit of Mr. Samuel McLune, intheno~th- . 
western portion of Guthrie Center, has already been given. 
\ . .' . . 
The lower sand here is clean, white in color,and easily 
worked. About 150 yards of building sand have .beentaken 
from the pit. Sand is found in the Dakota at a number of 
other points but has not been extensively opened up~ : 
. .' -:~:. .' 
..... 
The drift sand found near Stuart was formerly used iIi the 
manufacture of hand brick. Since the introduction of 
machinery and the employment of the' loess the sand is not 
needed. It is clean and of .even grain but is too well rounded~. " .. 
to be of the highest utility as a building sand. 
Gravel. 
There are two sources·of gravel in the , county .. The first. 
is the gravel terrace along the Middle Raccoon and the second '. 
is the gravel or conglomerate bed of the Dakota. The ter-'" 
. race gravel has not been used within the county except for 
loc'al work. At Coon Rapids; just outside the cotlnty,on one 
hand, the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul railway has opened 
up extensive pits. In Dallas county, on the other, both the . 
Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific railway and·the .. Des Moines' 
Northern & Western railway have openedup ·pits. The gravel. 
from this horizon is hard, uncemented and 'easily worked, but 
is usually quite sandy. 
The gravel or conglomerate of th-e Dakota is widely~pread 
throughout the western three-fourths of the' county. It is 
frequently so completely cemented as to beuna~ailable,but 
at other points is toose and easily worked. The Chicago, Rock .~ 
Island &'Pacific railway has opened up pits- between 11enlo 
and Glendon along the Guthrie Center branch .. The gravel 
is very hard, being formed of the most durable material. It 
has.sand beds interstratified with it, but is usuaUyratherfree 
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from sand within the gravel. It is an excellent material for 
railway ballast. 
Natural Gas. 
One of the most interesting features in connection with the 
drift is the occurrence of natural gas. At Herndon gas has 
been found in a number of wells, and while only two wells are 
now burning, a considerable area has been shown to be under-
lain by it. This was at one time the cause of a considerable 
boom in real estate, but it has' recently received very little 
attention; less in fact than it deserves. According to Mr. J. E. 
Stout* the gas was first discovered in October, 1886, in a well 
put down for NIl'. F. Gardner. The well was b"Bing bored for 
water, and at 120 feet gas was encountered. This well was shut 
off without being used, as was also the first one put down for 
111'. H. C. Booth, in November of the same year. A second 
weUput down forthe latter gentleman furnished gas for heat-
ing and cooking for a year or more. A number of other wells 
were put down, all going to a depth of from 120 to 140 feet. 
In most of these gas was encountered and from many of them 
it was used. In no case did the wells penetrate anything 
other than the drift and in all cases a fine sand or mud with 
the gas gave trouble. This mud was never successfully cased 
off and would flow into the pipe until the gas belowaccumu-
lated sufficient force to throw out the mud. This of course 
made an explosion and usually resulted in the gas pipes being' 
taken out. The mud choked up the well within a few 
months in most instances, when it was necessary to put down 
.. 
another well in order to obtain a new supply. At present 
but two wells are burning, one near the railway station, and 
the other on the Leber farm a mile and a half west of town. 
Neither is in use. In one well on the Pierce farm near Yale, 
-, 
gas was encountered in 1887 above t1?-e artesian water, but 
was never used. 
The pressure of the gas seems never to have been measured. 
According to Dr. Jones, now of Herndon, in one case a two-inch 
*Rept. Stat. Mine. Inspector, 1887, 163-170. 
38G. Rep_ 
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pipe furnished gas for a flame twenty to twenty-five feet high 
and about eight feet across. At Dawson, a few miles east of 
Herndon, similar. wells had a pressure of twenty-four to 
twenty-five pounds. * At Letts, in Louisa county, gas wells 
of the same type are said to have had a pressure of five to 
twelve pounds. t The Leber well now has a pressure which, 
judging from the size of the flame, must be considerably more 
than the pressure in ordinary city pipes. No analyses of the 
gas has been made. CaU,t who visited these wells soon after 
the gas was first struck, referred the origin of the, gas to the 
decompositi.on of the vegetal matter of the forest beel 
McGee§ has concurred in this view. Most of the .wells are 
not driven deep enough to encounter the rorest bed, though 
it is known to be present and has been encountered in deeper 
wells. The origin assigned by Call is doubtless the correct 
one. It accords well with the facts observed in other regions, 
as at Letts, Ii Iowa; Bloomington, Kankakee and other points 
in Illinois and other states'-. In all these cases it will be 
observed that the gas is encountered near the edge of an 
overlying drift sheet. It is but a short distance southwest 
of Herndon to the edge of the Wisconsin drift. Letts is near 
the border of the Illinois drift and Kankakee is near a well 
developed moraine which seems to. mark the border of the 
late Wisconsin. The forest beds when developed between 
drifts are more apt to be well preserved where they have been 
passed over by only a"small portion of the' succeeding ice. 
They are, in places, preserved far back from the edge of the 
overlying drift, but the chance of preservation- decreases 
with the distance from. that edge. These facts give a 'hew 
economic significance to the tracing 9£ the limits of the Brift 
sheets. 
*Leonard: Proc. Iowa Acad. SCi., vol. IV, p. 43. 1897. 
tWitter: Proc. Iowa Acad. Sci., vol. r, pt.1ii, pp. 6:3-70. 
:~Mon. Rev. Iowa Weather Serv., Nov., 1892, pp. 6--7. 
~Eleventh Ann. Rept .• U. S. Geol •. Sul"v., p. 595. 
ft Witter, Loc. cit. 
"lMcGee: Ope cit., p. 59~. 
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The area in the county in which gas wells may be found is 
not large. It is confined to the area of the Wisconsin drift. 
The numerous wells put down for water throughout the 
region show very clearly that the gas territory is only a' small 
portion of the Wisconsin area. It is of course highly proba-
ble that gas will be encountered at points not now known, 
but the presence of many artesian wells showing either no 
gas or only small_ amounts narrows the area of probabilities. 
It seems probable that the gas may have more of an eco-
nomic importance than has been heretofore allowed to it. It 
is of good quality, sufficient pressure and _cheaply obtained. 
While the. quantity is' not great, certainly not sufficient to 
warrant an attempt at piping it to other cities, there is no 
reason to believe the supply inadequate for local demand. 
Such gas is in use at other points both in this and neighboring 
states, and at certain points wells have been used for si .. or 
seven years with no apparent diminution of pressure. In 
the Herndon wells the trouble arose from the water and sand 
which filled the pipes. It certainly seems that adequate 
study would result in some device for .clearing the gas and 
thus making available a highly valuable local fuel. . 
Water Supplies. 
Guthrie county is well supplied with water. The numerous 
streams of the centrai and southwestern portion of the county 
and the miniature lakes of the northeastern portion afford an 
abundant supply of surface water. The drift deposits which 
cover the area contain numerous water horizons so that there 
is rarely any trouble in getting a good well. The base of the 
drift is usually a reliable horizon. At Stuart an excellent 
supply of water is obtained from a white sand lying below 
niI\etyfeet of drift, the water being, however, charged with 
magnesia, which is deposited in the tanks and pumps. The 
water haS" been used for sollie years as a boiler water by the 
railway company, and has recently been adopted -as a supply 
for the city water works. 
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The gravels, sands and loose sandstones of the Dakota may 
usually be relied upon to furnish water. At Guthrie Center 
the city water works draw their supply from a well in this 
formation. The limestone of the Missourian, are not so reli-
able, and the Des 1-10ines beds are apt to furnish mineralized 
water. 
In the northeastern portion of the county near Bagley, 
-Herndon and Yale there are numerous artesian wells, all 
obtaining their supplies from the drift. They are, in the main, 
of slight depth, but vary in that particular. The old Yale 
well is twenty-three feet, the Bartlett well is 140. At Bagley 
there are six wells inside the town all less than sixty feet 
-deep. In some places the water is so close to the surface that 
it forms springs. The water has usually a fair but not high 
pressure. The Yale well fills a half-inch pipe with a strong 
stream. -It is nine years old, and formerly filled a three-
fourths inch pipe. The Eastwood weU runs a two-inch stream, 
and· will rise to twenty feet. Most of the wells rise only three 
to four feet above the surface. One of the wells near Bagley 
would throw an inch and a half stream twenty feet high. 
The stream is now reduced, and the water carried up to the 
house near by. 
The source of the water is evidently local. The topography 
of the country is that of swells and basins, with a relief of 
twenty to thirty-five feet. The wells are located on the lower 
- lands, and in no case do they throw water higher than the 
highest land of the immediate vicinity. Certain of the well~ 
interfere with each other, but in general they do not seem to 
do so. During the recent dry years it was noted that some of 
the wells showed a slightly diminished flow. .. 
There seems to be no single water horizon. It has not been 
Iound possible to relate the flow to any definite bed in the 
drift. The latter is here as usual quite ,heterogeneous. The 
beds of bowlder clay contain sandy and gravelly portions well 
calculated to catch and _ transmit water. _ -These are present 
in the drift of the entire county, and for thatmatt~r are usual 
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throughout the state. They form the source of a large 
-maj-ority of the shallow wells of the state. The water here, 
·as elsewhere, seems to be -'derived from local precipitation. 
The average annual precipitation for Guthrie county is prob-
ably about forty inches. Unfortunately there are nocom~ 
plete figures for the county, and the matter must be judged 
-by measurements made in the surrounding region. At Atlan-
tic the amount is 41.47, at Audubon, "43.75, and at Carron, 
41.83. * 
A precipitation of forty inches would amount to a daily 
average of 1,600,000 gallons per square mile. 
When water falls on the ground a portion is evaporated, a 
po"rtion is absorbed by the ground, and a portion is carried 
away by streams. The amount which runsoIf through the 
streams is quite variable. It depends upon the slope, char-
" acter of the rocks; distribution of the -rainfall and other lesser 
factors. The best estimate for the streams of this region are 
those of Greenleaf, twho gives the run off of the Des Moines 
river as 20 per cent, and of the Skunk as 24 per cent. Of the 
total precipitation, then, at least 320,000 "gallons per square 
mile is daily carried aw~y by the ordinary.streams of central 
Iowa. ...t\.ny region of incomplete drainage has a surplus of 
water proportional to the imperfection of the drainage. This 
surplus must either stand on the surface till evaporated or 
soak down into the soil. Evaporation is more rapid in an 
undrained than a well drained.area, other co:p.ditions remaining 
" " the same, but the ratio of increased evaporation is problemat-
ical. There is also large seepage, and the ground becomes more 
heavily charged with water. Such are the conditions which 
prevail in that portion of Guthrie county under discussion. 
As"has been previously noted, the "region covered by the Wis-
consin drift is marked by few streams, and many ponds and 
shan~w lakes. Very little of the water is carried off by sur-
face streams, and the ground is at -all times quite saturated. 
Upon each undrained acre there is an average annual surplus 
*Ann. Rept. Iowa State Weather Serv., 1895. -
:tTenth Census U. S. vol. XVII, pt.'ii, p.20. 
." 
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of 1,825,000 gallons. Under such conditions the water will pen-
etrate every stratum which is permeable, and will take advan-
tage of every favorable condition for flow. With a local relief 
of thirty to occasionally forty feet, and strata containing many 
irregularly distributed beds of open texture alternating with 
stiff clays, there must be many points at which fIowingarte-
sian wells may be found. The number of the wells, the slight 
depth, the moderate flow, the occasional interference,the 
variation, though slight, with the rainfall and the structure 
of the region, all unite to show that this is the true explana-
tion of the phenomena. In some cases the water probably 
goes to the base of the drift, and is carried by the gravel usu-
ally found along that horizon; in other cases the water is 
probably carried by the loess between the two drifts. In many 
cases it is carried by local sandy and gravelly beds in the 
drift itself. 
Soils. 
The soils of Guthrie county are its great source of wealth. 
They include all the main types which occur in drift covered 
regions. In the northeast is the dr~ft soil itself, along the 
rivers are the rich alluvial bottom lands, and over the divides 
of the central and southwestern portion of the county is a top 
dressing of loess on the . loose and weathered Kansan drift. 
The areas covered by each of these soil types are indicated 
upon the map of the ~urface dep9sits. The characteristics of 
the different beds have been suggested in the discussion of 
the Pleistocene. As soils their variations are :nainly due to 
differences in texture and structure. The composition of each 
" of the two drift sheets as a whole is probably not greatly dif-
ferent. The loess and the alluvium represent the finer por-
tion of the drift gathered together. The composition is much 
the same but the texture is very different. The drift is het-
erogenous; the loess homogeneous, and the alluvium, some-
times one and sometimes the other. The fine texture, poros-
ity and homogeneity of the loess greatly influences its 
behavior toward water. The latter is distributed more equally 
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through it and is furnished evenly to crop~. In the drift 
region the water is irregularly distributed, and. this, with the 
jmmature drainage, makes artificial ditching and tile drainage 
necessary over considerable areas. So sharp are the differ-
ences between the two areas that in Jasper county, where the 
same relations obtain, entirely different culture is. found on . 
opposite sides of the stream which flows along the drift mar-
gin. This extends even to the character of the plows, those 
on one side of the stream refusing to scour in the soil on the 
opposite side. 
In this county, as in other portions of the state, it has been 
found that fruit does better on the loess than the drift soils. 
• • ' J 
while, when the latter is suitably drained, whea~ and even corn 
usually give a larger yield upon the drift. There are, of 
course, eXGeptions and other factor.s must be taken into 
account, but that thes~ different formations have different soil 
values is abundantly proven. The determination of this value 
and the adaptabilities of the different types as well as' the 
nature and causes of the· differences is a matter which will 
require much future study. 
" 
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INTRODUCTION. 
Madison county lies in the south central part- of Iowa in 
the third tier of counties north of Missouri. North of it is 
Dallas county, while to the east is Warren; to the south, 
Clarke and Union, and to the west, Adair. In form it is an 
approximate square and includes sixteen congressional town-
ships; townships 74-77 north and ranges XXVI-XXIX west; 
Owing- to errors in the original survey the area is only 566.4 
square miles instead of the customary 576. -
Geologically the county is of especial interest because of 
the fact that the Bethany limestone, forming the base of the _ 
Missourian formation, extends across it. An opportunity is 
thus afforded for a study of the relations between the produc-
tive and the non-productive portions of the coal measures. 
Winterset, the point at which the Bethany limestone was :first 
studied in detail in Iowa, is the county seat and is located 
near the center of the county on the border between the 
Missourian and Des Moines stages of the Car~oniferous. 
In the course of his work in Iowa White spent some time 
in Madison county studying particularly the limestone. His 
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observations were published in part in 1868* and more fully 
in 1870. t The position and thickness of the limestone were 
determined, and its most characteristic fossils were noted. 
It does n<?t seem that previous to this the limestone itself had 
ever been studied; though the higher beds of the Missourian 
as exposed along the Missouri river had been referred by 
. Owen to· the Sub-carboniferous, and by Geinitz, 1rIarcou and 
others, in part to the same formation and in part to the Per-
mian.t · More recently there has been considerable discussion 
in· regard to the proper division of the coal measures and the 
correlation of the limestone found at Winterset with the 
Bethany limestone of Missouri and .the Erie Jimestone of 
Kansas. For these reasons it has seemed desirable tbmake 
a detailed study or the outcrops which were taken by White as 
the type for the formation. It was hoped that data might be 
... collected which would be of service in these broader correla-
tions. 
The work was begun some years since and in a preliminary 
papert a section was given connecting th~ Winterset lime-
stone with the Ford sandstone, the relations of which to the 
underlying strata had been determined by Keyes. § In the 
report upon the coal deposits of the state Ii a few notes were 
also given on the coal beds of the county. 
In the present work the authors have had the assistance 
both in the field and the office of Professor Calvin, and to 
. . 
him is due particularly the determination of the fossils. 
N cites on the building stones of the county collected in 1894 
by Mr. Arthur C. Spencer have been freely used. While 
indebted to many people within the county fornurilerous acts 
of kindness,·we are especially indebted to Mr. Paul Price, of 
Winterset, for assistance in collecting fossils. Acknowledg-
. ments' are also especially due to Mr; J; A. Wilkins, of the 
*Firl;t and Second A.nnual Reports of State Geologist, pp. 70---73. Des Moines, 1868. 
tGeol. Iowa,voLI, 2401-250, 305~316. UfOS Moines, 1870 
• :j:Ti1ton:. Geological Section along Middle River in Central Iowa. Iowa Geol. Surv., vol. 
TIl, pp. 13n-1ill. 18117.·· . 
§Bnl. Geol. Soc., Am., vol. nI,pp. 271-292. 1891. Also, Iowa Geol. Burv., TOL I, pp.94, 107; 
vol. II. 
Uowa Geol.SUl'v., vol. II, pp. 304-305. lF94. 
!OG. Rep. 
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same city, for the excellent blue print from which the accom:-
panying map was drawn. ~ehe work as originally planned 
-was not to be completed until the fall of 1897 but it became' 
necessary to finish it much sooner, and in the absen,ce of the 
:senior author the work' was completed by his associate. To 
this change in plan maybe charged any minor omissions or 
lack of detaH which may be noted. 
PHYSIOGRAPHY. 
TOPOGRAPHY. 
:Nladison county lies on the eastern flank of the great divide 
between the Mississippi. and the Missouri. - The divide itself 
Tuns through Adair, the next county to the west. The area 
under discussion forms a portion of a much dissected upland .. 
. plain, sloping to the northeast about ten feet per mile... 111 . 
the southeast the high divides between the rivers rise from· -
-9'50 to 975 A. T. Earlham, Winterset and Truro, all located' 
on the upland and approximately in line, are 1,116, 1,127 and 
1,078 A. T. respectively. Still further west, Stuart and Lori-
mer, in a line parallel to that passing through Earlham and 
Winterset, arerespectively 1,216 and 1,230 above tide. Beyond 
this the surface maintains its slope to between 1,40Q andl,500 . 
feet at Adair; This general plane, which the divides touch, is 
very much cut by ero&.ion .. At Bevington, ~1:iddleriverhas cut 
down to 833 A.T. At Lida, near the east county line, North 
river has reached 840 A. T. At Afton Junction, a short dis-
tance south of Madison county, Grand river has-cut '210 feet 
below the upland, or to about 1,040 A.T. These three-~rivers 
. drain the, greater portion of the county, and the depth to 
which they have cut has made it possible for their~manytrib­
utaries and minor feeders to cut to corresponding levels. 
The land forms seen within the countv are' exclusively ero-
oJ L 
sion forms. The later ice sheets did not extend into this area, 
and the length of time since the Kansan drift was deposited 
has been so great as to allow the streams entirely to-destroy 
any peculiar drift topography which the county may once have 
had. 
I 
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While the topographic forms have all been developed by 
erosion acting ona probably even plane, the differences in the 
character of the underlying rocks have been so great as to 
produce two distinct topographic areas. These correspond 
quite closely to the areas shown on the accompanying geologic 
map as underlain respectively by the Missourian and Des' 
Moines formations. The former terrain, so far as this county 
is concerned, is made up principally of limestone. As will be 
seen later there are important shale beds present, but it is 
the limestone which controls the topography and gives it its 
distinctive character. The Des Moines terrain is as usual 
made up mainly of argillaceous and arenaceous shales, soft 
FIG 72. Viewdowri Middle river vaHey from a pOint about one mile east of Buffalo. The 
. limestone is in the hills on either side. 
sandstones, thin coal seams and easily eroded beds~ There 
are only a few limes~ones,and those present are so thin as not 
to affect ,the topography to any marked extent. 
As;,will be seen by the map, North river and Middle river 
have cut through the Missourian and exposed the Des n10ines 
more than half way across the county. The minor streams, 
. Bulger, Cedar and Jones creeks, produced results of like char-
acter, but of less extent. The valley of Clanton creek is 
essentially like the others in origin and character. These 
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valleys in the limestone country are as mucQ.as 200 feet deep 
and in places a mile and a half to nearly two miles wide. They 
have been cut by headwater erosion, and mainly by undermin-
ing of the various llmestone ledges. If one travels toward the . 
source of one of these streams, or' some one of its tributaries, 
,he will pass along a flat bottomed, canyon-like valley, until 
the point where the river crosses the limestone is reached .. 
• The different ledges of the latter are ·crossed by the stre~m in .. 
a series of abrupt falls or rapids. Above the latter the river 
becomes a mere prairie stream, with a shallow valley having 
gently sloping sides. In the case of the major streams' the 
falls have peen almost entirely cut away so that the crossing 
of the limestone is marked only by shallow rapids. -The 
shortness of the lateral tributaries below the prairie portion 
and before the streams reach the region where they are unin.: 
fluenced by the limestone is worthy of notice. Some of the 
small streams running south from Winterset to Middle river 
make the whole descent of nearly 200 feet in a mile or less. 
The divides' between the major strearnwaysare character-
istically flat topped. Overmuch of tills central and western' 
portion of the county the drif~ is uSQally thin,and the streams 
over the upland portion have. devel~ped only thefain.test 
relief. The limestone has sharply limited the amount of e1'o-
.. sion that could take" place over the uplalld, and while the time 
has been long-so long indeed that the whole·· country has 
been invaded and reduced to slope by feeble streams'of slight 
grade-· the relief is so little that the. predominant effect is one' 
c ~ 
of flatness. As one looks off over the country he sees only a 
broad even plain, and the semblance of a plain is preserved up 
almost to the brink of the wide, trough-shaped va,lleyswhich 
tell of the immense time through which the rivers have been. 
at work: 
In the eastern portion of the county but little of the old 
plain is left. The impression which a glance at the topogra-
phy gives is rather one of hills and valleys. The main 
streams have a network of tributaries which reach out and 
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cut into almost every foot of intervening territory. The relief 
is usually 120 to 160 feet, so that large areas of levelland are 
rare .. The region east of Clanton creek forms a table land at 
about 1,050 to 1,07~ A. T., and.hasbeen butlittle invaded by 
streams~ It is held up by the underlying limestone. 
'. Throughout most of the.eastern region ~he action of the 
streams has been unhindered. The loess, drift and coal meas~ 
ures have approximately the same degree of hardness, and 
FIG. 13. View down the valley of Oedar creek· in Union township (section 22), showing hill 
. slopes of the Dd3 Mobles forma.tion. 
the profiles formcontinuol:ls curves .. These ar~ usually-parab-
oloidin character with the upper arm relatiyelylong and show-
ing'a 'gentler slope. The lower portion of-the curyeis in 'most 
case~ merged into a long gentle concave curve, .which in turn 
passes into the almost straight slope of the river bottom land. 
eIn . some instances the lower concave portion is absent, and 
the parabola meets the fiat surface of the bottom land quite 
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abruptly, as~f there had been recent filling in. oft;he valley by 
material not derived from the sides. The vaJleys are broad 
and have weUdeveloped flood plains. The streams are not 
deepening their channels, and the major erosion in the -county 
is i.n the western division. At places along tli~ valleys there . 
are the usual.sloughs,. marking the half-filled cut~o:ffs left'by ... ' 
. the meandering river. In general the streams flow along the. ". \ 
southern sides of their valleys, which is accordingly steep as . 
compared with the long, gentle slope to the north. ' . 
... 
TABLE OF ELEVATIONS. 
The following elevations of points within the county or near 
its borders have been taken in part from GaDjllett's Dictionary 
of Altitudes, and in part from the profiles of the various rail-
way lines. 
STATION. AiJTHORITY~ .' 
---,---'--,-'------:----,----~-~--,-.,-'-I-··. -' ..~ -'-.. - . 
·~:~bd~.=~===~===~======~================:~~=·==·===~1~~~.g:,G~:r~p .. ·· Clanton creek, north of Hanley ____ ._;..~---..;----------878 C.Gt .. W. . 
Clanton creek, west of Barney _.: _____ ;;~_. ________ .;;.. ___ .. 1066C,Gt .. W. 
Earlham·_..,.: ___ .; ___ ... -- ____ ~ ______ ~. _______ ~ _ _ __ ____ ___ 1116 0:, oR. I.' & P. 
Hanley ____________ -: ___________ ,. ___________ :- __ :.._____ . 858 CGt.W.· 
Lorimer ___ :.. _________ . __ . __________ . ____ ..:~ __ ~_ ____ _ _ __ 1230·. C.GtW. . 
Middle.river at Patterson' ________________ ~ ______ ~~ __ . 854"C;,R T. &.P .. 
Peru (East) ____________________ .:. _____________ ""'------- 9480; Qt. W;.. . 
Stuart ______________ .:.. ________________________ ..: _____ •. 1216 0., R L :& P. 
St. Charles ______________ . __________________________ . l066K. & W. .. 
Truro:.. _______________________________ . ~ ________ ..0.. ~ __ .i078K. &W. 
Winterset __ ... _..:_un_u---;:-------- ' __ n ___ ~ __ -'_~ ____ '1127 '. C., R. T. &P. 
DRAINAGE. 
The major portion of the drainage of this 'county finds its". 
way through the Des Moines to the Mississippi river. . A 
smaller.portion passes through Grand river south t() the Mis- .. · 
- souri and thence to the Mississippi.' The larger'streams. of 
the county are North and Middle rivers, and Clantonereek, a 
tributal'yof Middle river, which joins .the larger stream in' 
Warren county. North of the North river drainage. basin is a 
small area, including about ten square miles, which sends its 
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-waters through Bulger creek to the Raccoon river. South-
east of Clanton creek and beyond the Truro-St. Charles. 
upland, is the basin of South river, including in this county 
thirteen andfive~tenths square miles. 'l'he Grand river basin. 
lies in the so:uthwestern portion of the county and includes· 
twenty-eight square miles. Of the remainder of the county 
No~th river and its branches drain 246.5 and Middle river and 
Clanton creek 268.4 square miles. 
North river, Middle river and Clanton creek originate as 
prairie streams above the limestone and flowing down over 
FIG. 74.' View across the valiey of Clanton creek toward Hanley, 
thelatter passes over the Des Moines formation in the broad 
valleys with gently sloping sides, already described. Bulger, 
Cedar and Jones creeks are essentially similar. Grand river 
flows parallel to the edge of the limestones and, throughout 
the county and for many miles after --leaving its borders, flows 
over the drift. With the exception of Grand river the larger 
,streams and many of the minor ones are flowing; generally in 
preglacial valleys. The valley of :Middle river below the 
"Backbone" (sections Ie-15, Lincoln township), North river, -
- .. - '. 
.":, '. :: - ;.' 
: . :"/ 
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. ". 
Cedar ,creek, Steeles branch, Jones creek, Clayton . creek, ' " 
Hay br~Dch and South river all have in their valleys undis-
turbed drift and loess which determine' th~irpreglacial age. 
They do not, however, always exactly follow the older courses. , ' 
, Clanton creek is in a preglacial valley from Ranleyto' Bar:-
ney, but it may be 40ubted whether its upper portionoccu-" 
pies the main part of the bId ch~n~el. In sections ,27 and 35 " 
of Walnut township there is a great,thickness of drift which 
is suggestive o~a 'filled in vahey. ' 
Middle river has had an interesting history; The present ., 
stream had itssource in the southwesterIl portion of Guthrie 
county. In its upper course in Guthrie and Adair counties it 
runsover the drift. In Madison county down tothelocaHty 
known as the Devil's BackboIieit runs generally on the drift, 
but occasionally cuts into the limestone in such a manner, ~~ " 
to indicate a drift-filled vaUeyonlypartiaUy cleared.' From ' 
section 21 'of Lincoln township a preglaciaL valley, now filled 
with Kansan drift,' extends' ina winding, southwesterly direcC' , 
tion from the mouth ,of Fletcher branchacr6~s sectiQIi31;'" 
thence crossing westwai'd through sections 3 and lo'of Grand 
River township, ,runniIlg <south of Mack~buI'g' throug:hse~:' , 
tions ] 6, 21 and 28. * 'This old valley is com.parable in size to ' 
the present ~aUeyofMiddleriver andseeips;"in,~£act,to ha/ye,' 
been its former extension, or' a t least the valley of, an in(portan.t', " 
tributary. In preglacial times Middle river, accordingly 
drained an area, to :the southwest which is ',' now served by 
Grand river~ 
,Upland meanders as defirredby Marblltt are excellently 
. exhibited on Middle river. The bestexampleo is the Devil's 
Backbone already mentioned. The river here makes a' lbng , 
bend to the northward and back to within a few hundred feet~ 
6f the starting point. Both above' and helow -this point -the 
valley is marked as usual by steep bluffs on the south, and 
longer, gentler slopes at the north. At the Backbone this is, 
l;eversed. The outside of the 'broad crescentic curve is 
*Tilton: Proc_ Iowa Acad. SCi., vol. I V, p. 51. 1897. 
'!'Missouri Geol. Surv., vol. X, p_ 93. 1896. 
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marked by abrupt rocky bluffs. The tongue of land around 
which the rivet runs slopes' gently to the north. It is com-
posed entirely of ,rock, as is well shown by the numerous 
, exposures, so that the appearance cannot be due to fining in. 
In ,all essential particulars it agrees with the meanders 
. described by Marbut and is. similar to the Keosauqua bend 
illustrated by Gordon. * 
The meander must have been developed in situ, as has been 
urg'ed for similar meanders in Missouri by Winslow. t, It is 
not to be interpreted as due to inheritance, as proposed by 
Davis,tsince the two rocky sides have such markedly in equal 
slopes; slopes which in this ihstance are the exact reverse of 
the normal slopes throughout the region. A slight obstruc-
tion or inequality originally throwing the stre~mto one side' 
set in mo.tion the chain of processes by which the river was 
thrown farther and farther to the north at the same time that it 
- cut step by step into thelime·stone. By constant undermIning , 
the north wall.was kept steep,. while by.the·constant·shifting 
'of the stream the south wall was preserved from similar 
action. _ It seems to haveb-:en this action, continued for a long 
time, which produced the broad curve and the Backbone. 
Clanton creek, where it crosses the limestone between Bar-
ney and Peru, shows upland meanders quite aspe#ect as any 
on Middle river;' 
The general .. character of the preglacial surface of the 
county may be inferred from the present topography: The 
drift is throughout most of the area relatively thin. Atmany 
points it is almost absent. The high, flat-topped divides and 
thebroad, yet canY9n-like valleys, were present then as now. 
The relief was probably somewhat greater; and in part of the 
county may have been as much as 300 feet. The eastern por-
. tionwa.s then marked by less abrupt slopes, as it is now, and 
the southwestern portion seems to have been cut to a general 
altitude somewhat lower than that of the eastern edge of the 
limestone . 
. *1owa. G:.eol. Su~v" vol. IV, pla.te VIT. lSJ5. 
tScience, vol. XXIII. pp.31-32. 1893. 
:i:Science, vol XXH, pp. 276-2'79. 1893. 
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The time when the streams of the region originated cannot 
be sharply fixed. The youngest indurated rocks in the county 
belong to the Missourian.· The Oretaceous may formerly 
have covered a portion of the area, though there is no direct 
evidence on the subject. Above the limestones of the Mis-
sourian there are only the residual clays and the drift 
deposits. As has been seen the region shows evidence ofa 
former plain into which the streams have cut. It seems prob-
able, however, that this plain could not have been a base 
level; at least,that it was not a base level which had required 
a long time for its development. There is sorrie slight. evi-
dence in the thinning of the various limestone members of 
the Missourian toward the northeast tliat the original ,shore 
line of the Missourian seas passed through the county and 
that the. shore deposits, very little eroded, are still preserved . 
If this be true, it follows thattlle country stood relatively 
. -'. 
low, or was, at least, preserved from great- erosion from the -
time when the limestone rose above the sea to the cutting of 
the present valleys. This hypotliesisis to be received with. 
caution since it controverts supposed changes in altitude 
adduced from study of the surrounding counties, and is itself 
improbable in- that it postUlates afreedom from change for a 
longer period of time than has been usual in the earth's his-
tory. 
Whenever the streams originated, they have. in the main 
held their courses ever since. They belong to the resur'" -
rected type characteristic of the Kansan drift. * Many minor 
changes took place in the _ course of the glacial period and -
in recent time a considerable amount of cutting has been -
done. The ·most striking fact in relation to the draiiiage is 
its age and completeness, and while the recovery of a once 
completely drained area by a series of resurrected streams 
. would be relatively rapid, these facts can only be interpreted 
as indicative of a very long period of time since the ice left 
the region. 
*Bain: Iowa Geol. Surv., VI,458--460. 1897. 
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STRATIGRAPHY . 
. General Relations of Strata . 
. The strata exposed in Madison county belong to two group~' 
wideiyseparated in character, origin and age. The under-
. lying indurated rocks belong to the Carboniferous; the over-
";lpng unconsolidated beds helong toth.e Pieistoce~e .. Between 
the two is a great unconformity indicative ofa long time 
interval. Possibly in the drift-cpvered southwestern portion 
of :the area, outliers of the Cretaceous occur between the 
. Carboniferous and thePleistoceIl:e .. ' No such beds, however, 
, have been seen in the field or reported from drill holes 
. Fragments from the Cretaceouscong'lomerateseen in Guthrie 
county occur commonly in the drift of M~di~OIi, but. at pres-
ent"there is no sufficient evidence fO,r believing that the beds 
. occur in situ within the limits of the county. From the close 
of the Carboniferous, perhaps from: ·the early part of the 
'. "UpperCarboniferous, to the em coming or the great 'glaciers 
of tl1e Pleistocene, Madison"countyseems to have been the 
scene of. erosion rather thandeposltiorl; and yet, as has been 
" suggested; the amounfof erosioria;ccomplisheain that inter~ 
. . : '\Tal, whiiegreat as compared \vith that p,ow being carried on, 
.. '. ': is small ~ascompared with the length of the time. 
The'· beds oftheCarborriferous include rocks which make up 
two series of strata ... The lower series is composed of sand-
ston.~s, shales, coal seams and aJew thin limestones. It is 
the>bes~M6ines formation and includes the beds which White 
. referred to the middle. and lower coal measures. The upper 
. series is the Missourian arid -is represented here by the Beth-
any limeston.e 'with "the intercalated shales. It answers to 
. the Upper Coal11easures of White. Both the Des Moines and 
the }vlissourianbelong to the Upper Carboniferous series 
defined by Branner as the PennsylvaJ?-ian and currently known 
as,. the.coal measures. 
The Pleistocene beds include the modern alluvium, the 
. loess and the Kansan drift'sheet. An earlier drift sheet is 
. . . 
perhaps pres~rit but has not been differentiated. 
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. The taxonomic rank of the various formations is shown in 
the following table . 
.-
GROUP. SYSTEM. SERIES. I STAGE: SUB-STAGE.· 
Recent. Alluvium. 
Cenozoic. Pleistocene. Iowan. I Loess. 
Glacial. 
I Kansan. Drift .. I 
M issouriau. Bethany lime-
Upper Carbon- stone. 
Paleozoic. Carboniferous. - iferous. 
(coal measures) 
_ I Des Moines 
-
Geological Formations. 
CARBONIFEROUS. 
DES MOINES FORMATION. 
The strata referred to the Des Moines are the oldest beds 
outcropping in the county. They underlie the eastern por-
tion of the county and are cut intD- by the river valleys . 
. Only the upper portions of the Des Moines fornlaitionoutcrop 
within the county; the earlier beds of this stage lie below the 
level of the valleys of erosion. The lowest beds known in the 
county are probably 350 feet above the Saint Louis limestone, 
• II': - • 
which lies just beneath the productjve coal measures~ Sec., 
tions along Raccoon river by Keyes, and along :~,'1iddle river 
by the senior author, indicate the character of the <lower beds. 
, . 
The Des Moines formation is characteristically a complex 
of shales of many kinds, sandstones, coal seams,and thinlime-
stones. In its lower portion there is a marked lae-k of per-
sistence of individual beds. The rapia and complete litho-
logic changes which the strata undergo have so far made 
it impossible to trace individual beds for any great distance. 
To a certain extent this is true of the upper portion of the Des 
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Moines formation as shown in Madison county, but in general 
the characteristics of individual beds persist over wide areas. 
In Guthrie. and Dallas counties Mr. Leonard and the junior 
author recognize a well defined series which extends under a 
portion of Madison county. Farther south, however, the char-
acter 6ftheformation changes somewhat so that it is only pos-
sible to make the most general correlations between the Des 
Moines beds of southeastern Nladison and those farther north. 
The best exposures of the Des Moines so far noted within 
the county maybe found in South township, along a stream 
running down to Clanton creek not far from Hanley (sections 
35, '34 and 27) .. Starting from the Fragniental limestone, 
which is regarded as the base of the Bethany and exposed 
not far from the Des Moines & Kausas City railroad, the fo1 ~ 
lowing section is exposed. 
-. 
22, Shales, drab, argillaceous, with abundant 
Derbya. crassa, Chonetes, probably Cho-
FEET. INCHES. 
netes pRtvus Shum, , at the top _____ ~ _____ 12 
21. Shales, red, argillaceous . _____ ~--- ~________ 3 
20. Limestone, fragmental, earthy, with bits of 
fossils ____________ -" _________________ ~_ ___ 2 
19.. Shale, blue to green, argillaceous, grading 
into red below _____________________ . ____ 3 
·18. Shales, blue to green, sandy, with nodular 
segregations of limestone _______________ 12 
17. Shales, blue, calcareous . __________________ 12 
16. Limestone, ,compact ._-------"-------,------- 2 
15. Limestone, fragmental, loose, with young 
Conetes mesoloba. . ____ ____ ____________ __ 10 
14. Limestone, fragmental, but firmly cemented, 
reddish color, with Spiriier cameraius and 
1?toductus costatus ___________ . _________ 1 
13. Shales, green, argillaceous ______________ 29 
12. Limestone, blue to black,in two ledges, with 
Spirifer cameratus, Rhynchanella. and PIa-
ductus .________________________________ 1 
n. Shale, car.bonaceous ________ ~_ __ _ _ __ __ __ ____ 2 
10. Shale, clayey, drab ____________________ .___ _ 1 
9. Shale, yellow, sandy, with marked ho~izontal 
bedding planes ________ :..__ __________ ____ 4 
8. Shales, black to drab, carbonaceous ________ 6 
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7. Limestone, nodular, sandy,with Productns 
cora, Chonetes mesoloba and Athyris sub-
ti1ita __ ~_~ ___________ c _____ .c_ ... ___________ -1 4 
_ 6. Shale, gray, sandy __ ~ ______________________ 3 
5. Limestone, similar to numbe~ 7 ______ _______ 10 
4. Shale, clayey, drab to blue_________________ 10 
3. Shale, carbonaceous ____________________ ~__ 1 
2. Limestone, thin bedded, leaf-like in texture, 
with Productus mllricatus; Chonetes mes-
aloba, Derbyacrassa and Productus C1)S~ 
tatus ______________________________ ~_____ 3 
1. Clay, green __ ~ _ ~ _ __ __ __ _ ___ __ __ __ __ __ ____ _ _ _ 3 
The lower portion of this section, numbers 1 to 7, is seen 
best on the east side of Clanton creek near Hanley (Tp. 75 N., 
R. XXVI W., Sec. 22), numbers 1 to4 being seen only at this 
place. 
Below the limestone ledges quarried north of St. Charles 
and belonging to the Bethany limestone, beds corresponding to 
numbers 14-17 of the above section are exposed at the proper 
horizon. The limestone (}lumbers 14.-16) carries ProductttS 
m'liTicatt[8, and fragments of fish teeth. 
Still farther north on the road leading into St. Charles from 
the north (South township, section 11) the following beds are 
expos~d in a gully. The section starts 100 feet below the 
upland. 
FEET. 
19. Shale, gray, cli;Lyey below,to micaceous 
sandy above ________ '- ___________________ 30 
18. Limestone, COn;tpact, earthy brown, with 
Spirifer pJano-convexus (?) and Spirifer -
cameratllS ____________________ .. _____ ~___ 1 
17. Shale, gray, argillaceous _________________ _ 
16. Shale, black, carbonaceous _______________ _ 
INCHES. 
8 
6 
15. Coal, impure ______________ .:___ ____________ fj 
14. Shale, gray to buff, argillaceous _______ ___ 4 
13. Coal, impure ____________ .:. ____________ -. ____ 3 
12. Shales, gray, argillaceous _________________ 3-
11. Clay, yellow, ocherous, with Productus cora 4 
10. Limestone, impure, earthy, with Prodl1ctus 
muricatlls __ : _____ .:. _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ ____ __ _ ___ __ 6 
9. Shales, argillaceous, green below, red 
above _______________________ ~ __ . _______ 3 
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-S. Limestone, dense, non-fossiliferous ______ ~- 3 
7. Shales, gray to drab, clayey ______ .___ _____ 1 
6. Shales, black, carbonaceous, withProd(1c~ 
tus muricatus __________________________ 1 
5. Limestone, fragmental ___ ~________________ 2 
4. Shale, gray, clayey _______________ ~ ________ 2 
3. Limestone, similar to number 5 ____ " _______ 1 6 
2. Shale, gray, clayey _________________________ 2 
h Limestone, wft, yellow, earthy _____ ,. ______ 8 
This section maybe correlated, though not closely, with the 
Hanley section. Number 18 in the present section probably 
represents number 12 of that; numbers 15 and 11, numbers 13 
and 8; numbers 10 and 7, numbers 8 and 5; numbers 6 and 3 
an<;l numbers 5 8Jnd 2 may be considered as equivalents. - The 
-comparison shows well the persistence and the variation in 
th~ beds of this portion of the Des Moines. 
South of Patterson the exposure along a ravine (Tp. 76 :tj., 
R.XXVI W.,Sec. 32, Nw. qr., Se. t)yields the following sec-
tion: 
FEET. -- INCHES. 
14. Shale, blackc ___________ ~~ _________________ 2 
13. Unexposed -- __ --- - -______ ,. ____________ c- __ 21 
12. Shale;blue, clayey above, gray, sandy below 16 
11_ Limestone, dense, drab, fossiliferous _~____ 1 
10. Shale,blue, clayey _____ ~ _____ -'_-______ ._c-_ _ 3 
9. Sandstone, gray ___ ~ _______________ -' ______ _ 
8. Shale,clayey, blue and gray _______________ 27 
7. Sandstone, gray, nodular ~ ________ . __ ______ 1 
6. Shale, sandy, drab ____ ~--~- ____ . ___________ 27. 
5. Limestone, arenaceous, gray, fossiliferous_ 
4. Shale, black ____________ :__ ________________ 2 
3. Shale, gray, clayey (only partly exposed) __ 30 
2. Coal ________ . ___ -_______ ~ ______ -____________ _ 
1. Shale, red (only partly exposed) ___________ 32 
5 
9 
6 
The base of this section is on a level with Middle rIver. 
-The. imperfect exposure of some of the beds makes its cor-
relation difficult, but it seems probable that number 1 repre-
sents numbers14-16 of the Hanley section. 
Aside from these sections along Clanton creek and its trib-
utaries there are occasional outcrops of Des Moines strata 
throughout the eastern pOl'tion of the county. 
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North of Tileville is a sectionw hich will be discuss~d later. 
In Lee and J efIerson townships the strata are quite generally 
concealed beneath the drift. They seem to consist largelyo-£ 
clayey and sandy shale with· some sandstone. .. About fOllr 
miles southwest of Boonville (Tp.77 N.,R. XXVIIIW.,Sec. 
11) a· two-foot· 1 ayer· of sandstone appears in the hillside 106 
feet below the upl!1nd. Sixty feet above it is a stratum of 
gray sandy limestone, about two feet thick and weathering 
into thin layers. Similar beds may be seen farther down 
Badger creek in section 12 of Jefferson and sections 20 and 
15 of Lee townships. The lime'stone is thought tobe identical· . 
with that seen along the Raccoon riverand numbered 13 in 
the following section obtained by Mr.L¢onardin Dallas' 
county (Tp.78 N., R. XXVII W., Sec. 26, Nw. qr.,Sw. 1): 
FEET. INCHES, 
15; Drift. ______________ ,, __ ~_ _ _ _ _ __ ____ ______ __ 6+ 
14. Sandstone, soft, gray, withfiakes of yellow 
mica. _____ ,. . _______ ..; ~ _____ ~_ __ _ _ _ _ _ __ __ _ 8 
. 13. Shales,sandy,gray ________________________ 15· 
12. Limestone, sandy, fossiliferous _________ ~-- ·1 2 
11. Shales, carbonaceous, coaly below __ ..: _____ ~ 1 4 
10. Shales, gray ______ .. __________ ~----- __ __ ____ 4 
9. Sandstone, heavily bedded with Lepidoden-
drons ___ ~ _______________ ~. ____ c _ ___ _ ____ 4 
8. Shale, sandy above _______________________ - 6 
7. Coal __________________________________ :. __ -'__ 6 
6. Shafes, clayey, variegated ___________ '- ___ .. _ 20 
5. Shales, bituminous __ ~ _______ ... ___ ,.--------_ 2 
4. Limestone, fragmentary _______ :- _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 5 
3. Shales,blue to gray.---------------------- 6 
2. -Shales, cal~bonaceous ____ .;. _______ .:._ ... __ ...; _ _:_~- 2 .,. 
1. Shales, blue, clayey, exposed______________ 5 
Number 7 of this section is considered by Mr. Leonard tobe 
the Marshall coal, and the various Ir!embers of the section· 
have been recognized along the·Raccoon as far west as Guth-
rie county. In Madison county the limestone and coal are 
present in Crawford township, sections 17 and 18, and are 
. probably r,epresented in some of the coal horizons noted along 
Clanton creek. The exact correlation, however, of the 
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Dallas county and the Clanton creek exposures cannot be made 
out, and it is doubtful whether the two sections are to be 
considered as equivalent in other than a general way. 
MISSOUEIAN FORMATION . 
. The beds found in Madison county which are referred to 
the Missourian belong entirely to the lower member, the 
Bethany limestone. They afford an almost complete section. 
of that member, certain of the higher beds fOllnd on. Granel 
river in Dnion county alone being lacking .. The Bethany, as 
seen here, includes four bodies of limestone separated by 
shales. The complete section is· well exposed on 11iddle 
river in Lincoln township, and along a ravin_e in section 22 
the following section, which may be taken as typical, was 
made out; 
FEET. IC<"CHE3. 
20. Limestone, yellow, earthy, in thin layers, 
with Fusulina, Aulopora and Productu3 
semireliculatus __ .:.______________________ 4 
19. Shale, drab to yellowish .__________________ 1 
18. Alternating calcareous and shaly bands, 
yellowish, withD:rb_1'8 rrasse,Productns 
long 'spinus and Spirifer plano-coo vexus_ _ 3 
17. Dal k shale __ '"'"_.;. __________________________ 2 
16. Ledgeofcompactlimestone _________ . _____ 1 2 
15. Dark blue shale, with many crushed indi-
viduals of Productns !o11gispiuus . _ _ _ _ _ _ 6 
14. .Black, very carbonaceous shale____________ 1 
13. Shale, argillaceous above, becoming sandy 
belo'v _______________________________ .-- 4 G 
. ]2. Lirr:estone, coarse, divided by shalypart-
in·gs ____ ________________________ _______ 3 
; 1. Shale, dark. in I art very carbonaceous, 
with band crowded_ with Chonetes ver-
rcu;Jj;,nus and with occasional specimens 
of "piriter cameratns and Product us cora. 
In places the Chonetes· are cemen: ed 
into a thin band of limestone___________ 8 
10. Blue limestone, very fossiliferous, in three 
bands separ~.ted by shale ... ___ ~ __ -------- 3 
9. Shale. dark alove, lighter below __________ 2 
8. Mar"y, yellowish shale __________ ._________ 3 
!tG.Uep. 
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7. Yellowish) soft limestone, which b~omes 
harder below ___________ . _______ . ______ 5 
6. Thin layers of limestone with shaly part-
ings . _______ . __________________________ 12 
5. 'Black slate and shale. ________ . ____________ 3 
4. Yellowish, earthy, calcareous beds showing 
effect of irregula.r deposition _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 4 
·3. Limestone, with thin alternating beds of 
shale ___________________________ . ______ 12 
2. Bla.ck shale _____________________________ ._ 3 
1. Band of limestone _______________ . _________ _ 6 
At the mouth of the ravine and below numb~r 1 of the 
above section is a sandy shale about fifteen feet thick shown 
in the lower portion of figure 75. A short distance up the 
FIG 75. The Earlham limestone and underlying beds as seen in section 200t Lincoln 
township. 
-river, at the locality known as the ·Devil's Backbone, beds 
equivalent to those enumerated are exposed. Below the 
shales just mentioned and forming the ledges over which the 
-water falls is the following: 
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FEET. INCHES. 
4. Limestone, thin bedded, weathering into nod-
ular fragments ____________________________ 5 
3. Shale, parting _ _ _ _ __ _ _ __ __ ____ ____ __ ___ _ __ __ _ :3 
2. Limestone, similar to above __________________ 4 
1. Shale, blue to buff, to river __________________ 2 
In number 2 of this section Athyl'is subtilita occurs, being 
small,rather smooth, and with a feebly developed fold and 
sinus. In num-
ber 4 the speci~ 
mens of Athyris 
found are larger. 
Innumber 2 SpiT-
ifer cctlnepat-us, 
Keekella striato-
c08tata (small) and 
Axophyllum rude 
also occur. 
The -limestone 
formip.g numbers 
2 and 4 of the 
section just given 
occurs at many 
points in Madison 
and adjoining 
c 0 un t ie s. I t 
forms the lower-
most of the heavy 
limestones which 
mark the base of 
the Missourian 
FIG.·76. The Tunnel mill at the Devil's Backbone. The main 
body of the limestone over the tunnel JS the Earlham. 
That over which the water faI!s at the mill is the Frag-
mental. 
formation and is considered to be the basal member of the 
Bethany. From its general character it is called the Frag-
mental limestone. 
The first heavy limestone above the Fragmental, number 3 
of the exposure in section 22, Lincoln township, is the equiva-
lent of the beds quarried -at Earlham, and hence lnay be called 
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the Earlham limestone. Numbers 6 and 7 are well exposed 
at Winterset, and have been extensively quarried there, so that 
the term Winterset, heretofore used loosely as the equivalent 
of Bethany, may be appropriately restricted to this horizon. 
Number 20 forms the base of a limestone member attaining jn 
the vicinity a thickness of as much as twenty-five fe~t, and 
which from the abundance of Fusulina characterizing it may 
be called, for the present. at least, the Fusulina limestone. 
The characteristics of these illdi~idual beds will be brought 
ou't in discussing the various, exposures. -
The Fragmental limestone is not well exposed in the vicin-
ity of the Earlham quarries, though north of that place on 
Bear creek, Mr. Leonard has found it with -the usual assem-
blage of fossils. In Guthrie county, just north of Stuart, it is 
well developed.. Along a small stream emptying into Deer 
creek north of Stuart the basal portion of the Bethany. is-
exposed. The lowest rock seen is the Fragmental limestone,: 
which is made up of irregular bits _ of limestone filled in with 
calcareous shale. At one point it can be pulled to pieces with 
the fingers. _ At another it is hardened into massive (two feet) 
ledges. A total thickness' of ten feet IS seen. The fossils 
Iound include the following: 
V>phophylJum pTO~jfcrum. 
Arcbteocidarl::" sp.? 
PrOal1ctus !ongesphus. 
Or.bis ptcosi 
Atb5ris subu1ita, 
Hus·edia mormoni. 
Spiri/er lioe". tus 
Spiri£.r cameratus. 
Bellerophorr, sp ? 
Str6paroJJu~, sp.? 
The fauna is much like that found near St. Charles. 
The Fragmental rock is seen southwest of Winterset along 
the ravine leading down to Nliddleriver,but the best expos-
ures are along Clanton creek and around the edges of the St. ,-
Charles-Truro upland. About a half mile south of Peru, on 
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the east side of the Chicago Great Western' track, the Frag-
mental rock in its normal facies of loosely eemented bits of 
limestone is exposed twenty-four feet above Clanton creek. 
It carries abundant Spip~fe7' lineat1J8 and Athyris 8ubtilita with 
frequent HU8tedia mormoni. It is seen at several points in 
the vicinity, and a total thickness of ten feet is indicated. It 
is covered by fifteen to seventeen feet of gray shale, over 
which is found the Earlham limestone and the normal 
sequence. The rock is seen again just east of Peru in the 
banks of the creek and along tributaries of the main stream, 
and has been opened up at several points east of Hanley. At 
the point north of Truro (section 35, South township, at which 
the section of Des Moines beds already given is exposed), the 
Fragmentalrock is found capping the Des Moines. It is here 
two and one-half feet thick, and is not particularly fragmental 
in charq,cter, but ca:rries the following fauna: 
Productus costatus. 
Productus longispinus . 
. 4.thyris subtilita. 
IIustedia mormoni. 
Spirifer cameratus. 
Spirifer liaeatus. 
Spiriferina kentuckensis. 
Rbynchone11a (Pugaax) uta. 
Dielasma bovidens. 
Bellerophon, sp.? 
Naticopsis, sp.? 
At the quarries north of St. Charles the rock shows the 
same thickness in ledges of four to six inches. The fossils 
found there are: 
Proql1ctus longispinus. 
Productus costatus. 
Athyris subtilita.. 
" Hustedia mormoni. 
Spiriier cameraius 
Spirif.:r lineatu.s. 
Rynchonella. (PugnfU) uta.. 
Bell:rophon, sp.? 
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Naticopsis altonensis. 
Straparollus catilloides. 
StrapliTollus, sp.? 
The same bed is seen southeast of St. Charles (section 1, Ohio 
township), and on South river (section 28). At each locality 
the usual assemblage of fossils, characterized by the great 
abundance of small, smooth specimens of Spirifer linectt-us and 
AthY'l"is s'ubtilitct and the comparatively rare occurrence of Spi-
rifer cct?neratus and Procluctus costatw3, was found. The fauna is 
'one of the most characteristic, both in species, character, and 
relative abundance of forms found in the region, and makes 
an excellent guide for tracing the base of the :Missourian. 
Near Truro and St. Charles there are no good exposures of 
the higher limestone, though their presence is indicated. On 
South river the exposures show the following section. 
FliEr. 
6. Limestone, thin bedded with Productuscora, 
and Athyris subtilita (large) _____________ 2' 
5. Unexposed - ----.,.- -- -- -- -- ------ ---- ---- -c _. 6 
4. Limestone, fragmental in part, with Spiriler 
lineatus, Athyris subtiJita. (small) Ryncho-
nella uta, Hustedia mormoni, etc .. _______ 3 
3. Shale, argillaceous drab to black ___________ 3 
2. Unexposed _______ -__ -- ____ . __________ ~ ____ 10 
J. Sandstone', yellow, with ripple marks and 
heavy cross-bedding __ ~ ____ ._____________ 6 
INCHES. 
6 
Number 6 of this section probably represents the Earlham. 
1'Iore limestone seems 10 be present in the hills, but is not 
exposed. 
The Earlham limestone is best exposed in the quarries near 
the town of that name. At the Robertson qu,arry, two miles 
east of Earlham, the following section was noted: 
FEET. INQHES. 
1 L Bed of soft, yellowish, magnesian, earthy 
limestone, decomposing readily when ex-
posed to weather _____ - __ . ______ ~. ___ __ _ 4 
10_ Limestone in three heavy ledges at west 
end of quarry ________ .. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 4 
9. Buff ,shale with Chonetts verneuiJianus____ _ 4 
8. Limestone, like number 4 ____ ~ __ :._________ 2 
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FEET. 
7. ,Aghen shale with very few fragmenoo of 
brachiopod shells _____________________ _ 
. 6. Earthy limestone, decomposing readily, yel-
lowish, carrying large individuals of 
At hJ rissubtilita __________ . ____________ _ 
5. Drab shale, with Productus longispinus, P. 
costatus, crinoid stems and fragments of 
other fossils . __________________________ _ 
4 Quarry limestone, in thin layers, irregu-
larly bedded __ __ __ ____ __ __ ______ ______ _ 8 
3. Unexposed _____________________________ ,, __ 20 
2. Sandstone, in heavy layers _____________ .. __ 7 
1 Base of sandstone to creek, unexposed _____ 17 
5IS:, 
INCHES. 
6 
3 
6 
At one point the quarrymen had worked down in,the bottom 
of the quarry and exposed, below number 4,. drab and black 
shales to the depth of three feet, and below the shales a ledge 
of limestone six inches in thickness. 
Distributed through the limestone beds number 4 are the 
following: . 
Lophophyllum proliferum McChesney. 
Stem segments and body plates of crinoids. 
Various' species of Bryozoa. 
Meektlla striatocostata Cox. 
Product us panctatlls~artin, 
P. costatus Sowerby. 
P. longispinlls Sowerby. 
P. cora D'Orbigny = P. patteniarlUs of authors. 
Athyris (Seminula) sllbtiHta Hall. 
Hustedia mormoni M al'Cou . 
. Spirifcr cameratus Morton. 
Spiriferina kentuckensis ShUll. 
Allorisma subcuneatum M. & H. 
Ohonete8 verneit'ilianU8 N. & P. is somewhat common in 
number 9 but is very rare in the other members of the sec-
tion. Spirifer carner-at-us and P'I'oduot'us longispinus are. most 
abundant near the base of number 4, while Productu8 costatu8 
" and Athyris 8ubtilita are more common in the upper layers . 
. AIl the species enumerated, however, with the exception of 
Allorisma subcuneatum, range through all the beds making up 
number 4. 
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At the quarries south of Earlham in section 18, Madison 
township, the beds from 4 to 11 inclusive of the Robertson 
quarry section are exposed and are overlain by blue, drab and 
buff shales eight feet in thickness. The beds here carry the 
same fauna as the corresponding beds at the Robertson 
quarry. 
North of Winterset the beds making up the ~ections seen in 
the quarries near Earlham are exposed along Cedar creek in 
section 25 of Douglass township. The beds rest on the black 
shale seen beneath number 4 at Robertson's quarry. The 
entire section is as follows: 
FRET. INCHE3. 
8. Limestone, in heavy ledges _________________ 4: 
~. Shale, buff, with very abundant Chonetes 
verneulianus ____________________________ _ 4 
6. Limestone, heavy bed ______________________ 2 
5. Shale, blue, with a thin· bed of reddish de-
composing limestone carrying large 
Athyris subtilita_ ; ______________________ _ 8 
4. Limestone, thin bedded quarry rock________ 8 
3. Shale, drab to black __________________ -7~--- 2 
2. Limestone, dense black_____________________ ] 
1. Shale, drab ________________________________ 4 
Equivalent beds may be seen at several points between 
Earlham and Winterset. At the l~tter place the Earlham 
rock)s exposed near the old lime kiln southeast of town. 
Along the ravine running down to Middle river the completed 
section is as follows: 
FEET. 
26. Limestone, blue, Meekella zone ____ " _______ . 
25. Shale, drab to yellow ______________________ 3 
24. Limestone, blue, three thin ledges sepa-
rated by shale, Chonetes vernel1liaOllS . 
very abundant __________ _______________ 1 
23. Shale. drab_______________ ____ ___________ 1 
- , 
22. Limestone, blue __________________________ _ 
21. Shale, drab, with very ma!lY specimens of 
Derbya crassa in and just below the lime-
stone _________________ . __________ . ____ 4 
20. Limestone, earthy magnesian, easily disin-
tegrating ___________________ .__ _ _ _ __ _ _ 5 
19. Shale, drab _______________________________ 4 
INCHES. 
4 
3 
4 
EARLHAM BEDS. 5J7 
FEET. INCHES. 
18. Limestone, medium grained, coarse bedded, 
. quarry rock _________ . _____ . ___ ... _____ 12 
17 . Shale, clayey, drab ___ . __ _ _____ ___ _ ____ __ 2 
16. Shale, black; slaty __ __ _ _ __ _ _ __ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ __ __ 1 
15. Shale, drab _~ ___ . ____ . _________ . _________ 4 
14. Limestone, soft, earthy _____________ ._____ 6 
13. Limestone, nodular, irregularly beddE>d ___ 4 
12. Shale, yelbw _______________________ ._____ 6 
11. Limestone. nodular _____________________ 4 
10. Limestone, thin bedded with P. odactus 
cora, .'ltfeekdI'1. striatd::ostata, .4tbyris 
subrilita ______________ . _____________ 10 
9. Shale, blue to drab ______________________ 1 
8 Shale, black, slaty _____________ .___ _______ 1 6 
7. Limestone, black, impure _________ . ________ . 6 
6 Shale, gray, clayey to sandy _____ ~_c ______ 15 
5. Limestom, fragmen'al ________________ ____ 3 
4. Unexposed _______________ ~ ___ :- ______ -:-_6- 8 
3 Shale, gray, clayey ___ .. _________________ 1 
2. Unexposed _________ ~ ___________ . ___ . ______ 3 
'1. Limestone, fragmental. __________________ ~ 3 
'Of the above section numbers 1 to 5 mav be referred to the 
" .' . ~ . 
FragmentallimeE)tone. :t\J'umber 10 represents ··the Ea,rlham. 
N~mber l~, which has been quarried at the edge of town, the 
quarries being west of.andabove the lime kiln quari'y, repre-
se:nts-the Winterset: There is a slight dip to the west here 
which is at fiestdeceptive. 
The Earlham beds ai'e seen south west of Winterset below 
thgold Court' Hbuse quarries (section 12, Li.ncoln township)a,nd 
. again at the Backbone, where they form the heavy bed of 
rO'ck above the tunnel. At this point the member attains a 
thickness of t\venty-one feet. The thin band of shale carry-
ing Ohonete8 ·verneuliarp.l8 and the underlying black slate and 
black limestone are excellently developed. The b~ds are also 
seen along Clanton creek. 
~he Winterset limestone has been noted in describing the 
preceding sections. It is best exposed in and near Winterset 
and along Middle river 'southwest of the county seat. The 
beds above it and below the Fusulina limestone are of partic-
ular interest because of the abundance and perfection of the 
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contained fossils. Along-the roadside in section 10f Lincoln 
township (Sw. Sw.) large collections were made not far from 
the old,Oourt House quarries. 'The beds exposed are the 
equivalents of numbers 7, 8, 10 and 11 of the typical section. 
The fossil-bearing horizon is limited to number 10 and the 
associated bands of shale. ,The cOmmoner fossils, such as 
Athyri8 sub#l-itCb, etc., occur here in rare perfection, and asso-
ciated with them' are 2J£yalincb subquadratcb, ]tlyctlina k(tnsasen~ 
sis, J.l£yalina ~w(~tlowi, .i1t'icnlopecten occidentali8, Productu8 
FIG, n. The Earlham limestone. with a. portion of a.n old lime kiln, in the southeastern 
, portion or Wintt r"et. ~ 
nebraSMn8'is and some others not heretofore enumerated. 
Just above number 10 at the point where the fossils· were col-
lected, there are weathered slabs showing great numbers of 
individuals of a very attenuated variety of -L1?usul-in,a eyrir/;-
drica. This slender form of Fusulina'niay deseI;ve to rank as 
a distinct species. The horizon here is below that at which 
Fusu.lina eyUndrt"r:a attains its normal development. The 
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length of the individuals under consider:ation is about the 
same as that of average specimens from Montgomery county 
and other localities where the normal condition prevails, but 
the diameter is less than half that of average specimens in 
southwestern Iowa. Farther west, in Nebraska and neigh-
boring states and at a slightly higher horizon, the form 
described as F1.tsulina ventl'icosCt occ·urs. The forms at Winter-
set constitute an interesting terminthe series showing that 
this Carboniferous Foraminifer, after its introduction in the 
lower part of the Missourian stage, became progressively 
more and more robust until its disappearance in the so-called 
Permo-Carboniferous of Nebraska and Kansas. The Fusulina 
limestone at the Backbone shows the following: 
FEET. 
3. Limestone, with many Fusulina ______ ____ ______ ______ 2 
2. Limestone, thin bedded ____________ _ ___ . ______ 13 
1. Limestone, massive ledge very full of Fusulina ., .____ 3 
At some points in the vicinity this member attains a thick-
ness of twenty-five feet. The lower ledge especially seems 
to be very constant in character, and the great abundance of 
the Fusulina here as compared with their number in the lower 
members of the Bethany makes the bed easily recognized. 
As has already been suggested the upper portions of the 
Bethany are not exposed over the eastern portion of the 
county. At TilevillelTp. 76 N., R. XXVII W., Sec. 27, Ne. 
qr., Sw. t), in a ravine running down to Cedar creek, the 
lower portion of the Bethany is shown as given "in the 
following section. 
FEET. 
14. Limestone, shaly, gray ____________________ 8 
13. Unexposed ______ . ____________ :-____ __ __ __ _ _ 6 
12. Limestone, in thin layers__________________ 4 
11. Shale, clayey _____ .. ______________________ . 5 
. JO. Limestone, bluish, dense _______ . ______ ____ 1 
9. Shale clayey, in places sandy __ ___ _______ 1 
8. Sandstone, calcareous _________ .-_. ______ ._ 
.. 7 . Shale, clayey, dark blue _____ . __ __________ 2 
6. Coal -___________ ------ .. ----- - -~ --- - - -- ----
5. Shale, clayey_ ____________________________ 3 
4. Shale, red and yellow . _____________________ 1 
3. Shale, sandy, gray, with reddish layer _____ 24 
2. Sandstone, calcareous _____________________ 2 
J. Not exposed to Cedar creek ______ .---_____ 57 
INCHES. 
2 
2 
4 
3 
1 
6 
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The limestones numbers 12 and 10 probably represent the 
base of the Bethan}T. They are not particularly fossiliferous 
and the whole section is slightly out of harmony with the 
stratigraphy of the neighborhood. The lack of good expos-
ures for the present prevents the tracing of the beds to their 
equi valents. 
PLEISTOCENE DEPOSITS. 
Over the limestones of the Missourian and the shales and 
sandstone of the Des Moines are the bowlder clays, sands and 
loess deposits which mark the action of the Pleistocene gla-
ciers. The most notable fact with reference to these beds, 
as compared with the corresponding deposits of the neighbor:-
ing regions, is their exceptional thinness. There are regions 
of thick drift, but they are unusual, particularly in the west-
ern and northwestern portion of the county, where the thin-
ness of the drift becomes striking. In some portions of the 
CQu?-ty,' as near Winterset, and between that point and Peru, 
the topograpby is strikingly like that of a driftless area. The 
same is true toa less extent of the region between Winterset 
and Earlham. Thelevel divides, the canyon-like valleys, and 
the absence of the long, gentle slopes so common in the drift-
covered regions, all recall, in their general aspect, the areas 
from which drift is absent. The frequent' and abundant, 
presence of residual clays tends to heighten the delusion. In 
the quarries at Earlham, and to an almost equal extent at 
, ~ 
Winterset, such clays a.re quite' common. The red to reddish 
brown sticky clay which has resulted from the secular decay 
of the limestone, is found penetrating far down fnto the join~ 
cracks and resting upon the upper surface of the rock. When 
shale forms the upper member of the rock series, the residual 
- material is not so notice:1ble, though disintegrated shale, 
grading on the one hand into drift: and on the. other into the 
undecomposed and undisturbed material, may be noted in the 
quarries of the Earlham Land Co. and at other points. The 
presence of the geest and undisturbed shale attest the feeble-
ness of the glacial action. The ice crept in over the country, 
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with almost no scouring effect .. In contrast with its behavior 
in some other portions of the co~ntry ·it produced here very 
little erosion. Its action was rather tbat of deposition. 
Nevertheless, in the deeper, sharp-walled valleys wbich the 
glaciers crossed, there seems to have been comparatively 
little drift deposited. Probably the relative narrowness of 
the valleys, 'tbeir abrupt walls~ and their position approxi-
mately at· right angles to tbe major motion of the glaciers, 
caused them to be filled '\yith comparatively stationary ice, 
. while thema,in ice stream passed over their tops. 
1'be deposits within the county include represent.atives of 
the Kansan drift, the loess and the alluvium. While the older 
Albertan or Sub-Aftollian ice sheet probably crossed the 
county, the deposits left by it have not so far been recognized. 
KANSAN DRIFT: 
The Kansan drift is quite gen.era,lly distributed throughout > 
the county anc1isexposed along most of the streams. The 
lower part consists of a compact blue clay with small water-
worn and flattened pehblesscattered through it. Where the 
ravines have been cutdown into this clay these pebbles have 
orten worn pot-holes, giving the othel'wise smooth and 
rounded exposures· a pitted appearance. This lower clay is 
best seen in the southeastern part of the county, especially 
southeast of Tl'uro. 
Abov~ the blue cla,y is a yeltowish brown la,ye1' usually two 
to four feet thick. In placesit is muchthie;ker. It ~eems to 
have been d81iveJ from the blue clay, the change in color result" 
ing from the oxidation of the iron content. The clay contains 
numerous pebbles and bowlders. The latter consist largely 
of greenstone, granite and reddish quartzite, and lighter 
quartz rocks. These are rounded, smoothed and often well 
striate'd. Sioux qum-tzite is Olle of the most common rocks 
found in the drift. A bloe;k of this matedal is represented in 
figure 78. This bowlder is located a mile north of Patterson 
and measures ten feet long, six feet wide and five feet high, 
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as exposed. Such large bowlders, are uncommon, but are 
occasionally found i:o. the stream ways. Bowlders ordinarily 
are not found ,on the upl,;tU'd. It is only where the streams 
have cut through the loess that they appear. 
Stratified sandy material is occasionally found in the drift. 
In general it seems to have resulted from the reworking of 
the drift itself, rather than to have been originally deposited 
in its present form. 'Such beds are found near Barney (Wal-
nut township, section 35) thirty-five feet thick. Near ~1:acks-
FIG. 78. Surface bowlder o:p.e mil~ south of Patterson (rI!' 76 N., R XXVI W., sec 20, Se. qr, 
Sw. M) The rock is red quarlzltp.. 10 teet long, 6 feet wIde, and 5 teet above ground. 11; is 
said to extend 5 feet into the ground. . 
burg, on Grand river (Tp.- 74 N.,R. XXIXW., Sec: 28, Nw. qr., 
Nw. i) there is a thirty foot exposure of the same materIal. 
LOESS. 
The loess is the surface deposit thro,ughout the county. It 
spreads over upland and extends down into the valleys. It is 
everywhere present except where it has been cut away by 
recent erosion or buried beneath the alluvium. It is a.light 
yellowish to buff, unstratified, pebbleless clay, which is highly 
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siliceous. -Where it forms. the surface the upper few inches 
are blackened by the admixture of humus. Elsewhere the 
buff color obtains. It frequently contains the calcareous con-
.cretions known as loess-kindchen. 
There are two phases of the loess in the county. The upper 
is the one just described. Below it is frequently a darker 
portion, more clayey, less porous and, a~ contrasted with the 
upper, unfosiliferous. So far as observed this lower loess is 
characteristically free from lime nodules. In the northwest-
.. 
ern portion of the county it forms the subsoil and is in places 
troublesome because of its impervious character. The two 
phases may be seen at the Mardis brickyard, a mile east of 
Winterset (Tp. 76 N.,R. XXVII W., Sec. 32}, and the line of 
separation seems to be properly correlated with the old soil 
seen in the railway cut at Churchville. A si~ilar division of 
the loess "into two phases has been observed in Warren county. * 
It- is to be noted that the lower portion corresponds in charac-
ter to the white clays of Ohio as described by Leverett, and 
the two phases may not improbably stand for a. real and con-
siderable diff~rence in the age of the deposits. 
ALLUVIUM. 
Alluvium is present along most of the streams of the region, 
-but is most pronounced- along the larger ones. It lies as a 
wash· over the loess and drift which partially fills the old val-
leys, and-in pl-aces attains a considerable thicknes!::i. West-of 
the Winterset escarpment itisnot s6 clayey as east of that 
line. Its greatest development is in the broader valleys cut 
in the Des Moines shales and coal measures. Along Middle 
river, south and west of Winterset, there is a well defined 
terrace rising eighteen feet abo:ve the flood plain. This seems 
to be an older flood plain or terrace of aggregation. Traces 
of" similar terraces are found along certain of the other 
streams in the county. 
*Iowa Geol. SUl'V., vol. v, pp_ 318-356. 1896. 
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ECONOMIC PRODUCTS. 
Building Stones. 
"1fadison county is well" supplied with stone suitable for 
various construc.-tional purp"oses; rrhe Bethany limestone" 
includes nearly eighty feet of stone, most of which is availa-
ble for one pUl'pose 0.1' another, It is exposed in the ravines 
over much oE the county aUll good qU<1rt'y sites abound. Asa 
rule but little !:;tl'ipping' is required. 
As will be seen from the general section a1reauy given there" 
are four main bodies of lilnestone; designated respectively 
from t.he base to the top: (a) Fragmental, (b)" Earlham, (c) 
Winterset quarry, (d) Fusulina. The general distribution of 
these beds has been already noted. Their varying thickne~s 
may be learned from the sections given. " In general it may 
be said that they are thicker to the southwest. Some instances 
of their variation in this particular have been given. Each 
of the four members is capable of yie~ding good quarry rock 
" " 
at some point in the county, but not all are equally good at 
allpcin~. " " 
The Fragmental l'ock is best seen, ~nd is exposed in- its 
greatest thickne:ss, at the Backbone lnil1,where it forms the 
ledge over which the water falls. At this point about nine 
feet of the rock is" shown with only one important shale part-
ing. The rock seems firm and shouldyielcl large hlocks, but 
in view of its known cliaracter elsewhere in the county it is 
to be received with snspicion. In general the rock is "very 
loosely cemented and breaks down readily iuto Srhall nodular 
" frag-ments. ~ 
The Earlham ledges are the most quarried. rrhey siehl a 
-gooo. grade of stone sui.table for dimension work, rHbble and 
concrete. When quarried, the Earlham is usually unpro-
tected by overlying ledges and hence has been long exposed 
to wea.thering. As a result it ,is frequently badly broken up 
and creates a less favorable impression than the real merits 
of the stone warrant. 
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The Winterset quarry beds include those worked near Win-
terset and from which the stone used in the court house at 
that point was obtained. Their high quality is sufficiently 
attested by the excellent appearance of that building. The 
rock here used was taken from the Bevington quarry (Tp .. 7.5 
N., R. XXVIII W., Sec. 22), and certain of the layers tested 
at the Rock Island arsenal in 1881 showed a crushing strength 
of 4,588 pounds per square inch. The specific gravity of the 
rock was 2.73 and the ratio of absorption .042603. Stone 
from. these beds rarely reaches the market at present, as the 
quarries have not been opened up except at Winterset and it 
requires a long haul over hilly roads to reach the railway at 
this place. 
The Fusulina limestone is best exposed at the Backbone 
and seems capable of yielding excellent stone. At this local-
ity compact ledges two and one-half to, three feet in thick-
ness may be obtained. Farther southwest the member attains 
a thickness of twenty-five to thirty feet. ~t Peru in the 
Reed quarry about fifteen feet are found. The stone here is 
thinner bedded than in the .western outcrops. 
In the main the quarry industry is concentrated around three 
points, Earlham, Winterset and P ern. The first has the ad van-
tage of location on the main line of the Chicago, Rock Island & 
Pacific railway, with a down grade haul of about thirty miles to 
pes Moines. Asa result considerable quantities or stone, 
mainly crushed for concrete work, are m.arketed in the capital 
city. Winterset, on a branch line of the same road, is farther 
from market and suffers the disadvantage of less favorable 
f,reight rates~ The quarries now open near this city are not so 
~ell located for connecting with the railway as at Earlham, 
but if the projected road southwest from Winterset be built, 
many excellent quarry sites will become available, and a large 
". . 
amount of stone can be placed on the. market. At Peru and 
Barney the quarries are located near the Chicago Great West-
ern but have no track facilities, so that a short wagon haul is 
necessary. The stone now quarried at Peru .is so high in the 
!2 G. Rep. 
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bluffs, seventy-four feet above the station, that a track to the 
quarries would not be practicable. The lower (Earlham)ledges. 
occur not far above the level of the track, but to open them. 
up it would be necessary to work out the overlying ledges as 
~ell. This would require considerable stripping and the 
handling of all the shales between the various ledges. . It _ is 
doubtful ,whether such work would pay, certainly not without 
ample capital and an extensive plant. For --the present ·.only 
the best ledges can be marketed, as the poorer ston~ will not .. 
warrant the wagon haul and must be thrown on the dumps. 
At Barney the Great Western -track is more than fifty feet 
higher than at Peru, and west of there it ascends to the top 
of the bluff. About two miles east of Barney the Winterset 
rock has been cut through by the road, and in the bank of Clan-
ton creek the Earlham layers are exposed. -Quarries could be 
opened here with the minimum of .track expense and with 
very little stripping. While the rock exposed is not to any 
great extent suitable. for dimension stone it . is excel~ently 
adapted for concrete, and a considerable amount of rubble 
could be obtained. Some dimension rock is :exposed, and ,it 
seems probable that the Winterset beds, which are mainly 
talus-covered, would warrant ,opening. 
EARLHAM DISTRICT. 
Robertson qua'rry.-When the state· capitol was being built 
at Des Moines the limestone around· Earlham was opened up' 
at a number of points. The principal of these'oldquarties 
was located northeast of Earlhamon Bearcreek.. They have 
long since beenabandoned,'and ledges nearer the main ltne of. 
the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific railway are now worked. 
_ The rock as seen in some of the older workings on the north 
side is shown in plate ix. The main quarrying is now, how-
ever, carried on -on the south side. 
A section near the middle of the quarry shows the following:: 
FilE"\,. UCHES. 9. Stripping -- ________________________ ., _______ 10 
8. Limestone, soft, disintegrated, with geest in 
the crevices_____________________________ 4 
PLATE X. 
IOWA GEOLOGICAL SURVEY. 
EARLHAM LIMESTONE IN OLD QUARRIES NORTH OF THE RAILWAY. 
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FilET. INCHES. 
7. Limestone, compact, massive, bluish________ 1 6 
6. Shale, drab, calcareous~____________________ 4 
5. Limestone, compact, bluish, in thin ledges _ _ 3 
4. Shale, bluish, with very many CJ!onetes ver-
neulianus ________________________ . ______ 4; 
3. Limestone, compact, blue ____ ____ ____ ______ 2 
2. Shale, blue, calcareous _____________________ 1 
1. Limestone, ashen, thick to thin layers. _____ 10 
But little dimension rock is taken from the quarry. Some 
of the stone is used for foundation and retaining walls, but 
:rIG. 79. A portion of the Robertson Q.ual'ry east of Earlham, showing a typical exposnre of-
Earlham limestone . 
. most of it is crushed. The stripping is done by hand. Very 
little blasting is necessary to loosen the rock. The stone is. 
hauled to the crusher in tram cars of about one cubic yard 
capacity, and hoisted and dumped by tail rope. The plant 
includes a forty-horse power steam plant, one Gates crusher, 
elevator and revolving screen. The screen takes out alL 
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material less than three-eighths inches in diameter, the fine 
material being used by the railway for yard filling at Valley 
J unction. The coarser rock is used mainly for concrete at· 
Des Moines, and brings $1.30 per yard. The plant has a 
capacity of about 200 yards per day. 
Earlham Land Co. -The quarries of this company are 
located south of town, in the valley of North river, and are 
\ 
illustrated in plate x. As has already been stated, the beds 
()penecl up are the equivalents of those found at the Robert-
son quarry. There is, however, an overlying shale not found 
at the latter place. 
:. The rock is cut by a series of joints, some of which have 
spread till there is an open space of as much as seven inches. 
These crevices are sometimes filled by stalactitic matter, 
which usually coats merely the sides, but in places the 
crevices are completely filled. The presence of the joints and 
bedding planes makes the quarrying easy, and very little 
powder is used. As at the Robertson quarry most of the 
rqck is crushed, though some good dimension stone could be 
obtained. The crushing plant includes a Gates crusher, tail 
r?pe, screens and steam plant. The capacity is 150 to 200 
cubic yards per day, and the quarry employs about thirty 
dten! The output is shipped on a switch from the Chicago, 
Rock Island & Pacific railway. 
J..Vevitt ql.,lCft'rJ'y;-This is a local quarry op(jned some years 
since a mile southeast of Earlham. It supplies an important 
local trade. 
EUTeka qu(trry.-This quarry, formerly known as the McGor-
risk, is a mile and a half south of Earlham (Tp. 77 N., R. 
XXIXW., Sec. IS, Nw. qr., Se. l). It isnot worked at present. 
WINTERSET DISTRICT. 
There are numerous quarries in and near Winterset, though 
none are very ext.ensively worked at present. The Clark 
quarry north of town (Tp. 76 N., R. XXVIII W.·, Sec. 25), is 
opened in the Earlham beds. In the southeastern portion of 
IOWA GEOLOGICAL SURVEY. PLATE XI, 
I 
QUARRY AND CRUSHt:.R OF THE EARLHAM LAND CO. 
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the city both the Winterset and the Earlham beds have been 
opened up. In the city quarries the former ledges show about 
fifteen feet of rock. The lower courses may be used for 
dressed stone, though they are not easily quarried nor are 
they generally worked. Good rubble and crushing stone is 
abundant. On the Arnold place the Earlham stone has been 
opened up, and was for some years burned into lime at the 
Cooley kiln. South of Winterset the Brown quarry (Tp. 75 N., 
R. XXVIII W., Sec. 1, Sw. qr., Se. 1) was reopened in 1893, 
and has since furnished considerable curbing stone. The old 
Kipp quarry, near by, is not now worked. Extensive quarries 
were formerly worked in the Winterset beds about a mile 
farther south (Tp. 75 No, R. XXVIII W., Sec. 12, Nw. qr.). It 
was from these quarries that a portion of the stone for the 
court house was taken. The pillars and much of the cut 
stone came from the Backbone quarries (Tp. 75 N., R. XXVIII 
W.,Sec. 16, Ne. qr., Se. 1). The section at this point has 
already been given in connection with the description of the 
limestone. 
At the Backbone the heavy ledge at the base of the Fusu-
lina limestone is well shown. It is known to the quarrymen 
as the magnesian ledge, though several different ledges in 
various parts of the county are confused under that term. It 
yields an excellent grade of stone. Higher portions of the 
Fusulina limestone are exposed in sections 22 and 23 of We b-
ster township. It seems probable that the Fusulina stone, 
when properly opened up, will be found to yield some of the 
best rock in the county. 
PERU DISTRICT. 
In the tops of the hills at Peru the Fusulina rock crops out 
an.d is quarried at several points on the west side of the 
stream. At the Reed quarry from ten to fifteen feet of stone 
are found, it being for the most part fine-grained and breaking 
with a conchoidal fracture. The lower portion, four to five 
feet thick, is heavily bedded and shows some twelve to four-
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teen-inch stone. Above this heavy stone is a six;.inch bed of 
shale over which is a thinner bedded, much jointed rock. It 
-furnishes four, six, eight and some twelve-inch stone. Some 
·of the rock is fine-grained and of almost lithographic texture, 
ibut is too much cracked and seamed to be of value for dimen-
sionwork. 
The lower beds, including the Winterset, Earlham and 
Fragmental, have not been opened up, though they show in 
the hills. About two miles east of Barney the Winterset rock 
has been cut into by the railway, though the ledges are now 
largely covered with talus. The blocks exposed show thick-
nesses of six and eight inches. Below the limestone (1,020 
A. T.) the usual 1:lack shale is exposed. Along ·the creek 
near by, at the proper level below this shale, the Earlham 
beds are shown and exhibit the following section: 
FEET. 
4. Limestone, thin, shaly, grading into calcare-
ous shales _______________________________ 4 
3. Limestone, coarse, made up of shell frag-
ments, rather heavily bedded, ranges up 
to fourteen-inch rock, good quality __ .. ___ 5 
2. Shale, calcareous, gray, Chonetesverneulianus 
INcHES. 
abundant, Spiriier cameratus rare . .:.____ __ 6 
1. Limestone, thin and irregularly bedded, 
ledges of six inches and less, stone appar-
ently argillaceous, with dull earthy frac-
ture; carries C2honetes vernel11ianus, Spir-
iter cameratl1s, Productus nebrascensis, 
Productus costatl1s, Productns cora, Athy-
ris subtilita, llfeekella striatacostata and 
corals; ledges capped by a ten-inch layer 
of coarse gray. rock made up of finely 
commmuted shells ______________________ 6 
The only quarry in the vicinity is that of Mr. Irains, where 
about five feet of stone suitable for dimension work is obtained 
with very little stripping. In Mr. Irains' house, built of the 
product of this quarry, the good qualities of· the stone may 
be seen. 
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ST. CHARLES-TRURO DISTRICT. 
Near St. Charles the thin ledges of the Fragmental rock 
already described are quarried locally. The total thick-
ness of stone is about two and one half feet, the ledges running 
from four to six inches. Thicker ledges probably occur 
higher in the hill, but have not been opened up. The quarries 
at St. Charles marketed last year about thirty perch of stone 
at 75 cents a perch. Equivalent ledges have been opened 
southwest of St. Charles. 
Road Material. 
The matter of good roads is deservedly attracting attention 
within the county.· The considerable portiQn of the area not 
reached by railway lines makes wagon hauling more than 
usually important: To reach a market or to go to the county 
seat, requires in many cases a drive of ten to twenty miles. 
A portion of this drive is almost certain to be over very rough 
roads. The distribution of the drainage and the resultant 
configuration of the topography causes the north and south 
roads of the eastern and central portion of the county to be 
necessarily rough. The considerable relief and the flat topog-
raphyof the uplands make steep grades at the river crossings 
almost unavoidable. The grades could be much bettered if 
the roads had been located with reference to the topography 
rather than the land lines, but here, as was usual in the Mis-
sissippi valley, the necessity for wholesale methods in the 
rapid settling of the country made deliberation impossibl~, 
and it must be the work of the future to correct some, at least, 
of the mistakes of the past. 
The east-west roads chancing to follow drainage lines or 
tl?-e interdigitate divides, have in the main avoided steer 
grades. Some of the principal lines of travel are, so far as 
this factor is concerned, excellently located. The north-south 
roads of the extrem.e western portion of the county have also, 
in general, relatively few steep grades. It is not, however, 
a.ltogether a matter of grades that is provoking here, as else-
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where, a good roads agitation. The character of the roadway, 
be the grade ever so good, may be, and- often is, so bad as to 
make the road quite impracticable at certain seasons. During 
good weather the roads are beaten hard, and in time are worn 
smooth; but in the spring, when the frost leaves the ground, 
many of the roads can be traversed only with the lightest 
loads. This condition obtains on some of the poorer roads 
almost the year round. The stiff undersoil of thf? loess on the 
uplands, the blue clay of the till, the geest, and much of the 
alluvium, all of which enter largely into the material forming 
the surface of the roadways, are predominantly impervious. 
They are usually, also, notably plastic. They prevent free 
drainage, and yet form a surface of black, sticky mud which 
adds greatly to the traction. 
The improvement of the roads will necessitate, aside from 
the matter of location, adequate drainage and surfacing with 
road metal. More care in the building of the roadways so as to 
provide the necessary drainage is perhaps the first requisite. 
For road material the main reliance must be the limestone. 
Gravel beds of any importance have not been found in the 
county and probably do not occur, since the Wisconsin, the 
main gravel-forming ice sheet, did not reach so far south as 
either to enter the county or cross the headwaters of its 
streams. The earlier gravel-forming period which followed 
the pre-Kansan drift has left no traces in the county so far as 
can be discovered. The~streams have not, by their own work, 
accumulated gravel beds to any considerable extent. 
Limestone, however, occurs abundantly throughout most of 
the county. Some of the worst roads a'ee along the foot of 
limestone cliffs. Rock could be obtained along most of the 
main roads readily and cheaply. It has already been used to 
a limited extent with excellent results. _It is crushed in large 
quantities for the Des Moines market, being used for con-
crete, and is excellently adapted for macadam. 
In stone for macadam two qualities are important: First, it 
must be sufficiently hard to resist too great wear, and Second, 
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. it must be of such a nature that it will cement rapidly. The 
matter of hardness is relative only. Rock used in pavements 
exposed to continuous wear under heavy loads, must be able 
to resist considerable crushing strains; but for country roads, 
where the wear is relatively slight, this factor is of less 
importance. The limestone of the county, while it will of 
course crush under the wheels and will ultimately wear out, is 
not apt to prove particularly troublesome in that regard. 
A macadam pavement derives its good qualities from the 
fact that the stone, under the roller or the wheels of traffic, 
breaks up and yields a fine dust, which with water forms a 
cement, binding the whole together. In effect a macadam 
pavement is a cheap concrete in which the. bond is derived 
from the finer portions of the crushed rock. Not all stone; 
not even all limestone, will furnish a dust which has the 
requisite cementing properties. In some cases it has proven 
necessary to cover a macadam roadway with a thin surface of 
crushed iron ·or other material in order·that the whole should 
be made to set. The limestone fo~nd in Madison county needs 
no such surface material. It is quite pure and dissolves under 
the action of surface water with relative rapidity. The dis-
solved material is frequently redeposited, not far from the 
point of solution, in the form of stalactitic matter. As was 
noted in the description of the quarry of the Earlham Land 
Co., this redeposition is locally important. The redeposited 
stalactitic matter forms.a firm cement, holding together any 
pieces of rock which may be imbedded in it. Upon the road-
wayan analogous process takes place, and under proper con-
ditions therecemented rock will form a firm and durable 
pavement. 
The amount of stone necessary for covering a roadway will 
vary somewhat with the conditions as to foundation, grade, 
~ 
traffic, etc. Upon a properly drained and rolled foundation 
six inches of stone should be ample for most of the roads of the 
county. Upon this basis about 1,500 yards per mile would be 
necessary for a roadway fifteen feet wide. Stone is now being 
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furnished in Des Moines at $1:30 per yard,but this price could ... 
be ve\:y materially lessened in case the county crushed its own 
stone. The expense of grading and rolling the foundation, 
with that of delivering and spreading th~ stone would vary with 
the locality. In New Jersey certain roads are costing about 
$3,000 per mile. It is probable that the main roads of Madi-
son county could be improved at an average amount consid- . 
erably less than that sum; perhaps $1,000 to $1,500 could be 
taken asa fair estimate.. To obtain the best results the work 
would need to be carried on according to a systematic plan, 
so that the work done each year should be a permanent 
improvement-a part of a single larger piece of work. The' 
road work now carried on is essentially of .a makeshift char-
acter. If to the amount of the road tax now annually 
expended were to be added the aggr~gate cost of break-
downs, undue wear on horses and vehicles, loss of time due 
. -
from the light loads hauled, and losses due to inability to 
market produce rapidly when prices are most favorable, the 
relative cost of present and improved roadways would appear 
in the reverse of their present order. 
Lime. 
The limerock found in the county can be burned to a lime, 
but the quality of the latter is not of the best. Curiously 
enough it is not the purest limestones which make the best 
lime, but those which contain a certain percentage of mag-
. nesia-the dolomites and magnesian limestones: For the 
most part the limestones of the county contain little magn~sia. 
The lime formed from it is white, but is quick and heats rap-
idly. In slacking it must· be handled very carefully and an 
abundance of water kept on hands. Lime was formerfy burned 
at Winterset, Peru, in section 32 of J eIferson township, and 
section 9 of lYladison township. At present there are no 
kilns in operation, and it is quite unlikely" that kilns will ever 
be established except for local trade. 
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Clays. 
The abunda'l1ce of stone and the nearness of the large brick 
w()rks at Van Meter and Des 110ines have prevented the devel-
opment of any important clay industry in the county. The 
loess, which is everywhere present, and most of the allu-
vium found along the streams could easily and cheaply be 
made up into standard building brick. Only the simplest 
processes, those of the hand yard, would be necessary. Much 
of the loess could be made to yield better grades, including 
I 
stock and face brick, if treated either as a stiff-mud or on a 
dry-press. In the eastern portion of the county where the 
Des Moines formation crops out, shales suitable for a consid-
erable variety of products occur. So far they have not been 
utilized, the only brick now manufactured in the county being 
made from top soil and loess. 
At Winterset there are two brickyards, both without machin-
ery. The T. F. Mardis yard is one mile east of town (Tp. 76 N., 
R. XXVI W., Sec. 32). Two kilns of 100,000 to 150,000 capacity 
are ordinarily burned each season. In addition to brick of 
the usual size, brick twelve inches long are turned out. 
Southwest of town (Tp. 75 N., R. XXVIII W., Sec. 1) is the 
brickyard of W. D. and Joel Clark. They maintain two 
up-draft kilns of 25,000 capacity each for burning brick. At 
Earlham small quantities of hand-made brick have been made 
from the loess. . 
The wide distribution of the loess and the ease with which 
it can be worked up into brick and draintile upon the inex-
pensive auger machines, would seem to warrant investment 
in a plant. The stronger under loess which has given trouble 
in the hand yards will be found excellently adapted to the 
;manufacture of drain tile, though it must not be dried too 
raFidly. 
Water Supply. 
The numerous streams throughout the county adapt it 
excellently to stock farming. When water is needed for 
. household or industrial purposes it is usually obtained from 
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wells at shallow depths. The base of the loess and the base· 
of the drift are common water horizons. Water may, how-
ever, be found in gravel pockets at almost any level in the 
drift. The different shale 'horizons in the·Missourian usually· 
furnish water and their alIt crops are marked often by lines of 
springs or water seepage. Water, though not usually of the 
best quality, is readily obtained from the Des Moines beds. 
In Jefferson township (section 36) Mr. C,. D. Fletcher has a 
'well 268 feet deep ending in a sandstone that lies near the 
base of the Des Moines. The following analysis of the water, 
by Dr. Floyd Davis, is published by the courtesy of Mr. 
Fletcher. 
Total solids ___________________ " _____________________ _ 5,580 
Loss on ignition ______ ~ ____________________ . _________ _ 1,800 
Chlorine ____________ .:. _____________________________ _ 497.5 
Free ammonia _____________ . ______ ,. _________________ _ 1.76 
A lbumenoid ammonia ______________________________ _ Trace 
N-t - .. .L 1 rogen m mtrltes _________________________________ _ None 
Nitrogen in nitrates _________________________ ' __ : ____ _ None 
"These results show that this is a highly mineralized water; 
The salts in it are principally sodium chloride (common salt). 
There are no poisonous substances in it. The salts present 
are really beneficial constituents of a mineral water; theeom-
moner salt acting as a mild tonic, and the glauber salts as a 
strong cathartic. The sanitary analysis shows that this water 
is almost entirely free o! organic matter, such as might come 
from drainage, and there are no reasons whatever why this is . 
- not a good water for domestic use and for stock." . 
Water Power. 
The rapid fall of the large streams of. the county where 
they cross the Bethany limestones affords many excellent 
water powers, few of which are at present utilized. In 
former days there were several mills, the' most famous, per-
haps, being the tunnel mill at the Backbone. At tbis point, 
by means of a tunnel a few hundred feet long, water is 
, . 
., 
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drawn from the river above the Backbone and a head of nearly 
, twelve feet obtained. 
North river Middle river, Clanton creek, and many minor 
streams cross the Bethany limestone. In each case there 
is a total fall of about eighty feet. This is distributed 
somewhat, but as each of the four benches of limestone is 
crossed there is usually a fall of ten to twenty or even more feet. 
Such water power may well become quite valuable, and it is 
not improbable that the future will see an important milling 
industry founded on it. 
Coal. 
While Madison county lies within the limits of the coal 
measures there are at present no mines of more than local 
importance. The Missourian formation, which covers so 
large a portion of the area is practically barren. The only 
coal beds of importance known to occur in this formation are 
found in beds that lie above the divisions of the Bethany 
limestone outcropping here. The black shale horizons noted 
in the general section of the formation carry some -impure 
coal, but neither in quantity nor quality is it important. 
The upper portion of Des 110ines formation, as exposed 
along the Raccoon river, contains three horizons along which 
coal has been generally found. Two -of these coal horizons 
ha ve -been named respectively the Lonsdale and the Marshall, 
and between these is an intermediate horjzon to which no 
name has been given~ 
This intremediate coal appears on Bulger creek in Jefferson 
township, Madison county. Coal was formerly worked in 
:Madison township (section 25) and it is not improbable that it -
belonged to the Lonsdale horizon. The coal found in Craw-
:ford township, on Cedar creek (sections 1'7 and 18), south of 
Patterson (section 32) and southwest of Bevington (section 36) 
can not be definitely correlated. Coal horizons have been 
noted in the sectio1;ls near St. Charles, and similar beds occur 
(1t approximately the same levels along Clanton Creek and 
Middle river. 
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All these coal beds are quite thin. In many cases only a 
little impure coal is mixed with the black shale. The thickest 
beds noted include that reported at the old Clarke mine (Tp. 
77 N., R. XXVIII W., Sec. 25, Nw."qr.) and that south of Pat-
terson (Tp. 76 N., R. XXVIW., Sec. 32, Ne. qr., Sw. i). At 
the Clarke mine the bed is said to have been "two feet thick. " 
White gives the following section: 
FEET. " 
6. Shale, sandy _____________________ 32 
5. Limestone, impure, bluish________ 2 
4. Shales, black, bituminous ____ ____ 3 
3. Shale, argillaceous, bluish ________ 14 
2. Coal ______________ -'_'-_.,.__________ 2" 
1. Fire clay______ __________________ 1 
FIG. 80. 00301 a.t Olarke mine. 
The coal would seem from" this section to represent the 
Marshall horizon. It is not now exposed. 
The section south of,Patterson is as follows: 
F.BET. DiCREI. 
r 4. Limestonet gray, compact, fos-
siliferous ____________ .;.~ _____ 1 
3. S,~ale-------------------------- 2 6 
2. Coal_. _________________________ 2 
1. Fire clay ______________________ (; 
" FIG. 81. Coal bed nearPa.tterson. 
- The mines of Madison county are small; and are. worked 
only in the winter to supply the local ~rade. Some coal is 
obtained by stripping and some by drifting. No deep shafts 
have been sunk, and no extensive prospecting has as yet been" 
undertaken. Thick, workable beds probably occur within the 
county, but at some depth beneath the surface. At Van 
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:Nleter, just outside :NIadison county, two veins have been 
worked. One lies 285 f,eet below the surface, which is 884 A. 
T., and the other about twenty feet below. Each vein aver-
ages about three feet in thickness. In Guthrie thick coal has 
been fQund at several points at equivalent levels below the 
Bethany limestone. In Polk,Marion and 1'lonroe counties 
coal is taken from horizons which are below the beds of Mad-
is on county. How far west alongthese horizons the coal will 
prove thick enough for mining is an open question, and can 
only be solved by drilling. At Peru, in 1887, the Chicago 
Great Western railway put down a hole to a depth of 303 feet. 
At 212 feet a thin bed of coal is said to have been encoun-
tered. This is about the horizon 'at which the coal worked at . 
~ 
Commerce should occur if present. There are thin coal beds 
worked in Warren county, the uppermost passing beneath the 
bed of Middle river close to the east county line. This horizon 
usually shows sixteen inches of coal. Forty-five feet below 
is a horizon' showing coal of equal thickness, and thirty-five 
feet still deeper is a horizon with eig;hteen inches. Probably 
coal may be found along these horizons over a portion of the 
county. The beds have a general dip toward the southwest 
of three to four feet per mile, and seem to have been but little 
disturbed. 
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Dillon, 2Q.;1:~ 
Dunbar, 204. 
Earlham. 498. 
Elm'ira, 4:7. 
Ferguson, 204. 
Gladbrook, 204. 
Glendon, 423. 
Gilman, 204. 
- Green Mountain, 204. 
Guthrie Center. 423.' 
Hanley, 498. ' 
Hastie, 284. 
'Haverhill. 204. 
:a:erndori,'423. 
Iowa City, 47. 
Jamaica, 423. 
Lamoille, 204. 
Laurel,204. 
Le Grande, 204. 
Liscomb, 204.-
Lone Tree, 47. 
Lorime.r, 498. 
Luray; 204. 
Malta, ~04. _ 
Marshalltown. 204. 
Mason City,' 136. 
Melbourne, 204. 
Mellio, 423. 
Millman, 284. 
Mitchellville, 284. 
Montieth; '423. 
Morse; 47. 
Oralabor, 284. 
Oxford, 47. 
Peru, 498. 
.. Pickering, 204. 
Polk City Junction, 284. 
Portland, 136. 
Plymouth, 136. 
Quarry,' 204. 
Rockton, 204; 
Rhodes, 204. 
Runnells, 284. 
INDEX., 
Elevations. 
Santiago, 284. 
Saylor, 284. 
Sheldahl, 284. 
State Center, 204. 
St, Charles, 498. 
Stuart, 423, 498. 
Solon, 47. 
Tannerville. 284. 
Tiffin,47. . 
Truro,298: 
Valley Junction, 284. 
, Van Cleve, 204. 
Ventura, 136. 
Winterset, 498. 
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Elliott, J. W.,acknowledgments, 247. 
Emery mine, 474. 
Emery, Rush, cited, 202. 
Entoltlium circ'ttLUS, 223. 
Erosion curves, 420, 497. 
Eskers, Cerro Gordo county, 177. 
Eureka mine, 353, 356, 363, 365. 
Quarry I 5-28. 
Fanslers mines, 435, 474. 
Faults in coal, 300. 
Fauna of coal measures, 330. 
Favosites alpene11,sis, 59, 63, 66. 
emmonsi, 63, 66. 
javoslts,' 456. 
hisnigeri, 456. , 
placenta" 59,,60. 
Fayette, bl'ecCia, 58., 
, County, work in, 15. 
Ferguson, elevation, 204. 
Fish fauna of the Devonian. 24. 74. 
Fisher mine, 473. " 
Fist'tdipom nod'l.llijeni, 447. .. 
Fitzpatrick, T.J.,acknowledgments, 104. 
Fl~ggin&" stone in Johnson' county, 99. 
Flmt BrIck Co., 304, 379, 385. ' 
Flint Valley mine, 353, 364. 
, Fletcher,C. D., deep well, 536. 
Floyd county, work in, 25.' ' 
Fluxes in paving-brick, 374. 
Flynn, Thomas" acknowledgments; 47. 
Ford, clay, 312, 319. ' 
Coal, 312, 319. 
Sandstone, 493. 
Forest bed, 468. 
Trees of Johnson County, hyT. 
H. Macbride, 105. 
Fossils from Cretaceons, 453, 458. 
, Coal measure, 83, 330. , 
De'vonian, 108. 
Loess, 89,344 . 
Fragment,allimestone, 511, 524. 
Fredegill, J~ M., brickyard, 398. 
T. J., brickyard. 398. 
Freezing- tests of stone, 249~ 
, Fusalina limestone, 517, 519, 524; 
Fusalina ~lindrica, 330, 518. 
ventricosa, 519. . 
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Galesburg Vitrified Brick Co., 379. 
Gannett; Henry, cited, 422. 
Garver mine, 364. . .. 
Gaulocker brickyard, 102. 
Geest in Madison county, 520. 
General section of Cedar Valley lime-
stone, 71, 160. 
Lime Creek shales, 
163. 
General supervision .of W:.ork, 24. 
Geological. formations, Cerrq . Gordo 
. county, 144. 
Guthrie county, 427·. 
Johnson county, 54. 
Madison county, 504. 
Marshall county, 218. 
Polk county, 285; . 
Geological structure of 1IJ[arshall coun-
ty,240. . 
Geology of Cerro Gordo county, 121. 
. Guthrie county, 413.· 
. Johnson county, 37. 
Madison county, 489. 
Marshall county, 20l. 
Polk county, 263. 
Giant mine, 319, 364. . . 
Gibson mine, 318, 356, 361, 362. 
Gilbert, G. K., cited, 352, 422. 
Gilman, elevation, 204. 
Brick & THe Co., 255. 
Glacial scourings in Johnson county, 86. 
Marshall county, 239. 
Gladbrook, elevation, 204. 
Glendon coal, 470. . 
Elevation, 423. 
Section, 47'0. 
Gordon, C. H., cited,5OQ. 
Goniatites ixion, 168. 
nolenesis, 332. 
G-raphioc?inus 7ongicir'i'ife1', 224. 
Grasses of Iowa, 16. 
Gravel, Guthrie county, 480. 
Polk county, 348, 406. ~ 
Greenbriar Coal Co., 472 .. 
Green Mountain, elevation, 204. 
Greenwood Park, deep·well,409. 
Gross brickyard, 102. 
Guthrie Center, boring, 442 .. 
Elevation, 423. 
Guthrie county, geology of, 413. 
Alluvium, 469, 476. 
Analysis of clays, 476. 
Area, 417. 
Artesian wells, 484. 
Brickyards, 476. 
Building stone, 479. 
Carboniferous, 427. 
Clays, 475. 
Coal. 469. 
Cretaceous, 451, 475. 
Dale City coal, 470. . 
Dakota. 451. 
Deep 'coal seams, 470. 
, .. GuthrIe county. 
Des Moines formation, 428, 475. 
Drainage, 423 .. 
Early geologic~l work in, 41'7. 
Economic products, 469. 
Elevations, 423. . 
FansleI!S mine, 474. 
Forest bed, 468. 
Gravel,. 480. 
Iowan loess, 463.· 
Kames, 468. 
Kansan drift, 460 . 
Location, 417. 
Loess, 463. 
Mining industry, 472. 
Missourian, 446,479. 
Natural gas, 481; 
Over wash plains, 468. 
Physiography,4l8. 
Pleistocene, 460 . 
Pre-Kansan, 461 . 
Sand, 480. 
Soils, 486 . 
. Stratigraphy, 426. 
Stuart boring, '171 • 
. Sutherland well, 470. 
Terraces, 468. 
Topography,A18. 
Water supplies, 483. 
Wisconsin'drift,466. 
Work in, 13; 20, 26, . 29. 
GypidulCl. munda,169; 
cmnis, 167. 
Hackberry Grove beds, 161. 
Hadley. E.E., acknowledgments, 458. 
Haines 'brickyard, 402. . . 
Hall, James, cited, 37, 258, 352. 
Hall mine, 353. 
Hanley, elevation, 498. 
Section, 505. 
Harmon, brickyard, ·255. 
Harmon· & Hug', tile works, 403; 
Harris mme, 474 .. 
Haskins brickyard, 399. 
Hastie, coal horizon, 319. 
Elevation,264. • 
Mines, 360. 
Haworth, E., cited, 444; 450. ~ 
Haverhill, elevation, 204. 
Helicina occulta, 336. . 
Helicodisc'l.lS lineatns, 237. 
Hepner, Emanuel, well section, 228. 
Herndon, elevation,· 423..· . 
Hess, Samuel, acknow ledgments.l04. 
Hicks, Earl, cited, 422. ' 
High Bridge mines, 324. 
Hill brickyard, 398. 
Hoen & Co., 23. 
Horton brickyard, 478 .. 
Houser, G. L., acknowledgments, 104.· 
Howard county, work in, 15. 
! Hulme mine, 356, 360. 
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Hughes & Clark mine 474. 
H'l.lStedia 'nwrnwni, 331, 333, 430, 447, 448, 
512, 513, 514, 515:- ' 
Hutchinson quarry, 64, 96. 
Independence beds, 57. 
ld:iost1'orna caespitost~m, 64. 
Illinois drift, 18. 
Iowa Brick Co., 379, 386. 
Iowa Qentralllline, 353. 
Iowa City, brickyards, 102. 
Coal measure outlier. 80. 
Elevation, 47. ' 
Iowa Fuel Co., 361. _ 
Iowa Pipe and Tile Co., 400. 
Iowa Printing Co., 23. 
Iowa river, 47, 205. 
Iowan drift, 18, 40, 86, 123, -174, 23-:1:, 463. 
Irish, Gilbert, acknowledgments, 104. 
Irains quarry, 530. 
Jamaica, elevation, 423. 
Johnson cou,nty, geology of, 37. 
Alluvium, 90. 
Anamosa limestone, 54. 
Anomalous divides. 46. 
Area. 37. ' 
Bertram beds, 57. 
'Building stones, 95. 
Carboniferous, _ 79. 
Cedar Valley limestone, 62. 
Clays, 101. 
Coal measures, 79. 
Coggan beds~ 57. 
Deformations; 93. 
Des Moines formation; 79. _ 
Depth of Pleistocene deposits, 90. 
Devonian, 5"/. 
Draina~'e, 47. 
Economic products, 95. 
Elevations, 46. 
Fayette breccia. 58. 
Flagging stone; 99. 
Forest trees, 105. 
Fossil fish, 108. 
Gla.cial scorings, 86. 
Geological formations, 5-:1:. 
Qeological work in, 37. 
Hall, James, in, 37. " 
Independence beds, 51. 
Iowan bowlders. 41. , 
Iowan drift, 86.: 
Iowan drift plains, 40. 
Kansan drift, 83. 
- drift 'plains, 43. 
'Keyes, C. R., in, 37. 
Kinderhook, 79. 
Lake basins. 46. 
, Le Claire limestone, 54. 
LOess, 88. 
Lhne, 100. 
McGee, W J, in, 37. 
Minerals, 103. 
Johnson county. 
North Liberty drift plain, ,e. 
Oramental stone. 99. 
Otis beds. 57. . 
Owen, D:D., in, 37. 
Pleistocene deposits, 83. 
Preglacial surface, 9l. 
Physiography, 39. 
Rail way ballast, 98. 
River flood plains, 45. 
Road materials, 98. 
Sand, 100. ' 
State Quarry limestone. 72. 
Stratigraphy, 53. , . 
Streams, 47. 
Silurian~ 54. 
Soils, 92: 
Topog:raphy,3H. 
Unconformities, 91. 
Wapsipinicon, 57. 
Water power, 104. 
Water supply, 104., 
White, C. A.,~in, 3~. 
Work in, 11 . 
. Jon'es, A. J.; 'cited, 418. 
Kames, 338, 346, 348, 408, 468. 
Kansf),n drift, 18, 43, 83, Tn, 231, 338, 
460,52l. 
Reb mine, 299. 
Kelsey kame, 346. 
Kettle holes, 134. 
Kipp quarry, 529. 
Keyes, C. R., cited, 38, 62, 213, 268,279, 
291, 292, 297, 299, 310, 
311, 328, 335, 360, 412, 
432, *450, 457,473, 493. 
Coal measure fossils at 
Des Moines, 330. 
Loess fossils at Des 
Moines, 344. 
Keystone mine, 353, 364. 
I Kirk, M. Z., cited, 450. , 
Kinderhook in Cerro Gordo county, 170. 
- Johnson county, 79. 
Marshall count.y, 221, 242. 
Knapp Creek quarries, 83. 
Kohl', G. H., brickyard,254. 
Kuntz & Rall.brickyard. 400. 
Kupping-erquarry, 146, 183. ' 
Lake basins, 46. 
Lake Park mine. 353. 364. 
Lamoille, elevation, 204. 
Larrabee,Frederick, acknowledgments, 
195. -
Laurel, elevation, 204. 
Lead and zinc report, 15. 
Le Claire limestone. 54. 
Le Grande beds, 221. 
Elevation, 204. 
Section. 213. 
Le Grande Quarry·Co., 242, 262. 
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Lein, A. T.,acknowledgments, 195. 
Lein Bros. lime kiln, 187. 
, Quarry, 149~ 
Leonard, A. G., acknowledgments, ,418. , 
Qited, 432,491,508, 512. 
Report of, 21, 23, 26. 
Workofi 15. ' ' 
Leverett,Frank, iii Iowa, 18, 20. 
Lima retife?'a, 33l. 
Lingula ca'rbonaria,436. 
, unbonata, 331. 
Lime, Oerro Gordoi18~. 
Johnson, 100. 
Madison, 534-
1\1arshall, 256~ 
,Lime. Creek shales, 161, 163. 
Linn ~ounty, work in, 11. 
Liscomb, elevation, 204. 
Loess, Guthrie colllity, 463. . 
Johnson county, 44, 88. 
Madison county, 522. 
Marshall county, 235. 
Polk county, 340. 
Lone Tree, elevation, 47. 
Lonsdale Bros., acknowledgments, '418~ 
Charles, quoted, '438. 
E. H., acknowledgments, 262, 
412,418. ' 
Oited,459. 
J ames,acknow ledgments,418. 
Ooal, 434, 440, 470, 537 . ..,: 
Mine, 440 .. 
LopophyUum p1·oZije?"'I.tm, 330, 332, 447, 
448, 512, 515. , " 
Lorimer, elevation, 498. 
Lower coal measures. 428. (See also 
Des Moines'formation.:) 
Loxonema gigantea, 166. ' ' 
m'l.tlLicosta, 332. 
scitula, 332, 
Luray, elevation,2M. 
Lyon county, work in, 15. 
Macadam roads, 532, 
Macbride, Thos. ,acknowledgments, 104. 
Forest trees of J ohn-
son county, 105. 
Quoted,435. 
Mac·),odon obsolet'ltS. 331. . 
Madison county, geology of, 489. 
Albertan drift, 521. 
Alluvium, 523. 
Analysis of water, 536. 
Area, 492. 
Barney quarries, 531. 
Bethany limestone, 509,524. 
Building stones, 524. 
Carboniferous, 503. 
Clays, 535. 
Ooal,537. 
Oretaceous, 503. 
Des Moines formation, 503. 
Devil's Backbone, 500. ' 
Madison county. 
Drain,itge,:498: 
Earlham: limestOne, 510, 512,514, 
, 524. 
Earlham quarries, 526. 
Early geological work, 493. 
Economic products, 524. 
Elevations, 498. , ' 
Erosion curves, 498. 
Fletcher well, ,536. 
Fragmental limestone, 511, 524. 
'Fusalina limestone, 517, 519, 524; 
525.' , 
G~est, 520.', , 
Genimi,lrelations of strata, 503. 
Geological formations, 503. 
Hanley section, 505. 
Kansan, 521. 
Land forms, 495. 
Lime, 534. 
Loess, 522. 
Marshall coal, 508. 
Mines, 537. 
Missourian tormation, 509. 
Origin of streams; 502. 
Patterson section, 507. 
,Pennsylvania series, 503. 
Peru quarries, 529. ' 
'Physiography, 494. 
Pleistocene, 503; 520. 
Preglacial surface, 500. 
Pre-Kansan drift, 521, 
Quarries, 525. 
Road material, 
South river exposures, 514. 
St. Oharles quarries, 513, 516,531. 
Stratifieddi'ift, 522. ' 
Stratigraphy, 503. 
Streams, 498. 
. Sub-Aftoniap., 521. 
Tileville section. 519. 
Topography, 494. 
Truro. quarries, 531. 
,Typical section, 505. , 
Upland meanders, 500. 
Valleys,495. " 
waterpower ,536. • 
Water supply, 535. 
Wint~set limestone, 517, ~2~ 525, 
528,536, 
Work in, 13, ~1, ~7; 
Malta, elevation, 204. 
Manbeck coal; 356. 
Mine, 361. 
Section, 313, 
Maple Grove mine,363. 
Marbut, O. F., cited, 500. 
Mardis brickyard~ 523, 535. 
Marion county, work in, 15. 
Marshall coal, 470, 508, 538. 
Marshall county, geology of, 201. 
Aftonian,231. ' 
Alluvium, 240. 
Marshall county. . " \ 
Altamont moraine, 239. 
Area, 201. . 
Augusta limestone, 227. 
Buchanan gravels, 233. 
Building sand, 256. 
Building stone, 241. 
Carboniferous, 218. 
Clays,252. ' 
Coal, 257. 
Des Mo~nes formation, 227, 252. 
Drainage,205. , 
Early geological w'ork in, 201. 
Economic products, 241. 
Elevations, 204. 
Geological formations, 218. 
Geological structure, 240. 
Glacial scorings, 239. 
Iowan drift, 234. 
Kansan drift, 23l. 
Kinderhook, 221, 242. 
Loess, 235. 
Lime, 256. 
Location, 20l. 
Marshalltown deep well, 211. 
Mississippian, 219. 
Moulding sand, 256. 
Pleistocene, 229. 
Physiography, 202. 
Quarries, 242. 
Road materials, 256. 
Saint Louis limestone, 227, 252. 
Soils, 258. 
Standard, sections, 213. 
Stratigraphy, 210. 
Sub-.Aitonian, 231. 
Terraces, 209. 
Topography, 202. 
Te$ts of storie, 247. 
Waterpower, 262. 
Water supply, 259. 
Wisconsin drift, 238. 
Work in, 12, 27. 
Marshalltown deep well, 21l. 
Elevation, 204. 
Shales, 226. 
Stone, tests of, 247.. 
Marston, A., acknowledgments, 17, 247. '1 
Mason City, deep well, 193. 
Elevation, ,136. ' 
Mason City Brick & Tile Co., 189. 
Mason City Quarry Co., 151, 185. 
Mason City Stone Co., 185. 
McBride, W. S., acknowledgments, 262. 
McCollister quarry, 97. _ 
McCord, R. L., acknowledgments,104. I 
McCormick, Harry, acknowledgments, 
17. 
McCune quarry, 55. 
McGee, W J, cited, 38, 39, 47,50, 62, 
77, 83, 84, 122, 268,277, 342, 422, 458, 
482. 
McGorrisk,J~B.,acknowledgments,411. 
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McLaughlin, lial'Old M., acknowledg-
ments,195. ' . 
McLune sand pit, 453, 480. 
Meekella striato-costata, 447,448,511,515, 
517. 
Megistoc?'in'Usja'rnswo1'thi, 61, 63. 
, parv'us, 224. 
robilio, .224. 
Melbourne, elevation, 204. 
.1'l[eloc?'in~ts calvinii, 78. 
Meier; C. G., work of, 23. 
Menlo, elevation; 423. 
Merchant mine, 324,356, 366, 474. 
Merrill Brick Warks, 395 .. 
fflesodon thy?'oicles, 336. 
Middle coal measures, 428. 
Midland mine, 360. 
Miller mine, 363; 
Millman boring, 291. 
Elevation, 284. 
Minear Bros. briekyard, 397. 
Mine slack, 48. 
Minerals of Johnson county, lOa. 
Mines. 
Acme, 360. 
Altoona, 321. 
Anderson, 454, 474. 
Atlas, 364. 
Bloomfield, 353, 364: 365. 
Burgess, 473. 
. Burroughs, 474. 
Butler, 474. 
Brushy Fork, ~74. 
Carbondale, 356, 361.. 
Christy, 356, 361, 362. 
Clark, 434, 474, 538. 
Clifton, 356. 
boon Valley, 365. 
Dahl,353; 
Des Moines, 353, 364, 365. 
Diamond, 363. 
Driscoll, 440, 475. 
Dygert, 473. 
Eagle, 353, 364. 
Eclipse; 353. 
Eureka, 353, 356, 363, 365 
Emery, 474. 
Fanslers, 474. 
Flint, 353, 364. 
Fisher, 473. 
Garver, 364. 
Giant, 364. 
Gibson, 356, 361, 362. 
Greenbriar, 472, 473. 
Hale, 353, 
Hughes, 474. 
Hughes & Clark, 474. 
Hastie, 360. 
Hulme, 356, 366. 
Iowa Central, 353. 
Iowa Fuel Co, 36l. 
Keeler, 473 .. 
Keystone, 353, 364. 
INDEX. 
Mines. 
Lake Park, 353. 
-Lamb; 4~, 475. --
Lonsdale; 440, 475. 
Manbeck, 356, 361.-
Maple Grove, ,363; 
Merchant, 356, 366" 474. 
Midland, _ 360. 
Miller, 363. 
Mormon Ridge, 256. 
Muldoon, 475. 
Oak Park, 353,364. ' 
Pattel'sQn, 538. 
Pennsylvania, 353. 
Perkins, 436, ,474. 
Pioneer. 353. 
Pleasant Hill, 353. 
Polk county., 353,365. 
Proctor, 365; 
Rawson, 353. 
Redhead, 353; -
Reese, 353, 434, 473 . .' 
Renslow, 474. 
Riley, 365. 
Scott, 365, 435, 474. 
Skandia, 360. 
Standard. 364. 
~tapes, 473. 
Star,360. ' 
Suggard & Saint, 475. 
Sypher, 353. -
Thomas, 474. 
Two Rivers, 353~' 
Union, 363;' 
Van Ginkle; 365. 
Wales,436,474. 
Watson, 353. 
Western; 363. 
West Riverside, 353, 364. 
White Ash, 364,434, 474. 
Winter, 474. -
Mississippian in Marshall county;' 219. 
Missourian, Guthrie county, 446,479, 
- - ~M:adison county;' 503, 509. 
Mitchellville boring, 290, 322. 
Elevation, 284. 
Modulus of rupture for pavers; 380 . 
. Montieth, elevation, 423. --
Monticttlipom rnonticola, 63. 
Mormon Ridge mine, 256. 
Morse, elevation, 47. -
Moulding sand, 256. 
Muldoon mine,'475. 
Murray, H. B.; acknowledgments, 17. 
Murchisonia qttadil'icarinata, 382. 
Musser, J. D., brickyard, 101. 
Museum work, 22~ 
Museum of Comparative Zoology; co-
operation of, 24.' _ _ -
j[yalina kwnsasensis, 518. 
sttllqttadrata, 518. 
swallowi, 831, 518. 
Natural gas, (}uthrie ,connty,481, -
, _,-- Polkcolinty, 410. , 
Naticopsis altonensiS j 448, 514;, _ -
-giggntea, 163, 166,168, 1'10. -
_ _ _ nana;332~ _, - --
Natttilis lasallensis,:332. '; 
occidt7ntalis, 332. 
_ w~nslowi, 332. _ 
, Nelson brickyard, ~91. 
Nevitt quarry, 528. 
Newberry,'J. S., cited, 109." 
- S. B., acknowledgments, 17. 
Newman Bros;, 294, 393. ' ,'-- ,: 
, Nellie E., work of, 23,27.'; 
Nicholas Oaks ,Brick & Tile Co." 102. 
Nicollet, J. N;, cited, '267. 
N oe and Margerie, cited,.422. 
Nora Springs section, 154. , 
North Des Moines mines,' 324.. . 
North Liberty drift plain, 42. 
Norton, W. H.,aCknowledgn1ents, 412. 
, 'Cited, 57,58, 62,' 213, ' 
427, 455,460, _ _ _-
Work of, 11; 15;21,26, 
".: "31. . .. 
Nttc'ula be:yrichi, 331. -- " -. .- , 
parva, 331; , . 
ventricosa, 331, 44'1. 
Nuculana billist?'iata, 331, 437, 447. 
Oak Park mine, -353,- 364. 
Occurrence of fossil 'fishes in the De-
vonian of Iowa,byC. R.Eastman,108. 
Oil, Polk county, 410.. -
OldMan creek, 50. 
OOlite, 217, 221, 242.' 
Oralabor, elevation, 284., 
Orbicttloidea nitida; 331; 334, 447; 
Origin of Madison county streams, 502~ 
Ornamental-stone in Johnson county, 99. 
Ot'phoc?"inus co-nicus,224. ' . 
-- j1tsijor'l'nis, 224. 
Orthiss macfarlanei, 59. - ' 
'impr.essa, 167,168. 
iowensis, 59,60, 61, 63, 66, 69., 70.' -
. pecosi, 448, 512. 
Ortlionemaconica, 332. < . 
Orthothetes chemungensis, 167. 
crenist1iata, 225, 226, 332. ~ 
Orthoce,1'QS ?"'Ushensis, 332. -
Osborn, Herbert,cited-, 458. 
Otis beds; 57;, -' 
Ottumwa';J?aving Brick Co;, 3:79. 
Overwash plains, 468. 
Owen beds, 186., _,_ 
D. D., cited, 37, 56, 83, 20;1., 268, 
- 291, 335. -
Oxer, J. W.,bricky!Lrd, 101. 
Oxford"brickyard, 101. 
Elevation, 47. 
Pammell, L. :S;., acknowldgements; 260. 
- . 
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Pammet, L. H., work of, 16. 
Pachyollhyll1l!(n ~coodmani, 146, 149, 159, 
. , 160, 167, 169. 
sdlitariurn. 168. 
Panora coal. 434. . 
Exposures, 433. 
Mines, 473. 
Panora Brick & Tile Co., 433, 478. 
Par'acyclas elliptica, 168. • 
sabini, 168. 
Parallelopora plannldta, 167. 
Pardieu creek, 52. 
Parker'S mill exposure, 149. 
Patterson, Bruce, acknowledgments, 
104. 
Patterson section, 507. 
Patrick, G. E., analyses, 191, 247,355, 
476. 
P atula stl'icttellct, 237. 
st-ringosa, 336. 
Paving brick,370. 
Peat in Cerro Gordo county, 192 .. 
PetTodus occidentalis, 447. 
Pennsylvanian, mine, 353, 365. 
Series, 503. 
Pentctmel"'us comis, 59, 60, 61. 
. dubia, 67, ·69. 
Peterson quarry, 186. 
Pe1itTemites PY1'ijonnis, 219. 
Perkins mine, 436, 474 .. 
Peru, coal at, 539. 
Elevation, 498. 
Quarries, 525, 529. 
Petr:odus occidentalis, 332. 
Phacops mnct, 63. 
Phillipsastm'ea billingsi, 59, 61, 68. 
Physical properties of paving brick, 
375. . 
Physiography, Cerro Gordo county 122. 
Guthrie county, 418. 
Johnson county, 494. 
Madison county, 39. 
Marsball county, 202. 
. Polk county, 268. 
Pggno"c altus, 169. 
Pickering, elevation, 204. 
Pioneer mine, 353, 
Pleasant Hill mine, 353, 365. 
Platyc?-in1.~S pZCmnus, 224. 
sym.rnetTi("'l.ts, 224. 
Pleistocene, Cerro Gordo county, 171. 
. Divisions of, 18. 
Guthrie county, 460. 
Johnson county, 83. 
Madison county, 503, 520. 
-;.. Marshall county, 229. 
Polk county, 335. 
Work on, 14,17,. 
Pleur'opho')'us pesrniarius, 331. . 
ple~trotornar'ia bTazoensis, 
331. 
subcuneatus, 331. 
carbonaria, 331. 
Ple1.t1'Ophonls gravillensis, 332. I 
'i/wdesta, 332. 
sphae1'1.tlatft, 332. 
valvaijo't1nis, 332. 
Plymouth, elevation, 136. 
County, work in, 15. 
Polk City gravel pits,407. 
Mines, 323. 
Polk City Junction, elevation, 136. 
Polk City Tile Works, 403. 
Polk county, geology of, 263. 
Alluvium, 351, 366. 
Altoona mines. 321. 
Area,267. ' 
Base of coal measures. 290. 
. Building brick, 322. . 
Berwick borings, 320. 
Building stones, 409. 
Carboniferous, 286. 
Character of coal measures, 291. 
Clays, 366. 
Coal,352. . . 
Commerce mines, 324. 
Crocker kame, 348. 
Cross section, 301, 306. 
Detailed stratigraphy, 310. 
Drainage, 273. 
Early geological work in, 267. 
East Des Moines mines, 319. 
Economic products, 352. 
Elevations, 284. 
Fauna of coal measures. 
Fossils of loess, 342, 344. 
General cross-sections, 301. 
General relations of strata, 285. 
Geological formations, 285. 
Gravel, 348,406. 
Greenwood Park well, 286, 
High Bridge mines, 324. 
Kames, 346, 348. 
Kansan drift, 338. 
Kelsey kames, 346. 
Loess, 340,367. . 
Lower coal horizons, 328. 
Mines, 353. 
Mitcheliville borings, 322. 
Natural gas, 410. 
North Des Moines mines, 324. 
Oil, 410. 
Paving brick, 370. 
Physiography, 268. 
Pleistocene, 335. 
Polk City mines, 323. 
Pottery, 400. 
Pre-Kansan drift, 335. 
Road material, 406. 
Saylorville mines, 322. 
Sewer pipe, 400. 
Soils, 405. 
South Des Moines mines, 326. 
Stratigraphy, 285. 
Terraces, 351. 
Tests of paving brick, 378. 
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Polk county. ' .. 
Topography, 268. 
Water supplies, 409. 
Wisco:nsin, 344 .. 
Work in, 13;20,26, 29 .. 
Portland, elevation, 136. . 
Exposures, 151, 153. 
Post-glacial deposits, Cerro Gordo 
county, :178. '. , 
Post-Lafayette emergence,Polk county, 
2'7'7. 
Pottery, 369,400~, , 
Powell, J. W., cited, 268. 
Pre-glacial drainage at Des Moines,278. 
Streams of Madison county, 
500., . 
Surface, Johnson county,91. 
, Madison county, 500. 
Pre-Kansan drift, Guthrie county, 468. 
'Madison county, 521. 
Polk county, 335~ 
Price, Paul, acknowledgments, 493. 
Proctor mine, 299, 365; 
P1'od/uctus atCtiatus, 223. 
com, 331,. 333, 430, 431, 437, 
445,447,506, 509, 514, 515, 
517. 
costata, 333, 447, 448, 505,' 506, 
513; 514, 515. 
haUana, 168, 169. 
longispinus, 331, 333, 334, 509, 
512,513. ' 
mU1'icat'l.(,8, 431, 436, 437,445, 
506. 
'ltanus, 331. 
neb1'ascensis, 445, 447,518. 
pmttenianus" 515. 
punctatus, 1'70, 430, 515. 
semi1'eticuZat~(,8, 219, 333,509. 
sotita1'ium, 167. ' 
Ptyctodus caZceoZus, 75, 114, 116. 
PtychophyZZwJn eZlipticum, '167. 
expans'l.o1'l?" 456. 
mola1-is,' 115., 
versiforrne, 66. 
P·ug·nax alt'l.ts, 167, 168. 
ambigtL'MS, 167, 168. 
Pupa alticola, 237. 
pentadon, 237. 
, muscorum, 237, 336; 
Purington Brick Co., 379. 
Quarries. " 
Arnold, 529. 
Backbone. 529 .. 
Belding Stone Co., 150, 184., 
Bevington, 525. 
Brown, 529. 
Chapin, 252. 
Clark, 528. 
Corrick, 251. 
Coralville, 70. 
Quarries. 
Crowley, 96. 
Earlvill~ Land Co., 528, 533. 
Eicher, 96. 
Eureka, 528. 
Hutchinson, 64, 96. 
Irains,530. 
Kipp,529. 
Knapp creek, 83. 
Kuppihger, 145,146,149,152,183. 
Le Grande Quarry Co., 242, 243. 245;, 
Lein Bros., 145, 149. ' . 
McCollister, 97; . 
McCune, 55. 
Mason Pity Quarry Co., 151, 185. 
Mason City Stone Co., 151, 185. 
Nevitt, 528. 
Peterson, 186. , 
Robertson, 514, 526. 
Saunders; 64, 81, 96. 
St. Charles, 513. 
Quarry, elevation, 204. 
Railway ballast in Johnson county, 98:· 
Randall, Ade, aclciowledgments, 195. 
I Rapid creek, 52. , Rattler tests of brick, 380. 
I Rawson mine, 353. Tile yard section, 302. 
Redhead mine, 353. I Relief of Madison county, 496. 
Renslow mine, '479. . 
Report of State Geologist, U. 
Reese mine, 353, 434. 
Resurrected rivers, '502. 
Rhodes" elevation, 204. 
Rhado&/'in'l.ts k'i1'legi, 224. 
. wan'us, 224. 
ivdte1'sian'l.(,8, 224. 
Rhmnbopo?'a'lepidodendro'ides, 330, 333,' 
447 448. ' 
, Rhynchonella pugnus, 72, 78, 79, 169. 
interrnedia, 59. . 
'I.tta, 331, 333, 431, 513, 514. 
River flood plains, 45. 
River Junction brickyard, 101. 
Riley mine, 365. 
Road materials, MarShall' county, 256. 
Madison county, 53\ 
Polk county, 406. 
, ' JOMson county, 98. 
Robertson quarry, 514, 526. 
Rocky Bluff~, 467. 
Rockton, elevation, 204. 
Quarries, 245. 
, Section, 216. 
Rose Hill section, 309. ' 
Rubble rock, 529. 
Runnells, elevation; 284. 
Mines, 360. 
Carbondale exposures, 311. 
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Saint Louis limestone, 22'7., 252. 
Salisbury, R. D., acknowledgments, 20, 
4l2. 
Cited, 298, 341, 349, 
351. 
Sand,' Guthrie county, 453, 480. 
Johnson county, 100. 
Sanders, Euclid, acknowledgments, 104. 
. Creek. 52. 
Quarry, 64, 81, 96. 
Santiago, elevation, 284. 
Saylorville mine, 322, 410. 
.8chizod'l.'-S alpina" 331. 
elegantinits, 224. 
globasUs, 224. 
Scott county, work in, 15. 
Mine, 365, 435, 474. 
Sewer pipe, 369, 400. 
Shackelford, Lincoln, brickyard, 397. 
Louis, brickyard, 397. 
Shales, Polk county, 367. 
Shaver, P. E:~ acknowledgments, 104. 
Sheldahl, elevation, 284. 
Shell Rock, falls exposure, 156. 
River; 139, 
Valley, 128. 
Shepherd, Hugh H., acknowledgments, 
195. . 
Shimek, R, acknowledgments, 104, 236. 
Shueyville ice lobe, 4~. 
Sichocrinus inomat'tts, 224. 
Sieg & Size brickyard, 254. 
Silurian fossils in Cretaceous, 452, 456. 
Johnson county, 54. . 
Simon & Son brickyard, 478. 
Sioux quartzite report, 15. 
Skandia mine, 360. --
Skunk river system, 209. 
Solenisc'tts gmcilis, 332. 
humiUs, 332. 
. newberryi, 332. 
_ -- paludini.ejMmis, 332. 
Solohornya solenijm'mis; 331. 
Soils, Cerro Gordo county, 179. 
Guthrie county, 486 .. 
Johnson county, 92. 
Mapping of, 14, 20. 
Marshall county, 258. 
Polk county, 405. 
Solon, elevation, 47. 
Lobe of ice sheet, '43. 
Source of Clear Lake, 142. 
South Des Moines mines, 325. 
River exposures, 514. 
Spencer, A. C., in Madison county, 493. 
S1{haerdon medialis, 332. 
Spirijer biplicat'!.ts, 225, 226. 
cameratus, 333, 447, 448, 505, 506, 
509,511, 512, 514, 515. 
l:Jjrtinaj01"mis, 168. 
extenuat'l.!s, 226 
jimbriatm, 168, 169. 
hungerjori1i, 168. 
Spirije'J' kentuckensis, 333, 430, 513, 515. 
. lineatus, 331, 333, 44'7, 448, 512, 
513,514, 
macb·ridei, 168. 
m'estes, 167. 
pctrryanus, 63~ 64, 66, 67, 69, 70, 
160. 
pennatus, 59, 60, 62, 63, 68 . 
plano-convexus, 333, 430, 431, 447, 
506,509. 
'j'ockyrnontanus, 331. 
st,tiatus, 219 . 
subuni1ijen.ts, 63. 
whitneyi, 166, 167, 169. 
Spurr, J. Edward, cited, 458. 
Standard mine, 364. 
Star mine, 360. 
Stapes mine, 473. 
Statequarry, 72,97. 
Center, elevation, 204. 
Geologist's report, 11. 
Statistics of coal production, 358. 
Steelsmith, G. L . .., cited, 260. 
Stockton, J. D., acknowledgments, 411. 
Stone industry of Cerro Gordo county, 
187. 
Story county, work on, 15, 27. . 
Stout, J. E.; cited, 481. 
f:3tmpa'j'o1l1'-S catilloides, 332, 514. 
cyclostom·us, 64, 70, 71. 
latus, 332. 
pernodosm, 332. 
Stratified drift, 235. 
Stratigraphy, Cerro' Gordo county, 144. 
Guthrie county, 426. 
Johnson county, 53. 
Madison county, 503. 
Marshall county, 210. 
Polk county, 285. 
Streams, see Drainage. 
Strength, paving brick, 374. \' 
Marshalltown stone. 248. 
Winterset stone, 525. 
St?'eplacis Whitjieldi, 332. ' 
St?'eptolas-ma spongaxis, 456. 
Striatop()ra rugosa, 63, 66. 
St'j'obiloc:ystites calvini, 71. 
St?'o-mbodes johannis, 1B7. 
St?'o-matoponlla incrustans, 167. 
St?'opheodonta a?·C'!.tata, 167. 
calvini, 1,68. 
canace, 168. 
demissa, 59, 63. 
pccfplana, 167. 
variabiZis, 167, 168. 
Strophonella hyb?'ida, 167. 
reve'/,sa, 167, 168. , 
St. Charles, elevation, 498. 
Quarries, 506, 513, 531. 
St. John, O. H., cited, 22, 268, 417, 428, 
430, 431, 435, 436, 442, 458, 459, 466. 
Stuart boring, 471. 
Elevation, 423. 
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Stuart Brick & THe 00., 477. 
Stuart Prospecting Co., 471. 
Sub':Aftonian,231,521. (See, also, Pre-
Kansan.) .. . 
Stwcinea avara, 237, 335; 
obliqtta, 237, 336. 
Suggard & Saint mine, 475. 
Sutherland well, 470. 
Synocladiabise1'iaUs, 330, 333. 
Synthetodus trisulcatus, 112. 
Sulphur mine, 353. 
Tann mill section, 430. 
Tamworth, el~vation, 284. _ 
Tate, F. 0., work of, 23. 
Taxoc'tinus jietChC1'i, 224. 
inte1'medi-us, 224. 
Taxonomic relations of fish bed, 77. 
. Technology of paving brick, 373. , 
Tereb1'atttla cUelasma, 447. 
plano-sulcata, 219. 
Tentacttlites hoyti, 63. 
Terraces, Marshall county, 209. 
Polk county: 351, 468. 
Terrace Hill section, 308. 
Terrace mill exposure, 81. . 
Tests, Marshalltown stone, 247. 
Paving brick, 379, 383, 384, 386, 
390,392. 
Winterset stone,·525. 
Thomp.s & Son brick. 404. 
Thomas, M. G., cited, 354. 
Thomas mine. 474. 
Thrinacodt~s ciuplicatus,332. 
Tiffin· brickyard,- 101. . 
Elevation, 47. 
Tiffin Tile 00., 101. 
Till ville section, 519. 
Tilton, J. ~., cited, 267, 341, 448, 493, 
500,523. 
,. Work of, 13, 21. 
and H. F. Bain, geology 
. of Madison countV-. 489. 
Timber creek quarries, 217. 245.~·' 
Tippey & Decker brickyard, 399. 
Topography; Oerro Gordo county, 122. 
Guthrie county, 418. 
J ohilson county l 39. 
Madison county, 494. 
Marshall county, 202. 
. . Polk county, 268. _. 
Topographic work of U. S. Geol. Surv., 
24. 
Toronto beds, 19. 
Trachydomia wheele1'i, 332. 
Truro, elevation, 498. 
Quarries, 531. . 
Two Rivers mine, 353. 
. Unconformities, Oerro Gordo countv. 
181. 
., Johnson county, 94. 
U Ulon mme, 363. 
United States Geological Survey, 18, 
19, 20, 24: ..-
Upham, Warren,cited, 121, 345, 418, 464. 
Upland meanders, 500. 
Upper coal measures, 428. See also 
Missourian. 
Valley Junction boring, 290. 
Elevation, 284. 
Valley trains in Oerro Gordo county,-
. 177. 
. Polk county. 348,406. 
Vallonia pulchella, 237, 336. '. . 
Value of quarry products, Oerro Gordo 
county, 186. 
Van Cleve, elevation, 204. 
Van Ginkle brickyard, 399. 
mine, 365. 
Van Hise, O. R., cited, 297 . 
Van Hyning,T.,acknowledgment~, 
412. 
Van Meter coal. 470. 
Ventura, elevation, 136~ 
Vermilya's bluff, 156. 
Wachsmuth and Springer, cited, 202, 
224. . 
-Wales mine, 436, 474. 
Walker,T. M.,acknowledgmerits, 411. 
Wallace, W. M., well,record, 231. 
Wapsipinicon limestone, 57,95 .. 
Water power, Oerro Gordo county, 194. 
. Johnson county, 104. 
. Madison county, 536. 
Marshall county, 262. 
Water, supplies, Oerro Gordo county, 
. ·192. 
Guthrie county, 483. 
Johnson county, 104. 
Madison county,535. 
. Marshall county, 269. 
Polk county, 409. 
Watson mine, 353.·: . 
W ~~~~erbYI Harry, acknowledgments, 
Webster, C. L., cited, 122. 
Weeks,pottery,402. . 
West Riverside mine, 353,.364. 
. Western mine, 363. . 
Wheeler, H. A., cited, 373. ~ 
Formula. 380. 
White, C. A., cited, 38, 121, 201,220, 
268, 291, 345, 417, 444,450, 451, 457, 
493. ~ -
White, S. W., acknowledgments, 317 
411. . -
White Ash mine, 323, 364,434,4'74. 
Whitney, J. D., cited, 201, 219. . 
W~l1~ins, J. A., acknowledgments, 494 
WIllIams, :g. S., cited, 122. I Williams brickyard, 400. Willow creek, 130. . 
Winburn, G. L., brickyard, 399. 
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Winchell, N. H" cited, 458. 
Winchell, H. V., cited, 458. 
Winterset, elevation, 498. 
Limestone, 517, 524, 525, 528. 
Winter mine, 474. 
Winslow, A., cited, 500: 
Wisconsin drift,19. 
Cerro Gordo county, 143, 176. 
Guthrie county, 466. 
Marshall county, 238. 
. Polk county, 344. 
Witter, F. M., cited, 48l. 
Woodbury mills section, 215. 
Wood, Thos. L., acknowledgments, 411. 
-. 
Worthen, A. H., cited, 22, 268,291,335, 
352, 457, 458. 
Wright, G. Frederick, in Iowa, 23. 
W ulke brickyard, 254. 
Youngerman brickyard, 398. 
Zaph1'entis stokesi, 458. 
Zinc, work on, 15, 
Zonites arom'eus, 336 . 
julvus, 237. 
shimeki, 237. 
Zorn, G. W., acknowledgments, 247. 
